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Vinaceous Correspondents'-
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


The Third Article in a Series / Fifteenth Section
by Barbara Marinacci


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE (1937-1976)
-15-


rrihis installment continues the portrayal of the long, wine-focused friendship between California winegrower Martin Ray
-L and enology professor Maynard A. Amerine of University of California, Davis. When considering the dwindling


communication between them in the mid-1950s, it presents the rarely told story of what MR called his Wine Quality Control
Fight Aimed at the higher end of the state's wine industry, it occupied much of his and his wife Eleanor's time, attention, and
efforts throughout much of 1955, and into the next year. The Rays had discounted Amerine's downright disapproval of their
campaign tactics' attacking the practices and integrity of other wineries while enlisting support from the numerous wine
retailers, writers, and wine connoisseurs who had tasted and appreciated the dramatic difference between Martin Ray's pure
varietal wines and the far more widely distributed blended ones being labeled and sold as varietals.


Martin Ray was a uthor Barbara Marinacci's stepfather. First meeting "Rusty" Ray when she was 17years old shortly be fore
her mother's marriage to him, she regarded him with commingled fascination and rebellion, and soon distanced herself
geographically not only from his vehement opinions and "dark" side, but also from the autocratic ways manifested in his new
and unaccustomed patriarchal role. Later in life, after his death, she began to ponder the sources of his charismatic but flawed
complexity and to appreciate his admirable qualities—especially when working on her mother's memoir/biography, Vineyards
in the Sky (published in 1993 and still available), and then while spending a year going through the extensive Martin &
Eleanor Ray Papers before turning them over in 1999 to Special Collections in UCDavis's General Library, which has copied
many letters for her and granted permission to quote from them.


As always, Marinacci is extremely grateful to Gail Unzelman for enabling her to publish successive segments of this long
series, begun in 2004. She doubts that the California wine industry has produced other winemakers as pugnaciously
impassioned in p ushingfor quality as Martin Ray... or so uniquely and eloquen tly prolific in their correspondence over many
years. Certainly among a number of latter-day vintners he was, and still is, an influential and even inspirational figure.


artin Ray hoped that the
rather fawning letter he'd
written to Andre Simon in
October of 1955 would
persuade him to compose a
disapproving commentary in
the next quarterly issue of
Wine & Food, sent out to
Wine and Food Society mem-
bers, on the other premium
California wineries' evident
evasion of accepting quality-


control measures that he'd been advocating for two
decades now. Although Maynard Amerine often
contributed pieces to W&F, if MR had asked him
earlier to write about the QC war he'd begun waging,
his friend would certainly have declined to do it.
From the start, Maynard had made it clear that he
objected to the strong-arm tactics and threats in-
volved, along with MR's trying to undermine
wineries' reputations through adverse publicity—and
kept on telling him so (shown in segments 9-14 in WTQ
October 2006-January 2008).


MR himself in fact had little respect for the
Society's various urban branches, though he wel-
comed any support he might get from them for his


noble cause: upgrading the reputation of California's
better wines through wineries' adoption of self-
imposed quality controls, belated as it would be. The
Society's memberships, he often declared (starting
when he owned Paul Masson, from 1936 to 1943),
consisted mainly of wine dilettantes and downright
phonies. But naturally he was happy whenever
members praised his wines, publicly in print, or
privately—even while they used their connections
with vintners like him to freeload on wineries' wares.
For as he'd write bluntly to author John Melville in
the following year"


You might be interested to know that I have virtually
never sold any wine to any of the members of the Wine
& Food Society. They are mostly beer and whiskey
drinkers, who love wine only for the ceremony they are
permitted to perform over it at their "state" dinners.
Their membership is filled with men who have no
home life, who are queer and out of balance socially.
By mastering the phraseology of wines, and the lingo
they talk, they are able to establish themselves as
superior creatures, which they are not. [3/17/56]


Probably MR had never gone to any Society
gatherings. His judgments came from socializing with
a few member-officers, such as San Franciscan
Harold Price, whom he'd known for years, and from
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hearing other people's candid opinions—one of whom
probably was Amerine. So if this was MR's cynical
opinion of the Society's overall membership, what on
earth did he think and say about its founding father?


MR's Perspective on Andre Simon


Unlike many other wine lovers on the planet,
MR didn't revere the international Wine &
Food Society's progenitor. He sometimes took


verbal jabs at Andre Simon's high standing as both
connoisseur and much-published author. In April of
1955, just before his Wine Quality Control Fight
began heating up, he'd expressed a dubious assess-
ment of Simon's current ability as an expert
winetaster in a letter to oenophile Dr. Marcus
Crahan, a psychiatrist and gourmand in Los Angeles
who with his librarian wife avidly collected precious
gastronomic and wine literature. [EDITORNOTE:Marcus
E. Crahan (1901-1978) will be the subject of an upcoming WTQ
article.] Crahan had been corresponding with Andre
Simon in an attempt to impress him with the caliber
of some better California wines, and had told MR
that he was shipping some off to England for Simon
to evaluate. "I am really worried about those wines
you are sending to Andre Simon," MR began.


You know, I do not know what any of them are, nor
about Andre Simon himself. He is eighty years old and
cannot any longer even sit through a dinner, let alone
taste young and unknown wines. And you know he
made his money by being the Pommery Greno agent
for the British Empire. He devoted his life to being a
French wine merchant in Great Britain. I do not see
how it is possible for you to get at his hands treatment
that you deserve. His name carries great prestige, but
his age and prejudices make him a dangerous judge.
California winegrowers sent wines over there before,
you know, and nothing came of it.
And here MR inserted a remark that presaged a


crucial future development in California winemaking,
partly because he and his wines provided a working
model for the "boutique" winery that would grow or
buy fine winegrape varieties, and from them produce
wines on a small scale, in an almost handcrafted
manner—then sell them at high prices.


The only recognition we need concern ourselves with
is that of our own country. If we can attract half a
dozen young men of high ideals, determination and
proper financial backing we can have, in fact,
premium growers who won't need any artificial
supports to hold them up.
Incidentally, in this letter MR had then gone on


to praise UC Davis's work, and Maynard Amerine's
in particular, in promoting wine quality—always
done at the risk of making enemies in an industry
that, after all, was partly financing the Viticulture &
Enology Department's work in vine and wine


research, educational training, and outreach to both
growers and vintners.


The University of California at Davis has done more to
make the growers and the consuming public conscious
of varieties and quality standards than all the money
spent by the Wine Institute and the Wine Advisory
Board. On the surface the two institutions profess to
have a common interest, but it is my personal belief
that they are opposing interests. And if you find any
grower against Dr. Amerine, as you mentioned, it is a
dead give-away that that grower cannot meet the
quality standards advocated by Dr. Amerine and so
wants to eliminate him, or anyone sponsoring high
standards. [4/5/55]
MR liked so much what he'd written to Crahan


that several weeks later he directly quoted two
paragraphs from this letter when writing to John
Melville- the first extract above and another one that
had preceded and then precipitated the comments
about Simon and Amerine. (The other paragraph he'd
quoted to Melville will appear in a later subhead
section. For, ironically, just as MR was composing
this letter to Crahan, the entire sequence of events
coming afterwards would challenge the close
relationship he'd long enjoyed with Amerine.)


Although MR's dismissive remarks about Simon
were expectable, he was never so obtuse that he'd
neglect to steer a trusted envoy toward the British
wine authority, because he'd calculate that benefit
might accrue through the contact. And this would
happen two years later, when his adopted son Peter
Martin Ray was in England doing post-doc botanical
research. Using a few letters of introduction MR had
written earlier, Peter had visited some of Europe's
prominent winegrowers. While at Harvard, too, he
had become known to noted wine dealers and
connoisseurs in the Boston area, and was even giving
talks about winegrowing in Europe. Viewing PMR's
wine-focused tangential avocation as a means of
promoting his own wines, MR wanted it understood
that he'd also be setting the stage for his and his twin
brother's eventual inheritance of the wine estate.
Though they could stay with their science careers,
they'd always need to promote all the Martin Ray
wines, past, present, and future.


It is my idea that the interest you should take in our
wines should be similar to the interest you might have
taken in the Dawn Redwood, had you rediscovered it
in interior China and brought back to civilization the
first seeds. You would be sending seeds or plants out
to all the botanical world and you would be interested
in furthering knowledge of it and you would naturally
feel something like the sponsor of its establishment in
every climate suited to its growing. So with our wines,
not that you have discovered them, but you have such
an interest in them. You are not "selling" them. You
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are not even directly concerned with the financial
problems surrounding their growth and marketing.
But the wines you are interested in, because you know
they are the best grown in the country and because
they are grown by your family and you are quite
naturally devoted to them even more so than you are
to the great growths of the older wine countries. So,
keep your interest in proper perspective but keep it
vigorous and straightforward. The time must come
when you and Barclay must, through your friends and
your friends' friends, support a substantial portion of
the sales of our vineyards, just as it was true with old
Dr. Rixford. It may seem far away to you now but it is
very near. [5/23/56]
So now MR expected him to initiate the same


kind of contacts and subtle promoting in London
through getting to know well-placed wine people,
including renowned dealerships.


You will be having the dinner or luncheon at the Berry
Bros, before long, I suppose, and we will have great
interest in a report of the event. They will no doubt
bring out some very rare vintages for you. It is a great
source of satisfaction to see how very properly and well
you have developed all these wine connections. You
now know the great growers of Burgundy, Bordeaux
and Germany, and you have developed genuine
friendship with them all.
There was strategic value, then, in having Peter


become acquainted with celebrated wine authorities.
Such persons could boost and spread the reputation
of Martin Ray's wines, to prove California's great
winemaking potential. They'd also feel assured that
this unique winery's future operations would be
carried forward successfully into the distant future
by this capable, enthusiastic, sophisticated young
member of next Ray generation. So in his
instructional letter to PMR, MR declared-


There remains after Berry Bros one more man I
believe you two [here MR thoughtfully included Peter's
wife, Terry] should know before he is dead. He is an
old man already but no one has ever had quite the
stature he has developed. He is Andre Simon,
International head of the wine and Food Society.
When hearing from others that this brilliant


young plant physiologist who had made friendships
with notable European vintners was also a budding
winemaker himself, Simon would indubitably
recognize Peter's upcoming importance in the wine
world—and therefore desire to meet him. So to
explain his plan, MR first described Simon.


He has written dozens of books and booklets on all the
various wines and spirits of the world. And while I
have often disliked certain of his writings and have
always regarded him as the very essence of all the
over sofistication [sid that has been built up around
wines, he is never-the-less a great personage. So, I


think I will ask him to have you in for a little visit in
his London home. He has written some very nice
things about us and we have met many people over the
years who are personal friends of his.
MR then counseled his son about desirable


deportment, which would make an unsullied contrast
to that of the usual wine fakers he always enjoyed
caricaturing.


Being straight forward and genuine with these people
of the wine world who occupy the very top positions at
once places you not only in their favor but in this day
and age it is great encouragement to these older people
to know that there is in the world at least you two....
So accept it and understand it and then just go right
on being your own natural selves. Guard always
against becoming the phony sophisticate like Bob
Knudsen, Harold Price, et al [frequent guests of the
Rays, or else their hosts, and ostensibly MR's good
friends]. Simon may very well be like that. But if he is,
he is at least the greatest of them all! And in the years
to come it will be well to be able to remember him and
recall that you knew him. [8/25/57]
Peter and Terry Ray were indeed treated to an


elegant midday meal in London at the Berry Bros. &
Rudd, close to one of the royal palaces. As PMR now
recalls it—


Other than the posh Edwardian appearance of the
wood-paneled second-storey room where the dinner
was held, and the impression that everything about
the occasion was very friendly and pleasant (no
commercial or other pressures), the main thing I
remember about the dinner is that they opened and
served a magnum of 1895 Chateau Lafite-Rothschild.
This is of course a Premier Crus claret, so
appropriately great expectations were associated with
it. It also was one of the oldest wines I've ever had, and
I remember it as having been magnificent, despite its
age. They presumably had brought it up from their
cellar containing a vast collection of remarkable wines,
which had somehow survived the bombings of London
in WWII. I did not, however, meet Andre Simon on
that or any other occasion. But I certainly remember
that MR deprecated him and claimed him to be a
phony expert, his basis for which I do not know. [Email
to BKM, 1/24/08]


MR, Wine Literature, and Current Winegrowing
Practitioners


Martin Ray wouldn't have eagerly sought, and
bought, Simon's books. His library holdings
were scarcely those of an avid wine book


collector—whether of historical, scholarly, technical,
or popular wine publications; most of his books about
wine to be invested in would have been given to him
and needed a personal connection. Amerine over the
years had often sent or lent him wine literature,
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which he'd peruse. Yet MR liked books, as the Rays'
sizable library shows. Busy though he always was,
he'd try to get acquainted with worthwhile literature,
whether classics or current. Often reading aloud to
each other in the evening, he and his two sequential
wives consumed much good fiction and nonfiction—in
the latter category, especially biographies and
history. He had good recall of what had been read,
though he might reshape information to make it fit
with already set opinions or distorted perspectives—
particularly if the subject was wine or politics (past
or present in either topic).


MR didn't regularly subscribe to the few trade
journals of the times, such as Wines & Vines to keep
abreast of personnel changes, the latest research,
technological innovations, and marketing trends in
the wine industry. (According to MR, an editor at
W&V, sometime in the late 1930s, had told him that
the magazine, under instructions from the Wine
Institute, which helped underwrite its publication
costs, could no longer accept either articles or even
Paul Masson advertisements from him.)


Instead, MR's interest focused on gathering the
state agriculture department's annual harvest and
wine "production statistics on all major grape
varieties—wine, table, and raisin types—so as to
prove that even the better wineries used the latter
two (particularly the superabundant Thompson
Seedless grapes, in fresh, juice concentrate, or
desiccated forms) for vintaging the overall huge
gallonage produced. And because the state tracked
specific winegrape acreages, he could also demon-
strate that many wines labeled as fine varietals
would actually have been grossly blended with
inferior high-producing winegrapes, such as Chenin
Blanc and Zinfandel. (So where did all the wine being
marketed as Chardonnay come from, he argued, if
the acreage was too low even to be statistically
identified? And since MR considered the latter grape
close to an abomination, he was invariably outraged
whenever he detected dominant presence of "Zin" in
wines claimed to be Pinot Noir and Cabernet
Sauvignon.)


Rusty Ray preferred to stay aloof and get any
industry news and gossip second- or third-hand (as
he had received it for almost 20 years from Amerine).
Also, as the absolute monarch of his own mountain,
from the start of his winemaking career MR declined
to attend meetings or go to banquets, where he might
have socialized and exchanged information with
winegrowing peers and other wine professionals.
Distancing himself from others also made it easier to
render harsh judgments about wines, along with the
people who'd made them. And by holding court at
dinners given on his secluded mountaintop, he could
choose the dishes and wines to be served, along with


dominating the conversation among the Rays' captive
yet invariably captivated guests.


The sophisticated Andre Simon for years had
starred in a very different, broadly intercontinental,
literary milieu. MR's disdainful attitude toward him
and other wine sophisticates (whether they were
genuine or pretentious) may have provided smoke-
screens to conceal his own deep insecurities—even
from himself. After all, his upbringing had been that
of a California farm boy. And in spite of his
admiration of the noble French and German wine
estates and their products, he hadn't yet traveled to
Europe (and never would, doubtless partly because
he'd feel insecure far from his control center). But he
could send letters introducing his adopted sons and
favored friends whom he judged well qualified to
meet with some of Europe's wine-royalty families.
Andre Simon and the English (who didn't produce
wine on their island, anyway) were just two of
numerous persons and populations that MR tended
to denigrate in both correspondence and conversa-
tion. He could proclaim, with fixated conviction,
negative opinions about almost anything and
anybody, including entire civilizations, nations, and
racial or ethnic groups, as well as wineries' histories
and wine people. Thus in early 1955, having heard
that John Melville, like Dr. Crahan, was seeking to
get wine-loving Brits' approval of certain California
vintages, MR launched one of his mini-diatribes in a
warning letter to him:


My feeling is that nothing out of America could ever
please them. And on top of this if the wines were good,
which I doubt, they would not admit it.... The
California growers just don't seem to realize no one in
his right mind is going to drink their blends and
frauds when they have a taste and the money to buy
better.... It's as if they are frantically trying to sell
themselves that their wines are superior. And England
has the pick of the French wines.
Then MR couldn't resist adding one more jab at


America's Mother Country—over its apparent
ingratitude for the U.S. generosity during WWII with
Lend Lease and then joining up with Britain in the
crucial fight against the Axis nations.


As for her press, you know it is 100% anti
American. Why wouldn't it be, after we have
saved their lives and given them so much! That is
human nature. Lend a friend money and lose the
friendship and the money.


The last comment was in line with MR's reluctance or
refusal, based partly on adverse past experience, ever
to lend money to anyone. (Later on, had he adhered
to this dictum, he could have avoided the disastrous
financial and personal entanglements and property
losses that ensued from his co-founding the Mount
Eden Vineyards Corporation.)
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When ending his letter to Melville, MR returned
to his great fixation on quality control, which had
been mightily reactivated earlier in the month after
he'd received Louis Gomberg's letter, memorandum,
and telephone call. His final sentences show how
encouraged he was by the enthusiastic approval of
recipients of his recent mailings about instigating
quality control.


See you soon, John. Keep up the good work and dont
let me discourage you. But try to direct attention to
our great chances for making fine wines here and
keeping the market we have right here. To hell with
what the English think. Better we consider here what
our own people think. Got another batch of letters
today, all applauding. We are going to force the issue!
[5/22/55]
MR's basically unflattering opinion of Simon's


winemaking knowledge is reflected in a letter
Eleanor wrote, 16 years after the Rays' 1955 QC
battle, to a Mrs. Russell Clarke, whose son, currently
at the Air Force Academy, had expressed a "deep
interest in wines" and was considering becoming a
winemaker.


Perhaps some day you can come and bring him here,
when he is on vacation with you. We would like very
much to meet him. It will be difficult for him in his
research to be able to sift actual fact from "old wives'
tales" and the usual amateur explanation of
winemaking techniques, as such have been passed
along from one writer to another, none of whom know
what they're talking about! Some who have even
acquired quite a name as "authorities" such as Andre
Simon actually are not even educated people, lack all
knowledge of chemistry, biology, physics, even
history—have no experience or even comprehension of
basic facts about wine or its making, confuse grape
varieties, etc. (He was a wine salesman all his life,
until he made his success with his Wine & Food
Society.)
And from here ER leapt into a generalization that


both she and her husband often made.
So often the truth about winemaking is the very
opposite to "authorities." Tell him not to accept the
printed word as fact. Students naturally are inclined
to give respect to authors. We sometimes wonder if all
history is as absurdly incorrect as is history involving
just this one subject that we happen to know first-
hand—winegrowing. We suspect it is—and once
current history goes back beyond those alive today, it
becomes almost impossible to right all the errors.
[4/24/71]
This provocative observation perhaps deserves


pondering. Wine scholars and historians, when
researching wines made before their time as experi-


enced imbibers, and perhaps never having even
tasted them (whether in the wines' prime or past it),
may rely unduly on printed texts and records of wine-
contest outcomes that often were based on adroit,
strategic promotions. Also, because MR, out of
principle, for many years never submitted his table or
sparkling wines for either private or public (such as
county) competitive judgings, they are not listed
among the gold-medal awards selected to identify
those wines of outstanding quality that were
produced in the state, and in the entire U.S. itself,
from the late 1930s until the mid-1970s (the time of
MR's death). Furthermore, wineries customarily set
aside superior lots of varietals known to be far
superior to ones made in highly blended bulk batches,
which were then bottled, labeled as varietals, and
shipped off to distributors and to retailers for public
consumption. Such specially vintaged wines—to
which the commercial releases could seem identical
counterparts—would be reserved for use at important
wine "judging venues or to impress influential visiting
experts.


Wine scholars might also consider various
reasons why mentions of Martin Ray and his pure-
varietal wines were usually absent from mainstream
coverage in books and periodicals about notable
California wineries and wines. (The intriguing tale of
Frank Schoonmaker's nastily deliberate excision in
1941 of an entire chapter he'd already written for
American Wines about Martin Ray as proprietor of
Paul Masson was told in the April 2004 WTQ.)


MR's hostility in his perennial quality-demanding
stance alienated him not only from the potent
influence-peddling Wine Institute and Wine Advisory
Board, but also from most winery owners and the
winemakers in their employ, who would go along with
any blackballing of Ray—if they heard or thought
about him at all. He was deliberately ostracized from
recognition. (For whatever reasons, though, wine
insider Louis Gomberg, starting in the late 1930s,
appeared to genuinely esteem MR and his wines.)
Additionally, Martin Ray wines didn't get wide
attention anyway, since they were produced in
comparatively minuscule amounts, were hard to find,
and cost far too much compared with seemingly
similar California varietals or champagnes. There-
fore, by primarily researching the "official" sources of
that period and depending on lists of contest winners,
most wine writers and historians covering the score
(and more) of years ranging between Prohibition's
Repeal in 1933 and the first detectable signs of the
oncoming, much-celebrated Wine Revolution, have
failed to give Martin Ray, his wines, and his single-
minded push for quality control their just due.
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While MR Bullies, Amerine Carries On ...


If Maynard was unduly upset by Martin Ray's
behavior, as he had indicated in that July phone
conversation with his vintner friend, he wouldn't


have permitted his feelings to interfere much with
either his personal life or his professional work. For
a while he had been composing a special essay for
publication in the programme booklet commemor-
ating the 1955 Vintage Tour of wineries to be taken
by members of the combined San Francisco and Los
Angeles Wine & Food societies on September 24th


and 25th. Titled "The Well-Tempered Winebibber," it's
both an eloquent statement about wine appreciation
and a specific guide to tasting wines, for their
individuality, quality, and comparison with others. It
indicates the kind of philosophical yet impassioned
discussions about wine that he must have had with
MR in earlier, quieter times together, when the latter
was unlikely to become obnoxiously inebriated.


Amerine began by saying that because works of
art in general—music, painting, literature—have
certain characteristics that distinguish great and
lasting ones from those that are lesser and transi-
tory, "The greater our understanding of these
characteristics, the greater becomes our capacity for
enjoyment and the wider our range of appreciation."
The basic principles of aesthetics essentially involve
"an appeal to our intellect that distinguishes the
ordinary from the extraordinary, the short-lived from
the timeless masters." And so, too, was the pleasure
that people took in drinking wine, Amerine averred.


It is the thesis of this essay that our enjoyment of
wines is also essentially intellectual and subject to
aesthetic principles similar to those applying to any
other work of art. Furthermore, that wines of the most
diverse types may be judged by the same basic
aesthetic standard providing we give to them the
requisite experience, [p. 6]
The author, however, had to admit that although


numerous "learned treatises" expounded the princi-
ples of appreciating the arts—and here he even added
cuisine, citing the M.F.K. Fisher's books about
food—little was available on wine aesthetics. There
were books presenting tradition and price, and in
those making judgments on particular wines lacked
explanations of the "foundations" behind them. So
helpfully he now began to explicitly set down "a
rational basis for distinguishing the good and the
bad." As shown in earlier phases of his enological
career, this Davis professor aimed to establish a
scientific basis for judging both wine quality and the
definite distinctions to be found among different
types of wines, including varietals.


Why would he do so? In this passage Amerine
seemed to agree with both Martin Ray's stand
against the PWP's hucksterish plan to promote


California wines and the PWP's dislike of consumers'
annoying penchant for buying French imports. And
he also cautioned readers against believing that every
wine made by a certain "brand" winery was bound to
be superlative (and defect-free), compared with its
winemaking competitors' products. (Was he recalling
too how MR always claimed that of his wines?)


Furthermore, the modern huckster has brought to
such an intensity the art of propagandizing as
superlative the cheap and the poor that even the wry
and experienced consumer may be fooled. (Oh yes,
there are wine Jiucksters, too!) The intelligent wine
drinker therefore owes it to himself to acquire some
organoleptic skill and aesthetic appreciation in order
to free himself from the merciless attentions of the
salesmen who would have us believe that the
expensive is good, that the imported is, perse, better,
or that a certain brand of vintage is always, ipso facto,
superior, [p. 6]
Through its 15 pages, Amerine's intellectually


elegant essay carried literate wine imbibers through


T H E


W E L L - T E M P E R E D


W I N E B I B B E R


A N our appreciation of music, painting, or literature we readily


> admit that certain characteristics distinguish the works that


give great and lasting pleasure from the lesser and transitory.


The greater our understanding of these characteristics, the


greater becomes our capacity for enjoyment and the wider our


range of appreciation.
Our first reaction to a work of art is apt to be a purely person-


al matter, emotional and unthinking. We like or dislike, are pleased or dis-
pleased, in varying degrees. For a more lasting judgment, we apply, con-
sciously or unconsciously, objective aesthetic criteria that may enhance our


enjoyment or, perhaps, confirm our aversion. We may also be led to reverse


that first, irrational judgment because of these criteria. Through their appli-
cation, we may come to find enjoyment in what we originally condemned,or


to regard as unworthy a product that made a pleasing first impression.


5


— Maynard Amerine's essay appeared in the 1955 Vintage Tour
program printed for members of the San Francisco and the Los
Angeles Wine & Food societies. Following the "Winebibber" is the
schedule of wineries, fare, and wines to be enjoyed during the tour,
of which Amerine was the Chairman. The 24-page 12" x 9" booklet,
an exquisite example of the fine press work of Grabhorn Press, San
Francisco, was issued in an edition of only 100 copies. —
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such separate issues, in terms desirability or defects,
as color, clarity or texture, odor (aroma, bouquet,
foreign scents or off-odors), taste (acid or "dry," sweet,
salty, astringent or bitter); the proper sequence of
serving wines; the best type and size of wine glass for
tasting, and defects; reasons for variations in
personal taste. He also noted the important factor of
experience in acquiring tasting ability.


Those who have learned to drink wine as a child
usually have a wide range of appreciation, for they
have begun this education of the palate early. The
acquiring of prejudices and fixed tastes comes with
age. A major evil of Prohibition is that it robbed so
many of this natural habituation period. Beginning as
adults, they must now go through a slower and more
difficult training sequence in order to cultivate a taste
for the more austere and complex types of wine. [p. 17]
Amerine, nearing his conclusion, described what


makes a "fine wine" so fine, akin to the great works
of art in other fields of human creativity—though the
appreciation is necessarily ephemeral except in one's
memory, to be experienced again only when an
identical bottle is opened and its contents imbibed.


The fine wine has so many facets of goodness that we
are continually finding new aspects of its quality. This
is particularly true of red wines, and supremely so of
well-aged red wines. Just as we return to a great
painting or symphony again and again, each time
making a new discovery, so, too, can we enrich our
enjoyment of a fine wine—some new facet of its
superior quality is revealed with repeated tasting.
Moreover, the whole cannot be attained by merely
adding up the individual parts.
Such an abundance of discovery leads to endless
discussion. Try, on the other hand, to describe an
ordinary wine. The difficulty is likely to be in finding
anything specific to say. It is generally dismissed as
not being very good, and we let it go at that. It is upon
this level that we need not let aesthetic principles
bother us in the least. We like them or not. We need
not waste time praising or condemning them, for their
potentialities—except for quenching our thirst (which
is not unimportant)—are small. But about great wines
there is always a great deal to say and, hence, to
appreciate. Great wines are also distinguished from
mediocre ones by having no perceptible defect.
Inability to recognize defects, incidentally, is one of the
faults of the inexperienced taster.
Finally, all truly fine wines are memorable. True, we
also remember the characteristics of bad wines. But
the point is that wines falling between these extremes
drop out of mind. The wine that does not excite us
enough to be remembered can never be great, [pp. 18-
19]
Amerine then appropriately ended his discourse


with that health-boosting toast, "Prosit!'


Ten years later, when Maynard Amerine
published, with Vernon Singleton, the popular book
Wine- An Introduction for Americans (University of
California Press, 1965), for the penultimate chapter,
"Wine Appreciation, Evaluation, and Service," he
drew upon points made in this earlier essay. For
several decades, Amerine's didactic services would be
much in demand for conducting special classes to
winegrowers in the technical aspects of critically
evaluating wines. He also offered courses in Wine
Appreciation to the lay public—part of the fast-
growing and near-ubiquitous interest in wine tasting
on the part of middle-class Americans.


Reprising MR's Wine Quality Fight


When Martin Ray wrote his letter (above) to
Dr. Marcus Crahan in April of 1955, he also
shared his initial reactions to the formation


of the Premium Wine Producers of California. He had
begun his typewritten, single-spaced letter of four
pages by mentioning the invitation that he had
recently received earlier by mail from Louis Gomberg,
asking him to join this new promotion-bent group.
Gomberg had enclosed his memorandum about the
alarming expansion of competition from European
wines and his plan for countering it. MR had only
gotten around to really reading it carefully that
morning—which then precipitated the following
reaction (and more), which he shared with Crahan.


There is not a single authentic unblended Pinot Noir
or Chardonnay grown in California which is worthy of
mention except our own. Can you not see, then, why it
is so important to make it known what fine wines are
and that they can be grown in California? We must
have new men in the industry, new growers. These so-
called "premium winegrowers" we now have are bound
together through organization, effort and lack of fine
wine appreciation, and their objectives are not based
on growing finer wines but rather on forcing the
American public to accept products of uniform low
quality.
Then came a coincidental interruption in MR's


epistolary discourse: a phone call from Louis Gom-
berg. Not having received response yet from Ray, he
wanted to talk with him directly.


You would be interested to know that even as I have
been writing this letter, Mr. Gomberg telephoned me
from San Francisco making a personal request that I
join his group of growers in the effort which I have
discussed. I told him just what I have told you. He
then asked that he be permitted to use my name in
soliciting other growers, representing that I favor their
action; but I was obliged to decline his request. I told
him that any time he wanted to bring anyone here
important to the industry we would be happy to hold
a luncheon for them, show them through tasting our
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wines against the best European wines what can be
done in California by confining efforts to actually
growing fine wines as opposed to falsely claiming such.
[4/5/55]


(It should be pointed out that almost two decades
earlier, at Masson, MR had made a similarly self-
confident, hospitable invitation to winegrowers to
visit his own premises and there drink comparatively
both his wines and excellent foreign ones as the best
way to show them what California could do. But few
ever took him up on it.)


And now in early November of 1955, six months
after these letters to Crahan and Melville, MR was
still in occasional contact with Louis Gomberg.
Communication went on despite his suspicion that
the PWP and the Wine Institute had managed to
sabotage his and Eleanor's adroitly planned QC
publicity blitz in the summertime. Clearly, though,
he still held onto a faint hope that Dr. Winkler would
soon be summoned to present ideas for initiating QC
plan. Thus he could tell Amerine in one of his now-
routine monthly communications—


Gomberg wrote an encouraging letter last week on the
attitude of the growers. But I want to talk to Dr.
Winkler before I accept any assurances about Quality
Control. Gomberg says Dr. Winkler is preparing a
report to the growers on my suggested plan and
Gomberg no longer speaks of it in a questioning
manner but rather as a thing that takes time. Perhaps
he is thinking in terms of another 20 years. He did not
say what he meant by time! I have begun to suspect
Gomberg is giving me the run-around and is stalling.
That is why I want to talk to Dr. Winkler. [11/12/55]
But in fact by then—although he didn't want to


admit it yet to Maynard—MR was fairly sure that,
despite Gomberg's seemingly positive attitude, the
Premium Wine Producers wouldn't decide in favor of
quality control, soon or ever. Earlier, Winkler had
told him that nobody as yet had summoned him to
the Wine Institute's headquarters in San Francisco,
to present to the Premium Wine Producers group his
ideas on how to go about establishing quality control
measures within their ranks. So as early as the third
week in October (as shown in his letter to Angelo
Pellegrini; see #14 in January 2008 WTO). MR was
convinced that his efforts to win quality control had
been deliberately "double-crossed" by the PWP group
—probably under advisement from officers of its
sheltering organization, the Wine Institute.


Doubtlessly brewing in Martin Ray's mind
already was a plan to eloquently summarize this
deplorable, wholly unacceptable rejection of QC—if
that was how things were going to turn out.


Maintaining an Epistolary Connection


During the late summer and early fall of 1955
Martin Ray was plenty occupied with
preparations for and then taking charge of the


several vintages on Mt. Eden, as well as other
projects—such as the increasing entertainment of
visitors. It bothered him, though, that Amerine had
stopped calling, as he often used to do. Maynard also
mostly failed to respond to his letters, and on the rare
occasions when he did write, his messages were
superficial, unsatisfactory. After all, for years MR
had considered MA his dearest friend and confidant,
especially after Julian Street died in 1947. (And for
six years, anyway, though convenient for subsequent
archival purposes, that had been strictly an
epistolary relationship until the Connecticut-based
Streets visited Martin and Elsie in 1946, after WWII
ended.) Martin would never forget that right after
Elsie's death in the summer of 1951 Maynard had
rushed to his side to console him in that all-night-
long, wine-swilling, two-man wake.


Amerine had clearly put their friendship "on ice,"
as he'd told MR in July he needed to do, since
important wine people weren't talking to him
anymore—obviously thinking he was in cahoots with
MR in pushing hard for the quality control measures
that would adversely affect their business operations.
This social ostracism came about despite the fact that
Amerine from the start had disagreed with MR's
methods, involving widely circulating written
condemnations of other wineries' winemaking
methods and deceptions in marketing "fraudulently"
labeled varietals.


Of course MR thought—hoped—that Amerine
only meant this social hiatus to be temporary, until
his long-ongoing QC battle with the higher end of
wine industry reached a conclusion pleasing to both
of them, as for a time it appeared to be doing. He
hadn't expected a real and sustained rupture. But
since he was experiencing mostly silence on the other
end of what used to be frequent communications, MR
no longer wrote Maynard anywhere as often as before
or said as much. He also refrained from making
further personal attacks after his blast of July 26.
And he didn't phone him, wishing to avoid either
causing annoyance or being rebuffed outright.


Carefully pacing his overtures, he now wrote
Maynard only monthly. In October he had reported at
length about the official winery inspectors' unex-
pected intrusion in his cellar. In mid-November he
typed up a two-page letter to MR mostly giving
miscellaneous news and observations. First, he told
him about a small group of dedicated wine lovers in
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Reno who intended to visit UC Davis next summer
and were eager to meet Amerine. Then he moved on
to the subject of wine writers and wine books.
"Eleanor and I want to tell you that we liked your
reviews in Andre Simon's WINE AND FOOD. [One was
of Melville's Guide to California Wines, given as a
sidebar in January 2007 WTQ.] Suppose you have
seen John Storm's INVITATION TO WINES. He
deliberately misquoted me." It's difficult to believe
that MR would take offense at this comment which
the author had made in a footnote '-


Mr. Ray, whose impeccable taste has done a lot to
raise the standards of winemaking in California,
believes passionately that only by honest varietal
labeling can California wines compete successfully
with the fine wines of Europe.


What probably bothered MR came afterwards,
because it implied that he took credit for a discovery
that Amerine for some years had insistently told him,
and which MR's adopted son Peter had confirmed
when in France the previous year.


His [MR's] tireless research has lately revealed that
the vine grown in California as the Pinot Chardonnay
is not, in fact, the true Pinot. For this reason he now
labels his wine simply Chardonnay. [An Invitation to
Wines, 1955, p. 121.]


AN INVITATION
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Anyway, the statement gave MR the chance to do
yet another critical riff on defects in wine literature.
But it was followed at once by acknowledging that
recent books like Melville's and Storm's were
definitely raising consumers' interest in wines—and
in Martin Ray wines in particular. No doubt, too, the
special promotional efforts being mounted by both
upscale California wineries and Gomberg's PWP


group were also having positive effects.
It makes one understand the action of Corporations,
Agencies of the Government and even individuals, who
employ publicity or press men to write hand-outs so
that it can be insured that what is desired can be put
across. But however bad our wine books, interest in
wines grows with leaps and bounds....
Doubleday told me that Melville's book sales will reach
10,000 copies by year end. That is a big sale for a wine
book. I am sure the second printing or the revised
edition, when and if it comes, will show improvements.
I have had a long talk with Melville and he has agreed
to certain changes and I believe your criticism will
have its influence on him, although I have not seen
him since the Autumn number [of the Wine and Food
Society's quarterly] came out.


(Of course MR would tell John Melville about
Amerine's disgruntlement over the poor sales of his
own book compared with JM's popular one.)


As before, MR's letters to Amerine document how
the rapidly rising demand for Martin Ray wines in
the mid-1950s had begun pressuring him to expand
his vineyard domain in order to grow his
business—the expected American way.


We have constant inquiries from all over the country
now. Yesterday there were two wanting to buy. Our
sales this year will be greater than what [wines] we
have made—a situation both good and bad. We must
some how cut our sales deliberately or extend our
vineyard. We will likely plant further in January. I
have never liked one thing that effects [sid all of us
sooner or later: We must go on forever doing more and
more and more or suffer the turn backward. Business
always grows or starts to die. Even life is that way. It
is the element of time in its determined effort.
Apart from that problematic attempt to force the


wine industry to institute quality control, MR at least
felt that he and his own varietal wines, both still and
sparkling, had gained gratifying and financially
rewarding attention during the past year. This had
come about through several ways: his strenuous sales
efforts among retailers; informative mailings that he
and Eleanor had written and sent out to retailers and
customers—especially about the need for QC
regulations among California's finer wines; and
favorable publicity given by others, both verbally and
in print, notably Melville's guidebook to wineries and
their wines that had sold well within the state and
accelerated wine tourism.


Then MR's November letter veered in a social
direction, hoping to bring Amerine back into his and
ER's winegrowing life and ambience at their
Thanksgiving table.


Now that recognition and success has come to our 10
year effort here on the Mountain, Eleanor and I want
to share it with you. And I think the time has come for
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an old time dinner and get together. And there is no
better time than during the festive season we are
about to enter. [11/12/55]


But would Maynard Amerine take this proffered
bait?


Attempts to Resurrect and Repair a Sundered
Relationship


After marrying MR four years earlier, Eleanor
had often written to Maynard, especially when
he was in Europe during all of 1954, for she too


was very fond of him. Now, knowing well how much
her husband was upset by the friendship's apparent
breakup, she composed a note to send him on the
same day Rusty would mail his (above). She tried to
keep the tone flippantly stylish, as she had usually
done before. So she devised nine mostly absurd
questions for him to answer.


Dear Maynard:


1. Tell me this, what would cause this? An old cognac
addict finds that suddenly any cognac burns holes in
his/her stomach.
2. What is the proper thing to say when an arrogant
socialite at a dinner party gives you a lecture on why
Petri sherry tastes better than any imported sherry?
3. How can you account for this? Waking up and
looking out the window I saw Frosty lazily chewing
something, suddenly he jumped to his feet with
surprise as a bird flew out of his mouth and away!
4. If while dancing with a seemingly sensible bachelor
he cracked your finger causing permanent injury,
what should you do? [Earlier in the year, Maynard had
sprained or even broken ER's little finger as he twirled
her around while they were dancing at his home.]
5. How soon can you normally distinguish sex in a
kitten?
6. What do you think Woodward was doing (nude) out
in the hallway?
7. Would you be flattered or insulted if you received a
letter addressed to Dr. Maynard Morningstar, and
why? [Herman Wouk's novel, Marjorie Morningstar,
was a current bestseller. Some Ray acquaintance may
have referred to Amerine using that ludicrously
erroneous surname.]
8. Would you accept an invitation to come up for
Thanksgiving dinner if I promised to play you a
priceless recording of "Over the River and Through the
Woods to Grandmother's House We Go"?
9. Do you consider it a natural phenomenon that as
you grow older, people formerly cherished seem
increasingly unbearable?


ER saved the really crucial question for number 10.
10. How should a wife go about trying to mend
relations between her husband and his best friend who
have tiffed but not over her?


Ten days later Maynard responded succinctly, in his


own hand and on Bohemian Club notepaper, to both
of the Rays' letters.


Dear Rays* I am sorry I cannot come to dinner. Tis
better this way lest there be any tiffs. I shall be glad
to see the Reno people anytime and show them what I
can of our work. Just so I know a few days in advance.
I plan to be here until mid-August....
Alas, I cannot find adequate answers to Eleanor's 10
questions, except #10 which the 2nd sentence above
covers.
Yours, Maynard a.a. [11/22/55]
Still hoping to bypass the hurtful relationship


break, in early December Eleanor ignored MA's
withdrawal from their lives and reported on recent
doings to Amerine. ("Papa" was a fond nickname for
Rusty Ray that she, and Elsie before her, sometimes
used.)


Papa's working every day from about 5 a.m. to 7 p.m.
in the cellar getting out what seems a mounting
avalanche of holidays orders!!! So don't think he's
forgetting you just because he hasn't gotten around to
answering your nice note. We're about dead around
here from crucial overwork, but happy happy, and
would be still happier to see your smiling face up
here—and it's no casual statement to say that you're
exactly the only one who is the perfect answer to a
winegrower's dream, to have for dinner—or just to
drink wines with, as a matter of fact. I could tell you
some tall stories on that!
Paying no attention at all to what you said but please
don't say it again, could you come up for dinner some
Sunday soon and bring Ellen [MA's sister] and her
husband? We've wanted to have them up here.


ER went on to report how as an unmatchable team
they'd been working strenuously to package up the
sparkling and table wines for holiday-season ship-
ments to dealers and direct-purchase customers.


Last Sunday Rusty and I all by ourselves bottled 940
bottles of champagne, and do you know, we made far
better time than any other two workers in history on
this job? We both go like race horses when we get
started, born demons for work—and what's more,
complete perfection, you might say, blowing my own
horn loudly.
Today Rusty's decanting wines for orders to go out
tomorrow, and labeled ten cases, besides getting out a
few of our special gift boxes, have you seen these? John
Esquin says it's the most beautiful wine package he's
ever seen either here or in Europe, a shallow wooden
box with the two champagnes and three still wines
individually partitioned off as in a showcase, each
bottle wrapped in cellophane appropriately colored to
the wine—ah, they shimmer like rare jewels! A terrific
job to get all this special box and liners made, not to
speak of finding cellophane in exactly the colors we
wanted—and then assemble everything perfectly-—
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most people would say it's far more work than it's
worth—but there's a deep satisfaction in sheer beauty.


(In a letter written a few days earlier to Burgess
Meredith, ER had told how the two of them had
bottled a cask of champagne, then celebrated
afterwards. "Rusty's so fussy that it's a rare person
who can handle any one of the three separate
operations involved to suit him," she said, "so it gets
down to basic family members." [11/28/55])


Finally Eleanor came to the crucial issue with
Maynard:


I've so many questions stored up to ask you that if you
don't come soon I'll be forced to be a nuisance via the
postal system! And not only questions, I've stories to
tell you—like about our Thanksgiving. Nobody else
will do, I insist it must be you, Maynard. Nobody could
love you so much as your two lil friends up here on the
mountain, so please say to hell with tiffs, leave them
to chaps who really despise each other, and join forces
with us up here for a rousing get-together in good old
pre-holiday fashion! [12/4/55]


(Amehne was fortunate to have evaded the Rays'
Thanksgiving feast. ER complained to Burgess Mere-
dith that the various assembled guests, unnamed by
her, caused a "frost" in that celebratory occasion. A
half-year later, MR would detail in a letter to
Maynard the several dramas that had transpired
that day —to be presented in the next installment.)


ER signed her letter to Amerine, "With many
flourishes of love from us both—" And sometime
afterward, perhaps years later, ERhandwrote this at
the top of the carbon copy she'd retained, "Their
friendship of long standing was almost killed by
Martin's Quality Fight, trying for a Quality Control."
Aimost killed? It was near-dead by the end of 1955,
though the Rays were unable yet to accept this sad
reality and for some while would persist in their
epistolary effort to reclaim Maynard as their intimate
friend.


There was one route, though, through which
Martin Ray would be able to sustain contact with
Amerine, slight and occasional as it would be over the
years. And that would be to ask for his opinion or
advice from time to time in matters connected with
the making of wine. Thus before terminating his
November 1955 letter to Maynard (partially quoted
earlier), MR posed a technical question that he hoped
Dr. Amerine the enologist could answer.


Will you please write me a short explanation as to why
our Pinot Noir red wine always finishes its
fermentation so fast while the free-run (white) and
press (pink) always ferment for from a month to six
weeks. And why is the tourney [siA always in the free-
run and never in either the press or the wine
fermented on the skins? If it were not for its absence
in the wine fermented on the skins I would conclude


that the free run merely washes and carries it away. I
would like your appraisal of the situation because I
have not been able to get it out by early filtration into
a sulphured puncheon. The experience goes back to
1937. I have never failed to find it and have always
gotten it out as described. Once when I delayed the
filtering the taste remained for several months
perhaps a year or longer but gradually it then
disappeared until finally I could no longer find it!
[11/12/55]
Maynard's very brief response came in the note


he had sent to the Rays on November 22nd. "Best
explanation I can think of re press vs. free-run is that
tannins act as partial antiseptic. Also free-run
probably gets more organisms (from surfaces)." And
over a half-century later, Peter Martin Ray, a retired
Stanford plant physiology professor and former
winemaker, now living in Fairbanks, Alaska,
contributed the following commentary-


I remember that MR had a mistaken notion of the
spelling of the wine disease called tourne in France
(with an accent on the e, hence pronounced tour-
NAY). This is the past participle of the verb tourner,
which means both to turn, and (at least for milk) to
turn sour. As I recall it, this disease is caused by a
bacterium that grows as long chains of cells, creating
in the infected wine an impression, macroscopically, of
silkiness or silky threads when the wine is poured
(making the chains of cells align with one another).
Since it has a disagreeable flavor and aroma, my
recollection is that MR was fearful of getting tourne
infections in his wines. He must have had this happen
some time in the past, since he described to me the
silky appearance—which I haven't actually seen, since
I never got a tourne infection. [Via email, 1/28/08]
Between the two formerly close friends there


would be bouts of correspondence ahead of them. The
folders containing letters and notes between MR and
Maynard Amerine from 1956 on, until MR's death in
early 1976—slim indeed compared with those of
previous years—indicate that MA never failed to
reply to MR's requests for technical information, nor
did he decline to arrange for, and then report in some
detail on, any Martin Ray wines sent to him for
testing. But that wonderful camaraderie of old was
never to be resumed.


[To be continued in the next issue]
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Vinaceous Correspondents:
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


Fourth Section of the Second Article in a Series
by Barbara Marinacci


[This concluding section about the MR-Julian Street letters follows four previously published pieces: the Introduction, in
April 2003 WTQ. and the first three segments covering Ray's epistolary relationship with the East Coast author, in the July
and October 2003 and the January 2004 issues. The author, who is Martin Ray's stepdaughter, is grateful for permission
granted by the Princeton Library's Special Collections to use excerpts from some of the many letters exchanged between the two
men. Articles focusing on other MR correspondents will appear in future issues. The next subject will be Maynard
Amerine—UC Davis's renowned enologist. Like this one, the article will be published in several sections.]


PART II. JULIAN STREET AND MARTIN RAY: 1939-1947


y the start of 1941 Martin Ray
felt frustrated over his long and
fruitless attempt to secure a
partner with both sizable assets
and a desire to implement a
grand vision for the California
wine industry, comparable to
and compatible with his own. No


wonder he began talking with Frank Schoonmaker,
out visiting from New York, about a possible future
they might build together.


In past letters to Julian Street MR had often
portrayed FS as a cunning and manipulative
entrepreneur, ambitious to become someday—
preferably soon—wealthy enough to enjoy the finest
of wines at his leisure. Yet he was also aware of FS's
notable virtues as a sales promoter: his verbal and
writing skills, energetic charm, astute knowledge of
wines, and ample merchandising connections—all
attributes useful to the Masson operation.


MR recognized, too, the bond between them: both
intended to raise the reputation of Californian
wines by producing and marketing high-quality,
specifically named varietals. The time was right for
change, since the war in Europe offered the chance
to replace cherished vintages from Germany and


France, now in dwindling supply, with new ones
from California. But the better American wineries
must aim far higher than before to impress wine
connoisseurs—and avoid continuing to repel them.
Also, MR would always acknowledge FS as an
excellent judge of wines, though his commitment to
selling particular ones could influence him to
downgrade those he didn't represent.


... I always found Frank an honest taster while he
tasted with me. Trade pressure on him does warp and
change his opinions as time passes, until he will say of
wines once tasted things he would not have said
originally. But brought to face the same wine again, he
will honestly deal with it again, seemingly pleasantly
surprised to find it again as he originally did and
gradually repudiated in favor of his trade obligations.
[1/24/43]


Admiring the pure varietal wines made by Martin
Ray, FS had persistently courted him at his 600+
acre winery kingdom, founded by Paul Masson on a
mountainside near Saratoga. In mid-February of
1941 MR told Street of the plans FS had revealed
during his recent visit.


He astonished me by announcing to me that he has
determined to get a monopoly on the top grade wine
industry of the country through purchase of the
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necessary vineyards and cellars in California. He says
he has the capital behind him and that if the survey
convinces that the necessary properties can he had, he
expects to go ahead. He wants most of the properties to
be in this county. He is always out in front. I admire it
in him. He will get the jump on the others, perhaps, at
that. He is showing good judgement in recognizing this
district. All the old timers, all but the new comers,
know that the best California drys always came from
this county....
Frank stayed late and we talked much but mostly
about districts, properties, wines now available in
other cellars and in general about his plans.


MR then reported that a partnership arrange-
ment between him and FS was now pending.


He wants to get this property or its products.... He is
coming back to see if we can work something out. I
told him what could be done, that I would sell him a
half interest in the property and with it the sole right
to merchandise our wines, withdrawing to a position of
producer. He phoned me he thought he could swing
the deal. We shall see. It is a long way from becoming a
fact....
Frank has not told me who is backing the plan but he
says he will when he returns to New York and reports
his findings. I'll tell you as soon as I know more.
[2/15/41]


While awaiting an explicit proposal from FS, MR
was visited by several other wine entrepreneurs.
They expressed plans similar to Schoonmaker's: to
buy up prime vineyard properties like his and
thereby gain control of high-end wine production
and sales. As he reported to JS:


Well, everyone can't do what all think to do. I am not
sure any of these can do it. Frank can probably
succeed, if he has the money and he seems now to have
it.... He has made his survey, has now returned to NY
to report to his backers. He expects, he says, to advise
me shortly of their intentions. All else discussed had
had to do merely with possible plans and operations. I
am not committed but if he has capital I will go along
with him under certain conditions.... Frank says his
backing is a man who has unlimited wealth, who has
approached Frank, (not Frank him) with the idea.
[3/4/41]


Shortly thereafter, MR wrote that he and FS had
arrived at a definite understanding about their
future business association.


Frank has orally agreed to terms which await only the
necessary financing on his part. He has telephoned me
several times recently and on the occasion of the last
call, he said that he had already raised two-thirds of
the necessary funds and that the balance was all
arranged for. We will see. If he is as smart as I think
he is he will be able to conclude his end of it.


In the past MR had found FS closemouthed about
trade gossip, which always was useful to him as
ammunition for future attacks upon wine industry's
representatives and practitioners, whom he regard-
ed as either craven stooges or greedy obstructers to
essential progress in quality. But things could soon
change.


It is pretty difficult to draw Frank out on personalities.
I have often tried, but he has been very discreet, with
the possible exception of the last two times I talked to
him when he did open up a good deal in such a way as
to show that once we have a common interest, he will
be very open and straight forward.


Just as MR had earlier hoped to create gainful
employment for his multi-talented friend Julian in a
triadic business association with Bellows, he now
envisaged a place for him in the pending Masson-
Schoonmaker partnership.


From what Frank has told me of his financial backing,
I presume that the way is now open for him to take
and secure a dominant position in the wine industry....
[If he does so], it is my intention to propose to him that
he invite you into an association which would make
available to the Business your knowledge, writing
ability and tremendous following, through a salaried
position such as you and I discussed as a result of my
one time proposal to Wildman. It is premature to
discuss it further now, I only want you to know what it
is in my mind.


MR believed he could now influence and even
control the statements FS would make about
California wines in the future: "I can handle Frank
Schoonmaker because Frank wants to say the
correct things and will be forced to if he is to have
an association with me." The partnership, though,
was still tentative.


Frank is due tomorrow. He keeps delaying his trip. We
have had no correspondence. He phones. There is
nothing new on the negotiation. It awaits his
coming....
If he has the money, there will be a deal, otherwise
there will be no deal as now proposed.
I had to refuse a shipment to him this week, because
he presumed too much in assuming he could buy from
our inventory before our deal becomes a fact. Frank
will not like it, but I shall release no stock to him on
mere anticipated association. We must first have an
agreement on many things and money must pass.
But, on Frank's word, it seems we may conclude a deal.
I hope so. [4/22/41]


Martin Ray, though, already knew that Schoon-
maker was predictably undependable.
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A Case of Literary Blackmail


Frank Schoonmaker's arrangement with MR
involved his buying a full partnership share in
the Masson company for $100,000, with half of


that amount to be delivered in a cashier's check
before contract signing. The dynamic and per-
suasive fellow seemed sure of obtaining financing to
clinch the deal. And MR wanted to believe in him.


When the day of reckoning arrived, toward the
end of April, Frank drove up to the Masson
premises. He brought with him the galley proofs for
American Wines—the second book he had written
with Tom Marvel, soon to be published by Duell,
Sloan and Pearce. First he showed MR what he'd
said about the remarkable wines being produced by
Martin Ray at Paul Masson. Then he handed over a
check for $5,000—only one-tenth of the agreed-upon
figure—but assured MR that the remainder would
soon be forthcoming. Disappointed and angry, MR
refused to accept the small down-payment and to
sign documents that would have made FS his equal
partner in the Masson wine business.


What happened next? The bare facts seem to be
given in an irate letter MR wrote to Schoonmaker
14 years later, during a barrage of attacks and
counterattacks going on within the wine industry
between MR and selected Establishment foes. (The
continuing story of MR's "Wine Quality Fight," as
he called it at its crescendo in 1955, will be
expanded in later articles.) MR had just received a
scolding letter from FS strenuously objecting to his
use in a publicity piece of a favorable FS quote
about wines MR had made years ago at Masson. FS
had sent copies of his letter to various persons
prominent in the industry—including some whose
wines MR had recently disparaged. When MR fired
back, he reminded Schoonmaker of that fateful
encounter long ago.


You had with you that day the printer's proofs of an
entire chapter you had written about me, my former
vineyard [Paul Masson], and my wines. You said if I
did not go through with the deal then and there you
would jerk the entire chapter from the book. And you
did.


There's no evidence that Schoonmaker replied to
MR's letter, denying that the scene had ever taken
place. Curiously, the incident as MR reported it
(above) is at variance with the one told by MR's
widow, Eleanor Ray, in Vineyards in the Sky. In it,
when MR insisted on being paid for some Masson
wines FS wanted, Schoonmaker threatened to re-
move the chapter. Not to be bullied, MR told him
just to "yank it." (This was probably the rejected
wine order MR had mentioned to JS.) Eleanor Ray
didn't cite (and perhaps never knew about) that
impending partnership.


Unfortunately, MR's subsequent letters to JS
surviving from that time period don't relate what
happened. After the blowup, MR may have
telephoned JS to report on the incident—though
their relationship seemed confined to corres-
pondence. Or perhaps JS lent an MR letter
describing the scene to someone else, but it was
never returned. (Unfortunately, there are other
significant gaps in the Ray-Street letters.)


It's intriguing, in any case, to ponder the
probable wide-ranging consequences in the wine
industry had a partnership between Martin Ray and
Frank Schoonmaker actually come about—to
operate jointly a much-expanded Paul Masson enter-
prise, as MB already envisaged it, and also to enter
into cooperative ventures with several other better
wineries. Had the planned setup succeeded, MR's
subsequent career trajectory might have gone quite
differently. So might have California's wine
industry, in that period.


Yet could this sort of business alliance have
actually endured for long? MR's uncompromising,
control-demanding, volatile temperament would
surely have sparred with a business partner with an
equally sizable ego and his own strong aims,
opinions, and lifestyle requirements. Schoonmaker
was much less of a purist and far more commercially
oriented—demonstrated by his subsequent long
involvement with Almaden. Furthermore, since FS
would have secured financial backing from other
entities, he'd be answerable to them. An obligation
to put the quest for profits above adherence to
creating and marketing premium wines would
certainly have infuriated MR.


Sidelined from California Wine History


Schoonmaker went through with his threat, for
when American Wines appeared a few months
later, it contained only one small reference to


the Paul Masson winery; the authors had written in
more detail about some other California wineries.
After removing the chapter about Martin Ray's aims
and accomplishments, FS retained a single remark,
whether as an oversight or a conscious decision.
Here's what the book nearly buried in its text:


At present the outstanding wines of the Santa
Clara-Santa Cruz district are produced by a scant half
dozen vineyards, almost all of them well up in the
foothills, at least five or six hundred feet above the
valley floor. The best, and probably the best wines of
California, are those of the Paul Masson Champagne
Co., which, paradoxically produces even finer still
wines than Champagnes and is no longer owned by
Paul Masson. [pp 90-91]


Also, in the Acknowledgments the authors had
thanked a few "outstanding California wine pro-
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ducers" for their "interest and cooperation." Among
them was the name of a "Mr. Martin Ray"—though
not identified as the proprietor of Paul Masson.


Besides these mentions, there's a startling
statement, made before the authors took up the
wine districts of Napa and Sonoma counties:


[T]he best vineyards of Santa Clara County are in the
foothills of the mountains from which Santa Cruz
County takes its name.... And on the basis of the evi-
dence now at hand, this is perhaps the most promising
of all the viticultural districts of California, [p. 87]


American
WINES
By F r a n k Schoonmaker


£2* Tom M a r v e l
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Moreover, American Wines proclaimed a predic-
tion that sounded almost as if Martin Ray himself
had written it:


[I]t is possible to make, out of the great, traditional
European grapes—the Cabernet, the Pinot Noir, the
Pinot Chardonnay—grown on foothill vineyards,
cultivated, picked, sorted, crushed, fermented in the
slow, meticulous, European way—wines which will,
within a few short years, be able to hold their own
against the better Classed Growths.... Wines of this
class are being produced, although in very small
quantities, even today in the Santa Cruz Mountains,
[p. 91]


Then, considering how MR had earlier accused
Schoonmaker of perpetrating wine frauds with his
"Selections," it's interesting to read this provocative
assertion in the chapter on "Wine & Legislation"—
perhaps an outcome of FS's listening to blasts from
Martin Ray about the toothless legislation regarding
the production and marketing of varietal wines.


(One should remember, however, that at the time
the law required that wineries use only 51% of the
named winegrape.)


It is possible to level, against the present alcohol
administration, only one serious charge: its regulations
are not being enforced. Obviously, it will be a long time
before we have in this country the sort of personnel
which once staffed the celebrated Service des Fraudes
in France, but a start should be and, as far as the
authors know, has not yet been made. The Federal
Government requires that all wine labels be submitted
to it, and carefully checks these, as it should: but this is
at best a theoretical control, and from a practical point
of view is no control at all.
A label is submitted and approved for a California wine
made from Riesling grapes: the Federal Government
does not know and is apparently in no position to find
out, whether this wine was made from Riesling grapes
or from Thompson's Seedless. If not made from
Rieslings, the wine may have been made and labels
ordered by a grower who is convinced that his grapes
are Rieslings ... or by a grower who is committing a
deliberate and conscious fraud. The Treasury
Department apparently believes, and far too many lay
citizens also believe, that it is possible to make people
honest and intelligent and well-informed by publishing
a book of regulations or by passing a law.
As varietal names become more prevalent, this is a
problem which will become increasingly critical. At a
guess, fully one-quarter of the wines marketed under
varietal names in this country have no right to such
names, but the Treasury Department will never
separate the sheep from the goats by poring over labels
which are submitted to it.
There is only one obvious solution. Someone will have
to undertake the identification and certification of the
grape varieties grown in American vineyards. This is a
necessary, but a Herculean and thankless task. Until it
has been accomplished, a system of honest, varietal
labeling is virtually unattainable in this country. If
Pinot brings a high price, there will be a good deal of
"Pinot" on the market, some of it genuine, some false
but so sold through innocence and ignorance, some
false and so sold by people who know better but are
quite willing to defraud their customers and injure
their neighbors by giving the name of "Pinot" to
something which they know does not deserve it. [pp.
259-260]


Published in 1941, the Schoonmaker-Marvel
book was regarded at the time, and has been ever
since, as providing the best contemporary coverage
of the complex post-Prohibition winemaking period
in the U.S., when hundreds of wineries started up in
various states, many only to fail. Although the
reason for FS's chapter excision is fascinating, more
important is its drastic effect on Martin Ray's
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reputation. An entire chapter about him and his
unmatchable Masson wines, if published as FS
originally intended, would have influenced both
wine producers and connoisseurs, and then had
enduring value to wine scholars. (One can't help but
wonder if the text of this dropped chapter still
exists, in MS or printed galley form, in an untapped
archive.)


The scarcity of solid references to Martin Ray's
seven-year ownership of Paul Masson has affected
wine historians' perspective on the late 1930s and
the early WWII years. Those using American Wines
as the principal reference wouldn't realize the
impact of MR in this critical period (including upon
Schoonmaker) unless they knew about him from
other sources. Moreover, MR's perennial tendency
to alienate noted wine authorities and authors who
were his contemporaries, most notably the Wine
Institute's Leon D. Adams, worked further against
his attaining immortal recognition. (The additional
matter of wine scholars' use of awards and medals
as the best indicators of wineries' successes in
producing high-quality wines will be taken up in a
later article.) Post-Repeal wine quality fame has
thus been accorded to MR's peers like John Daniel
at Inglenook, the Wentes, Andre Tchelistcheff at
Beaulieu, and Louis M. Martini. When MR was at
his first peak, they and others produced less
impressive, less uniquely crafted wines—ones that
rarely, if ever, were pure varietals when com-
mercially released. Inaccurately identified or
blended with lesser grapes, subdued, fine-filtered,
sometimes having residual sugar, their wines were
more drinker-friendly to people unaccustomed to
dry, classically made European wines, with their
usual deposits. They were also accessible: made in
far greater quantities, reasonably priced, and much
more widely publicized and distributed.


Martin Ray, at Masson and later in his own
eponymous winery, virtually ran a "boutique"
operation long before this epithet was applied to
small-scale, prime-quality, pricey production. In
those years, only connoisseurs (and aspiring ones)
were apt to hear of these rare wines.


Portraying a Winegrower
T "IT Triting and reading about wines were
\f\l becoming more prevalent activities in the
T V publishing business. During the early part of


1941, Mary Frost Mabon, an East Coast journalist
interested in American wines and winemaking, and
also acquainted with Julian Street, toured Cali-
fornia's main wine districts. She was gathering
impressions and background information for a
series of articles to be published in the stylish
Harper's Bazaar.


After interviewing various winegrowers, Mabon
formed an opinion about them as a genre, as
differentiated from other agriculturists. She sum-
med them up in ABC of America's Wines—the book
based on her articles, published by Alfred A. Knopf
in the following year.


The longer a man makes wine the less hammered into
a pattern, the more individual he becomes.... Perhaps
it is due to the intelligence demanded by the uncer-
tainties of his occupation, for if the weather does not
fail the vine-grower in the field, there are a thousand
other potential disasters to be circumvented before the
wine is bottled and sold.
But in any case the industry seems to attract and to
create unusual characters. Each wine-maker has his
own convictions, his own personality; each winery has
special methods of handling general problems. Each
wine therefore differs from winery to winery, no
matter how much the owners act as a group. The
strong influence that personalities have on the wine
business is one of its most entrancing facets; there is
not a man in it who does not consider that he is
making his wine in the best possible way. [pp 20-21]


A B C


AMERICA'S
WINES


by Mary Frost Mabon


: ALFRED A. KNOPF


1941


Mary Frost Mabon and her husband spent a day
with Martin Ray at his residence and winery on the
Saratoga hilltop. Certainly Martin Ray, as Mabon
depicted him, epitomized this vintner archetype.


Overlooking the sweep of the Santa Clara Valley and
the Mount Hamilton range beyond it is one of the
highest, smallest, but most talked about of California
vineyards....
To say that Ray has put his whole heart and soul into
this spur of the Santa Cruz Mountains is stating the
case mildly; he might be described as a fighting idealist
who never hesitates to speak his mind and sometimes
becomes unpopular in consequence. About forty years
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old, "Rusty," as his wife calls him, looks younger,
bearing a startling resemblance to Lindbergh. He
almost never leaves his eagle's aerie, and works in his
vineyard or winery from dawn to dusk. A mesmeric
talker, with qualities that would have made him a
religious leader in another age, his great theme is his
hand-groomed vineyard, planted more and more with
the finest varieties, and his wines.
His are the highest-priced, most expensively made (by
true French methods), most carefully bottled-aged
native vintages in the country. His production is very
small, for he has rather less than a hundred acres in
bearing vines.
It is typical of the man that he talks about bottles, or
cases, rather than gallons; he prefers to sell, and does
sell, a large percentage of his wines direct. Other than
this, he operates under a unique system by which he
sets minimum prices on new wines and invites
subscriptions, with twenty-five per cent falling due at
once, twenty-five per cent when the wines are bottled,
fifty per cent when they are shipped four years later; a
portion of the wines always being reserved by the
vineyard, [pp 99-102]


It would be one thing for Mabon to publish nice
things about Martin Ray, his wines, and the Masson
premises. But MR reacted vehemently to several of
her magazine articles—much as he would do in later
years to other wine writers' statements that he
judged ignorant or deliberately misleading. He
couldn't abide her complimenting other vintners,
wines, and places that he felt didn't merit them.
Irritably, he ranted to Julian Street in one of his
lengthy paragraphs:


There are so damned many of the writer people who
set themselves up as authorities, before they learn
anything about the subject on which they would be
recognized, it takes a very large part of one's time just
protecting against the injuries they bring about in
their ignorance, not to mention the ills which they
cause in ignorance while being directed by them are
shrewd wine merchants who use them for their selfish
ends. Now, I had hopes for Mary, because she showed
a desire to learn, a determination to get at the bottom
of her subject, it seemed. Whether or not sincere, I
cannot know.... Recently I read a batch of trash which
she had written which almost made me vomit, so bad
was it, by way of naming almost every California wine
and giving it a senior vote of thanks in flowery
language, I thought. Elsie tamed me down by telling
me she had to give the magazine what they wanted
and that after all it was her job. I accepted this but
with the reservation that ... this was a damned poor
way to earn a living, in my estimation. [12/28/41]
MR later told JS that he was sending letters to


Mrs. Mabon in an attempt to correct the grave
errors that her articles had contained. She may not


have paid much attention to his declamations. After
all, the Wine Institute had basically helped arrange
her itinerary, setting up connections with wineries
around the state. She had come to California to
praise and to encourage wine buying, as well as
winery touring—not to mount a judgmental soap-
box. MR began urging Julian Street to write another
book about wine, since he knew the subject far
better than anyone.


Setup for Disaster


The fiasco over the aborted MR-FS partnership
deal in April of 1941 had a devastating sequel
several months later. Soon after their split,


MR learned that Schoonmaker had become a con-
sultant with Almaden Winery as well as a share-
holder. MR's suspicions about FS boiled up anew.
While negotiating with him, evidently FS had also
been setting up similar arrangements with other
wineries.


In later years, MR often told the story of how in
early 1941 he had been approached by the Almaden
vineyards' new proprietors, Louis Benoist and
Brayton Wilbur. They proposed that the two historic
wineries be combined because of the connection with
the Thee-Lefranc-Masson family succession. (Mas-
son had directed winemaking at Almaden, which
belonged to his wife's family until it was sold in
1929. Furthermore, MR customarily bought
Almaden's better varietal grape crops for vintaging
at Masson.) MR, though, refused to consider their
proposition. (Perhaps FS was counting on effecting
this merger after becoming MR's business partner.)


In the late spring of 1941Schoonmaker had begun
directing what would now go on in Almaden's
extensive vineyards and at its winery. MR would
later tell JS why and how this happened:


Those fellows [Benoist and Wilbur] bought the
Almaden property admittedly with the single thought
and expectation that I would unite it with this, make a
place for them and a profitable deal. They had put
down $20,000, less than one fifth.... [W]hen they found
I wouldn't go through with the deal they had been
obliged to do something to raise money to harvest the
crop. It was then they turned to Frank who in turn
went to his people.... These very involved things would
drive me nuts. There certainly is no dignity in having
to run from one to another as the wind changes.
[12/28/41]


It's probable that the money FS intended to put
into the partnership with MR instead went toward
bailing out the Almaden proprietors and helping fix
up the winery there. For not long after his deal with
FS collapsed, MR learned that the Almaden
management, including Schoonmaker, had invited
his own head vintner, Oliver Goulet, to become their
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wine-maker once the disused winery was upgraded
to again produce commercial wine. Their offer
emboldened Goulet to ask for a large raise. Disliking
the tactic, MR released Goulet, but secured his
agreement to remain at Masson until the vintage of
1941 was over. Almaden's push to acquire Paul
Masson, not just its skillful head vintner, possibly
precipitated a dire event ... or so MR always
maintained.


In the late evening of July 7, 1941, the wooden
roof of the grand old winery, accessible from an
upper road, caught on fire. Martin and Elsie Ray
watched helplessly as the fast-moving conflagration
destroyed their offices, the highly promising 1940
vintages and other wines still in casks, and the tall
and long rows of bottles not yet released or
deliberately withheld from sales. Within a few hours
the entire interior of the four-story structure had
burned to the ground. Only its outer masonry shell
and the handsome Romanesque fagade stood up-
right and stark against the night sky.


The next day, having received news of the
calamity, Schoonmaker phoned MR from New York
to make what MR considered an insultingly low
offer for the Masson premises. It was vehemently
rejected. Believing that an arsonist had set the fire,
ME suspected his winemaker. He figured that since
Goulet knew that the winery was under-insured, he
would have viewed its destruction as the best way
for his future employers to purchase the Masson
property, at a fire-sale price—thus bringing about
the coveted union with Almaden.


MR was not an easy quitter during adversities.
When challenged by the elements—by fire, wind,
flooding, landslides, power outages—he was often at
his best. So he intended to carry on, despite the
heavy losses—including much of the valuable wine
inventory he'd reserved from past vintages. His
determination shows in the telegram sent to Julian
Street while the winery's ruins were still smoking
around charred casks and melted glass shards of
wine bottles.


LAST NIGHT WE WERE BURNED OUT BUT THE LAND
CLIMATE AND WINE VARIETIES REMAIN AND WE
WILL START AGAIN UNFORTUNATELY WITHOUT THE
BENEFIT OF INSURANCE [7/8/41]


Julian first wired a consoling message to the
Rays, then composed an encouraging letter in which
he offered to send out publicity—"keeping the
legend alive." He went on:


The statement in your wire that you were not insured
hurts. I hope it doesn't mean that you'll have any
difficulty in financing your rebuilding. I don't suppose
it will. Only of course it makes things a lot harder to
take a loss like that. I am hoping that your wire will
tell me you managed to rescue a good deal of the wine,


so you won't be stripped bare. And just remember this:
While you are now dazed and probably all shot to
pieces over the disaster, in another four years things
will be about where they were before this fire, only
better, because you will have things more as you would
want them....
It is good to know at least that the vines were not hurt.
You will harvest your grapes this fall and make your
wine and before you know it the wheels will be going
round again. Get out notices to your customers, telling
them they'll have to wait a bit &c.


JS added a comment indicating how and why a
partnership with FS just couldn't have worked out
earlier.


Maybe, as things are now, you'll want to take in a
partner after all. Maybe not. Just be careful who it is if
you do take one. When a man has ideals such as yours
it's hard to find a fellow to go along with him in the
double harness of business. Big financial interests
would probably want to hurry up, get profits quickly,
&c. Some rich man with a hobby would be the ticket if
we could find him, I think....
It did comfort us to read in your wire the lines of
courage. Almost nothing is as bad as it seems at first.
Experience will have taught you that[,] I know. [7/9/41]


MR dismissed all office and cellar employees,
retaining only the vineyard foreman; he planned to
hire field and cellar workers when necessary.
Expectably, Oliver Goulet left for Almaden. MR had
chosen not to confront or bring charges against him,
despite the sheriffs supposedly having evidence of
his guilt, for he feared some ugly future reprisal. MR
began to plan how the winery could be rebuilt
within a month, then arranged for financing,
equipment, and supplies, and assembled a team of
construction workers. Amazingly, the new winery
was ready to receive harvested grapes just in time
for vintage.


In the months afterwards, day after day, MR and
Elsie did most of the cellar work, along with
bottling, labeling, and packing up the wines for
shipment. MR would also arise before dawn to work
in the vineyards—pruning, plowing, sulfuring. They
got frequent help from Elsie's family members and
occasional assistance from hired workers.


Fortunately, some of the precious bottled wines,
kept in a subcellar, had survived the fire. But to stay
fully viable in the wine business MR needed to buy
from other wineries high-quality finished wines that
could be bottled and sold under the Masson label.
When Madame de Latour of Beaulieu offered him
the choice of any wine still in cask, MR gratefully
accepted, and picked a Gamay. Her winemaker,
though, was riled; Andre Tchelistcheff sometimes
said that MR took away the best BV wine he'd made
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since coming there three years earlier.
When Mary Frost Mabon's ABC of America's


Wines was published by Knopf in May of 1942,
Blanche (Mrs. Alfred) Knopf sent the Rays a copy.
They read not just the positive coverage of MR and
the Paul Masson premises, but also a brief,
sympathetic notation about MR's resurrection of
the winery and its business.


The winery was rebuilt in the fall of 1941 (Munson G.
Shaw selling Ray oak puncheons two and a half inches
thick to replace the cooperage) after the disastrous fire
of July 1941 that destroyed it entirely and caused at
least a $250,000 loss of equipment and inventory.
Ray's "money in the bank," all the wines aging in
wood and over half of the wines in glass, were suddenly
and tragically no more. This means that such varietal
bottlings as were saved have practically become
rarities and connoisseurs' items. However, Ray also
bought wines to blend, bottle, and sell as lesser grades,
to tide over the gap till his 1941 vintage, which would
seem to be exceptional in quality even for this
vineyard, is ready for the market in 1944 and 1945. [pp
99-102]


Then, as she did with other wineries, Mabon
briefly presented most of the Masson wines,
whether available on the market then or sometime
in the future: on wine shop shelves, kept in cellars
elsewhere, or as rare survivors found miraculously
unbroken below the winery's black rubble.


The terrible fire and the stressful, exhausting
recovery period took definite tolls on MR's
emotional and mental stability. His letters to JS
showed him moving more into a feeling of isolation
and a frequent suspicion of others' actions and
motives. He always felt that FS had somehow been
indirectly responsible for causing the catastrophe
that not only abruptly ended his splendid aesthetic
reign, but seemed likely to doom his winemaking
kingdom.


Who, Exactly, Was Frank Schoonmaker?
Though never a vint-
ner himself, Schoon-
maker (1905-1976) is
generally regarded by
past and present wine
scholars as the fore-
most visionary and
varietal-promo ting
activist of the Ameri-
can wine industry as it
was slowly being re-
generated in the sev-
eral decades following
Repeal. He then exer-


cised considerable sway in the expansionist period


after World War II through both his writings and his
close connection with the ever-expanding Almaden
enterprise. Surprisingly, nobody has yet published a
biography of this uniquely influential wine man. Nor
does anyone seem to know of a Schoonmaker
archive—an unfortunate circumstance for recaptur-
ing such an energetic and prolific life.


FS fascinated MR, as his letters to Street show.
Remarks about "Frank" occur frequently and
extensively in the correspondence. (Only snippets
can be given here.) Details of the two men's inter-
actions, MR's opinions of the wines FS chose to
promote and sell, and his recounting of what others
said about FS—including the years after their
disassociation—could provide compelling primary
sources for information, both positive and negative
(decidedly biased toward the latter), about FS's
behavior and reputation in the wine trade during
the late 1930s and early '40s, then on into the '60s.


Schoonmaker, then, was scarcely an idol to MR in
the early '40s—or in later years. In one letter to JS
he referred to FS as "our smart young villain"
[12/28/41]; in another, as "a dangerous man ...
associated with others perhaps no less dangerous.
They are a thoroughly bad lot, as I have learned to
know them" [1/17/43]. His letters to Street also raise
questions about the actual quality of the varietal
wines from various California wineries that Schoon-
maker marketed, mainly in the East, as his
"Selections." These reputedly momentous wines
vintaged from the mid '30s to the early '40s
probably have never been sampled by more recent
wine authors, who perhaps have only read what
others wrote in an earlier era.


In 1941 through 1943, MR frequently shared with
JS the latest gossip as well as his current insights
into FS and Almaden. The vineyards there in past
years had been a good source of grapes for some
Masson wines—notably Cabernet Sauvignon and
Folle Blanche. For vintaging the former one, MR
had carefully identified vines of the true variety
from a block of "mixed black grapes" sold elsewhere
for blended reds. In 1941, though, because Frank
had secured control of the winemaking operation
there, the new management had been crushing all
the miscellaneous dark grapes, including the
authentic Cabernet. MR declared that FS would
make of them a "Selection" that he would market as
a varietal wine, though it wouldn't be close to a
genuine one.


But this much I know, there is no more than two ton[s]
there, altogether, and there is no one in the state of
California, outside the University of California or
myself, capable of picking out the real thing from that
block, if there be I have not met them. I mention this
because you will hear, in due course, of the Almaden
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Cabernet. [12/28/41]


If there is some truth in MR's many assertions
about these post-Repeal wines and their makers,
detailed in his letters to JS, wine scholars may need
to modify their view of FS as the heroic figure who
pushed for premium quality in California wines, and
to question his credibility. FS was, after all—as MR
often pointed out to JS—always operating as a
"tradesman." And MR knew the type well, since he
had once been a super-salesman himself, of stocks
and bonds. (He hated selling his wines, but could do
it well enough when he had to, and always
recognized the value of positive publicity, or what he
called "propaganda.")


MR always tended to demonize or disparage
certain people in the wine industry. Schoonmaker
was one of his early targets; the Wine Institute
became another. In some letters to JS, MR displayed
the general conviction (repeated in innumerable
future letters to other people) that he was being
ostracized, punished, and conspired against by other
(usually unnamed) wine men. But if he felt lonely,
he could blame it on the uncompromising crusader's
role he had taken up. His words and actions
inevitably isolated him from the majority of people
in the wine trade.


I am no doubt a lone wolf in the industry but I doubt if
I am too much so. Rather, I would say I am as little so
as is possible. Smile if you will. But grant me this, only
I can know. After all, I have tried. I always say that
every man does the best he can with the tools given
him. Whether I might be less a lone wolf had I other
tools, I cannot say for sure. But I think the answer is,
no. To run with a pack, you must be first accepted or
able to fight them off and force your presence on to
them. They wont accept what we are doing, it isn't us.


MR believed this standoff began with his refusal
to "join" with them. He made his entry dependent
upon the better vintners' commitment to pursuing
the highest standards in winemaking and wine
marketing. He relished exposing what he called
their deceptive and illegal practices. He was
especially incensed when wineries began to market
varietal wines, selling them at prices approaching
his. None, he declared, could possibly be 100% pure,
as he asserted they should be; but of course the legal
requirement of only 51% of a varietal was another
outrage. Moreover, MR saw active malevolence
coming from at least some people in the industry,
and often suspected Schoonmaker's participation.


Often enough they have tried to take us in, but always
that they may themselves rest upon us, use what we
have created, consume and thus destroy us. It has been
calculated cleverly enough and times aplenty. I
sometimes doubt if you know how sharp are the


practices of the trade. Some things that have
happened, I simply cant write of. There seems to be no
ends to which they will go.


In this same letter, written three weeks after the
U.S. declared war against the Axis powers, MR
found their evil rulers' counterparts in the leaders of
the California wine industry—those who, he
believed, had expected the winery fire to finish him
off.


To travel with them is like trying to travel with Hitler,
Stalin, Mussolini and the Emperor H[irohito]. For even
though there be plenty of good growers, all are under
the spell of these, their leaders, even as are the states
of Europe today under the direction of those who by
their shrewdness and cunning have tricked and forced
them into submission. Certainly I do not wish to set
myself up as a martyr to a cause. I simply tell you, the
growers don't like what we do, want us out, are now
unhappy that we did not step down and out last
summer. [1/1/42]


Most people spending time with MR would soon
become aware of his paranoia (coupled with
megalomania). His claims about persecutions and
plots, however, can't always be dismissed as
distorted perceptions and fixated beliefs caused by
nervous- system damage from an early stroke, in the
early '30s. For example, MR told JS that some de-
tractors (perhaps the Almaden team?) had informed
all his creditors—the suppliers of funds, labor, and
materials for the winery rebuilding—that he was a
big credit risk. They then demanded immediate
payoffs, which would have forced the sale of the
Masson property had MR not managed to talk all
but one out of pressing him. Having paid that off
that debt, he continued making regular payments to
the rest.


Still, Martin Ray disliked having any
indebtedness. And since he detested the whole
business of selling the wines he made, he now began
thinking of selling out. Above all, he wished to spend
the rest of his life mostly in vineyards.


More Negotiations
s his letters to JS show, since early 1940, and
possibly before, MR had been trying to interest
the right persons—individuals or established


business concerns—in making a partnership-sized
investment in Paul Masson. Recovering from the
winery fire had then put far greater pressure on
him. The new winery was a fine improvement over
the old one, but the monumental effort he and Elsie
still were exerting to rebuild the wine business itself
was exhausting them both. Although MR could take
proud satisfaction in triumphing over calamity, he
no longer could happily and lavishly entertain
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highbrow oenophiles, as in the past. Also, he now
lacked time and energy for writing long letters to
his good friend Julian Street, as their much-
diminished correspondence demonstrates.


Despite his grievances against Schoonmaker, MR
had been pragmatic enough to stay on speaking
terms with this lively wine entrepreneur. (MR told
JS that when FS visited MR's rebuilt winery, he
offered no comments at all about it as they walked
through it, though surely he was impressed.) MR's
ambivalence about FS continued. He recognized
that beneath the conniving merchant might dwell a
decent fellow—who used the incessant wheeling and
dealing in the wine business as a way to achieve the
aristocratic lifestyle he so desired.


... Frank's influence is so great, simply because he gets
around so much, knows how to talk and write, I am
always tempted to "join up" with him. I don't like to
buck him. I'd much rather work with him, think even
that it would benefit both of us. But that is provided
we could use our best efforts. I doubt very much if
Frank can use his best efforts exclusively, so long has
he fought rough and tumble among the toughest
tradesmen in existence. It may have done that to him.
He wants to be a gentleman but he isn't rich, so he has
to go on trying to get rich. If Frank should suddenly
come into a few million, he'd be all right, would
abandon his shrewd trade practices and endow the
industry like a Rothschild of France. Maybe. [12/28/41]


So MR could consort with the enemy if benefits
might be gained. "Frank wants this place," MR
again told JS, and once more, despite their past
discord, he began negotiating anew with FS and
some of his business partners over their desire to
buy Masson. "Markets are being organized in such a
way you have to engage in tactics I don't employ, to
reach some of the best places," he explained. In
February of 1942 MR handwrote a long letter to
JS—who at the top penned the comment, "End of
Martin Ray at Paul Masson and a fine effort." "Dear
Julian—" MR began, when wearily providing what
he figured was his swan song.


Once you said something to the effect, the world is run
today by gangsters. I was impressed by your simple
and honest analysis of what I immediately endorsed.
Since, I have often thought of it. The world is also run
largely by business and/or financial interests and what
you said therefore goes for business. It is a nasty
enterprise. I hate it. I do not like either business or
those who conduct it. Exceptions only illustrate the
rule. I can take care of myself and my interests but it
raises hell with me, would ultimately destroy me. I was
not trained for this kind of a world and each shock
rocks me to the soul. It has been like selling my own
flesh, as I have engaged in business. Many is the time I


have had to go to my bed after a negotiation,
conference, or even luncheon with business associates.
I could just bear it, no more.
It is bad enough to make mistakes but one doesn't
justify another. This property and this life cannot be
separated from business. Yet, I have finished with
business. My life is perhaps half over. I have spent all
my maturity in business until the last six years, and
even these years have been and now increase as
business enterprise. Those forces gathering make
escape impossible for me so long as I continue here. It
is not discouragement I feel. I am simply unwilling to
spend any more time in business. For, I do not have to
and there is but one compensation for this place.
Another, smaller place, will take me beyond the
boundaries and safe out of business.
Accordingly, I have communicated with some of the
individuals and groups who have in the past expressed
a desire in this place. Some of them have come already
and all have been interested. A sale will be concluded, I
have no doubt.
I have long hoped to get a partner or make an
association with a company, so as to shed the business
and retain only the work I love—growing. But thus far
it has been not possible.
You have been so much a part of our lives, these last
years, I thought I should write you. I have wanted to
all week but it has not been done. I put it off because I
rather hate to tell you.
Now there will be a new start, a reorganization. What
has been learned will come into play and I will be able
to control what now controls or forever seeks to control
me. This property is too large. In Burgundy they have
been unable to grow in 100 acre vineyards. Neither can
I in California. It became business, when that large. If
there must be business before growing, for me there is
great conflict....
Then there is the war. It is changing everything.... I
prefer to live simply, on the land, free of the business
and economic influences I dislike. I will work just as
hard, achieve more. It is, then, a move forward and in
no sense a folding up of either ambition or effort....
The industry want me out. They have turned on me in
hatred for bringing varietal names into trade. I was
first to do it. The idea caught Frank's fancy, it
spread.,.. Markets are being organized in such a way
you have to engage in tactics I don't employ, to reach
some of the best places....
As I write I hear the carpenter's hammer. It seems
odd, that development continues even as we take our
departure (in plans). And Elsie is making curtains and
drapes. Well, it is the way we are. We'll keep improving
the place, as we always have, until it is sold. I
remember my old grandmother doing the same with
our old ranch near by. She was weeding and spading
the garden while moving out and refused to go until
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the job was complete. It's all rather sad but there is
the pleasure in a correct decision. [2/10/42]


MR was clearly relieved to be detaching himself
from the wine business and ridding himself of debts.
The prospective deal wasn't wholly to his liking, but
it did offer him the welcome chance to bail out of
Masson—and let it be taken over, ironically, by the
very men who'd been so eager to get it before, and
whose courtship he'd rejected at least twice.


A week and a half later, though, he was both
depressed and angry over another promising deal
that apparently was poised now to fall through.


I am lonesome this morning and feel that I have been
so for a long time, probably always, since it is the
human lot. But this morning it is different. Yesterday,
fear, anger and desire wrestled each other all day long,
within me. This morning found me so profoundly
lonesome it was almost a form of happiness, by
contrast, it brought with it such relief....Probably one
should not write letter when in such a frame of mind,
but you will understand the necessity.
Frank Schoomnaker, Jack and Charlie of "21," Louis
Benoist and their individual and group associates,
including Talbot [Wildman] and the Almaden crowd,
are now one, I have been advised by the "21" bunch [a
New York investors1 group] and by Frank, each by
letter.
Louis Benoist is now their spokesman. We have talked
by telephone several time[s] recently, while he has
been honeymooning in Palm Springs. We had come to
a definite agreement.


What, then, had occurred to doom the sale?
Yesterday I awaited Louis' coming. He was scheduled
for Tuesday, so I determined to expect him
Wednesday, in which I was fortunate enough, but he
was an hour and a half getting here after phoning me
he would be here in thirty minutes. Why must it
always be so! Something had happened since we
talked. I could not learn what, but it seems there are
others who must be further consulted, their operations
at Almaden are not going as had been planned by them
and one of their associates who has put up money
wants to withdraw it. It may be but a play, rehearsed
[by] the bunch of them, I don't know. I only know that
whatever it is, it is not out in the open as was agreed
upon and yet the results or intentions, of that
concealed, are waved before me. What these chaps
never seem to be able to learn is that if they so provoke
a real man it prevents rather than encourages their
successful dealing. I would rather see them in hell than
eat out of their hands. I was all set to let them have
the place, the name and all but the Vintage of 1941
and some thousand or two thousand cases of tirage
champagne, and that was our deal. Now I see them
trying to alter it and I know the chances for each of us


are withering. The whole idea, as I grasp it, is that not
one of them has any real guts.


MR then launched a passage of nostalgic
recollections of his youth, and indeed of how he saw
the America of the pioneering years, now past—a
theme that would often recur over the years. The
several pages begin with his rage against the "new
order" in which the timid winery investors clearly
belonged.


I was once surrounded by a family of people who had
guts and I grew up with them. There was a whole race
of them. They lived on farms and some even had
businesses in the towns. They went through times as
tough as we may yet have to again face and they came
out on top. We never had money. We only had land. We
had no markets for our crops. We had fought the
Indians, each other in the Civil War, the wilderness,
the pests, epidemics, God knows what all. But now I
see none of their kind. Things are not met, face to face,
openly, or head-on, anymore. It is not the modern way.
Today there is a new order. I don't like it. [2/19/42]


So MR again took up the task of selling outright
the Masson premises—the winery, chateau, and
other buildings, the 60-some acres of vineyards
planted on a square mile of mountain land. But he
found the sale couldn't be done swiftly and easily. It
involved numerous site visitations, handing over
documents and account books for scrutiny, and
lengthy negotiations, with lawyers present. None of
the promising prospects got anywhere—a big
drawback being MR's insistence upon being paid
fully in cash for all of it. A full year after he'd
decided to put Masson on the market, MR still
sought a buyer. As MR wrote to Street in January
of 1943:


This business of being pushed along, almost frantically,
by the rush of life, I do not like. For, I too, am moving
under that same force and have felt raw and ragged
nerves from it for years. It was, in fact, an ill advised
effort to escape it that led me to this very property.
Viewed from the distance, this life seemed once to be
an idealistic paradise. But it is the price exacted of one
who would dare dream such dreams, I guess. Anyway, I
am one to whom it comes naturally to think that all
experience, however trying, is for the best, if only it be
survived. So, I struggled to survive, and in this sense
am not unlike the most of us, unless it be in that I am
yet determined to find what I seek. [1/17/43]


In the meantime, big changes were taking place
in the wine industry. Along with the war, large
distillers started buying up commercial wineries at
high prices, so as to make and market alcoholic
beverages. Hard liquor production had been severely
curtailed, because the grains used for brewing were
needed either to feed troops or to convert into
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alcohol for munitions and antiseptics. Drinking
people usually had to settle for wine instead of
whiskey or gin, and it was often fortified with
brandy. As with Prohibition, most didn't fuss over
what they drank—which the new corporate winery
owners counted on. Not unexpectedly, the overall
quality of California wines, which had been steadily
improving, plummeted.


National Distillers bought Bellows as a subsidiary
distributing operation. Rather reluctantly, Street
stayed on the directors' board, and contributed a
newsletter column, "Table Topics." Frederick Wild-
man eventually launched his own distributorship.
Writing to JS, MR prophesied that "A new era will
form, is now forming. What part you and I will play
in it, if any, time will tell. Since I seek to play no
part now, only to be free of playing a part, it is not
likely I will take part." A complete Westerner, MR
resented the dictates and takeovers originating on
the other coast. "[I]t angers me a bit to see that
situation in the East, all those strange fellows who
have been shaping the wine industry, reaching from
the growers to the consumers." He again regretted
that Wildman's ego had prevented Bellows from
joining him and Julian in the great, concerted
campaign to make, sell, and promote fine varietal
wines. And, "As a result, the responsibility of doing
it went to Frank Schoonmaker who messed and
botched it, squandered the money on ill manage-
ment and deprived a lot of people of getting what
they were led by him to believe in and expect." He
then he announced, "An era has, however, ended,
with the failure of Frank Schoonmaker, about which
I see you have not been told. So I will tell you of it."
[1/17/43] After joining the OSS toward the end of
1942, Schoonmaker had flown off on a secret
government mission. (He began working in Spain as
a spy, trying to find out about German military
plans while posing as a sherry dealer.)


With ill-concealed pleasure MR now proceeded to
detail for Street's sure interest the fiscal collapse of
Schoonmaker's company—due, he said, to FS's
convoluted business chicanery during several years
of rounding up wines for his enterprise and of
enlisting financial support for both his wine mer-
chandising and vineyard property acquisitions. This
information had been given to him "in confidence,"
but he disclosed that it came directly from Mr.
(Tony) Korbel, whose family-owned winery had
supplied Frank Schoonmaker & Company with
champagnes. Along with several other wineries
(Martini, Wente) he had invested $10,000 in the
company, which gave them all seats on its directors'
board. Moreover, each was owed thousands of
dollars for wines shipped but not paid for.


[T]he creditors of Frank Schoonmaker & Company


have audited Frank's Corporate books and found there
many shocks will illustrate clearly enough what sort of
a chap Frank is, that he had so involved himself and
others as to make impossible any end but the one he
has found.... Frank's moves were such, months back,
that he had ceased to be a factor in the wine trade, had
become pretty much the servant of the machine he had
built which had finally started to tear itself to pieces,
Frank with the machine. It was not because of the war,
it was not because of anything but Frank. He never
was sound nor square in any attempted dealings here,
however well they seem always to promise each time
anew. As we all know, there are two kinds of failure.
One is what I term outright and honest failure, met
squarely and recognized at a point when its force has
gained mastery. The other kind of failure is what I
describe as the beginning of some things bigger and
more sinister, rather than the end of an endeavor.


And MR well recalled what he had witnessed as a
stock broker in the heyday before the Crash and
then in its grim aftermath.


I mean the sort of thing we had so much of on a very
large scale during the 1920's. If a thing wasn't sound
or successful, you simply hid it by adding something
else to it, thus mushrooming and pyramiding it,
putting off the day of destiny, as other people,
businesses or properties were added to give enough life
to carry on a bit further. Now and then a dash of new
capital was thrown in to save a day or reckoning. So it
was with Frank, as it has now been disclosed to me.


Schoonmaker had left behind him not only debts
totaling over $100,000 connected with California
wineries, but also a great snarl of complications in
the various businesses he had either started or
entered into on the side.


The Almaden venture had failed to make money, had
failed even to produce the champagne they had put
down in hopes of it bailing him out. All the things
small but in their total more important than these
individual items, are too numerous to mention here.
His deception and errors, his failures, his agreements
and his various frantic efforts and activities are now
unimportant. Cornered, Frank simply turned over
everything and stepped off via plane and left the boys
holding the large bag he had handed to them,
unopened.


After Schoonmaker's return to a shared manage-
ment of Almaden after WWII, he proved far more
successful.


Selling Out


F or a while MR toyed with the possibility that
Masson could be bought by 21 Brands, the
New York firm that pulled Almaden out of


Schoonmaker's financial quagmire after his patriotic
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defection. He then hoped that Lucius Boomer,
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel's debonair millionaire
president, would become his partner (JS's ideally
proposed "rich man"), so he was devastated at the
news of Boomer's death. He finally settled upon a
pragmatic solution. The entity best able to give him
cash for the Paul Masson property and business
would be a large distillery. With wartime price
ceilings enforced, distillers liked the established
high ones on the Masson wines. And MR,
confronting reality, saw the frustrating futility of
pushing 100% fine-varietal wines into a marketplace
where most people didn't care what they drank so
long as it contained alcohol.


Suitors from several distilleries visited Paul
Masson, to look around and discuss acquisition.
(One was National Distillers, and MR promised JS a
commission if they bought.) In early 1943, less than
two years after the winery fire, MR sold the Paul
Masson property, name, and most of the wine
inventory to the Joseph Seagram Corporation, for
the large cash payment he wanted. The sale caused
a minor shock wave in the wine industry. Just
before his departure, MR wrote to JS, expressing no
regret over his decision.


We are a happy couple, tonight. The deal has been
completed, we have no debts, and ahead is a life which
we will carefully plan that its freedom may be
safeguarded. We want to live more modestly, if
possible, than ever before, devoting ourselves to what
we believe will make life best. We want to work at
what we want to do, when and as we like. The last few
days were filled with strain and incidents that will be
funny when viewed from the distance that will
separate us from these people, tomorrow night. For,
tomorrow we move. We will go to Elsie's sister's for a
bit, until we can settle on a place of our own....
My head is threatening to burst open with an ache,
tonight, so I will not go many words beyond this. But
we do want you to know that Seagram's are the proud
owners, now. They have asked me several times to
remain with them, even in an advisory capacity. But I
am a queer sort, it seems, while I admit no plans, I am
not interested, and am instead leaving. There is so
very much to do, in gathering up ends, doing this and
that, give me a little time for more.
Elsie and I have you with us so much you have been a
part of even all this last. You are the only one who
really sees the facts as they are. The others seem to
think it a crime to have sold what we bought. We are
content to say, we have not sold ourselves. We feel, in
fact, quite free. I know what I shall do, but I don't
want to talk of it until I get it all straight in my own
mind, which you will understand. [4/26/43]


In a few months the Rays bought a 20-acre property
a half-mile from the town of Saratoga, next to the
place where Rusty had spent his early childhood.
They intended to remodel the old house there, and
while doing so would set up a cramped residence in
the tank house.


The land is just what we wanted. It is, after all, the soil
we bought. The fruit trees on it are old, like the house.
Part of it we will take out this fall and on that part will
plant Pinot Noir. But we will not again make wine
commercially. The law permits an individual to make
200 gallons each year. This amount only, will we make
hereafter and the grapes we will sell. And we will sell
none (wine), but give it away. As long as we can make
better wine than is made elsewhere we will continue it,
and with the experience gained out of the past and the
knowledge of that experience, I think we can always
make wine that our friends will be justly proud to
have. In this way, it will be just fun, as we want it to
be. To hell with all that other that is a part of being in
it as a business....
We will grow one grape, the Pinot Noir. From it we will
make the big red wine, the big white wine, the
champagne and a rose if it please us. We can do one
thing one year, another another year.... We can do it
all ourselves. [7/1/43]


Martin and Elsie merited a rest from their inten-
sive labors. MR even dared to depart from his
health-induced abstemiousness, going from judi-
cious tasting to consuming daily a glass or two of
wine. But in spite of his declaration about removing
himself from the wine business, MR couldn't easily
abandon his winemaking ambitions and principles.
In 1944 he bought two adjoining quarter-sections of
undeveloped mountainous land to the north of the
Masson property, divided from it by a small canyon.
There he began carving out his new winegrowing
kingdom.


He wanted a much smaller operation than
before—one that this time would bear his own
name. But ever canny, knowing the value of an early
founding date and historic lineage, he had retained
the Paul Masson Champagne Company's original
articles of incorporation when selling to Seagram.
Changing the company's name now to Martin Ray,
Inc. he felt he could claim a symbolic connection
with three earlier generations of familial wine-
makers: Paul Masson, Charles Lefranc, and Etienne
Thee, whose winery was started in 1852. (This was
why MR, to wine people's consternation, said he
could legitimately claim that founding date, using it
on his young winery's labels—and later celebrating
its centenary in 1952, though Martin Ray wines only
began selling in the late '40s!)
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Meeting at Last


F rom late 1939 to 1945 Martin Ray had carried
on an intense correspondence with Julian
Street. But the two men and their wives had


not yet met. As World War II approached its
welcome end, Julian and his wife, Margot, began
planning a trip to California. One compelling reason
was their intention to revise and expand Julian's
popular book, Wines. Since they would add a new
section on the wines now being made in the U.S.,
they wished to visit some of California's wine
country.


Here was Julian's first chance to make direct
acquaintance with his winegrowing correspondent
of over five years. Martin and Elsie Ray were
overjoyed that the Streets accepted their invitation
to stay at their home in Saratoga. MR always
cherished the Streets' two-week visit as a great
highpoint in his life. The four of them went on
investigative expeditions to different wineries
around the San Francisco Bay area. And of course
Rusty Ray gave them a tour of his vineyard-creating
activities on Table Mountain (which eventually he'd
call Mt. Eden); soon he would build a small house
there. At breakfast time, Julian endeared himself to
Joseph, the Ray's terrier, by treating him to
doughnuts. During their time together, the men
exchanged stories about malicious wine men. "I
never can understand how such a noble occupation
as wine-growing lures such an overwhelming
number of scoundrels and crooks," Julian was said
(by MR) to have memorably remarked.


When published in 1948, the Streets' book, not
surprisingly, would contain a reminiscing tribute to
Martin Ray's earlier wines, while indicating that
unnamed other winegrowers, in California and
elsewhere in the U.S. were, like him, already
making or aiming to make fine wines. "What of the
future, the long-range view?" JS would ask,
rhetorically. "And can we make better wines?" His
response:


The greatest certainty of a good future rests with the
practical idealists, all striving to make fine wines.
Some are individuals working on a small scale, many
in vineyards so far unknown but which one day may be
famous; others are carrying out their projects in well-
established wineries. All are grape-growers as well as
wine-makers, and this fact is important. There can be
little genuine concern with the production of good
wine when the grapes used are mixtures of everything
brought in from all over the state.
The first wines to bring real hope that the industry
might be heading into something permanent and fine
came from the Paul Masson Champagne Company
when it was owned by Martin Ray of Saratoga from
1936 to 1943. Martin Ray continued making the


Champagne for which the vineyard had gained some
fame, adding a very fine still Champagne to his list; but
also he began to make one-grape table wines by the
time-honored, and so far unimproved, method of
fermenting the wines in small cooperage, racking them
as needed, maturing them properly, bottling and
storing the bottled wines to gain proper age. I tasted
the first in 1940, a Pinot Noir 1936, and it was a
remarkable wine, the first American red wine I ever
drank with entire pleasure. Ray's Cabernet, especially
the 1936, seemed to me to be the best wine ever to be
made of the Claret grape in the United States, and his
Gamay was a pleasure to drink.


As for Julian Street's prototype of the "practical
idealist," he had already seen Martin Ray at work
creating his new but small winegrowing kingdom.
The updated Street book describes their friend and
host thusly:


Martin Ray finds life most agreeable when he is his
own wine-maker. Although the Paul Masson vineyard
is not large, something around a hundred acres, its size
restricted the amount of personal attention he could
give to each detail. Consequently he disposed of that
holding, and now he and his wife, who plant, tend the
vines and make the wines together, are perched
serenely on a mountain-top adjoining their old
property, surrounded by a workable vineyard planted
to Pinot Noir. [pp. 208-209]


During their earlier correspondence JS had
referred to his vintner friend in California as his
"white hope" for American wine. Doubtless he was
thinking primarily of Martin Ray when he wrote
this prophesying paragraph for his revised book:


The hope of the American wine industry, to my way of
thinking, lies with a few individuals—individuals of
tremendous idealism who are working with assurance
and devotion to produce fine American wines. Where
these few lead, the others ultimately must follow, [p.
24]


Street's solutions for improving American wines
echoed various notions and methods described to
him by MR—that winemaking insider who had
deliberately made himself an industry outsider. MR
had explicitly given JS permission to use in his book,
without attribution, any statements of his or infor-
mation supplied in his letters.


The Streets' visit to the Rays had been
wonderfully satisfying. "We don't forget [the]
beautiful time you gave us when we so much needed
it," Julian wrote in his last letter to MR. Alas, the
first time that Martin Ray met in person his
correspondent, and now close friend, proved to be
the last. In February of 1947, less than a month
after writing that letter, Julian was suddenly dead,
of a heart attack.
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Margot Street, Julian's widow, completed the
work of revising Wines, which Knopf published in
1948. (She used gender-hiding initials, A.I.M.S,
before the Street surname, since women weren't
viewed then as capable of fully appreciating wine,
let alone making it superbly.) Without seeing
evidence of the manuscript's evolution, one cannot
know how much she contributed to the new writing.
Margot took up other food- and wine-writing
projects of Julian's. She also continued his
epistolary connection with Rusty and Elsie Ray,
transferring the distaff side of the quartet's
friendship to Eleanor Ray after Elsie's death in
1951. As "Mrs. Julian Street," she was made an
honorary member of Mount Eden Vineyards after
the Rays founded the corporation in 1960.


WINES
T H E I R S E L E C T I O N
CARE AND SERVICE


with a
CHART OF VINTAGE YEARS,
and observations on HARMO-
NIES between certain WINES
and certain FOODS, and on
WINEGLASSES, CRADLES, CORK-
SCREWS, and kindred matters


By J U L I A N STREET


Revised and edited


fey A. I. M.S. STREET


New York • ALFRED A. KNOPF • 1948


(The Ray-Margot Street letters that often passed
back and forth between the two coasts during the
'50 and J60s are now archived at UC Davis. They
contain intriguing gossip about people in both the
wine and publishing industries, including Frank
Schoonmaker. Some of these will be summarized or
excerpted in future articles on Martin Ray's corres-
pondence and relationships.)


TO BE CONTINUED NEXT ISSUE.


JULIAN STREET (1879 - 1947)
WINE BOOK CHECKLIST


by Gail Unzelman


1912. Paris a la Carte. Illustrations by May Wilson
Preston. New York: John Lane. 79p.


1924. Where Paris Dines. With information about
restaurants of all kinds, costly and cheap, digni-
fied and gay, known and little known: and how to
enjoy them; together with a discussion of French
wines and a table of vintages by a distinguished
amateur. Garden City, NY: Doubleday. 322p.


British edition, London: W. Heinemann, 1929.


1933. Civilized Drinking: the selection and service of
wine. Reprinted from Redbook Magazine. 33p.


1933. Wines, their Selection, Care and Service. With
a chart of vintage years, and observations on
harmonies between certain wines and certain
foods, and on wineglasses, cradles, corkscrews
and kindred matters. New York: Alfred Knopf.
194p. With a folding map of the vineyard areas of
France.


"This was perhaps the first real post-Repeal guide
of its type ... and remained popular through numer-
ous editions." (Eberhard Buehler, Wine & Gastron-
omy Catalogue "S". 2001)


1948. Wines, their Selection, Care and Service. With
a chart of vintage years... Revised and edited by
A.I.M.S. Street. New York: Alfred Knopf. 288p.
With a folding map of the principal vineyard
districts of Europe.


1959. Table Topics. Edited, and with additions by
A.I.M.S. Street. Introduction [biographical sketch
of Street] by Sophie Kerr. New York: Alfred
Knopf. 289p.


"Street...in retirement began writing a series of
pamphlets about wine and food for Bellows & Co.,
New York wine merchants. These [4-page] pam-
phlets, titled Table Topics, were sent [beginning in
June 1943] for nearly four years to Bellows1 cus-
tomers ... this delightful little book, a compilation
[by Street's widow] of the best articles, elegantly
expresses the author's eclectic and life-long love of
food and wine." (Gabler, Wine into Words, 2nd ed.)


NOTE: For a description of the contents of the Julian
Street archives at Princeton University, see Buehler,
Wine & Gastronomy, Cat.S. 2001, p.41. It clearly
illustrates the depth of Street's writings.
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[From TABLE TOPICS, by Julian Street. Edited, and with Additions, by A.I.M.S. Street.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1959]
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Vinaceous Correspondents-'
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


The Third Article in a Series / Eleventh Section
by Barbara Marinacci


This long-continuing series (published in WTQ since April 2003)portrays, primarily through correspondence and other written materials,
the winegrowing life and wine quality-demanding actions of vintner Martin Ray. MR entered the California wine industry in 1936, two and
a half years after the end of Prohibition, with his purchase of the Paul Masson Champagne Company. Its vineyard, winery, and chateau
property (now known as The Mountain Winery), in the Saratoga hillside area of the Santa Cruz Mountains, overlooked Santa Clara (now
"Silicon") Valley. In 1945, two years after selling the Masson holdings to Seagram, MR started planting vineyards, then built a home and
his own small winery on the adjacent "Mt. Eden."


This segment extends the detailed coverage of Ray's close relationship with UC Davis enologist Maynard Amerine. In the late 1930s
their connection was fused by a mutual desire to perfect the better wines made in California—primarily by persuading winery owners to
plant or expand their vineyards with fine wine grape varieties and make unblended wines from them. (MR was an extreme foe of the
pervasive blending out and mislabeling of varietal wines.)
Readers might keep in mind tha t Martin Ray's strident activism in the period described here (which actually had begun two decades earlier)
took place 21 years (almost a generation) before the celebrated "Judgment of Paris," which showed the world that some California (and
eventually American) wines could actually outmatch their classic French models. MR's perpetual push for quality standards and "classic"
methods, which made him an industry pariah, aroused attention and encouraged other winemakers, at that time and later, to break away
from the current modus operandjin the hopeful belief'that they too might eventually earn decent livings by selling the fine wines they made
using much smaller production methods. Wine connoisseurs also appreciated his insistence upon accurate varietal labeling. Yet few wine
history books say much, if anything, about Martin Ray's long-term revolutionary efforts.


Author Barbara Marinacci, who is MR's stepdaughter, is coauthor with her mother, Eleanor Ray (ER)f o/Vineyards in the Sky: The
Life of Legendary Vintner Martin Ray. She again thanks UC Davis Library's Special Collections (in particular, archivist John Skarstad and
head Daryl Morrison) for permission to utilize documents in the Martin and Eleanor Ray Papers and for assistance in providing copies of
them. And, as always, she is grateful for editor/publisher Gail Unzelman's dedication, skills, patience, and indulgence.


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE (1937-1976)
-11-


n the late spring and
early summer of 1955,
Martin Ray began
writing long letters to
his best friend, Maynard
Amerine, UC Davis's
well-respected professor
of enology. They demon-
strated an urgent desire
to justify his current
agitations and disclosure
threats against the


proprietors of California's better wineries, whom
Louis Gomberg had enlisted in the new Premium
Wine Producers (PWP) group. Much in this corres-
pondence expressed MR's often venomous grievances
against various winegrowers, along with a boastful
confidence that he'd soon emerge as winner in his
insistence upon achieving quality-enforcing measures
in the industry's high end of winemaking.


An intriguing contrast and counterpoint, though,
to several epistolary harangues that MR wrote to
Amerine in May are the two diplomatic letters he
composed to send to Lou Gomberg. Probably he sent
copies to Amerine, as he customarily did over the
years with important correspondence. When sending
them, he'd usually enclose messages updating
Maynard about activities in his business and


personal lives. Invariably, too, he'd opine and gossip
about wines and wine "connected people, who often
were mutual acquaintances.


Martin Ray's Quality Control Plan


The letter that MR would write to Gomberg on
May 16 appears to have been triggered by the
irate note he'd just received from Robert


Mondavi at Charles Krug, decrying MR's attacks
upon the new wine group, other wine men, and
wineries in the two letters he'd previously written to
Gomberg and then printed for circulation among
many retailers. After asking MR whether he was
acquainted with libel laws, Robert Mondavi went on'


Considering your vehement antagonism towards
your fellow vintners in the California premium
wine class, as so clearly evidenced by your letters,
it may well be that you would not feel happy in our
group, even when you know our aims. That is
entirely a matter for your own decision. All we
could do was to extend a cordial invitation. That
we have done.
Our final procedure has not as yet been
formulated. Any concrete plan that you may wish
to offer for consideration by our group, I feel sure
will be given a careful study. I can find no such
detailed plan in any of your letters to date. [5/14/55]
Thus MR now felt pushed to set down for Gomberg


his specific directives for wineries to bring about their
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own quality control system, well ahead of a time
when they were likely to be imposed by some state or
federal agency's edicts. In his preamble he expressed
certain niceties.


I saw in your proposal of a group organization
what I thought was a real hope of achieving
something definite at last. But after the letters I
received and our last talk I was inclined to accept
your declaration that self imposed quality control
was a long way off—that it would ultimately come
but that the present generation of growers would
never accept it....
It now occurred to me with new conviction that
now is the time and yours is the organization to
establish self imposed quality control or be forced
on record as opposing it. There could never be a
better time.
So I offer you my membership and full support,
subject to the approval of the majority of your
group to a plan to be mutually worked out. And I
suggest that the initial meeting be informally at
my house with Herman Wente, John Daniel,
someone from Beaulieu, yourself and 2 or 3 others
important to the success of your group.
And now MR was ready to set down his proposals


for consideration.
Someone has said I have never offered a concrete
plan. Of course I have. But the whole idea is for a
plan to be made by all of us. My suggestion is that
the quality control extend only to varietals. I
would propose that enforcement therefore confine
itself to the listing of each grower's acreage of each
varietal, that this be annually checked, that the
grapes at harvest be checked against the acreage
and that these findings be used as a preliminary
check against the amount of wine of each varietal
brought to market. I would further propose that
suitable samples of each bottling of every varietal
be required by the quality control and that they be
tasted initially and set aside against any future
requirement. I think that blends of Cabernet
Sauvignon, Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, Riesling and
certain other varieties should be abolished and
that members should be required to bring them to
market unblended. The use of any such names as
"Red Pinot" or "White Pinot" when the wines are
Pinot St. George and Chenin Blanc would be
declared against and prohibited, and the straight
forward correct names should be required for all.
For a grower to market varietals he should be
required to grow them or submit to the same
controls the acreage he may buy from others. I
would ask that making the wine be an absolute
must unless the wine could be purchased from
another grower-member and carry with it a
certificate of origin to be authenticated by the


quality control. For those upon whom this might
work an injustice of economic substance I would
favor a time limit being placed upon his operations
so as to give him an opportunity to plant vineyards
or otherwise contract for grapes under the
authority.


Produced & bottled by Martin Ray, Saratoga, CA • BW4399


from 76% Cabernet Sauvignon and 2 4 % Merlot g r a p e s
/


CUVEE 5 ALCOHOL 1 3 % BY VOLUME


MR now suggested how this quality control
emphasis could fit perfectly with Gomberg's and
PWP's aims to widely promote the virtues of
California's superior wines and wineries.


You cannot force or require quality. But these
rules enforced would automatically make for
labeling of wines for what they are and elimination
of blending would raise surprisingly the standard
of quality in all varietals. Every varietal label
should carry some such words as QUALITY
CONTROL, perhaps lightly imprinted across the face
of the labels as the French do with their
appellation controlee. Failure to live up to the
controls should result in dropping a grower from
membership. I see no reason for having smaller
penalties for first offenders. The thing should be so
enforced they could not hope to successfully
operate otherwise. And the meaning of the words,
QUALITY CONTROL should be publicized to establish
the value of it on every grower's label. Every book
on wine would describe it. Magazine articles would
proclaim it. I can personally vouch for some
publicity on it and favorably, too, if you can get the
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growers to support the undertaking. All else you
wish to do with your organization could dove-tail
into the same publicity. My interest is primarily in
the quality control, although I would gladly go into
the other ideas I have discussed with you and help
in any way members wished. The education of
salesmen is very important. That is a weak link in
the whole business. But quality control should
come first. With it will come better wines. They
should be sold by better trained salesmen and a
central committee should prepare and send out to
all sales outlets material which one man could
well handle—pictures, news releases, stories,
booklets, interviews. Important names can be
brought in favorably. So long as the standards be
kept high all would go for the thing.
He even proposed an active role for himself in


countering the competitive flood of inexpensive
foreign wines, which had triggered Gomberg's
shaping of the PWP coalition.


And as for the shippers wines, I hope you will let
me have a hand in training men to meet that
problem. I can do it. I can promise you I can do it.
In fact, if that is all your people are disturbed
about, they can well afford to trade me some
quality control for this job which I can do cheaper
and better than they will ever be able to otherwise
accomplish as proposed. You should be invaluable
to the organization and no doubt you have plans
already agreed upon to take care of this. I only
want you to know I am anxious to cooperate, if you
will just make the thing sound. Without a quality
control of this sort your whole thing is just a lot of
time and money out the window. Let me hear from
you. [5/16/55]
MR heard back from Gomberg right away. Initially


he mentioned the discord that MR had aroused
among industry persons.


I, too, am deeply distressed over the recent
exchanges of letters for I fear they have tended to
widen the cleavage that previously existed rather
than to establish the rapport that is so essential to
group action. As explained over the telephone, the
forwarding of your letters to the retail trade was,
in my opinion, the most disturbing aspect.
Be that as it may, I have read your proposed
quality control plan and, in line with your thought,
it is my intention to forward it to the four wineries
with whom you have been in correspondence plus
any others you may wish to designate. Please
advise me about this. [5/18/55]
MR answered Gomberg by return mail, again


expressing an accommodating disposition.
I am glad you think we may be making progress.
It would seem so.... And I am happy to know that
you are forwarding my plan for quality control to


the four wineries with whom we have had the
correspondence.... I would really like it very much
if you would include all of your group that you
think it best to include at this time. What we
should seek first, it seems to me, is assent that the
plan will be considered or discussed. In this way it
permits everyone to participate in approving it or
giving reasons for not. And the action is joint as
against having something thrust at them. You will
know how best to handle it. And the way you
introduce it, beyond those we have already
discussed it with, will be most important to their
manner of considering it. It may be presented as
something I have been talking up for many years
or as a plan that some think must sooner or later
be adopted. Or it might be introduced as a plan
that is not unlike one that has been adopted
successfully in France. You may wish to say that
I believe it basic to meeting foreign competition
and indicate that it will be more fully discussed in
this light. No resolution is worth more than the
force or prestige behind its sponsors. When and if
it is proposed to your group for some definite
action I would like to have it in such form as to
carry the support of such people as Wente, Daniel,
the actual leaders of your group. So, you may wish
to present it to the original four in a more personal
way than you think it may be best in the case of
the others who may be hearing of it for the first
time, more or less. This I leave entirely to you.
I see what you mean with reference to your
thought as to when and if the plan may be
accepted. It is always difficult to carry one's exact
thought to another by the spoken word only and
even more so by the written word sometimes. But
as we work together it gets easier and after a time
thoughts run parallel, don't you think? [5/19/55]
Over the next few months Louis Gomberg


continued to communicate with Martin Ray by letter
and telephone. There is good reason to believe that
his patient persistence was genuine, for in fact he had
long wanted quality control. He now hoped that some
at least of MR's plan could be brought about in the
near future. Still, he was basically the PWP's
organizer, not its dictator.


MR Raises Hell About Various Premium Wine
Producers


On the day before writing the above letter to
Gomberg, in which he aimed to show how his
belligerence toward adversaries was


mellowing, MR had written one to Amerine far less
amiable in tone. It indicates that his bonhomie
toward the PWP was really for show—masking a
continuing vituperative bent focused on specific past
affronts. Frequently his remarks appear arrogant, or
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else they display a paranoia that perhaps was well
merited. (Over the years, other wine men's abiding
dislike was often relayed; also, writers' articles
featuring him were cancelled by magazine
publishers, much to his and Eleanor's disappoint-
ment and disillusionment.)


MR's six-page letter to Amerine, written on May
18th, included such statements as these '•


These growers think they are somehow beyond it.
But they tell their visitors about me. They have
become increasingly hostile since we came back
into the wine-selling market a year ago. Well, I am
not only taking care of our interests, I am meeting
the challenge they created. I could not possibly
increase their hatred. I have had it for years. They
don't like honest labeling. They don't want
[quality] control. Wente, Martini, lied and
deceived. Mondavis asked for cuttings of Pinot
Noir [in 1951]. I told them they could have them
free—but I must cut them. It was set for August
1st—they were to phone me before coming. I was
away getting married. I returned to find our vines
cut and slashed and canes and grapes torn off
without regard of anything but a hasty operation.
What would you think. It was done at a point
farthest from the house and out of view. Mondavis
say they now have a young Pinot Noir vineyard....
Look at the so called Pinot Noir that Pelly [Prof.
Angelo Pellegrini of U. of Washington] was given
a couple years ago—in October late. Remember, I
checked with you and you told me it was
impossible that the variety would at that date
remain anywhere in California still on the vines.
I told Pelly. He went back with the information. It
was my word. You were not in it. They hate me for
that. Only last night Burgess Meredith told me of
saying casually at Inglenook that he understood
the correct name was Chardonnay, not Pinot
Chardonnay. They jumped at him saying, "Did
Martin Ray tell you that?" He says wherever he
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meets wine men they show their feelings even if he
did not draw them out—and this was before this
incident opened, even. It has been coining back to
me for months. Why, Benoist [of Almaden] was
almost insanely angry at me a year ago. [See #6, in
January 2006 IVTQ.] It is because I can do what
they cannot. If they had the minds of children they
would have long ago drawn me into their group
and benefitted by the things I can do they
cannot.... Well, the strange thing about the whole
matter is that if they repudiate my plan, refuse to
have any quality controls, we will be closer to it.
And if they accept it in any form however
amended, we will be even more advanced. My
cause cannot lose. They cannot win. Why else
would Gomberg talk to me for one hour on the
phone and ask me to stop writing to retailers and
to get Wente and John Daniel down here and
make friends with them? He said they were
alarmed and could not figure out how to meet my
cutting in all the retailers on the entire
correspondence. I am working with about 200 of
the top retailers and I have received letters from a
third of them or phone calls, all favorable and
delighted.
Then he began reminiscing about the years when


he owned Paul Masson and first got to know
Amerine—when both were beginning their separate
efforts to raise the quality of California's better
wines, with MR already warring with other vintners.
They were gratified when improvements had come
about by the late 1930s and early '40s, only to be
reversed by wartime conditions that halted the
making of hard liquor and favored wide consumption
of any kind of wine, however poor. The greatly
expanding production had mostly ruined that
previous quest for fine quality. Now he was reviving
that strident early activism.


It was no different 20 years ago [while proprietor
of Paul Masson]. Do you remember I got out my
| mimeograph, so to speak, then, and I let them
j have it on the same subject? I was reading a copy


of one of those blasts only yesterday. It was about
the same thing and I hit at the same people. What
good did it do? It established us. It caused them to
come to me and offer to put me on every important
committee of the Wine Institute and give me a
Vice presidency with promise of the Presidency, if
I would identify myself with them. They refused
me any quality controls and I refused them. Since
then they have taken over the pioneering I was
doing in varietals, under your advice. [Emphasis
added.] They stopped a lot of blending and as
[Frank] Schoonmaker appeared, anxious to buy
our wines at any price, others kept their wines
straight and quality did improve. They also saw
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that I had led a way to higher prices for such
wines than they had ever hoped for. Several of
them told me so. And they came out with their $2
and $2.50 wines. [Note-In those pre-WWII years
such prices doubled or tripled those for the usual
generic wines, and of course would be equivalent
to about $20 or more today—now a modest cost
indeed for an exceptional vintage varietal.] But the
war gave them the greed that reduced their
standards and now they want to be five or ten
times as big as before and still get the same prices.
They want to be able to say their wines are quality
or premium and have them so accepted without
someone like me pointing a finger at them.
Interestingly, the PWP's coordinator himself very


recently had assured MR that he was not alone in his
battle to raise quality and require honesty in
winemaking. But the newer wine men who agreed
with MR's position weren't yet in positions to run
their family businesses.


Gomberg says several of the younger generation
think as I do and that has caused fighting in their
families. He named Martini's son [Louis P.] and
Joe Concannon's son and said there are others.
[Possibly LG was thinking, too, of the younger
Mondavis at Krug, Peter and Robert.]
As he kept on with his typing, MR grew


increasingly vehement in his determination to bring
his foes to their knees—either by blackmailing them
into accepting the quality-guaranteeing conditions
he'd demanded for so many years or else, if they
rejected quality controls, by causing them to face
scorn and rejection from retailers and knowledgeable
wine consumers.


Gomberg says the old gang will never accept any
self imposed quality control but that it will come
when they die off. Well, he should know. I do not.
But I know I have gained a great deal in this fight
and I know that they stand to gain even more if
they will pull away the greed that is blinding
them. I can go with them or against them. But
what I am doing is not new [for me] in any way. I
have merely sought to take advantage of what
they are doing and in such a way I can not lose
and they cannot gain without going against the
cause they have fought. They may just conceivably
decide to go for the plan in some qualified way. I
do not permit myself to think of whether or not
they will accept, but to be very careful that I keep
myself in a position to protect myself come what
may. I will get what I want some day if I live long
enough. Its pretty sad to drink some of their wines
I buy. I see John Daniel is selling his "red" Pinot
for the same price he gets for his Pinot Noir. Yet,
he would have me accept one is St. George, the
other genuine. I have bought and drunk them. It


is John that disgusts me. He is a weak man. He
has always been. Yet, he sets himself up as so
pure.
MR then told or reminded Maynard about the


nasty conflict he'd had long ago with Inglenook's
proprietor, after John Daniel had led a vineyard
owner acquaintance of MR's to purchase grapevines
grown from budwood of his that he claimed was Pinot
Noir. But MR had known otherwise. He always
remembered and relished long-held grudges.


I think of old Bill Short and how all that planting
[on Monte Bello in the Santa Cruz Mtns.] was a
result of John being so smug and refusing to be
truthful. Short would have failed anyway. But I
phoned John then and he had the nerve to tell me,
hemming and hawing, that there was a difference
of opinion as to just what the Pinot Noir is. He
said that in Napa Valley the St. George was
accepted as authentic and just because I did not
agree with them did not make me right. I caused
a lot of the vines to be sent back and the nursery
came at John plenty mad. The story was widely
spread but not by me. John now speaks of what
happened 20 years ago ... but the business of
Julian Street was only 10 years ago. He said then
he did not approve of the "red" Pinot and "white"
Pinot [mislabeling] business. He told Julian and
me that it was the doings of Freddy Wildman and
Bellows. He seems now to have forgotten this and
speaks of "going into the matter" very carefully.
He is a hypocrite and I will fight him for all times,
inside an organization or from without and all like
him. They can do what they like about it but they
cannot survive all markets that will ultimately
come.


P r o d u c e d a n d B o t t l e d b y M a r t i n R a y , S a r a t o g a , C a l i f o r n i a
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While MR continued his venomous predictions of
other vintners' failures, he also displayed a tendency
to be two-faced whenever he believed that cultivating
a distasteful relationship might somehow eventually
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benefit either him and his winegrowing business, or
else serve his penchant for transforming the higher
end of the state's wine industry.


Anyone that would design the last two pieces of
equipment [the Mondavis at Krug] installed for
making fine wines—the crushing and juice
extracting business—cannot hope to survive a
buyers market. They may go for years but they
don't belong in the business. I think of Wente and
his hot room, his varietals and his holier than thou
attitude. Both Wente and Daniel have been the
tool of the distillers and now that the distillers no
longer need them, they want to get another
organization [i.e., the PWP, not the Wine Insti-
tute] . And Bartholomew! [Frank Bartholomew had
bought Haraszthy's Buena Vista winery and
vineyards in 1941.] I want to get him down here.
His wife told a mutual friend recently that there
are no fine Imported wines, that all California
wines are better. What Ignorance, what rot. He is
influential. His winery is a complete fraud. But he
has power. I'd like to try to get him on the right
track. It might work. He has no business going at
it the way he is. He is merely buying wines and
bottling. His Pinot Noir isn't even fit to drink,
much less Pinot Noir. His winery hasn't even the
facilities to turn out wine for family use. [5/18/55]
This letter was only the first of an extraordinary


sequence of largely one-way communications. In the
coming weeks Maynard Amerine's mailbox would
suffer a veritable bombardment. Because his friend
had mostly become silent, unresponsive, to these
diatribes, MR's anxiety level began climbing ever
higher—and for him that required composing even
more letters to Maynard.


More Letter Blasts


Probably just after sending off his above long
letter to Amerine, MR received an undated note
card from him. Maybe it was Maynard's


succinct comment about Martin's quality-fight
tactics, following an argument they'd just had over
the phone. He had written this with a pencil'


The ends do not justify the means—St. Ignatius,
Hitler, and Lenin et al. notwithstanding. That's
what I mean by not fighting fire with fire—it
removes whatever moral basis one may have for
fighting. - m.a.a.
(ER, when writing her son Peter soon afterwards,


noted that Rusty had just sent Maynard "a wonderful
cartoon about fighting fire with fire which says this
is the only way.")


MR must have sat right down at the typewriter to
bang out his response, once again validating his need
to pillory the other California vintners.


To say the ends justify the means, is dangerous at


the least. But it is much less complicated to say,
sometimes, that there is no other means. Then you
have something you can consider. It is the simple
problem of whether the ends warrant the effort.
And that is a matter of individual appraisal. With
regards these growers and the exchange of letters,
I view the effort as justified. And I do not accept
that there are other means. To me they are no
more than a bunch of head-strong children,
spoiled, grown strong but mentally undeveloped.
With such you do not make the normal approach.
Now, take the last letter from Gomberg, a copy
herewith. Would you have thought that Wente,
Daniel and Mondavi would be calmed? Well,
Gomberg says they are. I know they are not and I
know what is taking place. They are quieted, not
calmed. And they are quieted by the threat that
they are possibly to be forced on record as opposing
what I have outlined as self imposed quality
control. They are afraid. Now is the time for me to
accept this turn of events on their appraisal. You
can not be sure what will happen from day to day
to upset the cart but we have made some progress
and our position however you view it is much
elevated in the eyes of the retailers and in the eyes
of these growers. As for their liking us, no. They
have hated us from the first years at Paul Masson.
We have never had common interests. [5/19/55]
Then only two days after that, MR began another


letter, at first gently chiding Amerine as a deserter in
their wine quality crusade and suggesting that
Maynard had become lily-livered.


I have come to believe that it is impossible to
change another's basic way of thinking. For, our
thinking is the result of the sum and total of our
experiences and we think as we do as a result of
what has already happened within and about us....
So, what I am doing so far as we two are concerned
is only a reporting job. I do not seek to alter your
thinking. I do, however, wonder what in your life
has taken place to alter your thinking. Once you
described to me with obvious pride and high
feeling how you ran judgings, wine committee
meetings. You wrote growers scorching letters and
you were respected and feared by all. You most
certainly are respected the more with time in
many a place. But growers and even friends openly
challenge you everywhere and you do not strike
back.
Then MR began explicitly expressing his keen


disappointment in Maynard's failure to approve of
what he was doing in prodding other wine producers
to change their sorry ways.


There have been a few hundred people who have
already applauded what we are doing about these
so called Premium Growers [sic] of California.
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Thus far, to me, only one person outside the
growers themselves who are under attack has
failed to approve. You. Yesterday I spent the
entire day answering letters and phone calls from
everywhere. Some of the telephone calls were from
Los Angeles and they talked on at length just
telling me how much they approved.
Because as yet this was insufficient hammering at


his friend, MR went on to describe in detail the
dinner he and ER had just been to at Edith Main's
home, where the Esquins and Harold Price—wine
people all well known to Amerine—were guests as
well.


I was showing them all some of the letters
received and sent and they were giving
encouraging remarks. I said to them all: "Its a
strange thing, of all those with whom I have
discussed this or from whom I have received
comments, only one person does not fully approve.
You would never guess who." Lilly immediately
said, "I know who" and without making a sound
used her lips to say your two names. John and
Price spoke up at the same instant, saying your
name. I was astonished. I asked them how they
could know.
During dinner an unidentified red wine had been


served that MR identified as a California Cabernet;
he'd found it "too soft" and "short on total acid and
tannin." It was revealed as a Beaulieu claret. The
other guests praised it highly. But—


Not Eleanor! She said she only wished she could
understand like Maynard Amerine what is lacking
in a wine or what it has too much of. She told of
how you have been able always to tell her things
she could not herself otherwise understand. She
said that when she could not get satisfaction out of
a wine and when she suspects it is lacking in acid
she would like to know if that is the trouble and
just how much acid it might have and should have
to be satisfying.
Having delivered ER's tribute to Maynard, MR


didn't hesitate to pile on the others' disagreeable
comments afterward, informing him how wine
connoisseurs and winery reps, and therefore the wine
retailers they dealt with, increasingly disrespected
him now.


Price went at once into a minor tizzy and said:
"Whenever I taste with those fellows at Davis they
can't see the woods for the trees. They are so
concerned with the technical knowledge they can't
judge the wines." Well, we lit into him and you
were not defended by anyone but us. They did not
personalize it, Lilly made a little talk about how
wonderful you are but the men openly revolted at
your being held up as a wine judge. John didn't fail
to add that you know a lot about California wines


but know nothing about foreign wines. It was the
Esquin—Lucia dinner all over again. [This was
described by MR to MA in #6, in WTQs January
2006 issue.] And retailers you may never have
heard of have been told by the salesmen of the
growers I attack that you are this and that and
anything but what you are. You are being
discredited everywhere in the public eye. Not so
many years ago they would not have dared raise
their voice to anyone against you. I have not heard
it said about me that my wines or my vineyards
are not as represented. They can only say of me
that they do not like what I do or my method. But
they now strike at your very abilities and you now
defend them, in a sense.
Then MR moved on to Lou Gomberg, who in his


most recent phone conversation had expressed his
intention to offer MR's specific quality control
proposals for consideration at the PWP's next
meeting, to take place in the coming month.


At least you do not believe I am going at it right
when it is perfectly apparent not only that the
public does approve but I am getting somewhere.
Witness the spectacle of Gomberg now presenting
my plan to growers. And keep in mind it is those I
attack that are paying for his time and material as
he sends out to them my plan. Also note, he now
speaks of the possibility of the plan being
considered for adoption. And he seeks to withdraw
from his statement to me that such quality control
would never be adopted in our life time. That was
what he said to me—in our lifetime.
MR now referred to his and ER's ongoing efforts to


persuade a national magazine (Life was their
primary target) to cover, in a major story, the conflict
he'd stirred up with the Premium Wine Producers of
California. He was feeling more confident now of
victory.


I let Gomberg slip out of it, you note. He must save
face and self if he is to help me put this over. Now
we have a magazine story coming on it and maybe
one more. I can spare enough time to keep popping
away at them and something good may yet come of
it. I will give them satisfaction if they will give me
the chance but don't ever let it be said that any of
them wanted it. I hope to make it ultimately their
plan. You can see I am working toward that. But
they all hate it. They want to continue to be
respected crooks.... So far as California wines are
concerned, they are not respected nearly so much
as before the war. They had their great chance.
After the war the retailers actually were saying
that our wines are better than any of the imports.
Their stand was shocking. But the public just got
fed up with the wines and they have turned and
are daily turning away from them.
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And here MR was back at the bottom line of his
objections to the PWP's plan to publicize widely,
through all media, the patriotic desirability of buying
American wines—that is, California wines, and not
the imported ones. MR, having proposed an
alternative way, was now at his battle station.


The thing to do is obviously improve quality,
control labeling and meet competition. They
planned to do all they could to keep the imports
out and I called them on it and then they said they
meant only to attack the cheaper imports. I told
them they could not attack $1 French wines and
praise $4 French wines. The tariff and the TV will
treat them all alike. So they then take personal
exception to what I say about them personally. I
tell them I will force them to accept or reject some
form of self imposed quality control and that I will
not be frightened by the threats they hurl at me
and so now they think I have done a good job in
calming their feelings! This after I have talked
straighter to them than ever before. I told
Mondavi he had failed to deny that his Pinot Noir
is a fraud and I repeated it.
After MR dispensed some further observations, he


tried cajoling his former comrade•nr arms to join up
again, if only by supplying wise words from the
sidelines. But what he really wanted was for Amerine
to assume co~leadership in this campaign.


Now, what I tell you Maynard, you must force
these fellows into any quality move that is
successful. Or circumstances must. French wines
will force them to the wall if they do not move
first. That might be best but they are now well
fortified, for the most part, with their ill gotten
gains and they could hold out a long time. Another
war will probably come and that would save them
again and possibly forever.
You could not use my methods but I think you
should come out for some reform. I would like to
work into my suggestions to the growers some of
your ideas if you will propose them. As I have said,
you should be the one heading up this move. How
do you think Hilgard would react? [Prof. Eugene
V. Hilgard, founder in the late 19th century of
University of California's viticulture and enology
programs, was long vilified by many commercial
wine men because of his adamant quality stance.]
Sometime earlier, Maynard had invited the Rays


up to Davis for an afternoon dinner, as he often
did—just as he came to them on Mt. Eden from time
to time. So MR in signing off said*


We are looking forward to seeing you shortly.
Remember, I have no personal feeling toward you
about whatever you say on this action. I am
reporting to you what we are doing and why we
are doing [it] and what I think about your stand


and what others think. I expect that you will
continue to think as you believe best. Is that not
reasonable and right?
Eleanor joins me in sending you our love.
Then, as if he hadn't already said enough, MR


typed in some additional comments in the left
margin. If he had managed to do these things, why
hadn't the other vintners as well?


When I took over Paul Masson I found my position
just like that of these growers at this time.
Vineyards were all mixed, wines were blended and
labels were put on as sales required. I pulled out
vines, learned about varieties, replanted, got new
labels and within a year had accomplished what
none of these people have even been willing to
discuss doing. They have been at it for years and
many of them were born into it. If they wanted to
do anything about it they would have done it long
ago. There are a lot of practices I would like to
attack but I do not want to scatter my shot. Other
varieties are involved, too. But I think the attack
should be concentrated in one place. [5/21/55]
In a clear response to this latest diatribe, Maynard


sent MR an undated card with a message written in
blue ink. First he commented about their mutual
acquaintances' nasty criticism of his abilities as a
wine judge, then about the purported contempt
expressed by members of the wine industry. And
finally he disputed MR's portrayal of his cowardly
withdrawal from the wine quality battleground.


Still no comment. If my "friends" talk of me that
way they must feel I am pretty bad. The industry
has seldom liked what I do. When my TAG talk of
May 13th is published you will see that I am not
idle.
Despite his friend's insinuation, Amerine had not


abandoned his own ardent advocacy of improving
California's wines. Apparently, though, he hadn't told
Martin beforehand much, if anything, about the
presentation he was scheduled to give to attendees at
the Wine Institute's Technical Advisory Committee
(TAG) meeting on May 13.


By now Amerine had already delivered his hard-
hitting talk. Its title was "Some Facts and Fancies
About Winemaking and Wines." And he obviously
intended to send a copy to Martin Ray, once it got
duplicated for distribution.


[To be continued next issue]
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Vinaceous Correspondents:
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


The Third Article in a Series / Fifth Section
by Barbara Marinacci


[This installment is part of an article in a continuing series about Martin Ray that began in WTQ/s April 2003issue
(Vol. 13, No. 2). MR was the first vintner to produce and promote pure varietal wines in the period following Repeal,
when he owned Paul Masson, and he continued to do so later at his own much smaller winery. The lengthy article
portrays the close relationship between this perfectionistic winemaker and wine quality-advocating Maynard A.
Amerine, enology professor at UC Davis. This segment is based mainly on their communications between 1952 and
1954, which also include letters from Eleanor Ray, MR's second wife, who had become his alternative "voice " and alter
ego. During the latter year, Amerine was in Europe. The author thanks John L. Skarstad and Axel Borg of UC Davis's
Shields Library for their research assistance in this project. Above all, she is grateful to editor Gail Unzelman for her
dedicated work and patient indulgence in publishing this long-running series. Barbara Marinacci, who is Martin Ray }s
stepdaughter, depicts him primarily through documents but she also expresses facts and insights based on her and
other people's direct observations and experiences over the years.]


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE (1937-1976)


artin Ray's abysmal emotional
state during his wife Elsie's
terminal illness and after her
death in the summer of 1951 had
been miraculously soothed, if not
entirely cured, when his renewed
friendship with Eleanor Williams
Kamb led quickly to their wed-
ding in the middle of September.
MR's second marriage, under-


taken so soon after Elsie's demise, shocked her
relatives, and the residents of the town of Saratoga
also acted disapprovingly when they learned of it. His
good friend Maynard Amerine, though, must have felt
greatly relieved that Martin—as he always called him,
not using the nickname Rusty—had suddenly and
obviously taken out a new lease on life. Amerine and
Eleanor got along well from the start.


MR wrote to his soldier-nephew Willis Ray to tell
him of the marriage and his sudden turnaround in
mood.


It was not as easy as that, of course. But you know your
Uncle Mart! Time always seemed to me something to be
made the most of. There was no reason to let it drag
along when there was life to be lived.


But he also indicated that the rapid change in wives,
without undergoing a lengthy mourning period, had
caused inevitable confusions:


I had a lot of mental disturbance—nightmares of making
love to a composite woman, and stuff like that. It took a
little time to overcome that. But Eleanor loved Elsie like
I did and she understood and we never deceived each
other. Now we live beautifully together just as though we
had always been married. There have been no adjust-
ments, no compromises, to make. It seems to me we have
been together always. [10/18/51]


MR's occasional disorientation was alleviated by
the newlyweds' recognition that for the rest of their
life together Elsie would always be an unseen
presence. Given Rusty's commanding and demanding
nature, Eleanor, of course, made most of the
adjustments and compromises, despite MR's denial of
any need for this in his letter to Will. In the past, as a
spirited and independent-minded longtime divorcee,
she had often worn slacks—which became movie-star
fashionable by the 1940s. ER now deep-sixed them, for
her new husband had said that only he, both literally
and symbolically, would wear the pants in their
coupling. So the new "Madame Pinot," the queen of
Rusty's wine mountain, wore skirts except when
joining him in tasks such as winter vine pruning and
the bottling or labeling of wines down in the cellar.


MR's mental condition at first seemed so fragile
that ER avoided upsetting him by challenging out-
rageous statements he made, as about politics or
people, or by telling him he'd already drunk enough
wine (as Elsie would have done). He had explained
how nerve damage from the "nervous breakdown" (far
more likely a stroke) that he had suffered 20 years
earlier made verbal discord intolerable. She saw how
any argumentation, let alone defiance, from her or any
of her children might incite an emotional meltdown or
rage. She grew adept at either ignoring his extreme
opinionating or else assuming his point of view
herself. MR insisted that they present a "united front"
in all matters, including his strenuous efforts to
reshape aspects of her three nearly grown, semi-
fatherless children—two sons and a daughter.


Never having had offspring of his own, like many
childless persons MR knew exactly how to conduct
childrearing and repair past inadequacies. He took
seriously this new if belated role of paterfamilias—
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correcting manners, giving career advice, and
manipulating these fledglings' personal lives. Above
all, he was keen on introducing his charges, along with
their mother, to the joys of the winegrowing life. He
was thrilled when ER's twin sons, Peter and Barclay,
who had asked to be legally adopted by him, took Ray
as their new surname after they turned 21 in
December of 1952. Moreover, to his great satisfaction,
on their revised birth certificates he was even named
as their biological father—supplanting his long-
estranged friend and business partner, Walter Kamb.
Having these previously unexpected heirs now
inspired MR to think about establishing both a wine
domain and a winegrowing dynasty.


Full-time Winegrower Once Again


By early 1952 MR had bought back the mountain
property in Saratoga that he had sold to the
Kews during Elsie's terminal illness; he also


took over their shares in the Martin Ray, Inc. wine
business. The newlyweds moved from the rented
house in Saratoga to the rustic redwood cabin that
MR had built while developing his new mountaintop
vineyard. They now lived 2,000 feet above the wide
and fertile Santa Clara Valley. Stretching out
dramatically far below them, it was still mostly filled
with farmlands—highly productive orchards and
fields, with a few towns scattered about and some tall
buildings far to the east marking the location of the
city of San Jose.


In the first months of their marriage, the re-
energized MR busied himself with vineyard care and
tending his wines, kept in a small cellar built below
the little redwood house and in a garage converted
into a small winery building during the three years
when Kenneth Kew's parents had been in a
partnership arrangement with Martin Ray. They had
expected their son to learn all about vineyard and
winemaking from MR, who now did all the hands-on
work of a true winegrower—as he'd finally done in his
last two years at Masson, after the winery fire. He had
tried to teach and inspire his phlegmatic protege by
his example. But it was all in vain, he had finally
realized, and then Elsie's illness and death had driven
him into despair. Thus Eleanor's entry into his life,
bringing two hardy and enthusiastic sons, seemed
miraculous, and his earlier discouragement and
cynicism departed.


MR had once hoped that his nephew Willis, who
had sometimes done work at Masson and later helped
with planting the new vineyard and building the cabin
on the mountain, would join him. But Will had gone
off and rejoined the Army. MR had sometimes sent
him reports, such as this vignette of springtime work
in the vineyard.


Just finished the first plowing, three times each way.


Also just finished sulphuring the first time. The vines
look beautiful now. The 7:00 o'clock train still puffs
along in the valley below about the time you are getting
fully corked from pumping up and down the rows while
pumping away with the sulphuring machine. We started
out just after 4 o'clock in the morning. [5/11/50]
To reestablish an active presence in wine sales


several years after selling Masson, MR had begun
selling wines whose labels, with a red-and-black
circular logo with a fancy "MR" at the center, now
proclaimed his own name—and his location: Saratoga,
California. As he had written to Will in 1950, when
still in business with the Kews:


There is enclosed a new price list, which will tell the
story pretty well. The Pinot Noir Champagne 1942, the
Pinot Noir (still wine) 1941, are wines we kept when we
sold the old property [Masson] and we have only very
limited quantities. But they serve as window dressing, so
to speak, and it is intended that each year we will now
make 100 cases of Pinot Noir Champagne. And the 1945,
1947,1948,1949, etc. vintages of Cabernet Sauvignon or
Pinot Noir will ultimately sell at $72.00 per case when
they are as old as the 1941's and 1942's are now. In the
mean time, we are starting out the sale of the 1945 's at
$35.00 per case with the idea of raising this figure as
years pass and the wine is older.
In 1952, when MR regained his property and


business as sole owner, many of the wines he had
made in limited quantities in earlier years were still
cellared and either in cask or bottled and waiting to be
sold. They mostly had come from grapes grown
elsewhere, in small vineyards down in the valley,
while MR's own mountain-grown vines were matur-
ing, with Pinot Noir put in first, then Cabernet
Sauvignon. He had also selected various Cabernets—
previously made locally by Mario Gemello—for his
non-vintage Martin Ray La Montana Woodside
Cabernet. Earlier, he undoubtedly had asked Amerine
to taste the wines he was selling or preparing to sell,
or else considering buying from another winemaker.


Now, additionally, MR had in cask the Pinot Noir
cuvee 1951 that Maynard, with 20-year-old son Peter,
had vintaged from the first major crop picked from his
young vines—while the Rays honeymooned. When
they returned and said they might go off to South
America for a few months, Maynard even offered to
drive down from Davis during their absence to tend
the wines.


Soon, though, MR launched a new project that
would keep them close to home: designing and
building a new house at the very top of his mountain,
about a hundred feet up the slope from the north-
facing cabin, whose one big room couldn't comfortably
contain his new family of five when all assembled
during holidays and vacations. He intended the job to
be finished before the holiday season of 1952, not long
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after the duo's first wedding anniversary. In the
summertime hiatus from their colleges, Eleanor's two
sons joined in the construction work.


The new house and its surroundings would offer a
360° view of the valley and Diablo Range to the east,
the south end of San Francisco Bay, and the tall and
cool green curve of the Santa Cruz Mountains as they
stretched from the hills above Los Gatos area in the
south to run in a northwesterly way up the San
Francisco peninsula to Montebello and then Woodside,
where Emmett Rixford had produced his marvelous
clarets in pre-Prohibition times. (Not only had MR
been obtaining Cabernet Sauvignon grapes from the
old vineyard there, but also budwood for starting his
own ultimately extensive planting.)


This was the special, historic winegrowing region
that Eleanor one day, consulting her French diction-
ary, would dub the Chaine d'Or. She attributed this
now-enduring term's origin to that legendary French-
man, Paul Masson, who had declared, as did his
successor, Martin Ray, that in these very foothills and
mountains—this now nicely named "chain of gold"—
the greatest California wines would eventually be
grown and vintaged. The basis for this prediction had
come from past triumphs: not just MR's at Paul
Masson, of course, but also those of more distant
predecessors.


But what could MR call his own particular
mountain? Eleanor, always with an eye to publicity,
felt that it had to have a imposing title. Table
Mountain, its official name—shared with the Masson
side across a shallow and narrow canyon—simply
wouldn't do. She decided that it should be Mount
Eden, since the name hadn't been appropriated yet by
any other mountain ascending from the westernmost
valley-based thoroughfare known as Mt. Eden Road
(called so from the long-defunct Mt. Eden Orchard
and Vineyard Co., which had adjoined the road).


MR's new life partnership with Eleanor had
decidedly reactivated his "holy fire," his zealous
crusading on behalf of wine quality, which lately had
been hibernating. He now felt an even greater impetus
than before to transform the tastes and buying habits
of wine consumers, to persuade wine retailers to
upgrade both wine offerings and selling tactics, and to
browbeat or shame the more enlightened vineyard
owners and wineries into altering their winegrowing
and wine marketing standards. But before he could do
that, other pursuits claimed most of his time and
attention. He also had to produce more wine.


Eleanor's Introduction to Wines and Wine
History


From the very start of their reconnection, MR was
eager for Eleanor to understand and then join in
his grand mission: making world-class wines


that would prove California's great potential in
winegrowing. He talked eloquently about the long
history of wines made from grapes, dating back to
ancient times, and later to be perfected in France and
Germany. He told of the ravages of phylloxera in the
vineyards of Europe, then California, in the late 19th
century, which meant that vinifera vines now should
be grafted onto resistant rootstock. He described the
incalculable damage done by Prohibition to both the
wine industry and wine drinkers' palates, then
fervidly decried the abominations committed by post-
Repeal and current wineries in California—the state
that grew by far the most grapes and produced the
most wine in the nation. Their blending and
mislabeling tactics were to him near-criminal actions,
as they inevitably destroyed the high reputation that
the state's best wines held before the 13-year Great
Wine Drought.


When Maynard Amerine came up the mountain on
one of his frequent visits, or when the Rays visited
him in Davis, Eleanor joined the two men in sampling
both European and domestic wines. Among the latter
the two men judged few acceptable, let alone
pleasurable to drink, and they would try to determine
which grape varieties had been merged to make these
claimed but phony varietals. (MR had an aversion to
lush, intensely colored and flavored grapes useful in
blending—notably Zinfandel, which often dominated
blends; he never would find merit in it and considered
it an unpedigreed upstart, far indeed from a "fine"
varietal wine.)


Maynard talked about prominent trends and
personalities in the industry and shared with the Rays
various insights and gossip-tinged revelations about
wineries—their owners, winemakers, and wines. And
ER listened intently as MA discussed his strategies for
improving winegrowing—mainly by trying (as he had
for years) to persuade the better wineries, as well as
growers who supplied them with winegrapes, to plant
more fine varieties so that eventually they could stop
blending out wines that should rightly be made into
pure varietals. As it was, the premium-rated
commercial wines often slid in just above the 51
percent of the named varietal content as required by
law—which even then wasn't assured, since no
inspection system was in place to impose penalties on
violators.


Eleanor appreciated the warm friendship between
her winemaker husband and this enology professor,
centered as it was upon their deep devotion to
improving the quality and reputation of California's
premium wines. In their joint campaign, each man
would be fighting in his own arena and manner, and
she entered this alliance, recognizing how she might
best use her intelligence and skills: through writing.


ER had literary leanings (she'd been an English
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major at University of Washington, where she and
Rusty had originally met), and years of experience in
fashion-oriented publicity, sales promotion, and adver-
tising. Moreover, she was now a published author and
hoped to continue writing—and publishing. About a
year before marrying MR, a venerable New York
publishing firm had released We Kept Mother Single,
her humorous account (making herself a third-person
character in it), set during the Depression and WWII
years, that celebrated the challenges and joys of
single-parenting. But no longer single and with her
children leaving the nest, she was primed for a new
project. It clearly had to be involved in some way with
the subject of wine—and winegrowing.


Her new life orientation, coming when she was 47,
meant learning as much as she could, and quickly.
Besides listening to Rusty and Maynard, she began
reading a number of the wine books lying around the
house. A few, such as Mary Frost Mabon's ABC of
American Wines (1942), had bookmarks in places
where her vintner husband was mentioned. (ER heard
from Rusty about how Frank Schoonmaker had
removed an entire chapter about his extraordinary
tenure at the winery in his and Tom Marvel's book,
American Wines, before it was published in 1941
because MR had refused to finalize their partnership
in owning and running Paul Masson when FS failed to
come up with the agreed-upon cash.) A half-dozen
years later came Robert Lawrence Balzer's Cali-
fornia's Best Wines, which had come out in 1948. His
book was ahead of the flock of publications in the
postwar period that began introducing the state's
wines and better wineries, and sometimes their
vintners too, encouraging people to buy, drink, and
even visit the wine sources themselves.


Balzer, as a young, aspiring wine writer (later to
become a wine columnist for the Los Angeles Times),
had first met MR while he was still proprietor of Paul
Masson, probably in 1940. There he saw and heard
ample evidence of MR's utter and unquestioning faith
in the winegrape-growing potential of his section of
the Santa Cruz Mountains region, as well as of his
commitment to classic winemaking methods that
would produce pure, and "fine"-rated, varietal wines.


"There's the winery. It looks like a chapel," had been


Balzer's first comment upon arrival.
Martin Ray was standing outside waiting for us. I had
known from correspondence that he was an idealistic
zealot where wines were concerned. He was more than
convinced that this was the only spot in California where
truly fine wines could exist. It was a legend he had
learned as a child and now fully believed. In the next few
hours he did not explain how this might be accomplished,
but that it existed as a fact. As we walked through the
still, dark, fragrant cellars past great oval puncheons and
carved oak barrels, he spoke ardently of his accomplish-
ments since the day in 1936 when he acquired the winery
from Paul Masson.
"No matter whether it's winemaking, wine-buying, or
wine-selling, it's wine we're concerned with. It must be
what it is represented to be if we're going to earn the
trust and faith of those who look to us for that
confidence. There are a number of wineries directing
their efforts toward fine winemaking and they deserve
the greatest credit, but none of them, so far as I know,
goes the whole way to make really great wines."
By the "whole way" he meant, beyond vineyard location
and grape varieties, selecting perfect grapes right down
to individual berries for pressing, as is done in Germany,
following through with guarded fermentation, constant
tasting while the wine is aging as it's racked, clarified,
bottled, and binned. He had offered his first vintages to
the late Julian Street for appraisal. That genial expert
pronounced their color "superb," the bouquet "beauti-
ful," and over all, the wine "big, full,... remarkably fine."
After tasting I found myself nodding enthusiastic agree-
ment. Ray's personality was compelling, his sincerity
genuine. He wished to prove that he could produce, in
addition to champagne, still wines as fine as any from
France of Germany. The Cabernet Sauvignon and Pinot
Noir we tasted gave promise that he might well achieve
his goal in a few years. But he was never to know this
satisfaction. A disastrous fire broke out in July of 1941.
The wines he had made to capture the acclaim of the
world trickled down in a red flood over the molten glass
and charred oak. His loss was estimated to be more than
$100,000.
And then, quite erroneously, Balzer had reported in


his book that MR had sold "the charred remains of the
stone winery" to the Seagram distillery corporation.
In fact, MR had rebuilt the winery as well as the
Masson business, and didn't sell for almost two years,
in 1943. The next statements, though, were well on
target.


[He] betook himself to an even higher hill. He would
start again, this time from the beginning, just as Paul
Masson had done. I have been told he intends to carry on
his zealous effort for magnificent wines. If so he will
succeed. His wines will be expensive beyond any in the
country but he won't mind, nor will the most ardent
wine lovers, [pp 134-35]
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Balzer had been in the vanguard of wine writers
and wine devotees who became acquainted with
Martin Ray, impressed with his energetic evangelism
over varietal purity and honest labeling, which
became his battle cry during the late 1930s and early
'40s, to remain with him forevermore. His aim to
achieve wine perfection in his own wines, as MR
amply expressed in many long letters to Julian Street,
would show the promise of California in winemaking
and by their very existence push the state's better
wineries to compete with his Masson wines. From the
start, this crusade meant that he concerned himself
not only with his own winemaking but also with
trying to impose quality principles upon other
vintners and wine merchants, while impressing
consumers with his own adherence to them. And now
his new winery would bear his name.


Taking up the Quality Theme


Early in 1952 Eleanor told Rusty and then
Maynard that she was going to write a novel
that would personalize and dramatize the


current situation in California's wine industry.
Immersing herself in serious reading, she began
taking notes on articles and books about wine, some of
them supplied to her by Amerine. For instance,
knowing that it would interest both Rays, Amerine
mailed ER an announcement, sent out several years
earlier, of "an important meeting of the members of
the Dessert Wine Subcommittee" of the Wine
Institute's Wine Quality Standards Committee,
scheduled to take place on July 20, 1950. With it he
sent a carbon copy of the letter that he had written to
Harry Bacigalupi, president of California Grape
Products Co., with the expectation that he would read
it at the meeting. A major matter on the agenda
involved debating whether Muscatel should now be
classified as a non-varietal wine. If agreed upon, no
longer would the producers of that hitherto varietal
wine need to use at least 51% of Muscat grapes in
their vintages.


MA's letter expressed his extreme irritation over
this plan, concocted for the convenience of the wine
industry. He recognized that if this outrage were
permitted, it could later be applied to other varietal
wines made from specific grape varieties, consequently
downgrading them. Since ER wanted to have her own
copy of his letter, and since photocopiers wouldn't be
available for two more decades, she retyped all of it, to
keep in her growing files on wine-connected subjects.
(It's noteworthy that Amerine, in an interview in 1969
with Ruth Teiser for the Bancroft Library oral
histories about the California wine industry, cited this
very letter of his as a forceful early statement
protective of grape varieties and the varietal wines
made from them.)


As you know I have been away the past two months so it
was somewhat of a shock to have your letter regarding a
rehearing of the absurd proposal that "muscatel is not a
varietal wine." I regret that prior commitments made it
impossible to attend the committee meeting tomorrow,
your announcement having only arrived yesterday.
Shortly before his death the English novelist, George
Orwell, wrote a short satire on the modern world entitled
"Nineteen Eighty-four." In this novel Orwell imagines a
world ruled by a communistic dictatorship under the
slogans "War is peace," "Freedom is slavery," and
"Ignorance is strength." It is a world in which truth is
what the state says it is; history is rewritten to fit and 2
+ 2 = 5. Remembering this dreadful prediction I wonder
if someone has not speeded up the process a bit.
To be brief: there is no historical or factual basis for the
statement that muscatel is not a varietal wine.
Amerine then quoted from six different respected


sources: a word dictionary, a wine guide, a French
viticultural and enological dictionary, a winemaking
handbook by UC Berkeley's eminent enologist William
Cruess, and the Encyclopaedia Britannica. Lastly, he
quoted from a 1941 article written by himself and
Maynard Joslyn:


"Muscatel is a fortified wine possessing a distinct muscat
flavor.... Only muscat grapes should be used to insure
that all California muscatels will have the desirable
characteristic varietal flavor. The present minimum
requirement of 51 per cent muscat grapes is not high
enough to yield muscatel with the desired flavor. (Calif.
Agr. Experiment Station Bulletin #651)"
Amerine, as Associate Professor of Enology at UC


Davis, showed that he wasn't reluctant to take verbal
jabs at a collection of winery owners and grape
growers who were trying to rewrite wine and
viticulture textbooks.


In my opinion ... the more serious part of this discussion
is not on the proposal that "muscatel is not a varietal
wine." That is a patent absurdity and as fallacious as it
is dangerous. The serious thing is that anyone in the
industry could entertain such a ludicrous thought. In Mr.
Orwell's book the Ministry of Light rewrites history to
suit the convenience of the communistic state. The same
type of reasoning is indicated by people who propose
legislating varietal names into generic names to satisfy
local economic needs. If there are not enough muscats in
California to make the required amounts of muscatel
wine then plant some, but do not attempt to call "black"
"white" and thus make a mockery of right.
I fully agree with Professor Cruess and Joslyn and my
own statements. The problem is not how to make
muscatel with less muscat grapes but with more.
[6/19/50]
Maynard's note to ER closed with this self-satisfied


comment: "I was told that after my letter was read the
discussion ended."
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Eleanor was also attentive to the conviction shared
by Rusty and Maynard that in recent times the quality
of people's manners generally—the social niceties—
had badly declined, along with true connoisseurship.
Here was MR's complaint to Amerine after he had
shipped two cases of his wine off to New York by air
freight for their appearance at a gourmet dinner given
by the Lucullus Circle—which, after studying the
event's menu, he judged to be an organization
catering to wealthy but uncouth gluttons.


How any one can drink some 17 wines is more than I can
understand. Nor can I accept the serving of a Pinot Noir
and a Cabernet, one old the other new, with the same
course.... I regret selling them the wines. I'd prefer
having the Pinot Noir 1941 to the money.... And, we
received no comment from anyone about the wines. After
the dinners you gave in the past at which our wines were
served we always had immediate letters from people like
Farnham Griffiths, Harold Price and people who really
enjoyed the wines and cared a little that the grower
might like to know how his wines were received.... Of
course, there is always the possibility none enjoyed the
wines, any of the wines, that is, or the food either. I
wonder just how that bunch did look before, during and
after that dinner? Not happy, not gay, I dare say.
[4/10/53]
Maynard then supplied MR with his own variant


experience of current social obtuseness.
My personal opinion is that the art of saying "thank you"
is becoming a lost art—and rapidly so. Several months
ago I entertained elaborately for "friends" from San
Francisco. To date, I have not heard from them and
when I met them accidentally at the Segovia concert a
month ago they chit-chatted a moment and said nothing.
From mutual friends I know that they greatly enjoyed
being here and expressed great approval of the wines and
foods to their friends in S.F. But to the host—not a word!
Is it that they are embarrassed to say "thank you" as if
it were somehow a social faux pas to express
appreciation? I wish I knew. [April 1953, undated]
ER inevitably picked up from them this belief that


quality in most things in American life—in aesthetics,
commerce, and behavior, not just wine—was simply
going to hell nowadays. Though her interest wasn't as
hotly consuming as Rusty's (quality-connected issues
hadn't bothered her a bit until she married him), it
enabled her to enter actively into discussions the two
men had on the subject and its ramifications into
other areas of current American culture and its
degradation in sleazy consumerism. An undated letter
of hers to MA would have been written in 1952 or
1953, when she was first focusing on the wine quality
issue so as to cast it into some compelling fictional
form. It shows the sort of talks she was often having
with Rusty. Grateful for whatever help Maynard
might provide, she said:


Thank you for your Quarterly [Wine & Food Society],
which I'm returning to your office. In case you think I'm
using wines as a frivolous "decorative" note in my book,
let me relieve your mind—I'm not. But I'm using a wine
growing family as my central group of characters, and
using wine as the most pointed example I know of to
illustrate the trend today of "blending out" all quality to
a uniform sameness, with nothing left of the original
appeal, individuality. Your paragraph in the article about
the contribution of southern Europeans [i.e., the Italians
in the bulk-wine business, notably in the Central Valley]
toward this leveling off process is a keynote for one facet
of tlie picture, for which I'm gleaning particular, sharp
incidents.
The whole philosophy of the great distillers that have
moved into the industry heightens the theme. [Andre]
Simon's article in the same issue hit a note that's close to
center in what I'm trying to present fictionally: "What
would be a tragedy, indeed, would be to allow economic
efficiency to be the excuse for debasing wine to the level
of beer, gin or whisky, pooling the produce of many vines
into a brew, or blend, or 'make' of uniform drabness and
cost, chemically bright and stable; above all
manufactured upon a sufficiently large scale to be
advertised in a big way—the only way that 'pays.' That,
indeed, would be the greatest tragedy of all." Wine will
illustrate freshly and sharply this trend in all the arts,
education, business—and in people's lives, it seems to
me.
Maybe you'll ponder this idea and we can discuss it when
we meet, which I hope will be soon. I know you're a
veritable gold mine of incidents that show how this
process of "blending out" quality goes out and out in
widening circles of destruction.
Amerine generously offered ER access to his home


library, which held many books, files of topical
subjects, years of Wine and Food Society newsletters,
and a large menu collection. Furthermore, the Rays
could stay at his house while she went through it all,
for as long as they liked.


Eleanor tentatively titled her ambitious novel-in-
the-making This, Be Arrogant. Its central character
would be a sensitive yet forceful winemaker who's
associated with an old vintner closely resembling Paul
Masson, of course. He fights both natural elements
and the wine industry while aiming to make great
wine, all the while dealing with the eternal
attractions, challenges, complexities, and conflicts in
human relationships. She created a hero whose
character and wine quality-reforming efforts mirrored,
not surprisingly, those of Martin Ray. (And, after all,
who else might serve as model? There never was, and
no longer ever needs to be, a winegrower quite like
him; most of the causes he fought for so long and
strenuously in the premium wine industry have been
realized.)
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ER's novel, as it went through various versions and
retitling over some years, would never see publication,
though pieces of it did end up in Eleanor's dramatized
biography/memoir of MR, Vineyards in the Sky. Still,
her effort to become well educated about wines and
wine matters would serve Martin Ray well over the
years. Mostly, the pair was to speak, and to
write—whether in correspondence or wine-connected
tracts—expressing the same strong opinions, though
their styles of delivery differed.


An Unfortunate Disruption—and Recovery


One night in early December of 1952 the Rays
were subjected to a horrifying event. Their new
home on top of the mountain burned down—


only a week after they had moved into it with most of
their prized possessions. Gale-force winds had blown
several unsecured posts supporting the veranda roof
into plate glass windows in the huge living room,
smashing them. The great rush of incoming air pulled
hot coals from the fireplace, setting fires on the
carpet, which rapidly spread. Rusty and Eleanor had
fought the flames at first but finally gave up and fled
for their lives. The experience is recounted by ER in
one of the most dramatic chapters in Vineyards in the
Sky.


After the fire, Amerine had sent off a brief note to
them several days later, written on Bohemian Club
notepaper:


Sunday PM
Dear Eleanor and Martin:
I have just been told of the fire not having read Friday or
Saturday's paper. You know you have my sincere regrets
and any help I can give I shall—just let me know.
—Maynard


He would have realized how for MR it was a ghastly
recurrence of the ordeal by fire that he'd undergone in
1941 when the Masson winery, except for its outer
shell, burned to the ground before his eyes, destroying
all his prized wines in cask and most of his bottled
ones.


Now the Rays had, at least, two main consolations.
The little redwood cabin had been spared, so they
weren't homeless, though shorn of many irreplaceable
treasures—such as MR's collection of Julian Street's
letters to him. MR had naturally feared that his cache
of precious wines in the new cellar had also been
destroyed. But protected by thick concrete walls and
ceiling, they had stayed safe. After some days of
scrubbing down the cellar thoroughly—walls, floor,
barrels—and then drying it out, he apprehensively
opened a cask and drew off some of its contents with
a wine thief. Smelling and tasting smoke contami-
nation in the wine, he was disconsolate, believing now
that all his wines in cask were ruined.


Several weeks after the fire, MR, now more rested


and objective, again went into the cellar to taste his
wines in wood. He was greatly relieved to find them
quite sound—and therefore salable when bottled. He'd
then recalled how Amerine had once told him that if
one anticipated detecting some undesirable taste or
odor in a wine, he'd be apt to discern it, even though
it might not be there at all. In a while, MR asked MA
to come up and taste through the casks, too. For if
he—the most adroit wine judge MR would ever
know—couldn't detect any smokiness in the wines,
they were indeed unimpaired. To his relief, they
passed Maynard's deft sensory tests. In this Rusty was
more fortunate than his wife, whose manuscript for
the wine-centered novel she'd been working on for
months had gone up in smoke.


It was not in MR's nature, nor Eleanor's either, to
give up and fall apart when some nature- or human-
induced calamity occurred. (MR has been called
"indomitable" for good reason.) In the very early
springtime, ER found a symbolic message in the huge
blackened oak tree close to where their new house had
stood. For several months it had looked totally dead.
Then just as spring arrived she wrote to Peter, now at
work on his PhD at Harvard, about the "great miracle
this morning!"


The big oak tree has a sprout of green leaves high at the
tiptop about center—so it looks as if it's going to live!! At
least we have new hope. Somehow the oak tree was a
symbol we all felt—that if it could possibly pull through
then we, too, surely could carry on and rebuild. [3/23/53]
The Rays would show Maynard the reviving tree on


his next visit. And yes, Rusty told him, they were
going to build their home again, and soon. But
differently this time, with the house made of solid
concrete, the veranda's roof posts securely bolted
down, and heavy shutters, devised by himself, to be
pulled across the picture windows whenever
tempestuous winds began blowing.


Occasionally in those months MR would send off a
note to Amerine, as when he asked him to send, from
UC Davis, a "pure yeast culture for our champagne
bottling." Then he'd add a brief vineyard report:


Finished our pruning a few days ago, clothed heavily in
woolens, double sox and high rubber boots, standing in
heavy snow. Some buds had opened but continuous
movement of air currents saved us from a killing freeze.
Spring has now returned. [4/12/53]
Throughout 1953 Eleanor rewrote her novel while


helping Rusty with the ever-abiding vineyard and
cellar work. And MR spent time supervising the
construction of their new concrete-walled house that
would sit above the slab foundation that served as the
house's flooring as well as the cellar roof. Meanwhile,
he dealt with the usual buildup to the vintage period,
including bottling wines to free up casks, then the
grape picking and crushing and pressing—sometimes
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while the concrete mixing and pouring into forms for
the house walls went on. As ER described her
battered, multi-tasking husband to Maynard at this
time:


I wish to describe to you Martin Ray, poor chappie, in
present condition as of this moment: eyes red, breathing
difficult since he's stuffed up from an awful cold due to
low resistance due to much overwork, throat sore, back
killing him from too much lifting, but he can't sit down
on account of his fanny is badly blistered due to sitting
on a box in winery from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. twisting
constantly back and forth running both corking machine
and egraffer for champagne (from Pinot Noir blanc de
noir, 110 bottles including 2 magnums), one leg is still
very painful from having his shin smashed by a sledge
hammer, his feet are sore, poison oak driving him mad
on both ankles, one arm aflame from a tetanus shot,
which was necessitated by two bad cuts on one hand, and
both hands are so stiff from crushing so many grapes for
yeast operations that they won't open or shut, and torn
grievously by cement he tried to pull off wood forms by
hand due to fact that the first pouring crew of Mexicans
quit, and right in midst of work, so any cement spilled on
upper forms hardened and had to be taken off so as not
to ruin the pour, the next day. So you see Popka [ER's
frequent nickname for MR] really needs a rest, what? He
also has some trouble sleeping, but that does seem
incidental....
Don't be too alarmed if we seem to disappear behind the
iron curtain of vintage—we might be considered to be
there right now, although the big part is still to come.
We'll be thinking of you, and hope to see you shortly
after all is over—maybe on our "grand tour" we promise
ourselves. [10/2/53]


Letters Between Friends


For 15 years, with time out for military service in
WWII, Amerine had provided MR with informa-
tion about technical matters in winemaking and


news of what was going on elsewhere in the wine
business. Above all, perhaps, he furnished motivation
—steady encouragement for him to proceed with the
growing of fine variety grapes and the vintaging of
pure varietal wines. After all, MR's wine triumphs
were proving the points that the frustrated MA failed
to impress upon the proprietors of the other, and
larger, premium wineries. In the early 1950s this
companionable association bolstered MR's determi-
nation to get back into the combative mode that had
characterized his years at Paul Masson, when his
quality-demanding stance—expressed so fully in those
long and frequent letters to Julian Street—put him at
odds with most people in the high end of the wine
industry, which was still struggling to resurrect itself
after the repeal of Prohibition in December of 1933.
The bulk and jug wine producers dominated the


American wine scene, and in the postwar period
connoisseurs again could obtain elegant table wines
from France and Germany.


Now and then after MA returned to UC Davis from
the Army in 1946, letters would have passed between
him and Maynard Amerine, but all evidence of their
personal correspondence between then and 1952 has
probably been destroyed, whether inadvertently by
fire (MA's letters) or deliberately by human hand
(MR's letters). Also, because they got together fairly
often, there was rarely any need for anything more
than notes. When ER organized new letter files in
1953, the Rays began saving all correspondence, with
their own outgoing letters carbon-copied for possible
future reference. As the Amerine files in the Ray
Papers—archived in UC Davis Library's Special
Collections—reveal, MA addressed his letters and
postcards to both Rays, unless he was focusing only on
winemaking technicalities. ER often wrote to Maynard
herself, usually in a much lighter vein than her
husband did.


In his intensive epistolary relationship with Julian
Street that began in late 1939 (fortuitously preserved
in the Princeton University Library), MR showed that
he enjoyed writing letters, when time permitted and
he had the need to communicate ideas, feelings,
experiences, and future plans to particular individuals.
Some were people he liked and trusted—that rare
person, like Street or Amerine, who would either
understand and appreciate whatever he had wished to
relate, then give him honest but helpful reactions.
Others were persons he wanted to cultivate and
impress, such as wealthy or influential customers or
wine writers. He either dictated letters (to a secretary
at Masson, and later to Eleanor) or else handwrote or
typed letters on his own to special friends or
acquaintances—when he was apt to ramble or rant or
ridicule as the spirit moved him while covering recent
events or preoccupations. But busy as he was, he was
apt to delay some intended communication for weeks
on end. Thus Eleanor often wrote in his place, giving
their news and expressing their current opinions
(sometimes vehement).


When Amerine took a year's sabbatical leave in
Europe in 1954, a period of time opened up wherein
MR could express himself somewhat as he'd done with
Street. Now the Rays' letter file for Maynard grew
perceptibly larger. A considerable portion of the
written communications between the Rays and MA
consists of postcards from the latter along with letter
exchanges in 1954, when Maynard was in Europe.
These letters reveal a lot about MR not just at that
time but overall—and, for that matter, more
obliquely, about Amerine, too. They seem fairly
complete, though it appears that the Rays sent some
of Amerine's letters to other people who would be
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interested in something he had said in them, and then
they were not returned for safekeeping.


Amerine Goes Abroad


In the fall of 1953, two years after the Rays'
marriage, MA began detailed preparations for his
upcoming year in Europe, to be largely funded by


a Guggenheim Fellowship award. Naturally, almost
everywhere he'd go and everything he'd do would be
connected in some way with wine and winemaking.
His Saratoga friends, when hearing about his plans,
couldn't help but feel envious. As ER wrote him:


We can see how your feet are itching to start on your
way—ours would be too. In fact, we are dying for want of
a vacation—and hope we can get off in a couple of weeks,
after the Cabernet vintage, and the second section of the
house is roofed and windowed. [10/2/53]
In early December Maynard sent out to friends and


associates a detailed itinerary and schedule in advance
of his departure. He would fly to New York on the
20th, board the Andrea Doria on the 24th, and land in
Lisbon on the 30th. Then, after spending 10 days in
Portugal, he'd be off to Spain, where he would stay for
a half-year, based in Madrid at the Consejo Superior
de Investigaciones Cientificas, but collecting samples
far afield in other places. (A main interest there
involved investigating Spanish techniques in making
sherry or jerez, in which he'd already conducted
research at Davis.) Then, interested in seeing how
different areas in Europe grew and processed wine
grapes to produce various wines, he'd then travel to
southern France, northern Italy, northern Yugoslavia,
Austria, and Switzerland. From August to December
he would be mostly in Germany, working in the
Botanisches Institut at the intensive viticulture and
enology research center at Geisenheim-am-Rhine.
From there he'd take occasional trips elsewhere in
Germany, and to France during its vintage period. On
New Year's Eve he would finally head back home. (He
would stick fairly close to this original plan, but ended
his European jaunt in Britain.)


Several days after he arrived in Portugal, Maynard
visited an old college friend of Eleanor's who was now
married to a cork grower, and through him met a
vineyardist who wanted desperately to secure a few
Ruby Cabernet vines. This high-yield, robustly
flavored hybrid, successfully developed at UC Davis by
Harold Olmo for hot climates, was seemingly
impossible to obtain in Europe. So MA said he'd do
what he could to help out. He wrote MR, explaining
why he was asking him to take care of this request,
and how it might be done.


I dare not write Winkler and ask him to airmail these as
he would find all kinds of reasons for not doing it. The
first would be that Portugal has an embargo on US
cuttings (for reason of virus). However, you can ask him


to send you the two rooted cuttings (for a friend of yours)
and ask him to be reasonably sure they are virus-free.
Then you can air express them to Soares Franes. You can
sign that John Doe sent them. [1/4/54]
Three weeks passed, and MA had heard nothing yet


from Martin or Eleanor. So he wrote:
Dear Rays—
No word from you so assume
a. Martin has arm trouble
b. You are shipping lots of wine
c. You are trying to prevent Tony [Korbel] from selling
to Paul Masson (I predicted last July he would sell)
[Note: Korbel did indeed sell that year, but not to
Masson.]
d. You have gone on vacation
e. Or my card and letter never reached you. [1/31/54]
Both the Rays wrote and airmailed letters off to


Maynard soon after this message arrived. "There is a
little truth in all your suggested explanations for our
silence," MR said. He also had let MA know that the
delay had been caused by UC Davis's tardiness in
getting the vine material to him, not his own
malingering.


As for the Ruby Cabernet cuttings, I acted promptly and,
as you will see from the enclosure [a notice from UC
Davis], the delay is not mine. I will see it through at the
earliest possible date and will be most happy to help in
this small way. Anything else I can do, just let me know.
[2/6/54]
Toward the end of March MR would write Amerine


and assure him that the Ruby Cabernet cuttings had
been dispatched, via air parcel post, to the fellow in
Portugal who'd so desperately wanted them.


I sent your friend the vines—four of them.... I had to
declare what was in the package. So, upon gazing at it I
decided it could be nothing else but a large silver serving
spoon. So that is what it was declared as. I even insured
it for $25, just to make a good job of it.... Please let me
know if they reached their destination. I gave my name
as the sender. [3/20/54]


(In a marginal note referring to these clippings sent,
written years later, ER said, "Now—big acreage
there!" Perhaps many vines on the Iberian peninsula
are actual descendants of MR's '54 contraband
shipment, following Amerine's instructions.)


Postcards, Letters, and Gifts from Europe


Amerine's year abroad created a bonanza of
written communications between him and the
Rays. These often took the form of dialogue—


one with a lengthy time lapse between statement and
comment, or question and answer. The Ray Papers
has a file folder that holds a number of picture
postcards that Maynard sent to Martin and Eleanor
from a variety of places, often signed simply MAA
(with a center line through the initials). Most were
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written during his yearlong European sojourn, but a
number came from other locations, including
California ones. In the blank left-side space for a
message he managed, often using tiny script to
squeeze in news of whatever he was currently seeing,
doing, and drinking—and with whom he was spending
time. Almost always he inserted little touches of
humor or commentary that he was sure would amuse
or interest the Rays.


Here are two snippets reporting on his adventures
and observations while in Spain:


Have been going out a lot. Three or four wonderful dance
halls here. Of course all prostitutes but not bad looking
if you look and choose carefully. Of course, when you've
had 10 sherrys that isn't so easy. I never carry much
money nor my passport so all I can lose is an already
very tarnished virginity (self-contradiction) and perhaps
some sleep! [2/12/54]
All goes well with the Spanish front. Senators Bridges &
Symington have come & gone—and no Spaniard cares.
The US has grandiose ideas about its plan in Europe or
in Spain. The French "hate" us passionately. I work a
little, play a lot & feel fine. [3/4/54]


And several months and some cards later, this
message arrived from Austria:


My dear Rays—A brief note to say you must drive
through Austria some summer. The Salzburg festival is
all that anyone could ask. Vienna is trying to be lively.
There are lots of wines—all nicely labeled with year,
variety, producer, vineyard. None great—a few hi in SO2.
Oh yes, many Jugoslavia wines give alcohol & sugar %s.
Will be in Geisenheim after Aug 5 or 6. Cold season here
is great for tourists. Hell for fruit. MAA [7/27/54]
Amerine's letters were apt to get longer and


chattier once he got to Germany (though he still sent
postcards, too).


Now I write to you at a little more length, since, as you
can see I have finally bought a typewriter—in Switzer-
land. I have sent you cards from here and there, and
hope that at least a part of them have gotten through. I
did not enjoy the south of France as much as I should
have because I refuse to believe that the French are
honest in charging such prices.... However, the two
experiment stations that I visited were most cordial and
helpful....
Two experiment stations in Jugoslavia were also most
kind. But the country is in a moral and economic
stupor.... Austria is western European again but the
Soviet occupation of a good portion of the country
doesn't permit too much expression of what they are
really thinking. And, parenthetically, I have discovered
that you never really hear what the people are saying
unless you understand their language well enough to
talk to them in it. That is more true in Spain than
France.... [Note: Amerine wanted to increase inter-
national exchange of information about enology and


viticulture, and a main goal in this European stay was to
become conversant in both Spanish and German. In
Spain he even wrote his lab notes in Spanish, asking an
assistant to correct any errors. A number of MA's
technical papers were translated into other languages.]
Vienna was horribly bombed but is repairing the damage.
The gay life which it once had is hardly to be
seen—though they, and the Germans, do drink huge
quantities of dry white wines....
If you won't ever quote me I might say that German
wines for steady drinking, and I have them twice a day,
are a little too much of the same thing. That does not
mean that I don't like them but I don't need them quite
so often. Their cigars are poor. And their women, with
exceptions, can stay here....


He also had written a more personal paragraph:
Congrats on your 50th [MR's birthday]—lets make it a
1001! Someone writing in Time recently said that we live
about as long as we think we will. Thank God I have
always said that I would outlive my grandfather, in age,
and he lived to be 94. Nice figure to shoot at anyway.


MR's response to this opinion of Maynard's about
German wines was this:


Interesting, what you report on German wines. I have
been drinking up ours, as we lost our 1945 Schloss
Johannisberger with oxidization. And I decided if I
couldn't count on that wine for more than 9 years I had
better drink them all up. The Berncasteler (Thannisch)
is still in good shape. But in drinking them more
frequently than usual I have lost my taste for them. They
are too sweet for me. And when they are not too sweet
they are too thin. The taste has turned away from my
liking. In the end, nothing pleases me but a French
claret, a French Burgundy white or red, a Champagne or
one of our own wines. The exception merely illustrates
the rule. I have drunk a very great deal of wine these last
three years, well over a bottle a day myself, I imagine.
These last wines satisfy me. The German wines I have
drunk never any longer satisfy me. That is a simple
statement of fact. And I don't care what anyone may
have to say in contradiction. [8/20/54]
From time to time MR offered his verdict on


California wines he had tried out recently, such as a
bottle of Italian Swiss Colony champagne: "It was the
poorest wine I ever tasted that was not sour or
otherwise polluted. It tasted just like a cream soda....
We dumped it in the vineyard." [4/17/54]. He was far
kinder to a different California-made wine:


Among the wines drunk, a bottle of Beaulieu Cabernet-
Sauvignon 1940 was very good. It was the best Cabernet
of theirs I have ever tasted and it had aged well or,
rather, held up very well and [will be] good for some
years to come. [6/27/54]
But then he took a jab at another BV wine that was


labeled as a varietal: "This reminds me of their so
called Pinot Noir which we recently tasted in the
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vintages 1944, 1945 and 1946." Since he had already
vented plenty about these "fraudulent" Pinot Noirs
when writing to his friend Angelo Pellegrini, he was
sending Maynard the carbon copy of that letter;
unfortunately, it doesn't seem to have been returned
for filing away.


During his time abroad Maynard purchased and
sent off several gifts to the Rays, including an
engraving of an old winery that they soon got framed
and hung in their big living room. To Martin he had
sent two soft "scarfs" which he'd purchased in Spain,
intended to keep his winegrower friend's sensitive
back warm while he was outdoors in cold weather,
vine pruning, or possibly in the dank cellar. MR wrote:


First, I must tell you that the two woolen Spanish back
protectors have arrived and, this time, in perfect
condition. A thing you may have overlooked is that
Eleanor might take one of them under protective
custody! I was surprised to have her ask me which one I
would prefer! They are just the thing for me when the
cellar temperatures are pretty well fixed but the outside
fluxuates [sic] so widely in seasons. Thank you so much
for this last thoughtfulness and generosity. [11/7/54]
Maynard had sent Eleanor a special gift from Spain


as well. Unfortunately, it had been smashed in transit.
"Hello Maynard!" she wrote at the end of Rusty's
letter to him.


A dire shame about that beautiful tile. I put it all
together again like a picture puzzle, and the bowl-of-fruit
design was very very lovely, the colors exquisite—so I
enjoyed it greatly, anyway, if but temporarily—for the
pieces were too tiny to glue together.
Then ER added her own brief commentary about


the recent rejection of her novel by Alfred A. Knopf
himself, whom Rusty had known from his Masson
years. Eleanor's explanation for the rejection, which
likened her novel to the manifold tile shards she'd
received from Spain, was sensible and moderate.


Too bad about my book, too, maybe same trouble, a lot of
too tiny pieces to hang together. It's probably too much
non-fiction for fiction, and too much fiction for a non-
fiction book—as with everything intended for the public,
it has to be slanted accurately for a particular group, and
I've got to think about it and fix it, no doubt. [8/10/54]
MR's reaction, though, was quite otherwise when


he previously conveyed news to MA of this
disappointing turndown. His letter had several long
paragraphs in which he attributed it partly to
"Eleanor's reference to the European Jews who have
moved into our California wine industry, evidently."
Knopf wouldn't have liked that, of course. And in one
of his occasional anti-Semitic and paranoid diatribes,
MR declared that Jews now controlled the publishing
industry, He was also convinced that publishers and
editors were under the potent influence of a
pretentious breed of snobbish wine sophisticates,


epitomized by Alexis Lichine, who wrote columns and
books that were considered admirable and
authoritative. Thus the novel would be distasteful to
them because—


... it was about a family of the soil who worked and who
believed all these phony self declared "gourmets" are
barnacles who need to be shook loose from their
attachment to the wine industry and who think of
themselves as getting the wines somehow direct from the
vines because they can't bear to think of the grower as
having had nearly so much to do with the wines as
themselves in "discovering" them. [6/27/54]
Maynard sent a sympathetic message to Eleanor


and offered suggestions as to some academic
publishers she might approach with her rejected
manuscript. MR then responded:


Thanks so much for what you have said about Eleanor's
book. It is fiction and it is not a wine book. But she has
in it all the problems of a wine growers life and
incidentally more authentic stuff on wine than any book
yet published as fiction. [11/28/54]
Eventually ER would set fiction writing aside,


realizing that Martin Ray's own life and character
were more fascinating and potent than anything she
might devise in fictional form—and she worked to
depicting them in words. It made quite a challenge, for
neither on paper nor even in reality could his identity
and deportment ever seem quite believable. She also
had plenty of other writing to do: promoting her
husband's wines, which she herself would "publish" in
informative and often spirited home-printed
communications that she mailed out to a growing list
of people.


Report on a Madcap Dinner Party


In her own first letter to Maynard since his
departure, ER had apologized: "So sorry we've
been slow in writing—for we firmly intended to


have missiles [sic] spread all over Portugal and Spain
awaiting your arrival!" But they hadn't had a "let
down" ever since the beginning of the Christmas
holidays and moving into their replacement home.
"Your life sounds mighty fine, Maynard," she
continued. "How about bringing home some attractive
Spanish gal? Seems a mighty sane thought to me,
after dining with some squirrelly bachelor friends of
yours recently." (ER often chided him about his
perennial bachelorhood and tried to set him up with
single women.)


Eleanor delighted now in telling Maynard of the
eccentric doings at a recent dinner party which took
place at the Esquins' home. (John Esquin, whom MA
knew, was a respected San Francisco wine merchant
in those years, and the Rays frequently socialized with
him and his wife, Lilly.) Present that night were
Maynard's friend Dr. Salvatore Lucia, a professor at
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the University of California School of Medicine and
recent author of Wine as Food and Medicine (which
Amerine had critiqued—also contributing to the first
chapter on "The Chemistry of Wine"); Dr. Robert T.
Knudsen, a young physician recently arrived in San
Francisco, already acquainted with Maynard, and
becoming known as an avid wine connoisseur; and
Bob's elderly parents, visiting from the Boston area.


Knowing how Maynard relished gossipy tidbits, ER
portrayed various wine-enhanced symptoms of dotti-
ness among three of the male guests. (Both the Rays'
letters abound in this type of reportage, whether play-
ful or malicious.) Eleanor found Dr. Lucia "attractive
in his odd way. But with many a loose screw, what?
He's absolutely balmy about his dog Chico." As for the
two other weird fellows:


Even old Dr. Knudsen went into an eerie dissertation—
which made me think it was a mighty good thing his wife
has had him in tow for many years, or surely he wouldn't
have made it safely to his present apparently normal
situation. He said a friend of his, also in physics, shot
himself because he couldn't keep up with such a big field.
But as for himself, he met the problem by narrowing his
field. Until by now he has only one interest, acoustics in
opera houses. When he goes abroad he consequently is
limited to places where there are opera houses. He goes
there every day, just sits and listens.... There is no
perfection in opera acoustics. It's just a question of
getting 6.5 instead of 7.6, or something like this. Sir
Christopher Wren made the foul mistake of all time in
the great opera house he built in London. It's a whole
point or two off, unthinkable. The doctor has spent much
time sitting there, listening and shuddering at such a
mistake by such an expert. It all went on like this. He is
a dear, and I was so relieved to think of what an
apparently normal, happy life he leads, despite his chief
interest in life.
Having concluded that a sane and loving wife could


prove to be an attribute, even a remedy, for brilliant
but peculiarly fixated men of any age (listen up,
Maynard!), Eleanor then moved on to the younger
Knudsen:


Would that some normal gal would interest Bob, who
seems to have taken after his dad in emotional
fascinations. Did you know Bob almost became a priest
at one stage? He became so fascinated by the Pope, when
his father brought him along to be presented, that he
almost fainted—and for several years concentrated on
studying all about all the popes, became a great authority
on the subject, and determined to devote his life to
studies in the Order. But what intervened? One day a
man's hat blew off on the street ahead of him, he ran and
caught it, gave it to the man who was mighty pleased,
and upon learning that he was a Boston member of the
Wine and Food Society, immediately Bob's interest
switched from popes to wine. He went to see the man, he


worshipped his every word.
Great God, that evening was fascinating, what with old
Dr. Knudsen telling one story after another like this one
about Bob, and Dr. Lucia leaping about taking surprise
pictures from odd angles, with fiendish grins, then going
into a sudden serious, mystic look, and coming forth with
a cryptic remark, challenging you to get it—then
dropping his chin in hand, and telling you how a piece of
music never sounded as wonderful as when Chico had his
muzzle in his lap as he listened. John Esquin wasn't
telling what he knew. Which underscored it all. Ah—


"Confidentially, they're completely nuts," had been
ER's lead-in to her report on that evening and the
antics of the three loopy and wine-fixated dinner
guests. A rather sinister remark had then followed:


Wine seems to be the one thing they have for a mutual
focal point. But, like the insane, as soon as a pal turns his
back they each whisper about how he actually doesn't
know a thing about wine. Rusty has been dreadfully
upset about what seems to be a concerted effort to
belittle you. Were we less tired perhaps we could just
laugh hilariously, for it's so ludicrous, it really is. He
certainly told them a thing or two the other night.
[2/6/54]
Eleanor didn't amplify on that part of the evening's


doings because she knew that Rusty, still "dreadfully
upset," intended to type up his own report to Maynard
about what had become clear to him recently: A
conspiracy had obviously been launched to undermine
Amerine's reputation, along with those of other
members of UC Davis's Viticulture and Enology
Department. These rumormongers were spreading
tales calculated to break what some wineries and
winemakers considered a lock that the Davis faculty
had established on the judging of California wines and
vintages at state and county fairs and other wine-
featuring events—thereby creating rankings that
damaged certain wineries' commercial interests.


The Rays' two letters went out on the same day,
within the same plump envelope. Amerine could have
read Eleanor's and laughed. But he probably didn't
find Martin's news quite so entertaining.


[To be continued in the January 2006 issue]
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Vinaceous Correspondents:
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


SECOND SECTION OF THE SECOND ARTICLE IN A SERIES
by Barbara Marinacci


[This segment follows two earlier pieces: the Introduction in the April 2003 WT and the initial section, printed in the
July issue, of this long article that will cover winegrower Martin Ray's remarkable epistolary relationship with wine
authority Julian Street.]


PART II — 2. JULIAN STREET AND MARTIN RAY: 1939-1947


he previously published
piece explained that I had
found it impossible to
condense the extraordi-
nary correspondence
between Martin ("Rusty")
Ray and Julian Street into
a single printed article.
Ray's original letters to this
East Coast writer and wine


expert of the 1930s and early '40s are many, with
some amazingly lengthy. These letters, begun in late
1939 and fortuitously preserved among Street's
papers at Princeton, amply express the California
winemaker's passionate commitment to creating
superb wines in the difficult years following
Prohibition.


The comments and stories that Martin Ray
provided in his lengthy letters to Street were either
dictated to his secretary, who typed them on Masson
letterhead stationery, or else typed or (more often)
handwritten by him—at times, it seems, in a state of
rapt concentration, with these ones particularly
intimate and discursive. Street wrote in response to
MR's letters but he also elicited the winemaker's
opinions or information, provided advice, or simply
chatted about his life. Unfortunately, though, few of
his letters are in the Princeton collection. The existing
ones are carbon copies of letters that he typed, not
handwrote. MR's letters often enable one to figure out
questions asked or comments made earlier by JS in
missing letters. There are also some notes by JS about
MR and his wines. Additionally, there are carbon
copies that MR or JS made of letters written to other
people, as well as clippings from periodicals and
several wine industry documents that MR believed
would interest Street, some of which may even
interest present-day readers.


At the start of their correspondence, each man
addressed the other formally as "Mr" in the
salutation—the polite habit that mostly ended after
people started using first names when communicating
with total strangers. (Occasionally JS would drop the
"Mr" nicety and simply use "Dear" plus the Ray


surname.) But in October of 1940, nearly a year after
they started exchanging letters, Street began with
"Dear Rusty: How did you get that name?" (In his
youth MR had rust-colored hair.) So in his next letter
MR boldly called him Julian, saying, "If you are going
to take liberties with my name, I shall do the same
with yours, in spite of your seniority." However, he
volunteered to be addressed as Martin instead of the
nickname by which he was always widely known to
others. "I am more concerned with what I do (and
therefore am) than what people call me," he said. So
he was Martin in Julian's subsequent letters.


This #2 segment will focus on Martin Ray at the
peak of his tenure at the Paul Masson Champagne
Company, in 1940.


Publicizing the Masson Wines


From the start of his contact with Julian Street at
the end of 1939, when sending him a case of six
different 1936 Paul Masson wines to sample (two


bottles of each), Martin Ray recognized that the Paul
Masson winery—and his own proprietorship of it, of
course—would surely benefit if this renowned East
Coast wine author approved heartily of any or all of
these wines. Since the Masson winery lacked an
effective national distribution setup—it could scarcely
compete with the aggressive sales efforts mounted by
the major wine firms—MR believed that the best way
to build a reputation and steady customers for his fine
wines was to gain favorable attention from highly
influential persons. A favorable reaction from Street
could boost his sales by getting them talked about and
sought by connoisseurs. Also, Street's position as a
director with the reputable wine and liquor distrib-
utor Bellows & Co. might enable them to be marketed
eventually far beyond the San Francisco Bay area,
where the new Paul Masson wines were already
earning gratifying attention from fine-wine devotees.


Initially Street sampled approvingly the Masson
Champagnes he'd received, but he allowed the three
still wines to rest before decanting. Then on January
17 of 1940, he opened his first bottle of the Pinot Noir
'36 that Martin Ray had vintaged soon after taking
over at Paul Masson. And he tasted a wine that not
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only closely resembled the authentic French
Burgundies that he knew so well and loved, but,
unbelievably, had come from California. It was indeed
Pinot Noir, as its label indicated. Street impulsively
sent off a congratulatory telegram to the vintner.
Never before had Julian tasted a young American-
made wine that held such promise for the future. Up
to now, whenever he opened a bottle claiming to hold
a genuine red Burgundy, he detected barely a trace, if
any at all, of Pinot Noir, that supreme red grape and
wine of Bourgogne. Moreover, California wines rarely
seemed made by vintners who took great pride in their
winemaking. And true enough, by then Julian had
already received three long letters from Martin
Ray—priming him for appreciating the Masson wines
by detailing his perfectionist approach to wine-
making. So Street was already entranced by his
California correspondent's spirited eloquence and
obvious devotion to his chosen art and craft.


In his earliest letter to Street, who would quickly
become his confidante, MR had said [11/27/39]: "I
hope that you will find it possible to visit here some
day, at which time I would like you to taste other of
our varieties and vintages. If I am ever in the position
to be of any service to you here in California, I would
consider it a distinct pleasure to be permitted to so
assist you." Julian Street would not come soon—
though come he would someday. In the meantime, he
served Masson wines to fortunate friends and associ-
ates and urged others among his acquaintances to get
them, somehow. Wine connoisseurs weren't rife even
in Manhattan society in the 1930s and '40s, so they
were apt to know each other. By the late 1930s,
though, Julian, because of a heart condition, had left
New York City, and with his wife Margot had taken
up quieter living in rural Connecticut. But he still
kept in close touch with his urban friends as well as
the management at Bellows & Co. and had frequent
visitors.


In the early '40s Street also sent emissaries to
Martin Ray. They joined the growing pilgrimage of
people—either involved in the wine business or else
just lovers of wine (but usually having some celebrity
status)—who came to the Paul Masson hilltop prem-
ises in the foothills of the Santa Cruz Mountains, not
only to drink the wines, but also to enjoy stunning
vistas of Santa Clara Valley and the southern reaches
of San Francisco Bay. At first Rusty and Elsie Ray's
visitors had tended to be either local to the Bay area
(such as former President Herbert Hoover, novelist
Kathleen Norris, and Romanov family members—
exiled Russian nobility); or high-profile show-business
people coming up from Hollywood (like comedian
Charlie Chaplin and actresses Gertrude Lawrence and
Ina Claire). Increasingly, though, "name" visitors
from the East Coast (such as Alexander Woolcott and


Alfred A. Knopf) arrived too, when the Masson wines
became better known there—mostly thanks, it seems,
to Julian Street's proselytizing. The Ray scrapbooks
hold a number of browned and tattered newspaper
clippings attesting to the Rays' ability to attract and
then publicize visits from well-known personalities.
Several national magazines, featuring stories that
included photographs of the picturesque winery, the
lush vineyards, and the glorious views, added to the
allure of the place.


When told about a special banquet to be given on
March 30,1940, Julian Street sent an approving note
to the host organization, the Wine and Food Society of
San Francisco. Additionally, he wrote a special tribute
describing what Martin Ray had accomplished with
the Masson wines for the society's president Harold
Price to read aloud at the event. After seeing the text,
MR could scarcely contain himself. On March 14 he
sent off a telegram to the author:


WE WERE THRILLED TO READ YOUR LETTER TO
HAROLD PRICE STOP GREATER INSPIRATION OR MORE
CHERISHED PRAISE BY MAN COULD NOT BE GIVEN
STOP FROM THE BOTTOMS OF OUR HEARTS WE THANK
YOU STOP YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE WINE AND
FOOD SOCIETY HONORING US WITH THE DINNER STOP
YOUR DISCOVERY RECOGNITION AND PRAISE OF OUR
CALIFORNIA WINES WILL BE THE MAKING OF THE
WINE INDUSTRY IN THIS STATE STOP FOR WHILE
OTHER PRODUCERS MAY RESENT IT TO SOME EXTENT
AT THIS TIME THEY WILL COME TO THE REALIZATION
THAT THEY MUST IMPROVE THEIR WINES THE
COMPETITIVE SPIRIT WILL BE SHARPENED BY THE
NEWCOMERS WHO THUS ENCOURAGED WILL COME ON
TO ULTIMATELY MAKE THE GREAT WINES AND YOU
WILL KNOW THAT YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR
LAUNCHING A NEW ERA IN CALIFORNIA VITICULTURE
OF WHICH NO ONE ELSE IS CAPABLE = MARTIN RAY


The dinner was attended not only by the Society's
wine-aficionado members but also by a number of
persons prominent in the wine industry. Curiously,
though, MR himself had declined to come, explaining
that attendees would feel uneasy about discussing his
wines if he were present. (Actually, MR habitually
stayed away from large gatherings, since he would
likely become overstressed, as the stroke suffered in
the mid-'30s had permanently damaged his nervous
system.) In his place he sent his principal cellar man,
Oliver Goulet, who afterwards reported most favor-
ably on the event, as did some of MR's acquaintances
in the wine trade.


In addition to reading Street's praises, Price had
also given a talk of his own—which was, as MR
reported it to JS, "inspired by your letter and in which
he spoke out freely without regard for personal
feelings of wine men present. It was bold and without
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precedent." Reportedly, overall good spirits prevailed
among the attendees, who feasted and drank Masson
wines far into the night.


THE WINE AND FOOD SOCIETY


<J)aaL JtLcL
HELD AT


SAN FRANCISCO


MARCH 26, 1940


Later, JS asked MR whether other wine men
resented his widely circulated ardent appraisals of the
Masson wines and their maker. And the vintner
replied:


No, they do not wish you had kept your mouth shut, they
feel that somehow or other what you have said has been
intended for all California wines, and they are very
happy to enjoy that part of your praise which they
individually feel may be intended even for them. It is a
very nice, chummy thing which you have done for them,
they feel. [5/16/40]


Numerous MR letters gave JS glimpses at his
interactions with people who drove up Paul Masson's
mountain road to spend time with the innovative
winemaker. Especially fascinating are his frequent
reports to JS on his close friend John Steinbeck, who
at the time lived close by, in Los Gatos. With his wife
Carol he was a frequent guest, and when taking
breaks from his writing he often worked alongside
Rusty Ray in the Masson vineyards or cellar. MR later
said that when Steinbeck's own small house became
too hot in the summertime, he would come up to write
in the cool winery. His major project at that time had
been finishing The Grapes of Wrath. (The copy he gave
to the Rays was fittingly inscribed "My vintage for
yours.")


MR told Street that he hoped these two writer
friends might meet someday.


[John] envies you both the great experiences which he


knows you have had in a period now gone from the
world, and which was filled with a certain richness which
is no longer here. John's real interest is history, and
whether recent or ancient, it all holds a thrill for him. He
is a great man, and you will hear of him plenty in the
future. At first, I thought that he would swing too far to
the left, but the money which he is earning, and the
friends which his success is bringing him, are, for the
most part, a good influence, and I find that he is
swinging constantly more to the right, although I do not
think the influence of those hard years of struggle which
he passed through will ever leave him. I think you will
find it running all through his work in the future, as well
as in the past. He is sincere and genuine, and they don't
make them any better. [5/16/40


So not all celebrities who loved the Masson wines
and praised them to their friends had been introduced
to them by Julian Street, though his East Coast
placement and durable reputation as a wine authority
produced an intense interest that began affecting the
bottom line: wine sales. One of MR's letters contains
the words that his wife had dictated—having wished
to tell Julian Street of their great gratitude (the
quotation marks are his):


"Our wines have been recognized by many people but
what we have tried to point out is that they 'whispered'
about them and were afraid to come out and talk about
it until you found them good. Then they jumped on the
band wagon and started shouting.
"We must give due credit to Dr. Amerine, who has visited
about every winery in the state and even when our 1936
wines were but a year old he told us they were the finest
in the state. Through Amerine, Price became interested.
However, they were afraid to talk out loud.
"Steinbeck became interested in how we are doing things
here, not that he knew much about wine but that we are
making wines honestly, as they should be made. He
brought Charlie Chaplin here and he left to praise. He
(Chaplin) says our champagnes are the only completely
dry wines in this country that he could enjoy as he did
the dry Champagnes in France, that he had ordered
them (French) in this country but when they arrived
here they had always had a dosage added to them.
Chaplin drinks very little but he has ordered quite a good
deal of our wine which he distributes to his friends. He
seems to feel that he 'found' or 'discovered' this place
and our wines. Through Chaplin and his converts, W.R.
Hearst came to hear of them and telephoned an order
from San Simeon. Doesn't that sound like him?
"We have many friends but thanks to God we have you,
a man who came right out in the open with his opinion.
Now all the little fellows can say, *Why, we knew it all
the time—I was the first, etc., etc.' It is all so
interesting."


Then MR took over the letter again:
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And now I'm back on the air with a flash—this is as you
said it would be only it is already true here and will
spread out to all corners of the country because of the
momentum it has. You have made a difference between
our wines being recognized under cover and having them
recognized on the surface. You have made it possible for
people to speak out. Recognition is as important as
producing the wines. One without the other is not
sufficient. You have saved us years.


He also added a marginal note: "Hearst has ordered
again, still wines @$24 and Champagnes at list prices.
I first sent him the prices." His Masson wines were
now ending up on the tables and in the cellars of some
rather impressive people, known for their affluence or
influence, or both.


CALIFORNIA 'CHAMPAGNE


NATURALLY
FERMENTED


THE BOTTLE


CONTENTS <n QT.
ALCOHOL 13%


BY VOLUME


PRODUCED AND ^~ BOTTLED BY
PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE COMPANY


SARATOGA. CALJFORMiA


Paul Masson and Martin Ray: As Men and Legends


Martin Ray often attributed particular influ-
ences upon him as coming from Paul Masson.
He first became acquainted with the Bur-


gundian vintner during a boyhood spent mostly in
Saratoga, at his grandparents' ranch at the foot of
Masson's mountain. He revived the connection during
later years, before buying Masson's vineyards and
winery. MR afterwards claimed a close relationship
with the vintner, and was amused by the rumor being
circulated that he was actually Masson's out-of-
wedlock son. He traced his winemaking lineage even
further back in time than Masson, to two earlier
vintner pioneers in the Santa Clara Valley: Charles
Lefranc (Masson's father-in-law) and Etienne Thee
(Lefranc's father-in-law), who had started making
wine in 1852. Rusty Ray made much of this
"founding" year. Commemorated by brass numerals
prominently placed above the handsome doors of the
old Masson winery, the date is deceptive since that
structure, built a half-century later, has no connection
at all with Thee.


But did the Frenchman actually teach Rusty Ray
special winemaking secrets after he sold him his
vineyards and winery? MR's letters make few
references to things he had learned directly from
Masson. Nor do they provide evidence that the two
men truly had a mentor-protege relationship, as MR
construed it later. Before and after acquiring Masson's
La Cresta property MR got most of his technical
knowledge about vineyard care and the making and
bottling of wine from other sources: a few short
courses taken at the University of California (at
Berkeley or Davis); available books and manuals;
several former Masson employees who now worked for
him; an old book of Masson's cellar notes, containing
such things as a recipe for adding syrup made from
rock sugar to Champagne cuvees; and particularly his
experienced head vintner, Oliver Goulet, who had
worked at the nearby Novitiate Winery (though
apparently he knew little about vineyard care). Also,
beginning in 1938—most importantly—Dr. Maynard
Amerine of U.C. Davis offered knowledgeable advice
and even hands-on assistance.


But it was Martin Ray himself who decreed from
the start that his premium wines should never be
blends of different grape varieties—a decision that
surely originated from reading Schoonmaker &
Marvel's The Complete Wine Book (1934). The most
notable legacies coming to MR from Masson were his
always continuing to plant vines singly and at some
distance apart, so that that the soil could be deeply
plowed in both directions (not possible in trellising),
and his accustomed use—rare at that time—of small
oak cooperage (preferably French in origin) in aging
wines prior to bottling.


In fact an MR letter to JS indicates that MR's
relationship with Paul Masson was scarcely as close as
the legends portray it. Realizing that Masson could be
an asset if he remained associated with the winery
corporation he had founded, MR asked the French-
man to serve as nominal president of the Paul Masson
Champagne Company. But the two men actually had
little social or business contact. MR had learned early
to keep the cantankerous, unpredictable old man at a
safe distance from his former property, unless there
were extraordinary reasons to invite him up there,
such as posing for photographs to appear in
periodicals.


MR sometimes told stories that adversely portrayed
Masson. One he bitterly recounted twice to Street.
When negotiating the final purchase price for the
Masson premises, he needed to evaluate the wines in
the cellars' inventory. Not yet trusting his own
judgment, he hired the highly reputable A.R. Morrow
to taste them, and all were declared superior. But the
expert's palate was either superannuated, accustomed
now to inferior wines, influenced by his friendship
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with Masson, or—as MR later learned—entirely de-
pendent on an assistant's opinions (and he hadn't
been asked to judge the Masson wines). When MR
finally tasted the wines given Morrow's great
approval, he realized that he had bought a large
quantity of casks and bottles filled with defective
wines. All had to be thrown away or sold off to be
distilled into brandy. But a costly lesson (MR said it
amounted to $100,000) was learned: MR soon taught
himself to become an expert wine taster. From then
on he wasn't inclined to respect and trust anyone
else's judgment—except Dr. Amerine's. Furthermore,
he always wondered whether the sly Burgundian was
fully aware that his wines were spoiled.


Knowing Street's penchant for character sketches
and colorful stories, MR provided two rather humor-
ous but revealing tales about Paul Masson:


You will enjoy this one on old Paul Masson. He was the
grand master when it came to propaganda. He carried
with him for years his own wine wherever he went to
dinner, not excluding the homes of other wine men. To
all he said, "When you make a wine that is fit to drink,
I will drink it." And to this day honest people say, "You
know Paul Masson won't drink any other California
wine." Then he was shipping by bottle some wine
presumably intended to go east and so he started another
story, and made great capital of it. The story was that
the French bought Paul Masson Champagne, shipped it
to France, re-labelled it as French Champagne and
shipped it again as their own, in order to have the
excellent quality nowhere else comparable to Paul
Masson's. And the story still goes on. People ask me
quietly if the French are still buying.
But to even things up, I must tell you about the incident
where Paul was bettered. When the old Lefranc (his
father in law) place [AlmadSn] was sold and the new
owners had made wine, he came to taste it. But these
chaps were ready for him. They knew Paul Masson never
found anybody else's wine fit to drink. With him there
was no half-way. He sat down, got himself all ready to
taste it. Then he inspected it for color. "Not bad, boys,
not bad at all. Well, you have everything here in your
favor, soil, climate," he said. But as he held it up to the
light he decided that it was a little light. Then the
bouquet was not entirely what he had expected. He was
becoming alarmed. He tasted it, but as the wine touched
his lips he seemed to explode. He spit it out, swore and
cursed the men who made it. He demanded a glass of
water to rinse his mouth and told them they were
doomed to failure like all the rest of California wine men.
In rage and disgust he shuffled off with his stick. It had
been his own wine he had tasted, wine made by him.
They had baited and caught him.


MR then concluded the report on Masson with a
disclosure of some of his own troubling experiences


with the irritable Burgundian.
After my 1936 vintage here he came to taste and tried to
repeat the same thing [as at Almaden] but I only laughed
at him and told him of my knowledge of the former
incident. This further enraged him so he turned loose all
he had when we were with his old employees. He was
very insulting and he roared disapproval of everything.
I merely left him and after he had gone I told my brother
(who was here temporarily then to help me get things in
hand) to tell him he could never return. I didn't mind
what he said to me but his old employees both feared and
respected him and they were now my employees.
My brother delivered the message and Paul said to him,
"Yes, Martin is right. I don't blame him. I don't know
how I could ever have done what I did. Martin has done
all the things I wanted all my life to do (improvements)
and it enrages me to see him have what I couldn't. But
don't you ever tell him I said this. I wouldn't want him
to know I said this." So Paul was kinder than it seemed
on the surface. Too late to change, he preferred to have
it as it is. He tells everyone the place has gone to ruin
and all his fine old wines have been turned into money to
finance my poor management. But I know what he really
thinks and it is pathetic for he loves the place and would
give everything he has to have a son doing what I am.
When we pass on the road, he has his driver stop me and
he asks me why I do not come to see him. Yet, before we
talk long jealousy gets him and he starts to insult me.
The last time we fought he had a stroke and almost died.
So we are parted by a spirit that will not die in him,
however poorly it may serve him. At about 88 [Masson's
age is given wrong, for he would have been younger, in
his early 80s] he is planting a small vineyard and making
a few bottles of champagne each year which either don't
ferment or break all the bottles. So he buys from me. I
gave him my best Champagne first but he hated (my)
vintage and demanded a replacement. So I gave him
some 1927 (his old vintage—I had a few labels) and he
had his secretary phone me that it was excellent. He is a
dandy. But impossible to associate with. [4/19/40]


Paul Masson died on October 23, 1940, a half-year
after this letter was written. It appears that MR didn't
even mention his death to Julian Street; however, it's
possible that a note or letter about it wasn't kept and
filed, so hasn't survived. The breach between the two
men, then, was apparently never truly healed prior to
Masson's death. This epistolary evidence contradicts
Eleanor Ray's fictionalized, endearing depiction in
Vineyards in the Sky of their rapport toward the end
of Masson's life.


Rusty Ray's early admiration of Masson, though,
was permanently embedded. Especially as he grew
older he felt entitled to mimic many of Paul's atti-
tudes and behaviors since these marked character-
istics suited him just as well: a prideful willfulness
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that made it impossible ever to admit, perhaps even to
himself, that he had ever made an inferior, let alone
defective wine; a jealously authoritarian inability to
appreciate, and to refrain from savaging, most wines
made by other California vintners; a stubborn and
shortsighted resistance to consider doing something in
vineyard or cellar that differed from (and possibly
improved upon) any procedure already firmly set by
him as the only way to get optimal results; and a
tyrannical tendency to precipitously order people
"down the mountain" after they did or said something
that had offended him, such as interrupt, contradict,
or argue with him, or even offer gratuitous advice.


Educating the Connoisseur


Since not long after their correspondence com-
menced Street ingenuously admitted that he—
like many wine devotees then and now—knew


little indeed about the physical processes of growing
wine grapes and from them producing delectable wine,
he often asked his vintner correspondent to clarify a
number of puzzlements. MR usually responded at con-
siderable length, as with this passage concerning
nature vs. nurture.


I have promised to write you further about vines, and the
story which you have told me about the Burgundy vines
moved to Bordeaux ultimately producing grapes which
made wine indistinguishable from the local Claret has
been bothering me and I cannot dismiss it from my
mind.
It does not bother me because I think that there could be
any factual basis for such a story, but rather because the
story exists, and may be accepted here and there....
You have no doubt long enjoyed many of the romantic
tales associated with wines and vines. It seems the
subject has no end of appeal to people possessed of both
vision and imagination and the facts and fancy left
behind them have often been confused.
May I urge that you consider if it is not true that vines
are products of heredity and environment. If, then, such
be true, do you think that it could be possible for an
environment to completely eradicate the effects of
heredity in a mere matter of a few years? [1/24/40]


MR then offered Street examples from his own
vineyard experience at Masson:


My Pinot Noir vines are now forty years old, and the
visitors I have had here who are natives of Burgundy see
no difference in either the vines or the fruit from those
growing in Burgundy, unless it be that in this richer and
more virgin soil they are sometimes inclined to give out
more foliage and to have the appearance almost of being
healthier vines, certainly more vigorous. The Marquis de
Lur-Saluces told me, on the occasion of his visit with me
here last summer, that the life of a vine in the Bordeaux
District was fifteen to twenty years, possibly twenty-five
years, and he marveled at the fact that our vines are still


going strong and are, in fact, at their best now when
forty years of age....
It was my explanation and his belief that it was due
entirely to the fact that our soil has only been worked for
the approximate life of the vines which grow in it and in
no case for more than one hundred years, whereas the
soil of the Bordeaux District has, as you know, been
worked for hundreds of years, as has been that of
Burgundy.
There are many explanations for the story.... But, first
I will ask you if you have not at times heard it said that
the wine produced by a given vineyard is no longer
comparable to what it was in earlier vintages, say twenty
or thirty years earlier. I refer to the character of the
wine, not its quality.


MR gave an example of two Masson wines vintaged
from the same grape variety grown in a particular
vineyard section: one made in the early years of the
century by a former cellar man, now the aged vineyard
manager, and the other of recent vintage. The first
was "certainly not like any wine which is today made
from that block and it is even possible to tell that the
two would never be alike." He had then learned from
the old man that many of the original vines had been
replaced over time. So he concluded that although
replacements might resemble their predecessors, they
could be from a "different stock" (i.e., clone) of the
same varietal grapevine, so that the new wine to
which they contributed grapes would differ
considerably from the older one. MR went on to the
important influences of both environmental variables
and heredity upon the making of great wines:


As for environment, the environment here is not greatly
unlike that of some of the vineyards in Burgundy, either
as to soil or climate. Understand, I do not claim them to
be alike, but merely that they are more alike than might
be the case. Certain it is, that the heredity is the same in
our vines as those now growing in Burgundy, since these
very vines were brought here originally from Burgundy
direct to this vineyard.
I believe that of the hundreds of different vine varieties
there are only a very few which are capable of producing
the finest wines. It has been demonstrated that only a
limited number of varieties possessed of certain specific
hereditary characteristics have produced fine wines. It
remains, then, only to discover under what conditions of
environment these hereditary qualities are at their best.
I believe that we can say in the beginning that we have
learned what certain of the requirements are with
reference to both soil and climate, but beyond this,
"discovery" must be made of the little sections of the
world where these favored varieties will produce the
finest wines....
It is my conclusion, then, that both heredity and
environment are important and that their influences are
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in this vineyard not antagonistic, but the opposite.... The
wines I will produce here from Pinot Noir grapes will
certainly be different from those produced in Burgundy
from the same variety, but they will at the same time be
definitely related in a way that it is possible to trace to
the variety of the grape, as you have found in tasting my
Pinot Noir.


MR ended this impromptu essay with a look toward
the future and the posterity who would come after the
two of them—whether in the making of various wines,
the judging of them, or scientifically investigating
their characteristics and nuances.


I conclude with the declaration that if forty years
environment has not destroyed the influence of heredity
it is not likely that another forty years will dissipate the
character of the vine. As a matter of fact, we might
pursue this sort of thing indefinitely, for the climate is
never the same one year as another, either here or in
France, and it is most certain that the soil is continually
changing. If we want to look far enough ahead, I am
willing to admit that great changes may come to the
wines produced in Burgundy as well as those produced in
my vineyard, but there will no longer be any record and
if there be, the words which we set down now will not
have the same meaning that they will have in the distant
future when others study them.


When considering these remarks, it must be
remembered that when Martin Ray was the master at
Masson many fundamental issues about winegrowing
were only beginning to be investigated scientifically.
The era was a challenging one for vintners. Although
viticulturists had long been studying the different
grape species and varieties and producing ampel-
ographies for distinguishing them—notably among
the Vinifera, of course—little as yet had been proven,
beyond speculation, about the origins of and connec-
tions among the particular varieties. The DNA
evidence was still six decades away. Research, how-
ever, had actively begun in European and American
universities and institutes about the influence of such
variables as terroir, macro- and micro-climates, and
soil additives, along with vine age, spacing, pruning,
and trellising methods, upon winegrape growing and
the ultimate product: wine. Equally as many issues in
cellar practices were being investigated by enologists,
to await answers that eventually would come from
close observation, laboratory work, and much pain-
staking experimentation.


In the Masson Wine Cellars with Martin Ray
A s might be expected, MR provided his East Coast
/\e connoisseur pen pal with a plenitude of


-I-^^commentary about what he did to produce, from
the varietal grapes grown on the Masson property or
occasionally purchased from other vineyards, the


wines he had made beginning in 1936, was making
right now, or intended to make in the coming years.
He let it be known that he did not do as the other
vintners did; he was already a diehard purist.


Of course we eliminated the bacteria in the beginning by
sorting the grapes, in picking out all the discolored or
unhealthy berries, and crushing only the healthy ones.
The usual practice is to add metabisulphite to the grapes
as they are crushed, and again to the wine when it is first
racked, at which time the wine is filtered, and at which
time tannic acid, citric acid and even tartaric acid is
added artificially. Beyond this, there is the treatment of
both heat and freezing, and additional filtration. One of
the men in California who is generally regarded the most
outstanding producer of fine wines says that it is
impossible to keep his white wines clear even after
filtering without adding sulphur. And so it goes.
But in our cellars, each year we have made steps forward
by concentrating on individual varieties until today, all
of our varieties may be made and matured without resort
to the usual practice [s]. And I am happy to say that this
year, the last of the white varieties to be perfected, and
the most difficult one of all to ferment has already
become brilliantly clear of itself....
When wines do not clear up by themselves, we sell them
to others in bulk. If a wine does not clear up by itself, I
do not want to [intercede] because something is wrong
and if that something cannot be found by microscopic
inspection, it is certainly chemically out of balance and I
am not interested in wines which must be artificially
balanced by the addition of the things which they have
not naturally. To be having to make all of these additions
and subtractions would be like running a reformatory for
children, and if I am to get pleasure and satisfaction from
my work, I cannot devote my time to such efforts.
[2/8/40]


When Street mentioned that for ordinary purposes
he preferred drinking the Masson Gamay '36 to the
Pinot Noir '36—the MR-vintaged wine that had
bowled him over—MR understood, since he knew the
Pinot needed more bottle-aging time. Yet he felt it
necessary to generalize about some aspects of
winegrowing probably unknown to most wine
drinkers:


Normally the history of a wine, so far as the consumer is
concerned, begins when it is bottled, or includes only a
brief part of reference to its childhood, much the same as
it is with individuals; their history includes so little of
childhood, which has been lost with the passing of the
parents, but is of great importance. When I think of the
Gamay '36 and the Pinot Noir '36,1 think of the weather
which preceded and was a part of that year's vintage. I
think even of the way the vines were pruned, months
before, and I think of how the grapes were harvested,
how hot they were when they went in the fermenter, how
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they fermented in the tank, at what temperature and at
what sugar the free run juice was drawn off from the
pommice [sic], how the fermentation finished up. Then,
too, there is the manner of how the wine cleared up, its
chemical analysis, its analysis by taste and inspection,
every three months thereafter. As a matter of fact, we
keep a record of the different puncheons to which each
wine is racked and each individual puncheon actually
changes the personality of the wine, for in the end, no
puncheon is identical, although they are all virtually the
same fine varietal. You will understand, then, that I
cannot go through all these steps with you. I would like
to, if we talked together. [2/8/40]


Because the Paul Masson Champagne Co. had been
best known for its sparkling wines, MR couldn't
neglect giving attention to creating new products in
that area to demonstrate his own high standards. He
wanted to improve upon those made by the firm's
founder and his predecessor. Also, despite his touting
the traditional or "classic" winemaking, he intended
his new Champagnes to be different from—and
surpassing—those made in France, which provided
the models for vintners everywhere. MR, seemingly
unawed by the famous foreign sparklers, wasn't
averse to experimenting on his own, aiming for a more
"natural" product. Here again MR persisted in staking
his claim on the future. For instance, he detailed to
Street why his new Champagnes could eventually
outshine those from France:


You said that old Mr. Knight thought a touch of brandy
might aid my 1937 Brut. I understand him fully. The
taste of Champagne in France has that taste in it and he
quite naturally looked for it; they add it because they
have to, not because they want to. You have not heard of
adding any brandy to white Burgundies to improve their
taste. French Champagnes need something they don't
have. The dosage is the answer—sugar and brandy cover
a multitude of sins. I add a dosage to my Champagne if
it can't stand on its own feet, too. It is no different there,
in the matter. But I have here a climate far more
suitable to grape growing (of Pinots) than the Cham-
pagne district. You no doubt recall, they had trouble in
the beginning raising grapes there. It was not until they
learned to make their artificial Champagne which they
build from whatever they get naturally that the district
really became important. We have now become
accustomed to the taste of the product they produce and
I admit is good enough because it has its points and it is
uniform. All French Champagnes are very much alike
and because they are made, not grown. And, as I say, we
have become accustomed to them. But that does not
mean they would have more appeal than the wine I
make, and I believe the opposite is true. My Champagne


will taste like wine, the grape. Their Champagne does
not taste like wine.
Moreover, MR projected a similar outcome for his


table wines further ahead, while also acknowledging
that the great French wines were indeed the models
he emulated: "I claim I can make a better, natural and
more delicious Champagne than France. I claim I can
ultimately make still wines as good as the best French.
I know now how to do the former now. The latter I
shall learn to do."


Then, too, a Martin Ray letter expressed his notori-
ously adamant proscription against ever combining
varietal grapes in making wine or subsequently
blending together the wines made from them:


Blending has never appealed to me and I do not believe
it ever improved a naturally great wine to blend it with
another like wine of another district or a great wine of
another variety. Well, the practice is so wide of blending
wines that I have never found anyone to agree with me
but I have never found any real basis for believing
blending improves any wine, whereas the opposite I have
proved repeatedly. They would blend in France out of
necessity. The free-run juice of a Pinot Noir is so little
they could not afford to make Champagne out of it
straight as a regular thing. The white grapes give more
juice because they can be pressed. Sometimes, they press
the Pinot Noir fully to get all the juice and then discolor
the juice which is done with charcoal but that alters the
wine, too. The French use this practice a lot more than
is realized.... But when you have a truly great Burgundy,
it is unblended. The finest red Bordeaux is unblended.
[Note that MR was already maintaining that only
Cabernet Sauvignon was worth using when making a
fine Claret.] The finest Rieslings are unblended, and
right down the line, if the wines are great, they are
unblended. When you get into Champagne as made in
France, it is not even close to being a natural wine....
You must taste the bottle of 1939 [Still Champagne] soon
as I want you to see it now while it is new. It is a case of
a completely natural wine, to which nothing was added,
nothing taken from it. [4/30/40]


MR adamantly resisted the growing tendency
among vintners to view winemaking primarily as
applied chemistry and microbiology. (His rowdy
dispute with Beaulieu's new "wine chemist" Andre
Tchelistcheff, recalled for Street's entertainment, will
be presented in a future piece.) Sometimes, inevitably,
unfortunate consequences resulted in his wines from
his usual refused to utilize modern science as
knowledgeably and fully as he might have done. Like
his Methodist minister father, Rusty Ray had an
inherent fundamentalist streak, but his had gotten
applied to winemaking.
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MR's Early Battles
with the Wine Establishment


Early in their correspondence Martin Ray began
trying to enlist Street as a major standard-
bearer in his campaign to induce the better


California wineries to produce, as he was already
doing, pure varietal wines made wholly from fine wine
grapes. The first step was to persuade all premium-
aiming wineries to recognize the necessity of using
only the supreme or superior varietal grapes in
making their best wines.


MR had good reason to believe that he was already
impacting the California wine industry. His new pure-
varietal table wines, as well as various Champagnes—
dry, still, and pink—made to carry on the Masson
tradition, were sold at the highest prices for American
wines. Also, MR's winery became the first in the U.S.
to institute the European practice of barrel tasting,
which enabled advance ordering by both distributors
and select customers. MR introduced this new "Paul
Masson System" in an article written for the Decem-
ber 1940 issue of Wines and Vines. He had published
several other magazine articles in the same period;
one described the classic methods in making wine,
another discussed Champagne. They demonstrated his
intention to educate both people in the wine trade and
consumers about fine wines.


It initially appeared as if Martin Ray intended to
assume leadership of the premium end of California
winemaking. This role, if successfully undertaken,
would require a willingness to work actively, diplo-
matically, and cooperatively with owners and vintners
within a small group of wineries that wished to
produce and market a better class of wines. But by
1940, as his letters to Street show, MR had already
taken an impatient and even belligerent stance that
inevitably alienated him from most other wine-
growers. MR detailed to JS many problems experi-
enced in his relations with other wineries and vint-
ners, as well as their main trade organization, the
Wine Institute.


After taking over Paul Masson, he had declined
—"on principle" as he put it—to become a member of
the Wine Institute (WI), created in 1934 to represent
the various interests of the state's wineries, such as
trying to ease burdensome taxation and regulation
issues, and promoting consumption of California
wines around the nation. Its pragmatic goals and
large-group-focused means scarcely matched the
rarefied ones that MR intended to advance at Paul
Masson. And though he could hope for a change in the
WTs emphasis over time so that it would encourage
the development of premium wines, he did not
realistically expect it. The bulk wineries—with their
cheap jug wines and sweet fortified wines, and their
large and rapidly expanding facilities mostly located in


the Central Valley—had very different aims and
methods than those of the better, and much smaller,
commercial wineries. If the latter did aspire to make
quality wines, they couldn't expect much help from
the Institute, since they had no real clout there, where
they constituted a minority of its membership. The
dues they paid, based on annual sales, were consid-
erably less than those of the big firms. Bulk producers
weren't seeking a reputation for making fine wines,
either for themselves or California; they were only
interested in high-volume sales, earning large net
profits, and outdoing their competitors.


Although MR resented the
dominating power and in-
fluence of the big wineries on
the WI's policies, even while
remaining critical he could
see usefulness in some of its
functions. Perhaps Masson
and MR might even benefit
from the increased national
publicity and advertising of
California wines in general


now being carried out by its associated promotional
organization, the Wine Advisory Board. As he
commented to JS:


Membership in the Institute permits many things objec-
tionable, some very obviously beneficial. I will join when
other[s] raise their standards, which is indefinite, and
probably I will actually never join. They are beginning to
help me anyway. Their personal [sic] is however, not
good, and their directors are a rough lot, hardly inter-
ested in what is best for our interests. [4/19/40]


For a while MR made efforts to get along with the
organization's people, especially in situations advan-
tageous to him, or when receiving wine writers whom
the WI had sent to the Masson premises. It was as if
he were operating a picturesque showcase for high-
caliber California wines. "The Institute crowd keep
bringing their visitors here, and I make it very easy
for them to continue doing so," he told Street.


After JS asked MR to provide candid opinions
about wine people, generally and specifically, the
vintner began a response by saying rather tactfully
(for him):


I have written you a letter about personalities who are
our leaders in the industry in California but I cannot
send it. What is in it you either know or will know in
time and much of it you no doubt suspect already. The
reason I cannot tell you about them is, they are perhaps
doing their best, aren't we all? I'll have to tell you about
it gradually, as indeed I am, and in such a way that I will
not appear to tear them down. After all, many of them
are my friends and some of them have done many things
to help me, and others have tried. Their mistakes are in
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a sense my mistakes for, after all, I am one of them. And
I can do more good by working with them than against
them. Here and there one will turn against me and that
will identify his interest and it may gradually bring
about a division of these people which would be good. It
is foolish to expect bulk producers and members of the
Wine & Food Society to have common interests. And
here and there some of these people may be eliminated,
and that will improve the general atmosphere and make
room for those new-comers that must come. This will be
a far more dignified way than a destructive attack from
within. [4/13/40]


Then in the same letter MR, in spite of his
intention to be circumspect, went on to vent various
grievances. Seeming even less tolerant and forgiving
of the current generation of winery owners than he
was of the Wine Institute that represented them, he
expressed the radical's urge to demolish the status
quo, along with a sense of profound isolation, since his
winemaking aims and methods were at such variance
from those of his fellow vintners.


[As for] a description of all our so called leaders of the
wine industry here. They are not "leaders" at all, they
are "followers." Add to these that group dominated by
the big producers of vin ordinaire and you have them all
in two lines which you can size up readily....
I keep trying to explain to you why it is necessary that
new men come into this industry. Those here are neither
capable or willing. But I have feared you would think me
angered at the whole lot, bitter or prejudiced. I am none
of this. I am merely observant and I see proof of my
conclusions all about me. If I have now been so fortunate
as to establish myself with you to the point where I may
tear down all these old structures. We can then get about
rebuilding new and better ones that will be enduring.
Upon this assumption I shall, then, write you very
shortly of the personalities who never should be
possessed of such authority.
Until then, I can only think of gain, and say there is not
in the entire industry one man who has vision, industry
and spirit and who is able to employ these things so
necessary to progress. I get mighty lonesome at times for
one man to talk to about wines and I tell you they are so
damned shallow I am profoundly depressed whenever I
undertake such a discussion.


Then MR mentioned briefly an incident which he
later magnified into an iconic event: "Mr. [Joseph]
Concannon came to see me a year or so ago to ask me
to take some leadership among the wine men but it
was an army I didn't care to lead and a war which I
preferred to fight on the opposite side.... The right
kind of personel [sic] is necessary."


Apparently this actual event involving Concannon
was less dramatic than the story MR often recounted


in later years. He would tell how a delegation of
vintners visited him one day at Masson. Their desire
to produce better-quality wines, they said, had put
them in a difficult position with most other Wine
Institute members. Thus they were forming their own
special group. Not only did they urge Martin Ray to
join them, but they also wanted him to serve as an
officer—and therefore a principal spokesman.


As MR's oft-told tale had it, instead of graciously
accepting this proffered leadership position, he asked
his visitors whether members of the fledging group
would go "on record" by publicly declaring themselves
ready to change how they made and labeled their best
wines. If so, he would join them and offer guidance.
This commitment would, of course, involve replanting
their existing vineyards and getting their grape
suppliers to do it too, so as to be able to vintage far
more fine winegrapes—and from them making wholly
unblended wines. This was the only way, MR informed
them, for California to achieve superior, even supreme
wines. It would then become widely acknowledged at
last that the state was indeed a great winegrowing
region, and its prevailing reputation for producing
imperfect or deceptive wines would be cast aside. But
as MR later told it, the vintners declined to submit to
these demands, citing the prohibitive costs involved
and also how long such a changeover would take. To
add to MR's disgust, when he served them some of his
pure (and very dry) varietal wines, they acted unim-
pressed, thereby revealing their real ignorance of
excellent table wines. It was a hopeless situation.


Unlike his comparable winemaking peers in the
other "better" wineries, MR did things on a small
scale. Operating what virtually amounted to an early
boutique-type winery, he usually made only 3,000
cases altogether of still wines of his six best varietals
—500 each of Pinot Noir, Cabernet-Sauvignon (he
usually hyphenated it), and Gamay [Beaujolais], as his
reds; and Pinot Blanc ("Vrai"), Pinot Chardonnay (as
it was called then), and Folle Blanche, as his whites.
(The latter, crisp and refreshingly tart, indicated to
him the potential in this underrated secondary
variety.) His several different Champagnes, made
from Pinot Noir and Chardonnay, were produced in
similarly small quantities. Though MR sold to other
wineries most of the undesirable miscellaneous grapes
he harvested from the Masson vineyards (these
plantings dated back to Prohibition or earlier times),
he did produce some batches of unpretentious vins
ordinaires for local people, mainly French and Italian,
who bought them at the winery.


During the uncertain period when California's wine
industry was being resurrected, did Martin Ray's
insistence upon maverick and elitist-appealing wine-
making ideas actually make good business sense? The
other proprietors of self-declared premium wineries
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believed they could ill afford to do things as he
demanded that they soon be done. How would they
stay afloat financially? Wineries were only now
beginning to emerge from the disastrous effects of
Prohibition, and to complicate things the Depression
was lingering on. Still, a few wineries were beginning
to pay more attention to achieving quality. After 1935
they could legally label and market wines as varietals
even though they might legally contain only 51% of
the named varietal grape. They found they could
charge, and earn, appreciably more for them. Rarely
if ever, however, were they 100% "pure," as the Paul
Masson wines were—and as Martin Ray insisted that
others' varietals also be. But after all, winery manag-
ers could rationalize, only a miniscule population of
Americans were true wine connoisseurs who could tell
the difference between pure and blended Cabernet
Sauvignons or Pinot Noirs ... and really care about it.


As their often voluminous letters crisscrossed the
continent in 1940, the two men came to regard each
other as close friends—making confessions, exchang-
ing gifts, and even swapping their wives' recipes.
Apart from many back-and-forth discussions about
wines and the wine industry, they wrote about books
as well as the authors each of them knew, reported on
their social lives, fretted over the American political
scene, and commented on the ominous world events
certain soon to engulf the U.S. From time to time
Martin revealed to Julian a gentler, more introspec-
tive and philosophical side of himself than he dis-
played to the wine industry, where his relations were


BOOKS & BOTTLES, cont'dfrom p.13 —


advice..." and The World of Wines (New York: Mac-
millan, 1964; revised 1974, 1980), an "all-inclusive
guide designed for easy and practical reference."


The Bottles: Here is the best wine, from each of the
above regions, that my tasting panel has pondered
recently. The ratings: 80 is good; 90 is unforgettable.


Alsace: Trimbach Frederic Emile Riesling, 1999.85pts
Chablis: Michel Picard, 2001. 82pts.
Burgundy: Domaine Des PerdrixNuits-Saint-Georges, 2000.


93pts.
Beaujolais: Ch. De la Chaize Brouilly, 2000. 88pts.
Rhone Valley: Paul Jaboulet Parallele 45,1999. 83pts.
Bordeaux: Rothschild Mouton Cadet, 2001. 89pts.
Loire: B & G Tradition Vouvray, 2001. 83pts.
Champagne: Lanson Brut Gold Label, 1996. 88pts.


becoming increasingly acrimonious.
The most prominent and persistent facet of their


correspondence, though, concerned MR's continuous
quest to secure a partnership with a suitable national
distributor for his premium wines, and naturally he
hoped Julian Street would help him accomplish this.


[The third segment of this coverage of the Ray-Street correspondence
will be published in the next issue.]


PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE—BRUT 1936


PAUL MASSON PINOT BLANC VRAI 1936


.PAUL MASSON CAMAY 1936


PAUL MASSON PINOT NO£R 1936


PAUL MASSON CABERNET 1936


PAUL MASSON CHAMPAGNE—OEMI-DOUX 1936


*GRANDE FINE CHAMPAGNE—PRUNLER


LIQUEUR DE LA VIEILLE CURE


LESHUITRES


LE POTAGE A LA TORTUfii


LA BOUILLABAISSE \


LA BROCHETTE DE FOIES DE VOLAILLE


LE POULET EN CASSEROLE


LES HARICOTS VERTS DE PRtMEUR


LA SALADB CHIFFONADE


LE PLATEAU DE FROMAGES ASSQRTIS


LES CREPES SUZETTE


LECAF£
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This segment continues the long article about the friendship between the compulsively articulate, now-iconic California winemaker Martin
Ray and Professor Maynard A. Amerine, the renowned enologist active at UC Davis's Dept. of Viticulture & Enology between 1935 and his
retirement in 1974. It foreshadows their disagreement in the spring and summer of 1955 over MR's tactics as he and his wife, Eleanor,
mounted what they often referred to later as their Wine Quality, or Wine Quality Control, Fight. Documentation comes from the Rays' letters
to and from Amerine; from MR's correspondence with wine consultant Louis R. Gomberg; and the Rays' communications with others at the
time. Author Barbara Marinacci, who is Martin Ray's stepdaughter, thanks the staff of Special Collections at UC Davis's Shields Library,
especially its archivist, John L. Skarstad, and its head, Daryl Morrison, for their gracious and generous assistance in this long-enduring
writing project that utilizes abundant materials in the Martin and Eleanor Ray Papers. Valuable background information has also come from
James T. Lapsley's Bottled Poetry. She is also most grateful, as always, to editor Gail Unzelman for publishing this lengthy series. It portrays
in detail a somewhat different figure—though still a dynamic one—than the romanticized and idealized MR in Eleanor Ray's memoir-
biography, Vineyards in the Sky.


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE (1937-1976)


he year 1955 had started
off for Martin and
Eleanor Ray with ample
challenges, excitements,
and dramas, and kept
producing more as the
weeks went by. By March
the awful family turmoil
during the prior holiday
period, coming over
Peter's recent marriage,


had eased—for a while, at least, before it would swirl
around other domestic issues. (MR had pushed for the
nuptial, but later regretted it as Peter's reserved
British bride frowned upon his excessive emoting,
inevitably amplified by inebriation—a conflict
described in the previous WTQ issue.) When MR's
stress-induced ailments (high blood pressure and
exhaustion, possibly even a stroke) began lifting, he
could focus better on his wine-selling ventures around
the San Francisco Bay area and on several trips to
Southern California, with Eleanor as chauffeur and
morale-booster.


MR disliked leaving his mountaintop haven to go
forth into the plebeian marketplace to persuade
retailers to carry his costly wines, now that he wanted
and needed to increase his income. But he revved
himself up and again proved his perennial skills in
salesmanship, no matter what he was selling: stocks
and bonds, real estate, or his 100% pure varietals. His
efforts were rewarded by new outlets and orders for
cases of his table wines and champagnes. At the same
time, this new close contact with owners and
managers of retail outlets that sold wine, especially
new ones in outlying areas of big cities, provided him
with fresh insights into the problems of the better
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wineries in California—which, according to the long
memorandum he'd received from Louis R. Gomberg in
early February—were losing out badly to the influx of
inferior wines imported from Europe, bottled and
marketed by a new breed of canny, dollar-hungry
shippers. The stream had been steadily swelling ever
since the end of World War II, ten years earlier, so
that foreign table wines (especially French ones with
"classic"-looking labels) were outselling American
ones nearly three to one. Sold at prices that matched
or were only slightly higher than the better California
wines, they were either shelved next to or near them,
or else grouped attractively on their sides in mid-aisle,
waist-high bins. And people impressed with their
affordability were buying them up as if they were
bargains.


Writing to his good friend Maynard Amerine in
mid-April, MR detailed a few of the many things
constantly demanding his attention and energy
output, and again expressed hope that Maynard could
help find a satisfactory labor solution.


I simply cannot, as yet, write you the long letter I would
like, so very busy am I at all manner of things.
The selling trip south was very successful. But that
meant that a lot of wine on pile had to be decanted,
labeled, cased and shipped. Before anything else,
however, there were the about 500 new Chardonnay
vines that had to be topped as the buds were swelling
and it was time....This job took four days before I could
get to the cellar work. But it was done just in time. It has
been raining much of the time since. We have over 24
inches as of today so that insures plenty of moisture
whatever else comes. [MR's mountain vineyards were
always dry-farmed.] We will start to plow just as soon as
we get back from the trip we are leaving on
tomorrow—Los Angeles, Palm Springs, Las Vegas. We
always plow on or about May 1st and there has never in
all these years been a failure of rain just prior thereto.
We will expect the same treatment this year!
Well, anyway, there has been a stepped up number of
visitors, too. But from the day we got home about the
first of this month, we never lost a single day and kept to
a schedule that got the shipments off yesterday. We sent
out 50 cases that net us about $1600, or average $32 per
case net to us. There will be other shipments that will
run the months sales to $2000. Not bad considering
everything. But I can't last at this pace forever, as has
often been said. And we should get together and discuss
the subject toward some solution. We must either get
larger so as to support an organization of sorts or crawl
back into the womb. But, I haven't even the time to
think, there is so much to do. All I know is that sales and
acceptances are improving and wines are coming along
well. I like to drive my car but the fuel is running low!
[4/20/55]


What Was Louis Gomberg Proposing?


Martin Ray hadn't bothered to respond to Lou
Gomberg's note; he'd been too busy. It told of
a new, select group of wineries to be called the


Premium Wine Producers of California (PWP), and
accompanying it were a long memorandum and some
survey questions asking proprietors or winery mana-
gers about specific business concerns relating to the
foreign competition. Gomberg's memorandum was
proposing that the premium wineries band together to
launch a well-directed national publicity campaign as
the essential solution to competing with wine imports
—"a dynamic, aggressive program to offset the
natural advantages enjoyed by the foreign product; in
short a promotional program aimed to restore the
rightful position of California premium wines
nationally."


MR, who tended to distrust almost anybody's
motives about almost anything, probably believed that
Gomberg, though presenting himself as a consultant
delegated by some of the better wineries to organize
this not-yet-jelled group, might be a tool of the
California Wine Institute, so would really be snooping
around. (MR remembered that Gomberg had worked
for that outfit in the past.) And for MR the Wine
Institute had long been a bete noire. He considered it
the main source of the ostracism and persecution he'd
long complained about, and he blamed it for many of
the industry's ills, since it was dominated by the huge
bulk wineries, mostly located in the Central Valley,
where nondescript vines produced colossal tonnages;
they spewed out innumerable mongrel blends in jug
wines and also cheap, spirits-fortified products aimed
at pleasing winos. Of course they had no desire or
need to encourage the planting of fine winegrapes and
the production of fine table wines. Who there would
ever want to launch a program for truly improving
wine quality?—though they might like a California
wine-promoting scheme if it didn't come out of their
own budget.


Inevitably MR pondered whether all this flimflam
and ballyhoo envisaged by Gomberg might effectively
persuade the naive American public—mostly so
ignorant about the subject of wine, let alone fine
wine—that all of the so-called "premium" wines
coming from California were wonderful, and far better
than any French imports. Absurd and dangerous to be
promoting a "quality" that just wasn't there.


MR mostly ridiculed or was outraged by other
wineries' promotions and ads. They were all bogus.
And over two years, while John Melville was writing
his Guide to California Wines, MR abundantly warned
him about the deceptions and downright lies about
their acclaimed varietal wines. One should never trust
anything the other winery people said or wrote. Thus
wine connoisseurs who read promotional literature







and really knew superb European wines were always
dismayed with the California's varietals ... until they
tasted his. MR continued talking and writing to
Melville after the book's publication, which came in
early June of 1955, just as the Rays' Wine Quality
Fight began. For sure enough, Melville had believed
and repeated everything all those winery people had
told him. Thus his book, proving very popular, now
made a quality- and honesty-demanding position
absolutely mandatory. Someone had to come forth
with all the truths! (Of course when Martin and
Eleanor Ray effusively promoted their own pure
varietal wines, they felt entitled to do so with
impunity, since their high quality was always assured
and beyond reproach. Anything making a wine
unacceptable to a complainer was due either to the
wine drinker's ignorance or something adverse that
had happened to the bottle after leaving MR's pristine
cellar.)


to
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The Wine Industry's Current Situation


Sometime after receiving Gomberg's communi-
cation, MR must have asked his enologist friend
Maynard Amerine what he knew and thought


about this proposed new organization, as well as about
the promotional tactic proposed as a way for the
state's better winegrowers to increase the sales of
their wines. Then there was his concern over an
inevitable demand for prohibitive tariffs.


MR could have brought the whole subject up over
the phone or during one of their convivial get-
togethers, both resumed now Maynard was back from
his yearlong sabbatical stay abroad. For instance, this
PWP business could at least have been touched upon
toward the end of February, when the Rays drove up
to Davis to dine at Amerine's, then stay overnight,
after a night of wine drinking and dancing (when
Maynard, twirling Eleanor around, somehow had
apparently dislocated or broken her little finger). MR
may even have brought with him, to show to Amerine,
Gomberg's cover note and the 5-page memorandum
and survey that he'd sent out to various winery
proprietors, supposedly qualified to be called
"premium producers" because they marketed table
wines they'd cheatingly labeled as varietals. (Later, in
several of his regular columns in Wines and Vines,
Gomberg would summarize for the magazine's readers
the predicament in competing with foreign wines and
this new group's plans to counteract it.)


Certainly MR expected Amerine to be dubious
about PWP's intentions and outcome. For almost two
decades the two of them had often discussed how to
raise wine quality standards in California—not just
for the sake of getting far better wines from at least a
few of the long-established commercial wineries, but
also proving it could be done by winemakers other
than Martin Ray, hence demonstrating the state's
potential for fine winemaking. Within the wine
industry Amerine had been known for years (and not
particularly liked for it) as the University of
California's main proponent of improving the state's
fine table wines by planting the superb winegrape
varieties and vintaging them separately from inferior
varieties that produced far greater yields and
therefore contributed largely to a blend that still got
a varietal label. Around MR he had often shared
gossip and been critical and cynical about the
industry's and individual wineries' PR and advertising
campaigns, deriding particular examples that he'd
show to his winegrower friend. For example, on
January 25th he had sent a note attached to a
statement made recently by a Paul Masson wine
executive, saying, "Martin—thought you would be
interested in this double talk. A very good example of
a style of writing which is peculiarly American—
saying nothing and trying to make it sound like you
are saying something."


In their sociable meetings over the years, MR and
MA had often sampled California wines together and
critiqued them. On his own, too, MR would purchase
varietals vintaged by wineries with the best
reputations for excellence—earned in part by their
having won medals in county and state fairs and other
prominent wine-judging contests. Long before 1955,
MR had given up bothering to enter his wines in them.







He (and probably Amerine, especially in the earlier
years) considered most judges incompetent in rating
fine table and sparkling wines. After all, they hadn't
approved of his own potent, super-dry ones that strove
to emulate the best French models for Pinot Noir,
Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon, and champagnes.
(If he was right, what then does a list of the award
winners of long ago really tell wine historians?)


In talking about the premium winegrowers' group
MR might have told Amerine that he had studied
Gomberg's initial list of about a dozen prospective
members, and that he'd then recalled that whenever
one of them released a varietal supposedly made from
a noble European grape, he had bought it—hoping
that this time when he tried a wine he'd be pleasantly
surprised. But almost never did he smell or taste
much or even any of the claimed grape variety.
Invariably such experiences would reactivate all his
frustrations and indignities suffered for almost 20
years now while trying to reform those intractable
cheaters who prided themselves on making "fine
varietal wines"—but decidedly still were not. So if the
so-called "better" California wineries were suffering
financial losses in trying to compete with the
European wines, whether good or bad ... well, they
damn well deserved to! MR didn't want to have
himself, his name, or his wines connected with them,
and he'd tell Gomberg so if he came at him again.


And when describing his recent wine-selling
triumphs with Amerine, MR would have told him how
much he had learned, for he had been listening as well
as talking a lot on these recent sales excursions, both
in the San Francisco Bay Area and in Los Angeles.
Going around to many liquor stores and other retail
outlets such as department and gourmet food stores
that carried both foreign and domestic wines, he'd
spent time with their owners and managers—
something the other winery proprietors never did
themselves, for they were large enough to hire other
people to perform that frontline duty for them. He
found out that an avid new set of wine consumers was
fast developing, and they often lived and therefore
shopped in the postwar suburbias built for both
affluent and white-collar families.


So MR had foreseen that these wine-seeking
newcomers might get excited about creating
opportunities for comparing one wine against another,
by buying the more expensive wines—whether
different varieties or vintage years, or European vs.
Californian (especially his pure varietals, of course).
They could read books, too, about the world's great
wines, then try them out. As their tasting skills grew
ever more sophisticated, they were certain to disdain
both the shoddy imports and California's false varietal
pretenders. MR realized that the outlets patronized by
this new breed of wine drinkers were more apt to be


located in the hinterlands, in white-collar suburbia
America, than in the big cities, where in past years
most connoisseurs purchased their wines at specialty
stores. MR thereby was managing to stir up retailers'
keen interest in stocking and selling not only his pure
varietals, but also the superior and supreme French
and German wines. He was cultivating his own
network of supporters within an industry whose
practitioners, he claimed, did not realize that an
important transformation in both taste and expend-
iture was starting to occur—a move toward real,
detectable quality, in which a wine consumer expected
honesty in a bottle's label and good quality in the
product therein.


MR, however, who kept aloof from most other
winegrowers, seemed totally unaware that his insights
into a lively new interest in wine on Americans' parts,
as well as his efforts to encourage comparative wine
tastings weren't uniquely his own. By the mid-1950s
some of his winemaking peers, especially ones in Napa
Valley (most notably Robert Mondavi at Charles
Krug), were quite deliberately cultivating them,
sending out newsletters to retailers and customers,
encouraging visitors to sample selections of their
wines. They were just the kind of wine men who
would become active members of PWP; in fact, several
of them (Mondavi the foremost) had started the whole
idea in the first place, and then asked wine consultant
Lou Gomberg to be their official organizer.


Gomberg's Phone Call Starts Something


Martin Ray surely would have told Amerine
about his telephone conversation with Louis
Gomberg soon after it happened. Not having


received any response in two months from Martin Ray
about his memorandum and survey, on April 5th
Gomberg telephoned him. They had a lengthy
conversation, during which MR must have responded
to the survey questions, receiving LG's promise to
send him the final report on responses from about a
dozen and a half winery people. Gomberg urged MR to
attend the first meeting, when the structure, tasks,
and goals of the organization would be set up. It was
still a month away, and LG hoped Martin Ray would
become a member of this new, action-oriented group
and contribute his own ideas, which as they talked
Gomberg seemed genuinely eager to get. It was clear
that he had respected MR's successful management of
Paul Masson during the post-Prohibition years and his
unique commitment there to making 100% varietal
wines in limited vintages, which he'd taken with him
to his own, much smaller operation.


This phone conversation in some ways was actually
almost a reprise of the two men's encounter almost
two decades earlier. (The recent discovery of a letter


continued on page 17 —
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MARINACCI, continued from page 4 —
that MR wrote to Gomberg in 1970 revealed that the
two men had indeed met long before 1955, but they
probably hadn't seen each other since.) This had
taken place when Gomberg, visiting the Paul Masson
premises in Saratoga, probably in 1937, tried to
persuade its new, young proprietor, Martin E. Ray, to
serve as an officer in the recently created California
Wine Institute, which he was representing. Gomberg
had said that MR would thereby be positioned to carry
out his proposals for raising the dismal reputation of
California wines among wine merchants and connois-
seurs. MR, however, had refused to become a W.I.
member until the organization specifically endorsed
the plan of introducing quality standards and controls
in all wineries that considered themselves "premium"
producers, and of pushing them toward planting far
more fine-variety winegrape acreage.


As Gomberg enthused over the potential of the
Premium Wine Producers, how much would he have
told MR? A number of the better wineries had been
complaining for years that the Wine Institute
neglected their interests and problems because it was
dominated by the huge wine producers whose
monetary contributions gave them voting power. But
attention was now being seriously given to this
current threat of a large-scale import takeover, and so
the Institute had become interested in the potential of
the new winegrowers' entity. It could focus on the
urgent problem of really all California wineries'
having to compete with the inferior wine imports
(using cheap grapes from Algeria and cheap labor). It
was already being suggested that the PWP would find
it easier to get financial support for its ambitious
promotional campaign from the state's Wine Advisory
Board if the group went under the umbrella of the
well-established Wine Institute, funded by them for
many years.


Gomberg himself would have agreed with MR that
the better commercial wineries could improve their
wines if they planted more fine winegrape varieties in
their vineyards, that they should move more toward
producing pure (or nearly so) varietals in their cellars,
and that honesty really was desirable in both labeling
and marketing varietal wines. But Gomberg would
also have made it clear that, unlike MR, he needed to
be both patient and diplomatic whenever suggesting
desirable changes to winegrowers. He could scarcely
act adamant and authoritarian in his position as the
primary (and paid) spokesman for the better wineries,
all of which were very much larger, in their acreages
and facilities, as well as in wine gallonages and cases
produced, than the miniscule Martin Ray Winery situ-
ated on top of Mt. Eden in Saratoga, which would
limit its annual output to 2,000 cases, at the very
most.


MR listened to Gomberg's optimistic plans for this
select association of the state's better winegrowers.
Should they succeed in getting major financial help
from sources coming from elsewhere, not just their
members' own tight budgets for publicity, they could
mount an extraordinary promotional program—hiring
some expert public relations firm to handle it. No
costly advertising need be involved. Instead, Cali-
fornia's fine wines and its winemakers and wineries
would be widely promoted in articles specially written
for national and regional publications, and in inter-
views, talk shows, and other kinds of programs on
radio and television. Incessant and well-designed
coverage in different media should convert far more
Americans into becoming steady wine drinkers, as well
as persuade all those wine consumers who had been
buying the imported shippers' wines to instead buy
and drink the good American wines, which were
greatly superior to the foreign phonies that had lured
them away.


Once again, though, MR declined a join-up
solicitation from Gomberg. There was something
undeniably genuine about the fellow! But he just
didn't have time to devote to that group. After all,
these problems within the California wine industry
were scarcely his problems. He could sell all the wines
he made, so why should he worry about foreign
competition if many wine connoisseurs even rated
some of them as good as France's best (or even
better)? But his turndown didn't mean that he'd just
let the matter end there.


MR Said No, But...


Some of the things that Gomberg had told Martin
Ray or written in the long memorandum about
the Premium Wine Producers plan really


rankled. Or maybe it was what wasn't in it? From the
start MR had apparently decided that the group's
propagandizing efforts actually were intended as a
smokescreen for another motive yet to be revealed: to
lobby the government to impose high tariffs on these
imports, thereby eliminating most of the unwelcome
foreign competition. And by inevitably making the
best wines made in Europe prohibitively expensive to
most wine lovers, it would do a terrible disservice to
American connoisseurship, so much in need of
encouragement. MR knew that historically this
protectionist tariff on imported wines had often been
sought by vintners whenever foreign products
threatened to overwhelm the state's wine industry. He
seemed utterly convinced of this sinister purpose, and
once MR got a notion like this in his head, it proved
difficult to ever dislodge, no matter what evidence
might be presented to the contrary.


And as often happened when he focused on some
problematic issue, MR quickly got himself all worked
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up (and consequently his wife ELS well) into a fever
pitch of thinking, talking, and activity. Customarily,
he'd vent some of the hot steam (or was it smoke?) by
writing letters, alerting others to his irritable state of
mind. (ER did it too, for both her and him.)
Statements in a few letters that both Rays wrote after
MR's talk with Gomberg showed the direction in
which both were moving. This intense involvement, it
must be said, came in the midst of all else going on
around them, in vineyard and cellar as well as
entertaining. The latter activities would soon include
accommodating actor Burgess Meredith's entry into
their life (as depicted in #8), and making plans to
entertain royally a young visitor, Christiane Latour,
the niece of Louis Latour—the French vintner who
had supplied the six new French oak barrels that had
arrived early in the year, as arranged for MR by
Amerine (described in #7).


In his mid-April letter to Amerine, MR finished it
off with a complaint about a winemaker acquaintance
who had visited him the day before and stayed
overnight. Then he signaled his irritable attitude
toward those Premium Wine Producers whom
Gomberg was representing.


I never knew just how big a bore old W is until I sat
all night listening to nothing. As a matter of fact, he is
completely ignorant of French or German wines and cant
stay in conversation beyond his own vineyard. Too bad,
that is the way with all of them, about which I will have
more to say as soon as I get some letters off my chest to
blast these damned ignorant growers who are trying to
keep out good imports. [4/20/55]
Later that very day, two weeks after his phone talk


with him, MR would write to Louis Gomberg.
Apparently he'd decided at first to temper his usual
blasts at all those winegrowing peers who had failed to
carry through the quality-ensuring measures he'd
recommended, or actually demanded, starting almost
two decades earlier. Why? He was now viewing this
PWP formation as an opportunity to start once again
verbalizing, in places where his words might have
some effect, his perennial insistence that the better
California wineries make the best possible wines.
After all, it could be done by them in an unaccustomed
smaller scale, just as he had been doing it for many
years in his isolated way.


During the next week alone three letters, two from
MR and one from Gomberg in between them, traveled
rapidly between Saratoga and San Francisco. Then
toward the end of April, when Amerine drove to
Saratoga in his brand-new convertible, expecting to
have a relaxed springtime lunch with the Rays at their
Mt. Eden home, he found copies of these three letters
waiting there for his scrutiny—and, his hosts must
have assumed, his admiring approval.


These extant documents display MR's determi-


nation that the creation of the Premium Wine
Producers group would serve his wine-improving
purpose somehow: either by their members' agreeing
to some sort of preliminary plan for quality control, or
else by being portrayed by him in an adversarial role
if the owners or managers of the wineries refused to
accept MR's proposal for their betterment.


For here MR had spotted a wonderful opportunity
to corral the owners of the most prestigious wineries
in California and prod them into accepting real quality
standards. And the field was wide open, since nobody
else was demanding, as he had always done, a
transformative revolution in the planting and
vintaging of fine grape varieties. (As was presented in
sections of the earlier article in WTQ about MR's
friendship with Julian Street: Frank Schoonmaker,
who had started out doing this in 1934 in his and Tom
Marvel's The Complete Wine Book, was despised by
post-Repeal California vintners until, according to
MR, he got greedy a few years later. He began
ignoring obvious over-blending and mislabeling
practices when he started his own wine-distributing
business and then became ensconced with Almaden.
Yet, ironically, wine writers unaware of Martin Ray's
long-lived and far more puristic intransigence usually
name Schoonmaker as the major activist in promoting
better wine quality over the years.)


MR's First Letter to Gomberg


The three-page letter that MR had sent to
Gomberg, which was shown later to Amerine,
was a carbon copy, done routinely with all the


Rays' typed and even handwritten communications.
After reiterating to "My dear Lou" his decision not to
join the PWP, MR had explained why he was now
writing to him:


It is my hope ... that under your leadership a more
constructive program may be initiated and carried
through to some lasting satisfaction. Toward this end I
will make a definite proposal. And I respectfully request
that you discuss this suggestion with your group after
you have laid this letter before them for discussion.
After mentioning some aspects of Gomberg's


original memo sent to him in February, MR then
projected the futility of programs that the PWP
intended to introduce.


You state, "At the suggestion of a number of California
premium wine producers I am enclosing a copy of a
memorandum which outlines the problem of foreign wine
competition and how that competition might be
successfully combated." In this memorandum you outline
the growth in sale of table wines imported for
consumption in the United States from something over
500,000 gallons in 1948 to over 3,000,000 gallons in 1954.
You comment that at this growth rate the foreign table
wine sales will reach the almost astronomical level of
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nearly 12,000,000 gallons by 1960. Now, what I want to
tell your people is, that by 1970 some of them aren't
going to be here if they don't go about their problem by
making better wines. You can no more build their sales
by suppressing importation of finer wines than you can
keep down truth by suppressing facts from the press.
MR took issue with what he saw as PWP's ultimate


goal, beyond launching a big wine-promoting cam-
paign: to make it economically difficult for foreign-
made wines to enter the country, thereby protecting
American-made wines and California ones in partic-
ular. MR believed the best resolution lay in a fair
international competition over quality, in which
California wines, if the group's member-wineries
subscribed to and followed his plain, would eventually
be able to easily surpass and overcome any of the
shippers' mediocre products. It would also involve
educating consumers far better about how fine wines
tasted.


What is needed, then, is some sort of self-imposed control
over quality. With all of the efforts of the federal
government nothing is even attempted by them in this
direction, nor could it be done successfully. But these
growers who are so worried about the increased sales of
fine European growths could sit down at a single
organizational meeting and delegate power, either to an
individual or a board, so that Cabernet Sauvignon when
sold would not be a blend of Cabernet and Zinfandel,
Pinot Noir would not be Pinot St. George, Chardonnay
would not be Chenin Blanc—in short, they could set up
an organization which would insure honest labeling.
This in turn would automatically raise to a degree the
standards of quality. Beyond this they could agree
amongst them that they would encourage free
competition of all wine. Such competition would require
that their quality standards be raised. To be a quality
grower it is not enough just to claim quality—you must
be quality. Look at the Appellation Controlee in
France—if it finds quality claims are false they are ruled
out.
It is not true that foreign wines enjoy any favorable trade
conditions over our own, as claimed. If California wines
were up to standard, growers here would have every
advantage. But they have persisted in ignoring all fine
wine practices. This is what took place in the years
immediately following Repeal: Every one of your group
then in business told us [when MR was the proprietor of
Paul Masson, beginning in 1936] we could never mature
and market an unblended Cabernet-Sauvignon.... These
same people told us we could never make successfully an
unblended Pinot Noir and market it profitably. Yet we
did then and continue to do so, as do the best European
growers. By the time war in Europe threatened to shut
out imports the quality of the wines of these growers had
reached an all-time high for them. It followed naturally
that with imports finally shut out by the war that their


production doubled, then multiplied to as many as ten
times their pre-war production, and their standards
dropped. Now geared to operate on a larger sales volume
and faced with the growing demand for finer wines than
they produce they wish to suppress their competition
rather than meet it.
MR then had said he would like to tell the wine


growers "what we have done along this line, and it has
worked." At Paul Masson in the late 1930s, and
certainly with Maynard Amerine's advice and
encouragement, MR had begun creating the model for
what would later become well known as the small
"boutique" winery, which limited its production of
winegrapes and wine types in order to focus on
achieving a few high-caliber products.


As MR explained his modus operandi to Gomberg:
Our production is now entirely limited to varietal table
wines and champagnes. It is conducted now on
approximately the same volume as it was almost twenty
years ago. We have merely eliminated the lower priced
non-varietal wines with the passing of years. All of our
wines are straight unblended varietals, and all save one
are vintaged, the exception designating a lesser wine that
is ultimately to be closed out. We receive for our Pinot
Noir $48 per case; for our Cabernet-Sauvignon $36 per
case; for our champagnes $100 and $120 per case
[Multiply each figure by 8 to arrive at today's equiv-
alents.]. These are consumer prices, which we discount
one-third [to retailers]. We have a total of ten wines.
They are carried by virtually every first-class package
store and club in California, and are available at
Antoine's in New Orleans and at Sherry Wine & Spirits
in New York. We sell all we can produce.
By the mid-1950s, though, this purist and artisan


winemaking approach was being pursued by a few
other small-winery operations where work was mainly
done by their owners. Most notable were Chaffee Hall
at Hallcrest, in the Santa Cruz Mountains—near MR
and one of the few vintners he ever really approved of;
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Souverain in Napa County. There were also the
Taylors, with their Mayacamas winery on Mt.
Veeder—their premises and activities derided by both
Rays after visiting there in 1954. And MR dismissed
James Zellerbach's high-toned, money-buoyed wine
aspirations at Hanzell in Sonoma, as well as "Freddy"
Bartholomew's attempt to revive Harazsthy's Buena
Vista vineyards and winery. None as yet had gained
MR's name recognition among East Coast connois-
seurs or his ability to command and get high prices for
his wines.


Early on, MR had declared his intention to
circulate copies of this very letter he was writing to
other people besides Gomberg, its primary recipient:


I should tell you that I am going to send a carbon copy of
this letter to each of the growers you mentioned who was
in business in the years immediately following Repeal,
for a similar situation arose then, which was properly
met and successfully so. This was by improving the
quality of California wines rather than through any
effort to cut off the fine growths of the old world, for they
represented then as now the standards by which quality
is judged.
I will also send a carbon copy of this letter to each of our
retail outlets toward the end that sufficient interest in
the subject be aroused to cut short this proposed effort to
stifle competition, when instead a concerted effort should
be made to improve quality and then these growers could
meet foreign competition.
Later along, the letter contained another statement


that revealed the extent to which MR was determined
to be widely heard at last when making his attack
upon the wine industry's status quo.


Just today I have suggested to an established writer that
he do an article for a slick publication on what you are
proposing, for you are striking at the heart of future
California winegrowing rather than protecting it.
[4/20/55]
Quite probably Maynard Amerine became especial-


ly discomfited when reading of these intentions of
MR's to break out of a private discussion with
Gomberg and start pushing his own program for
bringing on wine quality control.


But what had Gomberg himself thought—and said?


Two Responses


At the Rays', Maynard Amerine went on to read a
second letter, this one the original. "My dear
Martin," Gomberg's friendly but businesslike


reply began.
Your letter of April 20th represented, in my opinion, a
distinct service and contribution to the California wine
industry. You may be sure that it will be brought to the
attention of the prestige wine producers when they
assemble to consider organization next month.
Lest there be any misunderstanding concerning the


thinking behind the project on which I am working,
allow me to call your attention to the following:
I note from a re-reading of my memorandum that it gave
two erroneous impressions:
a. That all table wine imports pose a threat to producers
of California prestige wines; and
b. That such imports ought to be "suppressed."
Neither of these is correct, as will be clarified in the
study Report now in preparation.
I know of no one in the industry—least of all
myself—who opposes the importation of the truly fine
wines you mention, or any others of genuinely fine
quality. On the contrary, the increased importation of
such wines is to be encouraged. They not only are a
credit to the wine industry of the world, they offer—as
you point out—a challenge to California to produce wines
of ever higher quality.
The wines that concern me and the prestige producers
are the cheap, inferior imports that have flooded the
American market in recent years. These wines,
masquerading under fancy-looking labels, are being
pawned off on an unsuspecting public as the real thing.
Even the legitimate producers and shippers in Europe
are concerned about them because they discredit all
imports.
But undesirable as such competition may be, there is not
the slightest intention of suppressing it, or attempting to
do so. The whole basic idea back of the project now
receiving my attention is to heighten public awareness of
the fine wines of California through a carefully planned
and executed public relations program. At no time, under
any circumstances, will this program attack or other-
wise seek to injure any imports.
You no doubt are aware of the highly effective, subtle
propaganda campaign the French and Italian folks have
been staging over the past several years, particularly.
Not only wines, but women's fashions, tours and other
things these folks have to sell. Well, that's what I have in
mind for California prestige wines. See pages 4 and 5 of
the memorandum and this point will become clear.
Gomberg then took up the matter of MR's implicit


threat of going public with his misgivings about the
PWP's promotional plans, and also of continuing on
with his objections to a tariff, which just wasn't in the
offing.


To avoid the obvious injury that would occur were any
writer to do a story based on the misapprehensions
mentioned on the previous page, please show this letter
to your writer friend should he decide to write such a
story. As a former newspaperman, the real story, as I see
it, is that California fine-wine producers are considering
taking a leaf from their European friends and putting on
a public relations program to make the American people
conscious of the fact that we, too, have good wines. In a
word, we may not yet have produced a Rolls Royce but
we've got a pretty good car in our Cadillac.
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With this clarification, I hope you will now have a better
understanding of just what this program is all about and
that I may have the pleasure of seeing you at the
organizational meeting in May. [4/23/55]
Amerine would have heard from MR, of course,


that he had no desire to attend the PWP meeting on
May 5th, let alone become a member. Still, it was
apparent that MR was eager to share with Gomberg,
and with at least a few other winery proprietors,
insights into both marketing and buying wines, from
the sellers' and consumers' perspectives, some of
which he only recently gained through his selling
experiences. So he had written back to Gomberg
almost at once after receiving his letter.


I am glad to note that as a result of my letter you now
plan to clarify to your growers ... between the finer
imports and the trash that is being merchandised by
foreign shipping firms.
So you will understand my position in regards to this
approach. I will quote you from a letter I wrote recently
to a retailer who had never sold any of the finer
European wines. As a result of this letter and my
personal contact work he has stocked some fifteen of the
finest French and German wines and four of our finest
wines, all of which are segregated from his other stock
and displayed together. The wines are all moving. Their
retail prices range from $3 to $11 a bottle. Moreover, he
has closed out all foreign shippers' wines.
"There are many shipping firms located in all the wine
districts of the world. It is their business to buy up
wines, usually in bulk, which have been rejected by the
first-class growers or which are grown especially for
firms that blend or bottle under labels other than the
best. There are some better shipping firms that actually
own all or part of some very good vineyards which may
make limited quantities of exceptional wines occasionally
available to them, but this does not alter the rule, that
only wines bottled by the estates where grown should
ever be purchased.... I do wish to point out, however,
that you will be discouraged by salesmen who are
primarily interested in selling shippers' wines. The
country is being flooded with such wines, and it is
possible to go into many retail stores that are actually
specializing in imported wines and yet find there only
the shippers' wines, which in some cases are selling way
out of line. These retailers actually believe they have the
finest wines, yet their line is all secondary, much of it
even undrinkable. So my advice is to beware of all
shippers' wines, and confine yourself to the above
mentioned, relying upon the accepted California growers
for (all) wines ranging up to $2 a bottle. There is
something about drinking the wines of the great
vineyards that appeals to everyone, and especially when
such wines are presented to supplement those good
sound (California) wines purchased for everyday use."
After demonstrating his style of educating retailers


about how to upgrade their wine offerings, MR went
back to his belief from the start that the PWP, allied
with the Wine Institute, would succeed in getting a
high tariff imposed on all imported wines.


As to the problem of your group, from your last letter
and my expression here we would seem to be in complete
agreement. But as to the solution of their problem I still
believe that the methods proposed by you are wrong, will
be injurious to the industry if undertaken, and are
doomed to fail.
To begin with, you cannot discriminate against all of
these shippers' wines by the tariff approach without
discriminating against the growers' wines coming into
this country from some of the greatest vineyards in the
world. You may be sure that any increased tariff can
always be absorbed by the costs which these shippers put
into whatever they are preparing for this market. As I
have said, you'll be striking at the finer wines while
trying to keep out the poor ones. And you'll find there
will be poor wines so long as there is a market in which
they can be sold. It is the market, then, you must set
your sights on, particularly when it is easy to capture.
For you representing California growers to strike at all
imported wines does not impress a retailer favorably who
is engaged in merchandising for profit wines without
regard to their origin. But for you to recognize what they
already know (that Europe's finest growths are the
standard of quality) and actually welcome in our market
Europe's greatest wines will establish with retailers the
sincerity of your approach to the real problem, which
should be the presentation to retailers of wines on a basis
of their quality merits. By educating the retailers as to
what are the best wines of the world you can educate the
buying public. And in so doing you can actually trade on
the good will of Europe's renowned top wines while
driving from our markets the cheap shippers' wines that
are your real concern. The reason these shippers'
imports are selling is not because of their labels, what
the wines taste like, or even because many of them sell at
a low price—for they aren't cheap at any price. They sell
because the retailers sell them. And the retailers sell
them because they make money easier than by selling the
wines of the same price made by your group. [Emphasis
added.] What is needed is a plan to alter the present
position of the retailer.
I have perfected a method of operation which works
successfully so long as there is a free market for fine
wines, because I can compete with them. What I am
doing is offering this same system to your group,
provided they really want to make fine wines. Some of
them are making some damn fine wines now.
But now MR started playing brinkmanship with a


few of his winegrowing peers—those who would soon
see this letter of his because he'd be sending out copies
to them.


I don't hesitate to single out Beaulieu's Pinot Noir as the
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finest red coming out of Napa Valley, and it's a mighty
good wine. But I would have to be ignorant to believe it
is an authentic unblended Pinot Noir. Inglenook's
Chardonnay is not an authentic unblended Chardonnay,
nor is that old Pinot Noir of theirs authentic, the one put
out as such a treasure. It has done them far more harm
than they can imagine, and such is the case with the
others. Let me hasten to add that I realize these growers
are making far better wines than any of the others, and
yet it is more the pity that they should hide behind the
ignorance of the law that cannot define varieties and
enforce true labeling. Blending 50% in the case of any of
these is enough to completely lose all varietal char-
acteristics. [For varietal-labeled wines, from 1936 until
1983, at least 51% of the named varietal was required to
come from that grape variety, which allowed blending of
almost half, or 49%, from other varieties. The legal
minimum is now 75%.] In the case of Pinot Noir and
Chardonnay it is generally accepted by them that they
can use Pinot St. George (which is no Pinot at all) and
Chenin Blanc which is just as fraudulent. I want you to
discuss this matter fully with your group. They should
face it, and not feel that I am maliciously striking at
them. None of them have had the courage to make the
proper approach, and that's why they are in trouble.
That's why, too, I intend to fight through the retailers
and the press any action they might take that would
injure our standards of quality. If on the other hand they
will listen to a plan that will work and which I have
demonstrated, I will be only too glad to assist them.
"Let me be specific," MR went on in his urge to


force the better California wineries to make far better
wines, or at least to label their wines properly—so
that eventually their businesses could be financially
rescued.


The correct approach is first to bind the growers who
would be "premium growers" to definite standards, and
get them to delegate real authority to an individual or
board to enforce the standards agreed upon. The next
step is to train salesmen properly so they can sell with
intelligence of their subject. They can drive the shippers'
wine from the field with ease, if properly trained, and if
they know that the growers they represent are making
wines which are honestly labeled and which can stand
above the shippers' wines. I have had no difficulty doing
this myself, working quite alone, and in my relatively
small field. But the trouble is, everyone in the trade
knows that all of these growers you represent blend and
use varietal names as they wish. And the salesmen
selling their wines to California retailers cannot discuss
them intelligently. My retailers are always asking me
why these people don't get someone to sell their wines
who knows what he is talking about.
And now MR was ready to wind up his argument by


showing support of Gomberg's good intentions, if not
the wine-promoting program, and to offer additional


specific directives.
It is a waste of money to go into national TV, radio, all
that expensive approach. What you want first is
improved standards of quality, and a method of
enforcement. Then, well-trained salesmen and a good
publicity man. Again I call to your attention the
Appellation Controlee idea adapted to fit the California
situation. And while at it I propose that one of the first
rules to be adopted would be that no wine merchandised
under the label of any of your group could be wine
purchased from others. Some of your group have greatly
expanded their sales by buying distressed wines and
merchandising them without respect for either laws or
labeling. You see, Lou, you've got a big job on your
hands, but if you can see it through it's quite possible to
do a very great service for certain of your group, and for
the industry in general. Those really sincere in wanting
to make and merchandise fine wines should not permit
others who are merely masquerading as such to infiltrate
your group and thus destroy all chances of success.
I'll send a copy of this to Beaulieu, Inglenook, Krug, and
Wente.... I don't see how the methods of some of the
others differ greatly from the foreign shippers they
would attack. After all, merely claiming to make fine
wines isn't sufficient.
Again, MR expressed his intention to share his


letters, now specifically naming four wineries that
dated back, solidly, not just to the Repeal period, when
he had owned Masson, but to before Prohibition, and
were producing decent enough wines that carried
varietal names, even though, by his standards, they
weren't quite what the labels said they were.


So MR was even willing to become involved with
PWP and help it out... but only if its members truly
wanted to change their ways and were open to
considering his proposals.


I am quite prepared to talk to any or all of these people,
and will join any interested in a plan to set up and
enforce standards of quality and merchandise wines so
protected in the market now largely dominated by the
foreign shippers. I can personally assure the success of
such a plan. [4/26/55]


Cautionary Counseling


r reading MR's two letters, which he
iously was proud of, Amerine probably urged


to be more circumspect and exercise
discretion in moving ahead. First of all, he wouldn't
have thought it politic to send out copies of these two
letters to the proprietors of the four wineries named
as recipients. They would be Helene (Marquise) de
Pins—the deceased de Latours' daughter—at
Beaulieu; John Daniel, Jr. at Inglenook; the Mondavi
family at Krug; and Herman Wente at the Wente
Brothers in Livermore. Either already in the wine
business when MR first owned Masson (1936-43), or
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like Cesare Mondavi's sons, Peter and Robert,
preparing to do so, Amerine knew they'd object to this
outsider's newest push in demanding new quality
standards in the making and selling of fine varietal
wines. And they would resent, or at least find
ludicrous, his claim of knowing far better than they
about both making and selling wines, even though his
tiny operation differed almost totally from their
sizable ones. Generally considered the top producers
of high-quality wines, they weren't apt to react timidly
to MR's strong criticism or to his offer to be their
mentor, even leader, should they accede to the
demands he'd stated to Gomberg.


Another intention of MR's surely bothered Amerine
even more, as it was bound to stir up more trouble:
MR's announcement that he'd send his two letters out
to retailers on his list (he claimed about 200 of them)
and also to a few influential wine people. (MR would
have named Andre Simon and Alfred Knopf as two of
the latter.) All energized, he then talked excitedly of
his determination, if the winegrowers involved with
Gomberg's PWP turned down his quality control plan,
he'd have a lot more to say in an industry-damaging
way in interviews for the article he hoped to get
written and then published in a popular magazine, to
be read by many thousands of wine-buying and -
consuming Americans.


Amerine knew that winery proprietors wouldn't
like to have themselves and their wines presented in
the deleterious, even muckraking ways that MR
wanted if his ideas were blackballed by the PWP
group. They would need to defend their practices if
they didn't all subscribe to MR's master plan for
improving the quality and authenticity of the best-
rated California wines. It all had undeniably the look
of a blackmail threat.


And what was MR's overall "plan"? Using only
winegrape varieties considered "fine" and minimizing
any blending so that the wines would be as close as
possible to 100% pure; naming the geographic origins
of the grapes; adhering to "honest" labeling that
would reveal the proportion of the actual varietal
contents so that consumers would no longer be misled;
and operating a tough inspection system from
vineyard to cellar to bottles ready for the market,
which would impose stiff penalties for infractions.
These and other rules and restrictions would come
about by "self-imposing a strict quality control
system, to be designed and regulated by the winery
people themselves, as MR envisaged it. And if they
didn't start doing it themselves, the government
eventually would make them do it.


Whatever qualms Amerine may have expressed to
the Rays after reading the letters, his efforts would
have been ineffectual. MR's battle plan was already
set to go fast-forward. The Rays were in contact with


several writers who knew wine, and they'd also talked
with editors at a few magazines, notably Life. The
letters to Gomberg were being mimeographed, so
several hundred of them would soon go out to retailers
and people who bought Martin Ray wines and were
bound to be interested in what he had to say about the
whole quality situation, along with competition
coming from the shippers' wines.


Furthermore, Eleanor was already hard at work
doing the research and writing needed in producing an
essay to summarize for both prospective publishers
and writers the important background facts on the
history and present predicament of the state's wine
industry. It would emphasize the winegrowers'
perpetually recalcitrant and self-protective attitudes,
which amounted to ignorance that hurt them,
California's wine market, and wine consumers. So ER
now asked Maynard to help her by supplying some
strong statements made in the 1880s and '90s by
Professor Eugene W. Hilgard of the University of
California in Berkeley (then the only state university
campus). He had earned the bitter enmity of most
wine producers through his sustained public criticism
of their vineyard and winery practices as well as
marketing tactics.


The Rays must have expected that Maynard
Amerine would see the value of what they were doing.
They would have hoped, too, that he, now in his mid-
408, would gain sufficient courage and outspokenness
to become virtually the 20th century's Hilgard. After
all, he was positioned as the major wine expert on the
faculty at UC Davis, now the large university system's
center for both enological and viticultural research
and educational training. Here in the battle that MR
was mounting against the wine industry's premium
wine-producing Establishment a golden opportunity
was opening up for Amerine, as MR's comrade in
arms, to move into an effective quality control-
demanding position.


Amerine's obvious lack of approval that day for the
strategies that the Rays had expressed for dealing
with the Gomberg-PWP matter would have disap-
pointed them. But apart from that, the luncheon
ended on a note that was quite "gay" (an adjective
that both MR and ER frequently used in talk and
letters to describe a delightful occasion, a lively mood,
or some charmingly ebullient person—before it began
acquiring a different use and meaning altogether).
Amerine wrote the Rays soon afterwards: "Back safely
to Davis, a little late but whole. Thanks very much for
the nice luncheon—very relaxing after a week of
pushing...."


And then MA expressed his perplexity, if not
exactly downright disapproval, of what MR had been
doing, and doubtless would continue to do when
deliberately stirring up grievances with other winery
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owners. Apparently he was acquainted with the strong
and abiding ego need in MR, lurking behind the noble
QC cause, that propelled him to castigate, and to
"expose" as ignoramuses, cheaters, and liars, those
people whom he usually regarded as his bitter
adversaries. Almost certainly attacks on other
vintners' practices, if he persisted in them, were
bound to backfire disagreeably.


I am a little mystified at your campaign against the big
producers. I don't think their program will get off the
ground, and even if it does I don't think it will do any
good. And don't you think that they will soon see your
motive? Anyway I couldn't be less interested. These
things go in cycles and they will eventually see the error
of their ways, or the error of their ways will make it
financially unprofitable to continue. Furthermore, the
personalities directing the show have their motives too,
and they may have no relation to their programs!! And
even if you get the free advertising that you desire will
you like the mass of ill will that you will possibly create?
[5/1/55]
At the top of this letter ER wrote sometime later,


as if to pinpoint the first indication of what was yet to
come: "Quality Fight—Amerine's out of it."


The remainder of Maynard's note was chattier. He
also promised to send the Hilgard material to Eleanor,
if he could find it in his office.


Several days later, on May 3rd, MR did just as he
had announced he'd do, even if Amerine advised him
otherwise. His two letters to Gomberg had been
duplicated by ER's typing a master for mimeograph
duplication, so they had plenty of them to mail to the
retailers and others who'd take interest in their
contents. He wrote notes to the proprietors of the four
wineries, to be sent out with the letter copies.


Martin Ray had hoped, of course, to engage
Amerine's help in his calculated plan to persuade—or
force, if necessary—the membership of the upcoming
Premium Wine Producers group to impose quality
control regulations on themselves and each other. But
Maynard had balked at becoming involved. Yet by
doing what he did, even without Amerine's compli-
ance, MR would be putting his longtime friend in an
untenable position, since most winegrowers were
quite aware of their longtime, intimate association.
MA had been as staunch and verbal an advocate as
MR of quality standards in winegrowing and wine
marketing, in markedly different ways and places. But
he was earning his living, after all, as a wine
researcher and enologist in a state university
department that secured a sizable part of its operating
funds from the commercial winemaking business.
Therefore, he was expected to serve the interests of
the California wine industry, whether or not he
agreed with whatever its prominent practitioners
were doing.


Amerine, too, was increasingly under scrutiny and
stress because of his frequent work and reputation as
a wine-tasting guru. (It didn't help his peace of mind,
either, when periodically MR would report to him on
gatherings where people savagely attacked his skills as
a wine authority.) No wonder he could write
sympathetically about the internationally acclaimed
wine connoisseur, judge, and author, Alexis Lichine,
whom MR sometimes put down. Far better acquainted
than MR with the plight of a professional wine arbiter,
Maynard asked him,


How would you like to go to all of those dinners always
smiling, always posing as the world's great wine expert,
and always "acting"? It must get tiresome and Lichine is
now on his 2 or 3rd ulcer. There is a limit to how many
of those you can have! Quiet and simplicity is my motto.
[3/1/55]
To Amerine—for he often declared to the Rays that


achieving simplicity in life was his primary desire—it
seemed wrong and futile for Martin to expend such
time and deplete his energy on this latest quixotic
venture. This Wine Quality Fight of his doubtless
would end in defeat and more aggravation. Surely
Martin would be far better off just quietly growing
healthy winegrapes and making superb wines on his
Mt. Eden mountaintop, and only now and then going
off on selling trips or spending time with a few close
friends.


[To be continued in the January 2007 issue]
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Vinaceous Correspondents:
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


The Third Article in a Series (continued)
by Barbara Marinacci


[This is the third segment of an article within the continuing series based primarily on the writings of California's "legendary" vintner
Martin Ray (1904-1976). For 40 years he zealously promoted the cause of wine quality, particularly in the forms of planting more fine
winegrape varieties, producing unblended varietal wines, and assuring their honest labeling. Author Barbara Marinacci, the
stepdaughter of Martin Ray, prepared the Martin and Eleanor Ray Papers for permanent storage in Special Collections, UC Davis
Shields Library. Comments about Amerine in Martin Ray's letters to Julian Street quoted herein, as well as about other principal
figures in California's wine industry in the early 1940s, are reprinted with the kind permission of the Manuscript Division,
Department of Rare Books and Special Collections, Princeton University Library.]


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE: 1937-1976
-3-


y 1938, U. C. Davis's primary
enologist was becoming acknowl-
edged as an expert wine connois-
seur and wine judge. Maynard
Amerine's growing reputation re-
sulted from his diligent deter-
mination, since the time of his
1935 appointment to the teaching


faculty and research staff of the Division of Viti-
culture, to learn as much as he possibly could about
wine in its many manifestations: past and present
winegrowing practices in different regions of the
world, research findings that might improve
winemaking technology, and rational methods of
sensory evaluation of many types of wines. He was
ambitious in both his career objectives and a larger
aim to push California into demonstrating its
potential for producing excellent wines.


Amerine also understood the newly revived
California (and American) wine industry's need to
start and support educational efforts that would
enhance wine marketing. Andre Simon's launching in
the mid-1930s of the international network of Wine
and Food Societies inspired a receptive small com-
munity of wine lovers in the San Francisco Bay area.
One of Amerine's early moves in gaining knowledge of
wines was to join up. He also managed to become a
member of the highbrow Bohemian Club, and
hobnobbed with oenophilic physicians in the Society
of Medical Friends of Wine, San Francisco. In fact,
Amerine himself was responsible for getting the latter
organization started. He brought the idea back from
his 1937 trip to France, where he had learned about
just such a group. He passed the concept on to Leon
Adams, the Wine Institute's public relations man, who
soon put it into action with a core of doctors already
belonging to the Wine & Food Society. (The Society of
Medical Friends of Wine recently celebrated its 65th


anniversary.) These associations' sophisticates—
older, wealthier, and far better acquainted than he at


first with fine wines (which most had managed to
acquire, store, share, and drink during the 13 years of
Prohibition)— were happy enough to take the budding
young professor under their wings. Within several
years Ainerine knew more, and tasted more skillfully,
than most of his mentors. Still, he was usually
diplomatic and circumspect about it all; a full aplomb
could come later on, in good time.


[2nd]
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Deftly, Amerine had insinuated himself into
positions of choosing wines for special events, partly
because he was willing to spend time and effort doing
investigative tastings. His admiration for wines now
being made by his friend Martin Ray, proprietor of the
Paul Masson Champagne Co., at times influenced his
wine choices, since he totally endorsed MR's determi-
nation to produce pure varietals vintaged from the
finest French grapes.


For instance, members of the Wine and Food
Society of San Francisco received a letter in late
summer of 1938 from its Honorary Secretary, Harold
H. Price, announcing a banquet to be given on
Thursday, October 27th, at the "beautiful and
commodious quarters of the Stock Exchange Club, 155
Sansome Street, well known for the quality of its
cooking." The letter ended with an assurance that
"The menu has been the product of much thought and
discussion and will fulfill our high standard of
perfection." (Note that a benevolent invitation was
extended to members' spouses and significant female
others: "Ladies may attend.") The letter's third and
fourth paragraphs described the wine list for the
occasion:


The selection of the wines has been placed in the capable
hands of Dr. M. A. Amerine. There will be provided the
exceptional opportunity of drinking delightful California
wines twenty-five years and more of age and perfectly
sound. There are few such wines in existence, and they
are beyond price.
As a surprise, a relatively recent California wine will be
presented, which the undersigned considers the finest
California wine that he has ever tasted, and which is a
refutation to those who believe that California is
incapable of producing a wine of superb quality and
breed. [The wine selected was the Paul Masson Cabernet
Sauvignon 1936.]
Obviously, Dr. Amerine had already persuaded


Harold Price that Martin Ray was the winemaker
whose new wines were demonstrating, above all
others, California's potential for world-class wine-
making— renewing that bright promise shown in the
decades before Prohibition.


The Quest for Quality


By 1940 Amerine had already written several
articles on wine tasting that would begin estab-
lishing a more scientific basis for judging wine


quality and defining special characteristics in wines,
based partly on the demanding and complex wine
research that he and Dr. Winkler had begun in 1935.
And as a co-author with several other enologists,
viticulturists, and oenophiles he was publishing a
series of monographs about different types of wine.


Undoubtedly when together, MR and MA often
discussed technical issues related to winemaking,


when MR's own opinions and conjectures about cellar
phenomena probably intrigued and sometimes amused
his wine-scientist friend. Unlike his winemaker friend,
Amerine couldn't really afford to express an adamant
disdain for the many winemakers who used meta-
bisulphite and hot-room tactics to sterilize and
pasteurize wines to prevent them from going bad, and
to clarify with chemicals and fine-filtering to make
them suitable for fast turnover in commercial release.


This passage in an MR letter to Julian Street surely
reflects the sort of talks he often had with Amerine.


No, it is not necessary to fine, filter or otherwise clarify
a wine if it is of a good year and care is taken with the
vines, grapes, picking, crushing and care of the wine. My
experience shows that our wines are so well balanced
they will and do become crystal clear for a few days in
January or February, but not every wine or every
year—most of them, 3A the whites. Then, one of those
few days, we rack the wine off its lees and dead yeast
cells. Soon the few remaining yeasts in the wine start to
work and the wine hazes-up very slightly as it works
through Spring and Summer, those yeast feeding on the
little remaining sugar and struggling against the alcohol.
But it is a losing game for those yeasts and after a couple
seasons of it, they give up, drop out of suspension for the
last time and the wine may be racked clear of them and
it remains completely clear. It may be bottled in the third
or fourth year, after two, three or four Christmases. But
sometimes it is longer. I have some 1936 wine I will not
bottle until January next. A storm side, especially a
north wind, will make the wine haze-up, too. Most people
tell you this is untrue but they just don't know about
wines. If their wine has been killed it cannot be
expectfed] to act like it is alive. [MR disapproved of all
"treated" wines, which deliberately eliminated minute
living organisms.] Atmospheric pressure seems to affect
the wine and I would not be surprised if the moon does
although I may go too far there, I haven't proved it. I do
know the wines while yet a year or two old are very
easily disturbed and something does change them from
month to month. Storms, winds and temperature I know
effects [sic] them. There is not more than a very few days
in the first January or February of a wine's life that it is
completely clear.
MR then ends his long monologue to tell of the UC


Davis enologist's sometimes amused reactions to such
assertions and speculations.


Amerine laughs at some of my declarations, too. But he
has a cellar controlled by artificial means. His tempera-
ture, atmospheric pressure, does not change naturally.
But in general he sees with me, I think. [6/15/40]
Though based on observations and perhaps touched


a bit by an almost mystical affinity for winemaking,
MR's opinions weren't products of the painstaking
scientific research being conducted at UC Davis. (It
must be remembered, too, that little was known then
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about crucial microbial activities, such as malolactic
fermentation, that came after the early, post-harvest
fermentation to alter wines as they aged.)


Much as Amerine at that time, and for some years
afterward, respected the elemental purity of MR's
approach to vintaging grapes into wine, and admired
many of the results he got by using it, he would need
to view this mostly past-entrenched, almost primitive
methodology as restrictive and impractical when
applied to truly commercial—that is, frankly profit-
seeking—winemaking. After all, MA was employed by
the University of California's College of Agriculture
and its Division of Viticulture for two main reasons: to
educate a new generation of young winemakers in the
best, most practicable, and cost-effective methods of
producing wine as a principal product of the state; and
to conduct research into all processes of winemaking,
from testing the vinous properties of a multitude of
grape varieties to studying the complex stages of
fermentation (and what could go wrong during them,
and why) to determining the proper aging, bottling,
and labeling of wines.


Amerine in the late 1930s and early 1940s saw few
opportunities open up for his handful of enology
students. But that would change, and then the
University system increasingly would rely upon the
California wine industry's most prosperous wineries
to supply funds to help defray the costs of training
professionals to work at their facilities, and to
underwrite innumerable specific research projects
that someday might well benefit their grape-growing
and wine-producing and -selling abilities.


So Maynard Amerine needed to be highly politic to
enable him to move adroitly through several very
different realms. Primarily there was the academic
one, and there he basically earned his living;
corresponded and met with European enologists,
whose investigative work hadn't been halted by
Prohibition's stultifying 13-year hiatus; conducted his
own wine research while initiating and supervising
the work of others; and wrote papers and books that
explicated wine technology. Then there was the
aesthetic realm in which Amerine had already become
a widely acknowledged judge of wines, and he could
also educate lay people, in person and through popular
writings, in the niceties of wine tasting. Finally,
Amerine played an outreach role whereby he
interacted frequently with winery proprietors and
winemakers, conducting applied research projects
while trying to persuade them to increase the planting
and vintaging of fine winegrapes—always with the
goal of improving wine quality.


He has a very good attitude toward making wines as they
must be made to be fine. In fact, he has little interest, I
believe, in the factory type wines. He is the only one out
here, unless it be some of his friends at the University,


that really takes prides in natural methods. But he has
more theoretical knowledge and it naturally makes him
think differently at times than I think. This is good, too,
for after all he is a teacher and he must deal with theory.
But he is about as close to the soil as he could be. He has
close touch with all the producers, knows all the
vineyards. [7/4/401


Martin Ray Takes on the Wine Industry


Amerine's ardent quality-promoting advocacy had
led to his forming a close personal friendship
with the activist outsider Martin Ray, despite


their personality, temperament, and lifestyle differ-
ences. They mostly traveled in very different social
circles and working environments. What bound them
most closely was their passion for wine and a
wholehearted agreement on the changes most needed
to achieve quality in the benighted wine industry:
planting far more fine-varietal grapevines; not blend-
ing the wines made from them with those made from
lesser, much more abundant varieties; then labeling
and marketing all superior-class wines honestly so
that the winegrape varieties and regional origins
would be given, along with the year of vintaging; and
introducing self-regulatory measures in the industry
that the government could help to enforce.


Even when operating Paul Masson in the late 1930s
and early 1940s, MR didn't pay much attention to the
latest findings in wine research, though he must have
lieard a number of things from Amerine that
pertained to recent technical innovations in winery
^paraphernalia and lab work or vineyard-tending
t^qtics and machinery. But MR was a fundamentalist;
he \ubscribed to what he called the "classical
methods," which tended to use traditional equipment
appropriate for small-scale vintaging, fermentation,
and aging, and to eschew practices that sped up the
natural and slow progression of a particular vintage's
development toward marketable quality (which even
then might require further years in wine collectors'
cellars).


In his decided liking for hands-on work in both
vineyard and cellar, and later (after 1941) the
economic necessity to do as much of this himself as
possible, MR had little time for perusing research
reports. Furthermore, he resisted making any changes
in his methods once he had achieved, through
deliberate experimentation, results that thoroughly
satisfied him. He also believed that much of what went
on in viticultural and enological research didn't apply
to his fine quality-focused winemaking, since it was
done largely to benefit large-scale vineyard operations
and wineries that mass-produced their wines—
because the funds that supported such investigations
largely came from the big commercial companies.


Almost from the start of his tenure at Paul Masson
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in 1936, MR became a contentious critic of the wine
industry's status quo. Making insulting remarks
about other wineries and their wines, he wasn't at all
concerned that what he'd said would create enemies
or exacerbate his reputation as a curmudgeon; in fact,
at times he actually seemed to glory in doing so.


Privately, Amerine clearly agreed with some or
many of MR's strong opinions, and at times con-
tributed backup evidence to sustain them, along with
sheer gossip. It's evident that he supplied adverse
information about other wineries and vintners'
practices and results. For instance, here's an excerpt
from a letter from MR to Julian Street containing one
of his typical diatribes about another winery.


Why, Dr. Amerine and Dr. Winkler of the U of C shake
their heads over Wente's wine, even Frank Schoonmaker
suggests to Wente how to make their wines and even has
now made certain definite conditions to which his
purchases from them are subject. They simply don't have
any top grade natural wines. But they can be bought
cheap. They have hundreds of acres and are a
commercial business making the best wines in their
valley [Livermore], that is all, nothing more. One of
these days, someone will show what can be done with
their grapes and then their wines and the wines of that
whole valley will be classified for what they are. [8/24/40]
MR must have frequently sent Amerine tasting


reports after trying out wines made by his
competitors, which he did often with his head vintner,
Oliver Goulet. Fortuitously, this one letter— again the
Wente winery took a hit—survives because he sent a
carbon copy to Julian Street; thus it got preserved
among the Street Papers at Princeton Library.
Otherwise it would have been destroyed in the Masson
winery fire of July 1941, and it's doubtful Amerine
preserved the original.


Dear Amerine,
Today Goulet and I tasted Wente Bros.' Pinot blanc 1937
which Frank had told me was a very good wine. I had
expected that they might "have something" in it as
Besone wrote that it is being sold at a premium price as
something very fine. (Is it $18 per case?) But as we
poured it into the glasses I told Goulet it would either be
just like all the rest of their wines, else it would be a
pleasant and interesting experience.
Well, it was just like all the rest, sulphur, no total, not
varietal, not a natural wine and tasting like it had been
cooked. And it was sweet, that is, high in reducing sugar,
suggesting SO2, pasteurization, filtering. We could detect
no trace of Pinot in it and it was a great disappointment
to us. Looking at the wine in the bottle, before it was
opened, we rather expected a natural wine as it was very
dirty and we thought, "they have made a natural wine
which wouldn't clear up and they bottled it anyway."
Afterward, we thought it had probably gone into the
bottle clear but failed to hold.


Now, what I want to know is, have they any Pinot Blanc.
I want to know because I would like to know if it is
possible for a Pinot to be so made and treated as to lose
all traces of its varietal characteristics. I always found
Wente's wines uniformly high in sulphur and that
artificial cooked taste, regardless of label, and I suppose
it is possible all varietal characteristics are lost in their
treatment. But since they sell this as their "best" I
expected more. I am, even so, very anxious to know if
they actually have the grapes, so let me know. [12/12/40]


"It is pure folly."


MR's letters to Street often express a vehemence
he must have spouted at times in Amerine's
company. He especially got worked up, it


seems, after his East Coast correspondent, friend, and
wine authority had just written something favorable
about other California wineries that were building
good reputations back East—at least among wine
distributors like Bellow, with whom Julian was
affiliated. It's likely that a lot of MR's information
actually came from Maynard Amerine, who knew the
wineries, the vineyards, and the wines better than
anyone around—though of course he wouldn't have
carried on in this churlish manner.


I am becoming impatient with the ignorance and fraud
of producers. After all, it doesn't require a lifetime to
identify the varieties of the vines growing in a single
vineyard, and when they deliberately refuse identifica-
tions of experts or themselves rename their grapes to
comply with trade advantages, it is time that innocent
bystanders seek refuse from what is sure to ultimately
ensue.
With the good of the industry at heart, I have been more
"general" than specific, in discussing these things with
you at times in the past but now I must tell you my
opinion, just as herein above expressed. You have often
wondered why, in California, the great varieties do not
appear to produce wines true to varietal character, as
suggested by wines claimed to have been made from such
varieties. The answer is, they are not made from such
varieties.
Inglenook's so-called Pinot Noir is not Pinot Noir. It is
what was named by a certain leader in viticultural
circles, "Pinot St. George." From that, they came to call
it "Pinot Noir." It hasn't the slightest resemblance to the
Pinot Noir, nor is it in any way related. Naturally, the
wine doesn't taste like Pinot Noir. This is the grape
scattered all over the northern part of the state and
called by ignorant or fraudulent producers, Pinot Noir.
Inglenook's so-called "Pinot Loire" is in fact the Chenin
Blanc and two years ago they called it that. It is in no
sense related to the Pinot Chardonnay and does not
resemble it in any way. Beauleau [sic] have this same
grape, also calling it "Pinot Loire." Both have been told
by experts, it is no Pinot. The Chenin blanc is grown in
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the Loire River Valley, Anjou. It has sometimes been
called, "The pineau of the Loire," never a Pinot. Our
little friend, Chellicheff [sic, meaning Andre Tchelist-
cheff] told one of the viticultural authorities only
recently, "Oh well, we call it Pinot Loire." Chenin blanc
is the Vouvry [sic] grape. It doesn't belong in the Pinot
family
Do you suppose anyone up there knows the difference or
even, which, if any of the varieties, they have? I can tell
you the answer to what they have is in their wines. I can
also tell you upon authority, they do not have the true
Gamay Beaujolais and it is impossible ever to make, from
what they have, a Gamay wine. The character of a great,
or lesser but distinguished, variety is always to be found
in its natural unblended wine. To hell with all their
claims! Look to the wine. Whether good or bad, the
answer to whether or not they have the varieties is in
their wine. I have the added advantage of being able to
look also at their vines.


N A P A V A L L E Y
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And Inglenook's "Johannisberger Riesling" is not
Johannisberger Riesling. What I am telling you should
lead you to the unavoidable conclusion that Inglenook is
not the vineyard you are trying to believe it is. From it
can come excellent wines, their quality varying with the
ability of their wine-maker but always limited by their
varieties and their soil and climatic conditions. If you will
accept their limitation, you will be happier with Bellow's
selection. After all, it is just what they need. Why must
they covet the leadership in the commercial bottle-wine
business and at the same time endeavor to ride in on our
wagon [Paul Masson's reputation for pure, high-quality
varietals] to an associate-position in which they enjoy
none of the necessary requirements or even under-
standing? It is pure folly. If I were you, I'd get Mr.
Wildman to employ Dr. Winkler or Dr. Olmo at the
University of California to identify all Inglenook grapes
for Bellows because otherwise they are going to look
mighty foolish. More interest is being shown in varieties
now and people find out in time. But you can always play


safe by relying on the wine. That is the only true test.
Even vines growing in the field do not insure their being
in the wine named after them.
I have already told you about the Cabernet grown out
here. "Cabernet" is like saying "Claret" or "Burgundy."
It isn't enough by which to identify a wine or grape.
What Cabernet? Cabernet franc or Cabernet-Sauvignon?
In California, it is likely to be the "Cabernet Pfeffer,"
which is not Cabernet at all—it is a grape so named by
Mr. Pfeffer, upon whose acres I used to play when a
youngster and which were later acquired by the late
Fremont Older, a great man. Remember him? If not
Pfeffer's Cabernet, it is in California probably Cabernet
franc. I have yet to see in California a pure Cabernet-
Sauvignon wine outside our own and every so-called
Cabernet-Sauvignon vineyard I have yet visited has been
one of these other varieties or all mixed up. There aren't
many who can tell the difference. [10/17/40]


These pointed attacks by MR on other wineries'
winegrape plantings and varietal wines would con-
tinue in the years to come, both verbally and in
letters, then eventually in print. As word of such
things got around, they were bound to infuriate the
people thus targeted for criticism and scorn. Yet
surely there was some truth in various statements he
made. MR himself didn't travel around much to
inspect other people's vineyards, but he spent time
with the three UC Davis scientists who frequently did:
Maynard Amerine, of course, but also Albert Winkler
and Harold Olmo. They kept statistics on the varieties
grown in specific locations throughout the state—and
noted the pitiful acreage accorded to the grapes
needed for making fine wines. Thus, whenever MR
made forceful pronouncements about somebody else's
misidentified grape varieties during his Masson years
(and afterwards), whether as vines growing in a
vineyard or as an erroneously labeled varietal wine, he
often had an expert's expressed opinion backing him
up. His University sources, though, wouldn't ever care
to admit that they had given him information to use
as ammunition against some winery or vintner's
reputation. Over time, they would learn to be more
cautious in supplying him with information they had
accumulated from observations in vineyards and wine
tasting experiences.


It can also be said, though, that MR himself had an
exceptionally sharp eye for details in grapevines and
an excellent memory, which gave him the ability to
differentiate among them. (At the time, little attention
was being given to clones, the varieties' variants.)
Therefore he knew most varieties when he saw them
in the field. Furthermore, he maintained when writing
to Street that his experience with tasting fine
European vintages (and therefore his ability to detect
the presence of particular varietals) was far wider and
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deeper than that of all other California vintners of the
time. Therefore, he felt he could readily dismiss the
likes of John Daniel at Inglenook, Georges de Latour
at Beaulieu, Louis M. Martini, and the Wente
brothers.


Martin Ray, unlike many winery proprietors and
winemakers of his time or all time, just wasn't a
joiner. He didn't really wish to mingle with his peers.
He mostly stayed close to home, entertaining a wide
yariety of guests before or after busying himself in his
own vineyards and wine cellars. He really expected
people to come to him, not vice versa, and though he
could be a convivial host, sometimes his tolerance
level for sociability would suddenly be exceeded, and
he'd explode like fireworks. The choicest documenta-
tion of MR's behavior toward a visitor who roused his
ire can be found in his long report to Julian Street of
a turbulent encounter that took place some months
earlier, either in late 1939 or early 1940, with Andre
Tchelistcheff. Street must have been delighted with
this telling, for at the top of the first page he wrote
"Martin Ray = Bully letter" and in the left margin,
"Swell!-the visit of Tchelistcheff." (Street had been a
friend of Theodore Roosevelt's, and from him must
have picked up that expression.)


Witness to a Wine Squabble


Maynard Amerine probably realized early on
that maintaining a friendship with Martin
Ray would be much like riding a roller coaster.


There could be few if any dull moments when in his
proximity. MR often mentioned in letters to Street
that the Davis enologist had come with someone else,
to meet him and then look around the immaculate,
well-organized Masson cellars. Such occasions usually
went well ... but decidedly not when he had the idea
of bringing Andre Tchelistcheff to Masson, thus
precipitating a fantastic contretemps between these
two now-legendary winemakers, both of whom were
still in their 30s.


The Russian-born, French-trained agronomist and
wine chemist had been invited to the U.S. in 1938 by
Georges de Latour to become the new winemaker at
Beaulieu Vineyards. Present too for the occasion, no
doubt to make the Russian expatriate feel more at
home, was Prince Vasili Romanov, a member of the
exiled Czarist nobility, who was the sales rep for Paul
Masson Winery in the San Francisco area as well as a
minor shareholder.


Julian Street, who had already heard about
Tchelistcheff, apparently asked MR about him and got
this reply. MR's entire account of his meeting with
"Chellycheff' appears here in its entirety.


The story is, that fellow came down here one day to visit.
Dr. Amerine and Prince Vasili were here. Amerine
brought him. I haven't his name here for spelling but


you call it Chellycheff, so that's how I'll spell it here.
Chellycheff is a wine chemist and a wine maker. He came
from France to Beaulieu, is a Russian, has lived in
France and is supposed to have worked in important
cellars there in important capacities—you know that sort
of thing! Well, I rather believe he wanted a job with me
and thought he would get it by demonstrating how much
he knew. This he undertook by means of attack, as you
shall presently see. But whatever his objective may have
been, Vasili had been telling me in advance of this visit
that I should get Chellycheff for our cellars. A brilliant
fellow, a fine chap, and all that. Amerine had spoken to
me about him, too. So, when he arrived by appointment,
with Vasili and Amerine on hand, we visited the cellars
with Goulet who as you know was formerly a Jesuit
Brother but does not pride himself on a formal education
beyond possibly a few years in high school. Goulet is a
practical chemist, trained by the Chemistry department
of the (Jesuit) University of Santa Clara, respecting
chemistry for what it is worth in wine making but no
more. We believe chemistry has no place in wine making
beyond the fact a knowledge of it permits one to better
understand wine making, and when something goes
wrong with a wine, chemistry may prevent its loss. But
chemistry can never make that wine a fine wine again,
nor can chemistry do anything to a potentially great wine
other than make it less great. Or, so we feel. When all
goes well and when everything is done as it should be
done, there simply isn't any need for chemistry. Anyway,
you will understand, there exists a feeling on Goulet's
part and on my part, that anyone who prides himself on
being a wine chemist, is no wine maker but a doctor of
sick wines. With this feeling, with the build-up Chelly-
cheff had had, we went into the cellar to taste wines.
Chellycheff asked if he might be completely frank, in his
discussion of our wines. He had,, coming up the hill,
asked Amerine if he (Amerine) thought it would be all
right for him to speak right out to me about the wines as
he found them, about cellar practices, wines in general.
Amerine told him he thought it would be expected of
him. Vasili also was asked, and he gave his assurance. So,
the fellow had himself all set. And I rather believe he had
actually mapped out a campaign to sell himself. I per-
mitted him to see and taste all he wanted of the wines in
wood and this took up all of the morning, as I recall. He
is very sharp and thinks as fast as lightning, but some
things he is utterly blind to. So it is with the finer
qualities in wines. I doubt if it is lack of experience,
although it may be. I think he is simply blind to the finer
qualities in wines.
But the communication was good, he knows how to talk
a great deal without either saying much or disclosing
much of what he thinks. Looking back to that day, I
rather think he was just getting ready, learning to know
his man. For, he found the wines very nice, very clean,
very pleasant, exceptionally pleasant, yes, even
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exceptionally fine. He was interested to know about the
alcohol content, at what temperatures they were
fermented, the total acid, the pH and all that you can
imagine he might want to ask of. I was a bit puzzled with
him as yet because he hadn't said one thing in the whole
morning to tell me if he knew anything, was able to judge
the wines or if he was even enjoying himself. The only
thing I then felt instinctively was that he felt this was an
event for me or at least wanted me to feel so. I tried to
draw him out on a couple of wines but he wouldn't go
into them. He was cagey. Then we took some bottles of
Champagne and went into the house. And that was the
time for him to do his stuff.
We tasted the bottles as the excitement of the ensuing
explosions of conversation wore off, but for all practical
purposes, the tasting that day was concluded in the
cellars. As the bottles were carried to the house, I had
another conversation to make before joining Chellycheff
and Vasili at the house, for Amerine and I had something
to go into. So Vasili and Chellycheff were alone in the
house for half hour or maybe an hour. Then we joined
them. And Chellycheff said, "Mr. Ray, may I be very
honest and frank with you and tell you what I think of
your wines?" I told him he might say whatever he liked.
So he said, "Mr. Ray, I am very sorry, very sorry to have
to say this, but I find that your new wines are very fine
wines but that you do not know how to make the most of
them and that you do not know how to take proper care
of them, that in the wood I find them very good but by
the time they get into the bottle they have lost their
quality." He kept on telling me with his hands and his
voice, how sorry he was, to have to tell me this, and for
a little man, I never heard a stronger, louder or more
penetrating voice, as he became more sorry. He beat on
his chest and put his face up under mine and thrust his
whole personality at me in a most amazing way. I sensed,
at once, this was no ordinary conversation but I could
not tell what it was directed at or how it could be as
important as I sensed it to be. So I told him I could not
understand what he meant and I drew him out. He took
a bottle of my still wine and told me it was not clear, that
wine could not be sold if it was not clear. I told him that
particular bottle was a Still Champagne, that it had
undergone a certain amount of secondary fermentation
after being bottled in its first spring. But he didn't
understand, and I doubt if the fellow had ever tasted a
bottle of Still Champagne. It was merely taken from the
cellar for tasting, anyway. I told him it would be clarified
in time if it needed it. Then he got onto the taste of my
bottle wines, said that they were all flat, had lost all their
real character, some place along the line. I was still very
meek. But as he developed confidence, seeing me take it,
he let out. Then all of a sudden I lit on him in a manner
that he may not soon forget. I had to shout him down
and it was as close to being physical violence as it could
be while remaining entirely conversational. I told him


what I thought. I told him of all the Russians,
Frenchmen, Germans, Italians, Japanese and others that
had in the past 80 or 90 years come to California to make
great wines. I told him that some had settled down on
the land and produced grapes and learned to become
growers with varying degrees of success, as wine makers.
Then I told him of those others, who never learned
anything about the land, the vines, the practical and
essential back-ground to successful wine making—those
fellows who came filled with theory, chemists like
himself, who had grand ideas for doing great things, but
who did not last. I called to his attention that no chemist
had yet made a fine wine, that all the theories they
studied and put into practice were but theories after all,
tried and possibly proven in making ordinary wines, but
having no place at all in the making of fine wines. I asked
him what had happened to all these chaps like himself
who came in an endless stream from the colleges and
chemistry laboratories to tell growers how to make wine.
None have remained. In no single cellar in California
does a chemist direct the operations with a record of
more than a year or two. I told him of examples, of what
they had done with their damned fancy ideas. And I told
him he didn't know anything about making fine wines,
that he was unable to judge them.
You can see, it was a queer thing. He utterly jumped
upon me. And I turned and jumped upon him. There was
no basis for it at all, except that we had directly opposite
ideas, neither would or could accept the ideas of the
other. He was making a play, had to see it through. I had
Amerine and Vasili here and my own honor to defend.
Besides, I had come to dislike the fellow and had to have
a bit of his flesh. The very idea, I thought. The whole
thing was artificial and planned. I can sit down and talk
about anything with anyone who will be honorable and
considerate, but this sort of thing I had never seen
before.
These things said were in shouts, all mixed up, first one
talking, then the other. We were both talking most of the
time. My voice became louder even than his and there
was profanity like you never heard in such a wrangle.
There were many things he had said that I had saved up
to crash on his head and I find I can no longer remember
much about the actual fight. But Mrs. Ray was upstairs
and she thought there was hell downstairs and couldn't
understand what it was all about. In the end, he became
silent, almost brooded. He seemed to me to be unable to
understand what had happened, so badly had he
blundered. And through about three hours of this Vasili
paced up and down, never said a word, Amerine sat at
the table too shocked to put in a word until it had just
about spent itself. As the visit ended Mr. Chellycheff was
still so sorry, now that he had perhaps offended me. I
told him he had not offended me at all but that by God
he had better not come down here and tell me that I
didn't know how to make or care for wines and that he
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did. I told him that he had been at Beaulieu less than
two years, had never made one wine fit to drink. I told
him I had tasted them and found them all a doctored,
unnatural, overworked bunch of stuff and that until he
had made one natural, undoctored and good sound wine,
he could not raise his voice to me. I invited him to return
when he could bring one such wine with him but not
before. And he was more dazed than ever. The poor
fellow thought he had been taken advantage of, perhaps.
He admitted he had no unsulphured white wines, that he
had not as yet made the wines he expected to make. I
then admitted I was but getting started myself but called
to his attention, we are working in different directions.
If I'd let Chellycheff get away with the conversation he
undertook, it would have been all over the state, what
had happened and that what Chellycheff said is true.
Things are like that here in California. What people say
becomes truth among winemakers and the wine crowd
simply because they are unable to tell themselves and
they are always ready to take up [that] which some new
chap says if he has a fancy background. A year later, they
accept just as readily that the fellow was a phony. But to
date, Chellycheff has impressed a lot of people with his
knowledge and ability, and he is getting bold. Now, he
knows his place here and he knows I know he doesn't
know much, certainly nothing about winemaking as we
carry it on. He would be all right if he would accept the
fact he is in a commercial plant making commercial
wines. But he won't. He thinks he is working in the
correct direction to make the very finest wines and he
even thinks he will make them in this manner. Wherever
he worked in France, it was clearly a commercial
establishment, for he is completely ignorant of the better
wines. Why, he even thinks a deposit in a red wine
makes it a poor wine. He shouted at me that my Pinot
Noir and Cabernet have small deposits in them and he
couldn't understand how I could call them good wines
under such conditions. So you have the fellow. He is an
interesting little man (he is very short) but not as
interesting as all this writing would indicate. I have
overdone the story, so will say no more about it. It was a
case of a man getting into a place where he didn't belong
and of having made a blunder of selling himself. Vasili
now sends word to me Chellycheff may shortly lose his
job at Beaulieu, as the old man is dead and he has seen
the handwriting on the wall. [7/3/40]
MR later maintained (as recounted in Eleanor


Ray's Vineyards in the Sky) that this heated verbal
argument at the Masson premises, which nearly got
into shoving and fisticuffs, took place over a bottle of
putative Pinot Blanc (Vrai) brought that day by
Tchelistcheff. When tasting it, MR declared that it
was not Pinot Blanc at all—thereby infuriating
Tchelistcheff, who said that the grapevine cuttings
had come from Paul Masson's own vineyard, given by
the Frenchman to his friend Georges de Latour.


According to that version, after the violent altercation
MR himself later went up to Beaulieu to identify the
grapevines, and determined that they were the
inferior Aligote, not Pinot Blanc.


But MR's letter to Street given here surely gives
the correct story. He also sent him copies of subse-
quent correspondence between Tchelistcheff and
Goulet (although it's evident that MR in fact was the
letter writer), which contribute in part to the last part
of MR's story, which adds an intriguing follow-up to
the winemakers' battle. This passage indicates that
the conflict in the tale MR later told actually relates to
a second incident—over a here-unnamed "dry white"
that caused yet another dispute between the two
volatile men. It also indicates how MR often used his
head vintner, Oliver Goulet, as his mouthpiece, go-
between, and factotum.


Goulet visited him, months later. Chellycheff showed
with pride his new pasteurizing system. They tasted his
wines (some of them). Goulet asked for their best
Cabernet and dry white, samples to bring to me and
there was a promise I would let Chellycheff know
through Goulet what I thought of these wines Goulet
brought home. In a little while, Goulet wrote my opinion,
which is enclosed herewith. Then came the reply which
brought on this letter of Goulet's to Chellycheff. You will
recognize, possibly, I write the letters for Goulet, as
Goulet is not much on letter writing himself and I am
foolish enough to say what I want to say. Usually Goulet
and I talk the thing over together as I dictate the letter,
if it is for him. In this way I write for him but he is a part
of it, which is better than my trying to do the thing for
him. I wouldn't permit myself to get into a letter writing
bout with the fellow Chellycheff. [7/3/40]
It's unfortunate that the carbon copies of MR's two


"Goulet" letters to Tchelistcheff, and the original of
the latter's intermediate letter conveying his incensed
reaction, all obviously sent on loan to Street for his
interest and then returned to MR, are no longer (it
appears) extant. Doubtless they were consumed in the
Masson winery fire. But is it faintly possible these
three letters—two of them the originals—are all
hidden away deeply somewhere in Beaulieu's archives,
someday to be unearthed?


During Martin Ray's lifetime Tchelistcheff was
surely the best known and widely respected California
winemaker. His influential work also continued on for
two decades after MR's demise. Though both were
intensely interested in perfecting wine, as well as
genuine lovers of hands-on vineyard care, the ways in
which they dealt over the years with other people in
the wine industry were wholly different. Each man
had strong opinions and a hot temper. However,
Tchelistcheff could get along with most people, and
even compromise, in order to get the work done. He
was also more patient in his expectation that the
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necessary improvements in American winemaking
would ultimately take place, partly through his
encouragement and help. Moreover, unlike MR, he
never owned a winery or vineyards; he was either an
employee or a consultant, and even when opportuni-
ties to operate his own winery in a partnership were
proffered, he declined them. Tchelistcheff worked for
three decades for a sizable commercial winery, pro-
ducing many thousands of cases of wine a year. In
contrast, MR from the start owned both vineyards and
winery.


Obviously he wasn't looking to make friends among
his winery-owning peers. Amerine, though, for a
number of sensible reasons, wished to establish and
retain cordial relations with winegrowers, so naturally
he didn't wish to infuriate and alienate them. He may
have been mostly unaware of MR's inclination to turn
information given him into ammunition in his attacks
upon the legitimacy of fellow winemakers' honesty
and honor.


As would become increasingly evident as the years
went by, MR's deliberate isolation from the wine
industry's mainstream, technically and socially,
prevented him from exchanging useful information
and ideas. This was coupled with a decidedly arrogant
attitude toward the results (i.e., wines) of most other
California (and American) winemakers' aims and
efforts. At base, there was a savage competitiveness in
him: an egoistic need to feel that no one could possibly
achieve what he had achieved, and would continue to
achieve—despite his clarion call for others to join his
fight for wine quality and fine varietals. MR's inability
to recognize and laud achievements by others in-
evitably led to semi-publicly expressed verbal attacks
on them through self-generated publications distrib-
uted far and wide. His negative attitudes, along with
information and opinions, were based on his wine
industry experiences in the Repeal, WWII, and post-
war periods; eventually becoming badly dated, they
contributed to his irrelevance and obsolescence as a
vintner by the time the Wine Revolution had begun
transforming the landscape, better wineries, and
consumer interests. •


— The next two sections of this article about Martin Ray's
friendship with Maynard Amerine will cover the remaining years of
their relationship, which was closest in the 10-year period following
Amerine's return to UC Davis from WWII military service. A house
fire in 1951 consumed MR's collection of letters from MA, and MA
at some point destroyed the letters he had received from MR over
the years. Fortunately, though, plenty of epistolary evidence of
their connection was kept by Eleanor Ray after marrying MR; she
herself adored Amerine. The Rays' correspondence with MA during
the first half of the 1950s reveals how MR began envisaging how to
expand his winemaking enterprise, and also why and how MR
launched his fervent, hard-hitting "wine quality fight" in 1955,
thereby losing forever his best friend.


SONGS OF STRANGENESS
by


Gordon Jones


[Gordon Jones has been a Tendril since our founding in 1990. At
that time, he and his wife, Dorothy, had been collecting wine books
for some 35 years, and had formed an enviable collection. We
featured this splendid library in our October 1996 issue (Vol.6 #4),
"The Joneses and their Wine Books." Gratefully, Gordon period-
ically pulls a gem from their library shelves and entertains us. We
welcome his latest contribution! — Ed.]


James James
Morrison Morrison


Weatherby George Dupree
Took great


Care of his mother
Though he was only three.


James James
Said to his mother,


"Mother," he said, said he]
"You must never go down to the end of


the town without consulting me."


his poem, written
many many years
ago by A. A. Milne,
has caused numer-
ous thinking people
to wonder exactly
what was going on
at the end of the
town. The answer
has been available in
a strange little wine
book, Ballads of the
Wine Mad Town,
written and pub-
lished by Florence
Wobber in San
Francisco, 1916.


Miss Wobber also illustrated it.
This book is quite possibly unique among wine


books, as it was written by a young woman who did
not drink wine, sell wine, make wine, or have
anything whatsoever to do with wine. She was merely
filled with a deep desire to write. Apparently she had
a lot more desire than writing ability: this was her
second book—she had not been able to get her first
one published.


In writing this book she tried to take advantage of
the strong prohibitionist sentiments of the time. In
fact, a cursory glance at the book might make one
think it is Prohibition literature. It is not. It simply
uses wine (alcoholic beverages) as part of the plot.


Miss Wobber drew upon the settings and characters
from her unpublished book, Silver and Black, "the
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Vinaceous Correspondents:
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


The Third Article in a Series / Seventh Section
by Barbara Marinacci


This segment continues a lengthy portrayal of the close relationship between California's quality-promoting winegrower Martin Ray
and UC Davis's increasingly renowned enologist MaynardA. Amerine. It focuses mostly on their epistolary communications during
the latter part of 1954, which Prof. Amerine, on sabbatical leave from UC Davis, spent mostly in Germany but also, for a time, in
France. The author is Martin Ray's stepdaughter who, with her mother Eleanor Ray, wrote Vineyards in the Sky: The Life of
Legendary Vintner Martin Ray (1993—available soon in a revised edition). She continues to be grateful for assistance from UC Davis
Library Special Collections, that archives the Ray Papers, and also thanks WTQ editor/publisher Gail Unzelman for her continuing
interest, patience, and indulgence in publishing this series, based primarily on Martin Ray's own writing.


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE (1937-1976)
-7-


s Maynard Amerine's year-
long sabbatical stay in
Europe reached its midway
point in May, he left his
residency in Spain to travel
eastward to Italy and Yugo-
slavia, then head to the
north, to spend time in
Austria and Switzerland be-
fore settling down at Geisen-
heim-am-Rhein in Germany.


There he would continue pursuing both wine research
and winery-visiting jaunts in a favorable milieu.


Martin Ray missed his good friend Maynard's
company, and he was reminded of that by the chatty
postcards and discursive letters—which first had been
handwritten until a typewriter was acquired in
Switzerland—that he and Eleanor received frequently
from him. Apart from being a boon companion who
provided him with current news about the wine
industry, Amerine had understood and strongly
encouraged MR's determination to consistently
produce high-caliber, pure-varietal wines that would
demonstrate California's great potential for
winemaking. Furthermore, the enologist had often
helped MR in the past by offering technical advice; he
also provided organoleptic or laboratory evaluations of
various Ray-made wines, and supplied special yeasts
cultured at UC Davis for properly launching
fermentations.


MR had a copy of Amerine's schedule and itinerary
and knew he intended to visit some of the French
wine lands before heading for home. Now MR hoped
to benefit again from Maynard's generous assistance.


Amerine as MR's Agent Abroad


In late June 1954, MR wrote a lengthy letter to
Amerine. In it he made several requests that
Maynard might be able to handle if indeed he did


visit some of the French wine country, most
particularly Burgundy.


There are three things I'd like out of France. Abound set
of Ampelography [Viala & VermorePs Traite General de
Viticulture. Ampelographie. 1 vols. 1901-1910], prefer-
ably used if the cost could be cut sufficiently.... Then, we
want 6 casks of approximately 66 gallons capacity each
and of old oak whether or not used and in good condition.
They should be sulphured with an extra heavy shot of
SO2 and bunged and strapped tight then shipped via boat
direct to San Francisco with instructions to notify us
upon arrival.... We want the regular Burgundian cask
and made of the best wood. Of course, if they are new it
would be best to ship them unbunged and unsulphured.
The thicker they are and the harder the oak the better
I'll like it. Then, I want the information I have never
been able to get from anyone as to the extent Pinot Blanc
is grown in Burgundy as versus Pinot Chardonnay. I'd
like to know if the best growers favor one definitely over
the other and if so do they grow both and blend or use
one exclusively. I must graft our new St. George planting
[on the] first of August and after that the knowledge will
do me no good. I am going ahead with the Chardonnay if
I have not advice to cause me to alter. But I have long
suspected that the Pinot Blanc may be considered most
favorable by at least some growers whose wine I have
drunk from over there.
Then MR added another assignment specific to


MA's present location.
There is one thing I'd like very much out of Germany. In
fact, I've got to have 100 filter pads of the dimensions:
16" x 16" and which I can use in my Seitz type filter. The
pad should be the one they use not for the sharpest
filtration such as would render the wine completely
sterile [containing no live microorganisms] and like
medicinal houses sometimes use but the pad that comes
next, which is almost that sharp and yet through which
I can pass a puncheon of white wine which has not
cleared up [by] itself. I want a pad that will render a wine
ready for bottling but not one that removes every yeast
cell. There should be four holes, punched in each pad,
one at each corner. [He made a sketch in the margin.]
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Our domestic pads simply will not do.... These pads are
most important to us and if you can find out for sure
what the best pad is and send me 100, well packed, it
would be wonderful of you.
(Although MR always aimed to make white wines


that needed no fining or filtering, he sometimes
required technological assistance to achieve the
satisfactory translucent clarity, and he didn't trust
local sources. "Our filters in California are ruining
what good whites I have tasted," he'd write MA later
[8/10/54].)


Apparently it then occurred to MR that he might be
requesting too much of his friend:


Always I am asking favors of you. I wish you would ask
some of us. I did send the vines you requested [Ruby
Cabernet cuttings for a Portuguese grower] but that was
very little....[6/27/54]
The ampelography volumes were wanted to replace


the ones burned in the recent house fire. This would
be a straightforward task, if Amerine had time for it.
The German filter pads (as commission #4) he could
order for MR while in Geisenheim, the nation's center
for winegrowing investigations and technological
developments. That left two other errands for
Amerine to accomplish if he would and could: one
basically informational, the other rather demanding.
Both—the identity of Burgundy's prime white grape
and the acquisition of French oak barrels—were
noteworthy, for reasons to be discussed later.


By the time he received MR's requests, Amerine
must have been traveling in the south of France, on
his way to Italy. In Florence he wrote out his response
on several sheets of lined notepaper. The oak wine
casks, he said, "will be rather expensive but I will see
what can be done." Then:


I expect (??) to go to Paris in mid September and will
return to Germany via Beaune. I will get full information
for you there, if I go. If not, I will enter into corres-
pondence with someone in Beaune. As to the Pinot blanc
vs Chardonnay, I don't know and will personally inspect
the vines if I go there during the vintage. I have never
been in Burgundy later than July 15th and that was in
1937 when the problem had not arisen. One cannot take
the word of anyone on this because both names are used
for both varieties in different vineyards and by different
authorities.
Obviously MA hadn't noticed that MR needed to


get by the end of July his findings about which white
grape to grow in the new vineyard block. Still, he had
said this:


I have made white Burgundy-tasting wines from
Chardonnay (you yourself have tasted the famous 1936
Livermore Chardonnay that I made). This and reading
leads me to believe that the best white Burgundy is made
from Chardonnay. Until someone (or I) does it from
Pinot b. I stick. [7/12/54]


A month later, MR was still in a dither about
whether to graft Chardonnay or Pinot Blanc budwood
onto the hundreds of vigorous Rupestris St. George
rootstock vines he'd started in the new vineyard
section. Resistant to the phylloxera infestation that
had devastated vineyards in Europe and California in
the late 19th century, they now awaited being topped
with some Vitus vinifera stock—to sprout vines that
in several years would start supplying grapes for
Martin Ray's production of both still and sparkling
white wines.


Maynard not having perceived the urgency of his
need for information, MR couldn't wait for any direct
investigation in Burgundy. Yet MR also hadn't noticed
MA's inference that he should go with Chardonnay. As
the August days came on, he grew ever more edgy, for
he had to do the field-grafting now—before the
vintage season hit, usually by late August or early
September, with all its work and distractions.


Planting Chardonnay on Mt. Eden


But why was Rusty Ray so worked up during the
summer of 1954 over which of the two
Burgundian fine white wine grapes, Chardonnay


or Pinot Blanc? The choice MR had to make, in fact,
was scarcely a "no-brainer" at the time. It must be
realized or remembered that in the 1950s in the U.S.,
Chardonnay, so familiar (even over-familiar)
nowadays to most American wine drinkers, was an
obscure grape variety, known to very few wine
producers, let alone consumers. (It's also interesting
that Amerine had noted then that even French wine
people seemed not to bother to distinguish between
Chardonnay and Pinot Blanc in their vineyards or
when vintaging.)


In the two decades following Repeal the statewide
acreage occupied by Chardonnay and its grape
tonnage produced in California (let alone elsewhere in
the U.S.) were so miniscule that they weren't even
listed separately in annual reports from the agri-
cultural department—just grouped with the mis-
cellaneous white wine grapes grown in the state. Yet
prior to Prohibition the variety had been extensively
planted in vineyards in the Livermore and Napa
valleys, with its fermented juice often the main
constituent in the better-quality so-called Chablis
wines.


Paul Masson started his own plantings of both
Chardonnay and Pinot Blanc in his mountain vine-
yards at La Cresta in Saratoga, most probably from
cuttings he had brought over from France—though
possibly he also got budwood from vineyards that
belonged to Almaden, his wife's family's winery that
he managed. (Masson's vineyards, both MR and
Amerine had seen, contained a confusing miscellany of
varieties and their variants.) After taking over Masson
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in 1936, MR had supplies of the two major Bur-
gundian white grape varieties to use in both his pure
fine-varietal table wines and his sparkling wines
(which still, and for a long time ahead, could legally be
called champagnes, as Masson had done).


When marketing Masson's varietal wine Pinot
Blanc, MR had added the French word Vrai (often in
brackets), calling attention in writing and on labels to
its status as the "true" variety and varietal—thus
distinguishing it from wines made from inferior white
grape varieties prevalent elsewhere and vintaged by
the handful (then) of better wineries when making
wine they labeled—or fraudulently labeled, as MR
declared—Pinot Blanc. (He had asserted, for instance,
that Beaulieu's Pinot Blanc in fact was made from
Aligote grapes.)


The 1936 federal regulation required that a wine in
a bottle labeled as a varietal had to contain at least
51% of fermented juice from that particular grape
variety. But the law had no teeth in it: no systematic
government inspections of grapes or wines were made,
no penalties exacted for infractions. Thus vintners
could still label wines whatever they wanted. They
could either be honestly misidentifying the grape
varieties growing in vineyards or else be deliberately
assigning fine-varietal names to wines made mostly
from lowly grapes in order to charge higher prices.


As for Chardonnay, for some years after it first
appeared as a varietal in the late 1930s it was known
as "Pinot Chardonnay," as can be seen on old wine
labels and long out-of-print books and articles. MR
used this double name at both Masson and, for a few
years, the new winery bearing his own name. Since
Chardonnay could be blended legally (the 51% rule)
and still be sold as a varietal, some of the grapes that
wineries vintaged may well have been Chardonnay.
However, the variety was notoriously a low producer;
and because of Prohibition, anyway, it was rarely
grown anywhere. So the Pinot Chardonnays produced
by the better wineries probably used mostly Melon or
Chenin Blanc grapes. The great exception in the late
1930s through the 1950s were the Chardonnays made
by Martin Ray, first at Masson and then at his own
small winery: these were the pure, 100% varietal.
Always finding fault with other wineries' Pinot
Chardonnays, MR pronounced that even if half or
more of the wines therein was made from Chardonnay
grapes, that variety's unique and delicate char-
acteristics would be blended out—and then further
destroyed by deleterious or shoddy winemaking
practices.


But back now to 1954: By the second week of
August in 1954 Eleanor rushed off a telegram to
Maynard, reminding him of her spouse's urgent need
to know which white grape variety to graft onto the
waiting rootstock. The Rays, though, had a backup:


Peter Martin Ray. Eleanor's son—adopted by MR a
year earlier—would be traveling through the French
wine country after attending a botanical conference in
Paris, with introductions to the proprietors of several
notable wineries, arranged in advance by MR (who
had been visited in earlier years by both the Marquis
de Lur Saluces and Louis Latour). ER now urged PMR
to provide Rusty "instantly" with advice as to whether.
Latour used Chardonnay exclusively for Gorton Char-
lemagne or whether part came from Pinot Blanc
grapes. "He is going to bud next week," she said.


Peter handily came up with the crucial information
just when it was needed. So MR now could reassure
Amerine in his latest letter:


You need not worry about the frantic SOS Eleanor sent
regarding the Chardonnay versus Pinot Blanc matter.
We will be just as interested in learning all you can find
on the subject when you get to France. But Peter came
through with a wire, "CHARLEMAGNE ONLY CHARDON-
NAY." This is after a visit with Louis Latour and it
swayed me off my feet the day before we budded. Just
finished budding the new Chardonnay block at noon
today. [8/20/54]
MR had already conveyed his gratitude to PMR two


days earlier:
Thank you so much for the cable which arrived
yesterday. It came just in time. We made the decision last
night to bud Chardonnay. We had just about decided to
turn to the Pinot Blanc vrai which I have grown so
successfully for so many years. We had but a small
planting of Chardonnay at the old place [Masson's] and
I had not at that time developed a system of pruning
which would provide a really satisfactory crop.... Then,
there has always been the frustration of not being able to
learn actually what the better growers of Burgundy have
experienced in all there [sic] history with these two
varieties. No one at Davis could tell me and Amerine
doubted that anyone in Burgundy would give out reliable
information. He has said he would go into some of the
vineyards over there and see for himself. But no word
from him on this subject has yet reached us. But with
your wire I felt I could rely upon Louis Latour. You must
rely upon such people until there is reason to doubt
them. [8/18/54]
After sending his telegram in August about


Latour's Gorton-Charlemagne being a product exclu-
sively of Chardonnay grapes, Peter Martin Ray wrote
a detailed report to his adoptive father informing him,
based on his talks with French viticultural experts,
that in France the grape's name was not preceded by
"Pinot." Unlike its appearance in the United States,
Chardonnay, he said, was declared to have no familial
relationship whatsoever with Pinot Noir and its other
relatives and descendants, including Pinot Blanc.
(However, in 1999 Carole Meredith's DNA research at
UC Davis would famously disprove this assertion.)
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So MR would take up a minor new cause in 1955
when he announced to the wine trade at large that the
name "Pinot" should no longer precede that of
Chardonnay on labels or when writing about either
the grape variety or the varietal wine made from it.
Other wineries began to follow suit. As for the
enologist Maynard Amerine, he sent Martin a caustic
note.


Several years ago I told you that "Pinot" Chardonnay
was a misnomer. It is correctly described & named in
Hilgardia "Composition & Quality ..." (1944). You told
me then I didn't know what I was talking about and not
to interfere in "commercial" matters!!—M AA. [undated,
but probably mid-1955].


Whence the Mt. Eden's Distinctive Chardonnay
"Clone"?


Over the years, wine historians and writers, as
well as wine aficionados, have sought the
derivation of various distinctive Chardonnay


clones—or "selections," as the term is now more
properly called when grafting wood is obtained in a
vineyard from different vines of the same variety with
features that appear identical. A number of people,
including winemakers, have become enchanted with
the Chardonnay varietal wines made from the small,
rather loosely clustered grapes sparsely produced on
Mt. Eden (and vintaged in the acclaimed Mount Eden
Vineyards Estate Chardonnay)—or else grown on
vines that originated from cuttings gathered on Mt.
Eden or from their scions cultivated elsewhere,
transported to various viticultural areas far beyond
the Santa Cruz Mountains. Where did this special type
of Chardonnay vine originate?


What both Martin Ray and Maynard Amerine
wrote about the Chardonnay budwood that MR had
just grafted onto rootstock in his vineyard on Mt.
Eden in the summer of 1954 provides clues that might
lead to determining the still-elusive beginnings of
what would later gain fame as "the Mt. Eden clone."
MR told Maynard this:


We used the wood that was originally obtained for the
Smiths from Winkler at Davis. You will remember
checking that particular record to see what its origin was
with you at Davis and I was able to rely satisfactorily on
that as an authentic and good Chardonnay. Further-
more, we pruned the Smith Chardonnay last year and it
has a real fine crop on it this year, at 5 years of age.
[8/20/54]
MR's statement that his Chardonnay grafts came


from the Smiths' Saratoga vineyard, which he had
planted five years earlier, takes the Mt. Eden
grapevine's genealogy one definite step back in time.
But the second clue—that the selection came from
Davis—leads to complications. Where had the parent
vines themselves originated? Interestingly, almost two


years earlier, on November 18, 1952, Amerine had
written a note to MR telling him specifically that the
budwood for the Smith vineyard Chardonnay had
come from "Block D" at UC Davis—which, records
showed, had been "imported from France by Profs.
Flossfeder and Bonnet." (Professors Leon O. Bonnet
and Frederick Flossfeder were active in viticulture
research prior to and during Prohibition.) And that
was all he had said, probably in response to an earlier
query from MR.


But here's a mystery that has yet to be solved.
Elsewhere (notably in a letter to publisher Alfred
Knopf, 6/27/56) MR declared that his Chardonnay
planting on Mt. Eden had come from "grafting wood"
that had originated from a vineyard in Pleasanton, a
Livermore Valley property once owned by Theodore
Gier. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries this
prominent winegrower had developed extensive
vineyards in Livermore Valley as well as Napa Valley.
The former area he had especially planted to various
fine white-grape varieties, including Chardonnay. A
portion of his land there was later owned and farmed
by Frank Garatti, who made his own commercial
wines but also sold them in bulk to other wineries. In
Vineyards in the Sky Eleanor Ray recounted MR's
encounter with Garatti when he tried to buy some
Chardonnay grapes, to illustrate the scurrilous doings
during the many years when wines labeled as varietals
were made from almost any type of grape—the
cheaper and more abundant the better, since neither
the federal nor state government, or the wine industry
itself, enforced the 1936 varietal-blending regulation.


MR had purposely chosen to plant this Chardonnay
selection in Saratoga because he well remembered
that the wine Amerine had made from grapes picked
in Garatti's vineyard, by him and Prof. Albert Winkler
in 1936, was judged the best of all Chardonnays
derived at that time from various vineyards around
the state and vintaged at Davis—better even than the
wine Amerine had made from the grapes he'd obtained
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from MR at Paul Masson. And intent upon eventually
replicating on his own wine estate this particular
Chardonnay, in 1949 MR had requested grafting wood
from UC Davis taken from offspring of Garatti's own
vines. He would remind Amerine of this much later,
when sending him a recently bottled Chardonnay for
both laboratory and organoleptic evaluations:


Virtually all our Chardonnay will have come from the
wood you took from the Theodore Gier vineyard to
Davis. And I have employed this stock because, perhaps
20 years ago, I tasted with you through all your Davis
Chardonnay wines and we thought the best was the one
from the Gier Pleasanton place of Garatti's. [10/12/59]
Furthermore, in 1954, when Amerine, in Germany,


had basically encouraged MR to plant Chardonnay,
not Pinot Blanc, he had written this, which went back
to his winemaking research in the late 1930s:


The only white wine that tasted like white Burgundy
that I had ever made was from Chardonnay (from the
Gier Place at Pleasanton and now pulled out). But the
Chardonnay at Davis were (I am reasonably sure) from
there or are the same. Ours bears well & your [sic]
welcome to cuttings, buds, etc. [8/17/54]
Although Maynard acknowledged here the unique


superiority of the Gier-Garatti Chardonnay, he also
seemed to indicate that the actual lineage of the
budwood that Winkler had given MR five years earlier
to plant in the Smith vineyard might not be what MR
had asked for. (And why in 1952 had he traced the
Smith budwood back to the two Davis professors who
had imported it from France, probably several decades
earlier?)


So where and when did Mt. Eden's special Char-
donnay genotype actually originate? Some diligent
researcher might wish to pursue the precise deriva-
tion. But at least it's clear that it did not come either
from Paul Masson's vineyard, as a direct import from
Burgundy, or from Louis Latour, MR's friend of long-
standing years—as Eleanor Ray later told Gerald
Asher when he interviewed her about its origin for his
article in Gourmet in May 1990: "Chardonnay: Buds,
Twigs, and Clones."


MR: First in California to Import New French
Oak Barrels


MR was delighted to get a typed message from
Maynard in early October reporting on his
success in ordering a half-dozen new French


oak barrels for him. Probably it had helped that the
prominent French wine man Louis-Noel Latour, with
his young son (now Louis Latour IV), had visited
Martin Ray and his new vineyard on Mt. Eden a few
years earlier, and was favorably impressed. (The two
men had established a personal relationship, which
would be resumed in person again, when Latour for a
time stayed with the Rays at Mt. Eden, and also


through correspondence and other visiting Latours.)
MA wrote:


Your six barrels have been ordered and are being
specially made for you. Mr. Latour and I personally
visited the cooper and made the arrangements. They cost
7200 francs each, which at an exchange rate of 350 to the
dollar comes out nearly $125 and in fact I have given Mr.
Latour my personal check for this amount.
Mr. Latour is arranging the shipping. They will be
shipped to you in San Francisco. The prospective date of
shipment is about November 20th, so you should have
them as a New Year's day present....
They will not be sulfured as they are new. They are made
from well-aged oak, as this cooper has his own drying
yard for his wood, which I saw. I have also asked Mr.
Latour to ask the cooper to put some identifying mark on
the casks to show that they were coopered here—possibly
his initials, the village and the year.
I hope that all of this proves satisfactory.
Then in a postcard Maynard reported: "In a dream


last night I calculated 225 -s- 3.8 and it comes out 59
gal. Where did you get 66 gal.? All (I think) Burgundy
"pieces" are 225 liters." [10/19/54]


Having heard Maynard's good news about the
acquisition of the oak barrels from Louis Latour, MR
responded, explaining why he'd wanted them to begin
with.


You asked in a card where I got the idea of 66 gallons for
the casks. I once had six of them that had been shipped
from Beaune to Los Angeles filled with Burgundy. I paid
750 for each of them.... They were the best casks I ever
had. The oak was different than any other I have seen. I
was told by someone that it was the oak used in
Burgundy and that the size of the casks is standard
there. We need a cask smaller than a puncheon to
properly finish for bottling either Pinot Noir or
Cabernet-Sauvignon. And our barrels are so thin and the
oak so poor and green to start out with it is discouraging.
I am most happy over knowing you have arranged for us
to have these. [11/7/54]
The six brand-new pieces—made by Louis Latour's


cooper using aged, air-dried oak staves—would
eventually arrive at the port of San Francisco in mid-
February of 1955. It is significant, of course, that MR
had initially planned to use these new barrels for
aging his red wines, not for fermenting or finishing his
white wines. But a chance factor that would alter
MR's techniques in the future fermenting and aging of
his Chardonnays would come in the 1955 vintage
season, when he made an unexpected use of one of the
new French oak barrels that Amerine had secured for
him. Finding that he'd run completely out of empty
barrels, MR filled one with some newly fermented
Chardonnay, and was amazed later when he tasted it
against wines from the same lot that had been put in
older barrels.
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It should be recognized that in the mid-1950s little
attention indeed was being given yet to the intricate
variations on the combination of oak and wine. The
now-customary practice in certain high-end American
wineries of actually fermenting Chardonnay in new
French oak barrels was still far in the distance.
California winemakers at the time paid little heed
anyway to the special properties of different kinds of
oak, whether old, new, or specially "toasted"—though
they preferred oak to redwood, which was widely used
when storing and aging wines, and some suspected
that French oak was indeed preferable to American
oak.


It is significant to mention here that MR had
ordered and imported his French oak barrels barrels
a year before the Hanzell Winery did so. Yet James
Zellerbach's new, well-funded winery in Sonoma
County and its winemaker, R. Bradford Webb, are
almost invariably credited for pioneering this practice,
beginning with their 1956 vintage. This is but one
example of MR's failure to achieve, and hold, a
significant place in California wine history, despite his
high aims and accomplishments. Surely it is attrib-
utable to his adamantly principled refusal to join wine
organizations and his disdain for networking with
most of his winemaking peers—at whose wines he
almost invariably directed insults.


HANZELL VINEYARDS, SONOMA.CALIFORNIA


BONDED WINERV *447O • 4$ QUART • ALCOHOL 12 }j% BY VOLUME


Martin Ray Considers the Future


Wen MR revived, after selling Masson in 1943,
is desire to have a bonded winery and make
nd sell fine table and sparkling wines, he


needed to buy fine wine grape varieties from other
vineyards—at least until he could fully develop his
own on Mt. Eden. Some of these vineyards, like
Rixford's at La Questa, were already well established.
Others he either planted himself or else directed the


planting, including selecting the grape varieties for
them. However, he was always reluctant to reveal in
publicity or to private customers that some of his
high-priced wines actually had been vintaged from
grapes not grown by him on his mountain.


Like other winemakers, MR didn't like having to
depend upon grape supplies coming from outside his
own control. He resented vineyard owners who
demanded that he pick their underripe grapes right
away, because wasps, birds, and raccoons were
attacking the crop; or who wanted to delay harvesting
because they had chosen a future time convenient to
family members and friends who'd come and pick for
free—and then delivered rotting grapes; or who had
failed to sulfur-dust the vines adequately to prevent
mildew. MR wanted, of course, to make the decision to
pick based on his own Brix readings of the grapes'
sugar, and on their acidity. And though he felt entitled
to refuse delivery of seriously defective grapes that
he'd agreed earlier to buy, he found himself paying for
loads that had to be picked through carefully, with
most grapes then unceremoniously dumped over the
mountainside.


In 1954 MR wrote to MA in Germany that recently
he had noted warning signs that two of the vineyard
owners he bought grapes from annually might soon
become unreliable sources.


The Smiths by now have planted trees by many of their
grape stakes—so we can see the writing on the wall
there. And the Waylands' vines aren't being pruned
properly. The old doctor doesn't look well. If something
happens to him, heaven knows what will come of the
vineyard. So we can't depend on grapes from anybody
very far into the future. [10/20/54]
Thus MR's growing dissatisfaction made him


anxious to expand his own operations on his
mountain, where the half-section of land there (320
acres), held abundant acreage that could be bulldozed
into vineyards. He could hardly wait to talk with
Maynard about strategies for improving his sources of
premium wine grapes.


MR often studied from afar what was going on
across the canyon from him, and in the summer of
1954 he and Eleanor went over to the Paul Masson
property that Seagram had owned since he'd sold it to
the distillery corporation in 1943. He wanted to check
on the changes introduced there. As he described the
experience to Amerine:


Yesterday I went over to our old place to look at their
vines ... as I wanted them to see what we have achieved
by our pruning as against the Masson system. They
expect a man to do 400 vines a day. They leave no canes
other than a long spur of perhaps 4 buds on each vine.
We do 40 vines per day, leave long canes which we
carefully tie. We have ten times the grapes Masson has.
In fact, they have not a single full sized bunch on any of
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their cabernet. Everything has gone into wood. It is a
terrible thing to see that in their entire vineyard there is
not a single block producing even a quarter crop.
Everywhere they are throwing money away and they are
getting nothing for it.
MR then reported on various alterations of the


Masson chateau that had once been his and Elsie's
home. The lavish additions to the headquarters of
Seagram's winegrowing division in California included
a third story, a much-expanded kitchen, a swimming
pool, and a large platform or veranda that faced the
foothills and the valley 1500 feet below—all
appropriate for large-scale entertainment at corporate
events. The winery too increasingly took on a more
ceremonial function than a utilitarian one. (The
public-welcoming Paul Masson Champagne Cellars
was to be constructed within the town of Saratoga, far
below and a few miles away, opening five years later,
in 1959. And the greatly expanding Masson wine-
growing operation itself was already moving south-
ward to the Salinas Valley and Monterey County, with
thousands of acres being developed into vineyards by
Masson and otner large-scale producers.)


The whole change in ambience at his "old place"
both astounded and annoyed MR.


They entertain for 200 at a time and run greyhound
buses in with their bar-tender and package store guests.
They serve them sherry and Scotch and it is quite a
thing to see what Seagrams does to work up their
business. I told Eleanor and Will, "They have everything
but a vineyard and a cellar of wines." What I could have
done with the money they have spent on just the vine-
yard alone!
And envious in his own way, MR began expressing


some estate-building aspirations of his own.
I'm going to have to do something on a little larger scale
that will at least establish by comparison the difference
between a merchandising system and a wine growing
operation. By "larger scale" I mean larger than we have
been doing. We'll have to get that lower 60 acres planted
the next year or two and into Pinot Blanc and Folle
Blanche or Pinot Chardonnay and Folle Blanche. Then
we can distribute our wines a bit wider and show an
effort a little more impressive. It will cost a lot and I will
not go into debt. But perhaps I may find an Angel who
would like to share in the thing. I am thinking best how
to do it. [8/10/54]
Partly in response to this airmailed letter from MR,


and thinking ahead to the approaching vintage time,
Maynard wrote:


Don't work too hard during the vintage. Surely you can
train someone to do the hard work... Hard physical work
killed my father—plus other things—but there comes a
time when you get tired twice as fast and recover half as
slowly as you once did. That is the time to say "its later
than you think" and SLOW DOWN!! [8/13/54]


Then, as if he'd been giving further thought to his
previous cautionary instructions, a concerned MA,
aware of MR's serious stress-caused health problems
in earlier years, counseled MR in his next letter:


No matter what ideological motives drive you to work
hard you owe it to yourself and your family* first to
protect your health. When have you last had a good
physical check up! Better do a little less and live longer,
or at least easier. Amen. End of sermon for today. The
best—Maynard * and your friends [8/26/54]
As Amerine was nearing the end of the year spent


in Europe, MR sent a few letters in which he went into
more detail about his ambitions for his wine-growing
business. He was obviously giving some consideration
as well to his friend's admonitions. But of course he
had to explain why he often worked so devilishly hard
at whatever needed doing—not so much for himself as
for the future of fine winemaking in California.


As for working too much or too hard, your advice is good.
I accept, it is correct. But I must work harder rather
than less, before I can rest. If I get through the next 3 or
four years without a heart attack or some other ghastly
thing, I will then rest. But our sales are now ready to be
developed. And there is no one but me to do it. When I
have gotten them going again, I will put one of your
young students on the job and start to rest. I would just
as soon be dead now or any time as let all I have devoted
myself to fail just with my thinking first of myself.
And now MR made as simple and strong a state-


ment as he would ever make about his dedication to
his kind of winemaking.


A man is no good without his work and my work will in
the end be a failure unless I establish it so well it can
continue without me. I am determined that fine wines
shall not disappear from California and I don't know who
in hell is going to insure that if I do not. Nor do I think
that an egotistical statement. Rather, it is a shameful
condition that plagues me relentlessly. I cannot buy a
bottle of wine that is what its label proclaims and hardly
one that I can drink with entire pleasure, once I go
beyond Beaulieu. So, I look ahead, always ahead. Old
2004 is what they used to call me in Elsie's family. I will
be 100 then. Perhaps you will be strong enough to attend
the scattering of my ashes! (in this vineyard). [10/20/54]
In this letter, following her husband's heavy-duty


discourse, ER added her own short note, knowing how
their friend enjoyed a lighter touch in their
letters—along, of course, with whatever gossip the
Rays could share.


Dear Maynard, when Rusty wrote all this several days
ago I said I had three things to tell you about, which I'd
add to his—and now, with lapse of only a couple of days
I can't recall ONE of them, isn't that ghastly? All very
juicy tales, too, I'm sure! I'll try to bring them back, and
send on to you later. Much love to you from both of us.
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Formulating Plans


In one of Martin Ray's lengthy letters to Amerine in
1954 (this one seven pages, single-spaced), in a
rush of words that left no time or thought for


creating appropriate paragraphs, he set down his
rambling, real estate- and money-oriented musings for
Amerine's consideration—much as he used to do in his
letters to Julian Street in the early 1940s. The
document shows in detail MR's tendency to ruminate
over and prognosticate future circumstances, includ-
ing needs for money and task assistance, and thus
start laying down plans to enable or forestall whatever
might come.


I have written of the decision to buy no more grapes.
There must be some organization of purpose and for this
discussion let us start there.... It follows logically that
then we must grow more. For, our present vineyard will
not ever afford us sufficient grapes to make enough wine
to support the growing costs on all sides. Thus far, yes.
We are getting $48 per case for our Pinot Noir and it is
outselling our $24 La Montana non vintage Cabernet, as
is the Vintage Cabernet at $35. (Just shipped 10 cases of
the latter to our Club.) But our family is growing. Soon
there will be grandchildren, we expect.... Then consider
that as our sales expand, we must entertain more. And
as we get older we must hire much we now do ourselves.
It is going to be more expensive every year as far as I can
see into the future. So we must have more vineyard. Yet,
I will not endanger our financial position by borrowing
money. If nothing comes from our discussion of this
subject, we will develop our land by very gradual steps.
Out of earnings. But we are both 50 now and it looks to
me like something more immediate should be considered.
Then, we have all this land. We are paying taxes on it
and they are increasing in an alarming way. It should be
developed or sold. There is one quarter section we could
sell for $75,000. That is about $500 per acre. And
included in it is not less than 50 acres that is just the
right situation and soil for whites. It could cost $50,000
to bring it in. To expand our cellar space to accommodate
the increased production would cost another $50,000.
Therefore we need $100,000. There is ample security to
borrow for such an undertaking. But that would involve
all we have and that I will not mortgage. We have no
debts and we will not take on any. It is here we have
been wiser than most growers. Always we have held our
doings within the range of our purse.


And now, as he often had done in his letters to Julian
Street during the Masson years, MR brought up the
subject of searching for the right partner-investor to
join him in his winemaking endeavors, hoping now
that Maynard could find one.


There remains, then, only the possibility of bringing in
new capital, that is permanent invested capital.... You
might say, I want an angel. Let us face it. Now, other
people find angels. Why not us? Only I would prefer one


that was capable of feeling pride in the undertaking and
its results, it must be one who either knows or wants to
know something about wines and can appreciate quality
in taste of some range. And it would be best if the person
could have a real pride and enthusiasm in the over all
thing to the extent of contributing something more than
just money.... Well, you meet a lot of people and you
know what we would want in this line. Please let me
know what you think and if you have any ideas. I would
rather go into such a consideration without any idea of
preconceived requirements beyond the one that I will not
fool with any idea of sharing management or responsi-
bility unless someone like yourself should turn up. It
would be ideal, perfect.


MR finally brought his lengthy missive to a close by
stating this recognition:


Your advice on all these matters is much valued. You
see,you have become so very much a part of our family
you must accept even some of our problems. [11/7/54]


And Amerine soon wrote back:
Yes, you will need more vineyard, not less, if you are not
going to buy any grapes. I too do not want you to borrow.
But where can we find a sympathetic "angel" in this
modern world?... What you need is a silent partner.
Trouble with too many people is that you would have to
talk to them, socially. And God, how few people are
worth having to talk to? I would think that you would be
better off with someone between 50 and 60 who has a
large and increasing income. He would not miss losses
and investments over a period of ten years, when you
would surely be in a position to begin to pay off. I think
you might begin by drawing up some sort of prospectus,
outlining your program in detail and your plans for
liquidating the investment. I will think this over en route
to California. [11/19/541
MA added this newsy bit as a handwritten post-


script, summarizing his latest jaunts: "Berlin is very
lively, but oh! so badly bombed. Hamburg is 'mad'—
better than Reno in 1935. Copenhagen is a shopper's
paradise. Made me regret that I wasn't rich. Beautiful
things. Good old wines too."


MR appreciated Maynard's continued interest in
his winegrowing and looked forward to the time when
he could sit again with his enologist friend—and get
his advice and help in figuring out how best to expand
his operation As he had done with Julian Street, MR
also admitted how isolated and lonely he felt; and how
much he appreciated Amerine's supportive encourage-
ment of his high winemaking goals.


You are most encouraging to consider what is really a
problem for us here. For we must plant more vineyards
and on a sound basis. It is a problem that can not be
discussed with many people. When you get back we will
have a good talk about it. Anyway, over the years you
have come to occupy sort of an advisory position with


— continued, p.20
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ers west. Truman was liked and respected by Messrs.
Crocker and Huntington who gave him great freedom
in accomplishing his mission. Like Johnson before
them, they recognized that Truman was the right man
in the right place to materially help their cause.


A great outpouring of tourist guides, clever
pamphlets, magazine and newspaper ads flowed from
the Bureau, but the chief production was the 1883
Homes and Happiness in the Golden State of
California. Being a description of the Empire State of
the Pacific coast:; Its inducements to Native and
Foreign born emigrants; its productiveness of soil and
its productions; Its vast agricultural resources; Its
healthfulness of climate and equability of temperature;
and many other facts for the information of the Home-
seeker and Tourist. Packaged in the tradition of Semi-
Tropical California, but with grand illustrations
added, it covered the marvels of the entire state, went
through three editions, made money on its own behalf
and was nationally considered one of the most reliable
guides to the Golden State.


Forty acres of land is enough for any man to handle as a
vineyard - twenty acres of this land might be better, in
fact; and the young man, the middle-aged man, or the old
man, with or without a family, who can procure twenty
acres of this land, and can for two years live upon and
cultivate a portion of it as a vineyard, will be better off in
a little while, healthier and happier, than if he were a
clerk, mechanic, laborer, or small merchant in the city;
and his children will be stronger in every way, and better
able to fight the battle of life than they would be if raised
in any city.


Mr. Truman, I have seen the light! I am moving West.
Here is my money for an extra parcel for my grand-
children.


He kept his position with Southern Pacific all
through the next decade, but that didn't mean Ben
gave up any of his other activities. Time was made to
found the Capital, a weekly devoted to the local affairs
and people of Southern California. Life remained
peripatetic for the Trumans. The 1880 census re-
corded Ben, Augusta, and Georgie as residents in a
San Francisco boarding house; Ben listed his occupa-
tion as a journalist.


[In the concluding installment next issue we shall become
closer acquainted with Maj. Truman the wine man, his
monumental wine series, and his final decades. — Ed.]


MARINACCI, continued from p.35 —
regards our operations and you have most certainly
contributed a very great deal in a great many ways. As
we both grow older I hope this relationship can grow,
too. I have always felt quite alone in our wine growing.
There is not a single grower we could have a confidential
conversation with. They have all lied about themselves
whenever I have talked to them and jumped at the
chance of carrying away to others any little problem I
have confided. Everyone of us has our problems and it is
a damned shame a couple growers can not discuss such
things. Masson and Wetmore did. They even wrote in
letters of their financial worries and one suggested
remedies to the other.
Then MR returned to the theme of the need for


further expansion in the near future, to enable him to
improve the overall reputation of California's wine
industry:


Well, we can make money here but I know we must have
more vineyards now, with costs rising and other growers
grown so large their sales and advertising and talk
drowns out a smaller volume. It has got to be worked out
so that there is established once and for all that more
than a trickle of fine wines can come out of California.
Wente and Almaden and Paul Masson are proving the
very opposite, as is Martini and the others. I can deliver
Pinot Noir now at last. And I can turn out Cabernet and
I can make a champagne that will stand with any. There
remains only Chardonnay to develop! Now, I want to
have 50 acres more of these vines. I am terribly anxious
for you to taste through the cellar when you get back.
MR knew that Amerine would soon be leaving


Germany and traveling elsewhere during the up-
coming holiday season before heading for home on a
ship going through the Panama Canal en route to San
Francisco. He signed off the last letter to him of that
year in this way:


We would like to meet you in San Francisco and bring
you down here over night then drive you up to Davis.
Have you other plans? We both send you our love and
best wishes for a gay Christmas, where ever it finds you.
[11/28/54]
Amerine didn't take the Rays up on their offer. No


doubt he was eager to spend time with friends while
lodging at the Bohemian Club in The City, and then go
off to his home in Davis, vacated now by its year-long
renters. Soon he would resume his faculty position at
the University. But the three of them would meet soon
after the year 1955 began. It would prove to be a busy
year for them all. And, for both their wine quality
crusade and their close friendship, a highly challeng-
ing and ultimately perilous one.


[To be continued next issue]
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MARTIN RAY:
A CON ARTIST, EVEN A CROOK?


by Barbara Marinacci


ur Editor, Gail Unzelman,
suggested, perhaps somewhat
slyly, that I undertake to write
a commentary with a
provocative title like this
one—spinning off from Roy
Brady's delightful reminis-
cence about his amicable
association with vintner Mar-
tin Ray in the late 1950s. The


piece is among five dozen selections in The Brady Book:
Selections from Roy Brady's Unpublished Writings on
Wine [Nomis Press for the Wine Librarians Assn.,
2003] whose introduction by Thomas Pinney provides
a fine overview of Brady's life-in-wine.


The W-TQ has already presented, in the April 2004
issue, Bob Foster's enthusiastic review of this winsome
assemblage of Roy Brady's wine writings, most of them
written between 1950 and 1998. (This same issue also
contains Pinney's intriguing portrayal of Brady as a
"born collector.") The Brady Book is handsomely
designed, illustrated, and printed. It features tipped-in
reproductions of colorful antique wine labels that once
had been Brady's and now belong to Special Collections
at U.C. Davis. (The book's 14 are a miniscule repre-
sentation of some 50,000+ in the total Brady bunch.
Among them is the notorious label Martin Ray used on
a 1936 Paul Masson "still dry red" wine that had lifted
the artwork of an old Schloss Johannisberg label!)


Taking up the subject of Martin Ray, about midway
in the book in a section called "The New California,"
Roy Brady started out in this manner:


Martin Ray was a crook, or, better, a con artist. I don't
think he conned people primarily to make money, but his
deepest satisfaction came from conning them carefully,
thoughtfully, and exquisitely; it was an artistic per-
formance. He was also, at his best, a great winemaker.
Perhaps he could have been as great a winemaker as he
painted himself to be, but the joyous scalawag kept
breaking through. His motto might have been, I could not
love thee wine so much, loved I not conning more.
I should now tell readers who don't know me, or of


me, that I'm "Rusty" Ray's stepdaughter. Contrary to
my own disposition (MR and I were never compatible),
even before Eleanor Ray's death in 2000 I became the
primary gatekeeper, even promoter, of MR's durable
reputation as a wine purist. In the early 1990s I helped
my mother prepare and publish her memoir/ biography,
Vineyards in the Sky. Then in the late '90s I spent a
year going through the Rays' extensive and amazing
correspondence, as well as other materials—mainly


post-1952, since two fires had destroyed most previous
records, including those from MR's Paul Masson-
ownership period. These materials are now housed
within Special Collections at U.C. Davis as the Martin
and Eleanor Ray Papers. Currently, I'm writing a
series of articles for W-TQ focusing on MR's own
writings, particularly his letters to friends. Therefore,
I surely qualify to comment upon Roy Brady's asser-
tion regarding MR's character, whether in concur-
rence with or in irate denial of his blatant allegation.


Brady indicated his view of MR in his review of
Eleanor Ray's Vineyards in the Sky, printed in
Wayward Tendrils in April 1993 as "Martin Ray
Reviewed."


Her well told story captures his joy of everyday life, his
ebullience, his constant rising above setbacks, and his
extraordinary ability to flame enthusiasm in others. He
was also a visionary, a showman, and a con man....
Was Martin Ray a great winemaker? I think he could
have been, but other circumstances apart, his imp
sometimes caused him to make a point rather than a
great wine.
For years, many of Martin Ray's wines had been so


vibrantly authentic, especially compared with other
California wines, that their reputation sold them.
After the early '50s, aided by Eleanor Ray's publicity
efforts, MR effectively promoted his wines, and wine
aficionados eagerly sought and bought them, willing to
pay whatever he asked for them. Made in limited
amounts, they didn't need to be widely distributed or
mass-marketed. For a long time their prices seemed
outrageous; then the Wine Revolution's new
"boutique" wineries began following suit.


Was MR a con artist, as Brady maintained (though
humorously so)? In the past he had been a super-
salesman of advertising and then of stocks and bonds,
whether by inclination or circumstance. He had the
salesman's gifts for banter, spotting and charming
potential customers or cajoling current clients, then
moving in for the sell and to close the deal. After he
became a vintner, he'd still do selling well, though
saying that he hated it and got sick after doing it.


There's a difference in intentions, of course,
between skillful salespeople and con artists. The
former, to radiate honest enthusiasm, like to believe
that the product they're trying to sell is the best or, if
not, that it has good value for the price. Con men, on
the other hand, are poised to commit a fraud when
they prey upon gullible people, to sell snake oil or the
Brooklyn Bridge. They often succeed because confi-
dence schemes' victims are usually greedy themselves;
they think they're getting a terrific bargain.


Basically, Brady knew MR in a social context, when
his skills as a "showman" host—spellbinding racon-
teur, robust gourmand, and indefatigable wine drinker
—were at their prime and in impressive display. This







theatricality combined with his fervent belief in
California's potential for producing great wines and his
savagely critical perspective on its wine industry's
mostly dismal history and drab current status, to
convey to visitors a vision of possible future glories in
the making of wine. Several accounts of MR's powers of
enchantment have found their way into books—notably
that of Jack and Jamie Davies' inspiring "conversion
experience" that eventually took them to Schramsberg,
as told at the start of James Conaway's Napa.


But the entertaining "imp" that Brady found in MR
sometimes acted less like a mischievous child who
played too many pranks and talked too grandly, and
more like a malicious fiend. He'd get outraged and
insulting whenever anyone dared to challenge him in
his opinions and facts, authoritarian stance, or the
claimed perfection of some wine of his. He also worked
to manipulate and control the people around him.
Banishing those who resisted coming under his spell, he
thought and behaved like a cult leader. Brady doesn't
seem to have experienced this darker side of MR,
though he doubtless heard about it. And like numerous
others, he was fascinated with MR, even if ambivalent.
He hoped to capture some of this personal history for
the record:


Everyone, and they
were many, who had
any dealings with
Martin Ray had
stories about him. I
thought to collect
them, and was
promised copies of
letters and notes, but
to the last person they
fell mute. The reason,
I surmise, is that after
thinking about it they
felt used and abused
by Martin, and in
consequence felt
foolish. Not a few
were overtly hostile
from the start. I am
certainly not particu-
larly wise in the ways of the world, but I never had any
illusions about Martin. I thoroughly enjoyed him; he is a
splendid character to have in one's memory, but he was not
one to have business dealings with....


It's regrettable that Brady failed in this anecdote-
collecting endeavor. He'd have done better by taping
conversations while interviewees were imbibing wine,
gathering up their colorful tales about MR, whether
first-hand, second-hand, or beyond. There was a legion
of them, some of which are still circulating. Some
people surely described MR's antics, diatribes, or other


prodigious behaviors in journals or in letters to
friends. But have any survived? What is extant,
though, are hundreds of copies of letters that Martin
and Eleanor Ray wrote to or received from friends,
strangers who became loyal customers, wine industry
or media people, academics, and detractors. Carbon
copies were routinely made, then filed away, of letters
or even short notes they sent out. These report on
events, proclaim MR's opinions, and describe his
interactions with people—which often terminated
badly, in mutual disaffection.


Thus both sides of the Rays' correspondence with
Roy Brady were preserved (in a folder now at UC
Davis), ER even sent out an effervescent letter from
him as a publicity release after retyping it as a
"master" for her duplicating machine. (This was pre-
computer time, as well as prior to copyright law
holding that letters are the property of writers, not
recipients.) Here's some of what Roy told the Rays in
his letter of July 7, 1958:


At a blind tasting of Champagnes held by the Wine and
Food Society last fall I put a Krug 1952 first and Devaux
Brut 1952 second. Having the latter on hand I decided to
try it with Madame Pinot 1953. Well, I have to admit
that the result surprised me. I expected the Devaux to


win. Not only did it come
in second but a distant
second. The remarkable
character and vigor of
your wine outclassed it
completely. A little after I
put Madame Pinot
against Piper Heidsieck
Brut 1952. Same con-
clusion! (It is only quite
recently that I have felt
affluent enough to drink
two bottles of Champagne
once in a while.)


Not much more
than a year later,
Brady's friendship with
MR began petering
out. He had declined
the lure of investing in


Martin Ray's plan for the Mt. Eden Vineyards
Corporation. Member-shareholders—a prospective
two dozen wine-loving married couples—were to sign
up to contribute monthly installments of $100 apiece,
eventually adding up to an investment of $10,000.
They'd thereby acquire a piece of the great new wine
estate to be created on Rusty Ray's mountain acreage
above Saratoga, overlooking Santa Clara Valley.


Brady's instincts probably warned him of perils and
conflicts ahead. He must have felt that MR was "con-
ning" him into investing in a dubious empire-building
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proposal. As his summary goes in The Brady Book:
I initiated the acquaintance because of what I heard of
him as a great wine maker, and he brought it to an end
when he finally realized that I was adamant about not
investing in his Mt. Eden scheme—I last saw him when he
showed me the site of the Mt. Eden "Chateau." I spoke to
him a few times after that and got occasional pronounce-
ments for some time after, but I was not to see him again
in the remaining sixteen years of his life.
Eleanor Ray, when making up a list in the 1980s of


"oldtime contacts with MR," including ones who would
surely have negative things to say to a researcher,
made Roy Brady #2 (after the Wine Institute's Leon
Adams). She must have picked up on Brady's dis-
approval of the Mt. Eden Vineyards (MtEV) venture,
for she noted:


He's writing quite a bit these days about wines; we were
friends in early period thru '50s; after forming MtEV no
time for old friends or new outside MtEV. I recall last time
he phoned wanting to come up having to tell him how it
was; no contact ever after. He might have opinions anti.
True, Martin Ray as a conversationalist could often


sound like a confidence man. But as a winemaker was
he also a deliberate con artist, as Brady seemed to see
him? I don't think so, because he himself believed in the
supreme value of what he was selling—whether his
handcrafted, pure-varietal wines or his vision of a
splendid wine domaine atop Mt. Eden. He didn't intend
to hoodwink or cheat customers when he sold his
vintages at much higher prices than the market's
standard ones for California wines ... or when he
solicited shareholders for MtEV, which he and Eleanor
had founded in 1960 as a means to expand con-
siderably the vineyard acreage in their half-section of
320 acres. Using both the corporation and the value of
his land as collateral, MR secured a large bank loan so
he could create vineyards and also to build a commer-
cial wine cellar, with a chateau above it intended as a
social center that could provide special lodging for
MtEV members—whom he initially regarded as
privileged acolytes rather than cold-eyed investors.


MR's early invitation to Roy Brady to buy into MtEV
wasn't a deliberate attempt to engage him in a
confidence game. Both Rays hoped, genuinely and
intensely, for the success and longevity of the organi-
zation they were launching. They were delighted with
the prospect of welcoming people they were fond of
into their winegrowing home, to partake of both
celebrations and hands-on work (though few, in fact,
ever did the latter). Moreover, it should be pointed out
that when MtEV shareholders wished to withdraw
from membership, MR sought replacements to buy up
their shares, so that their investment thus far could be
fully returned.


Over time, however, a number of the shareholders
became disenchanted—disturbed by MR's variously


autocratic, erratic, duplicitous, and offensive behav-
iors. He had begun, in stages, to distrust some of
them, believing them conniving and rapacious, or
simply unsuitable as members. The Ray letters of the
period provide ample evidence that MR was becoming
physically, mentally, and emotionally exhausted from
the strenuous work he had undertaken on behalf of
MtEV, and this condition exacerbated his intrinsic
paranoia.


MtEV shareholders also questioned the soundness
of wines MR was making, comparing them unfavor-
ably with others' wines—for by the mid-1960s the aim
of achieving high quality in California wine, which MR
had championed almost alone for 30 years, was
catching on with both consumers and vintners. MR
was simply unable to recognize, or admit, that any of
his wines were inferior, defective, or downright
spoiled. And he adamantly refused to accept the
proposed assistant winemaker for MtEV—young Dick
Graff, of eventual Chalone fame.


In 1967 the Rays, outvoted by dissident share-
holders, lost control of the corporation they had
started, so they exited it. The whole complex, long-
enduring drama, including litigation, of Mount Eden
Vineyards' early years, both during and after Martin
Ray's reign—and with a tragic outcome as far as the
Rays were concerned—is yet to be told, through both
documents and personal remembrances. In desperate
attempts first to hold onto power, then to regain or
retain as much of his mountain as possible, MR
engaged in real estate finagling that some people
regarded as swindling schemes, for he customarily
locked land buyers into purchase agreements that
wouldn't convey title deeds until he was fully paid.
Such convoluted and disputatious ploys rarely if ever
ended in his favor. If indeed he had once had talent
and success as salesman or con artist, he'd now lost it.


In his review of Vineyards in the Sky, Brady showed
empathy for MR in his sorry fall from grace:


In some ways Martin Ray resembles Agoston Haraszthy
a century earlier. Both were promoters and enthusiasts.
Martin was the better practitioner of his art and, I have
no doubt, a great deal more fun. Haraszthy went to
Nicaragua and was eaten by alligators; Martin stayed on
his mountain and was eaten by his disciples. Both bitter
ways to go.
MR's ability to captivate wine lovers and his dark,


Machiavellian side were only two parts to his multi-
faceted and paradoxical character. Whatever the
explanations may be for Martin Ray's fixating in the
mid-1930s upon making the best wines that
California, and therefore America, could produce, his
was a unique dedication and enduring passion. Some-
times in his letters he expressed how he found his
truest and deepest satisfaction in the painstaking,
mostly solitary toil required in vineyard and cellar. At
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such times he was removed from the noisy social
interactions that elicited the inveterate salesman in
him. Under stress while playing the role of a forceful
and voluble host, he would overindulge in wine
drinking and then act like a buffoon or tyrant. Adverse
outcomes in people's experiences with him were apt to
give him the reputation of being a con artist, even a
crook.


MR wasn't a charlatan or a showman when as a
winegrower he worked quietly among his vines. But
that fellow wasn't the inimitable and legendary Rusty
Ray.


[EDITOR NOTE: Our on-going series by Barbara Marinacci,


Vinaceous Correspondents: Martin Ray's Friendships with
Eminent Oenophiles, will resume in our January 2005 issue, when
we will enjoy a further look into the Martin Ray - Maynard Amerine
relationship. — Ed.]


OREGON VITICULTURE
A BOOK REVIEW
by Will Brown


Oregon Viticulture by Edward W. Hellman, ed. Cor-
vallis, OR: Oregon State University Press, 2003. The
book is new, and available at many booksellers. $45.


This is the long awaited revision of the fine series
published by the Oregon Winegrowers Associa-
tion. The fourth edition (1992) was reviewed here


in October 2002 (Vol.12 No.4). This iteration is being
called a first edition but is the fifth of the series. New
editor Edward Hellman, Ph.D., of Oregon State
University, also authored a number of the articles
within. Dr.Hellman has since moved to Texas A&M and
Texas Tech universities.


This has always been a signature publication by the
Oregon Winegrowers Association. It was originally
issued at a time in the history of Oregon wine grape
growing when it became the bible in the field. This had
much to do with the fact that there was no other place
to turn for the intrepid few who were the pioneers of
that industry. The standard in the field, Albert J.
Winkler's General Viticulture (Berkeley: U.C. Press,
1962), focused on California conditions, and had little
relevant to say about cool climate viticulture. So the
Oregon growers wrote their own book.


The edition covers virtually every aspect of vineyard
planning, development and management. Authors are
drawn from the community of wine grape growers as
well as academic and extension specialists from Oregon
State and other Oregon universities. Viticulture,
agricultural economics, entomology, plant pathology,


geography, climatology and enology are all
represented.


Rigorous editing has resulted in strong efforts by
most authors. I found the entries on economics, site
assessment, wine growing regions, varieties and
clones, and evaluation of wine grape maturity to be
particularly well done. Some of the features of earlier
editions are gone, but have been updated with more
current thinking.


The book is directed at individuals growing or
planning to grow wine grapes in Oregon, but it would
serve as well a wider audience of those planning to get
into the wine production business anywhere. Just
reading the chapter on economics might discourage
the faint of heart from proceeding.


Oregon Viticulture should be mandatory reading for
anyone in the business of wine production in Oregon,
but it might appeal to students of viticulture and
enology, wine consumers and connoisseurs of Oregon
wines as well.


Since the last edition of Winkler's General Viti-
culture is now thirty years old, and the other standard
works in the field originate in France and Australia,
this publication moves to the head of the list for
American books on viticulture; but it will be most
relevant in the northwest, where cooler conditions
prevail. It cannot be more highly recommended to the
target audience.


Two publications by Gregory V. Jones, Ph.D., of
Southern Oregon University might appeal to
collectors of viticultural esoterica—although


they remain valuable resources to the wine industry in
southern Oregon: • Site Characteristics ofVineyards
in the Rogue and Applegate Valley American Viti-
cultural Areas (2001) and « Umpqua Valley AVA' A
GPS and GIS Vineyard Mapping and Analysis of
Varietal, Climate, Landscape, and Management Char-
acteristics (2003).


Jones, a geographer and climatologist, has done a
superlative job and provided a valuable service to the
industry. Climatic factors, soils, vineyard surveys and
grape varieties are identified in each of the AVAs. By
using Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and grower
surveys, the author was able to develop an in-depth
Geographical Information System (GIS) database,
which can and will be expanded to accommodate
changes over time.


Funding for both of these projects was provided by
the local chapters of the Oregon Winegrowers Assn.
and the Oregon Wine Advisory Board. Persons
interested in obtaining these publications might
contact Dr. Jones at Southern Oregon University,
Department of Geography, Ashland, OR 97520. •
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Vinaceous Correspondents:
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


The Third Article in a Series / Eighth Section
by Barbara Marinacci


This is the eighth installment of a long article about the friendship between the "legendary" and contentious California winemaker
Martin Ray and the eminent enologist Maynard A. Amerine, of UC Davis. It takes up the main features in the period of their
reconnection in early 1955, following the latter's return from his sabbatical year in Europe. It also sets the stage for the Rays' all-out
war with the American wine industry in what, then and afterwards, they would usually and proudly call their "Wine Quality Fight,"
for which they had sought Amerine's approval. Documentation comes primarily from the Rays'letters to and from Amerine, and from
selections from other letters written at the time. Author Barbara Marinacci, who is Martin Ray's stepdaughter, thanks John L.
Skarstad, Archivist, Special Collections, and Axel Borg, Wine Bibliographer of the Viticulture & Enology Collection housed in the
Maynard Amerine Room at U.C. Davis Shields Library, for their frequent assistance in this writing project. Also, above all, she
appreciates editor Gail Unzelman's dedicated work and patient indulgence in publishing this lengthy series, which is intended not
only as an MR portrait but also to amend, even correct, the historical record—mostly concerning Ray's combative involvement in
improving the nation's production of fine wines.


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE (1937-1976)
-8 -


fter Maynard Amerine
returned to Davis at the
close of 1954 from his
sabbatical year abroad, it
took him several weeks to
settle back into his house,
reoccupy his office on the
university campus, and re-
sume his faculty responsibil-
ities and research projects.
During that time Martin and


Eleanor Ray pinned down the time and place for their
get-together with him in the new year.


Much of the information about Amerine's contacts
with the Rays during the first months of 1955 would
get embedded in the Rays' letters to other people.
Ceasing now were the numerous postcards, some
crammed with observations conveyed in tiny script,
and the occasional letters that Amerine had sent the
Rays from Spain, Italy, Austria, Germany, France, and
other places along his 1954 sabbatical route. After all,
they could readily communicate again either by phone
or, better yet, in person—when Maynard came up the
mountain in Saratoga or the Rays drove over to his
home. In both places, as before, they enjoyed their
customary wine-tasting and -drinking sessions and
long-enduring dinners (for all were cooks, epicures,
and oenophiles).


On January 20th Maynard joined the Rays at their
home on top of Mt. Eden, to help celebrate ER's 51st
birthday. Right away he would have been given a tour
of the new house they'd moved into after his
departure more than a year earlier. Almost fortress-
like with its indestructible poured-concrete walls, it
replaced the redwood house they'd lived in for only a
week before it burned to the ground.


With just the three of them there, the relaxed and


intimate atmosphere was conducive to the good talk,
tale-telling, and laughter that had abounded in the
trio's past socializing. Far into the night, Maynard
regaled them with stories of his adventures in Europe,
including observations of vineyards and wineries
visited, and opinions of wines imbibed, and Rusty
would have shared his experiences during a just-
finished selling trip in southern California. Of course
plenty of wine was served too. "Every minute was
delightful, fat with stories of Maynard's, and many
many wine thoughts and observations," ER wrote to
her son Barclay on the following day. It had been a
prolonged reunion event, for Amerine stayed over-
night in the guesthouse—the oak-shaded redwood
cabin that had been the Rays' first home together on
the mountaintop.


MR naturally had been anxious for his enologist
friend to taste an array of his variously vintaged
wines, in both cask and bottle, and next day they
entered the cellar to start in. Some wines would be
new to Maynard, others matured and bottled since his
last acquaintance with them. After the tasting, Rusty
wrote to his good friend Angelo Pellegrini—a
professor of English at the University of Washington.


Had a welcome-home dinner for Amerine. There were
just the three of us, but we sat at table from 6 until
12:30, and it was an eight-bottle night—not bad, what?
But Amerine's astonishment at tasting through our
cellars was perhaps the highlight of the whole visit. This
was the second day, and he had never tasted any of our
Pinots and none of our recent Cabernets. We started, as
the German do, with our oldest Pinot Noir, the 1948
(excluding, of course, the old 1941 [made at Masson] with
which he is very familiar). We then tasted the 1950,
1951, 1952,1953, and 1954. He agreed with me that the
1948 and 1950 were not nearly as big wines as the
1951—but it was the 1952 and 1953 that really bowled
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him over. He said without hesitation that he considers
them in character and quality unlike any other reds
heretofore made in the country, and ranked them with
the greatest French Burgundies, saying, "If no one else
ever makes a great Pinot Noir in California there will
have been these two." I never have seen Amerine quite
so astonished over wine.... The 1954's are a little new to
judge yet with the more finished wines and if they do not
come up to the two previous vintages I will not be
unhappy because there is no uniformity in vintages—
each year is different—even the 1952 and 1953 while
perhaps comparable in quality can easily be dis-
tinguished one from the other. Naturally we are quite
happy about all of this. [1/24/55]
Altogether, it made an auspicious beginning to the


resumption of the two wine lovers' close connection,
and the Rays anticipated sharing many more happy
events and superlative wine evaluations with Maynard
in the years to come.


Back to Selling


In several letters sent to Amerine in 1954 MR had
mentioned the urgent need to amplify his
income—and hence his business—by expanding


both winegrowing and sales. The first involved long-
range planning for developing more vineyard areas;
and since Maynard's advice had already been
requested, when together again they surely touched
upon the matter. The second activity required selling
off suitable portions of the wine inventory MR had
built up during the past seven years, vintages now
stored within the capacious cellar below the new
house.


Selling, though, for MR meant doing driving trips
away from Mt. Eden, to make personal calls on wine
retailers. Since establishing his eponymous bonded
winery in 1945, he hadn't conducted ambitious sales
campaigns, but instead sold modestly through a few
local stores and to loyal private customers. His wine
production during the 1940s and early 1950s, anyway,
hadn't been large. He'd also wanted to age these wines
before releasing them—especially, of course, his reds.


MR would have told MA how toward the year's end
he had first started going out to various localities in
the San Francisco Bay area, reactivating connections
with places (primarily liquor stores) that in past years
carried his wines made at Masson, then some new
Martin Ray ones, and also setting up new outlets.
Before taking to the road, MR had carefully plotted
the wine-vending stores he would visit, determining
what he'd say and do. Years earlier, he had perfected
his persuasive powers first as a super-salesman of
magazine ad space, then of stocks and bonds. When
becoming proprietor of Paul Masson in 1936 he had to
build a sales network, so he adapted these skills to
another commodity. Now he was reviving and honing


shrewd sales tactics. He was confident of his ability to
talk winningly to retailers, getting wine-shop
managers to purchase and stock his wines—though
they were more expensive than any other higher-end
California wines, with some priced as high as the
better French and German imports (if not the stellar-
ranked ones). He could also work on charming
restaurant and club managers, even deal cannily with
wholesalers or distributors if necessary.


But actually Martin Ray hated selling. Years
earlier, he had told Julian Street how it adversely
affected him both physically and emotionally. Much as
he recognized the crucial importance of vigorous sales
to business success, he would far rather design cam-
paigns and direct other people's efforts. Yet now his
small, under-financed, and labor-intensive wine-
growing enterprise could scarcely afford to hire or
commission sales reps. Nor would MR, anyway, have
trusted even experienced wine salesmen to know how
to sell his wines properly.


Possessor of great physical and mental energy, MR
usually gave the impression of indefatigability and
indestructibility, and indeed his stamina, along with
his determined willingness to participate in all sorts of
labors required in both winegrowing and mountain
living, was admirable—downright amazing. However,
as numerous Ray letters disclose, in a stressful state
he would get overwrought, at such times variously
experiencing dyspepsia, a racing pulse, high blood
pressure, insomnia, headaches, backaches, and allergy
flare-ups. (It didn't help, either, that he often drank
too much wine, whether in an exuberant mood or an
angry, nervous, or depressed one.)


ER described MR's abiding tension over selling, as
both prospect and activity, to her son Barclay, making
it clear that family members should coddle him during
stressful times.


Rusty knows that selling always has been very hard on
him, it gets him worked up terrifically, always did even
when he was very young and before his nervous
break—but he can handle it, tho at a heavy price today.
Since it is necessary for him to do it himself, at least for
several years now till he gets thing established, the rest
of us must realize how very very hard it is on him, the
high tension about him, and try to keep it in mind at all
times and ease him in every way we can.
Then she added this, relevant to recent explosive


household ambience:
One thing is worst of all, controversy of any kind. From
now on there must not be ANY. And we can tell when he
feels especially edgy, and strained and tired—and at such
times we must go out of our way to soothe him, no
matter how we may feel, or what our own troubles or
complications at the time. [2/20/55]
Around Martin Ray, though, it was often hard to


avoid controversy.
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A Discordant Family Drama


Wen Maynard visited the Rays i
uring some of the time on those two days


_pent in their company he probably heard a
lot about the disastrous holiday visit, a month before,
of their son Peter Martin Ray and his new bride,
Terry (whom he had married several months earlier).


Several months later, in purposeful retrospect, ER
would trace what had happened to RustyJs nervous
system back to his first forays at becoming a wine
salesman again.


He started out selling in the pre-Christmas period when
nobody wants to have anything to do with wines, their
big profits in the year hinging on spirits business at that
time—and he had to put just terrific pressure on to make
sales. He did make it, when nobody else could have done
it. But it almost killed him, and none of us realized his
precarious condition, or we certainly would have joined
in canceling all parties & all the strain. [4/3/55]
Eleanor was becoming accustomed to blaming


herself, and others too, for not being sensitive and
sensible enough, when it was evident that Rusty was
very tense or riled up, to prevent horrible scenes from
happening. Twenty years later she would describe to
his physician a chronic mental disability caused by the
"nervous breakdown" (most likely a stroke caused by
cerebral hemorrhage) MR had suffered in the early
1930s: "There was permanent brain/nervous damage
that remains, though not observable. It is vital to
understand this, to keep him calm and operating at
his usual affable level," she said, then told how the
psychiatrist had counseled Elsie, urging to "avoid all
noise, confusion, and controversy." ER went on:


Then when she was gone, and I tried to take her place, I
lacked the psychiatric understanding and guidance.
When he stated opinions I'd pop up with some diverging
idea of my own, thinking we were just DISCUSSING. He
would cry out NOT TO ARGUE!
Over the years I've learned that any divergence from his
expressed point of view must be handled WITH EXTREME
CARE, realizing fully that due to the damage he
sustained he was simply unable to grasp divergence as
anything but OPPOSITION. In a flash his nervous system
reacts with angry belligerence. Any further conversation
should then be stopped, for if pursued it worsens, for his
state deteriorates. [1/17/76]
When the Rays shared with their close and trusted


friend their distress over their recent experiences,
unresolved as yet, during the recent Christmas-to-
New Year's family get-together, they described the
course of events from their own perspective—which of
course always had to be MR's. Even before Peter and
Terry's arrival they had been upset with them for
various reasons, which MR would soon detail in an
eight-page, single-space typed letter. The fact that he
wrote it on the very day that Amerine left Mt. Eden


indicates that MA had urged him to record the
grievances he'd been hearing about, then send them
off to Peter to consider.


"Dr. Amerine was here late last night, and ... we
were in high spirits because the atmosphere was
conducive to happiness and celebrating. There was no
emotional torment, and we all retired in good
condition, and arose feeling fit and fine. I mention this
to contrast the celebration that marked your coming
home for the holidays," was how MR started out.
Then—


Your Mum and I haven't had a single argument about
anything since you threw that bomb in our lap, about
Terry not liking a lot of things around here. When Terry
made the mistake of criticizing your family to you, when
you made the mistake of permitting her to do it, when
your Mum and Barclay made the mistake of not
supporting me as head of the family, and when I made
the mistake of turning on your Mum for having sided
with you, you can see how the love and harmony of a
family can be shattered so quickly. We are all part of this
family and we have to work together just as your Mum
and I have learned to work together.,.. The main thing
is to face the issue, and then set about solving it.
[1/21/55]
MR's letter was meant to launch this problem-


solving, and in it he complained about many
dissatisfactions with PMR and with Terry, separately
and together. Readers detached from the scene can
understand how the newest Ray family member, with
British reserve in her upbringing, might react to a
highly charged environment that demanded instant
bonding. Nor had her spouse seemingly prepared her
for excessive wine consumption and the apparent
scrutiny inevitably watching her every move,
recording her every word. Appalled and on the
defensive, she quickly became withdrawn and glacial.
Rusty Ray, who took immediate dislike to women who
struck him as cold, condescending, and controlling,
showed dismay and disapproval of Peter's spousal
choice. Erupting, it was followed by Peter's more
measured outrage. At some point in the domestic
melee Eleanor came to her son's defense—to Rusty an
intolerable act. The newlyweds exited the unhappy
household when they accompanied Peter's twin to
Pasadena (where Barclay was completing his
doctorate in geology at Caltech), before returning to
their Cambridge home (where PMR was finishing his
PhD at Harvard, in botany—Terry having just
received hers).


In his long epistolary diatribe (interspersed with
comments about his own and Eleanor's childhoods)
MR made such comments as these, which showed
suspicious alarm that Peter might be removed from
the winegrowing family's circle—interfering with his
dynastic plans.
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There is no people on the face of the earth more narrow,
arrogant, bigoted, suspicious, and dictatorial than this
dreary middle class of England, always trying to impose
their narrow views on everyone about them.... All of us
have to constantly look at ourselves and our ancestors
with the idea of making some improvement as we go
along. You now have to consider Terry's background ...
Since you permitted Terry to criticize your family, and
since between the two of you you built up just about the
biggest emotional disturbance any family ever suffered
and survived, it would only be a further step to have ...
you finally settled in England, where it's just about as
certain as anything that everyone is going to be wiped
out when they begin dropping hydrogen bombs.... She
doesn't want you to have a close family tie so far from
England. Such things happen every day. Men find
themselves in strange positions, perhaps living in foreign
lands, or devoting their lives to pursuits they never
intended, and all because their wives willed it that way,
and took them step by step away from what was their
original wish, training or intention. [1/21/55]
Yet in the same letter MR at times seemed fatherly.


For instance, inappropriately discursive, he wrote
about his own childhood and family members with
mingled pfaise and blame, ostensibly to deliver both
guidance and warnings to his stepson. Altogether,
MR's letter is fascinating in its documentation of a
peculiar psychopathology—as most of his tell-off
letters are apt to be (and sometimes ER's too, in their
long-sustained folie-d-deux partnership).


PMR responded by taking Rusty himself to task—
in a forthright way presenting his own views about
the recent family discord, explaining the deeds
misjudged and inactions resented—all the while
lobbing in his own accusations. For someone who was
both a young man (aged 23) and a highly focused
scientist, this letter was a remarkable accomplishment
in both human observation and angry rationality.
What PMR said would apply well to numerous
altercations, furious and prolonged, or abruptly
truncated by an exit, that he and others—family
members, erstwhile friends, business associates—were
bound to have with MR in years to come.


I have noticed in the past your morbid tendency to
observe, select, judge, remember and accumulate small
ordinary happenings of no significance, and later collect
and present them in a scheme wherein, fitted together,
each contributes significantly to the positive proof of
some sinister trait. All indications to the contrary are
discarded and forgotten. It is not unlike the current
tactics of certain government "security" boards and
congressional "investigating" committees. [Reminder
note: This was the time of loyalty oaths and
HUAC—McCarthy's rampaging House Un-American
Affairs Committee.] . . .
Because the expression of our attitudes is not at every


moment equal to your exact desires you generate, in the
fashion of manic depression, an emotional state so grave
it "has hit you even harder than the fire." Talk
constantly to me about selfishness, this is the very
essence of your behavior.
I have had enough of bullying and misrepresentation.
Frank advice, given considerately and lovingly, I
earnestly desire, and that part of your letter's contents
based on fact rather than your imagination I take
seriously to heart, even if it was couched in language so
despising as to provoke this reply instead of the
appreciative one just a little sense on your part would
make possible. And I am no longer so naive as to think
that writing at such length will do any good towards
bridging the gulf of misunderstanding you have chosen
to place between us; your response on the night of your
big blowup proved to me how the sticks are stacked. My
humble suggestions brought to you respectfully in the
simple interests of family harmony were condemned,
twisted and warped before morning into an example of
impudence and effrontery which has given your souls no
peace since. You operate on the principle that our
shortcomings are liable to abusive criticism while yours
are susceptible of no suggestion, however gently made,
and ridiculously thought I was challenging your
authority or leadership, just as if the President should
try to refuse to allow a congressman to disagree with his
views, on the basis that he might take control of the
government....
I doubt not that you will view this as another example of
ghastly impudence and just the kind of thing you were
trying to warn me against: effrontery it certainly is, and
such of the like which provoked it could have no other
answer.... In your final fury perhaps you will remember
that it was you who raised the tomahawk. Terry and I
are going to live our lives as human beings, not pasture
animals. If you choose to herd us like swine you can
hardly expect less placid consequences, nor to perceive
that improvement in our personalities towards which
your remarks, unless I am badly mistaken, were really
directed. [1/28/55]
Peter managed to end his four-page letter with


"much love, and hoping for a brighter future." Now
that both sides had delivered their volleys while
expressing views and misgivings about the awful
holiday brouhaha, the outward stress and
unhappiness between them began to dissipate. Right
after Peter's letter arrived ER wrote to her son on her
own, accounting for what had gone wrong during his
visit.


Rusty is away all day selling.... He really hated to start
out this morning, it is a tough job.... It takes a great deal
out of one, starting out to sell something new to new
customers, at this stage of life—and as you know, dealing
with liquor men is dealing with a tough racket—so I'm
very proud of Rusty, being so successful. I don't think
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many men could do it, what he is doing. And think of the
prices he is getting, too! Amazing accomplishment, I say.
Three times he has started out, now, starting sales of his
wine from scratch—which makes it even harder for him
to start out, of course.... But Rusty has great spirit, so
necessary to such a task. Nevertheless this big job (that
he says will take him 3 years to establish) takes an awful
lot out of him. To do the job he gets keyed up to a terrific
nervous pitch—and that is terribly tough on his nervous
system, which sustained a complete breakdown when he
was in the bond business (and nerves are never the same
after such a break)—all of which I have to keep in mind
at all times, to protect him against irritations of all
kinds.
Though ER sorely regretted having failed to be, as


yet, the perfect wife, she also wanted her sons to share
in the future responsibility of protecting MR from his
own mental quirks and demons.


Sometimes I don't do as well as I should. It's easy
enough to say this in talking, but difficult to follow
through on—and to see that he meets relaxation at every
turn, and plenty of sleep.... After Rusty's nervous break
[Elsie] learned exactly what she could and couldn't say
and do, and at what times, to keep him from being
nervous and irritated—and that seems a wonderful
accomplishment for a woman, to my mind—I haven't
had much chance to practice all this in the past, and
realize I could and should have done better. For Rusty by
nature is the gayest, happiest and most enthusiastic of
people, so quick and warm in his reactions to others—
but when worn out, with his nerves frazzled, irritation
drives him mad, almost beyond all endurance.
I mention this in reflecting especially over the holidays
when you were here, when I feel all of us had we been
fully aware of how terribly over-tired Rusty was could
have done so much for him we failed to do, and
consequently protected him and made him happy and in
return made us all happier. I'm sure we can do better in
the future. [1/31/55]
At this time the Rays worked out between them an


understanding about the proper division of power in
their relationship. In the Ray Papers a document
handwritten by ER—dated February 13, 1955 (and
therefore several weeks after Amerine's visit)—and
signed by them both, states: "In all matters of
importance we will advise and discuss with each other,
but if we cannot agree between us then the ultimate
decision will be made by Rusty." Rarely in the future
would she ever question his authority, and probably
she never again consciously challenged it.


For some years, Peter and Terry usually managed
to be both attentive and pragmatically circumspect in
their communications and visits with the Rays. Living
at a considerable distance—first in Cambridge, then in
Ann Arbor—decidedly helped maintain the peace.
However, a spin-off soon occurred from the spectacle


of Rusty's behavior—overwrought, dictatorial, drunk-
en and loutish, harshly reproving—that December of
1954. Barclay realized that he dare not ever bring his
German fiancee, Maria, into such family mayhem. He
allowed their engagement, effected under MR's
progeny-seeking pressure the previous summer, to
fizzle. It was also clear to him that finding any woman
guaranteed to please Rusty Ray, then sustain his
liking, might be an impossible assignment.


This account of an early Ray family conflict
indicates how periodic ruptures could, and eventually
would, undermine Rusty Ray's dream of perpetuating
a winegrowing kingdom on Mt. Eden. Furthermore,
over the years the intra-familial disputes were
paralleled by numerous relationship conflicts and
their terminations, with discords and dissolutions
precipitated by MR's erratic disposition and behavior.
Ever lurking beneath his bonhomie social demeanor
was a distrustful paranoic who could become savagely
critical of people, particularly when something done or
said, perhaps unwittingly, set him off. Whenever
people left his circle, or just displeased or disappointed
him, he was likely to predict their doom, financial or
otherwise. He also had the autocrat's (or cult leader's)
need to control the thinking and actions of others in
his personal or professional life—and the closer the
connection, the more intensive and intrusive his
efforts would be.


Thus far, though, Maynard Amerine had done
nothing to rouse MR's dark side. But certainly he had
witnessed it directed toward others, as it had been
toward Peter.


Moving into Springtime


When two of Amerine's purchases on MR's
behalf in France and Germany arrived at Mt.
Eden, they were soon put to use. The new


French oak barrels coming from Louis Latour were
deposited at the port of San Francisco in mid-
February. After MR promptly picked them up and
took them into his cellar, Eleanor told Barclay about
them:


Our six casks just arrived from France, and they are
most exciting looking. We shellacked and rubbed them,
and they are golden wonders. Shorter than our barrels,
but much fatter at the bulge, very heavy fine old oak,
beautifully made, so sturdy and handsome. Rusty has
been washing them now for several days, put hot water
in several that leaked so they are now "taking up."
Evidently they couldn't water-test them before shipping,
or they would have molded inside if damp. [2/18/55]
Two weeks later ER wrote to PMR:
Rusty has the French casks all taken up by now, one was
a big job, the one that had a knot in one stave, looked
hopeless for many days. He was smart to work on just
one at a time, otherwise it would have been a mess in the
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cellar. Rusty has figured out why he thinks they put so
very few nails in those wooden hoops on the casks—so
you could take them off now and then without causing
too much trouble, to drive in the metal hoops [beneath
them] when necessary. He hasn't had to do this so far, as
the maker anticipated the amount they would expand.
Tomorrow we're going to filter the Madame Pinot blanc
de noir 1954 champagne material using the new German
filter pads, we're anxious to see how they work. [3/2/55]
ER's last sentence mentioned the fine-filter Seitz


pads that Amerine had acquired at MR's request for
use in clearing his white wines. She wrote Barclay
next day to report that they had continual problems
with clogging, and that they didn't finish the filtering
job until 4:15 a.m.—having gone through the process
five times and using a total of 45 pads. Still, she
pronounced themselves "thrilled with the filtered
wine, which was tart and beautiful. It is going to be a
champagne out of this world."


Several letters ER wrote at this time, like this one
to PMR, told how she and Rusty had taken time off to
go and see Amerine—not without a painful conse-
quence.


We had a fine visit with Maynard last week in Davis, a
beautiful dinner at his house and stayed over with him.
Maynard and I were dancing, he loves that kind of
dancing where you whirl in circles both together and
separately—but what he doesn't understand, when you
turn separately you don't hang onto the girl's hand or
you twist her fingers off. He kept grabbing my little
finger in a vise-like grip as I turned, as if afraid he'd lose
me—and to my horror I found my little finger damaged
so badly it seemed broken for a couple of days! However,
it was just badly sprained—imagine!!! It has caused me
no end of pain and trouble, I can just begin to type again
now, after a week, but my p's still are touchy and
delicate. [3/2/55]
Two months later it was Maynard's turn to visit


the Rays, and ER happily reported on it to PMR.
Maynard dropped by for lunch the other day—Friday.
And we had a wonderful time. He has a beautiful new
convertible which we loaded with wild clematis for a
dinner he was giving that night—also an exquisite bird's
nest found among the clematis, with two very lovely
turquoise eggs in it. He was using this as the natural
motif for decorating his table. What do you think of that?
He drove off wreathed in smiles almost as fetching as
was the clematis itself draped about him! [5/2/55]
Spring had arrived and both Rays were feeling


ebullient about any number of things in their life. For
instance, MR's wine-selling trips, previously dreaded,
were almost becoming heady sprees. By now they had
gone down several times to the Los Angeles area to try
opening up a few high-end outlets for Martin Ray
wines, and to their surprise MR did nicely in what was
now the West Coast's best wine market. A raft of


incoming wine orders, however, meant that the Rays
now had to fill them themselves. Wines that were
bottled-aged had to be decanted and rebottled, then
labeled, packed in cases, and shipped off. There were
also the vineyards for MR to take care of, with only
nephew Will's imperfect help. As he wrote to
Maynard:


We will start to plow just as soon as we get back from the
trip we are leaving on tomorrow—Los Angeles, Palm
Springs, Las Vegas....
Well, anyway, there has been a stepped up number of
visitors, too. But from the day we got home about the
first of this month, we never lost a single day and kept to
a schedule that got the shipments off yesterday. We sent
out 50 cases that net us about $1600, or average $32 per
case net to us. There will be other shipments that will
run the months sales to $2000. Not bad considering
everything. But I can't last at this pace forever, as has oft
been said. And we should get together and discuss the
subject toward some solution. We must either get larger
so as to support an organization of sorts of crawl back
into the womb. But, damn it, I haven't even the time to
think, there is so much to do. All I know is that sales and
acceptances are improving and wines are coming along
well.
Success signaled an unexpected rise in consumer


interest—field observations MR surely shared with an
interested Maynard Amerine. MR also saw real
promise in encouraging private wine tastings. As he
told "Pelly" (Angelo Pellegrini, in Seattle) just before
heading off on another selling bout:


We are hardly back from a sales trip before dashing off
on another tomorrow. Sales are phenomenally successful.
Times have so changed since I was actively engaged in
selling wines in the 1930s, Even in the smallest
communities there are people, often of French or Italian
background, who appreciate and are willing to pay for
something finer than just an ordinary bottle of wine.
There is also an intellectual interest in wines not known
a decade or two ago other than in a limited circle of
snobs. For instance, right now we have all of our retail
dealers proposing to their customers that they buy not
just a single vintage of our Pinot Noir but a bottle of each
of the vintages 1950, 1951 and 1952, all currently
available—and that they serve them simultaneously at a
dinner built around the occasion of tasting one against
the other and discussing their relative merits and
perhaps arriving at opinions as to which is the most
satisfying and to whom.
With this in mind, if we are going to go national! What
about your having a dinner up there having a few of your
friends who will appreciate this sort of thing and
additionally who might wish to buy? (Mustn't overlook
the trade angle, you know!) I had in mind that I could
make you up a case to include say four bottles of each of
these three varieties and send them along with our
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compliments if you could carry on with the dinner.... As
an important part to this sort of thing, the difference in
these vintage years of a wine of a given variety and a
single vineyard should be brought out in full discussion
so as to refute completely the propaganda of the entire
California wine industry that all years are alike in
California. Obviously their claim is based on the fact that
they blend for uniformity and they do this deliberately
and without exception. [4/20/55]
MR had suggested this tactic for good reason. As


he'd told Pellegrini earlier: "The majority of [our]
sales are to consumers. It is a matter of word-of-
mouth recommendation, one friend to another. At one
time I could trace directly to Julian Street a very large
number of the consumer customers we had, although
many of them he did not know about himself."
[1/24/55]


Something like this, and more, would soon start up
with another kind of celebrity who enjoyed wine.


Entertaining Actors


In this springtime of 1955 a new and significant
social and publicity connection came unexpectedly
and dramatically into the Rays' life upon Mt. Eden,


actually to start shaping the form of their future
there. When they were in L.A. in April, they'd heard
from wine writer Robert Balzer that Hollywood and
stage actor Burgess Meredith had asked him where he
could buy Martin Ray wines. Direct contact was soon
established, and the Rays invited Meredith to a
luncheon on Mt. Eden on May 8th—his day off from
the road show of the popular Teahouse of the August
Moon. Accompanying "Buzzy" Meredith were his
fellow actor Scott McKay and their two wives, as well
as Shakespearean actor Rollo Peters.


Next day, MR wrote to Barclay ("Bark") detailing
the thespians' visit. Always attentive to the fare—both
food and wine—served to influential visitors, he first
described the meal:


We had champagne at 2-clock, grapefruit & avocado
salad with Schloss Johannesberger (lilac seal, this is the
dry one). And a 16-pound rib roast of beef cooked on the
rotissoire (to the fascination of all guests!), whipped
potatoes, and jumbo asparagus served on side plates,
made up the main course, with which we had Pinot Noir
1952. Each serving of asparagus was 8 huge speares
covered with butter and salt and pepper. Then, Rippe's
famous cheesecake served with coffee but no wine—but
followed by Louis Latour's Chambertin 1947. We were at
the table from 2:30 to 10:30, and it was a 10-bottle night!
[He added in handwriting: "Plus 1 bottle champagne at
the gate as we bid them good nite."]
It had been raining a lot and the mountain top was


"completely enclosed in a cloud until just before they
came." Worrying that their guests might not safely
drive upon the slippery dirt road, MR arranged to


meet the visitors in Saratoga and transport them. Just
as they arrived, the weather turned benevolent.


... and we had a beautiful sunny afternoon, brilliantly
clear, and a full moon in the evening—so that
occasionally we could leave the table for a stroll around
the house, glasses in hand. When bringing them up the
hill I stopped long enough to bring Eleanor some wild
clematis for a centerpiece. It was so wet I had to shake
the rain off of it. I brought her also a bird's nest, an
exquisite one, with four beautiful blue eggs in it, which
Mrs. Scott McKay carried home with her as a great
treasure. You will note this wild clematis-bird's nest
with eggs has become the latest thing in centerpieces, we
having given Amerine the same as he left last week, for
a big dinner he was giving at home and which he
reported a great sensation with his guests.
Late this morning we were awakened by the phone. It
was Burgess Meredith calling from San Francisco. He
said the Scott McKays ... had left a note under his door
saying that they had agreed between them that it was
the most wonderful day they had ever had in their lives.
Burgess said he and Kaja felt the same—they loved every
minute of it.... He said they'd give anything if they could
have this kind of life.
Such rapturous feelings and the desire to live life as


Eleanor and Rusty Ray appeared to live it had often
been expressed, and would be in the future, by visitors
to Mt. Eden, just as it had been when Elsie and Rusty
had reigned on Paul Masson's mountain.


Then MR added something else:
An interesting sidelight was this: They had been to Louis
Benoist's at Almaden some weeks ago, and came to us
confessing that they thought they'd find a little man with
his back against the wall struggling to survive and they
wanted to help! And they said, "And here we find you
living in luxury, with a magnificent situation like none
we've ever known!" So you see, you just have to have a
position of entertaining or else those damned bastards
who like to think of themselves as our competitors would
push us out of a respectable position with their
conversation alone.... The wines taken alone, no matter
how fine, are not enough. But the big room, luxuriously
carpeted, the food, the wines, the view, and our own
personalities together make up the full picture which is
carried away by guests, and through them presented to
wine-loving people at large as something fabulous.
"This dinner was just about as near to perfection as


we have ever come," MR had concluded earlier. Now
having stressed the crucial importance to ambitious
winegrowers of creating just the right ambience in
presenting themselves and their wines in the context
of their lifestyles, in a paternalistic vein MR began
expounding, in this three-page letter reporting on the
actors' visit, upon the topic of perfection-seeking—
which of course he felt he knew about, since he always
did it with his wines. This was the sort of discourse he
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might well have had at times with Maynard, far into
the night.


When you are young and filled with idealistic ideas you
actually expect to find perfection wherever you turn—at
least you do expect to find it ultimately, and certainly at
least in some things. And it comes as a shock to meet
shortcoming and failures.... As you grow, you gradually
come to realize that perfection, like security, is what you
seek and what you never get. I do not mean you should
become cynical or actually settle for less than you seek.
You must, rather, drive on—always in search of
perfection.... Just remember no one is ever fully
prepared to accept the reality of death, and most of the
populates [sic] of the earth actually go through life
preferring to believe the most fantastic of all
dreams—that of a future life somewhere in some sort of
paradise where perfection will exist. This is the final
proof I offer you that perfection does not exist in
anything, certainly in no family life—and so in the end
we dream (most of us) of it for some other day and life.
[5/9/55]
The Rays' new friendship with Burgess Meredith


moved into high gear. "Buzzy" invited them to come
up to San Francisco for a lavish luncheon he'd set up
just for them at Trader Vic's at a mid-afternoon time
when the restaurant was closed to other customers.
Next day MR wrote to Amerine describing the menu
and wines served, and also told how he had
"arranged" for the Merediths and McKays to go to
Amerine's home in Davis for a dinner when the play
would be appearing in nearby Sacramento. "I told
them that you are the man that has done the most for
California wine," he said, "and I told them you are our
best friend." [Undated, May 1955]


Whenever he talked with MR, Buzzy expressed a
keen desire to have a place like the Rays' on Mt. Eden. -
And as MR reported to Amerine:


He is quite a person and we do like them all. They are
good company and they really like and drink a lot of
wine. He even wants to go into business with me. But,
then, you can't say sure! That is just what I am waiting
for. We will have to await a more opportune moment. It
must be hard to get else he would not want it. Or if he
thought I want money he would not like it. I will try to
keep an open door and something might just possibly
come of it. He buys our wines and a lot of them, that is
something.... He likes imports and drinks the best and,
I think, only ours in Californias.... He is not a snob. And
he would love seeing your Davis lab and cellar. [Undated,
May 1955]
One of MR's lengthy letters sent to Amerine in


Germany, written toward the end of the previous year,
had expressed his vision of an "angel"—the sort of
person he'd like to have as a winegrowing partner on
Mt. Eden.


... some one who would like to put up [$100,000—the


figure MR had figured was needed] and have either an
interest in all the expanded development here or own
himself an interest outright in the newly developed
vineyard land which would be tied permanently to what
we now have so far as a right to the grapes grown. He
could have a vineyard home on this quarter section and
take up the life either of a grower or a part owner of the
vineyards or of the whole thing, as he might wish and as
we could arrange between us. We would then have a
larger thing with which to work and yet not too large. I
once thought of ten acres as ideal but I have learned a
few things I did not then know and conditions have
changed too until now I am inclined to think of a
somewhat larger development as ideal, so approaching
even 100 acres. I would be in a position to offer such a
prospect a home and a life as a part of a wine growing
development that I believe I may say would be recognized
as First among all American Vineyards (as I have so long
said—Jurgensen's of Pasadena, now with seven stores is
sending out shortly 12,000 printed pieces that says in
part "Martin Ray wines—Everywhere recognized as First
among American Wines"). There is really no competition
in just the sort of thing we have always done. Now, that
would be worth something to a few people if we could but
know each other. Then, I would be able to give such a
person leisurely responsibilities, if it was wanted, such as
many retired people like. It could be a social advantage
to one so inclined also. And at last, there should be a
sound return on the capital invested. And under any
conditions however trying that may come, such a
property could be the source of pride to the right sort of
person and it would be investment in land and in income
producing land. It goes without saying that I would not
discuss any division of management or responsibility.
[11/7/54]
Would Burgess Meredith now fill the bill? The Rays


were beginning to think so. Eleanor, who did most of
the entertainment scheduling in the Ray household as
well as the letter writing, obviously enjoyed sending
breezy notes to Meredith—like this note describing
the pets and some of the wildlife up on Mt. Eden,
where he too might dwell one day:


The latest news in my dept. is that bluejays have just
pushed all the baby linnets out of their nests all around
the house and I've been picking up the birdlings trying
to get them back in their nests but some nests are
squeezed in such narrow slots between beams that I
can't reach in. Frosto [the Rays' white Samoyed dog] has
just broken the kittens' china milkbowl—and the kittens
have been playing with all the laundry on the line so it's
crisscrossed with muddy tracks. Aside from this the
linnets have eaten most of my lettuce, the wind has
blown over my fine pea plants, and a big fat frog has
been sitting on most of my cucumber seedlings breaking
them smack off. But I've just washed and dried a bunch
of fine Baccarat glasses and didn't break a one, so I guess
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that evens up the score for the day, what? [6/2/55]
In coming months Meredith would talk further


with MR, in person and over the phone, about his
desire to buy property on the mountain, build a home
there, and have MR create a vineyard for him around
it—after they'd formed a winegrowing partnership.
Burgess would soon undertake several extraordinary
occasions useful in promoting Martin Ray wines.
However, the Rays all the while held onto some
reservations about the wisdom of setting up a
satisfactory permanent business connection with their
friend Buzzy, just on the basis of the following
experience alone!


A Midnight Champagne Cruise around S. F. Bay
A s The Teahouse of the August Moon was nearing
/\s departure from San Francisco, Burgess


X A.Meredith decided to put on a gala event, on May
23rd, that would be a thank-you to friends and
supporters in the Bay area. Of course he invited the
Rays to attend. As MR was wont to do with Maynard,
he reported fulsomely on the experience in a letter to
Maynard—and as he often did in his near stream-of-
consciousness typing, he neglected to create some
needed paragraphs.


Meredith and McKay do not know much about wines, I
find. But they want to know. As we have seen them now
several times we learn more of them. They live a hell of
a life, in every way abnormal. It is apparently the price
of their kind of success. Surrounded always by hangers
on who kiss their boots and put up with what no real
man or woman would[,] they are in a way isolated from
all normal existance [sic]. They must have their parties
after midnight, they must eat their dinners at 2:30 and
be sober by 8:30. Everyone watches everything they do.
They have no free days. To carry on they must somehow
get 9 hours sleep and it must be in noisy stuffy
apartments that are within a block or so of where they
must eat and get to the theatre. They can not trust taxis
or street cars to get them there in time. They must be
able to walk if they are to get the most out of their hours.
They somehow seem to like our kind of life and the fact
we do not make over them. But at their midnight boat
party on the bay the other night there were actors,
musicians, restaurant men and just plain hangers on.
Burgess kept rushing about shouting, "Isnt it wonderful!
Arnt we having a wonderful time!" Everyone was
drinking champagne like mad out of paper cups and soon
everyone was drunk. Finally, three hours later he came
up to us on the top deck. Eleanor and I were the only
ones up there enjoying the beautiful night and almost
fantastic night scenes as we passed all the government
docks and dry docks in the lower bay. Work was going on
full blast—on a 24 hour basis the captain of the little
excursion boat told us. We are taking out of storage all
our world war II merchant boats and hurriedly putting


them into condition! Welders could be seen welding on
new plates and men swarmed over the fully lighted ships.
It was the first I had known of this. Burgess said, "No
one is having a good time. Aren't people awful. They
refused to come out on deck, they are all huddled below,
just drinking." They were. Many were asleep already.
And when we docked a boat boy looked under all the
benches. He told us usually there were people under
them passed out. Finally Burgess leaned way out over
the water and peered ahead and shouted: "To hell with
the rich." I don't know why the rich. That is what he
said, though. Then he went into the captains cabin and
blew the whistle time after time as he had been doing all
the trip. It was not a successful party. But these people
dont seem to expect any other kind of party. They did
drink great quantities of Champagne—Almaden.
Now I come to the explanation of one of the greatest
surprises I have ever had in wines. That Champagne was
the greenest, poorest wine I have ever tasted. It was for
me undrinkable. On top of every conceivable fault it was
sugared and sulphured to high heaven. I never realized
that the quality of Almaden had sunk so low. Nor can I
see any reason except no one over there knows what a
good wine is. Certainly they could make a good
champagne if they knew what one is like and wished to
do it. Even the tin foil was unglued to the bottle neck and
I noticed the moment any one grasped a bottle the foil
fell away leaving the neck naked. This disclosed a plastic
cork, the first one I had seen. The entire bottom of the
ship was covered with champagne. Every bottle opened
shot out from a quarter to half its contents, so wild was
it despite being iced fully. One girl was completely bathed
in champagne early in the party when her boy friend
opened a bottle and it gushed all over her even at four or
five feet distance. Finally they learned to just let the cork
go and what wanted to went on the floor or overboard. I
opened several bottles and found, being experienced, I
could hold back the wine by quickly slipping my thumb
over the opening at the moment the cork was twisted out
by the other hand. But it was all I could do to hold back
the pressure! No inexperienced person could have
managed a bottle. Eleanor and I had at the last moment
wondered what champagne would be drunk and we
brought aboard two bottles of Madame Pinot and that is
what we drank, sharing some with Burgess and Scott.
But as Burgess got into his cups he told everybody that
the champagne was ours and finally introduced us over
a loud speaker system from the captains cabin and
nothing we could do could ever convince anyone it was
not our Champagne. For good measure, we ran out of
Champagne. So we put ashore and picked up a couple
more cases—this time it was Criberi's [sic] Saratoga
brand Champagne. Then people started coming back to
us telling us they now had our champagne. As they were
by then drunk we could not tell them anything. They just
asked, "You come from Saratoga, dont you?" Then they
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would hold up the bottle and say, "See, it says so right on
the bottle. It is your champagne." I told Burgess over the
phone yesterday I would not forgive him for serving such
vile wine. He said, "I know. But I had already bought it
and what could I do?"
The only way to give these people a good time and enjoy
them is to get them away from all the people who hang
on and treat them as human beings and equals. This is
what they want but somehow they seem unable to
manage. Burgess could have made it a wonderful party.
But he seemed somehow removed from all the guests
unless it was us. He just wandered about and wherever
he went people kissed his foot. He did nothing at all to
make the party a success. He then complained it was a
failure. And he said, "I have had so god damned many
wives I cant remember them all. Isnt it hell?" I don't
know what he had in mind....
If they had had the salomi [sic] and French bread and
cheese with a simple red wine and if they had all been
drawn together by seating them at a table and if Burgess
and Scott had been hosts in fact, the party would have
been a success. But drinking champagne out of paper
cups and large ones at that and eating salomi and cheese
was hardly fit. The champagne would not pour into the
paper cups. It simply filled the cups with foam. I tried
several times and thought it might be the roughness of
the paper. But our champagne did not froth up. So it was
just that Almaden was so green and wild. And [Oliver]
Goulet [MR's cellar master at Paul Masson, until the
winery fire in 1941] always did say you should have a
very maximum amount of pressure in champagne. He
has it, apparently! [5/27/55]
(Not long afterwards, MR felt validated when he


learned that consumers had widely complained not
only about the foul taste of this champagne but also of
injuries received from its wildly shooting corks;
therefore Almaden had to destroy their remaining
inventory and recall any bottles on wine dealers'
shelves.)


Burgess Meredith's improbable dream in 1955 of
winegrowing with Martin Ray inspired and set the
conceptual form for the Rays' creation of Mount Eden
Vineyards four years later. Its much-expanded
shareholding membership would ultimately lead to
the collapse of their glorious hegemony on Mt. Eden.


A Provocative Invitation


In early February of 1955 Martin Ray received a
letter from wine industry consultant Louis R.
Gomberg that contained a long memorandum "on


the proposed cooperative action by premium wine
producers to combat foreign competition." Named in
the group were Almaden, Beaulieu, Buena Vista,
Christian Brothers, CrestaBlanca, Inglenook, Charles
Krug, Paul Masson, and Wente. Apparently MR didn't
think much about it, and busy with other things, he


put it all aside. (Gomberg's initial letter and the mem-
orandum haven't been found among the Ray Papers.)


Gomberg, long affiliated with the Wine Institute,
was possibly the only person within the inner circle of
the California wine industry at the time who had long
agreed with Martin Ray's proposed solutions for
improving the quality of the state's better wines, and
therefore their reputation. Gomberg had an interest-
ing background. After being a concert pianist, then a
lawyer, he made a career out of his wine expertise and
enthusiasm. Gomberg may well have been the one
who, years before, when MR owned Paul Masson, had
urged him, though in vain, not only to join the Wine
Institute but to serve as an officer—and therefore be
in line to take the lead there someday in devising new
winegrowing strategies. It appears that he and Martin
Ray never actually met. But from their corres-
pondence, and from what MR wrote about their long
telephone talks, it's evident that they respected each
other.


On April 5th Gomberg telephoned MR to ask him
what he'd thought of the memorandum and to invite
him again to consider joining this small group of
winery proprietors who prided themselves on
producing high-quality wines. MR declined. He had
already had disagreements with some of the wine men
involved, because he disapproved of most of their
wines and their winemaking and marketing methods,
and had often said so. He wasn't one who ever
belonged to groups anyway.


However, MR soon began viewing this project of
Gomberg's as an extraordinary opportunity to assert
his opinions in such a way that these wine producers
would be pushed into making the necessary changes to
bring about quality standards. So on April 20 he sent
a three-page letter to "My dear Lou." In the first
paragraph he reiterated that he couldn't join the
named wineries "in any effort to keep out of this
market the fine European wines. Nor will I permit the
use of my name as favoring your organized effort,
which I believe ill-directed." The rest of MR's long
letter followed this statement: "But with the passing
of time I have given more thought to the real problem
of these growers, and it is with this in mind that I now
am writing you."


During the next several months Martin and
Eleanor Ray together would be greatly occupied with
what they usually called their "Wine Quality Fight."
Much of their correspondence during that period, and
afterwards as well, was taken up with plans for battles
on particular fronts and then conducting them. Few
letters indeed went out to friends and family members
that didn't mention their fixation, as when MR told
Angelo Pellegrini, after talking that day with
Gomberg, about "a movement on foot [sic] among the


continued, page 19 —
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the U.S.G.S,, the Rodgers Creek Fault has a 32%
probability of experiencing a quake of 6.7 or greater
magnitude in the next 30 years.


On September 3, 2000, Mother Nature finally
seemed to give the lower Napa valley a "wake-up call."
It has been labeled as the Yountville quake since it
was centered in the hills to the southwest of the
famous wine village. Yet a seismic engineer on the
scene reported that wineries near Yountville, Oakville,
and Rutherford "didn't even lose Champagne flutes
from their shelves." Down the road, the city of Napa
experienced serious damage on soft sediments near
the Napa River. Estimates of losses ran as high as
$50,000,000, but none of this damage was wine
industry related.


But what of the Hayward Fault, which lies in
menacing slumber under the East Bay homes and
workplaces of about 1,250,000 from the city of
Fremont up through Berkeley and Richmond? The
Bay Area press, local governments, and U.S.G.S. have
been working overtime for the last four years to
awaken people to this danger "threatening at any
moment to rupture with a cataclysmic jolt." In a park
in Fremont a 15-foot pit has been dug, exposing the
Fault, and affords visitors a 9000-year view of the
Fault's history.


And the wine industry there? The Livermore Valley
wineries are far enough away from the fault to avoid
disaster if a 7.0 quake hits. And the East Bay wine
country south of Hayward, which U.C.'s Eugene
Hilgard thought the best in the state, is long gone.


But there is one winery of great importance on
some fairly soft land in Alameda. I called Rosenblum
Cellars to see if their precious barrels of Zinfandel
were properly protected. I breathed a tentative sigh of
relief to learn that their seismic engineer was the
same who had conducted the collapsing-barrel
experiments for the University in 2000.


FOSTER, continued from page 13 —


a bottle of Champagne were flashed around the world.
The event sparked an international incident in which
Germany recalled its American ambassador.


There are numerous stories equally fascinating in
the book. The problem is that there is absolutely no
easy way to find individual events because of the lack
of an index. The book is well worth reading; it is just
not the stellar reference book it might have been.
Highly recommended.


[Bob's reviews originally appeared in the February-March and
April-May 2006 issues of California Grapevine. Visit their website
calsrapevine.com for subscription information and/or a sample
issue. —Ed.]


MARINACCI, continued from page 31 —


better-known growers . . . which we have been asked
to join, but which we are determined to fight and
about which you will hear in another letter shortly."
[4/20/55]


It would be the biggest war that Martin Ray ever
waged with the California wine industry at large—but
aimed in particular at a few of its best-known, most-
respected practitioners. And Maynard Amerine and
his friendship with MR inevitably would get caught in
the crossfire.


[This story will be continued in the October 2006 issue.]


EDITOR NOTE: During his long and distinguished
career as an enologist, Professor Maynard Amerine
authored more books on the technical aspects of wine
and winemaking than any other author in the English
language. Amerine also enjoyed the history and
bibliography of wine, and wrote on both. See Gabler
Wine into Words (2004) and the Wayward Tendrils
Newsletter (Vol.8, Nos.2, 3,1998) for appreciations of
Maynard Amerine and his works. The book illus-
trated below is unique in that of the seventeen books
in the Andre Simon-edited "Wines of the World"
Pocket Library series, only the California volume
named an author other than Editor Simon.


THE ' WINES OF THE WORLD ' POCKET LIBRARY
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Vinaceous Correspondents-
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


The Third Article in a Series / Thirteenth Section
by Barbara Marinacci


This portion of the long-continuing series profiling Martin Ray, the notoriously pugnacious wine-quality advocator—often using
his own written words—approaches the termination time of his close friendship with noted UC Davis enologist Dr. Maynard
Amenne during 1955. This impasse came over their growing disagreement overMR's strong-arm tactics in trying to induce the
more reputable California wineries to plant more acreage of fine winegrape varieties and to produce honestly labeled varietal
wines. The author, MR's stepdaughter, is the coauthor with her mother, Eleanor Ray, of Vineyards in the Sky: The Life of
Legendary Vintner Martin Ray (1993;2006). Thanks again are due to Special Collections at UC Davis Library, which has housed
the Martin and Eleanor Ray Papers since 1999.


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE (1937-1976)
- 13-


y the start of June 1955
Martin Ray felt he was on
the verge of achieving what
he had been working to
bring about for nearly two
decades^ the imposition of
quality control measures on
that smaller portion of
California's wine industry
which made and marketed


wines superior to the jug and mass-produced generic
ones—often proclaiming them to be varietals. And
why wouldn't MR be buoyant? His lengthy phone
talks with Louis Gomberg, the organizer of the new
Premium Wine Producers of California group (PWP),
as well as some letter exchanges between them,
indicated that the PWP seemed almost ready to cave
in to his demands.


Gomberg had said that he intended to introduce at
the group's meeting on June 2nd MR's proposals for
a form of QC that the member wineries would agree
to undertake and police themselves. Adhering to new
self-imposed rules would not only improve among
connoisseurs at home and abroad the abject
reputation overall of the state's "better" wines, but it
should prevent having strict measures forced upon
them later by government regulatory agencies.
Behind this reasoning, however, lay MR's confidence
in his prior threat to expose to the national press
various wineries' malpractices and deceits—unless
they capitulated by publicly declaring their intention
to undertake the reforms he insisted upon.


But at that early June gathering LG decided that
persuasion time hadn't yet arrived, for not only were
several key members absent (ones possibly favoring
quality improvement) but indifference or downright
opposition among attendees must have been
detectable. Soft-pedaling whatever he had to say
about Ray's QC position, Gomberg didn't ask for a
vote. He called MR afterwards.


Here is what MR then reported to his friend
Maynard Amerine, several days after he and Eleanor
had dined at his home in Davis. It showed his
intention of passing on to Maynard the responsibility
of actually designing the QC plan's specifics. He now
portrayed himself primarily as the agent for change,
who was forcing this crucial quality-ensuring action
upon reform-resistant wineries through tough public
relations tactics.


Gomberg phoned yesterday to tell me what he is
writing. Herman [Wente] and [Robert] Mondavi are still
in New York. They could not act but he felt the feverish
anger had subsided and he personally believes that they
will go on record next meeting with all present as
approving quality control. He said he felt that Herman
[Wente], John [Daniel, of Inglenook], [Aldo] Fabbrini
[Beaulieu's general manager] and [Robert] Mondavi
would like first to come down to Saratoga and have a
talk with me. He said the whole thing had come up so
suddenly it was difficult to imagine but he believes they
will go for it. I told him that if they did, the thing to do
would be to get you to write the "controls" and that in
such case I would like to step aside and have you direct
it. He said he thought that the idea was wonderful and
that all would go for that, too. I told him that you and I
have not been working together in this effort of mine
and that surprised him. I made it quite clear that your
speech [at the Wine Institute's Technical Advisory
Committee; see #12] surprised me very much, coming as
if so timed by mutual agreement between us. I obtained
from the Wine Institute copies of the speech and sent
one to him. Neither he nor the group attending had seen
it, he said.
So there you are, Maynard. If they go for it, it will be
the biggest job anyone has ever done for the
industry—the actual writing of the controls. And it will
be ours as is correct. And the growers can have credit
for having allowed idealism to triumph [over]
materialism! No matter about the past or what either of
us has said. It is quite possible now that you can achieve
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just what you have been working for so long. [6/4/55]
Four days later, Amerine hand-drafted or dictated


his response, which was then typed up by a secretary
on letterhead stationery of the University of Cali-
fornia College of Agriculture / Agricultural Experi-
ment Station. It was cc'd to Dr. Winkler. First, he
answered a prior question by telling Martin that he
didn't "know what Pinot St. George is"—meaning its
origin or whether it was connected with "the Pinot
family"—and that others at Davis also didn't seem to
know either. Then he went on'


I am glad also that you told Gomberg yesterday "that
you and I have not been working together in this effort
of mine." Nothing could be truer than that. I have
consistently and even persistently told you that I could
not condone or support any such campaign as you have
been carrying on because I felt strongly that the
methods you were employing were wrong. I have said to
you again and again that the ends do not justify the
means and that one should not fight fire with fire. I
believe this philosophically and personally. And I
especially believe this when the ends are not clearly
defined. [6/8/55]
These blunt statements shocked MR. He was more


than disappointed at Maynard's words; he was both
hurt and incensed. So shortly after receiving the
letter, he wrote back, creating another of those
monumental and often scolding missives addressed to
Amerine during mid-1955, in which he recapitulated
various major and minor talking points.


I am sorry you sent a copy to Dr. Winkler on account of
its last paragraph. It could prejudice his views before I
give him all the material [documents about MR's
current Quality Control Fight, which he'd already
written Winkler that he'd send; see #12]. And the
University cannot possibly adopt your personal attitude.
If my plans carry, you will be contacted in the not too
distant future for comments by a publication of national
distribution ... a quite natural thing since the Univer-
sity at Davis has been fighting throughout our
viticultural history for precisely what I am working to
bring about. As a matter of course, it might be said you
more than anyone have inspired me to stand for what I
am and you have supplied me with most of the
information I have employed, giving me as recently as
this month suggestions to help me even though at the
time you strangely condemn me. When I told you you
should be doing what I am doing, you replied that you
had not been idle as I would see when your [May] 13th
TAG [Technical Advisory Committee] speech be
published. You even sent me a mimeographed copy of it.
Yet, when I phoned to compliment you and asked for
other copies to send to friends you backed away, sent
me to the Wine Institute which in turn has taken an
interesting stand I will report to you later on. Since you
had made clear to me how you felt about my


undertaking, I told Gomberg that you and I are not
working together on this. I thought that a fair thing to
do. I also told him that if Quality Control comes, I want
you to write it if you can be secured to do the job. And I
told him that at such time I would like to step aside,
having done my part. I told him, too, that I wanted this
thing to be the work of the growers themselves and that
I wanted them to get credit for it if they underwrite it.
But you have criticised my methods! Of all things.
Morals are not involved in this thing, unless it be the
immoral attitude and acts of the growers all down
through their history. Now let me tell you, Maynard,
there is nothing wrong with my methods. Nor is there
any occasion for you to go off philosophizing on whether
the ends justify the means and then to question even if
the ends are clearly defined. We are concerned now with
a situation that exists and which I have brought about
by straightforwardness. In your recent speech referred
to, you stated your own position so clearly that no one
can see that it in any way differs from my own. Nor is
there a difference. You merely speak in generalities
whereas I have been specific. And you speak to me of
my methods as if they would not bear inspection. I
resent this with growing bitterness because that word
has been associated in all minds with methods in no
way related to any I have employed. You can, if you
wish, continue your policy of the past years as favoring
what I am plugging to bring about, stating only it is
something that the University has had no hand in but
that if the growers are ready for Quality Control you
will be glad to assist them in any way possible. As a
matter of fact, Quality Control would come as a grand
climax to all that Dr. Winkler and you have worked for.
Only by some well planned and administered Quality
Control can your work ever actually succeed fully.
MR used history to bolster his argument and


justify his tough-guy tactics, then proudly named
some notable supporters.


You have been holding up to me the French Appellation
Controlee and now when I make possible acceptance of
something like it in an initial effort you speak of my
methods. Consider long and well what methods brought
the original controls to France and even the present
Appellation Controlee. The former came as a result of
sheer force, the latter as a result of circumstances not
unlike our very own. There they at first beheaded
offenders and even in recent years sent many a one to
prison for his practices. Here we honor them and the
assets of the entire viticultural effort of the state are
drawn upon to advertise their fraudulently blended and
labeled products! Think also of what Hilgard would
have done in your position. The position of the growers
is no different now than it was in his day. They have
always been against improving quality if at the expense
of their purse and often when the opposite was the case
as would be [in] Quality Control. Where do you think
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the drop of 1% in sales of our California wines the past
year came from? And what of the increased sales of
imports from 500,000 gallons in 1948 to 3,000,000
gallons in 1954? Is Berry Bros., Rudd wrong in
approving all I have done? Is Louis Latour wrong? Is
the Marquis of Lur Saluces wrong? Is Lichine wrong? Is
Codman wrong? Are all our best domestic wine
merchants wrong? Are John Esquin, Price, Lucia,
wrong, too? Is every single person with whom I am
presently in touch on this matter wrong, save only you?
Is one of our greatest publications, to which I have
supplied copies of all letters and exchanges [MR is
referring to his and Eleanor's contacts with a Life
magazine editor], also wrong? They are working with
me and understand well the position of the growers,
pointing out to me to my surprise just who among them
would oppose. I repeat, we are concerned with a
situation. It has passed quite beyond the stage of birth.
In the beginning I did not envision this development nor
the present possible success. But I would not be so
foolish as to turn away from it.
We are not going to have Quality Control tomorrow. But
whereas Gomberg told me at first that it would not
come in our lifetime, he later reconsidered to say it was
two or three years away. And now he tells me that he
personally believes that something can be worked out
now along the lines proposed by me. Of course the
growers will try to delay it. Then they could appoint a
committee to study it. They will try to kill it the way
many a good bill of Congress has been killed. It is my
job to prevent this if I can. I have purposely confined
myself to narrow limitations in stating a plan because
it could not be approved in a fully worked out and
complicated plan. The thing is to get them to accept in
principle the idea and then get them to delegate
authority to write the plan so that it will be their plan.
They would be much more inclined to vote it in than if
it were thrust at them.
MR pointed out the chief differences between their


two now obdurate stances, but also suggested how
they could be reconciled-


You, Maynard, are not of the industry. You are in a very
real sense supported by the industry, directly or
indirectly. You have provided the research and work-
background that has made possible consideration of
Quality Control. Without the work of the University,
Quality Control would never come in the foreseeable
future. The whole purpose of the Viticultural efforts of
the University is aimed at such an achievement. Your
speech points out clearly this fact as well as the faults
that must be so corrected. But your work alone can
never do more than bring the industry up to the point
where it will do some such thing to bring about your
proposed reforms and safeguard them. You must
remember, I am of the industry. If this thing can be
brought about, it will be the growers who do it, as I


have pointed out to them, saying that my proposal is
that we sit down together and work out what we want,
then delegate authority and get it done. You will be in
no different position than this newly formed Premium
Wine Growers [siA of California if you go on record as
against our plan. It was only contemplation of such an
untenable position that caused them at first to
reconsider. Perhaps you will prefer to remain against.
That is for you to decide. But I can tell you it would be
much better if you were to adopt the attitude of "It is
well known that the policy of the University has always
been to lend itself to improved standards in our
winegrowing, and if the growers see fit to establish
some form of self-imposed quality control we will most
certainly aid them in all ways possible both in pointing
out the mistakes that can be made and the benefits that
can accrue from such a plan which, if properly brought
into being can be a very great step forward for the
industry." I have not asked you to help me. You have,
nevertheless. I have cleared you of being in any way
associated with my efforts, because you said you would
not support them. But if you are consulted in an
advisory way, that is another matter, and I know I can
always count on you. By constantly keeping after the
growers all these years in the very way I have in my
mimeographed articles that have run into some 20,000
copies at times [!], you have become respected but hated,
too. It is no secret within the industry that some of the
letters you have written to members, some of the talks
you have made and some of the teachings at Davis have
caused many growers to become angered. They would
have your head if they could bring it about. Throughout
all this I have stood beside you because our interests
were common and you were obviously right. You will do
well to stand behind me now, however silent, ready to
lend aid to a plan when, as and if it comes about that it
is further considered and possibly adopted.
MR wanted Maynard to recognize that what he


had been saying, writing, and doinghad real historic
value for the wine industry, even though his enologist
friend now wanted to dissociate himself completely
from all of it.


Joe Jackson has requested Melville to place with the
Bancroft Library all correspondence on this subject and
he tells me he has done so. This letter I am not sending
in. Let's forget pettiness and work together. The fact is,
I am working on what you want. And you are the man
to carry it through when the time comes. I have no
preconceived ideas beyond a broad approach to what we
have stood for and discussed in full agreement all these
nearly 20 years. I beg of you to stop speaking about
disapproval of my methods. It is vicious. For by so
speaking you suggest something evil, when the very
opposite is the truth. Your caution and carefulness have
not won you the love of the growers any more than my
forthright approach!
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Then MR told Maynard at length about his frus-
trating attempt to obtain more copies of Amerine's
TAG talk at the Wine Institute. (See #12.) Finally he
revealed what would transpire very soon on Mt.
Eden. It appeared that his and Eleanor's efforts to
engage some members of the press in revealing the
skullduggery going on within California's wine
industry was nearing fruition. By keeping up
pressure on the wineries and bringing the hard facts
and controversies out in the open, MR felt confident
that quality control could finally be engendered.


After all, when you told the growers some years back of
your hospital research on cheap sweet wines and their
effects on alcoholism and pointed out that they should
plant varieties that could be picked earlier in acid and
make light table wines before they brought prohibition
on themselves again, what did they do? Nothing! Nor
would anything have come of your recent speech, they
even suppress it! But with your talks and your research
and all the good-will of the University behind quality
control it could be the greatest single step forward in
the entire history of the industry. I repeat for emphasis!
And I do not ask anything of you that is not what the
attitude of the University should be. You can lend your
hand when and if it is asked. And you cannot afford to
attack me on the flimsy grounds that you do not like my
methods. I did not like you saying this to Dr. Winkler.
It was for him to decide without your putting into his
mind there is something wrong with my straight-
forwardness, an approach which no one else has the
strength to initiate.
One of my strongest assets in this activity is the known
friendship between us and between the University and
me. It is not my idea to destroy this understanding. Our
friendship must stand!
Obviously MR didn't quite realize that this "known


friendship" had become a downright professional
liability to Maynard Amerine. And before signing off,
he reminded his friend that he'd agreed to put on a
dinner at his Davis home for the Rays' new fast-
friends—the leading performers (presented in #8)
who would soon be appearing in nearby Sacramento
in The Teahouse of the August Moon.


Expect to hear from Burgess Meredith shortly as to
which date for the dinner with you. I will advise. Must
breakfast now. [6/10/55]
Amerine sent only a brief response to MR's long


harangue on UC letterhead notepaper.
Dear Martin' I am never idle so you should not surmise
that I support your campaign from that standpoint. I
am thinking of retiring to a Monastery directly after the
Short Course (Lake Tahoe) and I will return to Davis
only for Meredith's dinner. [6/15/55]
MR began his reply with this'
If you are thinking of retiring to a Monastery, do tell me
more about it! I would like to know the Order, if it is


devoted or friendly to wines and if so if it has good
vineyards and wines. For, I would like to retire to such
a Monastery, too! And who wouldn't, at times! [6/19/55]
But being Martin Ray, he would have a lot more to


say in this latest letter. (See the final subhead
section.)


Aiming for the Big Ne ws Break


From the start of their Wine Quality Fight both
Rays engaged in frequent communications, in
letters and over the phone, with several writers


they knew and some magazine editors they didn't
know. And despite their criticisms of both John
Melville and his Guide to California Wines, when
sending off to him MR's initial correspondence with
Gomberg they tried to gain his commitment to
writing an article about the urgent need for quality
control—featuring, of course, MR's current yet long-
held position. At the time, Eleanor had even
composed a three-page letter detailing for Melville
how he could research and write an article
appropriate for the New Yorker. The Rays decided
not to send it but—as they customarily did with
rejected drafts—kept the original on file. In the
shorter letter sent instead, she had even suggested
that Melville infiltrate the next PWP meeting and
report back to them on its transactions.


Louis R. Gomberg is their Wine Consultant in charge of
all this furor, as you see from Rusty's letter. He may
suspect you of being the chappie referred to in Rusty's
letter to him, so you'll have to let him know you're out
to do an impartial reporting job or maybe you won't get
in. [5/29/55]


Melville diplomatically declined the Rays' assign-
ment of undertaking to write something that might
be grabbed up by a major publication.


Read letters to Gomberg with great interest and will
follow developments. However I could not possibly have
the time to study the subject thoroughly and do the
necessary research for proper articles at this time. I
would rather concentrate, besides, on stressing the
necessity of constantly improving the quality of
California wines rather than get involved unnecessarily
by jumping into the fray. I have no wish to antagonize
the majority of the producers of the so called premium
wines and I think it would be foolish for me to do so.
Also, I think you will agree with me. [6/2/55]
In their two-person battle with the California wine


industry, the Rays had focused on a theme long
favored by MR: the plummeting of quality standards
in almost all facets of American life and culture. They
saw this frightful decline as escalating alarmingly
and felt that waging the fight for quality in wine had
a better chance to win than in other areas of
American culture. ER was researching and writing
her own lengthy coverage of the largely dismal
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history of quality-promoting efforts in California's
wine industry (see #10), to send out to their wine
writer contacts and a few interested magazine
editors. At least two writers they knew had now
tentatively agreed to compose a piece about the
present deplorable situation with California's wine
quality.


From the start, MR had let Gomberg know—and,
through him, had put the PWP membership on
alert—that he was cultivating contacts with several
national magazines as well as print news organiza-
tions. (In the mid-1950s the new media of TV, with
news programs and talk shows, was still in the
fledgling stage. Besides, MR despised television and
derided friends who watched it. He even avoided
listening to the radio and out of principle never saw
movies.) Thus MR had written to Gomberg in mid-
May :


... I received word that one of the articles I have
inspired to be written, to put a burr under the tails of
some of these chaps [PWP winery owners], will appear
at an early date in a magazine of wide circulation. I
have turned over to the author all this correspondence
for material on the growers involved. He will do
whatever research he likes among retailers, importers,
consumers. [5/16/55]
Less than two weeks later, MR again sent another


letter to Gomberg. It indicates how they sometimes
discussed things rather amicably over the phone. It
also shows how the Rays were working toward
establishing a definite deadline for releasing news
about the quality control issue to their press contacts.
Thus MR warned Gomberg to alert the PWP
membership to the crucial importance of deciding
whether or not they assented to the very principle of
self-imposed quality control that he demanded of
them. If they agreed, they would then work on
establishing a definite plan to be enacted. But if they
did not agree, Martin Ray would quickly expose in
news releases the fact that the collective membership
of PWP had voted against improving quality and
honesty in the wines they made. Earlier and often
enough MR had made this threat; in this letter,
however, he now took a more positive tone, which
approached fond fantasy.


Confirming our most recent telephone conversation
relative to the presentation to your members on June
2nd of the plan for self imposed quality control, I would
like it to be pointed out that I have now completed
arrangements for breaking the story of quality control
with a tie-in to the various great steps forward taken by
the California growers over the past 100 years.
The news break will be on a Sunday—either June llth
or June 18th, as you may designate, and it will have a
tremendous audience to be followed by a magazine story
in a national publication and in which each of the


growers who take part in the initial decision will be
interviewed and quoted. The various people who have
been instrumental in bringing this about who are
outside the actual industry will also be quoted....
The news release will be presented as the greatest
single step forward in our viticultural history. It gives
me great pleasure to present the opportunity for this
reform. The increased prestige and other rewards to the
growers will be great. [5/28/55]
Meanwhile, MR's current camaraderie with actor


Burgess Meredith had revived his contact with their
mutual friend John Steinbeck, who in the late '30s
and early '40s often had both worked and relaxed at
the Paul Masson vineyards and winery when Ray
owned them. (Meredith began his friendship with
Steinbeck in 1939 when playing the role of George in
the movie Of Mice and Men.) After John relocated to
New York City by the mid-1940s, communication
between them had become sporadic. Probably it was
Eleanor who had this brainstorm> Rusty should ask
his influential and talented old friend to undertake
an important mission within America's media center.
Steinbeck's position as a contributing "editarat-
large" at the Saturday Review of Literature should at
least enable him to contribute an op-ed, if not an
entire article in that highbrow weekly magazine. And
what about other useful press contacts he might
have?


MR wrote to Steinbeck in early June. Before
moving into the principal reason for his contacting
John after some years—a big favor to ask of
him—Rusty (John had used his nickname) sketched
in personal updates (buying and developing new
vineyard property, Elsie's death, his marriage to
Eleanor), and then the background for the quality
push. Some of that QC argument would be familiar to
John, since it dated back to the period after Repeal,
when the Steinbecks, living nearby in Los Gatos,
knew well Rusty Ray's fighting spirit with regard to
quality and promoting pure varietal wines.


Our new place, Mt. Eden, adjoins the old but is up 2000
feet at the summit where we live looking down directly
on the vineyards—there's no place like it anywhere, I'm
sure you'd be crazy for it. Have you seen this new book
just out, "A Guide to California Wines"? Joe [Joseph
Henry] Jackson wrote the foreword, John Melville
authored it, and Doubleday is doing a terrific
promotional job here in California. We get top billing in
the book— Melville said without qualification that we
made "the finest and costliest wines of California."
We've moved into front place in a comparatively short
time after bringing out our well-aged varietals from this
new place under our Martin Ray label—and we're now
in a position where we no longer have any competition.
We get $100 and $120 a case for our two champagnes,
$48 a case for our Pinot Noir, and $36 for our Cabernet-
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Sauvignon. We have had about as much recognition as
anyone could hope for ... things are going mighty well.
But as to the industry—! California wineries (and I
refer to those who sell wines under their own labels and
at more than $1 a bottle) stepped up production during
war years to as much as ten times what their own
vineyards would provide, because they could sell
whatever amount they made, no matter how bad. The
result is, the quality of most California wines has
severely suffered, and imports which were half a million
gallons in 1948 have increased to three million gallons
in 1954, thus filling the quality gap. Sales of California
table wines are now jeopardized, and the growers are
clamoring to tax competing imports out of the way (the
same old cry they've been raising all through Cali-
fornia's viticultural history!). These growers proclaim
the excellence of their wines and insist on a quality
reputation they no longer deserve. They have just
formed a group called the "Premium Wine Growers of
California" [sic] which is devoted to keeping out imports
and stepping up radio, TV and newspaper advertising
of their wines, when they should be devoting their
efforts to improving their wines, thus meeting
competition.
So I'm at war with them, trying to force a self-imposed
quality control like they have in every other wine
country in the world. It is in fact a fight for quality. This
fight has been lost in many fields, but there is a very
good chance that I'm going to win it here, and if I do, it's
because I have an effective economic lever to bring it
about, the retailers. They're behind me, and the
complaining growers now are squirming. They're
holding a meeting today, and I've forced them into a
position where they must either sponsor my plan for
quality control or go on record against it. Dr. Amerine
of UC Davis just gave a speech to the Technical
Advisory Committee of the Wine Institute in which he
ripped into the growers just as I have been doing for all
their malpractices in which they blend away their
quality and fraudulently label their wines.
The news story is going to break nationally later this
month, whether or not these growers accept a self-
imposed quality control. If they do, it will be the first
time in history they've given in to quality objectives; if
they don't, it's going to be a dramatic fight to report
anyway. I'm going to send you a portfolio I'm getting
together of all the letters which highlight this fight, and
if you read them you'll have the entire picture, and will
see at a glance the great significance of the struggle—
symbolic of the quality struggle in all fields today.
Now came MR's expectable request of John.
I am wondering if you could do something on it—
perhaps a little story or editorial in the Saturday
Review, as they are always keenly interested in the
fight for quality. You will find in the portfolio names
you can quote for added spice.


I'd like to break the news story in New York papers, as
soon as I have word from the growers as to whether
they are going to accept or reject the quality control. If
they reject, by breaking it in the press they'll be forced
to reconsider. Don't you have some friend on one of the
New York papers who could do a walloping job on this?
I'd like your help on this, John, and in a way it's your
sort of thing. Goddamn these big bastards who've gotten
control of the industry—they no longer care what they
put in the bottles, something must be done to stop them.
You might be interested to know there's no opposition
except from the growers themselves. Their organizer,
Louis Gomberg (formerly of the Wine Institute, but fired
because he was claiming to be favoring the interest of
table wine growers!) said to me a month ago that such
a control as I proposed couldn't possibly come in our
lifetime; a couple of weeks ago he said such a thing
couldn't come for two or three years at least; and right
at this moment the fight is on to see whether or not they
will accept it now! That's what pressure can do, and I'm
going to continue to pressure them by every means I can
get hold of. That's how close we are to victory.
Finally Rusty brought his long missive to a brief


and personable conclusion.
With best of good wishes to you, and hoping we can get
together up here on the mountaintop one of these
days—you'll be struck with the greatness we've
achieved with our wines today, far greater than ever
before! [6/3/55]
Then the Rays began waiting impatiently for a


response. Receiving nothing from Steinbeck during
the week after mailing the letter, Rusty again wrote
Steinbeck, injecting more urgency in his request for
aid.


The Premium Winegrowers of California organization is
making a tactical maneuver to smother the story value
of this fight by delay. They say they can't consider such
a big thing as quality control without having more time
to think it over. I know exactly what will happen if I let
them control it, and put off releasing the story. They'll
delay and hedge until the many people now vitally
interested in this fight will lose hope of its
accomplishing anything, and all interest will evaporate.
These same growers did the same thing to my effort
toward quality control twenty years ago in the new
Wine Institute organization. Now it's the same strategy
all over again, with this newly formed "Premium"
group. So I'm releasing the story of this fight on June
21—the news angle being that I've been pressured into
telling all, giving the score on what's happened to date,
giving the press the full story, including letters from big
names and showing wide public interest in the outcome
of this quality fight. Actually public interest if roused
widely and sustained by the press may be the necessary
force to make these growers finally give in to quality
control, after all these years.
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We have made arrangements to release the story in Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Boston and Baltimore, but have
no newspaper contact in New York, so are hoping either
you will be able to do something on it, John, or hand it
to some friend who will. The moment the news-story is
broken a national magazine is going to follow it up, but
it must be broken in the newspapers first. Whether or
not you are able to help us with a New York newspaper
story for Tuesday, June 21st, I'm hoping very much you
may do something in the Saturday Review or in any
other publication you may have in mind that would be
interested in this quality fight.
I don't care how either story is handled. There's but one
thing I would stress, I don't want individual growers of
the opposition singled out, but refer to them as the
growers' group,' for, if they are hurt as individuals our
chances of getting them to back quality control will be
lessened. But if the story is slanted as if taking for
granted they're finally come around to a mature point
of view, with idealism triumphing over materialism,
maybe they will come round!
Thanks very much for anything you can do, John. Wire
or telephone me collect if you want anything further.
With all the best personal regards— [6/12/55]
There was still another letter from MR to Stein-


beck, a short one, composed and sent two days later.
(Decisions and actions usually had to move fast with
Martin Ray.)


You probably surmised that it's LIFE aiming at this
story, if they can get the story broken first in the
newspapers so they can pick it up and do a terrific
exploratory job. I've just been talking with Dick Pollard,
TIME-LIFE Bureau Chief in S.F.—and he stresses that
he wants the story to break explosively with lots of
controversy. He says the New York Times would be the
best possible paper—is it possible that you could
arrange this? Actually the more interest roused the
better, he suggested Newsweek also be given the story.
I know how busy you are, but do hope you have
someone you can turn this over to who'd be vitally
interested in this quality war and do a bang-up job just
for the hell of it. There'd be less chance of interference
back there. Here in California the Wine Institute is an
advertiser to be reckoned with, and may be able to kill
the story—Joe Jackson tells me he's certain they can
get it killed. So you see much can depend on what a
paper such as the New York Times does with it.
Steinbeck proved willing to help out to some


degree by turning over the portfolio of documents
that MR gave him to SRLs publisher, who then sent
it over to editors at Collier's magazine. But then the
process stalled—doubtless meeting up with resist-
ance from the advertising department. (See subhead
section following the next one.) And the two old
friends would never meet again. Steinbeck, covering
the Republican convention in San Francisco in the


following year, found a bottle of Martin Ray's rose
champagne, Sang de Pinot, chilled, waiting for him in
his hotel room. Though scheduled to visit the Rays on
Mt. Eden several days later, he never made it, to
Rusty's dismay.


Courting Other Wine Writers


Another author whom the Rays were hoping
would help their cause by writing something
was now a wine columnist with the Los Angeles


Times. Rusty Ray had first known Robert Balzer in
the late '30s when as a seemingly feckless young man
he hung around the Paul Masson winery. (MR later
maintained that he had encouraged Bob to learn
everything possible about wine and make a career of
writing about it.) ER's letter to Balzer, sent in mid-
June, indicates that the Rays' hope for a big spread in
Life magazine, which for a while seemed imminent,
had recently fizzled, at least for the time being. This
was unfortunate for MR's ploy, since he had already
warned Gomberg, and also indicated to Amerine and
others, that a big story featuring his Wine Quality
Control Fight was going to break by mid-June, at
which time the growers' stand—against QC—would
be revealed.


But the Rays hadn't yet given up hope for the big
story, somewhere, and thought that Balzer might
help them out. As ER wrote him,


We've all had our past excitements over LIFE
possibilities that never came through. Still you can't
ignore these possibilities, because when they do come
through they do such a stupendous job in carrying
through a message to everyone. They've told us exactly
what they must have to pick up the story—an explosive
news story with lots of controversy. This includes lots of
contending quotes, including furious remarks against
Rusty, I imagine, for stirring up what they (the other
growers, the Wine Institute, the "Premium" organiza-
tion, etc.) consider "this unfortunate situation." "What's
unfortunate about it?" Rusty said to Gomberg. "I'd say
it's most fortunate, if it can bring about the self-imposed
quality control we need so badly!"
Anyway, it's my conviction that aside from any editorial
or feature type story you may plan, if you could get
some crack news writer friend to whip out a red-hot
news flash on this and get it into print fast before some
opposition "spy" kills it, maybe we can crack the LIFE
story!! Wouldn't it be wonderful? If so we'll have to put
on one stupendous celebration in Madame Pinot
Champagne!
Carry on! With love— Eleanor
P.S. Rusty told Pollard of LIFE about your angle of
approach to the story, that you've tasted fine wines in
the various cellars but can't get these wines with any
consistency, and he thinks it a fine angle, but said it
should be sharpened up, however, so the public not only
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understands that such wines can be made in Calif, but
that they definitely are not generally available. Rusty
says you can quote him as saying that Dr. Amerine told
him that most of the great wines of Calif, are lost in the
cellars where they are produced. Rusty says this is
precisely the case—they are blended out. And adds that
you don't have to speak of it as dishonest, but it should
be stated that most of the Pinot Noirs and Chardonnays
and even Cabernets so labeled are not authentic. After
all they've gotten a law that allows them 49% blending
out which in itself destroys all varietal flavor, and such
a loose law as that allows them to blend out entirely, for
who challenges them but Rusty? Did you know, Bob,
that this law reads that the 51% only of varietal in a
wine is allowable only if the wine retains its varietal
character? Amerine calls attention to this in his speech.
Exact wording, as Amerine give it in his "Table Wines"
book is as follows: "Varietal names for wines are
authorized provided the wine derives it predominant
taste, aroma, and other characteristics, and at least 51
per cent of its volume, from the given variety." The
public should know that the fine wines of France are
not permitted to be blended out this way. Rusty says it
is difficult enough to make a truly fine wine of difficult
varieties like the Pinot Noir and Chardonnay using
100% varietal, so they're hopeless when blended out.
With delicate Chardonnay you can lose the precious
varietal character just in moving a cask in the cellar,
etc. Such varietals can't stand being tampered with; and
when bended out they lose all identity. [6/14/55]
Wine writer John Storm (whose book Invitation to


Wine emerged that year) had also been cultivated for
the Ray's publicity purposes. When MR checked in
with him in late June, he sent one of his precious
copies of Amerine's TAG talk reprint that he had
managed to purloin several weeks earlier from the
Wine Institute.


Have been too busy to follow up on what's been going on
with you re. the article on Quality Control. Enclosed is
a copy of a recent speech made by Dr. Maynard
Amerine, which has been suppressed by the Wine
Institute, but Maynard sent me a copy, and I thought
you might be greatly interested in reading it, to see that
he substantiates every statement I have made. Strange
as it may seem, Maynard and I were not working
together, as it may appear. He planned this talk at
precisely the same time that I was sending out those
two first letters to Gomberg.
Incidentally, you might be interested to know that Dr.
Winkler has made a recent survey of Traminer
plantings in Napa, and found that no Traminer
whatsoever existed there, but that Veltliner grapes
have been sold as Traminer!
No wonder wine connoisseurs over the years have
believed that European grape varieties do not grow true
to character in California, due to persistent false claims.


We had a great dinner up here a week ago Sunday, at
which John Melville played host to the Joe Jacksons as
well as Doubleday people who've done such a superb job
promoting his book. John is going to correct sections of
the book when permitted for future editions, re. the
false information given him by growers on White Pinot
and Red Pinot; as he says, he was simply doing a
reporting job on what they told him, and he's plenty
annoyed to see that he was "had."
An additional enclosure that MR sent to Storm


was an article (to be detailed in the next section) that
had appeared some days before in a San Francisco
Bay area newspaper.


Also I'm enclosing a recent newspaper clipping,
supposedly on this Quality Control controversy, but you
see how they leveled off all controversial angles, making
it appear that a few of the boys have gotten together to
improve quality, with complete amity!
Though MR was upset over it, he still found


something good to say about this press exposure. His
grand cause had not yet been relegated to the
sidelines.


However, all publicity helps toward eventually pushing
Quality Control into existence. The "Premium" group is
still squirming, trying every possible dodge in order not
to be put on record as definitely opposing Quality
Control, yet won't approve the idea either.
He indicated that he was still engaged in a new


tactic to get the PWP on board through some new
negotiations with Louis Gomberg.


I'm now trying to get them to ask the U. of Calif, to
draft a plan for them to consider. This would take it out
of my hands altogether, but allow them [the PWP's
vintner members] to save face. [6/28/55]
Meanwhile, the Rays were puzzling over this


newspaper coverage implying that MR's leadership
involvement had brought about quality control
measures—prematurely giving the still unresolved
situation a wholly positive spin. Yet the Premium
Wine Producers group hadn't agreed to adopt any
quality control measures ... or decided to reject them,
either. Something odd had happened here.


So Who Jumped the Gun on QC?
bove the article's text was a photo of a man
holding a large goblet partly filled with a dark-


Dlored wine in his right hand; his left hand
held a wine bottle. His puckered mouth indicates that
he is savoring a mouthful of wine. Another partially
filled wine glass sits on the table in front of him, and
behind him can be seen three empty, souvenir wine
bottles. Here is the long caption'


TASTE TELLS—Martin Ray, Saratoga vintner, smacks
a speculative lip over two fine wines: California Pinot
Noir and the famous Chambertin from Louis Latour
vineyards of Burgundy. Ray is a key figure in organ-
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izing Premium Wine Growers of California which aims
to enforce labeling standards and put California wines
in the running for the select wine market.
The headlines read*


TO STEM THE FOREIGN FLOW
Quality Wine Men Boosting Standards


And the article itself began this way."
California's quality wine producers are "jacking up"
their standards with a self-imposed quality control
organization to avoid being drowned in the virtual river
of foreign wines flooding the United States.
Formation of the "Premium Wine Growers of California"
[sid as a policing organization was revealed yesterday
by Martin Ray of Saratoga, maker of some of America's
foremost wines. Ray said the organization at present
will include in addition to his own, such famous
wineries as Santa Clara Valley's Paul Masson and
Almaden Vineyards, as well as the C. Mondavi & Sons
of St. Helena, Inglenook Vineyard Co. of Rutherford,
and Charles Krug, Louis Martini and Beaulieu
Vineyards of Nap a Valley.
Target of the organization is elimination of the
ambiguous labeling customs of California wine makers
which have enabled European wines to sweep the
American market. Labeling customs long have been the
focal point of a controversy within the wine industry ...
The entire article, containing some 700 words,


gave MR's perspective on what was wrong and
deceptive about the state's wine industry and why
quality control was essential. But it presented QC as
if it was already a "done deal." Yet it definitely was
not—not yet, anyway. The text prepared for the
article was actually what MR would have liked to
release if the PWP members had endorsed the self-
imposed quality controls he was demanding of them,
which Gomberg had told him they were almost ready
to do.


The Rays must have bought at least several issues
of the newspaper that contained the article. Two
eventually ended up in their albums. On one ER had
later typed a commentary, in capital letters, over the
photo- "This story was planted to deceive the public
into thinking he joined them!" On the other,
"'Premium Winegrowers' group would not go along
with M.R.'s effort to impose Quality—would not even
go on record as approving it." The Rays did not,
however, bother to identify the newspaper that had
published it or the date of publication. Most likely it
was either the San Jose Mercury or the San Fran-
cisco Chronicle, with the reporter's interview set up
by book columnist Joseph Henry Jackson, a wine-
loving friend of the Rays.


But why did the Rays think the PWP had
"planted" it? Martin Ray was the only person whom
the unnamed reporter had interviewed for the article.
And he was also the only one actually quoted—except


for a brief remark by Dr. Maynard Amerine, given at
the end and lifted from his TAG talk, when it was
said that he had "recently told the Wine Institute
that there is a clear need now to 'stop preaching
quality and start practicing it.'" Louis Gomberg and
the various "wine men" supposedly involved weren't
even named—only some wineries. Moreover, the
entire article made it look and sound as if MR was
the group's main spokesman, not Louis Gomberg.


"Our objective," Ray said, "is not to legislate foreign
wines out of the country, but to regain our rightful
quality markets by producing wines equal to the best
that France and Germany can offer."
"The day is at hand," Ray continued, "when the label
that says the wine was bottled by The Premium Wine
Growers of California' will mean as much to the
American wine buyer as the famous Appellation
Controlee' on a bottle of Bordeaux or Burgundy from
France."
Target of the organization is elimination of the
ambiguous labeling customs of California wine makers
which have enabled European wines to sweep the
American market.
Labeling customs long have been the focal point of a
controversy within the wine industry over whether such
varietal wines as Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, Cabernet
Sauvignon and Riesling should be allowed to be blended
and still sold under the grape variety name. Traminer,
Gamay Beaujolais, Sauvignon [Blanc] andSemillon may
also be included.
Such a designation will, in effect, set the high quality
table wines apart from the huge bulk wine industry of
California. The organization will place controls on the
growing, making, tasting and bottling of the varietals.
These now are bottled with only limited restrictions as
to blending and are sold as America's competition for
France's Burgundy and Bordeaux and for Germany's
Rheingau and Moselle.
The organization also expects to eliminate from the
quality market such ambiguous terms as "Red Pinot"
and "White Pinot" when the wines are made from Pinot
St. George and Chenin Blanc grapes instead of the
hinted Pinot Noir and Chardonnay grapes....
Under the control organization, acreages of each
varietal grape would be carefully recorded. Timing of
harvest would be designated to assure that the flavor
characteristics of the grapes is retained. Sample wines
from each crush would be tested and stored and
comparisons made frequently.
This would mean, Ray explained, that when a wine
buyer pays the high price that varietal wines cost, the
quality control label would assure him that the wine
inside the bottle will be exactly as indicated.
Controversy over quality control and labeling has raged
within the industry since the close of World War II.
During the war, Ray explained, most wine producers
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began blending varietals to meet the increased demand.
In the last few years, however, foreign wine firms have
taken advantage of this
Actually, California grapes of the same varieties are
capable of producing wines every bit as good, and in
some cases better than the foreign parent vines. Ray's
own Pinot Noir, for example, is often tasted on a
comparable basis with the famous Chambertin made by
Louis Latour of Beaune, which is considered the
greatest of the Pinot Noirs of Burgundy.
This fact often has been pointed out by Dr. Maynard
Amerine, senior enologist of University of California,
who declared recently that "many of California's great
wines are lost in the cellars where they are made."
Everything in the article is pure Martin Ray,


presenting his own view of the urgent need for QC.
Furthermore, the name given in the article for the
organization was notihe Premium Wine Producers of
California, but the incorrect Premium Wine Growers
—a misnomer MR often used in his correspondence.


Much as they desired publicity, the Rays became
incensed as they read the newspaper article. How
had this news release come about? Paranoia quickly
took hold. They figured that the Wine Institute's
clever publicity people had persuaded their well-
cultivated press contacts to trump MR's quality cam-
paign, averting the potentially damaging situation by
defusing all the controversy MR had stirred up
within the Premium Wine Producers group. Had this
been a clever trick of Louis Gomberg's?


But the article's topic itself had been set up some
while ago. After all, there had been MR's previous
statement (or threat, really) to Gomberg that he
would release to the press on either June llth or
18th the news of whether the PWP had endorsed
quality control or else rejected it. There was the
implicit warning that if they didn't go for it, the
refusal would be made public, causing severe
consequences among America's wine retailers and
consumers. A negative vote, after all, would indicate
that business would go on as usual—that the
wineries didn't see the need to improve their bad
reputations among connoisseurs.


A paragraph that MR had written in a letter to
Amerine seems to pinpoint the interview date on Mt.
Eden as June 10.


I have gotten up at 5^30 so as to write this letter. Today
the press is going to be here all day, going over all the
material I have assembled and all Eleanor's research
material. They are extremely friendly to this matter
and it will be tied in to the very long struggle for
quality. The battle in many fields has been lost already.
Here it is being fought with some hope of success. The
outcome is not certain, but come what may we will be
further along toward what must come. [6/10/55]
The article, then, must have been published on


June 11 or 12, a day or two after the long interview
took place. And there's no indication whatsoever to
back up the Rays' contention that it had been
"planted" either by Gomberg (who was still waiting
for the membership to vote on acceptance of MR's
proposal for introducing QC) or else some other
nefarious person or organization, to gull wine lovers
into believing that quality was on the way, and was
willing to allow favorable press exposure crediting
MR with heroically leading the campaign—to
nowhere.


It appears, then, that the reporter who inter-
viewed Martin Ray that day didn't understand that
the information given to him during his visit to Mt.
Eden was in fact conditional. His interviewee would
scarcely have spoken so ebulliently had he known
that the PWP group would soon shelve this latest
push of his for quality control of California's better
wines.


After that brief local news flurry there was nothing
more. Nor did the Rays succeed in their strenuous
attempt to publicize nationally their quality control
fight out in California. They always maintained that
the Wine Institute, and possibly various wineries and
well-connected individuals in the wine business, had
sabotaged their efforts by telling publications that if
Martin Ray, his wines, or his QC agitations were ever
even mentioned, they'd no longer run advertisements
—thus cutting into significant revenues on which
periodicals depended. And as if confirming their
suspicion, from time to time in the coming years
writers and editors who wanted to publish stories
they'd written about the mesmeric Martin Ray and
his pure, potent wines would report back to him that
they had run up against intractable resistance from
publishers.


Promotional Ploys ... and Some Backfires


Here's our new folder. How do you like it?" was
how MR had ended his June 28 letter to John
Storm. Despite intense involvement with their


Wine Quality Fight, the Rays hadn't totally neglected
marketing efforts. They wanted to produce a small,
attractive price list that would present the Martin
Ray Winery's currently shippable wines, including
recent releases. Probably the embedded publicist,
Eleanor, proposed quoting some notable peoples'
praises of Martin Ray wines over the years. Printed
on cardstock and then folded over, the outer side
would use a reproduction of a horizontal black-and-
white photograph, recently taken by actor Burgess
Meredith, of MR leaning over to extract a wine bottle
from a tirage in his cellar. On facing pages the inside
right would proffer a list of available varietals and
champagnes (six in all), their vintage dates, and
prices per case; the quotations would appear on the
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left. (In the future, when leftover fliers were abun-
dant, they'd paste over the list with a typed one
showing the new releases, and bottle prices were
given, so that customers could mix wine selections, to
be packed and shipped off in sturdy wooden boxes
nailed at the top, emulating the French.)


FEB 1970


"A vineyard any Burgundian would be proud of."
« DR. MAYNARD AMERINE


' Author of "Table Wines"


"Win* which will make the vineyard known
throughout the world . . . with commendable in-
sistence Martin Ray has withdrawn his wines from
comparison with other California (wines) and set
his standards on par with any in the world. Fa-
vored by fortune and with wisdom to establish
unique marketing practices (he) has stepped into
leadership of an industry which may one day be
able to emulate (his) puristic and classical meth-
ods." ROBERT LAWRENCE BALZEH


Author of "California's Best Wines"


"(His are) the great wines of California."
ALEXIS LICHINE Author of "The Wines of France"


"The highest priced, most expensively made, most
carefully bottle-aged native vintages in the country
. . . their quality is so high they cannot be neg-
lected." MABON: "ABC of America's Wines"


". . . the finest and costliest California wines . . .
comparable to the finest wines of France."


MELVILLE: "Guide to California Wines"


"... wines comparable in character and quality to
the finest European growths in their greatest
Years." DR. ANGELO PELLEGRINI


Author of "The Unprejudiced Palate"


"Mr. Ray . .. has done a lot to raise the standards
of winemaking in California."


JOHN STORM: "An Invitation to Wines"


"I'd love to try (his Plnot Noir) on a good Burgun-
dian. It would greatly astonish him to get that un-
mistakable, unforgettable flavor out of California.
I'm still excited when I think of (his wines)... they
prove what California can do if it ever gets around
to following the best practices of the finest Euro-
pean vineyards. . . . He has made the best wines
that have ever been made in the United States."


JULIAN STREET Author of "Wines"


#0^


ESTABLISHED 1852


• MADAME PI NOT CHAMPAGNE . , $180
-FREE-RUN JUICE OF P|NOT Ni|R


$200BLANC DE NIOIR CHAMPAGNE
PALE-GOLD RARITY, Pi NOT NOIR
NOT CRUSHED , PRESSED ONLY,


SANG DE PI NOT CHAMPAGNE , . $180
CORAL-PINK PlNOT NOIR PRESS


CHAMPAGNE DE CHARDONNAY . . $180 ;
SUF>ERB BLANC £E SLANGS ;


PlNOT NOIR |


1964 FIRST CRUSH ....,.$ 96
1962, 1964 GREAT CRUSH . . . 180


CHARDONNAY
1965 ..,,... $96
1966 FIRST CRUSH, 1967 ... 120
1966, 1968 . . - . . - 180
FINEST CASK 1966, 1968 ... 240


CABERNET SAUVIGNON
1965 . $96
MAR I AGE 1946-1949, UNIQUE* . 120
1953 , GREATEST OF CABERNETS. 180


RE T A I L CASE PRICES


Probably when they were up at Davis on May 29th
the Rays had asked Amerine to supply a brief
comment about Martin Ray's wines, for use in their
little brochure and other wine-marketing purposes.
So Maynard Amerine obligingly wrote this on a small
piece of paper, perhaps at the Rays' suggestion: "A
vineyard any Burgundian would be proud of." After
MR acknowledged the contribution in a letter written
a few days after their visit to him, he indicated to his
friend that only certain persons were right for this
purpose; thus praise coming from a celebrated
novelist who had been MR's friend during the Masson
years, would be inappropriate.


Thanks for the "quote." That makes my little folder
complete, in every way, as I wanted it. After all, there
are not many people you can quote for one reason or
another. For years I have kept a file, "Remarks
Complementary" [sid and as I look through all
collected, there are hardly any at all I can use. The
people are unknown to me, they are unknown to others
or they are unpublished. You'd be surprised at how


many names I could employ, and yet they would for one
reason or another not serve the purpose here, often
because of association. Take John Steinbeck. What he
would say would only associate our wines with those of
Cannery Row! Yet, he would let me use any statement!
I have settled for those names that have published, and


the 8 of you represent all different
types and even fields but all have a
common interest—wine. It is not
necessarily the same kind of interest
in wine. But I think taken all
together the impression will be very
good. [6/4/55]


In the earliest printing of the
folder—along with laudatory
comments from Dr. Maynard
Amerine, Robert L. Balzer,
Julian Street, Alexis Lichine,
John Melville, Dr. Angelo Pelle-
grini, and Mary Mabon—MR had
used a brief compliment from
Frank Schoonmaker, who in his
and Tom Marvel's 1941 book had
called Paul Masson's "the best
wines of California," deliberately
failing to acknowledge that they
were being vintaged by Martin
Ray. This citation soon elicited a
blast from Schoonmaker in New
York City.
Dear Sir'- My attention has been
drawn to a folder which you have
printed and presumably are circulat-
ing, in which you quote me.
As you are perfectly aware, the very


flattering five words that you have taken from
"American Wines" and printed out of context over my
name without my permission were written of wines that
have nothing whatsoever to do with those you are
producing and marketing today. They were wines from
old vines (not young vines) in an entirely different
vineyard (a vineyard which has not belonged to you for
over ten years)—wines made by a wine-maker other
than yourself [i.e., Oliver Goulet, in his opinion] and
which have no conceivable connection with those you
now list, and not much resemblance to them. I must,
therefore, ask you to withdraw this circular at once.
This folder would also lead the innocent consumer to
suppose that what Julian Street said, was said of your
actual vineyard and present wines, whereas you are
quite aware that Julian Street was dead long before
your present vineyard yielded its first grapes. Mary
Mabon, too, was writing of wines of an entirely different
origin when she said what she did, which you quote. I
can only say that to use these quotations in this way
seems to me grossly misleading.
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Finally, I am astonished to note that you include in
your circular the words "Established 1852." I must say
that unless I am totally ignorant of the history of wine
growing in the Santa Clara Valley, this claim can only
be described as fraudulent. It is true that for a time,
over a decade ago, you owned a corporation which had
belonged to a man whose father-in-law [actually, the
father-in-law's father-in-law] had founded a vineyard in
1852. This is as close to 1852 as I believe you come. If
you can demonstrate the contrary I would be glad to see
the proof. [6/28/55]
FS ended his curt letter by saying, "I feel that I


must send copies of this letter to a number of my
friends in the trade and I am doing so." Following the
"cc" he listed their names, totaling 17 and all promi-
nent in the wine industry, most of them winery
proprietors—including the four whose wines MR had
attacked in the widely circulated Gomberg letters
(presented in #9).


MR naturally shot back at once an equally ill-
spirited letter. "Dear Frank," he started out, as if to
emphasize the fact that in former years, when both
were devoted to the making and marketing of the
finest varietal wines possible in the U.S., they had
first-named each other. MR naturally suspected that
Schoonmaker's nasty protest had been contrived by
his enemies in the PWP group: notably Louis Benoist
of Almaden, for which FS served as consultant and
publicist.


Anyone knowing the fight I have been making for self-
imposed Quality Control among the varietal wine
growers of the state will see at a glance that your attack
stems from my opposition.
MR reminded Schoonmaker of his attempt in 1941


to gain full partnership with MR in owning
Masson—without turning over to MR the full amount
of cash he'd agreed to bring to cement the deal. And
after MR refused him, FS said he would "jerk the
entire chapter" he'd written about Martin Ray from
his forthcoming book. He'd neglected, however, to
excise that particular statement about the Masson
wines. (This incident was described in WTQs April
2004 Supplement.)


Then MR moved into full-scale defense.
Every important writer on California wines has always
said substantially what you then said, only all current
writers agree that our efforts here at this vineyard have
eclipsed anything we ever did in the earlier days of
which you wrote.
I have thus far made only an initial run of the folder,
using two different covers to see which would prove
most effective. I will remove your quotation from the
final run.
Although I made some very fine wines at the old place,
there were never any that compare in quality with
those produced on this property. What you conveniently


ignore is that the wines made at the old vineyard, which
adjoins this mountain property, were not made
exclusively from grapes grown in that vineyard. Some
of the wines which you once sold for me and to which
obviously you referred in the quotation I have reprinted
originated from Almaden, some from Woodside, some
from Nap a, and some from the valley land below our old
vineyard. Today we grow all our own grapes. The
vineyard is but the carpenter's tool. Would you say that
Roy Alciatore [owner-chef of Antoine's in New Orleans]
could not continue to turn out magnificent dinners if he
decided to build himself a new kitchen or if he found
better suppliers? To a winegrower your inference is
ridiculous!
Our vineyard is ten years old. You surely must know
that some of the greatest wines coming out of France
today are from vines not yet ten years old. By 1951 we
had a great yearJ and 1952 and 1953 are even bigger
years.
What better weapon could MR now wield than the


name, and highly favorable opinion, of the nation's
foremost enologist?


I could quote you the opinion of a lot of people as to
these wines, but I think there is no judge you respect
more than Dr. Maynard Amerine. Upon tasting through
our Pinots upon his return from his sabbatical in
Europe he said that if he never tasted another great
Pinot grown in California he had that day tasted one,
and he likened it in character and quality to the great
ones of Burgundy.
As everyone knows I have always been my own
winemaker, although my foreman [Oliver Goulet at
Masson, whom Benoist had hired in 1941 to become
Almaden's winemaker] was given that title at one time
because I thought he deserved recognition. That was
before any of our greatest wines were made.
Julian Street spoke of me personally and the wines I
made. I have a very good file of letters to substantiate
this. It is presumptuous for you to undertake to
question the meaning of his words, particularly when he
was my dearest friend, and you were not on friendly
terms with him.
Now he defended the issue of the Martin Ray


winery's claim to a corporate founding date, over a
century earlier, that had originated with Etienne
Thee in 1852. It got transferred to his son-in-law
Charles Lefranc, and thence to his son-in-law, Paul
Masson, and finally to Martin Ray. (Martin Ray wine
labels for 1952 vintages therefore proclaimed this
"Centennial Year.")


I still own that corporation! In selling certain of its
assets including the old vineyard we amended our
articles of incorporation so as to take my family name
and make the old name essentially available to those
who purchased the old vineyard [Seagram]. They
thereupon formed a new corporation making use of part
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of the old name [Paul Masson Corporation]. There is a
clear line of succession from 1852 on, which the Alcohol
Tax Unit long ago approved for me, and I have always
carried the line "Established in 1852" on certain of my
labels.
MR ended on a more conciliatory tone.
I have said of you in the past that I have never known
you to fail to give just due to a wine in your hand. With
this in mind I invite you to taste through our cellars so
that you can see for yourself that your quotation which
I used still holds true- "... the best wines of California,"
only it is more true today than ever, as is generally
accepted wherever fine wines are known. After all,
Frank, they do sell, and for prices roughly twice to three
times as high as any other wines made in the country.
You might say that is the final evidence that they are
the finest. Would you venture to name others as good?
And if so, why don't you offer them in the market at
prices comparable to mine. [6/29/55]
Schoonmaker apparently didn't reply to the letter,


and the offending quote was removed from the
folder's next printing. If FS ever subsequently drank
any wines made by Martin Ray, probably no word of
his foe's reactions to them, whether negative or posi-
tive, ever got to MR himself, who continued to judge
him a very clever but duplicitous, money-grubbing
wine promoter and marketer. His opinion of Schoon-
maker's character would be further lowered when he
suspected that FS was behind the terrible nuisance
he experienced four months later, when his bonded
cellar was invaded by inspectors from ATTU
(California's Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Unit), bent on
gathering evidence of various winemaking mal-
practices and illegalities. (MR's account of this will
appear in the next installment.)


More Letters to Amerine


When Maynard sent that brief note to Martin
expressing his current impulse to retire to a
monastery—perhaps thereby to escape not


only from the deluge of letters from MR, but also
from all the ruckus he had been stirring up among
Amerine's winemaking friends and acquaintances—
MR had concurred with this escapist feeling. Then he
had gone on, as he sometimes did, to reminisce about
the heartwarming extended-family connections of his
childhood years spent on his maternal grandparents'
ranch in the area that is now Cupertino, and to
express his regrets over what might have been.


In fact, that and kindred desires stem, I believe, directly
from the deterioration of the family and particularly the
family settled on the land and presided over by a head
(of the house). I often think with nostalgia of our old
home on the ranch and all the members of the family
that came and went and joined together for great feasts
and also to meet the tragedies that came our way. It


was not until it was broken up by my mother, when she
stood against the old people and with my brothers who
would not work on the ranch, that I felt for the first
time in my life that I would like some place of refuge to
which I might go and knew that there was no such place
—any longer. My grandmother was head of our family.
My grandfather was too old to do the ranch work and
they had looked to us boys to carry on. My mother
thought we should be educated and she had no love of
the ranch. That broke the family. The ranch was sold.
The old people soon died. And there was never again a
meeting of the family. There was no authority, no strong
person to hold them together. Had they held on 10
years, Elsie would have been able to hold them together
with me. I did not have the patience to bother with a lot
of the relatives. But Elsie would have.
MR now at least had high hopes for the future of


this mountainous land on which he had carved out
new vineyards, especially since Eleanor had become
his wife.


It is this family on the land I am trying here to build. I
am greatly interested in the vines and wines, yes. But
if it were not for the hope of rebuilding the family, I
would have chucked it all for good long ago. The two,
the family and the vineyard, are now inseparable in my
mind. You can't rebuild what I seek and center your
activities in a city apartment. There must be always the
land and a home on it.
Then MR expressed once more to Maynard his


dream of establishing a winegrowing dynasty on his
hilltop. He was hopeful that Eleanor's three children,
along with his new daughter-in-law (Peter's wife of
nearly a year), would ultimately make his Mt. Eden
wine kingdom hereditary, despite past conflicts over
his autocratic, intrusive paternalism—a total con-
trast to their formerly single mother's freewheeling,
child-empowering parenting style, which MR decried.


Eleanor and I have come a long way, particularly since
the first of this year. Of course it's the wives the boys
have and the man Bobo [ER's daughter, Barbara, by
then living in NYC to escape from MR's clutches]
marries will determine our success. But Terry has come
around most amazingly since our understanding over
the holiday. Or lack of the same, at the time. She and
Peter are more considerate and more a part of every-
thing than ever before. And Barclay is more thoughtful,
shows clearly his desire of this thing which we have
discussed. With Bobo we must wait and see [6/19/55].
MR was clearly trying to reestablish the emotional


intimacy he had once shared with Maynard. Amerine,
though, was already moving out of the personal and
familial orbit circling around Martin Ray's forceful
and controlling center.


[To be continued in the next issue]
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Vinaceous Correspondents:
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


THIRD SECTION OF THE SECOND ARTICLE IN A SERIES
by Barbara Marinacci


[This segment follows three previously published pieces: the Introduction, in the April 2003 WTQ, and the first two
segments covering winegrower Martin Ray's correspondence with wine authority Julian Street, in the July and October
2003 issues.]


PART II — 3. JULIAN STREET AND MARTIN RAY: 1939-1947


y late 1939, when his cor-
respondence with Julian Street
began, Martin Ray recognized
that he had failed to convert
the other premium-winery
owners to his puristic, future-
oriented vision of growing far
more fine-wine grapes and from


them making limited quantities of excellent 100%
varietal wines. He now hoped that at least he could
persuade the wine author to become a staunch ally
in his campaign against the California wine
industry's quality-shunning position.


Long before his correspondence with MR began,
Julian Street had won popularity as a bon vivant
columnist, book author, and sometime-playwright.
In 1933 he became respected as a wine authority
after Knopf published his amiable introductory book
Wines, just before the advent of Repeal in December.
That autumn, JS described his new situation in a
note to a wine-loving friend: "My ancient interest in
wines, as an amateur, has suddenly developed into a
considerable asset. I have all kinds of propositions,
almost daily, and some are very interesting....
Bellows & Co. has asked me to take a stock invest-
ment and go on their bord [sic]."


Bellows granted Street virtual veto power over all
wines considered for distribution, since his vinous
expertise, coming from ample exposure to many
wines during travels and stays on the Continent,
would be invaluable.


Already dismayed by malpractices taking place in
foreign winemaking, Street soon after encountered
an even more dismal phenomenon in the newly
released California wines, which no true connoisseur
could possibly drink with pleasure. Little attention
had been given by revived or new wineries to
producing quality products. The result was that
recognized wine lovers like Julian Street shunned
American-made wines—and publicly said so.


No wonder, then, that after opening in mid-
January of 1940, his first bottle of the Paul Masson
Pinot Noir 1936, JS was surprised and delighted to
encounter the unmistakable bouquet and taste of


properly fermented Pinot Noir grapes. He then sent
off his praises via a telegram to Martin Ray, the
vintner responsible for this wonder. It wasn't his
first contact, though, since the correspondence
between the two men had commenced two months
earlier.


As their relationship deepened, MR detailed
many aspects of his life. JS wrote back in a similar
vein, shown in his few extant letters and MR's
responses. MR often revealed facets of himself that
elucidate his intense commitment to the business of
winemaking:


You have been most generous in telling me of the
background which led to your present interest in and
authority on wines. You have had and are continuing
to have a most interesting life. It is a life and a way of
living about which most people know little. That most
people devote their lives to things that even they do
not believe in, has caused me to ponder at length since
early childhood; I guess it is why they are as they are.
It thrills me to think that I know how I want to live
and that I believe in the way of life that I am living. It
was not always so, however. I had to make money. My
father was a Methodist minister and he did not leave
any for the children. So I became a Stockbroker. But
when I ceased to believe I was producing a service, I
had to give it up. Fortunately I did not lose money and
I was able to give it up as a job to be put behind me. I
have some very definite ideas about business. It is like
making wine. It is possible to have a fine business
today just as it was in the years long ago, but provided
only that the same policies be respected that then
obtained. There are no new ways to make fine wine.
There are no new ways to make a fine business. It is
necessary to work hard, produce better than anyone
else something for which there is a demand and keep
right on doing it. I have both a business and a hobby;
they are both in one. Real opportunities exist, whether
it is in wine making or elsewhere. [2/8/40]
MR admitted to JS that his refusal to use sulfites


in winemaking went back to his early childhood; he
had been terrified when locked in a shed where
apricots to be dried were sulfured. In time, too, he
disclosed a curious disability in a winegrower: he did
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not—could not—really drink alcohol, even his own
wines, though of course he tasted them. The
condition came from the early stroke that had
damaged his nervous system. (In later years, as
those acquainted with him knew all too well, MR
more than made up for this lost drinking time.) He
recalled the years when he was an ardent imbiber;
still, in many ways his loquacious nature hadn't
changed much.


In the old days when I used to be able to do a lot of
drinking, I always awakened from a night of good
friendship, conversation and much time spent around
the festive board, with perhaps a hangover but with
the feeling that the subjects of the evening before had
not really been suitably covered. And twenty years ago
I used to talk all night long, spining [sic] the stories of
what I would do in the years to come, what others had
done, what others were doing and what I was doing.
Everything was crammed full of interest and life was
very full indeed. I once had a friend who was a great
man at that time and he used to tell me, as he scoffed
at the idea that opportunity knocks but once at each
man's door, "Opportunity knocks at my door every
morning, and I jump out of my bed at dawn and pursue
it." Well, that is the way I felt. The description is his,
the feeling is just as much mine for it was there before
I knew him. I was and still am intoxicated with life.
He added a further comment on his mental make-


up that partly explains his twin obsessions: per-
fecting the wines he made and radically improving
California's winemaking reputation:


But I am terribly restless with delays at times and
patience is only coining to me in recent years. I am not
content with things as they are and I am terribly
anxious to be doing something about it all the time. I
am, but it is not always possible to see the proof of it.
You know how it is. Well, I know it's good to be that
way but I also know the price you pay for not being
able to hold yourself in hand sometimes. [7/16/40]
MR wrote disarmingly and at length about his


upbringing, feelings, values, and work ethic, as well
as his ambitious goals in an industry that rejected
his commands. JS couldn't help but admire him, and
when ending one of his letters said: "Good luck to
you fine, honest, high-principled wine-maker, and
more power to you always—and riches, too." [3/21/40]


Distribution Matters
^r T yith their correspondence launched, Julian
\l\/ Street shared with special friends and
T Y associates some Masson wines MR had sent


him, and also the winemaker's unique letters. One
was Bradley Gaylord, a wine lover and fellow-
director of Bellows & Co., the upscale distributor of
alcoholic beverages. "I let him see your long letter,
in which you discussed various wine problems,


bottling problems, grapes, &c. The style is the man,
and those letters tell more about you than they tell
in words; and I knew that Gaylord would appreciate
them."


The two men decided to try some Masson wines
on Bellows' president, Frederick S. Wildman, "as we
think it is time he was considering taking on some
California wines, and it seems to me that your
attitude is such that some sort of connection with
Bellows & Co. in the future might be a good thing all
round, unless you have other arrangements." Julian
then added an insight about the man making the big
decisions now at Bellows: "Wildman is going to
California before long and you may see him. I have
written him a little about Paul Masson. But he likes
to discover things for himself.... It is one of his
peculiarities that he will think more of your wines if
he feels that he himself has unearthed them." [1/9/40]


MR saw that further benefit might come from his
association with JS. Making a deal for Bellows to
distribute Masson's still wines and champagnes at
exclusive wine shops and restaurants had decided
appeal. He hadn't yet arranged for any firm to
market his wines nationally. After taking over the
winery, he had developed relationships with various
wholesalers and distributors, and with select retail
outlets and restaurants, but these were mostly in
California. Much of his wine was sold to local private
customers at full retail prices. But he sought
widespread recognition, among connoisseurs and
among the press's lifestyle writers, that at Masson
he was close to producing world-class wines, and so
desired not just to increase publicity, but to have his
wines available in a few East Coast cities where
wine aficionados clustered.


Two months later JS recounted Gaylord's report
on a recent sampling of some Masson wines, in
which Bellows' president and several other oeno-
philes participated. The tasters had all been unim-
pressed. "I got the feeling that the wolf-pack had
been in full cry," JS commented. Then he offered
consolingly:


I think it was a mistake to taste so many wines at once,
and at a dinner, and with a French Champagne man. I
think the whole thing was cockeyed.... These fellows
are lovers of the most superb wines and they seldom
drink lesser wines. They have occasionally tasted Calif,
wines and have been sincerely disgusted with them. So
have I. But instead of thinking about other Calif, wines
in comparison with yours, they haven't enough ex-
perience of Calif, wines to realize the difference, and
they compare yours with fine French wines, or at least
very good ones, and feel that yours can't stand up to
them. And I think that once a thing like this gets
started wrong, and goes on and on, it's like the
proverbial toboggan.
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Then JS questioned the high retail prices of the
Masson wines, from both consumers' and distribu-
tors' perspectives. Realistically, the latter couldn't
easily market costly California wines, and even with
a favorable discount, profits might not justify efforts
expended. As Julian declared:


I still think your prices out of line. I certainly don't
mean by this that I think you ought to reduce them if
you can sell at those prices, but I honestly don't think
they may compete with similar wines, from similar
grapes, made in France.... And I think I could get some
mighty good wine for less, too.
After all, if a man has money to spend for a thing,
whether it is wine or a watch, he is likely to shop
around until he gets what he thinks is the best value
for his money. That's all I mean. And I very much hope
that as to basic costs you can make the wine so as to
sell it for substantially less.... I realize that your costs
must be a lot higher than those of most other vine-
yards, simply because you so obviously do everything
well...
I try to account in my mind for your being able to sell
at such prices, and I figure that a really good California
wine is a sensation and that people are so astonished
they want it, even if better imported wines are
available at the same price, or a lower price. There may
be something like that in it. [3/21/40]
MR shot back his response to the bad news about


the Masson wine tasting, expressing (as he often
did) a disdain for wine salesmen:


I was sure of what the reaction would be, I have seen it
so often.... Prejudice may rule the minds of the great
as well as th6 humble... Indeed, under the circum-
stances, I am afraid [Wildman's and Gaylord's]
opinions must be disqualified and ruled out as of r^o
value at all, this time. For, each had already decided
before tasting the wines, that they were priced too
high. This stand could only be justified by finding the
wines much as they have found them. The human
mind works just that way....
It has long been my opinion that wine merchants are
notoriously poor judges in tasting and buying anything
new to them, or any wine fully accepted as truly great.
Anything new to them, they at once depreciate; with
whatever is known, they can be fooled or swindled.
When I am selling my entire output, for them to say
my wines are priced too high is ridiculous....
My wines are the finest coining out of California and
that for so long as this is true, they will be priced by
me (the right of the producer of the finest wines of any
country). For this is the language understood by wine
merchants, and it has always been so. [Bellows] will
then cease to talk price and then, and then only can we
deal with each other.
Despite his angry dismay, MR didn't rule out


Bellows as a prospective distributor. He told JS: "I


am anxiously awaiting Mr. Wildman's visit and until
I have talked to him, I will make no deal with
anyone else, nor do I expect to make any deal with
any jobber whereby I will give them an exclusive on
our wines." [3/27/40]


In the same letter MR purposely mentioned
another merchant—one already eager to distribute
some or all of the Paul Masson wines: "There is
[Frank] Schoonmaker, he no longer talks price. It is
my wines he wants. He is in California wines, and he
knows he needs them. Bellows will find it so." From
then on, MR's letters to JS often brought up the
subject of this highly charged wine author-promoter-
seller.


Soon afterwards MR received a letter from
Bellows' president, Frederick Wildman, who didn't
mention the recent tasting.


Since my return from abroad the beginning of this
month I have gone over your correspondence with
great interest with Mr. Julian Street and have had the
pleasure of enjoying your wines on several occasions. I
have no hesitancy in saying that they have impressed
me as being the very best American wines encountered
by me since Pre-Prohibition days, and very probably
better than the latter, although I will not trust
memory to that degree.
As you may know, we have been foremost in striving
for a broad distribution of honest, clean wines in this
country at moderate prices. We feel that the latent
market for sound inexpensive wines is far greater than
the figures evidence, and it is our aim to continue our
efforts in this market regardless of the source of the
wines. While we have specialized in foreign wines in
the past, no one would be more delighted than
ourselves to find commercially available American
wines worthy of our endorsement, behind which we
can place the full energies of our organization. We have
examined with high hopes many American wines but
none of them, until yours, approached these standards.
[3/28/40]
Wildman's praise was welcome, but MR would


need to correct the Easterner's notion that Masson
wines could be sold at "moderate prices" because
they had been made in California. Honest, clean,
and sound as they were, they were much better than
that, and already inched competitively toward the
better French and German vintages in both quality
and cost. Ample sales proved that many people
would pay what MR asked for—an argument he
would make over the years whenever jobbers wanted
him to push down his prices.


Frederick Wildman ended his letter by proposing
a meeting: "The writer plans to be in California the
major portion of the month of April... and will most
certainly look forward to seeing you and visiting
your vineyards and wineries at that time." Over the
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next months, the impending visit from Wildman had
both correspondents discussing strategies for enlist-
ing Bellows as distributor of the Masson still wines
and champagnes—whether the entire line or selec-
tions from it. Meanwhile, Wildman was delayed,
dealing with problems caused by the expanding
European war, which was cutting off the imports
that were Bellows' principal commodity. He wrote
again in July to reassure MR of his interest in
meeting him, and soon:


We have, as I am sure you know, a devotion to the
cause of good wine in this country.... We know a great
deal about your wines and the true care and attention
you have contributed towards producing them
faithfully and properly, and feel that this is the only
course by which American wines can achieve their
deserved standing and public recognition.
We are extremely interested in exploring the possibil-
ities of a close business association with you, as not
only do we feel that we both have similar ideals and
aims in the business but that each possesses the thing
which can contribute greatly to the other's success.
[7/9/40]
MR had already been constructing a grand future


association with Bellows, so he was pleased to note
that Wildman seemed to harbor a similar notion.


Looking for Mr. Right


Early in their correspondence MR introduced
his quest to find the ideal partner: someone
who would handle the business aspects of


operating the winery, thus allowing him to devote
himself to doing whatever needed to be done
throughout the year in the vineyards and winery,
especially after wine production got expanded.


I like the producing end of the business. I am hoping
that some day I will meet a man who will desire to
merchandise to the people the finest wines possible to
produce, and that he will buy a half interest in this
firm and devote his personal time or the prestige of his
name to merchandising such wines. Together we would
do more than I can do alone. The property can be
developed even beyond my own dreams and it could be
done on a sound basis without additional investment in
the business. If ultimately, I find such a man, I will be
very happy. If I do not, I will go on as I am, for it is not
necessary that I do anything in this regard soon, or
even at all. For I am not over-extended financially, and
I am young. But the property is too big for me alone.
My investment in it is more than it really should be. As
a matter of fact, I am selling half of my grapes now,
rather than increase too rapidly the expense which
would be incurred developing fully the inventories
which are potential. I am really operating on about a
fifty per cent productive basis....
Now I have given you a picture which you can file away


in your mind. If you run on to someone who would like
to do here in California, what has been done so often in
France and Germany, and if you believe that he is
qualified, tell him to come out and see what I have, and
we can talk about it. [2/8/40]
Occasionally JS offered suggestions for possible


candidates, but he was more involved in providing
aesthetic and editorial advice to the winegrower. He
rewrote some of MR's statements on proposed
promotional literature. He also expressed misgivings
about the labels that Martin Ray intended to affix to
some new Paul Masson wine releases:


As to labels, I think the one you sent, which I think is
quite like the old Paul Masson label as I recall it, but
has CABERNET pasted on it, is better than your
Signature label, but I don't think either is a very fine
label and all the Calif, labels I have seen seem to me
poor, as far as I can recall them, I think you ought to
have a very fine label, unless you feel that it is
damaging to change. But this one is adequate for the
time being. Only there are designers who can do these
things beautifully—do them as well as you make your
wines; and someday, when you're feeling flush, let's get
labels made that are the TOPS. [3/21/40]
Additionally, JS counseled MR on how best to ap-


proach certain East Coast wine dealers, restaura-
teurs, and well-heeled potential retail customers
whom he knew. MR repeatedly thanked him for his
help. Sensitive to Street's financial need in retire-
ment for exercising frugality in wine purchases, he
often sent cases not just of Masson wines but of
pricey German and French ones, and even samples
of other California wineries* releases, to demon-
strate his wines' superiority.


MR soon came up with an extension of his part-
nership notion, making a place for Street:


It keeps going through my mind, the success which we
could have, if I could handle the production, you the
publicity, and a third party supply capital. If you could
provide a person genuinely interested who would
supply this additional capital, this could all be
accomplished because your interest and mine would
always remain fixed in the making of the very best
wines possible and they would serve to neutralize any
unknown element which would be introduced.... There
are many advantages in having others associated with
me in a creative endeavor. [3/28/40]
After Wildman's letter arrived, MR's business


plan began including him too.
I am anxiously waiting to see Mr. Wildman.... Any
possible manner in which I may cooperate with him
toward a mutually profitable alliance will be my
determination. And if he is genuinely interested in
producing fine wines in California we shall, I therefore
assume, come to understanding even if possibly limited
in scope in the beginning. My intention will be to
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establish some foundation, at least, for future
development of our cooperative efforts and I hope
we can go further.


I must first convince him that to sell fine California
wines (have them available to sell) he must interest
himself in production, directly or indirectly, otherwise
no one will produce them in quantities beyond their
own outlets. How I wish he could take over the entire
merchandising end (by joining me in proprietary
interest) and you to handle the equally and important
and equally difficult end of publicity. [4/17/40]
By now, MR envisaged himself as a self-appointed


wine-quality czar who would supervise the growing
of fine grape varieties and the winemaking activities
in other vineyards and wineries enlisted in a focused
effort to produce, publicize, and market excellent
pure-varietal wines—putting California finally on
the map of supreme winegrowing regions. MR be-
lieved it was a crucial time for improving quality.
Because war launched by Germany had engulfed the
European continent and now threatened Britain, in
1940 California wines were fast becoming attractive
to wine merchants who previously had scorned
them. Importers and wholesalers now flocked to the
Masson winery, so MR began withdrawing certain
wines from further sales and also imposed limits on
how much could be sold to any one dealer.


Attacking "Frauds99... and Frank


MR's ambitions extended far beyond the
reaches of the Paul Masson domaine: he
clearly wished to direct the premium output


of the California wine industry. This intention he
shared with wine promoter and merchant/ distrib-
utor Frank Schoonmaker (FS), whose energetic and
enthusiastic activities were transforming the better
wineries' marketing strategies. Schoonmaker and
Marvel had proposed in their 1934 Complete Wine
Book that California wineries plant more good
varietal grapes so as to produce better and fine
wines—which MR was now doing at Masson.


In the late 1930s FS traveled back and forth
across the states in his zeal for gathering up and
selling the best of California's wines. Earlier, he had
been the bete noire of the state's wine industry
because his book had expressed dissatisfaction with
the wines made there, and proposed major changes
to improve quality. But now the proprietors of
better wineries were pleased when this enterprising
New Yorker chose some of their best wines for
nationwide promotion and distribution. In addition
to a special bottle label proclaiming varietal identi-
ty, bearing the winery's name and location, and
announcing the vintage year, a banner declared it
"A Frank Schoonmaker Selection"—the latter to
guarantee quality and varietal authenticity. FS had


persuaded wineries that the prestige conferred
would enable them to charge higher prices and also
improve sales.


ffranK SchoonmaKer
S E L E C T I O N


Rusty Ray, however, had doubts about getting
involved with FS in any wine-representing deal, let
alone in some exclusive national distributorship or,
beyond that, partnership. In some wine-connected
circles Schoonmaker already had a rather will-o'-
the-wisp reputation. As MR observed back in
February:


Frank Schoonmaker wants to buy an interest fin
Masson], but he has no money and anyway, I find that
he is more of a wine buyer and a wine seller than he is
a producer, for he desires to make money in order to
leave the business. With him it is a means to an end
rather than an end. [2/10/40]
Several days later MR said more:
The firm of Frank Schoonmaker & Co. has been trying
for a year now to obtain our entire output for
distribution to the consumer at our prices. We have a
written offer from them to take our entire output of
Cabernet, Pinot Noir, Gamay, Pinot Blanc Vrai, Pinot
Chardonnay and Folle Blanche. Frank Schoonmaker
has recently written to me twice, proposing that he
visit me this month again, at which time he wishes to
renew negotiations, to obtain from us all of the wines
which we can make from our hundred acres of
vineyard. There is in fact a lively competition for them.
I know of no better manner of determining prices than
what commercial firms are willing to pay.
You will recall, I am thus far selling nearly half my
grapes, preferring to build more slowly and handle my
own sales until such time as the right connection can
be made and which I do not deem Schoonmaker to be.
But based upon the continued increase in business, I
have since last writing you, decided to sell no more
grapes. I feel I must so prepare for the years to come,
and will this year commence operations at full capacity
for the first time. I am as yet selling direct from our
cellars our entire annual release, without the aid of
any jobber. I believe you will understand when I say
that Frank Schoonmaker Co. wants our wines at our
prices, I mean that they would be sold to their
customers at our prices, just as we are now selling
them, but that firm would be entitled to the regular
trade discount. [2/12/40]
When out West to court the owners of the better


California wineries, Schoonmaker usually went to
Saratoga to spend time with Rusty Ray, and
together they tasted and talked about wines. MR
found that FS was usually a good judge of wines,
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though his palate was not infallible—especially with
a wine Frank was promoting. Several times at least
Julian in effect warned MR to proceed with caution
when dealing with Schoonmaker. "By the way, I'm
not sure how good Frank's taste is. When he began I
went to a tasting to celebrate his book, and I
thought the wines a poor lot. He's young and has
much larnin'—and he must have tasted a lot, but
while I've tasted some excellent wines of his, I've
also tasted some I thought very poor." [3/21/40]


Not surprisingly, FS ranked high among the
personalities the two correspondents gossiped about.
According to MR, at some point Street disclosed that
this flamboyant, peripatetic wine writer and broker
—who now outshone him in the press's and the
public's view as America's greatest wine authority—
had once worked as his assistant at a time late in
Prohibition, when Street was furnishing imported
wines to private clients. Frank had impressed his
boss with his zeal for work; but suddenly he quit his
job—purportedly after copying, virtually stealing,
JS's valued customer list. (If true, perhaps he also
took away some of Julian's opinions about ways to
rescue the benighted American wine industry,
claiming them thereafter as his own.)


MR began carping about the caliber of the
Schoonmaker Selections, which were now widely
announced and publicized in publications likely to
be read by East Coast wine-oriented readers, such as
The New Yorker. MR sometimes relayed news indi-
cating FS's business problems, and seemed almost
pleased to report this situation.


Schoonmaker is not doing well in California. One of
the firms who sold to him was here in the person of
one of their men yesterday. He told me of their
troubles. For one thing, California is not accepting the
Schoonmaker label, under which he sells all his Cali-
fornia wines. It is foolish to try to sell California wines
to Californians under his unknown name when Cali-
fornians know well all the producers' names. [4/19/40]
MR also commented on the absence-of-quality


factor—for instance, concerning the difference
between what he called "natural" wines (his) and
"unnatural" ones (other wineries' products) that
had been tampered with: blended, pasteurized, sul-
fured, heated, frozen, filtered, fined, treated with
chemicals.


I have written you already about Schoonmaker's
pasteurized wines. He would not know if they were
pasteurized or not, and I am not sure that he would
even want to know. Why should he want to know if he
has to merchandise them and he suspects that he
cannot get wines which are not pasteurized, and if he
is unable himself to make or inspire the making of
natural wines? I do not recall that he ever asked me if
my wines were pasteurized. [5/16/40]


MR routinely pored over Department of Agri-
culture statistics on the state's acreages in fine-
varietal and ordinary grapes; he also visited other
winegrowers' vineyards to identify and count grape-
vines. Most important was the privileged time he
spent (as his letters to JS reveal) with several UC
Davis wine scientists—viticulturists Winkler and
Olmo, and enologist Amerine. Because of their
survey work throughout California, they knew
exactly which varietal plantings were where, how
much, and their likely yields. A 1935 law covering
varieties in vintage wines required wineries to use at
least 51 percent of that particular grape—which
thus permitted 49 percent of anything else. MR
concluded (as apparently the scientists did) that
there weren't enough grapes even to provide that
bare-majority percentage in new higher-priced,
varietally labeled wines, including the Schoonmaker
Selections. When sampling these so-called varietal
wines, he found that the dominant flavor and
bouquet were rarely that of the named variety, but
of lesser, cheaper, and far more abundant grapes.
Therefore these wines being marketed as varietals
were mongrelized blends—often even misnamed as
well. MR declared them downright fraudulent. As an
example, he reported to JS:


I am not selling Frank any of my wines as yet. He is
after them but I have held back, as per my other words
to you. He had his San Francisco manager here last
week, also his California wine sales manager. They
brought copies of magazine publicity and assured me
that Frank would be out to see me.... They mentioned
that they had a wonderful Pinot Noir from Fountain
Grove and so after they asked my opinion I merely
said, "It is not a Pinot Noir," on which statement I
stand. [6/7/40]
A week after mentioning this possibly bogus wine


that Schoonmaker was offering as a varietal, MR
had much more to say. He had bought two bottles
and sampled wine from one of them (saving the
other for Street).


It is interesting to note the colossal frauds perpetrated
by bottles both here and abroad.... In that "Pinot
Noir" I do not believe there is any Pinot Noir. Nor is it
more than a sound, well made, ordinary wine. It is
vintaged as 1934, yet standing three days in a glass, it
made a tartar deposit. Since wines drop their tartar in
their first and possibly second year, it is fantastic to
think of it continuing into the 6th year. I judge this
wine to be of the year 1938. Its aroma is to me that of
the Durif [aka Petite Sirah] grape. Dr. Winkler was
here Friday and he told me that the old Japanese
originally in charge of the Fountain Grove vineyard
knew that there were no Pinot Noir grapes there. I
asked him about Durif and he said they had that
variety. We must not quote Winkler on this as he is an
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employee of the state and the state might not
think such comments from him proper. But the
State Pure Food Dept. will get around to these
things in time... First, someone must learn to
know the varieties; second, influential people
within the industry must desire truthful label
practices. You may know, Fountain Grove doesn't
sell this wine as "Pinot Noir." Their label for this
wine is California Burgundy. Frank Schoonmaker
is the one whose label reads "Pinot Noir."
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MR then continued:
Frank also has a very pleasant little wine made by a
Mr. Vallient [Valliant] of down Hollister way and
which is sold under the latter's label as a California
Johannisberg (not er) Riesling. I tasted this wine the
other day, also, and found no trace of Johannisberger
Riesling in it. I know Mr. Vallient and also the former
owners of his (leased) vineyard, which is the old
Palmtag vineyard, and I am told there are no Johann-
isberger Riesling grapes in that vineyard. Dr. Winkler
says he doesn't think Mr. Vallient is guilty of
falsification knowingly, it being Winkler's idea that
some one has told Mr. Vallient he has the variety.... It
is the facts we are concerned with. And likewise we are
concerned with the practice of Frank marketing, all
over, these California wines under labels that permit
people to judge California wines unfairly. I can't say
right now if I am to have any dealings or not with
Frank in the future.
MR now pondered what position to take regard-


ing protesting the veracity of these and other
varietal wines' claims:


I will, no doubt, decide either to concern myself ex-
clusively with my own wines and their labels or else I
will deem it my right and concern as to how others
label their wines, also. The former policy is my natural
reaction. But so is conversation (growing out of genu-
ine interest) just like this. And the latter activity leads
to the latter policy, if continued. What do you think?
Do you believe I should interest myself in the labels of


other peoples wines beyond confidential talk like this?
I know it must be done by some one and I know it is to
the best and selfish interest of all in the end. But the
question is, should I say anything to others or should I
look to the state to deal with the problem? [6/15/40]
With or without JS's advice, MR apparently took


action, for soon after this letter he surely wrote to
Schoonmaker and accused him of fostering fraud-
ulent wine labeling. Although he often sent JS
carbon copies of his letters to others, also originals
or retyped copies of theirs to him, unfortunately the
Princeton collection contains neither his letter nor
Schoonmaker's reply. (There is no known archive
for Schoonmaker*s Papers.) However, one can sur-
mise what MR had said from his summary of
Schoonmaker's response:


[This] is going to interest you because it clearly shows
how California wines have gotten the reputations they
have, and why it is continued. This is a good example,
for Frank, through his connections, can "establish"
facts that are not facts, and this he is doing, just as
others have done, until the public has acquired a whole
knowledge of wines that is in fact completely wrong. I
hasten to add, I shall not answer Frank's letter—it has
gone far enough (for me to pursue the useless chase).
But you will note from his letter:
1. He challenges but does not deny my suggestion of
his frauds.
2. He endeavors to shift the burden of proof to me,
thus indicating his unwillingness to have the truth (or
have it established).
3. He hides behind a declaration that he has exactly
the assurance which I suggest he obtain, while ignor-
ing the fact of my suggested assurance included estab-
lishing proof the varieties exist in the vineyards. He
refers only to having the assurance of the producer in
"writing," whereas I suggested an affidavit and a re-
port from the School of Viticulture (Dr. Winkler or Ol-
mo). So, in fact he has not the assurances I proposed.
4. That they [Fountain Grove] have 25 acres of Pinot
Noir in production is absurd and untrue. When last I
was there they had not even cultivated their vineyard
and it was not being developed but exploited. That was
under present ownership. They had no champagne two
years ago, but they have been selling it "naturally
fermented" for over a year now.
5. And at last Frank falls back on that "old reliable,"
that never fails a man in a corner. He says so far as
taste is concerned, the "Pinot taste" depends to a very
large extent upon soil and methods of fermentation.
[7/25/40]
A week later, MR continued the harangue. But


finally he told JS in a more charitable tone toward
FS and various wineries claiming varietals:


And this is enough today on poor little Frank. He
needs a rest and I hope he gets it. He is a salesman
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before he is a wine man and to reverse the interests is
to misjudge the man—and that covers it. What is said
here in confidence is to illustrate what I might never
otherwise be able to demonstrate clearly to you. I do
not intend to injure Frank or these other producers. I
merely want you to know why I believe as I do—and
why others believe as they do. There must be reasons. I
give you these reasons as I see them, hoping you may
see them, too. [7/31/40]
MR greatly resented the varietal-label situation,


claiming that the attention and high prices the
Masson wines were earning so impressed the better
wineries that, whether encouraged by Schoonmaker
or not, they now changed previously generic labels
on their best wines and gave them varietal names:
e.g., Pinot Noir, Pinot Chardonnay, Cabernet Sau-
vignon. Schoonmaker must have known that
probably none of the so-called varietal wines he
"selected" had been made totally from a single
named varietal grape; after all, this wasn't illegal.
But the impurity outraged MR as a wine fundamen-
talist. He prided himself on Masson's making and
selling only 100% varietals—how it should be, in his
rulebook. Blending fine varieties with inferior
grapes was akin to sacrilege, as it would further
damage the reputation of California wines. There-
fore, people who perpetrated such frauds should be
exposed and shamed.


Eventually this feud with FS simmered down. MR
couldn't help but admire Frank's superb selling
skills, and finally agreed to make 2500 gallons of
Folle Blanche from the 1940 vintage into a Schoon-
maker Selection. (He had been paid in advance for
the grapes.) Thus he could say to JS:


Yes, Frank is slow pay, or so we have found him. I have
checked his credit pretty closely but nothing available
shows his real ability than his actual dealings. But
success is more often founded upon strained financial
conditions than the opposite, strange as it may seem.
Of course I speak only of success. I do not say extended
finances produce success. I am willing to go along with
him on the basis under which we are making wine for
him because he has advanced that money and we
cannot therefore lose. [9/29/40]
Lately MR felt readier than ever to turn the


marketing responsibilities over to somebody else
who shared his ideals and goals and whom he could
trust. He couldn't devote sufficient time and effort
to the business side of operating a winery while
engaged in growing the best possible fine-varietal
grapes and from them making extraordinary wines.
Now that the Masson business he had bought in
1936 had finally turned the corner in 1940 and was
becoming profitable, he and Elsie wanted to recoup
some of the over $200,000 they had paid out in
personal investments beyond the initial purchase


price—to make improvements on the property, build
up a wine inventory, and establish a viable enter-
prise. They had also bought up shares from other
Masson shareholders.


MR longed to spend most of his waking hours in
the vineyards, entrusting much of the wine cellar
supervision to Goulet. Sometimes when he wrote to
Julian he seemed exhausted, in great need of res-
pite, even discouraged:


This place has been a terriffic [sic] struggle from the
point of actual physical labor. I have been completely
fatigued for months on end. I have done much of the
work with my own hands, working with the men. And
there is no job outside or in I have not done and cannot
do. So, when I get upset about something, good or bad,
I react like a tired person. But I am still here, and I
should have gotten away from it in these last few
weeks. But I did not. Your advice is very sound and
much appreciated. We will not overlook what we have
even in a moment of weakness, we will stay on. We
have done all the really hard work now. There remains
the more important and yet less difficult work of
planning, directing, realizing what has been under-
taken. At first there was the rebuilding of the cellars,
the replanting of much of the vineyards, building of
roads, the hard labor. It was increased by the strain of
waiting for the inventories to mature, to learn if the
methods would produce the results I was so sure they
would. [7/31/40]


Frederick Wildman's Visit


In early August of 1940 the head of Bellows & Co.
finally arrived in California to make favorable
distribution arrangements with one or more of


the better wineries. Coming to Paul Masson to talk
with Martin Ray, he got a tour of the vineyards and
wine cellars. MR was decidedly disgruntled when he
reported to JS on the visit. (His long letter was
composed over a succession of days.)


Mr. Wildman has now come and is supposed to return
today. He phoned me last night that he would be here
this afternoon and would fly this evening at seven,
from San Francisco. We were asleep when he phoned,
were very glad to get his message but nevertheless, the
thought came to me that he was probably about to set
[sic] down to dinner someplace in the City and it
served to illustrate to my satisfaction the vast differ-
ences existing between growers and wine merchants.
How can the two be expected to find a meeting of
minds on a subject they are both interested in from
such extremely different approaches, for their very
lives are so different. I assumed Mr. Wildman was
about to have a dinner and possibly discuss wines at an
hour when I was asleep from the fatigue of actually
making wines.... What wine merchants want is not
necessarily what wine growers want. As long as all goes
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well, we appear to be almost the same organization.
But it is clear enough to me now, the responsibilities of
developing this property, financing it, making its wines
great, are our responsibility. And in order to take hold
of and maintain this responsibility, independence of all
other interests must be maintained.
MR tried to look rationally at the circumstance,


despite his apparent disappointment over the much-
anticipated meeting: "We cannot expect Bellows and
Company to think of our problems as they appear to
us. If we can maintain a friendship relationship with
the firm and extend to them the courtesies due them
and the respect due the leader in their field, it will
be a successful relationship."


Wildman, though, didn't come back to Masson as
initially intended, so an irritable MR continued his
long letter of complaint. During his visit the Bellows
president had asked to inspect the winery's records,
and MR grew incensed just thinking about it:


So far as our system of records goes, I am certain from
what I know first hand that there is not another cellar
anywhere that has a more complete, accurate and
efficient one. I know at all times personally exactly
what wines I have, all about them and for what they
are intended and why they were made as they were. In
addition to this, we have the system of records which
records a complete historical record of each individual
small cask, going back to the very section of the
vineyard from which the grapes came, even the daily
record of their picking, care, etc.... I answered all the
questions he asked but I could hardly open up to him a
complete disclosure of our entire system of operations
when he was only here a few hours and could not find
time to return.... He is an odd chap, he seems to think
his business is the only successful one and that our[s]
is not. He couldn't seem to get it through his head that
we are perfectly able to sell all our wines and make
money doing so.
Then MR deliberately contrasted Wildman with


his rival, Frank Schoonmaker—sounding as if he
now felt inclined toward linking up with the latter
in various ways:


In tasting wines with [Wildman], I found him just like
Frank Schoonmaker was a year ago. He is interested
first in getting young wines cheap, into the bottle and
sold at a profit to him at an early date. Why, he doesn't
know when our wines should be bottled. It is absurd
for him to think they are in the wood too long. Frank
wanted the same thing a year ago, and to hell with the
reputation of the producer. Believe me, I have been
over this before. Wine merchants are all the same. If
they ran the vineyards and cellars there would be no
great wines, and more of very nice little wines. This is
one reason I would not sell to Frank last year, he
wanted just what Wildman wants now. Frank has
lifted his horizon now and has developed some vision.


He is actually way ahead of Mr. Wildman this year, in
his plans, his execution, his vision.... [Wildman] just
wants to buy cheap and he will have to get over that if
he is going to deal with me, just like Frank has done.
The illusion that I must have his distribution is poison-
ing his sight and vision. I don^t have to have him....
Frank and I have had no basis for cooperative efforts in
the past. Now he has adopted methods that look good
to me and I am going for the methods, just like I will
for those that Wildman will have to in time adopt. But
the personalities of the men remain the same. They are
wine merchants, both of them. Frank has learned some
things Wildman has not. Therefore I can deal
pleasantly and profitably with Frank. I am prepared
for Mr. Wildman to pass through that same school of
experience. It is just a bit humorous, to think of
Wildman coming out here with the idea he can tell us
how to run our business. He knows nothing of it. His
business is selling wines. We make them. And yet, we
do sell our wines in a manner that is successful. We
can make a substantial profit this year and we can
chose [sic] our own outlets. [7/31/40-8/9/40]
Furthermore, MR tried to stir up an internecine


conflict by saying that Wildman had spoken dismis-
sively about Julian's wine judgment. JS responded
to news of this put-down in a gently sardonic,
philosophical tone:


I was amused when you mentioned the way Wildman
tried to mark me down. So was my wife. We both knew
it would be like that. He is a prima donna. He wanted
me terribly on his board to begin with, but having me
there, and having people talk to him occasionally about
such reputation as I may have in wine circles, bothers
him because he likes to be the Big Boy. It is pretty
funny when you think of it. If I'm an ornament on his
board you'd think he would [be] delighted, wouldn't
you? It all helps the business. But it somehow nags
him.... I really don't give a damn whether he tries to
build himself up by talking me down a bit, or not. Wine
is his business. It is just a sideline with me. He is
young and I am getting old. He is eaten up with
ambition. I just want a peaceful, tranquil, interesting
life while it lasts. I know him like a book, never fear.
Once in a while he annoys me. Mostly I find him funny
as hell in his relationship with me. The trouble is that
he wants to own the center of the stage and sing the
high notes with the spotlight on him, but now and then
somebody in the audience wants to hear a chirp from
me. Wildman wants me in the chorus, lined up behind
him, singing tra-la-la, and if something comes
momentarily to push me forward from that place, he
feels it interferes with his grandeur.
Julian could also balance any resentment with


the consolation of rich memories of the multitude of
wonderful places, and wines, he had once known:


Of course, too, when we are importing all sorts of
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wines, or when he is abroad buying them, he tastes a
lot, and so he is more au courant with wines of the
moment than I am. He knows all the little ins and
outs, and there are many things on which I can now
listen to him—just as he listened to me at first, when
he felt a desperate need of somebody with my back-
ground. But his current knowledge now enables him to
feel superior to me. He can take the stand that I'm an
old guy living in the past. Well, the fact is that a pretty
long past has been a great advantage to me in tasting
wines. My palate seems to remember a good deal out of
the long ago, and I am glad it does.
Julian couldn't resist including a few slight digs


at Schoonmaker as well:
I have tasted wines that Frank touted that I thought
quite poor. It makes me feel that his palate is not very
exacting, though he certainly has a busy little head on
him for wines. I think it is good to be old in wines. So
when Freddy [Wildman] or somebody else tells me that
some wine I don't like is excellent, I just go ahead with
my own opinion and am amused....
I think you ought to have some market in a few choice
places in the East, just as I thought before, but that is
your business ... but you can perhaps see that it kind
of gripes me to be boosting you all the time and playing
right into Frank's hand when I do it, when I am on the
board at Bellows, and more particularly when Frank
has performed in certain instances in a way I don't
like. [8/30/40]


Sour Grapes (Non-Varietals)
"¥"T yildman's trip to California proved satis-
%/%/ factory enough for Bellows, if not for Martin
T T Ray. After visiting various winery


proprietors, he made a distribution arrangement
with Inglenook, in Napa Valley. After MR heard
about it, he began delivering a bevy of opinions to
JS, including dire predictions. (Such negativism
usually characterized his appraisals of other
wineries' property, personnel, and products, then
and later). His first long letter was followed by a
series of epistolary diatribes regarding Inglenook
and then spreading out to other wineries as well.
The accusations in these letters to JS, first about
some of Schoonmaker's Selections and then as
reactions to his annoyance over the Bellows-
Inglenook deal, may have value to contemporary
wine historians who perhaps tend to accept at face
(or label) value those historic "varietal" wines com-
ing out of California in the late 1930s and early '40s.
MR's frequent citing of the private opinions of Drs.
Winkler and Amerine, if accurate, add weight to his
charges.


Surely you will understand I could in no way be jealous
of Inglenook or John Daniel because the deal which he
made with Bellows was first offered to me and you


clearly understand while I think it is a fine thing for
Bellows, I think that it is a very poor deal for a pro-
ducer. If you could know first hand the two properties
and if you could understand that John Daniel is not a
wine man, is merely an owner of the property, it would
serve as a guarantee of my sincerity which I pledge to
you in this statement that there is no jealousy in me as
I write this letter. But we must keep our sense of
values and we must be realists. The fact that John
Daniel is a nice young man, honest, sincere and willing
does not make him other than just that. There is going
to be lots of pressure on you now to let you look upon
John Daniel and Inglenook as something they are not
and it is concerning this that I am writing you....
First of all I will say to you that they will never
produce great wines at Inglenook. I know this. Just
yesterday I talked with Dr. Amerine about it and he
did not even give consideration to the possibilities of
their so doing for he too knows it. Second, I can tell
you that their wines are poorer today than they were
four years ago and when I say that it is because I know
it and because anyone else who has followed their
wines knows it to be true. Third, I want you to realize
that to a very great extent the varietal labels under
which they merchandise their wines are misleading
and amount to fraud in this sense....
I have now come to the part of your letter that you say,
out of all the common place wines made in California
some few, notably Paul Masson and Inglenook so far,
are going to emerge as tops. Now this is the sort of
thing that I do not want to come about with you.
[9/23/40]
MR was particularly galled after JS said that he


had recently received a friendly letter from Mr. John
Daniel. Full of vitriol, MR began detailing "fraudu-
lent" varietal wines now on the market. As he
explained himself:


I am becoming impatient with the ignorance and fraud
of producers. After all, it doesn't require a lifetime to
identify the variety of the vines growing in a single
vineyard, and when they deliberately refuse identifica-
tions of experts or themselves renamed their grapes to
comply with trade advantages, it is time that innocent
bystanders seek refuge from what is sure to ultimately
ensue.
With the good of the industry at heart, I have been
more "general" than specific, in discussing these things
with you at times in the past but now I must tell you
my opinion, just as herein above expressed. You have
often wondered why, in California, the great varieties
do not appear to produce wines true to varietal
character, as suggested by wines claimed to have been
made from such varieties. The answer is, they are not
made from such varieties.
In the same letter MR reported on a recent talk


with a man named Andy Hewitt who was connected
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with the Wine Institute.
It is with him the old story. They want me to associate
our name with those of half-a-dozen others in the
industry and to cease saying we are the only ones in
the industry who are making wines by the classic
methods responsible for our 1936 and subsequent
vintages. I answered with a blast that I hope he
remembers, for it is plain he has not seen fit to
remember all I have told him heretofore. Briefly, my
reply was, when any of these others actually start to do
the things they have talked of doing so long I shall
gladly associate our name with theirs in whatever way
and extent their results and success justifies. Beauleau
[sic] is supposed now to be using the "classic methods,"
Andy tells me. Well, that is the last straw. I told Andy
if he'd bring their wine-maker down here I'd get a
"confession" from him soon enough to end their talk.
For Beauleau doesn't even know what is meant by
"classic methods." Just because the owner [Georges de
Latour], now deceased, was a Frenchman, means
nothing. His business was cleaning out wine casks, for
the cream of tartar so reclaimed in wine he made
money during prohibition. Fine wine, he never made.
[10/17/40]


Still Dreaming Big


Despite his unhappiness over Wildman's alli-
ance with Inglenook, MR still dreamed of a
Bellows-Street-Masson/Ray combo that could


transform the form and caliber of winemaking in the
U.S.


[Wildman] will be a great and strong business friend if
I can ever draw him into line where he is willing to
cooperate. It is an effort worth the undertaking, ELS I
proceed. Unfortunately, he wants to run the show all
by himself....
Let us speak freely. If you and Wildman and I can be
brought together, our relationship sealed by mutual
respect and trust, in a business relationship devoted to
the making, publicizing, and merchandising of Cali-
fornia wines and thereunder you handle publicity,
Wildman merchandising, and I wine-making, we shall
have something.... We could control all the best wines
coming out of California and build a great business
with little required in the beginning beyond ourselves
and our firms. By contract, all the best grapes could be
guaranteed.... Without any one of us, this thing can't
be done properly. Who else can write of wines and
vineyards and cellars, the romantic and appealing way?
Who can sell better than Wildman? I have the thing
necessary to production. We could even form a produc-
ing company, if need be, and into it could be put
permanently two or three properties capable of pro-
ducing the entire requirement of Bellows.... Wildman
needs you, he needs me, we need him. The only
preventing influence is Wildman's apparent present


will to run everything himself.... It is a virgin field, the
production in California of fine wines, sound ordinary
wines, correctly made, publicized and merchandized.
Many people are feeling this same urge, some have
already approached me. But I can't work with them....
We should not divide our interests. We should move in
together now in a permanent association. We have
together the solution to problems not otherwise
possible to solve either as readily or as happily. Your
reaction will be awaited with great interest and
anticipation. [10/17/40]
By now Julian was surely weary of the barrage of


MR's verbiage concerning Wildman and Bellows,
Inglenook and other wineries—and more than ready
to call a moratorium on it all. Perhaps he felt sur-
prised at MR's latest proposal to invite Bellows back
into his scheme to establish control over the high
end of the California wine business. JS advised MR
to hold off any further pushing for a while.


Wildman is thoroughly tired, I am sure, of my harping
on your wines. I'm going to pipe down. He'd have liked
to get some if it had been commercially workable, I am
sure.... If we let Wildman alone for a while he may
come round after a while to thinking of it as "new
business," Wildman-initiated business, and that will
make it seem better to him. [10/31/40]
Not long afterwards, JS apparently admonished


MR for acting pugilistic with his peers in the wine
industry. MR replied: "I am not the scrappingest
feller, I merely insist, as you do yourself, that things
of vital interest to us be respected and that people
not use our name to elevate themselves to positions
to which they are not entitled while at the same
time injuring us." [11/20/40]


Still Searching for the Perfect Match


When 1941 arrived, MR still hoped to secure a
partnership with a like-minded individual or
company with sufficient assets to invest and


a keen ability to promote and sell fine wines. He had
given up on Bellows. Wildman and MR were both
autocrats by nature, and with each of two partners
intending to run the show—making all important
decisions, and perhaps also taking major credit for
successes—a business association wouldn't last long.


Yet MR, though becoming more and more of a
loner in word and deed, could envisage and offer
himself as part of a productive, creative, and money-
generating team:


The "all for one and one for all" spirit is a great thing.
Once I had a little group of business associates who
practised this, openly and successfully and with a great
deal of satisfaction to all. With the passing of time it
broke down, but for the years that it lasted it was
something which I have ever since been trying to re-
establish, and I think that in time I will succeed, but
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BOOKS &
BOTTLES
by
Fred McMillin


[Fred McMillin, our indefatigable wineman—researcher, taster,
teacher, and writer— has provided his "Books and Bottles " column
since our first issue in 1991. In Vol.4 No.2 (April 1994), Fred pulled
numerous books from his library shelves to review the Petite
Syrah-Petite Sirah nomenclature and lineage, "Que Syrah, Sirrah,
Sirah?" Today he adds a footnote. —Ed.]


A PETITE MYSTERY?


The Books


W e all know botanist Dr. Durif developed the
Durif grape variety (alias Petite Sirah) in the
1880s in southeastern France. What we


didn't know is Dr. Durif s first name . . . at least the
Petite Sirah fan club didn't. They checked about fifty
references and conferred with a U.C. Davis authority.
No luck. So they phoned me for help. Thanks to guid-
ance by our editor, Gail Unzelman, I have an exten-
sive collection of wine books . . . and when I cracked
open Roy Andries de Groot's The Wines of Cali-
fornia, the Pacific Northwest, and New York
(New York: Summit Books, 1982), there it was on
page 155: Francois Durif!


A second question was posed: "Could you tell us
which California winery produced the first varietal
Petite Sirah? More than one claim the honor, from the
1960 vintage."


Back to the library. The University of Cali-
fornialSothebyBook of California Wine (Berkeley
/London: U.C. Press/Sotheby, 1984), edited by the
illustrious team of Doris Muscatine, Maynard A.
Amerine, and Bob Thompson, says that while the
varietal Petite first appeared in the mid-1960s, the
first bottles were produced by Napa Valley's Lark-
mead and Louis M. Martini wineries in the 1940s, but
they labeled it Duriff [sic].


All of this brings to mind what the fine wine
historian Ruth Teiser once told me about her disci-
pline: "Being first is very, very important... to very,
very few people."


The Bottles
Here are the best Petite Sirahs my picky panel has
swirled and sipped recently. Francois would like 'em
all!


1st — Silkwood, Howell Mountain, 1999. $39.
2nd — Guenoc, North Coast, 2000. $20.
3rd — Guenoc, Serpentine Meadow, 1999. $39.
4th — Foppiano, Bacigalupi Vineyards, 2000. $17.
5th — Bogle, California Appellation, 2000. $10.


MARINACCI, cont 'd. —
not with any material with which I am now associated.
When such a thing is functioning correctly, it is one of
the finest things in life and I might say I am quite
hungry for it. [1/22/41]
To demonstrate his continuing search for the still-


elusive partner, MR sent JS a copy of a letter sent on
New Year's Eve of 1940 to the Manhattan-based
financial company, M. Lehmann, Inc. After summar-
izing the goals, assets, and investments involved in the
Paul Masson corporation, and mentioning that num-
erous people had approached him with partnership
propositions, MR said:


Our interest is in wine-making and the life we live
which insures the continuation of wine-making and the
kind of wines that result therefrom. We would like to
turn over the entire merchandising end of the business
to someone else but we would never do this unless the
party taking over this responsibility or someone
associated with him first acquire a financial interest in
the business which would insure the success of such a
plan. If we could see the property in strong financial
hands devoted to the continuation of the policies which
we have heretofore outlined to you and if we could then
devote our entire energies to the growing of these wines
we would consider this perfection. But nothing which
we may do short of this realization will in any sense
alter the continuation of precisely what we have been
doing for five years. [12/31/40]
Nothing came of this outreach effort. Meanwhile,


Frank Schoonmaker, in spite of MR's variable past
experiences with him, seemed more and more the best
candidate for a business alliance. In the early months
of 1941 the two wine men, Martin Ray and Frank
Sehoonmaker, began some serious talking, •


[To be continued in the April 2004 issue.]


Never lend books—nobody ever returns them; the only books I have in my
library are those which people have lent me. — ANATOLE FRANCE
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Vinaceous Correspondents-
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


The Third Article in a Series / Sixteenth Section
by Barbara Marinacci


PART III. MARTINRA YAND MA YNARD AMERINE (1937-1976)
-16-


fTJhis segment continues the complex story (begun in WTQ's July 2004 issue) of the longtime relationship,
JL carried on both in person and in telephone and letter communications, between these two intensely wine-


focused men'the Saratoga-based vintner, who took pride in vintaging and marketing only pure varietal wines
in very limited amounts, and the hardworking, eminent UCDavis enologist, who by the mid-1950s was known
and respected internationally as a researcher, educator, and wine connoisseur. At this time, because ofMR's
renewedandnational'publicity-seekingbattle with the California wine industry over his insistence upon the need
for quality control measures, Amerine was acutely aware that his known close connection with MR imperiled his
crucial, necessarily amicable dealings with the proprietors and winemakers ofm uch larger and far better known
wineries—so that he had backed a way from their friendship.


ith the 1955 holiday
season under way and
most wine orders
shipped out or deliv-
ered to wine shops and
private customers,
Martin and Eleanor
Ray decided to bring
the old, tumultuous
year to an end with
their own kind of bang.


What cheer could they now disclose about the status
of their Wine Quality Control Fight to all those loyal
retailers and distributors, ardent connoisseurs, and
wine writers on their mailing list? For the past half-
year about two hundred of them had been receiving
reports aimed at enlisting them in a war against the
higher end of the California wine industry. And to the
Rays' immense satisfaction, many recipients had
been cheering MR on in his reactivated war with the
dozen or so bonded wineries whose proprietors
claimed to be producing fine wines and labeled them
accordingly. The real wine aficionados in America,
though, knew that the industry's best offerings were
scarcely good enough, and that only Martin Ray's
pure varietals could stand proudly next to the French
models of perfection.


The Rays had tried by various means, even a
veiled blackmail threat, to induce that new group
calling themselves the Premium Wine Producers of
California (intended to appear prestigious, but to
them it was pretentious) to self-impose quality
standards on their winegrowing and winemaking,
and to pursue honesty in their wine marketing. But
it appeared now that all these strenuous efforts of
theirs had come to naught. However, it was not in
Martin Ray's nature ever to admit downright defeat


in his perpetual demand for quality control measures.
Imbued with missionary zeal to convert people to his
high standards in winemaking, he was continuously
motivated by righteous anger against all those
vintners guilty of abundant malpractices that he
could readily specify (though at times he probably
distorted or possibly just imagined some of them).


So what would the Rays mail out? Whatever it
would be was bound to go to Amerine. After all,
toward the close of his October letter to Maynard MR
had expressed this intention' "Very soon I am going
to send out another Memo to our mailing list and one
that may interest you and of which I trust you will
approve." [10/23/55] At that point, MR still harbored
a faint hope of success' that Dr. Winkler might finally
bring about the changes that he and Maynard
Amerine—those two renowned viticultural and
enological professors at UC Davis—had been
advocating for years in order to raise the quality of
California's better wines.


In the first week of December, fortuitously, a two-
page letter arrived from a wine connoisseur in St.
Louis. ER retyped it on stencils so it could be
duplicated to provide ample copies. With the words
on the letterhead stationery replicated, its author
was identified as W. MacLean Johnson, president of
Webster Publishing Company. A one-pager from
Martin Ray introduced the missive. Above his three
paragraphs was a cautionary message, as if the
contents were flammable: PERSONAL AND CONFI-
DENTIAL. Yet by MR's standards the tone was
relatively subdued.


The attached is a copy of a letter recently received from
a man who is genuinely interested in and drinks fine
wines and who, with his wife and a Stanford scientist,
visited our vineyards last summer. He is one of a large
and growing list of important people from all parts of
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the country who are placing themselves on record as
opposed to the mislabeling and legalized blending-out of
our fine California-grown varietal wines. This letter is
typical of expressions received constantly by us and it
indicates clearly enough the soundness of varietal
growers adopting now self-imposed Quality Control. By
making only 100% straight varietals and honestly
labeling them, our firm has established that this
important and discriminating market will buy and pay
premium prices for wines comparable to the finest
imports. But these people have turned away from other
California wines for the simple reason they are not good
enough (as stated in another recent letter from a
famous New York gourmet [Alfred Knopfl.
We have in our California Northcoastal districts some
magnificent varietal plantings which are now sufficient
to satisfy the probable immediate demand, should the
PinotNoir, Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay and white
Riesling be made and kept unblended in small oak
cooperage and brought to market properly and free of
sulphuring, heat and cold treatment, filtering and other
short-cut-easy-method-but-injurious cellar treatment
now openly permitted and practiced.
Every day the buying public is becoming more educated
and more discriminating as evidenced by the growth in
the sale of fine imports and by the growth in the sale of
Martin Ray true varietals. As indicated in the attached
letter, those who want fine wines are the logical
purchasers of California varietals. The small group of
top growers must be encouraged to turn away from
volume toward quality. And retailers and consumers
will bring this about by making known to them these
facts. [12/14/55]
"Mac" Johnson's letter itself reported in detail to


Mr. and Mrs. Ray about a recent blind wine tasting
in which a Martin Ray 1952 Pinot Noir had easily
bested a French burgundy from the renowned Clos
des Dues vineyard in Volnay. His letter ended:


You have proven that California wine can equal, or
excel, Europe's best, provided that it is fermented with
care and bottled in its pure form, unblended with the
juice of inferior grape varieties. Now, if people like
myself and my friends who were here last Wednesday
are to drink California wines, and to serve them to their
guests, they will have to be as good as yours. Although
we are the logical purchasers of California varietals, we
seldom do so. We know when a wine is top-notch and
when it isn't. Most California varietals are not because
they have lost character through blending with inferior
wines. The people who make and sell wine, I am
convinced, simply do not understand their consumers.
They apparently believe we all buy wines by names or
labels alone and that we cannot evaluate what is inside
the bottle. This is a fatal error. This may lead us to buy
one bottle, but we don't repeat. With a true varietal we
would become steady customers. [12/1/55]


Among recipients targeted for MR's year-end
report was Life magazine editor Pollard, who earlier
in the year had expressed interest in what Martin
Ray had been stirring up in the wine industry but
needed more newsworthy drama. MR's note told him
of the latest news from the battlefront.


Am sending along the enclosed to keep you advised that
I'm still keeping up my fight for Quality of our top wine-
varietals—and hope you'll be able to pick up a
controversial news angle one of these days to break a
big story, which it certainly deserves.
Incidentally, the growers recently got the Federal
Government to crack down on me. They came up here
and set up a miniature chemical lab, tested anything
and everything they could find, to harass me. Try as
they might they couldn't find anything serious to pin on
us. We laughed and told them we understood why they
were here and that they weren't personally to blame.
Privately they admitted to me the source of the inquiry.
[See the April 2008 WTQ] So it goes. But every day we
get more letters such as the enclosed ["Mac" Johnson's],
showing the public is not so ignorant or unable to judge
a wine as growers and dealers seem to think. Who
wants to buy butter blended 50% with margarine?
—milk only 50% milk and the rest God knows what?
Wine alone remains the crook's dream, where anything
goes! [12/17/55]
Amerine, of course, would have received the "Mac"


letter too. But as an inadvertent casualty of MR's QC
warfare, and doubtless weary of it all anyway, he
may have resisted reading any more verbiage coming
from his erstwhile friend, even if mostly written by
someone else. Another even longer report would soon
follow it into his mailbox.


The Year-End Battle Summary


By the third week of December, paying little heed
to Christmas-celebrating preparations, the
Rays had composed and sent off a more


ambitious and extensive QC statement—this one
taking up five pages. Like the "Mac" letter, it was
duplicated and sent off for wide distribution to those
on the Martin Ray Winery's extensive mailing list.
Rather like Amerine's May 13 TAG talk printed up by
the Wine Institute, this one was declared "Private,
Confidential, and NOT FOR PUBLICATION"—though
doubtless MR would have been delighted if someone,
somewhere, actually published it.


It is necessary from time to time for all of us to review
our efforts and accomplishments if we are to see
ourselves realistically and judge our achievements in
relation to others or to what they might have been.
This is intended as a review of the efforts and
accomplishments of the varietal table-wine growers of
California since Repeal—with full memory of their pre-
Prohibition years and the evil effects of the Prohibition
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period which still plague us. By table-wine growers I
refer herein only to those growing all or substantially
all their own grapes and those bottling under their own
labels and selling in the upper-quality field—the names
we all know, less than dozen of them.
The document recapped much of the same


historical perspective that ER had presented in the
summaries she had provided in May to magazine
editors and writers whom the Rays had hoped would
rise up to join their battle for quality control, as well
as the arguments that MR had thrust forth in many
letters. In writing about his winemaking peers he
declared'


Publicly they have taken the attitude that the problem
does not exist. Yet privately, they all know the extent
and depth of the controversy which if ever fully aired
must alter entirely the methods and merchandising of
California varietals. They have taken the attitude that
we are trying to injure them or their business—some
[e.g., John Daniel of Inglenook] have personalized it and
others [Robert Mondavi of Krug] have likened our
efforts to actual libel. But the simple truth is, we are
trying to help California's top growers exactly where
they need help and, as one authority in a high place
[Mrs. Julian Street] has said, "Yours is the only
defensible position." We have it straight from Mile.
Christiane Latour of the great Burgundian house of
Louis Latour that the growers in Burgundy fought just
as furiously against reform and in the formation of their
Appellation Controlee, whereas now they find it their
meal ticket. And so it will be here. Some day the top
growers will realize how their interest can be best
served and protected.


(How prescient were these last two sentences of his,
once the "boutique" wineries began changing the
winemaking scene!)


Then came mentions of an unnamed organization
formed earlier in the year to represent exclusively the
needs of the better table*wine growers—obviously the
Premium Wine Producers of California (PWP); MR's
subsequent challenges to them; and finally the
seeming conflict resolution when this group asked Dr.
Winkler of UC Davis to meet with them so as to help
set up a QC plan. In his last three paragraphs MR
provided the dismal update.


But no meeting between the growers and the University
has ever taken place, as of this date, and no study of the
subject is under way. Three of the growers concerned
have said they will be willing to discuss the subject "in
the late spring" (of 1956). But we learned that last April
a group of growers indicated they are now aiming at
blends of 75% instead of 51%—in 10 or 15 years! At this
rate, it might seem, the industry has no intention of
ever considering 100%. [It took much longer, for this
75% ruling finally arrived in 1983, after 28 years. And
even then MR would have denied its value, particularly


if frequent and stringent inspections weren't conducted
in both vineyards and wineries.] Raising the legal unit
to 75% would in fact have no effect at all on quality. For
all purposes the barn door still would be left quite as
open to malpractice, whether it be held open at a legal
"loophole degree" of 51% or 75%! It followed, at the
quarterly meeting of the Technical Advisory Committee
of the Wine Institute on August 5, 1955, it was actually
proposed by one grower that the minimum percentage
of varietals be increased from 51% to 75%. The sub-
committee promptly reported that the wine industry
was not ready at this time to request an increase in
percentages of varietals to 75%. This same sub-
committee did, however, decide to meet and discuss
further the proposal that a vintage wine no longer need
be 100% wine of a given year! Thus, it would seem that
the industry is never ready to consider moving forward,
but is always ready to consider reducing standards!
In any event, nothing has been done about "Quality
Control," just as nothing was done almost twenty years
ago by the Wine Institute in the same regard. This
brings us to the conclusion of the report on the effort
and progress which has been made to establish Quality
Controls beyond our own vineyard. Despite the fact that
for some twenty years [beginning during MR's
ownership of Paul Masson] we have made unblended,
100% varietals, and been able to sell them at prices two
and three times higher than those of any other growers
in California, it still remains impossible to get others to
renounce the legalized blending privileges and set up a
system of labeling which would authenticate and
publicize such wines, and thus establish California as
able to grow truly great wines in many vineyards and
several districts.
Once again MR, both disillusioned and angry, was


explicitly handing over to retailers and consumers
themselves, and to activist writers who loved wine,
the duty to agitate for upgrading the quality of
California's premium wines. After all, he could make
his own wines, but he couldn't alter how other
wineries made, labeled, and sold their so-called
varietal wines.


We turn now to you who are engaged in the trade and
especially to you individuals who buy and drink fine
wines and respect them for what they are. You, and
only you, can bring about some form of self-imposed
Quality Control, by demanding authentic 100%
varietals, properly grown, labeled and merchandised.
[12/20/55]
It seems, actually, that Martin Ray hadn't yet


entirely abandoned hope that a few of the better
vintners might eventually be persuaded to join with
him in establishing quality control in California.
Even one might help his cause! Thus shortly before
Christmas, in tune with the holiday spirit, MR sent
a conciliatory note to Herman Wente, whom he knew
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and liked best in that bunch of growers. He first
thanked him for having graciously hosted the
summertime visit from Christiane Latour and her
escort, MR's adopted son Barclay. Then he explicitly
invited Herman to join him in introducing wine
quality control in California, even if they couldn't get
a group to back their initial effort. "You are definitely
a leader," MR wrote, "and others seeing your example
will follow, especially when they see our gain in
prestige as well as higher prices." They'd put a QC
stamp across their wine bottles—"and begin
educating the buying public that the stamp can be
relied upon to assure getting 100% varietals." And for
this favor MR touchingly offered Wente his aid in any
and every way. "If we could do this, Herman, we
would be leaving our children a far, far better
heritage than mere vineyards. And believe me, we
would be thanked for having brought about a new era
of better wines out of California." [12/21/55]


There's no indication that Martin Ray ever
received a response to this plea.


Starting Out in the New Year


The lack of any letters covering the first months
of 1956 within file folders of correspondence
between Martin and Eleanor Ray and Maynard


Amerine, whether carbon copies of theirs to him or
originals from him to them, indicates that the
vociferous winegrowing pair living at the top of
Saratoga's Mt. Eden deliberately restrained
themselves. They were holding off on any new
attempt to revive the much-missed camaraderie with
their friend in Davis, who had turned down several
invitations to join them for dinner parties they gave
during the holiday period.


There would be occasional references to Amerine,
though, in the Rays' letters to other people, as in one
that ER wrote to her son Peter, when she mentioned
actor Burgess Meredith's ardent wish to buy a piece
of their mountain, since he'd decided that he too
wanted to be a winegrower. So Rusty—as Eleanor,
Peter, and many other people usually called MR (but
not Amerine)—would create for him a new vineyard,
within which their new pal "Buzzy" would build a
vacation home. They had even already settled on the
site, and MR was eager to move ahead with the hard
work of clearing away the trees and chaparral, then
scarifying the ground deeply prior to planting, which
he wanted to do by the following year.


So far the deal is not made, as there's no money or
agreement or anything definite. But you can be sure
that Rusty has no intention of involving this quarter-
section up here in any possible arrangement, it must be
separate, and our wines separate. It's true that time
changes the best of plans, and it's surely best to avoid
complications if it is possible to keep things simple.


Remember Amerine and his desperate efforts of recent
years. "I've got to simplify my life!" he'd end most of his
scribbled messages by saying. [2/5/56]


(In the coming years, the Rays would have it
confirmed repeatedly that since "time changes the
best of plans," they would have been wise to keep
steering clear of dire complications that could ensue
when setting up joint business ventures with others.
But of course sooner or later such relationships were
apt to get snarled by MR's perpetual tendency to
skew, misinterpret, and overreact; and when
suspicious, upset, or outraged, he could become
outlandishly offensive.)


ER's last statement was decidedly an exag-
geration, as a viewing of Maynard's actual "scribbled
messages" proves. But having that remembrance of
Maynard's occasional remark— whether made in
person, over the phone, and in notes—aided the Rays
to explain why he had withdrawn almost totally from
them. When they had reached out to pull him back
into their sphere, naturally he had recoiled. Getting
involved with Martin Ray, and then remaining
involved, was no way to simplify one's life.


Well, that poor fellow, MR and ER reasoned (and
told others)' Maynard had a bothersome, lingering
infection that sapped his energy and spirits; was
spending all too much time nowadays in the
fellowship of outlandish male friends, eschewing the
company of women; had been overworking on all sorts
of research, teaching, writing, and consulting
projects; was hypersensitive over being criticized (as
MR liked relaying to him) by people he thought were
his friends—even though he might in private expose
the tasting errors of these snobs—for being interested
only in California wines and knowing nothing at all
about the fine European ones; and on top of all else
felt ostracized, even persecuted, by people in the wine
industry because of his insistence upon adherence to
quality standards and truth in labeling. That last
rejection seemed especially due to the assumption
that he was in league with that cantankerous
troublemaker Martin Ray, who had again been
stirring up a big fuss about setting up quality
control—though Maynard, totally disapproving, had
nothing whatsoever to do with it!


When John Melville revealed how upset he was
over Amerine's dismissive review of Guide to
California Wines in the Autumn issue of Wine &
Food, MR tried to console him. "You see, John," he
wrote, "while I am not a writer there is some
bitterness in me, too, about the way fate deals with
some of the things I am devoted to." Then to make
Melville feel better about the situation, he told of
rumors he had heard as well as cited his own
experience. "Never mind what Amerine has said or
done. He is currently a very bitter man too! He has
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broken with most of his friends, is under a doctor's
care, and recently told me on the telephone that
practically nobody in the industry will any longer
speak to him and that he didn't want to hear any
longer from me either!"


MR told how Amerine was greatly upset and
envious that his own book, Table Wines, written with
Maynard Joslyn, had only sold a measly few copies,
whereas Melville's had leaped into bestseller lists in
California. And as a final solace, MR assured Melville
that "The number of people who read Amerine's
review is very small." [3/17/56]


Correspondence Reactivated


As spring came around, Eleanor began vividly
recalling the happy time just a year ago when
Maynard had driven away from a luncheon


visit, heading down the mountain road in his new
convertible, carrying away sprays of wild clematis in
bloom and a nest holding two turquoise bird eggs—
the basic ingredients for a dramatic centerpiece for
his dining table at an upcoming dinner party.


So she was the first to break the somber epistolary
silence—or was it a standoff?—between the Rays and
Amerine. On the 3rd of April she composed another
of those lighthearted-seeming letters to "Dear
Maynard" that consisted of a series of questions.
Instead of the 10 she had asked him in December,
she'd more than doubled the number, to 22. The
questions, which filled two typewritten pages, started
out thusly, to set the tone^


1. Do you know when you send someone a letter on
passionate pink it means spring is in your heart as well
as in the air, nests of eggs are readying themselves for
decor on your table, vines are bursting forth, we think
of you even more than usual, send darting messages by
ultra-sonic, love you, miss you, and all that sort of
thing?


(Probably ER had found some pretty pink paper for
the original; the filed-away carbon copies were
usually made on standard canary-yellow, second-
sheet stock.) There followed 21 more numbered
paragraphs all ending in question marks, ranging
from a simple ? to triples, even quadruples. Here are
some samples-


2. Do you know Jim Beard who's coming up to lunch
Friday?...
4. Did you ever get a report on the GRAND CRU tizzy I
put on at a dinner party here some few months ago
when a couple of so-called gourmets announced to
eachother [sic—ER often seemed to deliberately
combine these two words, perhaps of the opinion that
they should really be joined] across the table that you
knew nothing about foreign wines, only California
wines???? (Rusty was down in cellar getting bottles so
he never heard me, but I not only roared like an MGM


she-lion, but told these fellows off. I recall saying that
they were mere youngsters in their knowledge of wine,
alongside of you, and now I don't suppose we'll ever
entertain them again up here but does it matter & do I
care, ha?


[This actually had been the notorious Thanksgiving
dinner that MR would later describe in detail when
writing to Maynard.]


5. Would you say you had an EXPANSIVE PALATE?
7. What do you think of Henry Charpentier, and would
you be flattered or insulted to be invited (as we have
been) to dinner at his place in January 1959???


[During this time period, the famed French chef
offered specially catered meals in his Redondo Beach
home in Southern California. Reservations, widely
sought by gourmets, had to be made several years in
advance, and the cost was exorbitant. To be invited,
therefore, was scarcely insulting!]


11. Could a family have a more wonderful time than
we've just had when Barclay and Peter both flew home
for two weeks of glorious pruning together on the
mountaintop and celebrating every night with great
tastings, great drinking, great fun, amidst which we
frequently toasted you?


[ER was hoping that Maynard would regret that he
hadn't been there as well—to be treated like a
member of this close-knit, wine-focused family, as he
had often been in the past.]


12. Did you catch up with Bloeker's column in which he
referred to you as "a charming genius with increasingly
irascible moods"?
13. Is it true you are carrying on like mad with the
titillating er wife or a certain er friend?
14. How do you account for the fact that Rusty's 5-gal.
jug of Champagne Cold yeast exhibits a half'inch collar
of foam in the narrow neck every morning but by
evening it is gone; do you think this is related to Bob
Balzer's becoming a Cambodian monk, or the fact that
most people die in the night?


[Balzer, as most older wine buffs know, was a wine
columnist as well as gourmet-store retailer in the Los
Angeles area. They first became acquainted when MR
owned Paul Masson, from 1936 to 1943, and MR later
claimed he'd been Bob's mentor, steering him toward
a wine-connected career.]


15. Speaking of Bob, did you know he has had his head
shaved and had to beg in the streets of Cambodia for
whatever scraps of food he got to eat for two weeks in
order to feel properly humbled, and the Los Angeles
papers simply went crazy over all this, and Bob's
grocery manager is about to commit hari kari because
customers get the idea that he must be going out of
business because the papers say a Cambodian monk
takes the vow never to touch gold or any form of
alcohol? ...


[It might be commented here that when wine writer
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WINE CELLAR


CATALOGUE OF A "SELECTION OF WINES" IN THE BALZER CO. CELLARS
circa 1940 "All Wines Selected by Robert L. Balzer"
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Robert Balzer came back to the States a few months
later from his apprenticeship period as a Buddhist
monk, before returning to L.A. he stopped first in the
San Francisco Bay area and went up to Mt. Eden.
There the Rays cunningly contrived to seduce him
back into consuming alcohol by serving him a
delectable succession of wines that he simply could
not resist. A few Ray letters afterwards recounted
with glee the event's outcome, since by rescuing Bob
from Buddhist restrictions they had benefitted wine
journalism.]


17. In your opinion is it a justification for celebration
when you find yourself in the eye of a storm?...


[The Rays, who found all sorts of reasons for
celebrating, naturally felt they were now at the very
center of a figurative hurricane that they had
initiated within the wine industry.]


19. Did you hear that Pelly [Angelo Pellegrini], flushed
with the success of his recent blowup [i.e., laudatory
portrayal] of two ex-bootleggers among other things,
now announces he is going to write a book on wines,
and judging from the way he took words about quality
from Rusty's mouth & put them into Martini's, you
might say anything at all can happen, and the Wine
Institute will probably salute with 30 guns and under-
write the whole thing?


[In his just-published book, Americans by Choice,
Pellegrini had written chapter-length profiles of
Louis M. Martini and the Mondavi family. The Rays
were outraged at his glorification of these Italian
winemakers of his generation and the one preceding
it—all of whom MR claimed were virtual criminals.
MR soon thereafter broke off his close friendship with
the University of Washington's Italian-American
professor of English—who eventually did publish a
book on wine, Wine and the Good Life (1965)—using
in the title a phrase in praise of the winegrower's life,
favored by both Robert Mondavi and Martin Ray.]


20. Did we tell you we cleared 5 more acres of land
which we're fencing today, for more Chardonnay and
Cabernet Sauvignon, and speaking of Chardonnay we
can't meet orders; have to back-order it, and sales
pressure on Cabernet is so big we've had to up our price
to $4 the bottle like the Chardonnay and Pinot Noir and
also increase its planting; isn't this fascinating to think
upon even if we kill ourselves from overwork and then
what will people do without wines like these?


[Here was an early indication that the French white
Burgundian varietal was starting to gain favor
among American wine consumers, thereby triggering
increased planting, to finally result in annual
statistical tracking of its acreage as well as yield in
tonnage figures by the state's Dept. of Agriculture,
which previously had just lumped it among
miscellaneous white grapes.]


Eleanor's final question to Maynard was this'-


"Who do you think recently referred to you as 'a man
of mystery'?" There was barely space enough at the
bottom of page 2 to type in the closure- "We luv you,
man of mystery ..." [4/3/56]


Then she and MR waited for a response.


Wine and
the Good Life


A unique, scandalous, and informative book


that tells how to understand and enjoy wines


by a delightful raconteur and sinner, the


author of THE UNPREJUDICED PALATE


Toy Angelo -M- Tdlegrini


Putting It All into Words Once More ...


No doubt Eleanor's daring foray into Amerine's
postbox encouraged MR to make his own
epistolary move about a week later. "Dear


Maynard," MR's letter began. And what followed was
a lengthy, single-spaced letter that reverted back to
the gargantuan lengths of many previous long-
winded epistolary monologues.


This letter I have been wanting to write for a long time.
But I have felt it best to let some little time pass and
now I want to present to you a definite proposition with
the request simply for positive reaction on your part in
what ever way you wish it to be between us hereafter.
By this I mean by your action our friendship can
continue actively or it can cease to exist. The decision is
yours. And it is your decision because I have all along
stated what I want is an active friendship between us.
I still want it that way. But I do not know how you feel
about it now and if you wish to not answer this letter I
will take it as meaning that you do not want our
friendship. In the latter case I will continue to respect
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both our position and your achievements but I will treat
you as one hostile should be treated.
Please understand, I do not attempt to threaten you. [?!]
For, friendship is not so established. And it is your
friendship we want. But we have so very - many
interests, common friends and movements and
undertakings related, it must be known how we feel
toward each other. It is not unlike some element forever
present in vintage. It must be learned if it is good for
the winemaking or not, and if not it can not be ignored
but rather dealt with.
So far as I know, the only serious thing that has come
between us is related to my interest in Quality Control,
a thing you did originally assist me with. I did not try to
force you against your expressed wishes to become
involved in my efforts once you had made clear to me
how you felt, you will recall. Those closest to you have
explained to me their version of just what it was about
all this [that] angered you. On the telephone you made
untrue charges which you must by now know were
unfounded. Whatever you may think, I am going to tell
you here my side of the story as it really is and, as I
have said, I aim to make to you a proposition. Rather
than to let the latter hang suspended in our
consideration, I will give you first my proposition. It will
be my intention to state simply here the things that
may have come to look very complicated.
I propose that we get together very soon, either at your
place or at ours, as you wish it, and that we have a
dinner and some fine wines and conversation with,
however, no reference whatsoever to Quality Control
and all that may have come to involve. I further propose
that the next time we meet or at some further meeting
not distant we both be prepared to talk the entire
matter over with determination not to get hurt, angered
or exercised but rather to understand each other fully.
I pledge myself to answer any questions you may ask
and request the same of you. The conversation should
be conducted toward the end that we would reach an
agreement on certain basic principals [si'd so that we
might thereafter engage freely in conversation that
might at any time arise out of your work and mine. All
you need do in answering me is to accept an invitation
to come down at a time stated by you or ask us up. It
might be best here at the vineyards. But, you may feel
otherwise and that will be accepted without question.
Then MR, with his "proposition" now stated,


wanted to dip back into history and "outline" how his
commitment to Quality Control had led to
disagreeable struggles—above all with the organiza-
tion that he always considered his most powerful and
determined adversary.


The idea of Quality Control first came to me when I first
became a grower. It was not then either clear to me
what I might do, if anything, or how I might go about it.
It was simply an idea. The Wine Institute was actively


soliciting my membership. I have not bothered to look
up how far back this may have been but it is close on to
20 years ago now. This fellow Gomberg worked for the
institute and he & one or two others finally offered me
a Vice Presidency and membership on all the important
committees if I would join. I agreed to this with the
provision they would do certain things within the
Institute and this they never were willing to agree to. I
do not recall now just what things were foremost in my
mind. But I know that I had fought them on what
manner of legal description a California Sparkling wine
should require. I had employed a firm of attorneys to
appear in opposition to them and I had lost.
Since MR's assertion that these celebratory,


bubbly wines should not be called Champagne had
been rejected, most American sparkling-wine pro-
ducers continued to call their product Champagne?'
eventually even MR was obliged to do so when at
Paul Masson he produced several different kinds of
sparkling wines from Pinot Noir and Chardonnay,
using la methods champenoise. At the time, though,
he had labeled them "Extra Dry." (In recent years,
though—almost seven decades later—that pugilistic
stance taken by Martin Ray got vindicated when the
American wine industry, pressured by the European
Union, was forced to assent to the ruling that such
wines made in the U.S. should no longer be labeled as
Champagnes, since that term could rightly apply only
to sparkling wines made in the Champagne district in
France.) Meanwhile, on another battlefront, he had
become the outspoken foe of vintners who either
combined different grape varieties during vintaging
or else blended different varietal wines later—yet
labeled the bottles as if they contained a single fine
varietal, thus eligible to fetch a higher price. So MR
reminded Amerine'


I also remember I had gone on record as believing that
it should be illegal to blend a varietal wine. My position
was that a Pinot Noir should be 100% Pinot Noir,
Cabernet Sauvignon the same and so on, including all
varietals. From being friendly opposition to the
Institute I gradually was forced into a position of
considering them a group of greedy and ignorant men
running hog wild. They forced me [into this belief! by a
series of acts which have continued to this day. In the
estimation of the public with which we are here
concerned the Institute has destroyed itself because I
have seen to it that what they have done has become
known.
This last statement displays MR's inflated sense of


his own potency, which ultimately, and somehow,
would enable him to triumph over his foes, even
destroy them. He then went on to tell how the Wine
Institute for many years had been trying to sabotage
him by virtually forbidding, through financial
pressure, any press attention to him and his
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wines—though surely Amerine had heard from him
many times of this for-mstance.


I will give you a single example. The magazine Wines
and Vines came to me with an apology and explanation.
They could no longer publish anything I wrote or carry
an advertisement I might wish to buy. The penalty
would be loss of the subsidy received from or through
the Institute. I believe this was said to be $1,000 per
month. And to bring it up to date, now years later I am
told directly by the Bureau Chief in San Francisco for
Time Life that the Institute through the placement or
withdrawal of advertising determines what may be
carried in the editorial columns or news columns of
every publication other than Time Life. I have
personally confirmed this in several instances. Now
then, as I have said, this has done great damage to the
Institute in certain quarters. But, I have made capital
of it. When I speak here of the Institute I speak of the
[California Wine] Advisory Board as well because, as
you know, they have in the past been convenient twins
of a sort. This situation I describe refers also to our
friendship and its present state of break down.
Then MR went on to remind Maynard of opinions


they had held in common. He acknowledged that
much of what he'd learned over the years about
current doings in the wine industry had come directly
from Maynard. Now MR indicated that he had
recently replaced him with some unnamed insider-
informants.


You have worked with the Institute in much the same
manner I did at first. That is, you have not agreed with
all they do nor have you failed to openly take issue with
them. There is no need for me to try to recall here all
the conversations we have had. Many times you have
told me with great pleasure of your disagreements, our
intentions and theirs. Always we used to see alike on
these matters. And for many years I knew very little of
them other than what you told me of their behind the
scenes workings. Now I have several other active
sources that keep me fully advised especially with
specific happenings and the long term intentions they
have. For, there is coming a day when the Institute will
not even claim to represent the best interest of the
better table wine growers. And it is important that I
keep advised.
Once again MR underscored Amerine's own


vulnerability, caused by his longtime advocacy of
significantly boosting the quality and of honestly
labeling the better California wines—along with the
consequent pairing of the two of them in other
people's minds. These had led to the unfortunate
ostracism that Maynard now suffered, outside of his
more insulated academia, when mixing with industry
people—whether winery proprietors, vintners, or
Wine Institute officials.


In this correct position you have taken, you have made


enemies. You have told me of it many times, over many
years. One of the members of the Institute has told me
personally that he intended to get rid of you as a factor
in the industry. He named no others but he made it
clear that he was not alone.
Because we were known to be friends, it came about
that we were looked upon by the Industry as working
hand and hand together and this was especially true
within the Institute itself. Lou Gomberg told me this
with special reference to Quality Control. Last June you
made a speech before the Technical Advisory committee
in which you denounced certain practices of members
and this was at a time when I was bringing pressure on
the newly formed or forming Quality Producers It
was taken by a group that we were working together
and when, in one of my letters I stated I was not alone
in my activities, it was taken by them to mean I referred
to you. I explained to them that I did not refer to you
and that I referred to all our retail and consumer
customers. But the milk was spilt. They had waited for
years to put their finger on something and some of them
evidentally [sic] did or said or failed to do whatever it is
that has so hurt you and for which you blamed me,
saying that hardly anyone in the industry would any
longer speak to you. Well, circumstances have been
influencial [sic] in our relations, it is true enough. But
it is because of the things we have both done and said
for some 20years and especially it is because we have
always had good friends and strong enemies as all men
must have if they do things. [Emphasis added.]
At this point, MR, feeling that the time had come


to wind up this intense part of his letter to Amerine,
summarized his current feelings.


It is out of this that has come many other things in one
way or another related. I have heard things almost
continually about you that I know to be untrue. I do not
know what has been related to you of me but a letter
such as this can hardly be ignored. After all, I do not
have to have your friendship. I am making a substantial
effort because I want it for the sake of the things we are
commonly devoted to and the pleasure of the friendship
that comes out of such common interests. It would be
rather difficult to find another two so completely in
agreement on the thing we have both devoted all our
mature life to.
And then MR launched into one of those usual


long, gossipy paragraphs to Maynard telling of people
badmouthing or occasionally praising him (MA) or
other wine-connected personages.


James Beard and Helen [Evans] Brown were here at a
luncheon last Friday. You no doubt know him as the
writer and her of cook books and now also of Sunset and
I believe in some manner connected with Lucius Beebe
and his Nevada paper. Anyway, at the table Helen
Brown asked me if I thought you knew anything about
wines. I expressed some surprise but told her in no
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uncertain terms that I knew damned well that you are
the foremost authority on wines in the state and told
her I had never met anyone that knows from personal
experience and knowledge acquired from drinking,
study and research as much about wines. She was
shaking her head before I finished my statement and
negatively. She could hardly wait until she could tell me
that she did not believe it and that she considered you
a fraud and that you knew nothing about any wines
other than California wines. Beard was very interested
and finally made a statement which I considered
intelligent. But we almost had a brawl at the time
before I talked her down. Beard said that in New York
Alexis Lichine has hardly a friend other than himself.
Yet, he explained, Lichine knows his French wines. He
told me that Schoonmaker has hardly a friend here or
abroad. But, he asked me, has Frank not done a good
publicity and merchandising job and does he not have
certain abilities regardless of his failure with money. I
agreed. He told me that in Los Angeles he had heard
several people speak of me with extreme hostility.
One of the Amerine detractors named by Beard


was Dr. Marcus Crahan, with whom MR had
corresponded (see the previous issue), but later had
had one of his bitter feuds, which he'd recounted to
his guests. "Beard told me," he reported with
satisfaction, "that I was not alone for he had had with
Crahan one of the greatest fights of all times a few
days ago." MR then told Maynard that he should
expect to be both hated and admired—as he himself
was. And from there he poked anew at the integrity
of his perennial bete noire, the Wine Institute.


[Beard] told me of hearing from those who dislike you
mightily and run down your abilities and hearing also
great praises for you. He offered the idea that no one
worth knowing could help but have enemies and did
well indeed to have any friends. We laughed at that but
not Helen Brown. Why she has this feeling toward you
I do not know. But the Wine Institute tried to prevent
her coming here with Beard and if he had not expressed
his wish to me personally a few days earlier in Los
Angeles to come here he would have passed through the
state without ever seeing our place or us. Additionally,
I literally snatched the party out of the hands of the
Institute after which this Jew baby in San Francisco
who works for them sent her regrets. [Note- MR could
become notoriously, and sometimes crudely, as here,
anti-Semitic, verbally and in letters, when he thought
(at times wrongly) that he was conversing with goys
with similar prejudices; he would similarly vent, with
differing sets of complaints, about Italian-, Japanese-,
and Mexican-Americans, as well as diverse national
groups, such as the English, depending on his
disposition at the time.] I had invited her. She had been
given the assignment of taking the party about. Helen
Brown may or may not be paid by the Institute, I do not


know. But he made it very clear that she believes their
policies good and correct and I told her the facts of the
case which she did not accept.
One can readily spot here Martin Ray's penchant


for getting into squabbles with tough-minded,
articulate women, who would argue with him (either
unaware of or ignoring ER's frantic signals to desist,
for heaven's sake), showing that he hadn't utterly
charmed them. As a macho autocrat, MR expected all
women around him to be physically attractive and
winsomely pliant—never to assert themselves, let
alone argue with him, as Helen Evans Brown, a
much-published epicure, was now doing. Any females
that he (and ER too) approved of tended to be
described as unthreateningly "little" or "small"—
though in reality they might not be diminutive.
Almost invariably, innate feminists took umbrage at
MR's blatant chauvinism. Eleanor, who had quickly
learned of his labile mental and emotional condition
when marrying him, rarely if ever challenged this
necessary show of alpha-male dominance—even
though before marrying Rusty she'd been a feminist
herself, first as the daughter of a prominent
suffragist (one of the first female legislators in Wash-
ington state), then as an accomplished career woman,
single mother, and book author. (Readers might be
reminded, too, that this scene took place in the mid-
1950s, seven years prior to the publication of Betty
Friedan's calHo-arms, The Feminine Mystique, and
the subsequent launching of the assertive Women's
Movement, which would peak in the 1970s, when
MR's overbearing potency had faded away.)


Now in his letter to Maynard MR delivered one
more blast at the Wine Institute. Because it was
targeting them both for destruction (how much of this
view was paranoid, how much actual?), they really
should mend their break and help each other.


In this day when publicity men and women are hired,
when those who take you about are paid to do the will
of the great institutions, it would be naive to think the
Wine Institute is not actively working all the time to
destroy me and you too. Now, lets not let them and what
they say overshadow the fact most important- Our
interests are common. That is the only sound basis for
any lasting human relationship.
Maynard might also need now to know that MR's


modus operandi, including his outspoken attacks on
the wine industry during the past year, had actually
helped boost his small winery into an extraordinary
success.


My methods of conducting myself and my business have
been successful financially and otherwise and never so
much as in the last year. Today we are a full thirty days
behind on shipments and have achieved again the
enviable position of making the largest part of our
shipments to individual consumer customers while at
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the same time keeping our wines available at all the
most important package stores.


Then MR proudly told Amerine about one of his
latest wine-promoting triumphs.


The most elegant and successful tasting of wines ever
put on in this country [!!] was that staged by Burgess
[Meredith] in Chicago a few days ago. It was done
voluntarily by Burgess and the man who controls all the
fine wine outlets there. It was made a social
achievement and was attended by some 200 who have
expressed unpresidented [sid enthusiasm. No day
passes we do not get orders and inquiries from all over
the country. I have not spent a day in sales work since
last fall. Our mailing list has grown to several hundred
and all these people are working for Quality Control,
each in his own small way but most effectively.


MR went on to indicate that "two of us"—which
meant when he'd combine with Burgess Meredith as
a new winegrower on Mt. Eden—would establish
their own Quality Control plan, since the Premium
Wine Producers hadn't, and wouldn't, do it. Maybe
Amerine would be willing to come up with the actual
controls they'd implement.


We will announce our beginning before the year is out.
At first there will be but two of us. If we can get things
together between us I would like you to oversee the
writing of the Controls. If you can not bring yourself to
do it I will then ask Dr. Winkler. So far as that other
bunch, the Premium [Wine] Producers, goes I realize
they never had any intentions to cooperating. In fact, I
have never heard from them in all these months [phone
calls and letters to him from Gomberg obviously had
ceased] and I am beginning to wonder if they really ever
did get organized and if so what they can possibly find
to justify their existence. Perhaps they have become a
subsidiary of the Wine Advisory Board.
As with his letters of the past, Martin seemed


reluctant to stop chatting and get to the signing-off
point.


We will look forward, then, Maynard to hearing from
you again. We stopped in Sacramento over night the
other night while enroute to Reno. That group of which
I spoke of that gets together up there gave us a great
dinner which was the biggest event of its sort I ever
attended. It must have cost a fortune. We left the James
Beard luncheon table and drove to the Rancho Friday
afternoon late and then on up to Reno Saturday. The
weather was beautiful and we got back at ten last night.
The first toast of the evening at that Reno dinner, after
the very personal ones, was to the Success of Quality
Control, made by a member of the [state] Supreme
Court. There were two MD's, a Corporation and
Railroad attorney, a Bank President and a group
totaling 15 that drink all the fine wines that ever go
into Nevada. I was told this by the principal wholesaler
of Reno. In passing by Davis we would like to have


stopped in but I wanted to write you first.
There was still more to impart. "[Dr. Salvatore]


Lucia sent us recently an enlargement of a picture he
took of us when we were last at your house. It came
out very well." [Note- Unfortunately, the gift photo-
graph taken by their mutual friend was unaccount-
ably lost. This physician-oenophile, in charge of
preventive medicine at the UCSF medical center, had
recently authored a book about the healthful efficacy
of wine drinking, Wine as Food and Medicine (1954),
and later wrote A History of Wine as Therapy (1963).]


And MR couldn't resist bragging about his adopted
son's latest triumph on the wine front. "Peter just
gave a talk on wines at Harvard which lasted two
hours and he showed a great number of slides, about
two thirds from French and German vineyards and
one third from our place. He told the story of our fight
for Quality Control and had a very receptive audience
who are ordering our wines as a result. He is now
going to continue this same talk at other groups.
Eleanor joins me in sending our best." [4/9/56]


The letter tells a lot about MR's recent activities
and thinking. But after typing this five-page letter to
Maynard, the Rays appear to have become uncertain
about the strategic wisdom of sending it. Before
sending it off, they should at least wait until they
received Maynard's reply to Eleanor's letter—if they
would ever even get one. The original pages were put
into the folder that held correspondence with
Amerine, and on the front page MR had attached a
small note that simply stated, "NOT SENT."


Amerine Responds


Maynard didn't feel obligated to answer that
long letter from Martin Ray, since he'd never
received it. On the other hand, whatever he


might have said in reply might have been interesting
and edifying to future readers—though his inevitable
rejection of the proposed peacemaking tete-a-tete
would surely have upset MR anew. Amerine
doubtless was determined never to put himself in a
position wherein he'd either fight bitterly with
Martin further or else be seduced into falling again
under MR's undeniably charismatic spell.


Maynard did, however, respond diligently if briefly
to most of Eleanor's questions—even some imperti-
nent ones, which he'd accepted with humor.
Moreover, he had written his letter on the same day
that MR had composed the one to him that hadn't
been sent after all.


Here is much of the entire letter Amerine sent off
to the Rays. He managed to get the entire succession
of responses into two paragraphs. (The two slashes
given here [//] additionally had hyphens through
them in the original letter, which he'd done by
backspacing twice on his typewriter—obviously his
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way of separating his answers to ER's questions
without taking up a lot of space.) In his letters,
Amerine tended toward verbal terseness.


April 9, 1956
Dear Eleanor and Martin: Jim Beard I do not know,
didn't he write a couple of cook books? // Glad that
Barclay has decided on the academic life. // No, never
heard of Grand Cm tizzy. I am rarely in gossip-ridden
San Francisco. But thanks for your defense — I have an
expensive palate. - Present 51% law is pre WWII but I
do not know its genesis. // Who is Henri Charpentier?
I'd not feel flattered. //1 am sorry that Melville didn't
like my review. It was mild. You and he flatter me to
suggest that I have any influence. I do not now have,
never did have, and don't aspire to any "influence."
Anyway, surely 500 W & F members in the USA
wouldn't buy 4000 copies of his book? //1 have only the
greatest respect for those who are making good wines,
and ever shall. // Who is Bloeker? Irascible - seldom;
genius - never; charming - too nice to deny. [//] No
carryings-on-for years. // Balzer's story I was told. It's
an escape. He doesn't have to stay poor as I understand
it.... // "Eye of the storm - celebration?" Too subtle. ... //
I haven't seen Pellegrini's book and am too broke from
local and state income taxes to buy. Will read the
library copy. // Man of mystery? No, I just work
morning, noon and night and I'm seldom seen in the
fashionable places. / / . . .


Then came the final and most telling part of
Amerine's letter, which would have been directed
explicitly at his old friend Martin. Probably feeling
rather like Candide, MA wished to tend his own
garden, both real and figurative, retreating from that
dangerous territory beyond academia—the wine
industry with its ugly conflicts, which Martin Ray, in
his quest for quality control, had been exacerbating
for many years now.


Your invitation is kind but I must respectfully decline.
The great commercial world of pressure and profit is for
other people not me. Having been once bitten fore and
aft I prefer growing lettuce; ever so much more fun. I
admire those who survive but "the ends never justify
the means." Stalin should now appreciate this. Yours,
Maynard AA [4/9/56]


[Note- The ruthless methods of the Soviet dictator,
who had died three years earlier, were currently be-
ing denounced, to considerable worldwide fascination,
by his successor, Nikita Khrushchev, who began the
slow but relentless "destalinization" process in
communism's previous idolatry of the rabid ruler.]


An expectable refrain in Amerine's more sociable
communications with the Rays was this reference to
ends never justifying the means, for it was this
disagreement that had split them apart. Be that as it
may, the very composition and bantering tone of


Amerine's letter indicates that from time to time he
may have actually regretted that firm decision to
terminate his special relationship with the Rays. In
his personal and professional lives few people, if any,
could ever replace the special bonhomie and
sometimes quirky intimacy that they had provided;
and before Eleanor there had been the incomparable
Elsie, whom Maynard had known in his youth. True,
he would know other men, and women too, who had
a fervent desire to make great wine out of California-
grown grapes. But none of them would ever have
quite the same fiercely passionate zealotry as Martin
Ray, or be as colorfully outrageous.


Amerine and others might disapprove strongly of
MR's methods, but for four decades not one of them
was ever "out there" on the battlements as he was, in
ways that nobody else dared to be' in fighting that
perennial bent of the industry toward quantity not
quality, as well as in making and marketing a very
small volume of high-priced true varietals. Their own
inching along toward wine quality was thereby made
easier as gradually far more acreage of fine varieties
would be planted ... and far better, more honestly
labeled varietal wines would be made, often proving
to be gratifyingly profitable, just as MR had
predicted. And with these efforts California finally
proved itself capable of making world-class wines, as
he had been insisting it could, all along.


This was the last rather personal letter—at least
among those found in the Rays' file folder—from
Amerine that displays the full idiosyncratic style that
often characterized his earlier writing to his friends
on Mt. Eden, especially on postcards. From then on,
from time to time there would be either brief personal
notes or else businesslike letters dictated to a
secretary and typed on UC Davis letterhead
stationery, mostly commenting on wines that MR had
asked to be tested.


[To be continued
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Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles
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PARTI. INTRODUCTION


[Tendril Barbara Marinacci, a developmental book editor, and
author/coauthor often books on such diverse subjects as Walt Whit-
man, Linus Pauling, and California's Spanish Place-Names, is the
stepdaughter of winegrower Martin Ray. Her mother was his second
wife, Eleanor Ray. She is currently the editorial director of a history
of the Viticulture & Enology Department at U.C. Davis. — Ed.]


his series began as a
single article, inspired
by Thomas Pinney's
article on "The Wine
List of Alfred A.
Knopf in the Janu-
ary WT Quarterly, as
well as editor Gail
Unzelman's chrono-
logical checklist of
books on wine pub-
lished by Knopf Inc.


Another book about wines and winemaking that
Knopf himself wanted to publish, had it ever arrived
in a form worthy of appearing among the offerings of
his illustrious publishing house, was one that would
be written by California vintner Martin Ray (1904-
1976). An autobiography or memoir could have
covered the long and turbulent career of this voluble
California winegrower, whom Knopf had known since
the early 1940s. For forty years, between the mid-
1930s and the early 1970s, that strident wine-quality
advocate—now classified as a "pioneer," a title con-
ferring new respectability—produced America's most
authentically varietal wines, and certainly the
costliest.


A book about his lifework would have given MR
a public forum for emitting his zealous opinions about


winemaking and other matters, and also enabled him
to express his genuine passion for "hands-on"
vineyard and cellar work, which he performed both
strenuously and with meticulous attention. But
despite determined though intermittent efforts over a
score of years by Martin's second wife, Eleanor, and
sometimes even on her husband's part as well, the
promising book that Knopf hoped to receive never
arrived on his desk. Instead, the manuscripts that the
Rays sent him from time to time, submitted with high
hopes, were always regretfully declined. Whether cast
in semi-fictional or ostensibly factual form, the Martin
Ray story, as recounted by Eleanor, either wouldn't
hold a reader's attention for long with its earnest
lecturing about MR's noble campaign for quality-
ensuring practices, or else was off-putting in its
hyperbolic portrayal of the brave vintner who often
spoke out fiercely, and mostly alone, against the
attitude and practices of the wine Establishment of his
times—whose representatives he variously called
greedy, corrupt, spineless, conniving, or ignorant. MR
never lacked insulting epithets for describing his
generic or specific foes.
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Martin Ray's Crusade
"Rusty" Ray—as he was known to most friends and
acquaintances—was both admirable and notorious for
his perennial warfare with the wine industry,
particularly the salient one in his home state. Largely
for self-protective financial reasons, for all too long
after Repeal ended Prohibition's dozen dry years in
1933, most commercial wineries (backed by the Wine
Institute that represented them), declined to support
and then implement the enactment of stringent
quality standards that Ray kept insisting would be the
unsteady industry's economic salvation.


In 1936 Martin Ray bought from Frenchman
Paul Masson, his longtime mentor, the old winery and
extensive property in the east-facing foothills of the
Santa Cruz Mountains and west of the town of
Saratoga in the Santa Clara (now "Silicon") Valley. He
already recognized the value of producing high-quality
wines so as to remove the overall shameful reputation
of America's vinous products, whether past or current.
And for four decades thereafter, whether in publi-
cations written as the Masson proprietor, or in pro-
nouncements issued later from his own small
mountaintop winery close to his "old place," launched
in the mid 1940s, ME insisted that far more California
vineyards should be planted to fine-varietal wine-
grapes. These could be vintaged by the premier
wineries into prestige-aiming wines; and when even-
tually released, they would be honestly and specifically
labeled, as the current bottled wines were not.


An evangelistic purist, MR always maintained
that only he did it all—grape growing, winemaking,
wine labeling, wine marketing, even wine imbibing—
as it should be done. This egoistic position scarcely
endeared the Saratoga vintner to his winemaking
peers, most of whom worked on a different scale,
annually making quantities of wine counted not by a
small and limited number of cases (as did MR) but by
substantial gallonages. Indeed, for many years few of
them ever produced wines that could compare
favorably with the prime French models, as Martin
Ray's best ones were acknowledged as doing. It took
the "Judgment of Paris" in July of 1976, a half-year
after MR's death, for the wine world to recognize
finally that sometimes certain painstakingly made
wines from California might even surpass their
archetypes made in France.


According to Ray's gospel, the varietal named on
a bottle's label would preferably be 100 percent, or the
exclusive contents within; but if not, the percentages
of any other contributory grapes should be identified.
He berated the feeble BATF decree, introduced in
1936, stipulating that at least 51 percent of the bottled
wine named on a label must actually come from that
varietal grape. This meant that the near-half
remainder, 49 percent, could legally come from


inferior or junk grapes, or an unspecified grape
concentrate. Identifying on labels the wine grapes'
geographic origins was also crucial in MR's quality
pronouncements. It would then force many wineries
to admit having used as blending materials a sizable
proportion of prolific and bland grape varieties, most
probably grown in the torrid Central Valley, such as
Alicante Bouschet, French Colombard, and even
Thompson Seedless. (MR wouldn't have been pleased
when the BATF in 1983 finally raised the minimal
varietal amount to 75 percent, a figure still current;
but this at least showed modest progress.)


MR wanted an industry-regulated system, modeled
somewhat on the French wine industry's Appellation
Controlee, that would be enforced through tight
government inspections, as well as fines for violations
found anywhere along the route from grape harvest-
ing and crushing to bottling and marketing. The
result?—dependably fine wines that finally would gain
respect and credibility for California products among
the world's wine cognoscenti. Premium wines could
then sell for much higher prices, in line with sought-
after French and German vintages, so that the rise in
high-end wine consumption and wine revenues would
benefit individual wineries, including those that in the
past had refused to make the needed changes.


Telling Martin Ray's Story
As some Wayward Tendrils readers will recall, Eleanor
Ray eventually published, in 1993, the final version of
a memoir/biography of her husband: Vineyards in the
Sky: The Life of Legendary Vintner Martin Ray. By
then she was 89 years old and no longer capable of
publicizing her book, which she could have done
wonderfully well in previous years. Had the book come
out much earlier, in the years following MR's death in
1976, she would have relished undertaking its
promotion. She had persisted, as letters show, in
seeking some publisher's commitment; but as with the
prior Knopf disappointments, she didn't succeed, in
spite of periodic efforts to revise the manuscript.
Duplicated and bound forms of it, however, did
circulate over the years among acquaintances and
friends, almost like an "underground" publication.


In 1990, after moving up to Martin Ray's Mt. Eden
"chateau" in Saratoga to take care of my mother in
her old age, I undertook to make a reality of her book.
Knowing well its importance to her, I was determined
to publish it while she was still alive. My editing work
included contributing new informational passages,
rendered in her writing mode: for instance, she had
taken for granted all readers' knowledge of basic
aspects of grape growing and winemaking, whereas
even some wine connoisseurs actually lack this. I even
retrieved whole chapters, crucial to the emotional
underpinnings of the story, that she had previously







cut from her manuscript in an effort to shorten it. A
co-publishing arrangement was made with Heritage
West Books of Stockton, which handled the book's
production.


In the past decade Eleanor Ray's drama-filled
memoir, which people often say "reads like a (major)
novel" (that exact quote came from Anthony Bias
Blue), has had numerous vocal admirers. Fiction-
alizing his life's tale in many places, Eleanor Ray
managed to capture well the "essence" of Martin Ray
in its more positive manifestations. But that book
doesn't—it can't possibly—tell the whole story. No
book or person can. Rusty Ray was a complex,
contradictory, and often difficult man, with abundant
psychological quirks, even pathologies, that were
exacerbated when he was upset or on a wine-drinking
spree. Yet on his best behavior he was undeniably
charismatic, with decided heroic qualities and dimen-
sions. Most people who knew MR couldn't help but be
fascinated, and to this day they love to talk about him,
whether they admired or hated him. His mesmeric
reputation endures.


Now, what exactly had Alfred Knopf wished to get
from his friend Martin Ray in the form of a publish-
able book about himself? The frank yet tactful letter
that Knopf wrote to the Rays on 4 June 1969 conveys
succinctly his expectations, along with his reasons for
declining the latest attempt to put Martin Ray into
print. His message is typed on the Knopf Inc. letter-
head stationery. Yet it looks as if he himself typed it
because it does not appear to be the work of a
competent professional secretary, who surely would
have been available had he dictated it at the publish-
ing house. (By then Knopf Inc. was incorporated into
Random House, and its founder-publisher had of-
ficially retired.) Moreover, Alfred in his own hand-
writing made various additions and alterations to the
text. The absence of customary commas, somewhat
improved here for readability (and omitting the [sic]
indicator), is surprising in a fully literate person. Yet
at the bottom on the left the typist's initials tradi-
tionally follow his. But it's a good letter, anyway.


Dear Eleanor and Rusty:
I was going to write you today about the manuscript and


now I have your letter of May 29th as well as that of the 17th


to which I made a reply on the 27th.
Both of you dear people sign all letters but my hunch is


that Eleanor wrote the one of May 17th and you, Rusty,
wrote the one of May 29th. The two styles, I must ask you to
believe, are not identical. This is important and I'm going to
risk our old friendship, hoping that the risk will be no more
than nominal, by writing you both with the utmost frank-
ness. Eleanor has tried many times to tell your story and the
present manuscript, judging by what we have seen of it,
promises to be more of the same. When I say more of the


same, I mean same in the sense of being open to exactly the
same objections as before. She's a good wife and so much in
love, as so many people are, with what you have done that
I don't really think she is temperamentally fit to write your
story. On the other hand, I am by no means certain that you
couldn't write it yourself—having all the help you like from
Eleanor in the form of frank talks between you, criticisms
back and forth and so forth but with the writing to express
your personality and yours alone.


The point is that if your story is good enough to be
published, and we think it is, then it's good enough to be
done right and not in terms that—again I must speak
frankly—really embarrass your more sophisticated friends.
And the story of your career with its culmination in the
present wines that you are making is a sophisticated and not
a naive or simple tale.


It certainly redounds greatly to your glory in the eyes of
those who know you but even so it will not bear a thick
sugar coating of sentimentality or any attempt in the telling
of the story to make you out to be larger than life, a super-
human "one against the Gods" so to speak who apparently
never made a mistake. It shouldn't remind one of the story
they tell about the late English publisher Sir Stanley Un-
win, whose wife said to him after she had read the manu-
script of a good part of his autobiography, "Don't you think,
Stanley, that it would sit better if you admitted once in
awhile that you had been wrong and made a mistake?"
Whereupon Sir Stanley replied, "My dear, I'm not writing
a work of fiction." Generally speaking, the facts should be
allowed to speak for themselves. People who have no
interest whatever in wines are not going to buy the book
while people who have could be counted on to form the right
opinion without its being pointed out repeatedly and, if I
may say so, tiresomely by the text.


So I think, if Eleanor will forgive me, she ought to en-
courage you to try a few chapters all by yourself. If they are
done while I am away, send them on to my secretary, Mrs.
Gretchen Bloch, with a note requesting her to turn them
over to Mrs. Judith Jones, who is in charge, and has been
for many years, of all our wine and food books—among
others. If this scheme doesn't work out, then we'll frankly
be faced with the fact that your story will have to be told by
a third person.


I wish we could come to see you on our way to Brazil but
apart from the time involved it would take us several
thousand miles out of our way.


And I hope I don't need to say how flattered I am by
your attitude toward our imprint. But for that very reason
and because of our old and enduring friendship I wouldn't
want to publish and you wouldn't want us to publish a book
about you that we couldn't stand behind with everything we
have.


Helen joins me in best love to you both.
Yours ever,
(signed) Alfred


AAKrat







The tone and contents of this letter demonstrate
well enough the friendship that existed between Alfred
Knopf and the Rays, who had previously entertained
him and Blanche Knopf, his wife and extraordinary
publishing partner, separately or together, at their
home and winery in Saratoga on half a dozen
occasions. (On Alfred's last trip there, in 1969, he
brought his second wife, Helen, whom he had married
after Blanche's death in 1966.) The letter delicately
addresses Eleanor's tendency toward reverential
sentiments, inflation, and bombast—though MR
certainly had them all, and more, in his own ample
forms, which she had merely embellished.


The letter also reveals Alfred's own awareness of
Rusty Ray's innate ability to be able tell his own tale,
in more manly language. But how did Knopf know
that MR could actually write well enough to create a
book?... Because for a number of years, between 1953
and 1969, he had periodically received letters from his
vintner friend, detailing issues that concerned him or
current happenings. Sometimes these missives sent
from Mt. Eden would go on and on for pages.


Martin Ray as Letter Writer
Alfred Knopf by no means was the only person who
received lengthy and sometimes eloquent epistles from
Martin Ray himself. These clearly weren't written by
his alter-ego "voice," the more effusive Eleanor, who
as his more-than-willing amanuensis frequently com-
posed both business and personal letters to be signed
by him. She also often took Rusty's dictation while he
worked in the cellar among his beloved wines (con-
veniently for him, she had learned Gregg shorthand in
young adulthood and never forgot it), and then typed
up his orally composed letters.


As Knopf pointed out, it is usually evident from
the writing style which one of them had created a
particular letter, though it might be signed by them
both, or just by MR alone. Rusty Ray himself actually
wrote competently and often expressively, but usually
without Eleanor's special flourishes. When intent
upon producing a serious letter, which involved think-
ing through some issue before setting ideas or feelings
or event coverage directly down on paper, he might
handwrite a letter, or at least create an outline or
draft that Eleanor could then elaborate upon in a


draft—which he could edit prior to sending it out in
final form. But sometimes he just wished to type out
the letter himself. As the words came to him, seated
before the typewriter for several hours, he might
pound away on the keys without taking a break, which
would have ended the focused concentration that
enabled him to pursue some topics intently for
paragraphs or even pages, or even to take discursive
or reflective pathways as it pleased him to do. The
people he chose to write to in this way were usually
regarded as his intimate friends or as people worthy of
cultivation because of their important influence in the
world of wine—or both.


The Shields Library's Special Collections at U.C.
Davis is now the permanent repository of the Martin
Ray & Eleanor Ray Papers. The Rays' correspondence
occupies the largest part of this considerable collec-
tion. They obviously enjoyed letter writing, for over
the years they wrote many hundreds of letters to
friends, family members, acquaintances, and business
contacts. Unlike many private correspondence collec-
tions purchased by or donated to libraries whose
contents are frustratingly lopsided because these
notable persons usually failed to make copies of the
letters they wrote to their correspondents, the Rays'
own letters are almost totally preserved—usually on
the canary-yellow paper used as second sheets. Then
there are hundreds of originals of letters written to
the Rays, whether initiating contact with them (often
because the writer had greatly admired some Martin
Ray wine introduced into their life, perhaps trans-
forming it) or in response to a letter received. (The
collection, however, contains few letters dating back
earlier than 1953, since fires destroyed the main letter
files: first in 1941 at the Paul Masson winery, where
the business office was located; then in 1952 at the
Rays' newly built mountain home. Two chapters in
Vineyards in the Sky describe these dramatic con-
flagrations.)


For a period of a quarter-century, in their many
letters the Rays reported in detail on their day-to-day
existence. This middle-aged-to-elderly couple lived on
a mountaintop in a rather rustic and isolated place.
Though they were close to the rapidly expanding
urban world 2000 feet below, which their spectacular
homesite overlooked beyond the vineyards, a 21/2-mile
narrow dirt road wound up through steep terrain that
was covered with impenetrable, scrubby chaparral or
thick groves of oak, laurel, buckeye, and madrone. In
the opposite direction, along the coastal ridge, lay
forestland with tall redwoods. The Rays' lives there
were almost wholly devoted to the labor-intensive
pursuit of winegrowing, and to the attendant culti-
vation and entertainment of friends and acquaint-
ances who admired wine—especially Martin Ray-made
wines.







Fortunately, researchers intent upon finding out
more about Martin Ray will benefit from the Rays'
automatic procedure when letter writing: they in-
serted a carbon paper in front of a second sheet for
producing a copy for their own files. Thus they made
carbons of all letters and even handwritten notes that
they sent out through the years. The Rays routinely
copied not only business letters, but also the gossipy
and sometimes highly personal ones to friends and
family members—which often contained business-
connected matters too. They wished to have always
available to them the firm evidence of what they had
said before to someone, so as to avoid repetition—or,
worse in Rusty's way of thinking, ever contradicting
themselves. They could also thereby "recycle" state-
ments they had previously made to another person.
Actually, among the most intriguing letters are some
that one or the other Ray wrote, usually when in-
flamed with some notion, but then decided to refrain
from sending out in this form. Still, the original was
kept, and penciled in at the top would be "Not sent."
Edited drafts were also filed away.


When the Rays wished to widely broadcast letters
or newsletters in some publicity blitz, Eleanor care-
fully typed up a special "master" and then could run
off dozens, even hundreds, of copies on their own
Swiss-made machine. These duplicated papers too are
in the Ray collection. Nowadays, of course, with the
invention and prevalence of photocopiers, facsimile
devices, and computers it isn't difficult to retain or re-
transmit digital or hardcopy records of one's corres-
pondence, or to reuse texts already written by adapt-
ing them into new forms. (What a great time the Rays
might have had in our electronic era—with a word
processor for letter writing, software and printers for
desktop publishing, and Internet e-mail; and how
much time and postage they could have saved!)


Probably less than a quarter of the archived Ray
correspondence consists of Martin Ray's own letters,
whether dictated or typed by him. But what's there is
still plenty, and often authentic stuff. Eleanor Ray,
though, barely tapped into this rich vein of her
husband's words when writing Vineyards in the Sky.
Instead, she presented Martin Ray, appropriately for
her own perspective and the one she wished to convey
to her readers, as the righteous protagonist in his own
life drama, beginning in early childhood and ending
with his death. She replicated in mostly fictional form
(based on what she knew or surmised, or on what MR
had told her) his thoughts and feelings, supplied
scenes and dialogue, and provided passages with
background wine history, as well as added her own
perceptions and experiences over time. (Conveniently,
she actually had known MR well, starting in her col-
lege years—three decades before she married him in
1951, after his wife Elsie's death. In the early years he


was her first husband's friend and business partner,
and had even been the best man at their wedding.)


Perhaps it is time now to get Martin Ray to speak
for himself in print. And using the distinctive voice
expressed in his own letters is surely the best way for
doing this.


Looking Ahead
Initially, at WT editor Gail Unzelman's invitation, I
undertook to write a single article about MR's
epistolary and in-person relationship with Alfred
Knopf. But I soon found myself writing too much,
going off on side excursions with other Martin Ray
friends and acquaintances whom both men knew.
Particularly compelling were MR's letter exchanges in
the early '40s with Knopf wine author Julian Street—
who, after all, had supplied the initial link between
Knopf and Ray. This was also the period when Martin
Ray was achieving his first fame among oenophiles
with his Paul Masson varietal wines. I also knew, from
having gone carefully through the Ray correspondence
before turning it over to UC Davis, that other fasci-
nating relationships were reflected in the letters that
MR had written and received during the later thirty
years. So I decided to propose furnishing a far more
ambitious and lengthy contribution involving Martin
Ray's correspondence with wine lovers—since the very
existence of these letters may otherwise never be
known to most wine scholars and researchers.


Thus now, with our editor's indulgent permission,
the original topic has been greatly expanded in
prospect, to be published in future installments. The
long, segmented survey will portray Martin Ray and a
selection of his notable "vinaceous correspondents"
through the years—and also bring in other person-
alities, along with certain key events relevant to the
relationship's particular time span.


The article in the next Tendrils issue will feature
MR's remarkable correspondence with renowned East
Coast author and wine connoisseur, Julian Street.
Once begun, it led to their close friendship. These
early letters establish Rusty Ray's bent toward writing
long letters to people whom he admired, or at least
regarded as useful contacts, and therefore hoped to
impress or influence in particular ways. (Their letter
exchanges, however, are not part of the U.C. Davis-
owned collection; instead, they have been preserved in
the Princeton Library.)


Taking the Ray correspondence in a somewhat
chronological sequence will then lead to U.C. Davis
enologist Maynard Amerine, who was MR's good
friend and ally (as quality advocate) from the late
1930s until 1955—the year of Martin Ray's "Wine
Quality Fight." Following this I will take up the
Martin Ray/Alfred Knopf letters, which are unusual in
their expansiveness and revelations, particularly be-


cent. p. 10 —
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MAR1NACCI, cont. from p.5 —
fore the Rays founded the time- and energy-consuming
Mount Eden Vineyards Corp. in 1960. That ambitious
but ultimately doomed endeavor (at least for the
Rays), which involved two dozen member-investor
couples, deserves an article unto itself.


Several other important sets of correspondence
over the years will later be presented: MR's letter
exchanges with wine writers and commentators such
as Angelo Pellegrini, John Melville, Edward Wawszk-
iewicz, Robert Balzer, and Robert Benson; his corres-
pondence with various aspiring winegrowers and
fledgling vintners, some of them now well known; and
excerpts from his frequent letters over the years to his
stepson and namesake, Peter Martin Ray, whom he
had adopted as an adult, and who was his early
emissary to French and German wine estates—and
after 1959 usually functioned as the Martin Ray
Winery official winemaker at vintage time.


As much as possible, all these letters will be mined
primarily for technical information they contain about
MR's grape-growing and cellar methods, at a time
when new scientific knowledge and technological
innovations, notably issuing from UC Davis, were
rapidly changing winemaking; for insights into the
"real" Martin Ray, with his vivid memories, strong
biases, glorious dreams, and deep disappointments;
and for his views—harsh but often fact-based—about
past and present trends and problems in the wine
industry, in the state, the nation, and internationally,
during the years leading up to the California-led Wine
Revolution.


I have undertaken this lengthy project partly
because I am aware that many people interested in
American wine history, even some wine historians,
may never have even heard of or read about Martin
Ray; therefore they do not realize the importance of
the crucial role he deliberately took for forty years as
the infamous gadfly of the firmly entrenched Cali-
fornia wine establishment, dominated by the big
wineries. The independent MR could say all sorts of
scurrilous things that vintners with personal
standards perhaps as high as his, but who were in the
employ or even management of reputable wineries,
wouldn't dare reveal or declaim. Someone, after all,
had to hold the quality banner aloft, take the gunfire
as it came, and fire back. As wine historian Charles L.
Sullivan and others point out, almost everything that
Martin Ray doggedly fought for in the wine industry,
often single-handedly, ultimately came to pass—if not
exactly as he had willed them.


The wine industry's leaders, understandably
enough, did not intend to help immortalize MR by
ever giving him, in magazines and books, the recog-
nition that surely was due him. Apparently their
tactics largely succeeded: omitting his wines from


premium lists, and also preventing his stridently
critical opinions from reaching most people who were
becoming interested in wine. They did this not just by
ignoring his proposals and attacks, but also (or so MR
maintained) by getting the powerful Wine Institute to
forbid periodicals that carried lucrative wine ads to
even mention his name or his wines, let alone print
articles praising him and the bottled vinous elixirs of
his mighty labors. Thus wine scholars may never
encounter the name of Martin Ray in archived publi-
cations, while students of wine history are unlikely to
read much about him, if anything at all, in retro-
spective books.


Using excerpts from various documents origi-
nating with Martin Ray may kindle the interest of
researchers in the Martin Ray & Eleanor Ray Papers.
The Ray correspondence also should intrigue people
probing and profiling the winegrower's psyche—in the
generic sense, but also in its particularly unique and
burly manifestation in Rusty Ray. The Papers, given
to the U.C.Davis Shields Library four years ago, are
now identified on the Special Collections' Website list
of manuscripts pertaining to Viticulture and Enology
(http://www.lib.ucdavis.edu/specol/html/viticul.html).
The Papers are difficult to access as a totality because
they repose in warehouse storage, at the University of
California's Northern Regional Library Facility
(NRLF) in Richmond. Boxes containing particular files
can be requested for delivery within several days to
the Shields Library, and there their contents may be
perused and copied, but not borrowed.


Why Remember Martin Ray?
MR prided himself on being a "classic" vintner in the
small French wine-estate manner. He produced an-
nually at most only several thousand cases of wine. He
used equipment that would now be considered anti-
quated and, indeed, rather primitive. Nevertheless, in
his search for perfection he constantly experimented
in both his grape growing and winemaking. His
prideful "lone-wolf stance (which began in the late
1930s), however, increasingly kept him distant from
the technical knowledge and innovations that went on
in an accelerating pace in university research pro-
grams and at other wineries—ultimately to his detri-
ment as a vintner.


Martin Ray, although long departed now, remains
an intriguing icon to idealistic winemakers who avow
that handcrafted wines are best and that "Small Is
Beautiful"—the chapter title in Paul Lukacs' book
American Vintage (Houghton Mifflin, 2000) featuring
Martin Ray. He is also known to wine aficionados
aware of the strenuous history of finally bringing
quality standards and honesty into American wine-
making and wine marketing. Therefore, it seems a
worthwhile challenge to present the particulars of one
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man's singular fixation on making the best possible
wine—not just within his own cellar but in the
nation's wine industry at large. His thoughts,
opinions, concerns, and actions are mostly revealed
within the context of his friendships and frequent
correspondence over time with a variety of oenophiles.


WINE BOOKS CAN STIR UP A TREMENDOUS
ENTHUSIASM FOR LEARNING ABOUT FINE WINES


CATCH YOUR CUSTOMERS' INTEREST WITH A
BEAUTIFUL WINE BOOK LAID OPEN NEARBY, SUCH AS
ANDRS SIMON'S BOOK THE NOBLE GRAPES AND THE
GREAT WINES OF FRANCE (McGRAW~HILU WITH ITS
EXQUISITE COLORED PHOTOGRAPHS. ENCOURAGE
YOUR CUSTOMERS TO READ WINE BOOKS BY HAVING
THEM THERE, BOTH FOR ATMOSPHERE AND FOR
SALE. YOU WILL WANT JULIAN STREETS WINES
(KNOPF). ALEXIS LICHINE'S WINES OF FRANCE
(KNOPF), JOHN MELVILLE'S GUIDE TO CALIFORNIA
WINES (DOUBLEDAY). NO ONE SHOULD TAKE TOO
SERIOUSLY WHAT THEY READ IN ANY WINE BOOKS,
AS MISINFORMATION IS RAMPANT; NEVERTHELESS,
MUCH CAN BE GAINED FROM THEM, ESPECIALLY IN
WHETTING THE DESIRE TO TASTE AND KNOW THE
WORLD'S WINES.
From "Great Wines and How to Sell Them" by Martin Ray
(1958,14-pages, typed in the familiar uppercase, sans-serif
font used by Martin Ray).


[TO BE CONTINUED NEXT ISSUE]


[Please note: Eleanor Ray's Vineyards in the Sky: The
Life of Legendary Vintner Martin Ray (with a new
cover and excerpts of reviews it received) was recently
reprinted. Priced at $21.95, it may be ordered from
The Bookmill (Barbara Marinacci's DBA) at 22000 Mt.
Eden Rd., Saratoga, CA 95070. California residents,
please send a check for $26 to cover shipping/handling
costs and state tax; out-of-state buyers, $24.25. (Dis-
counts available for multiple copy purchase, and to
distributors and retail outlets.) Barbara also welcomes
Martin Ray reminiscences and comments from read-
ers. Contact: bookmill@ix.netcom: Phone/fax (408)
867-9450.]
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THE WINE LABEL CIRCLE
by


Barrel G. Rosander


TENDRIL mem-
bers may be in-
terested in the
Wine Label Cir-
cle, a small group


! similar to the
Wayward Ten-
drils. The "la-
bels" are not pa-
per, but usually
of silver, design-


ed to hang on small chains around the necks of
decanters to identify the contents. The Wine Label
Circle was founded in 1952 in England as a society for
collectors of wine, spirit, sauce and bin labels, and to
provide a focus for academic research into all aspects
of labels and their historical and social connections.
These wine labels were originally known as bottle
tickets when first introduced around 1730, but are
now usually called wine or decanter labels and are still
made today. The international membership numbers
about 150, consisting mostly of collectors, but includes
authors, auction houses, museums, livery companies
and wine related businesses. The Journal of The Wine
Label Circle is published twice a year—issues contain
about 35 to 40 pages. Members contribute the articles
that cover such topics as names on labels, silversmiths
that made labels, identification of silversmith's marks,
label designs, bin labels, descriptions of members'
collections, auction results, etc. Members also submit
questions that other members answer or discuss.
Many photos of wine labels are included in each issue.
There are no advertisements. Some auction houses
may send notices or catalogs when collections of wine
labels are offered for sale. Each fall an Annual
General Meeting and Dinner are held in England.


The book, Sauce Labels 1750-1950 by John Salter,
was released (cost £57 / -$88) at the October 2002
General Meeting. This book traces the history and
development of the use of condiments in Great
Britain, of soy and vinegar frames and of labels for
sauces, ranging from Anchovy and Soy sauces to
Camp, Worcestershire and Harvey's Fish Sauce.


Wine Labels 1730-2000: A Worldwide History,
written by a number of members and edited by John
Salter, is scheduled for release in November 2003
(estimated cost £85/~$132) at the Olympia Antiques
Fair in London. The book covers how and why these
labels originated, names on labels, shapes, designs,
manufacture, hallmarking and makers. The Wine
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Vinaceous Correspondents'-
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


The Third Article in a Series / Fourteenth Section
by Barbara Marinacci


This long-running series (since April 2003) is based primarily on California winegrower Martin Ray's correspondence, much
of it now archived in Special Collections at the UC Davis Library. Following the Introduction, the second article, in four
parts, covered MR's primarily epistolary relationship with East Coast wine a uthority Julian Street during the early to mid'
1940s. (The Princeton Library holds these extraordinary letters.) Subsequently, this lengthy article portrays the close
friendship between MR and UC Davis enology professor Maynard Amerine, begun in the late 1930s. In this installment
the growing conflict between them—over MR's strident push within toward forcing the creation of quality control standards
in premium winemaking—reaches its climax. Barbara Marinacci, who was Martin Ray's stepdaughter, co-authored with
her mother, Eleanor Ray, Vineyards in the Sky: The Life of Legendary Winemaker Martin Ray (1993? new edition,
Mountain Vines Publishing, 2006).


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE (1937-1976)
-14-


s spring moved into the
summer of 1955, in his
letters to Maynard
Amerine, Martin Ray
initially seemed almost
oblivious to the evidence
that his enologist friend's
interest in maintaining
their former intimacy was
on a steep decline. During
most of June and into


July, as he'd often done before, MR kept writing to
him about various topics—occasionally berating
Maynard whenever he felt he deserved, and might
even benefit from, this scolding. But he was saying
less than before about the Wine Quality Control
Fight that he and Eleanor had been waging since
April with members of the higher-quality section of
the commercial wine industry enlisted by Louis
Gomberg in the new group called the Premium Wine
Producers of California.


MR could work up, anyway, other matters to
involve Maynard, such as asking him to invite to his


home for dinner—and wine, of course—the lead
performers in The Teahouse of the August Moon.
Burgess Meredith and Scott McKay, whom the Rays
had recently befriended along with their wives (see
#8), would soon be in Sacramento with the troupe
during its West Coast circuit. But even this
transaction had caused friction between the two
friends. When MR thanked "Pelly"—University of
Washington English Prof. Angelo Pellegrini—for
having entertained the actors in Seattle, he said,
"Eleanor and I do so much appreciate your having


INSIDE THIS ISSUE
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WINE TALES by Warren Johnson
FROM A DEPLETED LIBRARY by C. Fielden
BOOKS & BOTTLES!! PIRATES!!







them at your home and, as you well know, they
enjoyed themselves and you, completely." But he
couldn't resist adding further commentary, starting
with Meredith's report on Maynard and ending with
his own harsh assessment of physical and mental
health factors that he felt now ailed the UC Davis
wine-science professor.


Amerine seems to have tried hard to give them a fine
day but he did not impress them sufficiently to stir up
the same warmth, which after all is a rare thing. We do
not think Amerine is really well, since his long illness
just before taking off on his sabbatical [yearlong,
starting at the end of 19531. He has since had a
recurrence of the fever and he is very impatient with
everything around him and talks of his summer lecture
of one hour each day as if it is a herculean endeavor,
whereas once he thought nothing of any challenge.
[Amerine's health-threatening condition appears to
have been chronic prostatitis.]
MR's observations and commentary then became


even more personal—and critical.
His references to women grow continually more caustic
and uncalled for and he gathers around him more single
men of the same tendencies only those older and more
so developed in all the unfortunate mannerisms of
bachelors who have not managed to adjust themselves
to the unnatural lives they lead. We are really quite
worried over him sometimes. He is bitter about so many
things it becomes almost impossible to be free with him
as always we have been these past 20 years.


(Readers might be reminded that in contexts like this
one, when MR used the plural pronoun "we" he often
meant both Elsie, his deceased first wife, and
Eleanor, his wife since 1951.)


MR went on to describe Amerine's prior
impatience and irritation over the road-show actors'
inability to pin down, several weeks in advance, the
dates when they'd be able to dine at his home in
Davis while in Sacramento. But finally Meredith had
come up with the 4th of July, which had suited
Amerine fine. However ...


Maynard never thanked me for the introduction, never
even mentioned to me the day they had with him,
merely said, "We had a very nice time" when I asked
him about it. [MR would often call MA on the tele-
phone.] Burgess on the other hand was so satisfyingly
expressive and thanked us for arranging the day for
him. So it goes with people. I always think of the
suicide's note' "People are just no damned good!" Of
course, I do not feel that way. But there are times when
we see the trend of developments in old friends and
when we are obliged to take it and in silence, when it
does seem that life could be made so much better with
just a little effort. [7/14/55]


(It should be noted that in this same time period, and
earlier, MR had written backbiting remarks about


Pellegrini to Maynard, too. Such was the customary
nature of his gossiping, and sometimes ER's as well,
in letters and in talk. Everyone's appearance,
conversation, behavior, and background were
scrutinized, probably to detect character flaws that
might cause future problems—and therefore were
predictable. Even when imbibing great quantities of
wine and dominating the conversation, MR's eyes and
ears worked overtime. But while storing away
various perceptions his brain frequently distorted
whatever had been picked up, as later accusations
and outbursts would reveal, perhaps resulting in a
ruptured relationship.)


Still, MR had sent appreciative thanks to Amerine,
adding mention of a proposed new winegrowing
partnership.


Talked to Burgess and Scott on the phone day before
yesterday. They told me about their party with you and
your conversations. They thanked me again. In a way,
I should thank you for this very good friendship because
you told me you had heard him [BM] on the radio or
over TV and that you thought he was a good guy.
Through him we have now reestablished our old
friendship with John Steinbeck and we have had three
letters from John since. [This correspondence was
covered in #13.] Burgess may well get into the wine
business, yet. He told me he would like to get in with
me. He might have been just the person I was looking
for. [See #7.] But as things are going, I don't think I
want anyone. We are doing well enough so I can
manage pretty well myself. Orders are continuing to
come in by themselves. Last month I had no time to sell
and we had a damned good month—all from write in
[customers' wine purchase orders]. And in the south
[L.A.] this last week I opened up some more damned
good accounts. [7/10/55]
MR would continue to consider the financial and


social attractions, and the national publicity
possibilities as well, of partnering with Burgess
Meredith. (Actually, the origin of the Rays' inspira-
tion to create what became the Mount Eden
Vineyards corporation five years later is traceable to
this time, with Meredith becoming an early
member/shareholder.) New attention to Martin Ray
and.his extraordinary wines was being stirred up by
John Melville's Guide to California Wines, by MR's
rigorous new marketing forays away from Mt. Eden
when he sold both aged and newly released vintages,
and by his fierce personal verbal and written combat
with the wine industry over quality control, which he
and Eleanor widely publicized through multi-
duplicated communications with wine retailers and
connoisseurs, who then shared them with others.
"Rusty" Ray was becoming an iconic figure among
urbane wine drinkers disappointed, disillusioned, and
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even disgusted with California's mongrelized, lack-
luster (so-called) varietals.


When MR wrote to Pellegrini again in August, he
complained that he was finding it "hard to do any
work at all." Much as they craved ardent attention,
the Rays were increasingly beset by people calling up
and wanting to visit the winery and vineyards, and of
course to buy wines directly from them, since it was
often difficult to obtain them elsewhere. Eager
visitors who had read Melville's guidebook might
daringly drive up the two and a half miles on the
narrow, winding, unpaved, rutted, rock-strewn
mountain road—dry and dusty in the summertime,
muddy and dangerously slippery in the rainy
season—to arrive unannounced. Most turned out to
be "professors and professionals—a whole new group
of wine buyers among this class of people." [8/8/55]


Often the Rays then felt that these brave souls
couldn't be turned away. Sometimes they got so
carried away with an unexpected rapport with the
friends of friends or even strangers that the drop-in
guests were invited to stay for lunch or dinner, or
even—when an impromptu party might last far into
the night—to bed down in the redwood cabin below
the main house. The original dwelling on Mt. Eden,
it served as a guesthouse now, with its one big room's
large picture windows providing gorgeous views of
the northern reaches of Santa Clara Valley and the
Diablo Range beyond it, foothills below and beyond
the mountain, and south San Francisco Bay.


Usually, though, the Rays managed to deflect
importunate phone callers by telling them that,
regretfully, this was an inopportune time to come up
the mountain—and persuading them instead to drop
by the Argonaut wine and liquor shop on Saratoga-
Sunnyvale Road. They were assured that its friendly
proprietor, Ace Perry, would delight in escorting
them outside and then pointing up westward, far off
into the distance, at Martin Ray's mountaintop
winery and home visible from that spot. And then at
the highest altitude they'd see the long, dark green
shape of the redwood-forested crest of the Santa Cruz
Mountains as it now headed northwestwardly, to end
near San Francisco. (This segment Eleanor Ray
contrived to call the Chains d'Or, attributing the
picturesque "chain of gold" term to MR's French-born
mentor, Paul Masson.) And when Ace ceremoniously
poured a sample libation for them to taste, they'd all
raise their glasses to toast the Rays, who'd said they
would—figuratively at least—return the greeting
from on high. Then, of course, Ace had a plentiful
selection of Martin Ray wines on hand to offer them
for purchase, to take away and store as someday-
potable keepsakes of this very special occasion.


A Visitor from France


In mid-summer a social commitment began to
dominate both MR's and ER's attentions,
distracting them from focusing entirely on the


Wine Quality Fight. It centered on the impending
arrival of Burgundian wine man Jean Latour's
daughter, Christiane—nicknamed "Chris." Her uncle,
Louis Latour III, had earlier visited MR in the mid-
19408, with his young son, Louis IV, while MR's first
vineyard on Mt. Eden was still under development.
And it was Louis who, through Amerine's help, had
arranged for MR's noteworthy purchase of new
Burgundian oak barrels in 1954 (see #7).


The Rays naturally spotted a fine opportunity for
indirectly promoting Martin Ray wines, and they
began to go all-out in sponsoring Mile. Latour's trip
to the West Coast, to include, of course, a stay on Mt.
Eden. After arriving in the U.S. Chris first visited
with Latour-connected people on the East Coast. She
even stayed in the Boston area with Eleanor's
Harvard-based son Peter and his wife, Terry (who
had already met her the year before when visiting
France). They reported to the Rays on their
houseguest's helpfully intended but annoyingly
slapdash ways, thus forewarning them about what
they too would likely experience.


MR and ER devised a busy wine-centered itinerary
for Chris in California. "Little did she know that she's
serving such noble ends as propaganda for quality,"
ER wrote her son Barclay in mid-July. Designated as
Chris's escort and chauffeur in both the Los Angeles
and San Francisco Bay areas, he accepted the
assignment manfully. She'd arrive in L.A. first, in
mid-July, and from there drive north with Barclay, to
stay in Saratoga with the Rays for some days at their
Mt. Eden home, from which she'd make forays with
Barclay into other nearby wine regions.


Initially MR doubtless hoped for a romance to
blossom between the two young people, leading
inevitably to a marriage Unking him through his
adopted son to the Latours' nobly ancestral Bur-
gundian winemaking lineage. And the field was
apparently clear for this now, since Barclay's
engagement to Maria, a young German law student
whom he'd met in Pasadena, had recently been
broken. He had courted her in Germany the previous
summer, in a whirlwind manner counseled by his
stepfather, who had even supplied the diamond
engagement ring—which had once been his first wife
Elsie's. (#6) Barclay, who had witnessed the debacle
that had ensued when Peter brought his bride to Mt.
Eden during the past holiday period (#8), had begun
to realize that it might be impossible for him ever to
marry a woman whom Rusty would judge as
acceptable—or who herself could countenance his
cunning interrogations or dominating and demanding
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behavior, which worsened when he was inebriated.
Therefore, this 23-year-old young man, though oblig-
ingly undertaking his assignment as Christiane's
California escort, was wary about getting too close to
her, or maybe to any girl—knowing how anxious
Rusty was for him to marry and start producing
progeny, in accordance with his master plan for
establishing a wine dynasty on Mt. Eden.


The Rays, having appointed themselves Mile.
Latour's social directors, worked feverishly on
arranging special events for her in both the South-
land and the Bay Area. Wine writer Robert Balzer
and gourmet delicatessen proprietor Harold Jurgen-
sen offered to put on grand dinners in her honor.
Barclay could introduce Chris to celebrity scientists
at Caltech in Pasadena, such as Nobel Prize laureate
Dr. Linus Pauling. Although notably a chemist, he
was also (among his multiple scientific identities) a
crystallographer; therefore he'd become the adviser
on geologist Barclay's doctoral dissertation on "The
Crystal Structure of Zunyite." (Several years later,
LP would become his father-in-law! the very prospect
had precipitated a new family crisis caused by
Rusty's patriarchal ban on the marriage.)


But the most dazzling event by far was the gala
dinner party hosted by the Rays' new actor friend
Burgess Meredith. It would feature both Louis
Latour and Martin Ray wines. Since he'd been
immersed in both science and trekking around the
Great Outdoors throughout his youth, Barclay, as
Chris's dinner date, hadn't a clue about the identity
of the other guests—all movie stars, directors, and
producers, plus a few spouses.


Here's how MR summarized the occasion in a
letter to Amerine.


Eleanor wrote all the publicity for the papers that
covered all the Hollywood entertainment we arranged
and yesterday Burgess sent us a whole big envelope of
newspaper stories and photographs which delighted
her. The dinner Burgess gave [Christiane] turned out to
be a dinner from midnight to dawn and there were 20
celebrities there including The Merediths, McKays,
Tyrone Power, Merle Oberon, the David Selznicks
[actress Jennifer Jones], Marlon Brando, John English,
Charlton Heston, and God knows who else. The
columnists picked up the story and it ran all over the
country and ended up on the national broadcast of
international news, so wrote Mrs. Freddy Wildman of
New York who heard it on her radio there. So it looks
like we gave the house of Latour some very good
publicity. Wines drunk were named and those made by
the Latours were named. Eleanor was afraid they would
cut them out as commercial but they did not. It has
been a lot of fun. But now we must get back to work on
our other work. Sales were last month the largest we
have ever had. [8/4/55]


Later in the month, when writing to the editor of
California Wineletter, Charles van Kriedt, MR
declared that it had been "perhaps the greatest wine
dinner in all California history." [8/30/55] Like his
wife, he tended toward hyperbole.


Scheduled to arrive at the Rays' home on Mt. Eden
in late July, Chris would take a number of excursions
with Barclay, as arranged by the Rays. A crucial
destination, of course, had to be UC Davis, where
Mile. Latour could meet important professors and
tour the winemaking research facilities and the
experimental and archival vineyard collections.
Inevitably, the Rays tried to involve Maynard in the
plan, naturally expecting him to host her visit. But a
significant sour note came into the Rays' strenuous
preparations when Amerine acted irritated,
apparently objecting to MR's take-charge attitude.
During Amerine's sabbatical a year earlier, he had
spent time with the Latour family. Wishing therefore
to arrange for himself this get-together directly with
Christiane, he complained to the Rays about not
having heard from her?* instead, he was receiving
many instructions and requests from Martin. After
all, he had already established his own personal
connections with the Latour family!


MR tried to explain the situation and thus mollify
him. But he started first with a sly comment, based
on a recent phone talk with Mile. Latour: "Maynard,
she must have her eye on you, the way she spoke of
you!"


She hesitated to write to you, although she now very
well may. You are a young bachelor [MA by then,
though, was 44] and she is not only an eligible gal but
she has said that she and her family think you a terrific
personality and guy. It is one thing to write you or plan
to write to you at some distant time but when it comes
right down to doing it, it can well seem to a French gal
a bit forward. She does very much want to see you.
[7/10/55]
Apparently the Rays still held hopes that Maynard


would someday feel motivated and self-confident
enough to marry, forsaking the "confirmed bachelor"
status he was settling into. Surely there was a chance
for him yet ... if only he'd meet just the right sort of
attractive woman! (MR's early depiction of his
friend's insecurities vis-a-vis females is given in#2, in
the January 2005 WTQ issue.)


In the end, it had turned out that Maynard
couldn't entertain Mile. Latour at UC Davis after all,
since he—a privileged member of the celebrated
Bohemian Club—had signed up for a retreat session
at the secluded Bohemian Grove that would take
place during Chris's remaining available time in the
San Francisco Bay area. So MR brought Mile. Latour
to Davis himself—having persuaded Dr. Albert
Winkler to show her around the campus and provide
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a luncheon at his home. This inconvenience furnished
another occasion for a resentful MR outburst-


Look at the way you treated the Christiane matter!
Telling me, her sponsor, that she must contact you, that
she must contact Guyman [a UCD professor] on whom
you tried to put her off! And all this after I had written
you at length explaining our family relationships and
why she naturally turned to us! You made it necessary
for me to Drive all the way to Davis to see that she was
properly entertained there. I said nothing then but I tell
you now, I could hardly believe it. [7/26/55]


(As it turned out, Amerine later managed to make up
for this absence of expected gallantry by dining with
Chris Latour before her return to France.)


There were dinner parties galore on Mt. Eden. And
to fill out some of the days, Barclay took Christiane
to a few choice wineries. One was Hallcrest, near the
town of Felton in the Santa Monica Mountains,
where small amounts of pure Riesling were produced.


SAntA CRUZ mountAin


Cabernet Sauutgnon
1948


estAte Bottled
By hALLc&est


FELTON, Santa Cruz County, CALIFORNIA
Alcohol by volume isVi per c*at.


(Proprietor Chaffee Hall, an attorney, was one of the
few California vintners MR approved of, though
recognizing that this "gentleman" winegrower, quite
unlike himself, rarely if ever did hands-on work in
field or cellar.)


To set up visits to Nap a and Liver more valleys MR
had written friendly letters to three of the four
wineries whose wines, winemaking, and wine
marketing practices MR had specifically attacked in
his two April letters to Gomberg, leading to dis-
cordant repercussions. (See # 9, 10, 11.) MR had
made it clear that he himself wouldn't come—which
doubtless made invitations likelier. Christiane and
Barclay were graciously received at both Wente and
Beaulieu. Apparently, though, John Daniel of
Inglenook declined to respond to MR's overture, since
in his otherwise friendly letter he had reiterated
previous charges about wrongly labeled, and
therefore misleading, Inglenook wines.


MR wrote Amerine about these receptions,
probably wanting to reassure his friend that once
Quality Control came about, peace would surely
descend on the California wine industry that he had
recently roiled up.


Herman Wente could hardly have been nicer to Barclay
when he took Chris there. And the Marquise [de Pins,
at Beaulieu] was most hospitable. Time will heal all
things. Chris has told us of the hatred among the
Burgundian growers generated by the fight there for
their Appellation Controlee—which she says they
fought to the bitter end. [7/26/55]
A few letters indicate that MR, though impressed


with Mile. Latour's surname and family connection,
was now disillusioned about her potential as a future
business ally. (He scarcely anticipated, anyway, the
strong future entry of females into the wine business,
nor would he have ever believed they could succeed as
fine winemakers.) Writing to Peter on Chris's last day
with them, while she and Barclay were off again to
Napa Valley, he remarked on Chris's lack of genuine
interest in wine or winegrowing; according to her,
such apathy also characterized several young Latour
boys, in line to take over the Latour enterprise
someday. "They should be trained, and the interest
should be developed even by now," MR remarked,
disapprovingly. (He likened children to grapevines
that required explicitly designed pruning and shaping
so as to achieve satisfactory production at maturity.
Already he was impatient for the time— in what he
hoped was not the distant future—when he could
start instructing and educating as yet unborn
grandsons about winegrowing.) Then waxing philo-
sophical, he commented, "Nothing is really what you
think it is once you get inside of [a family]." [8/3/55]
This had been true enough in his own birth family,
and clearly Eleanor's as well; and in the coming year
he'd again have to deal with an alarming rebellion
starting up in his acquired family's ranks.


The farewell party put on for Christiane Latour at
Mt. Eden included Burgess Meredith and visiting
New York publisher Alfred Knopf. Hostess Eleanor
kept steering the female guest of honor away from
the kitchen. Although the young French woman
always tried to help out, she had proved herself to be,
as intra-familial correspondence shows, a domestic
klutz—not to be trusted with fragile wine goblets and
other prized dishware, and always apt to spill food
and drink. As MR wrote to Peter right after her
departure-


Chris has gone and we have left only the scorched earth!
There was a final dinner last Sunday for her.... It was
really a great success but we had to virtually tie Chris
to her chair. Every time she started to get up I said,
"No, don't touch the salad plates—Eleanor has no place
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to put them as yet," etc. I could just see her sweeping
them off the table with all the oil and vinegar going
onto the rug! [8/4/55]


The Rays must have sighed with relief when their
hosting responsibilities ended. But the last dinner
party did provide a memorable scene that ER could
recount much later:


Like Paul Masson, Martin usually dominated most talk
at his table, possibly out of a sense of responsibility for
keeping guests entertained. And he definitely resented
it if someone cut in and tried to take over to any extent.
(The only one ever to challenge him on this was Burgess
Meredith.... As an actor he expected to occupy center
stage and perpetually hold forth. After Martin had been
talking for just too long, Burgess leaped to his feet and
shouted, "Shut up! /want to talk!" Martin was stunned
silly. But he thought it very funny, and let Burgess
carry on. When this happened I glanced at Alfred
Knopf, seated opposite Meredith, and he was so
astonished that his eyeballs actually quivered!)
[Vineyardsin the Sky, 1st edition, 1993, p. 268]


Quality Control Gets Turned Over to UCDavis


During late June and July, while setting up and
then supervising the social whirl he and
Eleanor had arranged for Christiane Latour,


Martin Ray was still negotiating with Louis Gomberg
and, through him—he thought—with the Premium
Wine Producers of California. He had also sent ample
materials about his quality control agitations and
proposals to Dr. Albert Winkler at UC Davis (see
#12). The next step seems to have been agreed upon
during a phone talk with Gomberg. Perhaps by then
MR was weary of spending so much time and effort
on the matter, particularly because of the waning
possibility of getting prominent attention from the
national press favorable to his grand QC cause (#13).
It might not be so easy for him now to act upon his
oft-expressed threat^ to widely expose the member-
wineries' deceptive practices should they reject
quality control.


In mid"July Louis Gomberg had sent a note to
Martin Ray that picked up on MR's prior suggestion
that Dr. Winkler be summoned to present his ideas to
the PWP about establishing new QC rules, since
Amerine had balked at getting involved. (This too
was presented in #13.)


Sorry for the delay in these advices. Contact has now
been made with three of the four wineries concerned
and they have all concurred in the suggestion that the
matter be taken up with Dr. Winkler, as we discussed.
(The fourth is away on a trip and won't be back for
another 10 days or so but I am quite sure he would be
inclined to go along with the other three.) Dr. Winkler,
as you probably know, is regarded as the industry's
chief advisor on such matters and I believe he would be


the logical starting point for initial consideration and
evaluation of your plan. [7/15/55]


The news elicited soon afterwards this letter from
MR to "My dear Lou":


I am tremendously gratified that you have brought
about the successful conclusion of this long and bitter
fight. Great credit is due you. You have now given the
growers a face-saving solution and you have placed the
plan exactly where it should be, in the hands of the
University.... It had been my original suggestion that
Dr. Amerine should be the man, but, as you say, Dr.
Winkler is regarded as the industry's chief advisor on
these matters, and there is no one to whom I would
rather trust the future of the plan.
As I have told you, I will withdraw from any direct
participation in whatever negotiations your group may
have with the University. It is now all in your hands.
But the interest of a great number of consumers and
retailers has been aroused, and I shall not permit this
interest to die. When you have finally worked out your
plan they will be ready and anxious to support it as a
commendable achievement. It is these consumers and
retailers who must support the higher prices that must
inevitably come as a triumphant result of a Quality
Control plan. When your group can give them straight
unblended authentic varietals they will be willing to pay
well for them, and you will have gone a long way toward
meeting any threat of imports. The great European
growths will always hold their own, but the lesser ones
will gradually be forced out of our market, which is as
it should be.
Again, Lou, my heartfelt congratulations. [7/17/55]


So as things stood now, Maynard Amerine had been
dropped as a major player in the future quality
control negotiations with Gomberg's PWP group.


In a two-part letter that MR sent to Amerine
toward the end of July there was this long paragraph.
Obviously he assumed that Maynard had already
received this Quality Control news from his colleague
Albert Winkler.


As you no doubt know, the long and bitter fight to gain
recognition of Quality Control has been won! Gomberg
was able to get his [PWP] growers to agree to take up
the plan for study and consideration at once if I would
turn the entire matter over to the University at Davis.
The growers thus have a means of saving face and the
plan will be in the hands of the University where I had
all along intended it should be when it came time to
actually write the plan and adopt means of enforcement.
I have had a long talk with Dr. Winkler and turned over
to him the portfolio of material assembled on Quality
Control, and he has agreed to meet with the Premium
Wine Growers and work out with them whatever is to
be agreed upon for improvements required. I think that
the way it has worked out is best. Perhaps it could
never have been done in any other way. You and I have
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turned up too many ill feelings among growers in our
efforts to expose mal practices [sid and bring on reform,
and they would never have accepted either of us as
direct sponsors of Quality Control, I realize now. But I,
for one, am happy to have contributed my part. And it
will be apparent to all who have known your work that
you have from the first fought for the same principals
Isz'd, even though you and I did not work together. Now
let us both lend Dr. Winkler and the Growers all our
support wherever we can say a good word for what they
are undertaking. [7/26/55]
A week earlier, MR had reported on the current


conflict between him and Amerine in a letter to
Boston wine retailer Russell S. Codman, showing he
still hoped that ultimately his estranged friend would
be brought back into preparing and instituting a
viable QC plan.


An Iced-Over Friendship


Martin Ray's objections to Amerine's surly
behavior over plans being made for
Christiane Latour's impending visit had


made just one more source of anger and disaffection
between the two friends. But something even more
drastic was going on with Amerine's connection with
Martin Ray. In that summertime of 1955, both the
epistolary chatter and squabbles in the letters from
MR to Maynard Amerine, whether or not they were
connected with 1955 Wine Quality Control Fight,
went mostly unanswered.


Already in early May Amerine was realizing that
he needed to separate himself both personally and
professionally from the unseemly fracas that MR was
intentionally stirring up. His position at UC Davis
required maintaining good communications with
wine industry people—especially a rapport with
winemakers who worked with him on research
projects. He began noticing that the respectful and
usually friendly enough standing that he had enjoyed
among such people was disappearing. His own oft-
stated goal of getting quality standards finally
accepted and enacted among the premium wineries
was inevitably linked up now with Martin Ray's
current agitations.


Here was the crux of the dispute between the two
men' Did the goal, or end—finally introducing
quality-control rules and enforcement procedures into
the making and marketing of the wine industry's
better wines—justify the rough tactics, or means,
that Martin Ray was now forcefully employing, even
threatening to blackmail reputations, to bring it all
about? Amerine thought not. And he kept saying so
to MR, who refused to consider, let alone
countenance, that circumspect point of view.


So at some point during the barrage of letters from
MR, Amerine told him over the telephone, that their


long friendship now had to be suspended. He said he
felt distraught that the winery people were now
ostracizing him. Here is how Eleanor Ray in her
memoir/biography of Martin Ray later told of the
shocking body blow to the two men's long-enduring
friendship


Always in the past Maynard had backed Martin's efforts
to perfect California's wines, providing vital moral
support and technical advice. Now, in the fracas Martin
had created over trying to induce the "premium"
wineries to accept quality-control measures, Maynard
evidently felt that the vintners' group considered him to
be in collusion with Martin Ray. So one day Maynard
telephoned Martin to say that all of them had stopped
speaking to him. Consequently, he must put their
relationship "on ice." Martin was thunderstruck, for he
had not intended to involve Maynard personally in the
conflict. [Vineyards in the Sky, 1st edition, 1993, p. 372]


After that, things could never again be the same
between them.


For some reason, MR felt motivated to compose an
addendum to the letter to Maynard that he sent on
July 26th (partially quoted in the previous subhead
section). Typed on a separate page so that it could be
private and more reproving. At the top MR had
handwritten "NO COPIES TO ANYONE."


My conversation with Lou Gomberg and with Dr.
Winkler today, as covered by my letter to you on that
subject today, clearly establishes that you have no
grounds for ideas expressed to me today. [Emphasis
added to indicate that this surely was the date when
Amerine declared his intention to put their friendship
"on ice">' the earlier part of the letter had been written
beforehand.] Everyone involved knows that you refused
to support me and if this bothers you[J you have no one
to blame but yourself. I told you repeatedly that you
should be the one making the fight and I literally
begged you to alter your stand. Your attitude should
have been that taken by Dr. Winkler. And I ask you
again to forget your hurts and support the cause you
have so long championed. Actually the industry would
no more have accepted you than me, and for precisely
the same reasons, and you are naive if you think so. I
should have realized this just as you should have. But
you should be proud of all you have done that has
nettled some of the growers for you were right. I am
proud of the part I have played, and the feelings of those
who have opposed me bother me not at all. Actually
they are turning, slowly perhaps, to a new and healthy
feeling of respect for me.... However else some may feel
about you, all respect you. Isn't that better than sticky
sugar drops? I say that we have both accomplished a
great deal and I believe it mad for you to say you are
ruined or that I have in any way altered anyone's
feelings about you. You are not well, you made a
mistake and now you are acting like a child,
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exagerating [sid the ills of your position, denying the
friendships which are your most valuable possessions
and blaming it all upon somebody else....
And now I tell you, Maynard, I shall continue to regard
you as our dear friend. If you wish to be hostile you
have turned against the basic philosophy you have
supported for 20 years and I think you should have rest
and reconsider. [7/26/55]
There's a curious document in the collection of the


Amerine-MR/ER correspondence in the Ray Papers
at UC Davis' the original letter quoted above. There
are fold marks, showing it had gone through the mail
in an envelope. And upon the left margin of this
letter someone with a pen had set down a succession
of question and exclamation marks, increasingly in
multiples (e.g.,!?! and ???)—and identical to ones MA
had previously made in handwritten postcards and
letters he'd sent to the Rays. So these were his
comments on the contents of MR's tell-off letter. He'd
responded to it only in this way, sending it back to its
source—for what good would ever come from any
arguing back against these professional and personal
attacks?


And several weeks later, when MR wrote again to
Dr. Winkler at Gomberg's behest, delegating to him
the resolution of the controversial situation he had
engendered, he made no explicit suggestion of
enlisting Amerine as well in the work ahead.


Lou Gomberg has asked me to confirm to you the
understanding between us relative to the proposed
Quality Control which his Premium Winegrowers group
has agreed to consider under your sponsorship. I asked
Lou to write you a letter inviting you to appear before
his group for a discussion of your ideas on Quality
Control. He agreed to do so. It was my idea and
understanding that this might be the beginning of a
series of meetings between you as a study of the subject
proceeded supported by University research and a
practical consideration of the position of the growers.
Lou tells me he would like for his group your opinion
and evaluation of Quality Control as you visualize it.
My interest in the matter has been turned over to you.
All of you concerned know the suggestions I have made.
I purposely confined and limited them because of the
circumstances involved and to facilitate the agreement
which we have reached. I wish to make it clear that
beyond this I intend to support fully whatever you may
propose, having the fullest confidence that a maximum
good will be achieved for all. I believe that the Univer-
sity is the only logical and qualified authority. I think it
best that you proceed in the undertaking without
consultation with me further. And I propose the same to
the growers. They have my assurance herewith that I
will accept and support all that agreed between you.
I presume that any written reports will be available not
only to the members of Lou's group but to prospective


members as well. In such case I would like to receive
copies of any such reports as I have said that on the day
Quality Control becomes a reality I will request
membership in the group accepting it.
It is my hope that within a year the agreed upon
controls may be written and accepted, in which case it
would not be too much to hope for a wide line of
varietals being available in the market, all under the
label of QUALITY CONTROL within five years. With this
in mind I will shortly advise those who have supported
and followed my efforts to bring this about that it is now
all in the hands of the University and the growers ...
and that I have these hopes. I refer to a large group
both within and without the actual trade.
Thanking you for your sincere consideration of all
involved—[8/11/55]
Finally feeling relieved now of constantly and


ardently manning his chosen battle post, Martin Ray
could begin devoting far more attention again to his
beloved vineyards, where the grapes were fast
ripening. The sugar and acid in the Pinot Noir grapes
were ready for initiating the Madame Pinot
champagne cuvee.


In a letter to Angelo Pellegrini written three days
earlier, MR reported how the PWP members had in
effect denied a place for the eminent UC Davis
enologist in any discussion or planning for quality
control.


Because of Amerine's stand over the years against the
very things I have been trying to eliminate, the growers
specified it must be Dr. Winkler, Amerine's boss, with
whom they would work. I fear Maynard has been hurt,
but I guess he will get over it. [8/8/55]
MR was also guessing—hoping—that the ice


treatment that Amerine had applied to their once
warm friendship could get melted away over time,
helped by some assiduous letter writing in which he'd
try to avoid any mention of the QC battle.


An Inconvenient and Suspect Intrusion


The Rays wanted to believe, of course, that
Maynard's putting their friendship "on ice"
meant only a temporary hiatus in their intimate


relations with him; that when all the brouhaha over
quality control quieted down, they'd be back together
as the old, comfortably familiar threesome. So for the
remainder of 1955 from time to time they sent
Amerine regular reports on their activities, asked
questions, and issued invitations, hoping to
eventually lure him back into their lair. Following a
one-pager in August, MR still reined himself in,' his
letters to MA were limited to two pages each in
September, October, and November. They may,
though, have sometimes been accompanied by copies
made of other people's letters that praised the Martin
Ray wines.
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In September MR's letter contained two para-
graphs reporting on the ambitious young local
winemaker, Dan Wheeler, who was farming a vine*
yard property in the Santa Cruz Mountains, owned
by Dr. Schermerhorn, Chaffee Hall's physician
brother-in-law, and who was now bonding his winery.
MR said he had previously provided Wheeler with
instructions on proper vine pruning, but it hadn't
been properly carried out. Also, as a vintner who
loathed encountering any traces of sulfur in wine and
refused to use it as a sterilizer and stabilizer, MR
reported this of Wheeler to Maynard*


He is a nut on sulphur. And despite his very casual and
quiet manner he is a very determined character, with a
wife backing him up who is more determined.... The
last time he was here he told me our Madame Pinot
Champagne has too much sulphur in it! Since it could
not possibly have any detectable amount in it in
springtime, I challenged him but with no apparent
success. So I asked him to ask you how small an amount
you can detect in a wine. [Minuscule amounts of sulfur
in MR's wines could have come from his having sulfur-
dusted immature grapes in springtime to prevent
mildew, or from his having burned sulfur sticks within
barrels to sterilize them for reuse, though they'd be well
rinsed out.]
Over the years, MR frequently disparaged the


wines, practices, and integrity of other vintners,
whether well established ones or young aspirants. So
it's nice to see more generosity of spirit here in his
encouraging Maynard to meet with Dan Wheeler: "I
rather believe he will listen to you if you are so
inclined.... I would like very much to see the
Wheelers make a go of that thing and I hope that you
can steer them where they need help." [9/9/55]


In the following month MRJs letter to Amerine
started out with this:


We had a very good vintage, getting the Pinot Noir and
Cabernet Sauvignon off with full sugar and high
acidity. And the Chardonnay, too, seems very good.
Sales continue splendid and it is all we can do to get the
orders out, now with Will [MR's nephew] gone. You
know, he went back into the Army! His brother Jim
finally got his PhD, I probably told you. [Earlier, before
he married Eleanor, MR had hoped that these two sons
of his oldest brother Al (Alpheus), who as boys and
young men had periodically worked for him, at both
Paul Masson and Mt. Eden, would eventually take
active roles in his winemaking enterprise.] Anyway,
Barclay is coming home this week end with a friend so
that we can have a Champagne bottling.


What he then told Maynard in detail was weirdly
disquieting.


But what I am writing you about is a long inspection
that we have been having. The Inspector just left and I
thought I should write you about it. As a result of my


Quality Control activities a special inspector was sent
down with instructions to tear everything apart and
find everything possible. They proceeded on the
assumption that since all the wines made before the
Kew period were owned by Ray & Company and they
were sold to a newly formed corporation, Martin Ray,
Inc., the latter and present Company has no right to
Vintage any of them. [These business arrangements,
initiated by MR in 1949 with the Kew family because of
Elsie's illness, were discussed in the July and October
2005 issues of WTQ\t I was able to establish that
they were sold in original containers and were not in
any way treated and so it was I who saved the right to
vintage them. They found that I am overfilling our
bottles, as I have always known, and I rather disarmed
them by writing them a letter on the spot admitting the
practice as far back as 1936 and giving reasons and
calling attention that several inspectors have in the
past discussed this with me. I asked that they let me
pay a tax on the sales during the life of this
Corporation, on the few cc's overage shown by
measuring the actual fill. It comes to perhaps $9. They
set up a little Chem Lab in the kitchen and ran alcohols
on all our wines. It cost us a fortune on so many small
lots.


No doubt when MR conveyed the next piece of news
to Maynard he appreciated the irony involved.


But they could find over 14% in only one wine—the
Amerine Cuvee of the Pinot Noir 1951 vintage. [This
wine resulted from Maynard's having undertaken to
vintage, with novice Peter's assistance, MR's very ripe,
high-Brix Pinot noir grapes during the Rays' wedding
trip that September, as told toward the end of #4.] They
made a great deal of talk about this, despite the fact
there was only three barrels of this particular wine. And
samples were taken to their Chemist in San Francisco
and today the inspector was at the same subject again.
He took the card and I had not mentioned your name to
him in any way. Only I saw him make note of your
name. Nothing has been said about you or why your
name is on the card. After all, there is no reason to
attach any importance to it. But it may arise and I
wanted you to know that they have the card and have
made note of your name. I am to have a hearing. They
say I should have cut the sugar with water! I told them
I would not discuss it before the hearing.


He had still more to say that he thought would
interest Maynard.


After a long investigation they have been able to find
nothing to pin on us other than the insignificant tax
that may be levied on me for overfilling and the three
barrels of 1951 Pinot Noir which showed 14% alcohol.
And on the last, I have a previous inspector's word that
their chemist had never yet found a wine analysed as
14%—he always reports excessive alcohols on table
wines merely as 13.9 plus. And the inspector changed
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the card to so read in his own handwriting. I still have
that card! But they trumped up something that may
cost me about $2,000. They are arbitrarily determining
that, since Ray & Company made certain of our present
(pre Kew wines) inventory and it was transferred to the
new company, Martin Ray, Inc., this constitutes being
in the business of buying and selling wines not made by
us. For this I had no license. And the special stamp tax
amounts to $250 per year for conducting such a
business. This, with penalties, amounts to about $2,000!
MR felt confident now in identifying for Amerine


the person behind this time-consuming and costly
intrusion into his cellar and the wines it contained in
barrels and bottles.


The inspector told me on the side that his investigation
came as a result of a letter written by Frank Schoon-
maker to his friend John Huntington, the Deputy Chief
of the A&T Unit [Alcohol Tax and Tobacco Dept] in
Washington! Perhaps knowing this is not worth $2,000
exactly. But it is always good to know what brings on
evil acts. Now, in case I am asked to explain what your
name on the card means, I will say that it was an
honorary thing—I was not well enough at the time to
have the vintage, you were visiting us and directed our
son briefly in the making of that small token vintage. If
you wish me to say otherwise, I will. [10/23/55]
(Schoomnaker's officious and venomous letter to


MR sent earlier, in July, and the latter's forceful
reply to it, were covered in #13.)


It's intriguing to find the apparent derivation of
this investigation in a letter that Eleanor wrote to
her son Peter almost a year later. Dan Wheeler with
his wife and four children had just visited the Rays
for dinner on Mt. Eden—finally departing at 3*30
a.m. ER first mentioned that Rusty would again be
buying Chardonnay grapes from Wheeler.


Next year our own Chardonnay will be coming in
sufficient quantity. But we're not telling them [the
Wheelers] they are for our own use, but for a friend. We
can't have Wheeler telling people in the industry we get
any grapes from him.
ER's comment shows how MR didn't ever want


other people—whether vintners, wine writers, or
customers—to know that some of his wines actually
were made from grapes that he had not grown,
despite his claims that they'd originated in his own
vineyards. Moreover, she then gave an instance of
why. "Incidentally," she wrote, "it was Wheeler who
started all that trouble we had over excess alcohol,
etc."


The Rays heard from Dan Wheeler that in the
previous year, when he invited various winery
owners to his place and given out samplings of wines
made from his vineyard grapes, Robert Mondavi, who
had been there, asked to take some Martin Ray wine
away with him to "analyze." Having then judged it


high in alcohol, and doubtless still angry over MR's
attacks on Krug's and other wineries' blended
varietals, he turned the wine over to Frank Schoon-
maker, probably knowing he'd do something drastic
with it.


... and Wheeler says Frankie-the-Schoon [the Rays'
epithet for Schoonmaker] simply went wild!! This is just
what he wanted, wrote the gov't. a letter on this, stirred
up all our trouble. So you see this is how a person can
cause one hell of a lot of trouble. Wheeler may or may
not have intended this, but he buddies around with
Mondavi, Goulet of Almaden ... and it's my own
personal opinion that he is no friend of ours, is the kind
of fellow who is trying to get in good with these more
established men and wineries by feeding them with
material they can use about us. [9/5/56]
No wonder MR often declared that he was singled


out for persecution from organizations or individuals
in the wine industry. After all, sometimes paranoidal
inclinations and ideation can be based on adverse
real-life experiences.


Disillusionment Sets In


Now that the responsibility for discussing the
desirability and logistics of setting up a quality
control plan was going to be handled by the


University of California at Davis, in the person of Dr.
Albert Winkler, MR thought he could relax more in
the back seat. Still, there was something disquieting
about what Louis Gomberg had written to him when
wishing to clarify the circumstances of the
willingness of members of the Premium Wine
Producers of California to summon Winkler.


In mid-August Gomberg sent a rather cautionary,
and even foreboding, note to MR, letting him know
that only four winery proprietors or their rep-
resentatives, not the entire PWP membership, had
invited Dr. Winkler of UC Davis to present ideas for
a QC program.


Dr. Winkler is most welcome to attend and address any
of the meetings of the Premium Wine Producers of
California, on the subject of quality control or any other
subject of his choosing. The group of four wineries (BV,
Inglenook, Krug and Wente) to which your original
remarks [i.e., the April and May letters] were addressed
is the group that confirmed my suggestion that the
matter be referred to Dr. Winkler for study. I have no
official connection with these four wineries. Our
relations have been and are entirely informal, which
brings me to the second point: The Premium Wine
Producers of California, as such, has not as yet
considered your plan, nor has it had any part in any of
the negotiations up to this time. This is the organization
of which I am the Secretary-Treasurer. [8/15/55]
Though no longer in the QC forefront, inevitably


MR kept wondering about what was currently
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happening to advance his great cause. When he
called Dr. Winkler in early autumn and learned that
he hadn't been asked yet to come to a PWP meeting
at which he could present his ideas about creating
and enforcing quality control within the membership
ranks, thereby to move toward growing, making, and
marketing better and honestly labeled varietal wines.
At this, MR concluded that he had been cleverly
outmaneuvered and hoodwinked by the Premium
Wine Producers—or, even more likely, the California
Wine Institute. Not only did it provide the meeting
place, but it also had become the new organization's
sponsor. It was apparent to MR that for all
Gomberg's clear personal interest in and probable
approval of his ideas for quality control (per his
earlier letters to MR and MR's reports on their phone
conversations), LG himself was basically a hireling;
he was not empowered to force anything upon the
membership that they didn't want.


So by late October, MR was sharing his downright
suspicions with Angelo Pellegrini. And after giving
him news about dismal decisions recently made
among wine producers, he railed against the actions
of persons in the wine industry who'd brought about
the government inspectors' recent intrusion and
fines—which repeated similar adverse experiences of
his at Masson years before, and also set down what
he'd report to Amerine on the following day.


The growers double crossed me. After I turned the
Quality Control portfolio over to Dr. Winkler, they
stalled and stalled and have done exactly nothing. But
they have, through the Technical Advisory Committee
of the Wine Institute voted unanimously to permit
wines to be vintaged even though they not be 100% of a
given year, just as varietals can be called whatever
variety they may use to make up 51% of the wine! They
think they have me licked, but they haven't. Shortly I
shall make a further move. In the mean time, just in
case you think they are not both malicious and
determined to fight my efforts for reform, they have
caused the Government to fall upon me in determined
search for some cause they can use to bring me to
grief.... The inspector admitted to me he had
instructions to "Find anything he could that I am doing
that they can bring against me." What they do not know
is that they cannot find anything beyond trivia and I
am able and prepared to hold my own. When I fought
the growers before they did exactly the same thing and
it went on for two years. Until we can remove the
criminal element from our industry, this thing will be
turned on anyone that opposes them.
Then MR voiced the same bilious opinions about


the other wine men he'd begun expressing much
earlier to both Julian Street and Maynard
Amerine—and added a tantalizing condemnatory
tidbit.


It is interesting to realize that the public in general
when viewing our growers think of them as such fine
men. Little do they know them. These chaps with which
I am concerned are hard babies and they stop at
nothing. In my recent research into the history of one of
them I learned that he had been caught red handed
putting into one of the best known and most respected
California brandies he makes a substance forbidden by
law but which gives it the taste and nose of an older
spirit. [ER later scribbled something illegible in the
margin that identified the man.] He was forbidden ever
again to set foot on a bonded premise. But he got out of
it and no one ever heard of it. He was the same man
who had used a deadly poison to preserve his wines and
was caught at that some years ago. My information
came from the Government Inspector who had all the
facts.
Well, it's a great life, if you don't weaken! [10/22/55]
One is always apt to wonder to what degree MR's


persistent paranoia distorted his perception and
reporting. However, there surely is some factual
truth in what he had written now to both Amerine
and Pellegrini, and also told other people at this and
other times about various industry abuses and
persecutions.


Andre L. Simon


On the same day that MR composed the above
letter to Pellegrini, indicating that he might be
launching another one of his vehement volleys,


MR wrote to the influential international wine
authority Andre Simon, letting him know of the
stalemate, or rather reversal, in QC progress.


Our very successful vintage now being over, I can
answer your welcome letter of September 12, and give
you a recent report on the status of my Quality Control
fight. When last I wrote you I felt gratified at having
turned over all material to Dr. Winkler of the
University of California, as proposed by leaders of the
Premium Wine group through Louis Gomberg....
However, after all seemed promisingly settled, and I
wrote Gomberg congratulating him on the part he had
played in bringing this about, he wrote me on August
15th a letter clearly exposing the insincerity of the
group's leaders, for as you know from copies of my
previous letters sent you, I at no time addressed my
industry proposals to them individually but to them as
a group.
So you see their move was merely a tactical maneuver
pulled so as to get me removed from the picture, and
thus, with pressure off, they could rest assured that the
matter was sidestepped. They have made no contact
with Dr. Winkler whatsoever, and thus he has not been
asked officially to work out any Quality Control plan or
do anything.
But you can be sure that I don't intend to let the matter
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rest here. Shortly I shall give them another blast, if the
inactivity continues, and send copies to the trade and to
all individuals on my list interested in fine wine.
I know you would be interested to hear of the industry's
latest effort, through the Wine Institute, to degrade our
standards. It was proposed that it no longer be
necessary to have a vintage wine 100% from a given
year, but allow a small percentage of blend. This
proposal met with no objections whatsoever, and it was
given to a sub-committee [the TAG] to work out. Now,
I suppose, it will become law before long. At this same
meeting they turned down a suggestion that the
minimum percentage of varietals in a vintage table
wine be increased from 51 to 75 percent; the
subcommittee after discussion reported that the wine
industry was not ready at this time for such a move.
Through all the years of California viticultural history
they are never ready to move forward, but are always
ready to go backwards— and instantly! [The meeting
referred to was that of the Wine Institute's Technical
Advisory Committee, on 5 August 1955, and MR
mentioned the same two decisions in his letter to
Pellegrini.]
MR now set down what he hoped Andre Simon


would do, and said why. As progenitor of the Wine
and Food Society, with multiple active branches in
various cities, Simon's support of quality control
measures in an article to be published in a future
issue of the Wine and Food newsletter might work
wonders in rousing wine connoisseurs to join MR's
embattled stance.


I tell you what goes on here in the hopes that you as
leader of the largest group of wine enthusiasts in the
world can make your magazine readers conscious of the
tremendous pressures being exerted over the years to
devaluate all label names, standards and practices in
the California industry. For it is only through public
education and public demand that our evils will be
eliminated. Most of our wineries still are run by
Prohibition's bootleggers or their descendants, and they
reflect still the thinking of that era, when the whole
idea was to get by with all they could. They all drink
spirits, not wine, and not having any idea of what a fine
wine should taste like they assume in their ignorance
that nobody else can judge, either. [Since MR didn't
socialize with other winery owners and winemakers,
this wholesale assertion, of course, seems absurdly
unjustifiable.] Their entire efforts are expended in
making quality claims, spending vast sums to this end.
And unfortunately they have gotten by with their false
claims for the most part, for many years. But I am
greatly encouraged by the great number of people
interested in learning about wines, today, and really
believe that we are going to make progress in eliminat-
ing these evils, as more and more people become aware
of the situation, and demand better wines.


Some concerted stand must be taken against
malpractices in the industry, by recognizable groups of
people. So far, for twenty years, I've never found one
individual to stand with me in a fight for quality,
believe it or not. [MR had clearly given up on Amerine
by now. But also Amerine, as he'd pointed out to him,
was not "of the industry."] In the late '30s I hired a
group of lawyers to fight personally against the proposal
to allow champagne to be made by the bulk process, but
lost the fight. Now the law allows them to say
"Naturally fermented in bulk"! Of course our sparkling
wine over here should not even be called champagne, I
always avoided it by merely labeling mine "Extra Dry"
but soon a law was enacted making it compulsory to
label any sparkling wine champagne. Gradually, like
termites, these fellows eat away the meaning of all
terms, all designations of quality, unless we put on a
really effective war against them. [10/22/55]
With or without any help from Andre Simon,


Martin Ray was going back into the battle for wine
quality control as its fitting standard bearer.


[To be continued]
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Vinaceous Correspondents:
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


THE SECOND ARTICLE IN A SERIES


by Barbara Marinacci


[This article follows the Introduction published in the April 2003 issue of The Wayward Tendrils Quarterly. The
author, a book writer and editor, is the stepdaughter of winegrower Martin Ray. Her mother was his second wife,
Eleanor Ray. After arranging in 1998 to donate the Martin Ray & Eleanor Ray Papers to UC Davis Special Collections
at the Shields Library, she spent a year compiling them and summarizing (on her computer) many of their letters, in
a chronological framework. The correspondence excerpted here, however, is not contained within that collection. Much
of the quoted material comes from the Manuscript Division, Department of Rare Books and Special Collections,
Princeton University Library. It is published with permission of the Princeton University Library. Luckily, Julian
Street kept the letters and telegrams Martin Ray sent him, and they were among the papers given by his widow to the
university. The author is grateful to Thomas Pinney for alerting her to their existence. A few additional Street-
associated letters, also quoted here, are extant withing the Ray scrapbooks.]


PART II. JULIAN STREET AND MARTIN RAY: 1939-1947


reliminary note: This coverage
of the trans-continental epis-
tolary friendship between
these two men, as well as the
wine-connected circumstances
initiating, surrounding, and
sustaining it, was originally
intended to be printed as one
unit. However, as I read in
detail the many long and ex-


pressive letters that Martin Ray had written to Julian
Street, and then began writing about their relation-
ship, and included excerpts from correspondence, it
became apparent that I couldn't easily make the story
fit into a single piece. Doing so would require omitting
not only background information but also materials
that might well interest wine scholars—especially
those intrigued with Martin Ray's influential early
role as both pure-varietal winemaker and wine-quality
agitator, and possibly also with psychological factors
behind his undeniable zealotry.


By the late 1930s and early 1940s, the period of this
correspondence, Martin Ray had already taken up a
combative stance vis-a-vis the California wine
industry and its practitioners of all kinds—including
misguided or pretentious wine consumers. Further-
more, his idiosyncratic viticultural and enological
practices were well entrenched, involving traditional
methods that rejected techniques developed for larger-
scale, risk-reducing commercial winemaking. Most of
his vehement opinions and problematic behaviors in
later years—professional, financial, litigious, social,
emotional—are actually foreshadowed in his letters to
Street. Yet many passages in these forthright,
articulate letters also reveal MR's admirable side,
such as an intense dedication to his new vocation, a
genuine and abiding desire to achieve perfection, a


robust sense of humor, and the sheer joy he took in
strenuous or painstaking work in vineyard and cellar.
To present adequately the two men's friendship and
correspondence, along with tales about and opinions
of other wine-associated personalities and events of
the times, necessitates splitting a long piece into
several sections.


Unfortunately, most of Street's letters to MR,
especially handwritten ones, are missing from the
Princeton archive; the originals, so precious to Martin
Ray, would have been consumed in the 1941 or 1952
fires at his two premises, except for a few preserved in
scrapbooks. However, Street's letters that were typed,
with carbon copies made, along with various notes
made prior to his writing to MR, are more apt to be in
the Princeton collection. Much of what JS wrote to
MR, and the amicable tone in which they were
written, must be inferred from MR's responses to the
letters he received. It is regretful that most letters
haven't survived, for it's evident from MR's replies
that they were surely intriguing, informative, and
almost as loquacious as the winemaker's. The few
existing letters reveal a highly literate, congenial
fellow who offered helpful advice and shared happy
memories of his cosmopolitan past. He was also
endearingly modest about being regarded as a
supreme wine expert—and frequently protested
against MR's fulsome adulation.


On the evening of January 17th, 1940, a telegram
was sent from Connecticut to California
winemaker Martin Ray—the proprietor, for


four years now, of the Paul Masson winery and
vineyards, located in the foothills of the Santa Cruz
Mountains that hovered above the town of Saratoga.
The message had been composed out of its sender's
impulsive enthusiasm rather than any urgency.
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Though lacking punctuation between its sentences,
the wire succinctly conveyed a clear pronouncement:


YOUR PINOT NOIR 1936 TASTED TONIGHT IS FIRST
AMERICAN RED WINE I EVER DRANK WITH ENTIRE
PLEASURE COLOR SUPERB BOUQUET BEAUTIFUL
FLAVOR UNMISTAKABLY PINOT NOIR BIG AND FULL
WINE STILL SOMEWHAT HARD WITH SLIGHTLY BITTER
AFTERTASTE NEVERTHELESS REMARKABLY FINE I AM
ASTOUNDED WARMEST CONGRATULATIONS.
JULIAN STREET


Thirty-five-year-old "Rusty" Ray was overjoyed
with his great good fortune, for this approval had
come from the man whom many oenophiles considered
America's preeminent wine authority. Six years
earlier, as Prohibition ended, Alfred A. Knopf had
published Julian Street's engagingly informative
Wines: Their Selection, Care, and Service. The book
came right when it was needed, for it reintroduced the
nation's public to the pleasures and rituals of drinking
fine wines. (In a letter to MR, Street would reveal
that, under deadline pressure from the up-coming
Repeal, he had written his book in a marathon stint of
just eighteen days; "I lost twelve pounds or so over it,
and my wife about ten. It was terribly exhausting.
Sometimes we worked 18 and 20 hours at a stretch.")
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Street, a facile author of popular stories and plays,
had been a frequent traveler on the Continent as well
as a connoisseur of people, food, and wine—writing
about them in books and columns in periodicals. An


acknowledged wine expert, he served as a director
with a major alcoholic beverage distributor, Bellows &
Co. He also chose the wine list for New York's stylish
Hotel St. Regis—which reputedly had the nation's
best selection of European vintages. Additionally,
Street had designed a line of elegant goblets for
serving different types of wine.


In a section of Wines entitled "The American
Drinking Habits," Street had discussed his country-
men's historic predilection for hard liquor, which
minimized most people's experience with fine wines,
whether U.S-made or imported from Europe. Then he
blamed the thirteen years of Prohibition for wretched
experiences with ubiquitous, badly made booze—
including, of course, vinegarish bootlegged or home-
fermented wine, made or kept under adverse con-
ditions. But he already saw hopeful signs of the
public's improving taste, remarking: "At no time in
our history has the general interest in wines been so
great. Few Americans know wines, it is true, but very
many want to know them." Street added an
observation that would have characterized even better
the period of the great American wine boom of the
early 1970s, three decades later: "I do not overlook the
fact that our childish love of novelty is one reason for
this. Wine is something new for us to play with."


Street then drove his own trenchant nail into the
coffin of Prohibition:


But my greatest hope for the future is based on the
conviction that as a nation we are genuinely ashamed of
the excesses of the period just past. The Repeal vote
proves that. We have been wallowing, but we are sick of
it. We long to pick ourselves out of the gutter, brush off
our clothes, and get back to decency again.
If we succeed in doing that, the Prohibition orgy will not
have been in vain.
But Street hadn't been at all pleased when he


sampled the new wines currently made in America.
Then, six years after the publication of Wines, in
August of 1939, Street had received a letter from his
California-living, wine-loving son-in-law, Hunt Lewis.
He penciled a note to himself about this letter's
contents, which had told him about—


a Mr. Martin Ray, former San Fr. broker, bought the
Paul Masson company after repeal and set out to do a
real job. A common friend of Hunt & Ray brought Hunt
2 bots of Cabernet Claret from Paul Masson Vineyards,
Saratoga, Calif. Ray fascinated by viticulture—retired to
country (for health). Studied viticulture at U of Cal sc
[short courses] —Last year (1938) first believed he had
arrived at something. Hunt thinks first of the good stuff
not yet on market. Find out about this.
Street was familiar with Paul Masson's fine pre-


Prohibition Champagnes, but this Claret of course was
a still wine. Wishing to taste and judge this new,
supposedly "good stuff," he contacted a California
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oenophile acquaintance in San Francisco, who in turn
contacted Ray. MR regarded the relayed request as an
excellent opportunity to test the caliber of his new
wines—and then publicize them ...if Street liked
them. He arranged delivery of a mixed case of selected
wines to Street's home in Lakeville, Connecticut,
through wine broker (and author) Frank Schoon-
maker in New York City. The vintner wrote a
separate introductory letter on the Paul Masson
stationery:


My dear Mr. Street:
Mr. Harold Price [an officer of SF's Wine & Food
Society] has very thoughtfully asked me to send you
samples of a few of my wines, that you may try them.
Having known you by name so long, and having had the
opportunity to meet others who know you, it is now a
distinct pleasure to be able to direct this letter to you,
and particularly to send you the following case of twelve
bottles ...


MR then listed the six wines from the 1936 vintage, of
which he was providing two fifths of each. There were
three Champagnes—Brut, Demi-Doux, and Still, all
made from the Pinot Chardonnay grape (as it was
then called); and three of MR's dry table "Signature
Wines"—Cabernet, Pinot Noir, and Gamay. After
mentioning the favorable reception given these Paul
Masson wines by many visitors, MR said:


You may rest assured that, any wines made at my cellars,
beginning with and including the year 1936, will be
found uniform in quality and type as labeled.
This property was acquired by me following the 1935
Vintage, at which time the development of our
inventories was undertaken.... Having grown up on land
situated at the foot of this vineyard, my efforts will be
directed to the making of the finest wine that it is possible
to make in California, and any business which is not so
included, will not be a part of our operations. [Emphasis
added.]
When you have tasted the wines, I would naturally like
to know how you like them.
After receiving a friendly response from Street


prior to his receipt of the wines, MR felt encouraged.
Toward the end of 1939 he wrote two more letters
about his still wines, explaining why they were put in
Champagne bottles. He also offered winemaking
opinions, explaining, "I wish to be able to describe
fully to you some of the conditions in California which
I am certain will interest you."


MR already hoped that the oenophile would take a
valuable role in his urgent campaigns: to encourage
more Americans to appreciate fine wines by pur-
chasing and getting to know them; and to demand, as
a wine authority, future adherence to wine quality
standards and honest labeling from those wine
producers in California who claimed they were making
premium wines. As MR set down his uncompromising


visions in his third letter, a six-pager dictated to and
typed up by his secretary, he introduced some of the
main themes of his entire winemaking career—which
still stretched ahead of him for more than thirty years:


I sincerely believe that a great burden rests upon the
shoulders of you and a very few people who are capable
of assisting in the re-education of American people in
matters pertaining to wines and their usages. It is my
wish that I may be able, in some small way, to assist in
this most important educational program.
Actually I see many results already coming from the
efforts of such people as Harold Price and Dr. Maynard
A. Amerine [of UC Davis] here in California, but there is
still the tendency to classify all California wines as
simply California wines. Sooner or later it must be
understood that here, as elsewhere, there are ordinary
wines and fine wines.... I am willing to admit that there
are not very many fine wines made in California, but it
is my hope and belief that with the passing of a little
more time there will be others who will enter the
industry and who will devote themselves to the making
of the fine wines which it is possible to make here. But
thus far it has been mostly conversation and it is
difficult to find a single producer who does not claim to
make fine wines.
It has been my observation, however, that in creative
undertakings those who excell [sic] as a result of natural
ability, facilities and extensive industry do so because
they can't help themselves rather than because of any
program which they have set out for themselves. In other
words, I think that the fine wines of the world are made
by people who could not permit themselves to undertake
to make wines other than the best possible for them to
make and I do not believe such people are ever satisfied
with their results. [12/18/39]
Aiming for greatness, Martin Ray had espoused the


"classic" European method of making fine wine. It
involved a great deal of skilled handwork in both
vineyard and cellar, and disparaged his California
peers' prevalent mass-production tactics in growing
and harvesting grapes and in vintaging the wines from
them.


I know that what goes on here at our establishment
[Paul Masson] is deemed by most observers to be
unbusiness-like and in many instances absurd, simply
because there are other methods of raising grapes and
making wines which are shorter, less expensive and
which may be entrusted to ordinary employed help. I
know that many of the things which are done here result
in extensive work and expenditures and involve the
passing of a great deal of time, all of which I frequently
find is difficult to justify, which causes me no end of
concern and yet which I cannot do otherwise. It is very
clear what decision should be made and what action
should be taken all along and no concessions can be
made, if it is truly fine wines that are to be made.
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But, the producer must feel this way about it, else the
temptations along the way are too great and in the end
he will succumb to the practices which result in the
production of ordinary wines....
Many of these producers of the better California wines
are only a step away from making fine wines; but the
trouble is the wine makers actually don't know what it
is to follow the procedures necessary in the making of
great wines. It is into these Cellars [of better wines] that
I expect ultimately will be introduced a man here and
there capable of initiating the leadership necessary to get
the most out of the varieties of vines they have in their
vineyards, the climatic and soil conditions.
Thus far people like to use machinery, employ chemists
and systems and more or less operate as factories, rather
than wine cellars.
MR then brought up issues that would always


dominate his attacks on other wineries: the blending
in wines and fraudulent varietal labeling, as well as
misidentifying grapevines, through ignorance or delib-
erate deception. His commentaries and accusations
were already creating resentment, ire, and enmity
with the other winegrowers as they were circulated
along the industry's active gossip grapevine. Thus to
Street he said:


The Pinot Noir does not exist in any commercial
quantities any place in California outside of our
vineyard. I have visited every vineyard that I have ever
heard of possessing this variety and I have found them,
in its true, but not in sufficient quantities to make a
commercial amount of wine. In one such vineyard I
found one row of vines, possibly totaling 30 vines and yet
the vineyard had the reputation of making a large
amount of Pinot Noir wine, which explains why you do
not find the Pinto Noir taste in the Pinot Noir wine you
have drunk heretofore.
There is one vineyard said to produce a very large
tonnage of Pinot Noir and the man who bought those
grapes this year boasted to me of having acquired them
at $15 per ton, yet these grapes are not Pinot Noir. I was
reared at the foot of this vineyard and I have friends who
own vineyards abroad and have entertained here French
vineyardists. From the education derived from these
sources, I can say that I definitely know the Pinot Noir
variety....
Those who have fine varieties here in California have
not, in many instances, made the most of them, blending
them with certain other varieties and passing down the
untruthful saying that blending is the true art of wine
making, which of course is absurd, although it has its
place....
It is my personal belief that the grape does not change its
character either in California, Chile or France, but soil
and climatic conditions certainly alter it to an extent and
under extreme conditions no doubt materially. It is
carelessness and fraud which usually are responsible for


your not finding a similarity through wines sold under a
given label.
Apparently in a previous letter (not extant) JS had


admitted that he knew little about how grapes were
grown and wines made, and expressed the desire to
learn much more about the production side from his
new correspondent. This elicited MR's response:


You are very modest in saying that you know nothing
about the producing of wines. It is, however, certain that
I have none of the knowledge [of wine connoisseurship]
which you do possess, however you are to classify it, in
which it is the more important knowledge so far as the
world is concerned. The world is chiefly interested in the
result, not the cause. [Emphasis added.]
Should you visit here any time I would like to contribute
in my small way to the great knowledge of wines which
you have acquired, toward the end that you might
increase your interest in the actual producing of wines....
Possibly we may continue this correspondence should it
be found mutually desirable to do so, in which event I
have no doubt there would be some interesting letters
which I would obtain from you.
It took time for Street to try out all six wines sent


to him. He started with the Champagnes. Then in mid
January, after opening the first bottle of Pinot Noir
1936, Julian could scarcely believe that he was actual-
ly drinking a wine made in the U.S.—which is why he
wired his enthusiasm (quoted above) to Martin Ray.


Delighted with Street's reaction to his Pinot Noir,
MR felt like sending off a responsive telegram, but
curbed the urge. Instead, he composed a grateful
statement that was added to a letter already dictated
to his secretary. In it MR let Mr. Street know how
much he appreciated his opinions.


Recognition of my wines is really one of the
compensations for which I work. It is not enough to enjoy
them myself and know about them; nor is it sufficient to
sell them for money; and the friends who come here so
often, and speak so favorably of them, do not help a great
deal either, when I know that their authority is lacking,
as is sometimes the case.
It seems as though the greatest satisfaction really comes
from putting forth the best efforts we possess, and
knowing that our own satisfaction that we are doing our
best, and then having this recognized by someone who is
a great authority. You can understand then, why I keep
thinking about your wire, because it makes me feel that
now I must go on, each year that nature permits, making
if possible a better wine, and one which you will feel
justified in continually holding up to others as an
example of what can be done.
It is odd, that I should get my pay from someone who is
not a commercial customer, but on the other hand, if
wine-making is to be developed as an art, it removes it
from commerce. In any case, I am indebted to you and I
shall endeavor to send you our wines of which you will
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think equally well, or better. [1/19/40]
When Rusty told his wife about having squelched


that first impulse to send off a wire, Elsie told him he
should still do it. The letter would get to Julian Street
later. During their ten years of marriage, Rusty Ray
had learned to trust Elsie's judgment.


Background to the Street-Ray Correspondence
Elsie Ray was as pleased with Julian Street's opinion
as her husband, for it confirmed the Tightness of
having radically changed their lifestyle. She had met
and married Rusty when he was the high-earning
owner of his own San Francisco brokerage. Several
years after the Stock Market Crash of '29, with the
nation deeply mired in the Depression, MR's doctor
warned of his perilously high blood pressure, caused
by stress. Around 1933, MR suffered what he after-
wards called a nervous breakdown. However, it had all
the symptoms of a major stroke: severe pain at the
back of the neck, followed by collapse and coma; and
when finally regaining consciousness, he was partly
paralyzed and had both amnesia and aphasia.


Elsie nursed Rusty through two difficult years.
Intensive sessions with a psychiatrist during the re-
covery period convinced them that Rusty should now
live quietly out in the country. Though the brain
trauma hadn't affected his intelligence, apparently it
had permanently damaged his nervous system. He
was advised to take up a less nerve-racking career,
simplify his life, focus on only one issue at a time, and
avoid conflicting opinions. He might even work
outdoors. As a boy, Rusty had liked farming when
living with his maternal grandparents near Saratoga.
As he later told Street:


When a fellow gets in a weakened condition, all sorts of
strange things can happen. Thats [sic] the way it was
with me. So I had to get back to this sort of life and start
over again, building a life of reality, living as my people
had lived always and living as people are perhaps meant
to live. Or at least, living as I was trained to believe
people should live.... Anyway, it is a good life. And Mrs.
Ray and I could never go back to the City and its life
willingly. We feel we are where we belong. [7/16/40]
MR now decided what he'd do: acquire vineyard


and winery property, and become a winegrower. He
always declared that all previous money-making
endeavors had been done anyway to accrue assets that
would enable him someday to live much as vintner
Paul Masson did. During his boyhood Rusty had
known the French-born winery owner and admired
his way of life, which combined hard physical labor
with elegant entertaining. From his grandparents'
ranch he could climb up trails leading to Masson's
lofty La Cresta domaine, and there he earned pocket
money by doing odd jobs on the premises, such as
trapping rabbits and gophers, and helping out in


vineyards and cellar. Hanging around, he learned
basic things about vines and wines, and sometimes he
even talked with the Burgundian himself. All the
while he had ignored his widowed mother's rigid
Temperance stance.


Once MR had decided upon this new vocation, he
methodically educated himself, reading books and
articles on the history, aesthetics, and technical
aspects of both viticulture and enology. He also took
short courses in vineyard care, wine evaluation, and
winemaking offered by the extension division of the
University of California, whose wine-connected activ-
ities were being transferred from Berkeley to the
younger campus at Davis, in agricultural land near the
Central Valley.
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Schoonmaker and Marvel
Surely a potent influence—though MR would never
have willingly acknowledged it in after-years—came
from reading Frank Schoonmaker and Tom Marvel's
recently published The Complete Wine Book. Schoon-
maker aimed to make a good living by selling fine
wine, both imported and domestic. Wishing to become
known as a wine expert, he had enlisted Marvel's help
in writing this book. The chapter on American wines
had several pages (pp 44-46) criticizing the misleading
and ill-advised ways in which the motley blended-
varietal wines from California were being marketed,
using French and German wine-region names and
European-looking labels. According to the authors, a
wine label should be truthful and simple, and should
clearly state:


The wine's name, identified by the particular locality it
comes from.
The wine's year.
Grower's, or proprietor's name (address if necessary).
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The grape variety from which the wine is made.... [Note
that variety is singular here, indicating that blending
wasn't recommended.]
By means of the honest label, the dozens of vineyard
districts in California would soon become identified all
over the country with their distinctive and characteristic
wines....


Schoonmaker and Marvel then asserted that the
current dishonesty in the making, labeling, and mar-
keting of American wines would persist if consumers
themselves didn't educate themselves and start
demanding from wineries better ways to produce and
sell their wares. They declared:


As with the Pinot vine of Burgundy, so it is with the
Cabernet of Bordeaux and the Riesling of the Rhine.
Planted in favorable locations in California, they produce
excellent wines, perfectly able to stand up on their own
merits under honest, local names. But until these finer
wines of California, as well as their ordinary cousins,
abandon European names to which they have no right,
they must, no matter how fine, remain self-confessed
imitations and subject to all the implications of
inferiority which that word implies.
And they will not abandon their false names so long as
we Americans continue to "drink labels."
The 1934 Schoonmaker-Marvel book had annoyed


California grape growers and winery owners, who
resented its criticisms of their wines as well as its
advocacy of the superior European ones. They knew
the huge costs and efforts entailed in the book's
rigorous proposals for transforming the grape-growing
landscape, winery procedures, and marketing tactics.
In this mid-Depression period, precarious for rebuild-
ing near-defunct wineries or launching new ones, it
was difficult enough to persuade Americans to drink
wine at all—let alone fine winel At legist one reader,
though, thought the book's arguments made good
sense. As his course of action proved, Martin Ray took
its proposals to heart and intended to apply them.
(More will be said in a later article about MR's
subsequent seesaw business dealings with Schoon-
maker, as reported to Street.)


In early 1935 aspiring winegrower Martin Ray
heard that Paul Masson wanted to sell his winery
business and mountain vineyard property. By this
time the Frenchman was elderly, in his mid-seventies.
The long dry period of Prohibition had exhausted him,
even though his enterprise had managed to survive.
During those thirteen years he could legally make
Champagne, sold as a prescriptive medicine for
pregnant women and people with dyspepsia. He also
had earned good money after replanting many acres to
shippers' grapes, especially Salvatore—a grape yield-
ing an inky red fluid that home winemakers and
bootleggers added to white grape juice, or even to


sugared water, to produce ample red wine. After
Repeal finally came, though, Masson's company faced
a bottomed-out national economy. His Champagne
was considered a luxury—and was taxed accordingly.
He also struggled to compete with a flock of both new
and revived wineries. Some old ones, unlike his, had
capital which enabled them to update and expand
their facilities.


Moreover, the Frenchman had no son to succeed
him—only a daughter who took no interest in her
father's company. But when Masson's former
"protege," Rusty Ray, now grown up, approached him
as a prospective buyer, he was refused. Purportedly
Masson advised him not to buy an aging vineyard
property and winery that needed costly new equip-
ment and renovations. MR, however, knew the value
of a long-established, well-respected business name.
And he had loved La Cresta since his boyhood. Intent
upon his objective, he created an investment company
with a small group of shareholders; having retained
control, he made himself president. Using a third-
party representative, in the fall of 1935 MR at last
succeeded in purchasing the Masson property. Masson
was furious when he learned that Martin was behind
the deal. (In letters to Street MR would describe his
uneasy connection with his crusty "mentor," Masson.)


By the spring of 1936 Martin and Elsie Ray were
making their home in the small hilltop chateau, which
Masson had used for midday naps, cleaning up, enter-
taining customers, and (it was rumored) extramarital
trysts. Only about a hundred feet away stood the four-
story winery building that Masson had begun
constructing in the early 1900s, adding a Romanesque
facade, which had originally come from Europe around
the Horn to front St. Patrick's Church in San Jose.
After that building collapsed in the 1906 earthquake,
Masson hauled the medieval sandstone pieces up to La
Cresta and reassembled them to adorn his winery.
(The historic structure is familiar to contemporary
summer concertgoers at the Mountain Winery's
amphitheater.)


Adjoining the town of Saratoga, on the west side of
the Santa Clara Valley and near the city of San Jose,
the Masson winery property that MR now owned was
on a mountainside. It was reached by driving up a
long, winding, dirt road with daunting drop-offs and
only a single car's width in most places. Visitors were
asked to telephone before coming up, to make sure
nobody else would be driving down.


In an early letter to Julian Street MR eloquently
described the unique place chosen and developed by
Paul Masson almost a half-century earlier. This was
the special region he would later call Chaine d'Or (but
attributing the picturesque naming of this "golden
chain" to Masson)—claiming that nowhere else in
California (or even the world) were conditions so
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favorable for winegrowing.
High in the foothills of Saratoga, overlooking the Santa
Clara Valley, is situated what would be a peninsula
running north and south, were the sea level a thousand
feet higher. This long mountain actually rises to an
altitude of two thousand feet at its peak. The eastern
slope supports our vineyards in a position both unique
and practical. For, during the months of Spring and early
Summer, it is often that the Valley below is filled with
fogs, come in from the San Francisco Bay, into which the
Valley opens, and at such times, we have here on our
slopes, the bright warm sunshine which, in the later
months of the year, turns hot. But by mid-day or
afternoon, the rays that do the damage are behind the
hill or strike only at an angle.
More often, the valley is not filled in the morning with
actual fog, but just sort of a haze, or the small particles
of moisture rising from the still damp earth, and to be
about in the valley, you would think only of it being yet
a bit early or not as bright as it might be. But up here,
looking down on it, the sun's rays reflect upon it, making
it look sometimes as if the sea level in fact, had risen a
thousand feet during the night. At such times, it is quite
apparent why in the vineyards below, they produce
results quite unlike those we expect here. I have never
known our grapes to be burned by the sun nor suffer
from the fogs that permit so much mildew below. When
the fogs rise, they are drawn into the big valley inland
(San Joaquin) if it is summer time, for it is always hotter
there than here. If the movement is not away from our
location and into the big valley, it is most likely south,
into the warmer Salinas Valley.
At times, the fog does move upward, and the atmosphere
seems to absorb it near the vineyard levels, and it never
but rarely remains. When you have seen this, year after
year, and when you have seen snow in the vineyard, and
frost all about, but without damage here, you come to
appreciate what nature has done for these acres. Cool
breezes that never touch the lands below, pass through
our vineyards every day when it is very hot, on their way
to the hotter big valley. There is an opening in the higher
mountains between us and the Coast, and it is from this
pass that these breezes come in Summer to cool us, and
it provides in the coldest weather an air movement
that guards the vines from freezing; especially is this air
movement important in the early Spring when frosts
often nip the new shoots of the vines below us. [2/8/40]
MR's letter also provided a glimpse of Elsie Ray, his


co-equal partner in both marriage and the winery
proprietorship:


From the highway below, we have a private road that is
a mile and a half long that brings you up rather sharply
to this elevation. It is not everyone who would like to live
here, certainly not everyone who has known another sort
of life. But my wife loves it. She likes to think of herself
as a country girl, and she did grow up in what was then


country, and has since become a part of San Jose, only a
few miles away. But we lived in the City for many years
and know both lifes [sic]. During the Vintage season,
sometimes I do not leave the cellars for hours at a time,
and she has sometimes set up a card table and served
there a dinner, all the while as interested in the new
wine being made as though she were the Head Vintner.
To operate a place like this requires a lot of sacrifice from
my wife, but she has accepted them as opportunities and
loves it all. When your letter came the other morning, I
brought it over to the house and after she had read it
with full enthusiasm and appreciation, she came down
stairs and stood in front of the fireplace while we talked.
I have the feeling that my wife thinks more of me
because of the way we are operating this place, and I
know that it is the way she would do it. So you see, we
are running it together, for she loves to share in what is
being planned for the future.
MR's emotional dependency on his first wife was


deeply rooted, and it belied other characteristics. A
male chauvinist who disapproved of women's ever
wearing pants or espousing feminist ideas, he prided
himself on ruling his roost. Yet he seemingly worship-
ped Elsie—relying upon her strength of character and
always paying close attention to her gently uttered
directives. Knowing well his many virtues, she was
also aware of his various vulnerabilities, and tried to
protect him, as much as possible, from overextending
himself.


The Wine Perfectionist
The fledgling winemaker at Paul Masson was an
idealistic maverick from the start. Martin Ray earned
simply to make the best wines in America, and
ultimately to match their French models. He deter-
mined to grow wine grapes with excellent pedigrees.
His plan was to establish a "brand name" for his best
wines, to reflect the winery's new management. His
"Signature" labels would identify the varietal grape
that went into each wine made on the premises. MR
also intended to pursue what he called the classic
approach to winemaking, as undertaken in Europe's
small estate vineyards. Making strictly limited
vintages to maintain high quality standards required
painstaking handwork. It avoided the mechanization
in farming and harvesting and the quick mass
processing that typified the production of grapes and
wine at the other established wineries, which aimed
for increasing volume and quantity and continuously
amplified sales.


Before his first vintage season in 1936, MR had set
his modus operandi, which he regarded as command-
ments for all first-class vintners. First: have available
a vineyard with grapevines that bore fine varietal
grapes—either French or German in origin—or else
graft over or replant to them; or start a new vineyard
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having only one or several of the recognized supreme
varieties (and these were very few in number).
Second: never combine different varieties when
crushing grapes or, later, when making finished wine.
Such blending was a commonplace practice among
winemakers, who merged the juice or fermented wine
from superior wine grapes with those from inferior,
abundant varieties, considerably expanding the
amount of wine. Also, blending mellowed the reds,
making them market-ready quickly, bypassing pro-
longed cask- or bottle-aging that traditionally subdued
harsh tannins and sharp acids, which were especially
off-putting to novice wine imbibers, who wanted
something pleasant and somewhat sweet. But over
time the organoleptic factors resulted in the complex
flavors and aromas that appealed to true wine lovers.


Moreover, MR intended to make totally "natural"
wines that contained living cells (beneficent yeasts
and desirable bacteria)—as he would detail at length
in letters to Street. He refused to use metabisulphite
to chemically sterilize the grape must after crushing,
or to pasteurize it by heating, or even to filter or fine
the young wines. Success, he declared, required using
perfect grapes, free of damage, rot, dirt, and microbic
contaminants; using immaculately clean equipment at
all stages; avoiding undue exposure to air; and main-
taining constant vigilance over the developing wine.


When Martin Ray made his first vintage at Masson
in the autumn of 1936 he focused his main attention
on several of the fine winegrape varieties he found
among the jumbled assortment grown in the 60-odd
acres of Masson's developed vineyards. He had
identified the desirable grapevines with help from old
Masson workers and from studying ampelographies.
He went out among the blocks of vines and checked
depictions and descriptions against growth habits,
leaves, inflorescences, grape clusters, and the ripening
grapes' hues, shapes, and dimensions. Near them or
even in their midst were many lesser varieties—often
there because they had been prolific sources of grapes
during Prohibition. Grapes that MR chose not to
make into wine, or wines he made but did not want to
keep, were profitably sold to other wineries. Certainly
he would not do as the other commercial wineries did
in these years following Repeal: make mongrelized
products that combined the fermented juice of
premier winegrapes with the far more abundant lesser
kinds, then give the bottled results deceptive French-
or German-looking names.


With the reds, he selected for special vintaging that
year Pinot Noir, Gamay [Beaujolais], and Cabernet
[Sauvignon]. With the whites, Pinot Blanc ("Vrai"),
Pinot Chardonnay (as it was then called), and Folle
Blanche. (He asserted that the latter grape, grown in
France as a component of cognac, ripened much more
fully in California and made a refreshingly tart wine.)


Not surprisingly, these six MR-favored varieties had
been developed long ago in France. Five had been
propagated at La Cresta from grafts of cuttings
brought back by Masson after visits to his native
Burgundy. The grapes for MR's Cabernet, however, at
first came from Almaden's vineyards, since Paul
Masson, as a Burgundian, had been prejudiced against
growing any Bordeaux varieties. After taking over,
MR began investigating the best source for superior
Cabernet Sauvignon budwood to use in starting his
own vineyards.


MR also continued Masson's predilection for
producing Champagnes. His first three, in 1936, had
been made from Chardonnay, but he was already
eyeing his Pinot Noir grapes as a new source for
Champagne material. (Masson had used it in his
celebrated pink champagne, Oeil de Perdrix [eye of the
partridge], but blended it with white varieties.) And
he was becoming convinced he could make a better
"natural" (undosaged) Champagne than was possible
in France.


For providing practical winemaking knowledge and
hands-on help, MR had hired as his "Head Vintner"—
as named on the Masson letterhead—young Oliver
Goulet (renowned later as Almaden's longtime wine-
maker). As a Brother at the nearby Novitiate in Los
Gatos he had worked for some years in their
sacramental wine-producing facility, before leaving to
marry. Probably MR initially learned much from
working closely with Goulet in the wine cellar. Also,
MR often asked him to investigate other wineries'
facilities and vineyards for him, and even had him
represent the winery at special events. The two men
often talked intensely far into the night about
technical issues (MR preferred Champagne dry,
Goulet doux), as well as MR's lofty aims for the Paul
Masson line of wines, both still and sparkling.


Correspondence Begun
Toward the close of 1939, after three years of Martin
Ray's waiting, tasting, and testing, his new Masson
wines traveled out more widely among wine
connoisseurs. That was when Julian Street first heard
of them, and then arranged to get samples. After the
initial exchange of telegrams and letters between
them, the two men began what became a frequent and
intimate correspondence. Never before, and seldom
again, would Martin Ray enjoy such a sustained
opportunity to express himself to a wine-knowledge-
able person—especially one who admired his fixation
on achieving the highest possible wine quality.


Enthralled over this new epistolary connection, MR
sent off letters, sometimes long ones, every few days.
The letters streamed out of him in the early months of
1940. Between January 15 and April 27, a period of
about four months, there were no less than 26
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communications from MR to JS: 11 typed letters, 11
handwritten ones, and three telegrams. Some of his
letters went on for many pages—notably the ones that
he handwrote, in large, rounded, easily legible script,
usually on legal-size lined paper, in the evening
instead of dictating during the day for his secretary to
type up. The longest runs to 31 pages; two others are
16 and 18 pages in length. Much of the time he
ignored any need to create paragraphs or use
apostrophes in contractions.


The letters range from mostly technical discussions
about vineyard care and winemaking, to being
emotionally revealing, eloquent, chatty, or speculative,
to portions that ranted about the sorry condition of
the California wine industry and the ignorance or
malice of most of its practitioners. He also described
how farm properties in Santa Clara Valley (now
"Silicon") had badly deteriorated since his boyhood;
no longer practicing sustainable agriculture but
growing single "money" crops, owners had no pride in
land stewardship. Then, as later, MR expressed a
nostalgic attachment to the past and its threatened or
lost lifestyle "quality" values.


Street's enthusiasm for the new Masson wines
made an important endorsement and validated the
direction MR had decided in 1936 to take in wine-
making: to adhere to the standards followed in the
great (but small in output) European wine producers,
and limiting the production of each wine type to 500
cases. He would crush for his premium vintaged wines
only 100% fine varietal grapes; and upon releasing
them several years later he'd label his bottled wines as
pure varietals, marketing them at a price considerably
higher than his competitors dared to impose on their
best wines. This was two to four dollars a bottle retail,
or twenty to forty dollars a case—shockingly pricey at
the time. (The current dollar equivalents would be
about $16-$32, and $160-$320.) When JS criticized
these high prices, MR told him they were justified
because of the far greater handwork and attention
they had required. Moreover, the wines were selling
well—directly to consumers, as well as to retailers and
distributors. Whenever demand for a wine increased,
so did the price, so as to protect the limited supply.
(Already, too, MR was archiving a portion of his best
wines.)


And while the winemaker revealed and explained to
Street his own vineyard and cellar practices, or
exchanged opinions about French and German wines,
he also informed this sometimes naive connoisseur
about the California wine industry's often nefarious
winemaking and business tactics. Encouraged by the
enterprising Schoonmaker's wine brokering, the
better wineries now marketed their own varietal
wines, too—and had raised their prices accordingly.
But MR declared these wines all blends, and "dead,"


with no life remaining in them.
And what was Julian Street's reaction to this


deluge of letters from his deferential, opinionated, and
verbose California correspondent? He expressed it in
a long letter sent on March 20,1940: "You are a great
fellow. I am proud to know you. I can't tell you how
much I want you to realize your dreams." And the
copy of Wines he sent was inscribed "For Martin E.
Ray—with admiration, warm regard and the highest
expectations for the products of his vines."


Meanwhile, Street was working pleasurably on
finishing up the case of Masson wines that he had
received (and more was on the way). On March 11 he
had written emphatically and effusively about the
wines to Harold Price, the San Francisco oenophile
who had set up the connection:


I am still thrilled when I think of them, not only because
of what they are, but because of what they prove
California can do if it ever gets around to it. I don't have
to wonder any more. I jolly well know that California can
make admirable, pure, unadulterated, uncooked, un-
fooled-with wines of excellent quality—wines that a
critical person can truly enjoy.
Ray has already set California growers a mark to shoot
at, and I predict that within a very few years quite a
number of them will be greatly improving their products;
for the question whether it is worthwhile to follow the
best practice of the finest European vineyards is no
longer debatable. Ray has done away with any doubt on
that subject.
On the following day Street sent out yet another


appreciative letter to his son-in-law, who had in-
directly brought the Paul Masson proprietor and his
wines into his Eastern sphere of influence:


I feel much indebted to you for putting me in touch with
Martin Ray, a man I admire and respect in the same way
I admire and respect any other artist seeking perfection
in his particular field. I have been fortunate, in the
course of a life that now covers more than sixty years, in
knowing a fair number of such men, and they are the salt
of the earth and the hope of the world. I have never seen
Ray, but I hope to see him some day and really know
him, for I firmly believe that he has made the best wines
that have ever been made in the United States.
Of course MR cherished the opportunity to get close


to this influential wine expert and to voice his aims for
the great wines he would make in future years, sur-
passing the ones in which Street had tasted such
promise. Equally enticing was the chance to discuss
with someone with a sensitive and knowing palate the
inferior and deceptive varietals that the other Cali-
fornia wineries were turning out and calling fine.
Street might then stress, in print and in other places
where his words might have good effect, that to
achieve high quality vintners should vintage only the
pure fine varietals in the small-scale, classic way—just
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as the purist MR was doing.
There was another aspect to MR's attachment to


Julian Street. His elder by twenty-five years, Julian
was the sort of intelligent, articulate, and urbane
fellow Rusty Ray would have loved to have as a father.
Having lost his minister father to diabetes when he
was a young boy, while growing up and then as a
young man he had sought mentors and role models—
men he emulated, all the while trying to impress them
with his aspirations and accomplishments.


MR's continuing compliments about Street's wine
wisdom and fame often took an over-the-top,
worshipful tone. Noting how their connection chanced
to come from a mutual friend of his and Street's son-
in-law who had been impressed with his wine, he
rhapsodized:


I see that lake into which a pebble has been cast. Every
bottle that goes out starts the ripples, in theory. But in
fact, only when it reaches the hands of someone who
both knows wines and cares. That is why what you do
and say is so important. By comparison, you are a giant
and you heave a mighty stone into the ocean which is
caused to boil.... It is not possible to estimate the full
importance of your word. People who know nothing
about you whatsoever, or even that you write about
wines, know you as an authority on wines, and I have
never heard of you other than as the greatest American
authority. [2/8/40]
Meanwhile, Street discounted his great wine


authority reputation that MR insisted upon. Mostly
stranded for several years in a town in the northwest
corner of Connecticut, a trip of many hours to or from
Manhattan, Julian no longer felt in the mainstream of
anything; he was virtually superannuated. A heart
condition, angina, had forced this retreat from leading
an active professional and social life in New York City.
It also restricted his consumption of wine. Moreover,
he regretted that financial constraints prevented his
reciprocating MR's generosity with wine gifts, includ-
ing choice European vintages. But he obviously
appreciated all the attention and compliments MR
lavished upon him. Above all, he relished receiving
Martin Ray's informative letters, and he responded in
kind.


The two men had a symbiotic need for each other's
epistolary company—and their mutual admiration
society thrived.


[The next two segments will continue exploring the MR-JS
friendship, through the prism of their correspondence pro-
viding more information about MR fs winegrowing practices,
tales of interactions with notable personalities and disputes
with the wine industry's establishment, self-insights into his
psyche, the coming of WWII, and why MR sold Masson and
started his own eponymous winery.]


EDITOR'S NOTE: The Story of Bacchus &
Centennial Souvenir (see page 3)


Betty Proper of Joslin Hall Rare Books (Concord,
MA) graciously sent me their Catalog 146 de-
scription of the book:


Payne, Brigham. The Story of Bacchus and Cen-
tennial Souvenir. Hartford, CT: A.E. Brooks, 1876.
6" x 8", 34 pages, 2 lithographed plates.
The "Bacchus" statue was a carved pine figure of a
singularly plump and dissipated youth seated atop
a cask, holding a basket of fruit (grapes?). It was
carved in 1776 by a quartet of imprisoned English
seamen as a way of thanking a tavern-keeping
widow who had treated them kindly during their
stay in the Windham, Connecticut, jail. Shortly
after presenting her with this gift, the four con-
trived to escape and three of them were drowned
while crossing the bay in a small boat during a
storm. The Bacchus figure, part folk-art, part
prisoner-of-war carving, remained as their last
work. Touching. Mr. Payne treats the whole
episode with the sort of breathless wonderment the
Centennial tended to engender in Victorian ama-
teur historians, but the facts that the tale rest on
seem sturdy enough.
This copy is evidently a separate offprint of another
book by the same name, noted by Gabler [Wine into
Words] as having 111 pages. The present copy
contains simply the portion relating to the Bacchus
carving, and does not include the unrelated
Revolutionary War battle story or the Centennial
Celebration survey. A clue to the reason behind
this abridgment is contained in a tipped-in note
which states that this edition is being sent to
descendants of "the three persons mentioned that
they may learn more of their ancestors' final
history."


Our sincere thanks to Betty for this bibliographical
bounty!


THE WA YWARD TENDRILS Is a not-far-profit organizationfounded
m 1990for Wine Book Collectors. Yearly Membership /Subscription
to the WAYWARD TENDRILS QUARTERLY is $20 USA and
Canada; $25 overseas. Permission to reprint is requested. Please
address all correspondence to THE WAYWARD TENDRILS, Box
9023, Santa Rosa, CA. 95405 USA, FAX 707-544-2723. E-mail:
tendrih@lps.net Editor and Publisher: Gail Unzelman. —
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Vinaceous Correspondents-
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


The Third Article in a Series / Twelfth Section
by Barbara Marinacci


As with the last three installments of this long-running article about the friendship between California vintner Martin Ray and UC Davis
enologist Maynard Amerine, this segment covers the critical period in mid-1955 when MR and his wife, Eleanor, were conducting their
determined battle against prominent wineries and wine men in the industry's well-entrenched Establishment. They aimed to arouse
widespread attention, especially among wine writers, retailers and connoisseurs, to their grand cause'- pushing the better wineries into
planting far more fine winegrape varieties and from them making unblended and honestly labeled varietals that would prove California's
ability to produce world-class wines. By May, though, it was evident that Amerine, who disliked MR's pugilistic methods, might abandon their
close alliance of almost 20 years. As before, the author thanks the staff of Special Collections of the UC Davis Library for providing access to
the Martin and Eleanor Ray Papers and frequent assistance in copying documents.


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMES/A® (1937-1976)
- 12-


aynard Amerine's note
sent toward the end of
May 1955 had alerted
Martin Ray to the
prospect of soon seeing
evidence in print of his
enologist friend's concur-
rent activism in pro-
moting improved quality
in California wine-
making. "Be sure I get


the publication of your TAG talk," MR quickly wrote
back. "I know you are not idle, Maynard," he said.
But that wasn't enough, for MR again wrote one of
his lengthy letters (sent on May 27, four single-
spaced pages).


Some days later, when MR could finally read the
promised document, he saw that Maynard indeed
had not become a slouch so far as promoting wine
quality was concerned. As the text of Amerine's
speech—given two weeks earlier, on May 13th, to the
California Wine Institute's Technical Advisory
Committee (TAG)—would demonstrate, Amerine had
scarcely been silent while MR and Eleanor were
deeply immersed in their Wine Quality Control
Fight, spending much of their time composing and
duplicating the typed letters sent out to friends,
acquaintances, and customers on their large mailing
list.


In his above-mentioned message, Amerine also
pointed out that long ago he had told MR that the
name "Pinot Chardonnay" was a misnomer for both
the grape and the wine made from it. But only
recently had MR admitted his mistake. He changed
his labels and price list accordingly, to plain
"Chardonnay," while also alerting other growers to
the correct varietal name used in France—as his


adopted son Peter Martin Ray had confirmed in 1954
when visiting French vintners and viticulture
researchers. (At the time, before DNA proved
otherwise, it was also firmly declared that this white
grape variety was not a mutant offspring of the Pinot
Noir grape.)


So in his latest epistle MR couldn't resist
reminding MA of a noteworthy UC Davis identi-
fication error in the past, which appears to have
escaped the notice of wine scholars. The professional
confusion during the post-Repeal period, even at
Davis, over white grape identities may partly explain
why—as MR invariably complained—most bottles
labeled Pinot Chardonnay by other wineries didn't
contain a wine with much, if indeed any, Chardonnay
(or White Burgundy) identity. Sometimes growers
and winemakers actually thought they had
Chardonnay.


But don't forget the University was wrong in 1936 and
before. They were giving out Pinot BlancVrai cuttings
as Chardonnay and visa versa. It was I who first
investigated and called [Harold] Olmo in. He said he
would check when he went to France. Upon his return
shortly thereafter he confirmed his mistake and my
findings.
Now having said this, MR decided to compliment


Maynard as a way to show gratitude and even
display some humility.


I take no man's word unless I can know what he knows.
You are the only man alive I would trust to buy wine
for me. And you have aided me numerous times on
vines, even as recently as last summer. My knowledge
of vines is limited to very few varieties. I have
gradually learned to know them well. In the beginning
almost everything I did was wrong. Our friendship has
matured sufficiently to permit us to speak out our
minds and I won't hesitate to say what I believe and I
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expect the same of you. You can never peg a man who
won't speak his mind. I am not comfortable with them.


When writing to Amerine at this turbulent time in
their relationship, MR didn't entirely neglect techni-
cal wine matters A day after sending off the previous
letter, he asked Amerine to correct statements made
in a recent publication by two UC Davis enologists.
They had said that pink was the proper color of a
rose-type table or sparkling wine, and that an orange
tint indicated undesirable oxidation or overaging.


There are so many things coming out in print that have
to do with wines and which are untrue I simply cannot
keep up to correcting them! But I did not expect to have
to address Berg and Webb. I am sending the letter to
you and I will ask that you hand it to them because I
anticipate you may wish to discuss it between you.


Then he wrote several paragraphs explaining why
roses made from Pinot Noir grapes should be orange
as "a great achievement" and not pink—as exempli-
fied by Masson's Oeil de Perdrix (his renowned
partridge-eye champagne) and, now, MR's Sang de
Pinot (Pinot Blood). He also pointed out that the
popular pink champagnes, or sparkling wines, were
usually made from "doctored" (or dyed) white wines,
not lightly pressed red ones.


Now, since there is so very much being said right now
about the Pinot Noir, I think this should be
straightened out. A letter to me will be satisfactory so
that I may quote from it. And I hope that you are able
to accept my statements and employ them for whatever
comments may be published hereafter. Already I have
been told by two people that our color is not right. One
is Dr. Crahan [an oenophile with whom the Rays had
been communicating and sometimes socializing]. I don't
know where he got the idea. And last night John
Melville wrote me at length criticising the color in our
wine. God only knows where he got the idea. I know it
was not original with him. I have blasted right back at
both of them! But at all times, as in the past, I want to
work with the University and I will be distressed if you
cannot accept this correction. I will not sue you,
however! So please correct. And thank you very much.
[5/28/55]
Perhaps MR mailed the letter on the day he wrote


it. Or maybe on the next day he just delivered it in
person to the addressee, in Davis.


The Trip to Davis Inspires an Enlistment Effort


On May 29th Martin and Eleanor Ray drove
northeastward to Davis, over a hundred miles
away, to dine with Amerine at his home, as


had been previously arranged. But Maynard had
warned them that they couldn't stay there overnight,
as was customary, for he had a houseguest—actually
the Dr. Salvatore Lucia, who, as MR reported to


Amerine in 1954, had disparaged him. In the con-
versation at Amerine's table that afternoon, everyone
may have initially skirted the entire touchy issue of
the Rays' Wine Quality Fight—though it's hard to
picture MR, once he'd imbibed sufficient wine,
refraining from fixating upon the topic occupying the
center of his universe. And if he did "carry on," as he
was wont to do, his host wouldn't have been at all
pleased.


There's good indication, though, that this culinary
convocation stirred up a new strategic move. Shortly
before taking the trip to Davis, Maynard had
informed MR that he was deliberately maintaining a
professional hors de combat stance.


I have discussed your letters or copies with no one. I
have not even spoken to Winkler of my thoughts
thereon. [Undated but sent toward end of May 1955]
Since it had become clear to MR that Amerine


wanted no part of these agitations aimed at forcing
(or at least embarrassing) the Premium Wine Produc-
ers of California (PWP) into accepting some form of
quality control, he decided he needed a new
confederate at UC Davis. Possibly while at Amerine's
home in Davis, MR decided he should try to engage
Dr. Winkler. Since Maynard had refused to do it,
Winkler might be willing to design and propose a
practicable quality control plan that the Premium
Wine Producers of California might actually accept.


Two days later, MR wrote a letter to Dr. Albert
Winkler, UC Davis's renowned professor of viti-
culture, who had hired young Amerine to join the
faculty there in 1935, even before he'd received his
PhD from UC Berkeley in plant physiology. Given
the directive to learn as much as he could about wine
science, Amerine rapidly became the staffs main
enologist as well as an expert wine taster. Also, he
and Winkler together began their six-year
investigation of which winegrape varieties would best
succeed when grown under the various climatic
conditions within California's many winegrowing
regions.


So who better to approach now than Dr.
Winkler—who apparently knew nothing as yet about
the Rays' Wine Quality Control fight? In a final grace
note to his lengthy letter to him, MR perhaps
indicated the very time and place of this new
inspiration.


I am happy to tell you that over the week-end Mrs. Ray
and I had the pleasure of dinner at Dr. Amerine's house
which occasioned our meeting your Provost, and I
proposed there a toast to you which we all drank. I told
of a conversation with you in the early years after
Repeal when you were building your staff of young
professors and I said that while now they are all well
known and established under their own names it was
you who brought them to the University and that credit
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for their success must therefore always be shared. Were
your ears itching? [5/31/55]
But first, of course, MR had needed to detail his


intentions and recent activities.
Dear Dr. Winkler [MR was never on a first-name basis
with him]: It has been nearly 20 years now since I
asked you to come down to our old place [Paul Masson]
and go over the vineyard with me. You will remember
my interest from the first was in the better varieties
and I set off on a replanting schedule at once. It was
established as clearly justified by the straight
unblended varietals when I finally brought them to
market. And our new vineyard here has permitted a
more concentrated effort on the wines themselves. We
have held our varieties down to Pinot Noir, Chardonnay
and Cabernet Sauvignon. As the vines became older we
got from them better wines. 1948 was our first vintage
at the new vineyard, 1953 has been our best. 1952 is
the finest we have thus far brought to market.
During the past months I have been almost constantly
in touch with retailers throughout the state. Our sales
have been splendid and even at this early date in the
reintroduction of our wines in many places I can say
that our plan of operation is sound and profitable. But
I have been greatly concerned to discover dealers have
little respect for most California varietal wines,
completely distrusting the varietal claims of the labels.
They all know about the law permitting blending and
they need no suggestion to visualize it being carried
further than permitted. They know that there is little
Pinot Noir, Chardonnay and Traminer in the state. Yet
they see all the labels carrying these names. The sales
people who sell California wines are poorly trained
whereas those who sell imports are as a group more
expert at influencing the thinking of retailers. Within
certain price brackets all this has permitted the
increased of imports, in 1948 500,000 gallons, to 1954's
total of 3,000,000. These are Gomberg's figures. And
this has brought on the organization of the Premium
Wine Growers [az'd of California.
MR finally got around to explaining to Winkler


why he was writing this letter.
Now, I have not wanted to involve you in the effort
which I am making to drive the growers to some form
of self imposed quality control. Nevertheless, when and
if we ever get it, it is something that must tie-in to your
long and successful fight for the planting of fine
varieties. For, it is well known in the industry and
beyond that the University has pioneered in sponsoring
the planting of fine varieties in California, and while
the commercial aspect of bringing wine to market is out
of your field, the control of quality in fine varietal wines
would come as a magnificent climax to all your efforts.
There has been rather an extensive accumulation of
letters between Gomberg, Wente, John Daniel,
Mondavi, the Marquise de Pins and myself—and


involving other correspondence as well. So, I have kept
a file of it for you and during the week it should be
sufficiently complete to send along to you. It will give
you the exact facts of the negotiation between us.
Gomberg has agreed to submit my plan to the growers
on June 2nd. [It's presented in #11 in the January 2007
WTQ] Some of them are very bitter, as you may well
understand. But their position is untenable and there
has been and will continue to be sufficient hammering
away at them to insure some form of quality control
being brought a lot closer if, indeed it is not actually
endorsed.
MR recognized that what he had been doing, and


what he was doing now, was surely important to
record for the interest and use of posterity, in the
forms of nascent and idealistic vintners or wine
scholars. Unfortunately for this vision of his, few
people would ever learn about these documents, let
alone actually look at them. Little is now known by
the young, let alone remembered by the old, about
those many dismal quality-dismissing years following
Repeal, three decades and more, before the Wine
Revolution began utterly transforming the high end
of America's wine industry.


This file I will send you I would like to become a record
for reference of viticultural students at Davis and all
other interested parties, in the years to come when
quality control has passed into history. I have found
invaluable the old files of the San Francisco Examiner
which in the years 1889 and thereafter so ably and
completely reported the fight made by Professor
Hilgard for improved quality and in which fight the
growers opposed him so bitterly. For, it has showed a
perfectly natural reaction which has continued right
down to this day. He had nothing to back him up but
his great prestige. Today there is an economic need for
the growers to do something and it is my hope that they
can see that this is their way out. It is the only way to
meet the threat of growing imports—improve their
wines sufficiently to meet the competition, then train
those who sell their wines to intelligently present them
and apply the stepped up sales effort which can then be
insured. The years that have passed since repeal show
very clearly that without some form of quality control
our wines will not be made better. And in the years
since the start of the last war we have seen what
happens to quality when the growers have a sellers
market.
In winding down his prospectus to Dr. Winkler,


when telling of the highly positive responses he'd
been getting from wine retailers and consumers, MR
slyly hinted at one significant but unnamed
approval-withholder, before moving on. It was
Winkler's associate Amerine, of course.


You might be interested to know that of all those with
whom I have had correspondence on this subject, all
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support vigorously my efforts, save only the growers
themselves and one other person. Those who are going
to give us the publicity referred to see in this situation
which has developed a parallel to the struggle for
quality which has extended into nearly all of man's
efforts and it is to be presented as man's struggle for
quality. If the growers line up for the plan they will be
tied-in as symbols of man's ideals triumphing over his
purely materialistic motives. [5/31/55]
Over the next several months, some back-and"


forth communications between Winkler and Martin
Ray proceeded by mail, mostly in phone calls.


Further Doings with Melville


During May and June, while the whole quality
issue raged on, the Rays were all agog about
their new fast friendship with actor Burgess


Meredith (portrayed in #8). They also had frequent
contact—in letters, over the phone, and in person—
with John Melville, whose just-published Guide to
California Wines had quickly become a bestseller in
the state (discussed in #10). In a letter to Amerine,
written a week after their social trip to Davis, first
MR, then ER, described Melville's recent visit to Mt.
Eden.


Melville came bringing us a magnum of Louis Martini's
"Pinot Noir" and a bottle of Cresta Blanca "Pinot
Chardonnay." The Magnum had no Pinot Noir in it so
far as I could tell. It was obviously a blend but I would
not try to guess what it contained beyond Zinfandel. I
was surprised to find he would put Zinfandel in this
particular wine but it was unmistakable. He evidently
does not have a standard blend because the wine was
entirely different than the last Pinot Noir of his I
tasted. That is a mistake, too. He should at least stick
to one blend. But it illustrates what usage and time do
to a maker. Evidently he has by now come to believe no
one can tell the difference. I wonder what the magnum
cost? I must ask.
The Cresta Blanca wine was not good. Perhaps it was
made of Chardonnay. All I can say is that it, too, was
unlike their last bottle I tasted. And if it was
Chardonnay it was Chardonnay wasted because it had
none of the varietal character of that grape. Melville
said the wine maker swore to him that it is 100%
Chardonnay. But then he also told Melville that it
needed two years in bottle to bring out its varietal
character! That, to me, is an admittance that suggests
he knows it is not Chardonnay. Anyway, the wine
would not hold up two years in bottle because it was
low in acid and, surprising enough, did not have excess
sulphur in it.
Melville told us, 'Tou know who I really would like to
have dinner with is Dr. Amerine." Would you rebuff
him? He is most anxious to get in with you because he
knows you know all the things he doesn't know. His


plans are really most amazing. He has even planned so
far ahead now that he includes a trip to France and
Germany and a book on French and German wines! I
wonder what will become of him. I don't see what can
stop him. He evidently has enough money to live on so
he will presumably keep right on going. His publisher
is really going to town for him. They have Radio and TV
shows lined up for him, and Joe Jackson seems to think
he is a very great authority. Books, Inc. ordered 200 or
300 copies of the book, their first order. It is
unbelievable! I see someone reviewed for the Chronicle
yesterday, the name was James Benet. Know him? He
starts out: "It has been for some years inevitable and
desirable that there should appear a guide to California
wines such as this; what was not inevitable was that it
should be so wholly and satisfying and brilliantly
informative." I wish to God my success was that
inevitable! But goes to show what a man can do,
especially if he gets the right names behind him. Your
name gave him [Joseph Henry] Jackson. Joe Jackson
[book columnist for the San Francisco Chronicled sold
his manuscript and Joe Jackson is going a long way in
selling the book now.
It's hard to imagine the existence of someone


whom Martin Ray couldn't outmaneuver and outtalk.
But with this brazenly assertive fellow at times MR
actually found himself outmatched.


I like to watch people like Melville. He is so intent
that it is hardly possible to even briefly mention
anything he has not set upon to discuss. Knowing
this I jotted down some things I wanted to tell
him. I put them by my side and time after time
tried to speak of them. But when he had left after
about 2 hours, my list was still there—I had been
unable to crowd my points into the conversation.
He is now in correspondence with Andre Simon,
and Simon is making over him! He really means to
establish himself permanently as the authority.
Barring some act of God, he is going to get there.
The one really great weakness he has is that he
cannot taste a wine even as well as the average
unskilled person. But I have an idea when out in
public he has a method that prevents disclosure.
That is not uncommon.
When ending his letter, Martin Ray felt ready now


to resume, at least for a time, his work as the
winegrower who loved riding his yellow Caterpillar
tractor in both directions through his mountain
vineyard acreage, between the rows of the thousands
of vines that stood singly, 10 feet apart. With their
"basket-pruned" canes securely strapped to redwood
posts, they were still busily leafing out while
producing infinite scores of those tiny clustered
inflorescences that became grapes.


Have just finished plowing the second time. Now I must
roll the ground before a wind brings the canes down in
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the aisles else it will be too late as last year happened.
Eleanor wants to thank you for us for that beautiful
dinner; we surely did have a beautiful day. Here she is.
So ER added a footnote to MR's letter. Similarly


disliking Melville's wine gifts, in her inimitable,
lighthearted way she portrayed how they turned
rejection into a celebratory occasion.


Dear Maynard, we must be slipping, being so late in
thanking you—or did we, and being still in worse shape
than we even suspect, have lost track???? As usual it
was all pure unadulterated pleasure at your house, and
went by all too fast. Your little herbs you gave me are
coming along, despite the really intense summer heat
that hit here all of a sudden. It's been beautiful out on
our veranda these past nights, full moon, wish your life
allowed you time to sit out here with us and watch the
moon rise for hours, as the orientals do—the past two
nights we've done that, and it is so wonderful we had to
go to bed—early last evening we drifted off to sleep out
there, waking up just as the moon rose—we were
tasting all these pretentious wines Melville left us,
Rusty would just dump out the bottles, finally, letting
them drain across the bricks and off the porch,
somehow giving us a very satisfying gesture of
contempt, rivers of the stuff flowing away from us into
oblivion—then we'd drink some wonderful wine, sing to
the guitar, laugh and talk—what a life, we couldn't pull
ourselves away to bed till nigh onto 3 a.m.
If you can snatch away some time, do let us know,
because you know how we'd love to have you up here
with us whenever you can make it.
Much love from us both ... [6/6/55]
By early June, though, Maynard Amerine was


pulling away from his intimate connection with the
Rays and their Mt. Eden haven.


Amerine's Own Quality Crusade


Surely MR understood Amerine's need to
maintain a careful distance from his Wine
Quality Fight when in professional milieus. Yet


he had expected better support from him in person,
in the form of interested encouragement instead of
cold censure. After all, in the past, in MR's and
Elsie's, then Eleanor's, company, Maynard had often
gossiped and complained about the overall situation
in the state's wine industry. He would name people
whose personalities he disliked or wineries whose
methods he decried, and he'd dismiss or scorn many
of their wines, some of which he and the Rays tasted
together.


But Amerine had to be discreet; he couldn't, and
didn't, behave this way publicly, whether vocally or
in print. His position as an eminent professor and
researcher at UC Davis required diplomatic
behavior. Faculty members interacted frequently
with the commercial vintners of all winery sizes.


Much of their enological and viticultural research
was basically funded by the big producers, and over
the years numerous cutting-edge experimental
projects went on jointly with venturesome wine-
makers, especially in Napa Valley. So when Amerine
was out tasting wine among connoisseurs, as
frequently happened, he felt obliged to be a prime
spokesman and promoter for California wines,
thereby likely to incur (as MR had twice reported to
him) the utter disdain of any vinous Francophiles.
Except when he was in military service in WWII,
Amerine had never halted in his own efforts to
change how things were done—to persuade vineyard
owners to grow fine varietal winegrapes and help
wineries and winemakers to start producing wines of
the highest possible quality. Mter all, ever since the
latter part of the 1930s he and Albert Winkler had
been advocating the extensive planting and separate
vintaging (with no blending) of the fine varieties,
even though their efforts—like Martin Ray's parallel
ones—for the most part were minimally heeded. Few
growers planting, expanding, or replanting vineyards
consulted recommendations in their 1944 landmark
publication, "Composition and Quality of Must and
Wines of California Grapes."


And now in mid-1955 MR's strident attacks and
squabblings with winery proprietors had virtually
gone public, alarming the far more genteel and
circumspect Amerine. When MR started exposing
wineries' deceptions to retailers and cultivating
national press representatives to reveal winemaking
malpractices, his hot dispute with the wine industry
took on a blackmail mien. This wasn't gentlemanly
behavior. Ray's rough-house methods for bringing
about better wine through quality control measures
were unacceptably outre to Amerine.


Despite his friend's insinuation, though, Maynard
wasn't abandoning his own wine quality advocacy.
Apparently he hadn't told Martin much, if anything,
about the presentation he was scheduled to give, and
then gave, to attendees at the Wine Institute's
Technical Advisory Committee (TAG) meeting on
May 13, 1955. Later, of course, as he'd written MR in
late May, he'd give him a copy, once his talk—"Some
Facts and Fancies About Winemaking and Wines"—
got printed up. It would serve as evidence of his own
consistently held, quality-promoting position.


Contemporary wine aficionados who know little or
nothing about the much-delayed planting of fine
winegrape varieties and the slow development of
high-caliber winemaking in the U.S. might take
interest. Professor Amerine's presentation of many
hard-hitting facts of that time, delivered over a half-
century ago. What he said indicates the kind of
dialogues he and MR had been having over the years.
But there was a significant difference between what
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the two men said. In his TAG talk the prudent
Amerine didn't name names, as MR had been doing
in specifying vintners' flagrant winegrowing sins and
marketing deceptions. His talk discloses the wine
industry's low point in the mid-1950s.


When Amerine received from the Wine Institute a
set of mimeographed copies of his talk for his own
use, he sent one to MR. It probably arrived in early
June, just after the Rays had visited him. Much of
the paper's contents the Rays, of course, had heard
already from their UC Davis friend and discussed
with him. But how good it was to see it here "in
print"! Yes indeed, Maynard hadn't abandoned the
battlefield after all, even though he no longer fought
at Martin's side. So Martin was delighted now to read
the tough talk Amerine had given. Amerine even
started out by commenting, albeit obliquely, on the
PWP's intention to widely promote California's
"premium" wines.


It is much easier to say that we are producing the
world's finest wines than it is to make critical
suggestions about the quality of our wines. However,
there is nothing to be gained by joining a mutual
admiration society. What I propose is to outline some of
the fallacies that I believe the California wine industry
is operating under and to suggest certain other points
of view which appear to me to be more logical. Nothing
much that I have to say is new. But perhaps the
organization of the material will be new to you. Many of
these points have been discussed previously, both at
industry meetings, in private conversations with my
friends in the industry and with my colleagues in the
University. The errors or misinterpretations which
remain, however, are my own.
Let us consider, first of all, the varietal problem. During
the last 20 years we have preached consistently, year in
and year out, that our variety plantings needed to be
revised. There have been some changes, but how many
California Rhine wines contain any Riesling grapes?
Even if you consider Sylvaner a Riesling variety, which
is stretching the point pretty far. And, how many
California Rieslings have a distinct and recognizable
Riesling odor? And how many California white Riesling
(not Johannisberger) contain more than 51% White
Riesling? ... Just before the war there was a large howl
from many producers because the ATU [California's
Alcohol Tax Unit] took the attitude that Riesling was a
varietal wine. The attitude of some is that if they buy 50
tons of Chardonnay [grapes] they should be entitled to


' sell almost any amount of Chardonnay wine. I have
heard of one case where 500 gallons of Chardonnay
were sold. This then became 1000 gallons of
Chardonnay; in a second transfer it became 2000
gallons. Considering that the original 500 gallons was
already blended the final wine was about 12%
Chardonnay!


What is needed is a regular supply of high quality
grapes. This we do not have.
Closely connected with this problem is the utilization of
these varietal types and their proper naming.
A type name is intended to tell the consumer what he is
getting' silk or wool or cotton or rayon or nylon or
mixtures; small, medium or large white or brown eggs;
ale or light beer; etc. The types are distinct first because
of their unique origin or unique processing or both. The
value of a type name is that it conditions the consumer
to expect a certain type of product. And such a
consumer is a most valuable one because his sales
resistance is less and hence specific sales promotion is
not so necessary.
Now, one does not need to be very perceptive to note
that there is considerable confusion about types in
California. After Repeal only generic names were
employed. These proved limited in scope because they
had no meaning. They still do not have except in a most
general way. Claret to one is burgundy to another.
Some bottle both out of the same tank-?one time out of
the claret tank and the next time out of the burgundy
tank. Moreover, where a firm does make a distinction
between the two the distinction may be the opposite of
another firm and a third may have entirely different
ideas regarding the characteristic flavor which each
should have. It is doubtful if any very marked
distinction can be developed for generic table wine types
separate from some distinction in the varietal
components of each. At least it appears impracticable at
present.
Several years ago the ATU approved sweet burgundy as
a type name. At the time I protested vigorously in
writing and was informed that some sort of industry
need justified the name even though no such type
existed in France.
Besides the numerous names for generic wine


types, there was the matter of vintaging fine
winegrapes and then marketing named varietals.


Even today [the meeting must have started with a wine
tasting] you may have noted some of our so-called
Cabernets had only a small amount of Cabernet aroma.
A type name to have any value must cover a wine that
is distinctive and different from all other wines.
There is another and more painful aspect of this.
Tasting our generic type named wines, burgundy,
chablis, sauterne, rhine, sherry, champagne, port, with
their wide range in quality, odor, color, the public soon
recognizes that each of them does not represent a single
type but a variety of types. They also know that a
French burgundy will always have some Pinot
character. Therefore, the consumer sets up by that as
the type.
Here Amerine seemed to address the matter of


competition from foreign, especially French wines
that so perturbed the California winegrowers in the
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Premium Wine Producers group—most of whom
surely had representatives, their winemakers, at this
TAG meeting.


What we are doing when we use European type
names is to give European wines free advertising
as the original prototype. I have long advocated
dropping this free advertising service. In 20 years
the invidious comparisons would disappear and
our native types would stand on their own
characteristics and not invite comparison with
foreign types.
"Now, what is to be done?" Amerine then asked,


pointing out that both the Wine Institute and this
Technical Advisory Committee had asked specific
faculty members at UC Davis to help set the wine
industry standards. He made it clear, though, that
leaders within the wine industry itself were the ones
who had to make decisions and take the essential
actions to change conditions that caused confusion
and disapproval among wine consumers.


This is very well and we appreciate the confidence
that the industry has in the University, but no
standards can really be developed unless they
arise out of the industry. The industry must
recognize that the need for them is so great that
they will respect and adhere to the standards set
up even when there is a temporary inconvenience.


But Amerine reminded his listeners of historic
reality- resistance to new quality-enforcing measures
in the past had come from the winery people—
implying that therefore they would likely continue.


When the present state Public Health Code was
set up we tried to get the industry to put teeth into
the wine standards. However, the sauterne sugar
standards were removed entirely. The sherry
standards, previously mentioned, were manip-
ulated so as to allow pale dry sherry to be sweet
and the total acid values were reduced until even
Malaga Chablis was possible.
Saying that "The essentials are clear," Amerine


began making strong recommendations for specific
changes, such as tightening varietal regulations so
that grape varieties should be properly named and
overcropping eliminated. Also, the 51% varietal
content regulation could be applied only if "the wine
has the characteristic flavor of the variety named."
The industry should also start a stricter control of
generic names.


So how might improvement goals be reached?
Amerine proposed that industry members "must be
sold on wine as a beverage first." Mostly abandoning
formal prose, he proceeded to make a series of
suggestions, and even demands, in numbered entries.


Winery managers and employees should know
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their jobs technically by improving "tasting
mechanics," since wineries' tasters often "mark bad
wines as good wines." So people should "Practice.
Study. Practice." Great advances could be made even
in generic wines through deft blending that might
include "discrete use of old wine." Competitors' wines
should be bought and sampled—tasted blind and
using some sort of statistical rating system.


Amerine then provided painful evidence of the
wine industry's poor support of technical training and
continuing education in viticulture and enology, so
vital in ensuring the production of quality wines. For
example, the American Society of Enologists had only
83 industry members within California, and not all of
them worked in the wine industry. The ASE's journal
had only a small number of subscribers, and its meet*
ing last year had less than one hundred attendees.


Table Wines by Amerine and Joslyn


As for the book Table Wines authored by himself
and Maynard Joslyn, and published by the
University of California Press four years


earlier, it had sold to date only 900 copies — even
though "it represents the most authoritative treatise
on the subject in English." The conclusion?—"This
means little technical interest" among wine industry
personnel. And with an underlying bitterness
Amerine disclosed that the authors had been paid
nothing at all for their writing efforts. (Separately, of
course, he had told MR how he resented the
popularity and sales of Melville's book.)


Amerine provided further evidence of poor interest
in the technical aspects of winemaking. The highly
useful, intensive "short course" program, which UC's
Department of Viticulture had been giving for years
to both outsiders and interested students had only 12
enrollees in 1952, 10 in 1953 and "As of today, there
are only 4 for 1955." The low enrollment in the UC
enology program was "a disgrace. Contrast Germany,
Austria, and Italy, where enrollment is high and
continuous. Even Spain has about 40 students in
enology." (A half-century later, of course, the
situation has changed dramatically, as reflected in
enrollment statistics. During the recent academic
year of 2005-06, a half-century since Amerine's
complaint, the campus had 95 undergraduates
majoring in viticulture and enology, and 22 enrolled
in its M.S. program. Eight courses in viticulture were
offered, and nine in enology. Not all applicants, by
any means, seeking these degrees can be accom-
modated. The university's extension division offers a
number of short courses throughout the year, and the
Graduate School of Management helps to prepare
MBA candidates for administrative positions in the
wine industry—if they aren't working in it already.
Various California state universities also offer


degrees useful in the business of winegrowing:
notably Fresno, but also Sonoma and Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo.)


Amerine asserted that wineries should employ
many more technicians—and pay them far better.
"They barely get more than unskilled, untrained
labor today," he declared. "Every year prospective
students call and ask about the wine industry
prospects. I say—Go and talk to the technical people
already in the industry. They seldom come back!
While sales force bleeds off huge bonuses and
commissions many technicians get little. The wine
industry has lost a number of technicians for this
reason alone in recent years. Competition for brains
is very keen today. Of course, the technicians must
perfect themselves professionally and this cannot be
done in a day. They must have a thorough technical
background."


When Amerine looked toward the future, he saw
hope in "unrivaled climatic possibilities," observing
from his own recent experience that "how they made
wine in Germany in 1954"—under undependable,
often adverse weather conditions—"should make us
all be thankful to be in California." He moved on to
some final suggestions. Though wineries' physical
plants were mostly adequate, their fermenting rooms
needed improvement; otherwise "much of wine
quality's potential would be lost." Although wine-
making itself was generally adequate, it "lacks
imagination." Sodium dioxide was being overused as
a "cure all. Anyone can make wine with S02." Since
winery personnel tended to be ignorant about grape
varieties, "How can you make varietal wines if you
don't know how to recognize the varieties?"
Improvements in crushing, pressing, and clarification
should be made; "Also we will have more and more
fermentation controls." Wineries could try out new
wine types, such as vermouths and sherries, and new
grape varieties, such as Gewurztraminer, Orange
Muscat, Zinfandel. And they should introduce
processes like continuous fermentation, fractional
blending, and controlled aging systems.


Impatient to end his peroration, Dr. Maynard A.
Amerine had jotted down notes that got reproduced
in the text itself. "Theory and practice available.
Time not a factor. It's 22 years since Repeal!" From
his perspective there was no excuse for the wine
industry's reluctance to advance rapidly into
producing the best possible wines. He came to this
conclusion •


The American people have the leisure to enjoy fine
wines, they have the money to buy them, and they
have an appreciation for them. California can
produce such wines. We need the best grapes,
honest type labels and the finest technical skills to
do so. Our technicians must become our finest
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tasters if they are to produce such wines. Tasting
and training are essential.
Amerine then ended his talk with a typically wry


comment derived from Lewis Carroll's classical
children's tale'


The Red Queen spoke to Alice in Looking Glass
Land—"one must run fast to stay in the same
place and one must run very fast indeed to get
anywhere."
In his cryptic way, wasn't he telling California's


better wine producers that they needed to make
really significant improvements soon—if they wanted
to stay competitive with their foreign competitors, let
alone surpass them?


Martin Ray Storms the Wine Institute


For years, both vintner Martin Ray and enologist
Maynard Amerine had been motivated, and in
fact bedeviled, by a sense of urgency in


delivering their similar messages to the wine
industry—usually in very different ways. But few
people in positions of power or influence, even if they
heeded them, were ready to alter their ways of
planting vineyards or to change how the harvests
from them got vintaged, processed, and packaged for
the growing wine •consuming American public. Yet
much as Amerine wanted the wine industry in
California to reform the making of its highest-quality
commercial wines, he was extremely wary of Martin
Ray's current tactics. Was it he or the Wine Institute
that decided to issue a prominent warning at the top
of the first page? —NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR GENERAL
DISTRIBUTION.


In early June, when MR received a copy of
Amerine's TAG talk, as soon as he began reading it
he knew that a single copy would scarcely be
sufficient for his aggressive agenda's needs. He
phoned Maynard and requested more. Knowing only
too well what MR would do with multiple copies, he
declined. But he did furnish the name of a man at the
Wine Institute whom MR could contact with this
request for additional copies. Desiring them right
away, MR drove the 50-some miles up to San
Francisco, mostly on surface streets, for this was a
time before swift highway travel was available.


"Now about the Wine Institute and your
mimeographed speech before TAG," MR began in his
letter to Amerine soon afterwards. His account
displays—as his letters to Maynard often do—the
close attention to details that characterized his work
as a winegrower. This perspicacity also abetted his
affinity for detecting sinister motives in other
people's words and behaviors. Though some under-
lining malevolence might be wholly absent, MR
routinely collected "evidence" that he might someday
use either in broadside or covert attacks on foes, or


else in justifying his own conduct.
I went to the Institute and asked for six copies.
They told me I could have them. I went to the
mimeograph room with the girl of the switchboard
whom I had asked in the absence of your friend to
whom you referred me. There I saw and examined
a stack of mimeographed copies of your speech. It
was more than 12 inches thick. Since 500 are
about two inches thick, 12 inches suggests 3,000
sheets. Your speech being on two sheets, it looks
like they had not less than 1500 copies. Yesterday
I returned and found your friend in. He was very
nice to me, extraordinarily so, in fact. But he
stalled me and did not give me the six additional
copies I requested. I did not tell him I had gotten
six already and he made no reference to it. So I
have no way of knowing if he knows I got them.
But his secretary knew my name very well, I
noted. We talked nearly an hour. I asked him for
the copies three times, telling him I wanted to get
going ahead of the traffic. Finally he said they had
no copies. I said, none? He said they had only run
off enough for the committee. I gave him the
names of the six people I wanted them for. He
knew of all of them. But he said he was sorry, but
there were no copies other than those for the
committee and a few for you, which had been sent
off. I asked, how many members are there on the
committee. He said 29! He talked on, saying that
in any case he could not give out the speech
without the approval of the chairman of the
committee. I inquired who that might be. He
mentioned a man I did not know. Upon inquiry I
was informed he was of the Italian Swiss Colony.
Then he went carefully into a long talk about how
such material is not always best released as it may
not be to the best interests of the industry! I
thought than an interesting comment. If they are
suppressing your fine speech what good will it do?
MR scarcely veiled his disgust at being stone-


walled by the Wine Institute in his desire to spread
the text of Amerine's talk to some of the important
contacts he'd mostly developed during this fight over
Wine Quality Control. How he would have liked to be
positioned to investigate the political chicanery and
financial vice that went on behind those doors closed
against him!


The TAG is of the Institute and it is in fact
underwritten by the Wine Advisory Board. As a
tax-paying grower I am entitled to know about
what goes on. In fact, even though I am not a
member of the Institute they send me what
material they wish and screen out what they do
not want growers to have, I gather. If ever I had
the time and interest I could learn a lot about the
doings of the Wine Institute and, indeed, the Wine
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Advisory Board, too. How they spend their money
would interest me. [6/10/55]
Amerine had doubtless warned his friend at the


Institute not to provide Martin Ray with extra copies,
since he'd probably ignore the prohibition on
distributing the talk. He'd surely send them out to
important names on his mailing list of wine retailers
and well'heeled consumers, as well as to a few
writers and magazine editors already primed to
produce a "smashing" story (ER's descriptor) about
MR's Wine Quality Control Fight. And sure enough,
one of the fortunate few to whom MR sent a precious
copy of the TAG reprint was the international wine
connoisseur and author Andre Simon, in England. An
informational letter accompanied it.


We are having quite a time with some of the better
known California growers over my proposed plan
for self imposed Quality Control—to prevent
blending out all the fine varietals and to prevent
the fraudulent labeling.
Dr. Maynard Amerine gave a speech on May 13th
before the Technical Advisory Committee of the
Wine Institute which they have suppressed on the
grounds that the knowledge of what he said is not
to the best interests of the industry! So the speech
is "hot." I thought you might like to read it. The
Institute has refused to release any copies but Dr.
Amerine sent me a copy. You can see what it is the
growers do not like.
We must force the growers to some form of honest
labeling. It is absurd to be selling Pinot Noir and
Chardonnay that are made entirely from other
grapes or that have no varietal character left as a
result of being so blended out. I think this time it
will be a fight we will win. I lost it 20 years ago.
The Wine Institute at that time prevented me
from getting any press on the threat to the
publications that they would withdraw their
advertising if they ran anything coming from me.
But the University has done a great job in the
years that have passed and I have kept after them
(the growers).
If I can ever be of any service to you I would
consider it a favor that you so advise me. [6/22/55]


(Despite this fawning remark at the end, MR
actually held little respect for Simon, on display in
some letters to others. But he never refrained from
using people for his own purposes whenever it suited
him, and this wine authority, author, and publisher
of the Wine & Food Society newsletter wielded
undeniable influence.)


Encouraged and energized by all the verbal
backing he'd been getting from disgruntled wine
consumers and retailers, Martin Ray enjoyed a heady
sense of impending triumph, as if picturing himself


seated at the very top of California's winemaking
hierarchy. Meanwhile, Amerine was trying to prevent
having his own name and work inextricably linked up
in wine industry people's minds with Martin Ray's
latest crusade.


[ To be continued in the October issue]


A BRIEF CATALOG OF THE PRINCIPAL TYPES


by A. J. WINKLER
Division of Viticulture
University of Cnllfornia nt Dnvis


G
RAPE growing had its beginning in California wi th
the founding of Mission San Diego by the Spanish
Padres in 1769. During the Mission period grape


growing was limited to the sphere of the church. T h e
use of the grape and its products was limited to mission
inhabitants and the rites of the church. It was not u n t i l
after the gold rush that this industry became of ronsid-
erable commercial importance.


Grapes are grown from the subtropical conditions of
the Imperial Valley in the southern end of the state to
the cool slopes of the north coastal valleys. The condi-
tions of the several regions—variations in temperature,
variations in rainfall and atmospheric humidity—adapt
them for the production of grapes for different uses,.-
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PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE (lWl-


is installment concludes the lengthy portrayal of the relationship between this notoriously contentious
J. Saratoga-based vintner and the internationally renowned UCDavis enologist In their different fields of


endeavor both promoted the development and imposition of quality standards on those wineriesin CaHfornia that
made and marketed wines labeled as fine varietals. Many of these, however, were inauthentic or blended with
lesser varietals, and mostly failed to impress or please true wine connoisseurs, who compared them with the
classic European models. Besides presenting the connection primarily through their correspondence and
expanding it through examining other letters and documents produced during their lifetimes, the article has
provided a little-known facet of the lead-up to the "Wine Revolution" which began producing wines that gave
California winemaking the recognition that Martin Ray had sought from the time he'd bought PaulMasson in
1936, when theAmerine-Ray'friendshipbegan. The professional and personal camaraderie between the two men
went awry in the mid-1950s over MR's insistent publicity-seeking battle against the state's wine industry, as
detailed in earlierWFQ issues. Martin Ray regarded Maynard Amerine as the closest friend he'd ever had during
his lifetime. This in itself presents a tantalizing psychological puzzle, since the two men in many ways were polar
opposites in terms of their personalities and dispositions.


Barbara Marinacci thanks Gail Unzelman abundantly for having published this series. She also appreciates
permission granted by Special Collections at the UC Davis Library to use some of the documents now archived
in the Martin and Eleanor Ray Papers,'and by the Princeton University Library for similar permission to utilize
microfilm access to Martin Rays letters to Julian Street, which are in the Dept. of Rare Books and Special
Collections. At present she is pondering whether to undertake recounting the long story of the Rays'creation of
Mt.Eden Vineyards—its ebullient beginnings, the growing interpersonal strife, and then the prolonged litigious
aftermath following MR's ouster from corporate control—mostly told from the Rays'perspective, based on their
correspondence and other papers.


n the middle of June 1956, two
months after deep-sixing his long
letter to Maynard Amerine (see
the previous WTO), Martin Ray
again sat down at the typewriter
to compose another five-pager to
him. This one he'd send. "We
were happy to get your last letter


in reply to Eleanor's. And I intended to write you long
before this," he started out. This was a very different
missive than the unsent one. Carrying on at first as
if there were no problems between them, MR rambled
along verbally, telling his longtime friend of what had
been happening both on his mountain and inside his
head. Clearly, he hadn't entirely abandoned hope that
after the chill-down Maynard had imposed in mid-







1955, they could resume their wine-bonded connec-
tion. He began by telling of recent extremes in his
own perpetual busyness, which had kept him from
writing sooner.


It has been a year such as I have never had before and
will never have again! I say this because I have never
worked so hard and never could stand it again. I have
pushed myself to the very limit, knowing all along that
I was doing just that.
He gave a detailed report on much of what had


been going on in the past months, including the latest
injury among the many that afflicted this hyper-
active, hands-on winegrower over the years. Then he
devoted two pages to giving a blow-by-blow account of
happenings during the previous Thanksgiving Day
get-together, which Maynard had sensibly declined to
attend. The final offense of the day came when after
carving the turkey, MR got so occupied with solving
problems caused by other people—the crowning one
occurring when a female guest ignored his ban on
ever allowing their huge dog into the house, which
produced a major eruption—that when he finally sat
down at the table he found that his dinner meal,
containing the entire main course, had already been
removed and dumped into the kitchen disposal. "I
said in all my life I had never heard of such terrible
action of guests! ... I was reduced to a pulp," he told
Maynard, asking, "Now, let me know if you have ever
had a Thanksgiving like that!" Then he ventured this:


There are many things I want to talk over with you
regarding growing and wine making. A surprisingly
large number of new things have come up the last year.
Perhaps the most satisfying is that I have at last been
able to finish a Chardonnay that has the true nose and
taste so difficult to get. And I know how I got it and I
am getting it each year now. My first Chardonnays
never satisfied me and I was at one time very worried,
as you know, about the prospects. I will bring you a
bottle to drink when I come up next time. And I do
want to come up and see you. There is nothing you need
feel at all apprehensible about. We won't talk of
anything we do not mutually wish to discuss. Most of all
that is now seasoned with time or should be. And we
still have our mutual interests. [6/15/56]
It was as if Martin Ray couldn't bear to end this


letter, since it gave him the feeling that he was
almost talking with Maynard once more. But at the
very bottom of page 5 he finally brought it to a close.


This is not a very good letter, I am aware. And my
spelling is poor, too. But I cannot do better for now. I
wanted to write, though, and keep in touch. It has been
too long. Eleanor joins me in sending our love. [6/15/56]
There is no evidence on file that Amerine


responded to MR's long letter. Silence at the Davis


end told the Rays that Maynard was set on keeping
his distance. After all, he might well fall again under
MR's potent spell. Still, next year he answered some
MR questions, and two weeks later sent a sympa-
thetic note after learning that Martin had been badly
injured when leaping from his truck as it careened
out of control down the mountain road after its
brakes failed. This encouraged MR to write, for him,
a modest three pages.


Thanks for your card and expressions. I'm out of the
woods now, so to speak. For a few days I was sort of in
a state of suspended shock, I guess. And after four days
my ankles and wrists suddenly turned black and blue!
So violent was the fall and tumble I evidently wrenched
badly all joints. But I am getting back to work again
now. [3/31/57]
Probably taking Maynard's message as a signal


that he might now be amenable to resuming their
friendship, MR's letter resembled ones he used to
write. With clear delight he recounted recent
happenings that might intrigue or amuse Amerine-
notably Almaden's and Paul Masson's hiring of
completely unqualified people (one of them a German
he himself had recently employed) to manage the
companies' large-scale vineyard and winery facility
expansions into San Benito and Monterey counties—
regions that MR declared were wholly wrong for fine
winegrape growing, although Amerine and Winkler's
landmark "heat summation" study, published in 1944
in Hilgardia, had identified them as promising. (See
WTQ July 2005 issue.)


Various technical winemaking questions followed
about some wines MR was currently working with,
which MR hoped Maynard would answer "if you can
do so without any trouble." If Amerine responded,
the letter seems missing from the Rays' files.
Undoubtedly he would now have avoided commenting
on the industry trends and personnel that MR had
gossiped about. He knew well enough by now that
anything he wrote about such things MR might use
for some ulterior purpose. Dr. Albert Winkler was
about to retire as chairman of the Department of
Viticulture & Enology, and since Amerine was in the
best position to follow him, he wanted no complaints
coming from wine industry leaders to undermine his
bid. He indeed got the place.


What's in the Rays'Later Letters


Intermittent communications between the Rays
and Amerine went on. For instance, Eleanor's
vivacious report on "The Vintage of 1958" was


mimeographed and mailed out to numerous people. It
so delighted a number of its recipients that they gave
or mailed it out to share with others. (It is reprinted







in a chapter in her memoir/biography Vineyards in
the Sky?) Obviously Amerine received a copy, for on
UC Davis letterhead stationery he handwrote a note
to the Rays.


I am glad you had such a fine vintage and such a fine
time having it. Ours has been long and arduous and is
just finishing. The northern grapes have been fine but
in the south San Joaquin it has been disastrous, owing
to two inches of early rain....
There is little other news here: back and forth, work,
work, work. No time for mischief.
Yours cordially, MaynardA. [10/17/58]
After their close friendship with Amerine ended,


when talking and writing to their sons, the Rays
sometimes used him as an example of how brilliant
people can go badly off-course. In writing this para-
graph to Peter, MR delivered a veiled warning, since
in his opinion his adopted son hadn't made a healthy
marriage. "Maynard is not a well man," he started
out, briefly relaying salacious gossip about his private
life. The succeeding remark, though, was surprisingly
gentle.


It is all sad and too bad but I think you will find a good
proportion of all of us turn toward the queer in one way
or another as we approach or pass middle age, if our
lives are not properly balanced with regards work as
well as association and if there is not a sound and
satisfying mating. And the more brilliant we are, the
more it is true. [10/4/57]
Even more, his comment reflected his and Elea-


nor's extreme dismay over the recent marriage of
Barclay, Eleanor's son (and Peter's twin), to Dr. Linus
Pauling's daughter. Convinced that Linda was certain
to ruin his life—and Bare was too naive to realize
this—for some months the Rays had staged a
vehement but losing campaign against the engage-
ment. Underlying the venom would have been the
fear that by acquiring a new family connection widely
and deeply devoted to both science and humanistic
concerns, Barclay would lose his commitment to their
impassioned, narrow-focused winegrowing life.
Actually, their very behavior accomplished that by
totally alienating Barclay. He would not see his
mother, brother, or Rusty Ray again for 10 years—no
longer arriving as a frequent, dependable helper in
vineyards and cellar. This reduced the heirs to MR's
wine kingdom to one.


Over the years both Rays would write often to
Peter, who after receiving his Harvard PhD, accepted
a faculty position in botany at University of
Michigan. Many of these letters provide information
about their ongoing lives, with MR giving details
about weather, visitors, vineyard conditions, and,
above all, the developing wines—as his letters to


Amerine had once done. Such letters would mostly
cease when Peter moved back to the West Coast in
1966. The Rays also sent out many other informative,
strident, or delightfully descriptive personal letters
and newsletters to a number of persons* new
acquaintances they wished to enthrall, old friends to
update (such as publisher Alfred Knopf, who
occasionally visited them, as did his wife, Blanche),
wine writers, retailers and restaurateurs, compelling
strangers who had contacted them, even a few
aspiring winegrowers. Above all, a great many letters
of the Rays reported on the various stages of their
monumental, full-time involvement in having
brought Mt. Eden Vineyards (MtEV) into existence.


From 1959 on, all too much of the Rays' physical
and social energy went into the unending challenges
connected with the winegrowing corporation that
they had launched with tremendous enthusiasm and
anticipation of future splendors. For better (it
initially seemed) and then for worse, the MtEV
organization's activities and disputes occupied the
centerpiece of their very lives. Understandably, in the
time remaining to him MR fixated on what had gone
so wrong for him in recent years, and why—
identifying a diverse line of malefactors that went
well beyond his original MtEV adversaries. Thus a
great many of the Rays' tendentious letters from
these years express the intense effort they expended
in creating, sustaining, and then desperately trying
to hold onto the wine domain that Martin Ray had
willed into being on his Mt. Eden.


The intriguing tale of Martin Ray's role in
originating and then trying to hold onto MtEV as his
prime creation—covering its first dozen or more
years—is far too complex and convoluted to present
in detail in this publication. Beyond that, under-
taking to tell the entire story of MtEV's evolution,
which involved a long, turbulent post-Ray period,
would take a wine scholar at least several years in
order to produce a fascinating, book-length tale. The
work would mean extended stays at UC Davis,
delving among the Ray Papers and copying numerous
letters and other documents. It would also entail
conducting interviews with surviving share-holders
and numerous attorneys, perusing many litigation
records and available correspondence, and talking
with former and current managers. Fortunately for
the wellbeing of the corporation and its property on
Mt. Eden, in the early 1980s Jeffrey Patterson and
Eleanor (EUie) Patterson came in to replace chaos
with order, superb wines, and financial success.
Almost equally extensive, and indeed mind-boggling,
would be a separate project* making a narrative using
the paper trails of other correspondence and litigation







involving MR in his remaining years, once his conflict
with MtEV was mostly over.


[Note that when Mt. Eden Vineyards, Inc. (later to
be called the MEV Corporation) began marketing its
wines in the early 1970s, the name-use on the label
was challenged by Villa Mt. Eden of Napa Valley,
whose proprietors maintained that wine consumers
might confuse the two identities (which seemed to
hold true). The litigation was settled when MEV
agreed not to abbreviate "Mount" but always to spell
it out on labels, promotional literature and advertis-
ing, and legal documents. Thus not long after Martin
Ray's time of involvement, the business and the wine
began using Mount Eden Vineyards as its official
name.]
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Starting- the Mt. Eden Vineyards Venture


As back-and-forth letters show, Maynard
Amerine occasionally took part in one facet of
the saga of Mt. Eden Vineyards, from its start


to close to the end of Martin Ray's involvement in
it—appropriately, as a wine tester and taster. (See
the subhead "Amerine's Connection with Mt. Eden
Vineyards," below.) MR began launching his grand
new scheme in 1959. The news of it probably didn't
surprise Maynard. Five years earlier, when on a one-
year sabbatical leave in Europe, Martin had written


extensively to him about the financial and logistical
need to expand his Mt. Eden grapegrowing and
winemaking operations. He'd asked for Amerine's
advice, requested suggestions and connections to
possible investors, even hinted that his friend would
make a perfect partner—if this might ever come
about.


Then in 1955, a few months after Amerine
returned to Davis, MR had told him how actor
Burgess Meredith loved his wines, along with Mt.
Eden's scenic views and ambiance, so much that he
was going to buy a small piece of the mountain in
which MR owned an entire half-section, or 320 acres.
He'd create a vineyard there, in the midst of which
there'd be an idyllic vacation home for "Buzzy." But
then time went by. Meredith couldn't get pinned
down to a commitment so that land clearing and
planting might proceed in a timely way. Instead, he
flitted in and out of communication. Periodically, in
impulsive phone calls or notes, he'd reassure Rusty
Ray of his ardent desire to join him in winegrowing,
and blame all the stalling on his business manager.


By 1958, thoroughly frustrated, MR sought likelier
prospects for partnerships in expanding vineyard
properties on Mt. Eden. Compensating socially for the
lack of close family members, the Rays had begun
cultivating wine drinkers in the next generation who
mostly lived nearby—especially a group of young
physicians and their wives. Gazing out through the
house's huge picture windows or seated on the
veranda, guests were enchanted with their convivial
hosts, the wondrous wine and delectable foods, and
the splendid view of the wide valley spreading out far
below the vineyards, where thousands of emerald
green grape leaves danced in passing breezes. This
magic spell repeated the one Martin Ray had cast
over visitors two decades earlier when he owned Paul
Masson. Now when these well-heeled new friends
spoke about their ardent desire to somehow share in
this winegrowing paradise, MR disclosed how they
might capture this "Good Life" vision. Not
surprisingly, the plan would also provide the
financing he needed to expand his own wine business
and elevate further his reputation for making the
finest and most expensive of California wines.


First, MR arranged to sell land for a Chardonnay
vineyard to a couple who eventually would build a
house there. Meanwhile, he shared with a few new
friends his conception of a far more ambitious
undertaking: a winegrowing corporation to be called
Mt. Eden Vineyards, Inc.—and they enthused over it.
The corporation would agree to buy, for $160,000, a
quarter-section of Mt. Eden land from MR (some of
which might then be resold to individual owners). MR







could obtain a large loan, secured on the property,
from the Crocker-Citizens National Bank, and this
would basically underwrite the costs of launching the
quality-focused winegrowing enterprise subsumed
under the Martin Ray Domaine. (He always used the
French spelling.)


Serving as the president of Mt. Eden Vineyards
(MtEV), MR would exercise monocratic control,
directing all decisions, actions, and social activities.
He intended it to be a lifetime position. A few of MR's
closest associates at the time took "founders" roles on
the board of directors, to assist him with planning
and then take part in organizational activities and
even some winegrowing operations. The work would
start when gigantic earth-moving equipment carved
into various chaparral-covered ridge areas that MR
found suitable for creating new mountain vineyards
but which required the near-leveling of slopes and
filling hollows with topsoil.


Furthermore, MtEV would construct a large wine
cellar surmounted by a chateau made of poured
concrete. The latter, given the name of the traditional
Burgundian building where wine business and client
entertaining takes place, was where shareholders in
the large group of socially compatible member-
investors would gather on festive occasions. At other
times the huge living room, large kitchen, and four
bedrooms and bathrooms could be enjoyably occupied
by members and their family or friends for brief
stays. Wines—at first mostly ones produced by MR,
then MtEVs own vintages—were to be distributed as
shareholders' dividends, with more available at
discount. Once the MtEV cellar got bonded, any
remaining inventory of wines produced from grapes
grown in the vineyards would be marketed under the
Martin Ray label as a domain, but prominently
identifying MtEV or one of the individually owned
vineyards on Mt. Eden as the source. (In the next few
years, MR would sell two more prospective vineyard
properties to individual Mt. Eden Vineyard members
—making five in all, counting MR's.)


What were MR's primary motives in founding
MtEV? It provided the financial means to greatly
expand both his vineyards and winemaking opera-
tions within the protection of a corporate structure.
And certainly to have a large wine domain featuring
his name was an ego-boosting dream fulfillment. In
their outreach communications, though, both Rays
portrayed the new business entity primarily as a
social organization—and they genuinely wanted it to
succeed in that way. They felt that people truly
devoted to wine appreciation and drinking would feel
privileged indeed to be invited to join this elite group.
Still, MR's selling routine in persuading people to


become shareholders also involved convincing them
this was a wonderful investment opportunity. (They
may have somewhat patterned their approach after
the Taylors' clubby gatherings at Mayacamas, which
they knew about, but MtEV would make stakeholders
out of its members.)


In launching this and other joint enterprises that
tapped into other people's assets and enthusiasm, MR
drew upon tactics (some possibly shady) that he'd
used in running his own stock brokerage. His
business entity, Martin Ray Inc. sometimes dabbled
in real estate transactions, as in assembling financial
backing from a number of small shareholders when
buying Paul Masson in 1936. He reasoned that by
selling land through purchase agreements, not
through mortgages arranged through banks and
other lending institutions, he could retain legal
ownership until the buyers had paid him the full
price for the property—not outright, but sometime in
the distant future. In the meantime, he would hold
onto the title deeds, enabling him virtually to
continue to control the properties' uses.


MR explained to prospective MtEV shareholders
and other land buyers that newly subdivided property
known to be changing owners would be assessed at
considerably a higher rate over the previous one,
since real estate prices, and market value, in Santa
Clara Valley were rapidly rising. Because his
purchase agreements would not report these inter-
personal land sales to title companies and the county,
both he and the buyers could avoid having their
property taxes appreciably raised. All he had to do
was show them what was happening to all the
farmland and orchards familiar to him as a boy
growing up in the area, and later when he viewed
them from on high at his mountain homes at Masson
and on Mt. Eden. They were fast disappearing as the
burgeoning high-tech industry was on its way to
creating "Silicon Valley." From the veranda at night,
instead of looking down upon a few dozen points of
light coming from the dark valley floor (where MR
once could identify all the separate farm houses),
you'd now see a bright carpet with random patterns
of mostly white, gold, and red dots spreading out far
below them.


MtEVs articles of incorporation declared share-
holding memberships would be limited to 25 couples,
with each set contributing $100 a month for 100
months, for a total investment of $10,000—with
$250,000 the grand total. In addition to receiving
monthly income from shareholders, the corporation
would take out a bank loan, secured on MR's
property, to help finance the high costs of developing
vineyards and erecting the large concrete chateau







and cellar.
The Rays acquired MtEV members by inviting a


succession of select couples to visit them; often they
also later saw them in their homes, to check further
on their suitability. (People who lived in unclean or
chaotic households were ruled out.) The Rays told
couples that their offspring might eventually be able
to take active roles in managing the MtEV business
or winegrowing end of MtEV if they proved interested
and capable. Their letters reveal the extent to which
prospective members were usually scrutinized prior
to receiving an invitation to join the MtEV group.
Those who accepted felt flattered and honored, and
might then recommend their dear friends, too.


Though membership was supposed to be conferred
only on couples, the Rays made one exception with a
bachelor-oenophile acquaintance who'd been eager to
join. MR later greatly regretted this, for he decided
that Edward Wawszkiewicz, a biochemist who at the
time hosted a local radio program about wine, was a
main suspect in having stirred up major problems
later.


During this early period, when MtEV was just
starting out, ER—ever a publicity enthusiast—began
sending out a steady stream of "Flashes." These
winsome newsletters, though seemingly iir group
communications, were used as a member-recruiting
tools as well as promotional pieces sent to wine
writers, retailers, and customers on their large
mailing list. They first told of MR's ambitious plans
for new vineyards and the building construction, then
later of the progress in both. They described at length
how hard MR was working to carry everything out
magnificently under his constant quality-attentive,
supervisory involvement, which often required his
own extreme physically demanding labors. In-
variably, recent exciting dramas got recounted,
whether they involved extraordinary weather, people,
wines in the making, or the physical transformations
happening on Mt. Eden. With great verve ER profiled
each couple as they joined the group, and she
delighted in recounting the various celebratory feasts
that took place on Mt. Eden, where of course
marvelous, newly available Martin Ray wines were
presented to great acclaim.


Both Rays—but especially Eleanor, who had more
time for it—also wrote many personal letters to the
shareholding group as well as to its candidates, and
also described MtEV to others. Here's a portion of
what she wrote to their friends John and Lilly
Esquin.


Since their cellars aren't ready, Martin is going to make
their wines here this year.... Members will get two cases
of still wine or a case of champagne perennially, plus


whatever profit from any wines designated to be sold.
But the objective is not to make money, but to make the
finest wine possible. In this way it is more of a club than
a business. Isn't that the greatest step forward in the
history of quality in California winegrowing? We're
thrilled to death. [7/11/60]
Of course her tone and words were hyperbolic. Yet


what she then added at the end was surely
premonitory. "But of course it is much work for us, on
top of all our own business." The sheer entertainment
of MtEV members—actual and prospective—for the
Rays was, and always would be, time- and energy-
consuming work. And as for using the grotesque yet
common expression "thrilled to death": it actually
forecasted MR's eventual fate, since Mt. Eden Vine-
yards would speed up his decline in a number of
ways.


Amerine's Connection with Mt. Eden Vineyards


The creation of MtEV gave MR new reasons to
get back in touch with his old friend Maynard.
During the early 1960s he would even visit him


several times at UC Davis, where Dr. Amerine served
as chairman of the Department of Viticulture &
Enology, between 1957 and 1962. Amerine was
applying himself, as Winkler had done, to furthering
the department's reputation for preparing students
for future jobs in grapegrowing and wine production.
It was also increasing its laboratory and technical
field research, which often called for conducting
cooperative projects with vineyardists and wineries.
Even Europeans working in or intending to enter the
wine industry might come to Davis for special
training. Times had changed from when Amerine
complained, not long ago, that few students enrolled
in courses or took majors in the department, for by
the late 1950s great interest in wines, and in
California ones in particular, was starting to surge.
This nationwide phenomenon, most noticeable in
urban and suburban areas, encouraged wineries,
including start-up "boutique" ones, to charge—and
get—much higher prices for better-quality varietal
wines. MR was already benefiting from this keen
interest. But no longer was he a uniquely quality-
obsessed winegrower, though he mostly failed to
recognize or acknowledge this.


In October of 1959 MR wrote Maynard about the
prospective developments on Mt. Eden. "I don't know
if you have heard about it ..." MR started out. He
then proceeded to tell of the recent sale of 25 acres
west of his mountaintop to a Colonel and Mrs. Rawls,
where a Chardonnay vineyard was to be developed.
There was still more to disclose.


We have also sold the quarter-section to the east of us







which includes 60 acres of land which will be planted to
Pinot Noir, Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay and
White Riesling. This property is being sold to a group of
25 people who are forming a corporation. On each of
these properties a modern residence and concrete cellars
would be built. The Rawls property will have about 10
acres of vines and the other property, to be known as
Mt. Eden Vineyards, will have approximately 60 acres
of vines.
I have a 100-month contract to oversee the clearing,
planting, and development of both properties as well as
to bring the properties into production, modeled as
closely as possible after our operations here.
After giving this news, MR said he had just sent


up to him samples of two young and different
Chardonnay wines that were recently fermented and
bottled. He asked to get both chemically analyzed and
tasted, and wanted to explain why he was asking this
favor of him. One batch had been made from grapes
purchased from Dr. Schermerhorn's vineyard in the
Santa Cruz Mountains, because "the Mt. Eden people
are anxious to have an early vintage—before their
own grapes can be planted and come into bearing"—
and he needed to decide whether they'd be good
enough to buy in greater quantity next year.


If you will be kind enough to have an alcohol, volatile
and total run on each of the samples sent to you it will
be much appreciated by all parties concerned. [10/8/59]
Right away Amerine personally took charge of the


lab work, for on the following day he handwrote a
note that provided the results.


Dear Eleanor and Martin-
Mr. Root and I ran the analysis of the two wines with
the following results-
Ray Schermerhorn
Total acidity 0.76 0.84 % as tartaric
Volatile acidity 0.018 0.032 % as acetic
PH 3.34 3.30
Alcohol 13.5 13.0% by vol.


Dr. Ingraham also examined the wines for their
microflora. Only a few yeast cells and a few bacteria
were noted in the other sample. Its slightly higher
volatile [acetic acid, therefore vinegarous] would also
suggest that the grapes were not quite as clean. But this
is only supposition and the bacteria may drop out and
0.032 is not a noticeable volatile. The Ray grapes were
obviously a little riper—less acid, higher pH and
alcohol.
The Schermerhorn was too yeasty to taste but the Ray
sample was very rich in taste....
The vintage is over here. Very good reds I feel but the
hot July wasn't good for the whites. Otherwise busy as
usual.


Hope this is the information you wanted on the wines.
[10/9/59]
MR, too, was quick to respond. He clearly relished


an opportunity to chat a bit with his old friend.
"Thanks so much for your note and the analyses. I am
pleasantly surprised with both," he wrote, going on to
describe the adverse conditions under which both
grape groups had been picked. He then described how
the press cakes had been removed twice, broken up,
and returned to the wine press so that all remaining
juices could be squeezed out of the pomace for
distribution into the fermenters—a technique Peter
had learned when visiting the Burgundian Latours
during vintage time two years before.


MR asked about the appropriate usage of the
terms "thin" and "viscous" in wine terminology. And
he wanted to know about certain variations
detectable in wines made from a particular wine-
grape variety but grown in different locations—which
would later become important considerations, either
when choosing particular clones (or selections, really)
or buying the wines coming from different vineyard
locations. (And might these differing locations, such
as the terroir factor, somehow eventually even alter
the variety itself?)


Now, do you think that if grapes from both vineyards
came in with identical sugar, total and volatile and were
made into wine under identical conditions they would
have an approximately same "viscosity"? What I am
getting at is a subject we have discussed long ago—Do
vines and their fruit from a given variety long grown
under not identical conditions tend to differ even if the
different vines be brought back to identical growing
conditions?
Then came a paragraph asking Amerine for advice


about where he might obtain the best White Riesling
budwood, as MR was determined to add, after
planting Pinot Noir, Cabernet Sauvignon, and
Chardonnay, the fourth of the "noble" European
winegrapes to the Martin Ray Domaine acreage,
though admittedly he lacked experience with it. But
the most important thing he asked for was Maynard's
help in setting up a quality control system. Having
failed in 1955 to pressure the Premium Wine
Producers into setting up QC within their group of
wineries (which had caused Amerine's rupture with
him), MR now intended to introduce it within his own
fast-expanding mountain vineyard domain as well as
in future wine production there. And so he said this:


When Mt. Chardonnay and Mt. Eden Vineyards are
planted and wines are coming to market under all three
proprietorships, we will all employ on our labels some
words relative to a quality control. And we want to get
started now with drawing up the plan and rules we







have both always been interested in. In this case we will
simply operate under such rules and invite others to
join when, as and if they like. But certainly there must
be a disinterested administration. I would like it to be
the University and so I am asking you if you would
appoint someone of your faculty to take on this
responsibility. The way things are, the circunrstance
could not be more favorable for success as initially and
for at least 100 months to come all authority of the
growers is in my hands. And it is my desire merely to
pattern our organization as closely as possible to the
system of the French, giving effect to local conditions
and leaving it in the hands of your appointees.
So, I have asked you about the matter of "viscosity," the
best source of White Riesling stock and the matter of
University participation in an effective measure of
quality control to be initially supported fully by the
three growers, as described. And since I do not know
any of your new professors up there, I will be guided
entirely by your selection of any that may be interested.
[10/12/59]
Shortly after receiving MR's letter, Amerine again


wrote back, responding to his questions, and
especially focusing on the issue of setting up an
appellation combined with quality control-


Now, as to your quality control program- the people who
really should be doing these quasi-legal matters is the
State Department of Agriculture, but they are not
staffed for this as far as the grape and wine industry is
concerned, so far as I know. The Federal Government
has set up specific table-grape quality standards and
these are widely accepted by the industry.
You speak of patterning your quality control system to
the French by which I suppose you mean some sort of
appellations controlee. These regulations generally
have the following types of control' (l) types of soil, (2)
variety (or varieties in many cases) of grapes, (3)
maximum yield of the grapes, and (4) minimum percent
of alcohol. It establishes a minimum standard of identity
and quality....
Someone from the department certainly could meet with
you and suggest standards such as these which you
might want to set up. [10/19/59]
From time to time there was more correspondence


between the two men during the next seven years.
But whether or not MR ever received much, if any,
QC and appellation advice from UC Davis professors,
he just went ahead and created his own Saratoga
Appellation—the first designated one—and set up
specific quality standards in vineyard and wine-
making practices that he vowed to maintain, albeit on
his own small scale. Other winemakers noticed
Martin Ray's bold, independent move, and approved
(and maybe even envied); among them was Andre


Tchelistcheff. But not until 1980, two decades later
and several years after MR's death, did the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF) begin to
confer American Viticultural Area (AVA) statuses on
circumscribed winegrowing regions, based on a
tradition of winegrape growing as well as type of soil
and climate. (The Santa Cruz Mountains AVA would
be conferred in 1982.) But such an "appellation"
refers to grape origin and winery location. It does not
specifically limit grape varieties that are grown and
under what conditions, or concern itself with wine
quality, unlike the strict French regulations in the
Appellation d'origine controlee system, which was
more what MR had in mind. (However, in his
Saratoga appellation he would have combined the
four classic winegrapes grown in the far-flung
Bordeaux and Burgundy provinces and Germany.)


In Amerine's first letter sent to MR in October of
1959, responding to the news about MR's having sold
to other people land on which he'd create new
vineyards, he had commented' "Am glad your
mountain is getting occupied. The company will keep
you occupied with entertaining I am afraid." [10/9/59]
And MR wrote back-


Oh, yes, relative to your comment that all this
development here on the mountain may lead to much
entertaining, we reached the absolute peak of
endurement [sid about a year ago. Our gate is now
always locked, we see no one other than by appointment
and we invite no one but old friends or those that want
to come sufficiently to put themselves forward in a
manner not to be resisted! We have gone back to two
dinners a week and that is enough. We are 55 now and
if we are to reach 100 we must have simplified. Thanks
again for everything. [10/12/59]
Martin Ray, however, did not simplify his life


when he founded Mt. Eden Vineyards. He had begun
to immeasurably complicate and overstress it—in a
way only he could have done.


Creating and Managing Eden
A t the Founders Day banquet on Mt. Eden on
7\h 26, 1960 (an event audio-recorded for


JL A-the benefit of posterity), a wine-infused, noisily
jubilant Martin Ray addressed the assembled
celebrants in his characteristic voice—rather nasal,
high-pitched, and singsong, as numerous people have
delighted in replicating, especially if they ever held
grievances. He made it clear to the members there
that he didn't subscribe to voting procedures in PTA-
style meetings where a majority rules. As president
of MtEV he would make all important decisions, and
most minor ones. Seven years later, he would
summarize this explicitly autocratic arrangement in







a brief document intended for a judge's consideration,
titled "The Organization and Deterioration of Mt.
Eden Vineyards, Inc."'


It had been agreed among all the original shareholders
[a.k.a. the "founders"] that Martin Ray would vote all
the shares and retain full management until such time
as the debts to him were paid off." [1968; undated]
In the first six years of MtEV's existence, Martin


Ray seemed to be everywhere at once. Besides
tending his own vineyard surrounding his and
Eleanor's home at the top of the mountain, he
supervised all stages of work on the four new
vineyards on Mt. Eden—starting with bulldozing,
clearing out all vegetation, and soil rearranging, then
installing deer fencing. He laid out the new vineyards
as he'd always done, with redwood stakes pounded
singly into the ground in rows 10 feet apart in both
directions, and planted thousands of grapevines next
to them. Stuck in the belief that his old, accustomed
ways were best, when planting or replanting
vineyards MR wouldn't consider following the wine
industry into using differently nuanced trellising
systems, which had proved effective in simplifying
both vine care and increasing yield. Drip lines
installed across the lowest wires could deliver water
and nutrients to young vines whose roots hadn't yet
burrowed deep into the ground—which could have
been beneficial in the dry farming that MR basically
practiced in order to produce smaller, more intensely
flavored winegrapes. Also, the more constricted vine
growth in trellising allowed for easier, quicker
pruning; canopy management afforded better access
to dusting or spraying young vine leaves for mildew
control and later in regulating optimal sun exposure
for cluster protection and uniform ripening. In
trellising, too, grape clusters weren't as vulnerable to
bird and varmint attacks from above and below. But
even though trellising was widely touted as a better
guarantor of vine health and considerably increased
grape tonnage per acre (a financial boon with costlier
fine winegrapes), MR wouldn't consider trying a bit of
it on Mt. Eden. Sometimes he did, however, like to
experiment with techniques in the vineyard or cellar
until he got something just right from his perspective
—and then intended to always keep it that way.


As for the planting of the vines themselves, in his
rush to get thousands of them started in the new
vineyards on Mt. Eden, instead of putting in
phylloxera-resistant rootstock and in the next year
grafting the chosen grape variety's budwood onto it,
MR sometimes took unwise chances, too often
inserting vine cuttings that would produce their own
roots. And this was dense, clay-like soil interspersed
with rocks, not the sandy loam known to be less


hospitable to that tiny, underground-living, root-
sucking, infection-transmitting insect pest. (And
indeed phylloxera gained a foothold on Mt. Eden in
later years.)


With the requisite year-round vineyard care, MR
was doing all that too' both overseeing and taking
part in such chores as pruning, sulfur-dusting,
suckering, weeding, trying to prevent cane breakage
during windstorms—all vineyard handwork. He'd
mount his Caterpillar tractor and ride through the
vineyards, disk-churning up the soil and then rolling
it. Plus in tandem with Peter he directed the time for
harvesting, the hiring of crews to pick and bring in
the piled-up grapes in wooden boxes; the succeeding
grape crushing and de-stemming done by the
crusher's whirling blades; the differing consignments
of pulp and juice from the white or red grapes; the
addition of a bubbling brew of fermented juice started
earlier with some favorable yeast—but never adding
doses of the metabisulfite that other vintners used to
prevent or halt microbial infections. Every four hours,
throughout the day and night, he'd go to all the large
containers holding the fermenting musts from the
Pinot Noir and Cabernet Sauvignon crushes and
vigorously push downward with a special wooden
paddle the thick caps, formed from color- and flavor-
releasing grape skins, into the carbon dioxide-
emitting, dark red fluid, which sometimes sent up
geysers. And there were the pressing operations, with
MR using the old wine press with its wooden side
slats, clanking back and forth the handle that
lowered the flat wooden disk at the base of the
gigantic iron screw onto the bed of crushed grapes.
The white grapes went in right after the crushing and
before fermenting, but the red wine-in-the-making
went in, skins and all, days later—only after the
saccharometer, lowered frequently down into the
fermenters, finally showed that the sugar had been
satisfactorily converted into alcohol.


MR had named Peter Martin Ray the official
winemaker for the entire Martin Ray Domaine, not
just in his own winery. He did this even though his
adoptive son usually could only spare a few weeks on
the mountain at vintage time, away from his
professorship post. So during most of the year, MR
took the place of this absentee winemaker. He tended
the wines in casks as they aged—topping them as the
wine levels dropped through evaporation; and
racking, filtering, or fining when necessary before
bottling them. He also involved himself in the
complicated procedure of making his trademark dry
sparkling wines. Increasingly he hired part-time
workers as "cellar boys" to help with various tasks,
including labeling and packing; but as before, Eleanor







also served as his assistant.
But this intensive winegrowing-connected work


was only a portion of the multi-tasking work that MR
did throughout each year, from 1960 on. Functioning
as an untrained, ad-hoc architect, he designed precise
plans for the large cellar that would hold the MtEV
wines, the chateau to rise above it, and a concrete-
slab terrace stretching across the length and one
width of the building for a total of 150 feet. Then
serving as the contractor, he arranged for wooden
wall forms to go up temporarily (to be used again
elsewhere) to receive the wet cargoes from successive
processions of cement mixers that slowly ascended
the narrow mountain road—and hired groups of day
laborers to be on hand to help with the pours. When
all the walls of the two-story structure were up, with
the thick concrete ceiling of the cellar serving as
flooring for the chateau above it, and a roof finally
put on, he engaged and supervised the work of
carpenters, plumbers, and electricians to undertake
the interior work. By then, it was the mid-1960s.


Most of the time MR lacked competent backup help
from Anglo assistants in both the vineyard and
construction work, for such men didn't last long in his
demanding yet low-paying employ. Luckily, an
extended Mexican family stuck around for years and
performed a wide variety of tasks. Even so, MR
wouldn't trust them, resented their demand for ever
higher wages ($3/hour struck him as outrageous), and
judged most of their work as inferior or defective.
(The Rays were incredulous and shocked when some
of the younger ones, as newly minted Americans,
enrolled in college or took white-collar jobs. A few
eventually would become professional winemakers
and vineyardists themselves.)


All of these responsibilities and strenuous labors—
virtually full-time work for at least three men; four if
you counted in the business aspects—were becoming
too much for any single person to handle with
equanimity. But after all, MR had insisted on doing
it all—and not for monetary gain, since he received no
salary, partly to conserve on the cost of creating his
Wine Eden. He believed that only he could achieve
everything necessary in fulfilling his glory-dream of
having his own dynastic wine realm. And though he
accomplished extraordinary things, his efforts
steadily and increasingly were exacting a harsh toll
on both his mental and physical well-being. Moreover,
the intensive socializing often expected of the Rays in
accommodating frequent visits from various MtEV
members was overtaxing his nervous system.


Many letters MR wrote in the early MtEV period
show in detail how increasingly he was building up
annoyances, prejudices, resentments, suspicions, and


extreme dislikes toward particular individuals or
couples. But MR could glide over negatives whenever
he wished to put a positive spin on things. So when
he wrote to Amerine in the spring of 1965, in connec-
tion with sending a new set of wines for analysis, he
told proudly of now having five separate vineyards;
even his own was now larger than when Amerine had
last seen it. Altogether, he was farming some 30 acres
now, and in a few years might make it twice that
number.


I want very much for you to see these vineyards,
Maynard, and our cellars, and what we have done here.
We started out the same year, and the plans we each
made we used to share. It would be very rewarding to
resume conversations about we both have done.
[4/28/65]
Maynard never came again to Mt. Eden, so this


poignant wish was never to be fulfilled.


Troubles Mount on Mt. Eden


Ever since that severely disabling stroke in the
mid-1980s (he called it a nervous breakdown)
apparently had permanently damaged certain


parts of Martin Ray's brain, he was inclined to erupt
emotionally, or fixate, distort, fabricate, meddle—
guaranteed to make whatever bothered him a whole
lot worse, and anger or upset others. (This vulner-
ability was discussed in the WTQ October 2003 issue
and reprised later.) Moreover, whenever inter-
personal stresses, back and other bodily injuries, task
or financial worries, severe allergies to sulfur and
pollens, or infections plagued him, he gobbled down
an assortment of pills to ease pain, insomnia,
gastrointestinal problems, tension, inflammation,
anxiety, high blood pressure, breathing problems,
fury—whatever. These medications were amply
provided by various physician friends, and were apt
to be taken in combination with plenty of wine.
(Strong-willed, though, MR could readily give up his
beloved wine and other treats whenever he
periodically put himself on a strict weight-loss diet.)


Not surprisingly, people on the other side of the
equation—MtEV member/shareholders—had their
own valid reasons for disenchantment over how Mt.
Eden Vineyards seemed to be straying far from initial
expectations and promises made. In the early 1960s,
nobody as yet openly challenged MR's autocratic
regime, and most members seemed happy enough
just letting him take full charge of all the work to be
done. But by the mid-1960s the overall mood was
definitely shifting. The Rays, for instance, restricted
most members' use of the chateau. (Part of the reason
was that too often it had been left in a terrible mess,
which Eleanor then had to clean up.)
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Since MR always needed and wanted to be
positioned to control everything and everyone else
around him, and probably felt tense in group
situations, he had always refused to join any club or
association, such as a confrerie of winegrowers, and
declined even to attend most wine-celebrating
banquets. But his assumption of the dominant,
masterly role in Mt. EV now changed all of this.


As previously described, MR had a long history of
relationship conflicts—whether the people involved
were linked with him in business, the wine industry,
or the workplace, or else socially. Family members
were never exempt, either. It was highly unlikely,
then, that he'd change his arbitrary, harshly
judgmental, and suspicious tendencies in any new
venture involving others. His tendency to overreact
and become insulting and accusatory surfaced as
early as 1961, ending in total alienation from two of
the initial MtEV "founders"—one of whom would be
initially instrumental in MR's ultimate undoing.


Although he couldn't tolerate arguments, MR was
becoming embroiled in too many of them with MtEV
members whenever his own opinions were challenged
or contradicted, or a previously trusted friend tried to
intervene. With his tendency toward paranoia
expanding, he amplified whatever bothered him
about other people, and then often assigned sinister
motives to them. Rather recklessly, he sometimes
gossiped maliciously, wrote offensive letters, tried to
turn members against each other. At gatherings
intended to be pleasantly convivial MR too often got
inebriated and acted either childish or obnoxious.
(Drunk is drunk, after all—even when you're imbib-
ing your own well-crafted wine or the best French
vintages and costly cognac.)


MR was fast losing his uniquely mesmeric hold
over people who witnessed his drunken behavior or
directly experienced his attacks and other trans-
gressions. The Ray Papers contain, intriguingly, a few
descriptions of such occasions that ER wrote up
afterward to warn Rusty about the adverse conse-
quences of these performances, but then (as she
noted) she didn't dare show them to him. She realized
all too late that Elsie, MR's first wife, would never
have allowed Rusty, let alone encouraged him, to get
involved with anything like MtEV. Knowing well of
his extreme vulnerability to nervous stress,
particularly in group situations, Elsie would have
prevented such a byzantine entanglement—probably
guaranteeing that both MR's winemaking career and
his life trajectory would have ended satisfactorily.


How could MtEV members not watch MR with
growing concern about his leadership of the
corporation in which they were investing money on a


monthly basis? Inevitably, when some of them got
together or talked on the phone they grumbled about
grievances, exchanged lurid tales, and expressed
concern about MR's management style, behavior, or
emotional stability. Also a few were becoming openly
critical about the annual allotments of MR-made
wines, some of which they judged disappointing, even
unsound. The cognoscenti among them were growing
alarmed at other new wines of his that he'd proudly
served them. This boded ill for the future, since by
the mid-'60s the wine connoisseurs knew well that
some other California wineries, whether long-
established or new on the scene, were offering more
agreeable and uniformly better-made varietal wines.
When the widely heralded Mt. Eden Vineyards would
come, soon, into the marketplace, their wines could
bomb out as a huge embarrassment—and MtEV
would become a lousy investment.


Some disenchanted shareholders stopped coming
around and sending in their monthly dues, having
decided that MtEV might never pay off, so they'd risk
by hanging on. Others just never really got involved.
(Burgess Meredith was among them. MR had
persuaded him to become a member in lieu of
purchasing a separate vineyard, but he had never
showed up for festivities, disappointing those who
hoped to mix with a show biz celebrity. A lawsuit and
a countersuit ensued, ending these two men as
rambunctious, wine-loving pals.)


So members began bailing out, or else MR bluntly
told them to depart. (Fifteen of the original 25 had
ultimately left by 1967.) It became increasingly
difficult to persuade others to buy their shares,
though the purchase price was held to the total
amount they'd invested so far. Besides, the Rays had
no longer had time or desire to court anyone. They
bought a few shares for themselves and Peter, and a
much-trusted member took up two more—even
though the original setup prohibited any member
from owning more than one share. And since that
pattern was broken, MR conveniently allowed and
indeed encouraged Robert Nikkei—a MtEV member
who also now owned one of the separate vineyards—
to acquire multiple unloaded shares in the explicit
understanding that he'd always vote all six of them in
whatever ways MR wanted. (The financing was
accomplished through RN's lumber corporation; MR
had told him he didn't want to know how this was
done.) Bob, however, behind MR's back was already
associating with a growing group of MtEV mal-
contents. Perhaps he was fence-sitting so as to
determine which way a favorable wind was blowing;
he'd then go in whichever direction seemed best for
future profits, and not lose the value of his shares. Or
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maybe his motivation was to obtain crucial infor-
mation from an unsuspecting Martin Ray that
eventually would be used against him, to push him
out of positional control of MtEV so that he could rule
the roost.


The Wine Decline


From 1960 on, MR spent far too much time and
effort in developing Mt. Eden Vineyards and the
three other new vineyard properties—all part of


the Martin Ray Domaine—but apparently too little of
both in the two wine cellars there, his own and MtEV.


MR's plummeting charisma and respect among
MtEV shareholders was paralleled by the
disappointing or even faulty caliber of some of his
newer wines, indicated that his skills as a
winegrower were erratic and on the wane. All the
hard work, social distractions, and growing conflicts
inevitably had affected MR's winemaking prowess.
Probably, too, as his age advanced he was losing some
of his acute tasting ability—though he'd never been
particularly objective anyway when judging his own
wines, as even some of his friends might admit (but
would never dare tell him so). Where was MR's
vaunted quality control now? members might ask.


The problem can be discerned from Maynard
Amerine's last technical report on four wines that MR
had sent him for analysis and tasting: three
Chardonnays (a 1965 and two 1966s), and a 1962
Pinot Noir. It was given in a dictated and typed, one-
page-plus letter.


The first Chardonnay Maynard hadn't cared for'
"It is far too woody for me and the aftertaste is not as
clean as one would like." And the analysis was given
this way' "total acid, 0.74% (as tartaric), volatile
0.062% (as acetic), pH 3.55, alcohol 12.0% (by vol.),
extract 2.3, and tannin 0.04%." The 1966 Chardon-
nays fared better—the first eliciting "I liked very
much indeed. It has a fine rich flavor and plenty of
Chardonnay character." Then he went on.


The second 1966 Chardonnay I liked less. It is not as
flowery and fragrant as the previous sample—not as
distinctively Chardonnay. I can't explain why since the
wines, analytically, are obviously Siamese twins.
These three whites were all more or less petillant. I do
not mind a gassy wine, such as a cheap Vouvray or
Alsatian white, or even a very gassy Rhine or Moselle,
when they are to be sold very young and used for
quaffing at lunch. But a big Chardonnay calls for a fine
finished wine. It doesn't need gassiness. I would try
Millipore filtration if this is a persistent problem. Small
size Millipore filters can now be purchased for a
reasonable price and they will insure stability if
properly used. And they also take care of the cloudiness


and gassiness of secondary malo-lactic fermentations in
the bottle.
Finally as to the 1962 Pinot noir I found it had a fine
body but was most difficult to assess because of its
bitter taste (as if reworked) and probably a malo-lactic
that got out of hand. It obviously has some Pinot noir
quality but the defects outweighed this. I was surprised
also to see it browning slightly already, though I don't
mind that too much. The analysis was' total acid 0.60,
volatile 0.067, pH 4.03, alcohol 12.5, extract 3.0, and
tannin 0.32. This is a very high tannin but we
rechecked it. The pH is also very high, indicating a
complete malo-lactic fermentation.
At the letter's end he responded to MR's prior comments


about how the quality of hitherto highly reputable French
wines was obviously decreasing.


I have stopped trying to understand the French
exporters. I had a very expensive 1935 Clos Vougeot in
Beverly Hills recently that was at least 50% fake. I don't
mind a little fake at $1.50 but not at $10.50.
Busy like mad just now. [3/29/67]
This seems to be the last letter that Amerine ever


sent to Martin Ray. His candid assessments of MR's
recently vintaged wines were symptomatic of sorely
troublesome problems fast accruing up on Mt. Eden—
only one of which was the quality of the winemaking.
And there MR could have used just the right sort of
help. So it is both ironic and sad to consider that
during the 1960s MR twice had the chance to take on
young men as assistant resident winemakers. He
turned them down, in turn, rather rudely. They were
Warren Winiarski, in the early 1960s, who wanted to
come West, with his family, from his university
position and become MR's apprentice; and Richard
(Dick) Graff several years later, when MtEV share-
holders tried to force MR to accept him an assistant.
Both within a decade had become masters of the art,
and notable prize winners in the famous Judgment of
Paris of 1976. That highly publicized event proved to
the world that California could produce wines as good
as Europe's—which of course Martin Ray had
stubbornly maintained ever since the mid" 1930s.
(Fortunately for his ego, perhaps, this event came six
months after his death.)


Furthermore, another man well qualified to be
MR's best successor and his equally talented wife
were early MtEV members for a time, as well as
owners of the Cabernet Sauvignon vineyard that MR
had planted for them. But when MR began
distrusting Jack Davies and then expelled him from
MtEV, he and Jamie sold their property to another
member. Moving on to Napa Valley, the Davies
bought the historic but badly rundown Schramsberg
winery, and through determination, hard labor,
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adroit networking, and skill turned it into a prime
sparkling-wine producer. Sometimes they admitted
that they might never have gone into winegrowing at
all had they never met Martin Ray and been
converted to his vision of the Good Life.


Any of these men would have been capable of
ultimately supplanting MR as the CEO of Mt. Eden
Vineyards and eventually of the MR domain itself.
But in his dynasty-building plan MR had already
chosen a different successor- Peter, to whom he
turned over, in 1958, many winemaking responsibili-
ties at vintage time, calling him the Martin Ray
winery's winemaker. But he himself had to work with
the wines as they progressed all along from aging in
cask into bottling, since PMR was back East and busy
throughout the year with his own university career as
educator and researcher—rarely in residence at Mt.
Eden except at vintage time. Even when PMR moved
to the San Francisco Bay area in the fall of 1966,
winegrowing for him always remained an avocation,
taking second place to his professional work as a
plant physiologist. Nor would he ever be a savvy
businessman with adroit social skills who would
understand the need for an excellent knowledge of
the fast-changing wine industry ... or the obsessive,
impassioned, wholly dedicated winegrower MR hoped
he'd eventually become—in his own image.


MR's focus on imprinting his own identity on the
future, achieving immortality through his life work, is
detectable in the occasional letters he was still
writing to Maynard, which retained some of their
former intimacy. (Some letters from Amerine to
which he responded evidently didn't get preserved in
the Rays' files, probably because in the years before
home copier machines were available they were
forwarded to someone else to read and never got
returned.) As in earlier years, MR would report on
what was happening on Mt. Eden, or on the thoughts
that recently had been going through his head, and
then express his hopes for the future.


I was about to tell you you should not work so hard! But
then came the thought, I have never in my life worked
so hard. And I was reading in Time the story about the
famed surgeon down Texas way who has done 10,000
heart surgeries, works until 12 every night, goes to work
at 5 A.M.! He says work never hurts anyone! I guess it
must be true ...! Anyway, we have a magnificent
Domaine built up here now. The vineyards are beautiful
and the wines encourage us to "carry on." Peter will
take over the planning and management when he gets
here and it will make Eleanor and me feel a real
security with a couple more generations beyond us
provided! [5/27/65]


In his next letter MR told Maynard, "It is very
good to be again in touch with you and having your
help as of old!" Then he said he wished he'd joined
them on MtEVs "Founders' Day" celebration, when
6-year-old Martin, PMR's first son and MR's name-
sake grandson, regaled the group of 40 wine-happy
people by strumming Eleanor's guitar and singing.


He says he is going to be a winemaker. We shall see.
But all this would bring joy to Elsie's heart— to know
that life here goes on even as long ago but now with
security for the foreseeable future and perhaps beyond!
I tell you all this because you know so well how very
hard Elsie and I worked for so long and Eleanor is
working just as hard now! [6/24/65]
But in spite of all his strenuous efforts for 40


years, MR's vision of his personal perpetuity ascend-
ing through a strongly committed winegrowing family
vine would fail to bear fruit.


Disastrous Discord


By late 1966, as various letters show, MR began
to sense that a "conspiracy" was forming
against his rule and contrived a tactic to


combat it. He told Bob Nikkei of his intention to sell
his ownership of both the Martin Ray winery and all
his remaining property to the Mt. Eden Vineyards
corporation—in exchange for a sufficient number of
newly issued shares that would guarantee his and his
heirs' control over it forevermore. Basically, then, it
would become primarily a family-owned entity with
a set of minor shareholders. Nikkei surely saw this as
a bad omen for his own six-shares investment in
MtEV as well as the "Mt. Cabernet" vineyard he had
bought from Jack Davies. He joined and then
spearheaded a covert effort to organize enough
dissidents to end MR's corporate hegemony. In April
of 1967 he co-hosted an unofficial shareholders'
meeting in the San Francisco home of an original
"founder"—a psychiatrist who, insulted by MR, had
left the social MtEV group as early as 1961 but
refused ever to sell his share. Present were other
disgruntled MtEV members, a young lawyer named
Conger Fawcett who had agreed to represent them,
and a few couples who knew little about the
discontent but were invited so they might contribute
their votes or proxies in any future showdown.


When MR found out about the meeting, he was
furious. Back-and-forth arguments and seeming
conciliations went on with Nikkei acting as go-
between. Then when he called for an annual meeting
to take place on Mt. Eden in May of 1967, where he
would announce his decision, as president-dictator, to
alter the financial structure of MtEV, the rebel group
with Fawcett's help obtained an injunction forbidding
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it to take place.
Now an outraged MR really had something to


complain about. Certainly, however, he didn't disclose
any of these or other amplifying problems in letters to
Amerine, as he would have done in the earlier years.
His main confidant now was MtEVs first founding
member' Dr. Ralph Isaac, a physician living in
Portland, Oregon—a sensible, decent, seemingly
unflappable man who somehow managed to remain
loyal to MR right to the bitter end. The collection of
their correspondence is especially valuable in
providing detailed overviews of the deterioration and
destruction over time of the Rays' relationships with
most MtEV shareholders—particularly, of course,
with those who had stirred up dissension, then
directed its legal ramifications and financial
consequences. Their attorney, Fawcett, was always
depicted as a clever and fiendishly relentless foe.


The rebellion against Martin Ray's rule of Mt.
Eden Vineyards reached its zenith on January 2,
1968, in the corporate takeover staged at an annual
meeting held in San Jose, not at Mt. Eden, as it
always had been before. Then and there, the majority
of shareholders present and the proxies assigned to
them voted MR out of the presidency. (MR later
claimed that they both lacked a quorum present and
had insufficient votes to do this legally.) Though
invited to remain on the board of directors, he and
Eleanor walked irately out of the room, and in the
following days hired a lawyer and began to launch an
all-out war against the MtEV corporation. Several
other members who supported them and hadn't
attended the meeting also removed themselves from
the organization and let their monthly payments
lapse. Meanwhile, letters and phone calls went back
and forth between them and the Rays. Other
shareholders stayed on the sidelines, confused and
upset, not knowing which side to back and hoping
their investments wouldn't tank. MR and ER had a
long struggle ahead of them.


Peter Ray had moved to California in the fall of
1966, just as the crisis in MtEV management began
surfacing. He had joined the biology faculty at the
new UC Santa Cruz campus—little more than a half-
hour drive across the mountains from Saratoga.
Several years later, he would move again, to become
a professor at nearby Stanford University.
Meanwhile, his twin brother, Barclay Kamb, had
reentered the family circle, as had their sister,
Barbara or "Bobo." Both came with their spouses and
children on occasional visits. Eleanor was always
happy to see them, but tension was inevitable not
only because of the long-going MtEV crisis, but also
because her children's prior ugly conflicts with MR


were never forgotten or forgiven, and could never be
resolved.


And as for Peter's proximity now, it actually
offered little dependable relief to MR. Earlier, he had
questioned the wisdom of his parents' enthusiastic
plan to start Mt. Eden Vineyards, and now his
skepticism and warnings had proven apt. Also,
although for 15 years MR wanted his adopted son to
live nearby and share many more of the year-round
responsibilities in winegrowing, new causes for
turmoil between them kept erupting. PMR saw and
did things quite differently than MR, and had sought
ways to work things out reasonably with the
dissident MtEV shareholders. But compromise was
never a way in which Martin Ray intended to
operate. Nor would he ever willingly agree to allow
anyone other than himself, even his own son and
heir, to really run things on Mt. Eden—in spite of
frequent previous and sometimes current assurances
otherwise.


The Rays sought to protect their ownership of the
MtEV property, because by no means had MtEV paid
them completely for the land itself, let alone the
combined costs of the vineyard creation and chateau
building, or their own considerable labors there. So
they moved from their own home on the very top of
Mt. Eden to occupy the big house initially intended
for MtEV members' use. On the next level below their
original home, it commanded a similarly spectacular
view of Santa Clara Valley. Though the Rays were
living on ostensible MtEV land and in its chateau,
MR still, after all, held title to the place. The
corporate renegades soon took over the Rays' vacated
house above, as well as the redwood cabin that MR
had built as his first home on his mountain. For a few
years, Dick Graff and his brother periodically stayed
up there, functioning as resident winegrowers.


Meanwhile, the two warring camps fought each
other in various stages of litigation. One involved
deciding who really owned and could farm particular
vineyards. MR would become enraged when noticing
MtEVs imperfect or negligent care of the two
vineyards purchased by individual members (though
one wasn't fully paid for). And they were trespassing
on his own vineyard property when staying up at his
abandoned houses. He sometimes tried to block entry
either by putting a chain across the main road,
obstructing the property entrance, or calling the
sheriff to evict MtEV workers as trespassers. The
MtEV dissidents persisted anyway—pruning vines
and harvesting the grapes to make wine in MR's
former cellar. Sometimes, to the Rays' disgust or
amazement, they even threw large, lavish parties,
bringing guests up the mountain in vans. The Rays
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were delighted when they heard how these disloyal
MtEV members had formed factions and now
squabbled nastily among themselves, to the extent
that blows were exchanged.


Throughout the constant contention and stress,
MR continued to farm several of the vineyards,
usually making wine from their grapes. However,
with ownership of the various properties as yet
undetermined by a court decision, both sides were
reluctant to shoulder the financial responsibilities
connected with them, such as paying the accumulat-
ing bills for labor and the property taxes. The Rays'
entire perspective on the MtEV members had become
furiously embittered, as reflected in a 1968 document
that MR had composed when requesting that the
court award him a receivership during one the early
round of disputes with MtEV dissidents, who had
accused MR of fraud. In it he declared that MtEV
owed him and his wife at least $300,000. Moreover, as
he put it, in caps—


THERE HAD ALWAYS BEEN GREAT TALK AMONG THE
SHAREHOLDERS AS TO HOW ANXIOUS THEY WERE TO
TAKE PART IN ALL THE WORK. BUT ALL THEY EVER
JOINED IN WAS EATING AND DRINKING—AND GOD
KNOWS THEY WERE ADEPT AT THAT! EVEN HERE,
THEY EXPECTED US TO DO ALL THE WORK. THEY WERE
ALL TAKERS, WE THE GIVERS. OF THE GREAT FEAST
DAYS WE PROVIDED FOR THEM NONE EVER COST LESS
THAN $50 PER PLATE, AND THEY WERE GIVEN FREE OF
CHARGE. AND SHAREHOLDERS HAVE RECEIVED 12
CASES OF WINE [EACH] WORTH A TOTAL OF $2000 X 25
or $50,000, THESE GOING TO ALL THOSE WHO LATER
DEFAULTED ON THEIR FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS, AS
WELL....
AS TO FUTHERING INTEREST IN OUR WINES, NOT ONE
SHAREHOLDER OF ALL THE SOME 40 COUPLES WHO
HAVE OWNED SHARES HAS EVER SOLD ONE CASE OF
WINE EITHER DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY. THIS HAS
BEEN A ONE-WAY PROPOSITION FOR ALL OF THEM. WE
DID ALL THE WORK, FURNISHED ALL THE
ENTERTAINMENT FOR THEM AND THEIR FRIENDS,
FURNISHED THE FACILITIES, CLEANED UP AFTER
THEM, JUST AS WE SUPPLIED ALL THE CREDIT AND
MOST OF THE MONEY FOR CONSTRUCTION AND
DEVELOPMENT—MORE THAN ALL THE REST OF THEM
PUT TOGETHER—AND WERE PAID NOTHING.
For five years, from 1967 on, a relentless series of


legal skirmishes involved meetings with and
communications between lawyers (with Fawcett
always representing MtEV), scheduled court appear-
ances, and taking depositions of many of the
shareholders. Suits and countersuits proliferated,
initiated by both parties in the conflict. Sometimes it
would appear that a resolution was close, only to fail.


All this activity required the Rays to hire and then
inform a succession of lawyers, each in turn disap-
pointing them—and all at considerable cost. Perusing
only a residual portion of the legal papers can be an
exhausting and mind-numbing ordeal. It is
fascinating, though, to read the Rays' own comments
in letters and other papers about the latest conflicts,
guesses about different people's motives behind the
opposition's persistence (with the primary villain's
identity changing over time), and reports on
Fawcett's latest shrewd moves. (The Rays would
actually end up admiring Conger, convinced that if
he'd been their attorney, he would quickly have won
their cause for them.)


Exasperated and exhausted over the never-ending
battles, MR finally decided to end it all by declaring
his intention to buy up all the dissident members'
shares at the total amount of money they had
invested, and to assume the bank loan secured by
MtEV in 1960 to develop the new winegrowing
business. Initially confident he'd be able to do both,
he courted a number of potential buyers. But the MR
reputation for incessant lawsuits, snarled land
ownership statuses, chicanery, and big debts caught
up with him. As the deadline approached, he even
tried to persuade the Seagram corporation to buy his
winery and vineyard, though over the years he had
ridiculed everything its managers had done at the
Paul Masson property ever since he'd sold it in 1943.
(One Ray letter to them even proposed doing massive
earth-moving to totally fill in the upper part of the
narrow canyon, to join the two halves of Table
Mountain.)


Nearing the conclusion of his conflict with the
detractors who had seized control over MtEV, MR
was more than ready to recognize the magnitude of
his mistake in believing in the success of a group
made up of friendly people who loved wine and
admired him. As he wrote to the Piersigs, who had
been among the MtEV members who had backed the
Rays up to the end of their fight'


You can imagine how absolutely frustrating it is, to
have everything we have built up over all these years
jeopardized to the point of utter destruction. Of course
this destruction is not an isolated case in the wine
industry. Every single group that has ever been formed
in winegrowing here in California has disintegrated in
the same way, from trouble-makers in the group. I
thought ours would be the exception. But just when we
were coming into the very peak of our development and
success the inevitable schemers blew up the whole
achievement. [11/11/71]
He also might have admitted that he too had fallen


prey, if on a smaller scale, to the failing of all too
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many ambitious winery kingpins in the past, who
thought that they would succeed magnificently in
their winegrowing mission by going really BIG in
their vineyard expansions—heretofore an abiding
historical theme of his.


So despite MR's best but desperate efforts, he
failed to secure sufficient funds by bringing in either
new investors or a total buyout. MtEV obtained a
court judgment against him, which led to a sheriffs
sale of the original core of MR's property on Mt. Eden
—the 93 acres around the mountaintop, including the
two houses and the large vineyard. When the parcel
was auctioned off in December of 1971, the MtEV
corporation, making the only bid, acquired it at the
bargain price of $100,000. This basically paid off their
judgment against the Rays, so that no money passed
hands. MR, at least for now, could hold onto the
former MtEV property with its chateau, wine cellar,
and Chardonnay vineyard. However, he was already
involved in other precarious deals concerning his land
and his need for money.


Left Behind in New Times


During much of this continuously stressful
period over MtEV control and ownership,
Eleanor somehow managed to function gamely


as MR's frequent mouthpiece and defender. She also
sent out cheerful letters and news releases about
Martin Ray wines to people who might know nothing
at all about the Rays' severe problems—as if taking
welcome respites from near-incessant troubles and
torment. Now and again, when she'd find reasons to
bring Maynard Amerine's name into her corres-
pondence, she'd express MR's perpetual trust in his
wine judgment. An example of this occurs in her
letter to a Mr. Olcott, who had written MR about
turning the growing vogue of public tastings into a
way to make ordinary wine drinkers the real arbiters
of the best wines.


Must tell you MR is absolutely horrified at the idea that
mere amateur wine buyers should have any voice in
rating the quality of wines, as suggested in some
proposed panel of "experts and laymen"! It is more
absurd than proposing amateurs to judge the relative
points of dogs at a Dog Show! The truth is that very few
exist in this country capable of judging the quality of a
wine. And even these are necessarily governed in their
public statements by their business and/or political
connections. Dr. Maynard Amerine has one of the finest
palates in the country—in fact, were we faced with a
million-dollar decision on a wine he definitely is the one
and only one Martin Ray would consider for any opinion
beyond his own expert palate.
Here was another chance, too, for a Ray comment


on the professional bind that they maintained had
made Amerine subservient to the Wine Institute's
dictates and also forced him to cater to the big
wineries supporting it, along with much of the
research work done by the Department of Viticulture
and Enology at Davis.


But politically his University of California viticulture
and enology departments are very much dependent
upon the indulgence of the Wine Institute—so you can
depend on it that Dr. Amerine would safeguard his
every pronouncement to keep within bounds set by
Wine Institute policy.
The Rays had always urged novice wine drinkers


not to believe and follow whatever wine writers told
them they should like or prefer, but to familiarize
themselves, directly and often, with wines them-
selves, especially the great ones. So ER had fun with
a recent Wine Institute ad.


Any intelligent layman must discount a considerable
percentage of what he reads in books or articles on wine
as well as in any published charts; and learn to chart
his own "taste course" by drinking the world's accepted
top wines continually so as to educate his palate and
acquire a basis for judging lesser wines. There is no
short cut to becoming a "Wine Expert," despite the Wine
Institute's much-advertised claim "YOU TOO CAN
BECOME A WINE EXPERT, FOR ONLY $1"! [4/28/68]
By then, a mania for wine tasting, wine tourism,


and acquiring wine connoisseurship was starting to
spread across the nation. But MR, stripped now of his
grand Domaine dream and fighting to hold onto his
mountain, was losing his quality edge. He didn't seem
to realize that a Wine Revolution was arriving ... and
that he had no longer occupied the foremost place in
any vanguard. He had always proclaimed to visitors
and to letter or newsletter recipients that he held
much higher standards than other winemakers and
winery proprietors. Yet still holding himself aloof, as
if contact with his peers might contaminate his high
ideals, MR now seemed somehow stuck back in the
Dark Ages of winegrowing.


Actually, even while embodying his chosen role as
wine purist and quality control agitator, he might
have benefited from far more and closer contact with
various facets of, and people within, the wine
industry. From the very start of his career as a
winegrower he had handicapped his winemaking
enterprise by refusing to associate with most other
growers and winemakers. Out of principle he also
didn't subscribe to publications that presented the
latest marketing news or research and technological
reports, such as Wines and Vines (partly because it
was subsidized by the hated Wine Institute).


Before 1955, of course, MR's association with
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Amerine had at least kept him fairly well informed of
recent developments that might apply to his own
limited-production operation. But after the friendship
breach and especially after starting MtEV, MR had
little time to learn about what other wineries were
doing experimentally, with success. These activities
were presented and discussed at Technical Advisory
Committee meetings at the Wine Institute in San
Francisco, as well as among vintners, and between
them and UC Davis researchers. MR, though, seemed
to think he already knew almost everything worth
knowing about winegrowing. Nor would he benefit
from learning about other vintners' innovations,
which he would regard as suspect anyway, devised for
getting more wine to market earlier and more
cheaply. And he ridiculed the new practice of cold
fermentation of white wines—maintaining that
during the fermenting stage, high temperatures not
only sterilized the must but also intensified the
flavor, as cooking does with many vegetables and
fruits. (And of course he didn't employ sulfite for its
antimicrobial effects.)


Meanwhile, MR's premium-wine competitors with-
in California's wine industry were continuously
improving the overall quality of their wines. They had
been partly pushed into their own better quality
controls by a new generation of idealistic wine-
makers, who followed MR's small-scale winery model
(now assigned the sobriquet "boutique") yet were
likely to pay far more attention than he ever did to
research into improving aspects of grapegrowing and
wine making, and then applying them.


On his own, Martin Ray had functioned for years,
with Elsie's and then Eleanor's crucial help, as a
visionary leader of the opposition to mass-produced,
commercialized wine. As an eloquent maverick-host,
his oddly magnetic charisma, combined with his
potent, pure varietal wines, had created converts to
his visions of the winegrower's Good Life. In the late
'60s and early 1970s his wines were still being sought
after as rarities and challenges. Often difficult to
obtain, they were often collectors' items (and still
are)—mostly bought and kept for display and
bragging, not for drinking.


The current "cult" wineries producing small
quantities of astoundingly pricey wines hark back to
Martin Ray's years of exemplifying the small-
production winery that commands intense respect,
even awe. Many of the notable boutique wineries
have been started by or feature vintners—women as
well as men (a phenomenon that would have amazed
MR)—who are just as passionate and committed as
MR had been. But they are open to applying current
scientific and practical findings to the growing of


grapes and the making of wine. Usually, unlike MR,
they have taken formal academic courses in enology
and viticulture. And they rarely try to command
everything and everyone around them, and instead
rely on expert teamwork in order to succeed in the
highly competitive wine marketplace.


Departures and Successions on Mt. Eden


After the ignominious defeat of his once glorious
vision of commanding a mountaintop wine
kingdom, MR faced ever-worsening financial


circumstances. His physical and emotional health
continued to decline. From the late 1960s and up to
mid 1970s, most of his letters, and some of ER's,
reflect frantic and misguided efforts to raise money.
Wine sales could scarcely cancel out escalating debts
and to pay accrued attorney and court costs as well as
living expenses and taxes. Although the conflict over
MtEV ended in late 1971, another large collection of
litigation records had already begun building up.
They were the inevitable results of MR's hastily
contriving new land purchase agreements, and even
some title transfers, that he undertook to supply
needed cash or to protect him from property seizures
over accumulating debts and delinquent taxes.
Sometimes he resold some property even though he
hadn't closed out the previous deal after turning
against the buyer for whatever reasons.


Not surprisingly, such murky arrangements kept
backfiring on him, resulting in an unbelievable
number of actual or threatened lawsuits. Later, it
would take years to make sense of and resolve the
snarled up ownership records and boundary lines for
all the fragments of MR's former half-section of land
that he kept disposing of—invariably to people he
soon mistrusted, then bitterly fought with. At one
point, MR even sold off the winery business and his
inventory of wines to a physician. But soon he locked
the entry gate and padlocked the cellar to prevent the
man from entering the winery to remove and start
selling some of the wines he'd supposedly bought. MR
even sold the whole "Chateau parcel" itself—some 30
acres, including its three-acre Chardonnay vineyard
—to a man who lived back East, on the condition that
he and Eleanor could remain living there during their
lifetimes. But when he was denied a contract to farm
the vineyard, he watched it go moribund as it went
unpruned, unplowed, unsulfured—and unloved, with
any grapes produced hardly worth harvesting.


For a few years in the '70s MR continued to make
wine in the chateau's cellar, but it was mostly an
erratic, half-hearted effort. Periodically he feuded
with Peter, first over PMR's attempts to mend
relations with MtEV, then when he tried, several
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times, to rescue the operations of the Martin Ray
winery itself when MR was legally forbidden even to
enter the cellar but refused to adhere to the ruling.
Months would go by without contact between them,
so once again Eleanor was bereft of a child.
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[Martin Ray leads the parade, pp. 19-31]


In 1975 and 1976 Robert Benson interviewed 28
notable vintners for his Great Winemakers of
California (Capra Press, 1977). Martin Ray is the
first subject in the book. No longer actively making
wine and in badly failing health, he still managed to
be as zealously articulate as ever about his
painstaking craft as ever he had been during his
almost 40 years of practicing it. Benson's "conversa-
tion" captures much of MR's feisty spirit and strong
opinions, along with statements about his own
approaches to vineyard and cellar care. Benson later
told ER that he found Martin to be the most
compelling of all the vintners he'd talked with. The
dying lion still roared.


Living and working far from Saratoga, Maynard
Amerine often circulated elsewhere, in different
places and among different sets of people connected
with the California wine industry. Retiring from UC
Davis in 1974, he settled first in Sonoma, then in
Napa Valley, and for some years was a scientific


adviser to the Wine Institute. So doubtless he heard
from a number of people about the increasing
dissatisfaction among the MtEV members during the
later 1960s, the legal tussles, and even the dismal
final years of Martin Ray's life. He might even have
felt a tinge of compassion. After all, he had once
known MR well, over the two decades of their
friendship, in all his contradictions—egregious faults
as well as admirable and endearing qualities.


When Martin Ray died January 26, 1976, of
multiple myeloma, his widow inherited only debts
and litigation (which PMR quickly began to address
and solve). Perhaps Maynard Amerine sent a
condolence note to Eleanor after Martin's death. If so,
it isn't among the notes she saved as memorable. But
later in that year he responded on a postcard to ER's
"newsy letter." Probably she had sent him a note that
accompanied the newsletter she'd just produced,
telling of how her son had taken MR's place in
conducting the vintage activities on Mt. Eden.
(There's no copy on file of what she wrote to him.) It
seems she also had expressed in the wish to see
Maynard again (as she was doing with other friends
of the past that MR had alienated). If she'd hoped to
talk with him about the old times, certainly his brief
message dispelled that fond dream.


The past seems so long ago. Hard to recall what really
happened. But perhaps to just remember entre nous.
A good holiday season. - Maynard A.
Following MR's death a new winemaking corporate


entity, Martin Ray Vineyards, was established, with
Peter Martin Ray as president. Following many of
MR's practices but at first buying most winegrapes
from Carneros and Sonoma valley, it prospered for a
time, but eventually fell afoul of internal feuding
between partners—which unseated Peter from a
controlling position as president, as MR had been
before him. After this ouster in the early 1980s the
MRV operation departed from Mt. Eden, and little
wine was made beyond that time. The business use of
Martin Ray's name and the remaining wine inventory
were bought from the failed corporation in the early
1990s by Courtney Benham. Eventually this new
Martin Ray Winery settled down at Sonoma County's
historic Martini & Prati winery, in the Santa Rosa
area—far from the Santa Cruz Mountains that
Martin Ray had so loved. But his name, at least,
endures elsewhere in connection with quality
winemaking.


Over time, ER and PMR worked with lawyers and
several property owners so that eventually the so-
called Chateau parcel of 30 acres and another, larger
part of MR's former mountain were returned to
family ownership. During the late 1970s Peter Ray
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and his twin brother, Barclay Kamb, had begun a
winegrape-farmingpartnership, separate from MRV,
that managed the three acres of Chardonnay in front
of the chateau and developed 10 acres of vineyards
within a lower section of Mt. Eden. The business
continues today, producing Cabernet Sauvignon,
Pinot Noir, and Chardonnay varieties. Some wine is
made for family use, but most of the grapes are sold.


'ds
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Barbara Marinacci


Foreword by Nathan Chroman


HERITAGE WEST BOOKS
Stockton, California


[1st edition, 1993]


Maynard Amerine would never reenter Eleanor's
social life. In 1990, this author began assisting her
mother by editing, reinserting discarded chapters,
and adding new material to the manuscript of
Vineyards in the Sky before arranging to get it
published. She wrote to Maynard Amerine at his
home in Sonoma and asked to interview him—hoping
to clarify certain things about MR by getting his
perspective. This was his typed reply-


I have your letter of July 20 regarding your project on
Martin Ray. I am sorry I cannot get involved with
anything about Martin Ray. For your information this
is not the first time that I have found it necessary to
decline to be interviewed about his career or his
vineyards or wines. [8/1/90]


Probably then finding this rather brusque, he
added below, by pen, "Regards to your mother."


When the Martin Ray memoir/biography was
published several years later, a copy was sent to
Amerine. An acknowledgment came on notepaper
with his name printed at the top.


Dear Eleanor and Barbara'
Thank you for sending me a copy of "Vineyards in the
Sky ..." I have carefully read it cover to cover during a
quiet holiday season.
As you know I never believed that the ends justify the
means and I still don't.
My best wishes for your health and happiness.
Yours cordially and faithfully,
Maynard Amerine [1/5/93]
Clearly he hadn't forgotten the basic cause of his


ruptured friendship with Martin Ray almost four
decades earlier, and once again he justified it. But as
more years went by, Alzheimer's disease began
dimming his mind, so that any memories of their
relationship must have disappeared entirely. May
nard Amerine died in March 1998. Eleanor Ray out-
lived him by two years, passing away in April 2000,
at the age of 96. By then, she too had forgotten
entirely what that entire past furor over wine quality
control was all about.


After Eleanor's death, MR's ashes, along with
those of his two wives, were scattered in the
Chardonnay vineyard below the chateau and wine
cellar that he had originally built for Mount Eden
Vineyards. And as for that quality-focused enterprise:
still based at the top of Mt. Eden, it is truly Martin
Ray's best winemaking legacy. Surviving a series of
internal management conflicts after MR's time and a
bankruptcy threat, it was finally brought into a
prosperous, expanding condition after Jeffrey and
Eleanor Patterson arrived there in the early 1980s.
Had MR not lost control of the corporation years
earlier, the winegrowing corporation probably would
not have survived. The Wine Revolution's market-
place required a management approach that MR
didn't possess or believe in.


The story of Martin Ray and his sustained fight for
wine quality is worth remembering ... and then
recounting to anyone who naively believes that fine
and even great varietal wines have always been made
in California, and that they were available
throughout the nation and elsewhere in the world.
And that is exactly how MR kept proclaiming—
indeed, demanding—it should be.
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[This is the fourth section of an article within the continuing series based primarily on epistolary writings reflective of the close relationships
several acknowledged wine experts had with the inimitable California vintner Martin Ray (1904-1976). For four decades MR fiercely
promoted the cause of wine quality, particularly in the forms of planting more fine winegrape varieties, producing 100% pure-varietal winest


and assuring their honest labeling, as to types of grapes vintaged and their derivation—long before geographic appellations were mandated.
Book author and editor Barbara Marinacci assisted her mother, Eleanor Ray, in writing Vineyards in the Sky: The Life of Legendary
Vintner Martin Ray. (Acknowledgments are at the end of this piece.) ]


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE: 1937-1976
-4-


hen writing to author
Julian Street, his East
Coast wine-loving friend,
vintner Martin Ray often
mentioned wine scientist
Dr. Amerine, with whom
he had formed a solid
personal relationship by
the time their remarkable
transcontinental episto-
lary exchange began, in
late 1939. He made it
amply clear that Maynard
Amerine, like himself,
was a firm advocate of


raising the overall quality of winegrowing in
California and of the making of fine wines in
particular, especially pure-varietal ones. Thus MR
could share his strong opinions with Amerine, as
well as swap gossipy reports, which he often passed
on to JS. Two months after Street's telegraphed
enthusiastic response to the Paul Masson 1936
Pinot Noir, MR wrote:


It is good to see the [MR's pure-varietal Masson] wines
being recognized after some years of most pleasant but
unrecognized effort. You know how it is at first, when


anything is undertaken in a serious and proper way.
Only today in writing Dr. Amerine at the School of
Viticulture (University of California) I told him we
must look to the new proprietors that will come, for
the wine making that will produce the fine wines that
are yet to be made. The old timers and present pro-
ducers are both incapable and unwilling to learn.
Think of [Georges] de Latour of Beauleau [sic] requir-
ing his grapes to be left on the vines until they have
reached a maximum of sugar (possibly 30) then cutting
down with water. My friend who was in charge there
until recently was telling me the various reasons he
couldn't make fine wines. They get the quantity and I
guess that is what they want. It is that way every-
where. When we had our crusher made, the California
Press Company wanted to know where they should
install the water connection. They build them in the
equipment. They, too, thought me crazy because I
would have no water connection. I am trying to illus-
trate that new men must come with different values,
before the wines will be made that can be made. Like
the settlers who came to California before 1849 and
never dreamed of the wealth under the soil, these
present vintners do not dream of the wealth that is in
our California vineyards. For they can see only today
and tomorrow. [3/10/40; underlinings done by MR]
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Just as surely as MR put such statements, both
critical and visionary, in writing, he would have said
as much—or, rather, probably a great deal more—
whenever talking with Amerine in their frequent
get-togethers. (Amerine often visited and stayed
with relatives in the San Jose area, which was
convenient when he was checking on vineyards and
wineries located in Santa Clara Valley and the Santa
Cruz Mountains.) MR continued to praise MA to
Street and clearly took comfort in the U.C. Davis
enologist's supportive approval of his ambitious 100
percent varietal-vintaging venture. MR's vintner
peers at the time, however, didn't understand this
noble calling and never tried, it appears, to duplicate
it commercially for several decades. Still, they were
becoming aware of the acclaim being given to the
new Paul Masson table wines, and certainly were
impressed with the high prices MR charged for them
(even as much as $2 a bottle!)—and was actually
getting.


Promoting the Concept ofVarietals


By 1940, encouraged by Frank Schoonmaker's
wine-promoting and -distributing efforts,
California's other premium wineries had


begun assigning varietal names and vintage dates to
some of their better, earlier-made wines, and raised
their prices accordingly. And by then MR's verbal
assaults on his perceptions of the likely composi-
tions of these other so-called varietals weren't
confined just to his letters to Street. He shared them
too with Maynard, who also—implicitly in confi-
dence—expressed his own misgivings about them,
especially when they were tasting such "mon-
grelized" wines together.


MA would have been highly familiar with the
currently available California wines. And he knew
what real varietal wines should taste like. After all,
ever since 1935, each harvest season he and Prof.
Albert Winkler had been picking, at select vineyards
in almost two dozen counties of the state, well over
a hundred winegrape varieties, in small batches. As
the grapes were crushed each lot was subjected to
various laboratory tests, and again after fermenting
and aging in their Davis wine cellar. The'se 100
percent varietal wines—not being separately pro-
duced at commercial wineries—were given tastings
to rate their quality, as a wine grape as well as a
product of a particular locality and climate. In this
long-term viticultural and vinicultural research
project conducted by U.C. Davis, strict controls were
maintained, precise records kept, and a point system
for judging the wines originated. Amerine, who had
worked assiduously to become an expert taster, was
well aware of the difference between these authentic
wines (and the Ray-made Masson ones) and the


blends being claimed and marketed as varietals. (At
this time, wineries were legally permitted to use the
varietal name if the wine contained over 51 percent
of the grape variety given on the label. However, as
both MR and MA knew, no inspection system was in
place to assure that anything even close to this
halfway amount went into the mixture of grape
musts or finished wines.)


MR recognized the importance of both Street and
Amerine to his aspirations and accomplishments, for
they both gave him the sense of an almost spiritual
camaraderie in his lonely dedication to achieving
quality. His goals seemed aesthetic worlds apart
from those of the other wineries and of wine dis-
tributors, who had distinctly different interests,
based on profit-making. He was aware that he was
now regarded as the chief activist (and at that time
the only one) among California vintners for prac-
ticing—actually reverting back to—what he called
the "Classic Method" in winemaking, which Amer-
ine too followed in the Davis cellar. As MR told JS:


It took us four years to have our first great year [1939].
We waited for the year, yes, but we also blundered
more than once, for we were learning to adopt here in
our vineyards and cellars the proven methods of
France and Germany and we had no help. Our study of
cooperage required those years, too. I know we are that
far ahead and it is pleasant even though it holds a
threat of continued isolation ... a lonely way to behold.
It is like being in a foreign land of a language strange
to you. When it comes right down to it, you are the
only one, excepting only Amerine, who cares a damn
how we make wines or even what we make if they be,
intoxicating, merchandisable, famous, romantic, of the
immediate, or whatever it is that is their true interest.
The "Classic Methods" satisfies all. These words
intoxicate, promote trade, are themselves famous
words and romantic and therefore always good for the
immediate. But what those words, "Classic Methods,"
mean, you feel and Amerine feels, while most neither
feel nor care to feel. [2/15/41]
With Street, and almost certainly with Amerine


as well, MR would at times admit that the
chauvinistic-sounding statements he made to boost
his wines (possibly while denigrating those of other
wineries) was a marketing ploy, and he'd add that
the best wines he would make still lay ahead, in the
future. (Winemakers, of course, have only one
chance each year to achieve perfection when
vintaging a winegrape in a particular way.) MR's
ingenuous admission that he exaggerated his
accomplishments because publicity required it might
help to explain his notorious braggadocio through-
out his reign as the maker of America's purest,
rarest, and costliest varietal wines—which became
ever more strident as the years went by.
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As I have recently written you, as you must so well
understand, we are just beginning, here, and it is
rather embarrassing to observe that by striking out in
self defense, we have now been given command of a
position of apparent achievement which we do not
claim. Perhaps I should add here that in the
merchandising of our wines our propaganda must
always run ahead of actual achievements. That is, it
accepts our ultimate aims as accomplished facts. But
we are talking man to man. But this position that has
been handed over to us is all very good and I do not
propose to deny that. There is no one else to have it.
And such a position is both desired and desireable
[sic]. The public wants someone to have it. [2/15/41]
One might even modify Voltaire's famous state-


ment about God, to speculate that if Martin Ray
hadn't existed, in his place and time—the California
wine industry in the years following Repeal—it
would have been necessary to invent him.


Changing Times


During the period when Martin Ray's
correspondence with Julian Street was at its
peak (1940-41), wine promoter/merchandiser


Frank Schoonmaker had begun talking about
buying a half-interest in the Paul Masson winery so
that he and MR could operate as partners—with FS
taking over the business side of the enterprise,
involving promotion, merchandising, and
distribution, that MR had already been trying to
unload for more than a year, as his letters to Street
revealed. MR really longed to devote most of his
time and energy to tending the vineyards and wine
cellars at Masson. (The history was detailed in Part
II—about MR's friendship with Julian Street:
particularly in segments #3 and #4.)


American wine wholesalers, retailers, and
connoisseur-consumers increasingly found it diffi-
cult to obtain European wines due to the Nazis'
attacks upon and invasions of Germany's neighbor-
ing nations. Furthermore, wine dealers and shippers
there—many of whom were Jewish—had fled
Europe for America. By early 1941 both in-place
distributors of alcoholic beverages and would-be
entrepreneurial amalgamations were laying plans
and garnering capital for taking over the top-notch
wineries in the California wine industry. Schoon-
maker by then was cooking up an ambitious winery-
acquiring scheme in league with some big but
unnamed financial backers on the East Coast, to
corner the market on top-grade California wine.
Apparently FS had already talked to Maynard
Amerine about joining the business in some capacity
when MR first wrote to Street about the plan,
proposing that he too might find an income-
generating place in it. As MR confided in JS: "Frank


has already talked to Dr. Amerine, he wants him, so
Amerine tells me. As now visualized, it is big enough
to include all." [3/4/41]


As it turned out, MR didn't finalize a partnership
deal with Schoonmaker; instead, they wrangled
bitterly, and soon afterwards the latter bought
shares in the nearby Almaden winery and vineyards
being revived under new ownership. And not much
more than two months later, on July 7, MR watched
the entire four floors of the Masson winery
consumed by a raging fire. Only the external walls
and the old Romanesque fagade—plus a lucky cache
of bottles of wine stored underground—survived.
(MR always thought that FS had an indirect part in
this probable arson, since as a part-owner and
consultant at Almaden he had become a competitor,
and furthermore still aimed to acquire Masson, but
now at a fire-sale price.)


Determined to prevail despite his terrible loss,
Ray rebuilt the winery and, while doing so, made it
far better than the original Masson-created one. It's
probable that his social contacts with Amerine—
whether by letter, telephone, or the enologist's
visits—decreased considerably. He was also occupied
with resurrecting the Masson wine-selling business
as much as possible, largely by buying wines made
elsewhere. He was working, too, with wines he'd
made during the post-fire vintage season of 1941—
with all cellar work now being done by himself, his
steadfast wife, Elsie, and some of her relatives.


Moreover, large distractions were taking place in
the outside world. On December 7, 1941, the United
States had entered what now became World War II.
MR described to JS how the town of Saratoga was
being transformed by the presence of soldiers, and
how nightly blackouts were enforced so as to hinder
enemy surveillance and damage during expected air
raids. And though he didn't write as often to Street,
MR made a few mentions of Amerine in his leaner
letters, such as this one, which showed how the
enologist/wine expert was increasingly getting
known as he traveled around, making friends in
high places:


The Chief Justice [Harlan Fiske Stone] had expected to
come out again this year and we had a tentative
agreement we would have a lunch for him here but
now Amerine sends along a letter he just received from
Stone and I note in it that he says he thinks it unlikely
he will get as far away as California this summer. That
is sad news. I had looked forward to a visit with him.
There are many things he could tell that would be
interesting, besides bringing himself. [7/14/42]
Two letters that Amerine had written to the Rays


in the first year of the war were forwarded by them
to Street. He put them in a file folder, so eventually
they ended up at the Princeton Library. One
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apparently accompanied a letter that MR had
handwritten on small notepaper, in which he
recalled a discussion he had once had with MA
about the desirability of growing fine winegrapes on
hillsides instead of on flatlands. (JS hand-dated
MR's letter as written "About June 22/42.")


Once I said all the fine wines of the world are from hill
vineyards. Amerine called me, pointing to the
vineyards of the Medoc, never seen by these eyes. I
countered by saying the Gironde must have some
banks and there must be some hills that rise from its
waters. I had assumed this but stood corrected until I
read a Julius Wilde illustrated paper on wines that said
Lafite gets more for its wines largely because their
vineyards are hill-vineyards which is reflected in the
superiority of Lafite wines. This I sent on to Amerine,
begging to reopen an old conversation, saying they are
either hill vineyards or they are not, which is it? His
reply is the first satisfactory answer I have ever had.
Here's what Amerine had written to MR, which


then was forwarded to Street.
Re the hill country ... His [Wilde's] pictures don't
show hills, his eyes didn't see them and they aren't!!
That's all!! Of course if you want to discuss hills vs.
mountains that is something else again. Switzerland
and a good part of the Moselle is so steep it is terraced.
[Here MA drew three steps with a "vine" in the middle
of each.] Burgundy is a very definite single hill. [He
drew a curve going upwards with sticklike "vines."]
But the Medoc is very gentle up and down. A single
vineyard may look like this. [He had drawn rolling
curves with stickline "vines" atop them.]
Mrs. de Latour and John Daniel have as much right to
call their vineyards hill vineyards as the Medoc!! But
enough of this. The factors which influence use of the
steep slopes in the Moselle are climatic. In the Medoc
they aren't. Whether they would get better wines if the
Medoc were very hilly is ? [sic] It just isn't now, and
the wines are pretty good in good years. In so far as
you go up you get cooler (which is very important) and
in general the steeper vineyards are the poorer soils
(which isn't the case in Livermore where many of the
vineyards are just plain rocks). Soil, slope, exposure etc
are important. But the hotness or coolness of a region
is more important. Thank god you have a cool location
- at least it's a hell of a lot cooler than most other
Calif, vineyards. [6/8/42]
MR's letter to Street had more to say about the


preference for hillside vineyards when he moved on
to something he had learned from Masson.


In this regard, did I ever tell you, Paul Masson once
told me, right after we bought here, that at Almaden
there is one small part of their perfectly flat vineyard
from which comes the best wine grown there. He said,
"Buy those grapes whenever you can, never buy any of
the others." It is planted to Folle Blanche. [This now


little-grown variety was favored by MR, when at
Masson, as quite promising for making a refreshingly
tart white wine.] The piece is a long narrow strip
which runs along the irrigation ditch and is in fact the
lower bank of the ditch. The dirt was artificially
thrown up there when the dirt-ditch was constructed
long ago. A slope was thus created on one side of the
ditch. For, it carries water from a creek, gathered up-
stream some distance from the vineyards, along which
is situated a flat land in turn separated from the
vineyard elevation by this ditch. The rise is but a few
feet. But it gets and holds the early morning sun.
Water has nothing to do with it, for the ditch is long
since dry. But on hot days, a breez[e] often passes
along the creek and brushes the vines of that slope.
There is never mildew there, as a result of the
ventilation of these vines and their lesser growth due
to poorer bottom soil.
Just as Paul said, I found this strip of Folle Blanche
always has had 1 or 2% more of sugar, too. So, for
years, I always have bought these grapes. So far as I
know, no one else has ever thought of the difference of
why I always reserve the right to pick the grapes from
any section, then pick along this ditch. Goulet doesn't
know about it, surely not Frank. [After the winery fire
a year before this, Schoonmaker had hired Oliver
Goulet, MR's former head vintner, to become
Almaden's principal winemaker.] People are slow to
appreciate the differences of sections of their own
vineyard. [7/14/42]
Amerine's second letter to the Rays, safely


archived now at Princeton, responds first to a
complaint MR had made about some disappoint-
ment—probably business-connected. "Dear Rays—"
Amerine started off.


Yes, human beings are difficult—but knowing that
they are is some help. Trusting people is something
like loaning them money—they don't stay your friend.
I do hope that you got it straightened out all right—at
least the temporary difficulty. Frank [Schoonmaker]
phoned Saturday AM and wanted to bring his
vermouth man up—they stayed for lunch (Frank
stayed longer) and we had a pleasant talk. Perhaps I
was wrong on the tentative explanation re Frank
previously discussed—at any rate it doesn't make any
difference since I certainly don't know. He said he was
coming to your place so you will doubtless be able to
talk to him. [6/8/42]
After mentioning Schoonmaker's recent visit to


him, perhaps MA was commenting on MR's latest
report about the collapse of a renewed effort on FS's
part to raise sufficient funds from an investment
group to purchase an interest in the Masson
premises. This would have enabled MR to stay on as
winemaker and vineyard manager, leaving most
business-connected work to others. In spite of his
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heroic stance in the previous year, the stresses of
rebuilding the winery, then of carrying on both the
commercial end of things while tending the 60 acres
of vineyards and the cellared wines—and being
unable to afford sufficient help—were taking their
toll. So MR had resumed his effort to unload the
continuing burden, financially and managerially, of
sole proprietorship. Since once again the proposal
had fizzled, to MR's great irritation, he detected
more skullduggery behind it all. Despite his deep
suspicions of FS, MR at that time might even have
made a pact with the devil if the price and situation
seemed right.


Schoonmaker did indeed go to see MR afterwards
at Masson, and MR reported to Street in detail
about this visit, in which FS deliberately acted
impassive while touring the rebuilt winery. MR
must have described this occasion even more fully to
Amerine by letter, over the phone, or in person.


... I must say that after going through every foot of
each floor of the new cellars, he had absolutely no
comment to make, either good or bad. He remained
silent and said nothing at all, which to me meant more
than if he had put in words what I believe must have
been going through his very active mind.
But MR, host that he was, and still valuing FS's


evaluations of wines in spite of the bad feelings
between them, proffered some of the last season's
wines still in casks:


Then we tasted the 1941s. He said of the Pinot Blanc
vrai that he thought it better than any French white
wine he had ever tasted. That was giving it a pretty big
vote. But I think it is a great wine, at that, and I know
Frank was anxious to underrate rather than overrate.
Everyone has liked the Pinot Chardonnay better than
the Pinot Blanc vrai and Frank came here fresh from a
visit with Amerine and no doubt heard a lot about the
Chardonnay as it was Amerine's favorite. Anyway, he
didn't say very much about it. [6/16/42]


Amerine Prepares to Join Up


By the time MR wrote the above letter, both
Amerine and Schoonmaker knew that their
wine-focused lives would soon be drastically


altered, taking wholly different directions. Each was
eligible for the military draft imposed when United
States entered into the worldwide fighting that had
been swiftly engulfing most of Europe, much of
Asia, and parts of Africa. Amerine was also aware
that the Davis campus would soon be turned over to
the Army for conversion into a training camp for the
Signal Corps. The entire college operation basically
would close down for the war's duration. Only a
skeleton crew of staff members would remain on the
premises. A few persons in the College of Agri-
culture would take care of the experimental


vineyards and the cellared wines that Amerine and
Winkler had made from sampling California's
vineyards. The wines that remained from tests and
tastings were all to be stored in glass bottles and
kept under lock and key, secure from pilfering.


A half-year earlier, three weeks after the Pearl
Harbor attack, MA—no doubt seized by a strong
patriotic impulse—had told MR of his intention to
enlist voluntarily, and the vintner reported this
decision to Street, along with his misgivings.


Amerine writes he is taking a commission and entering
the service, which I think quite right, only he will be
much missed and I don't know who can carry on his
work. It just won't be carried on. [12/28/41]
Apparently, however, MA began thinking better


of this precipitous plan. Perhaps he found out that it
wouldn't be so quick and easy to earn an officer's
commission. An even more important factor would
have been his realization that before departing for
training and then probable entry into a war zone, he
needed to write up the painstakingly complex
research work that he and Winkler had been doing
since 1935. If he didn't take charge of doing it, who
would? (Apparently Winkler wasn't keen about
doing much of the writing and chart-making
involved, since Amerine was to be listed as the
paper's primary author.) MA knew it would take
considerable time and effort to finish assembling,
reviewing, and condensing the statistics about grape
varieties, where they were grown and how well they
thrived, and the quality of the wines made from
them—with all considered from the perspective of
regional temperatures. The paper had to compare
the abundant figures that were set down and reach
conclusions—from them then making specific
recommendations about which winegrape varieties
to plan in particular areas of the state, to be grouped
according to their temperature ranges.


Actually, this explicit information-giving work
was something that Amerine and Winkler had
already been doing in their outreach efforts to
viticulturists and winemakers since 1938, when they
starting going to agricultural stations in grape-
growing areas. As he recollected later, he and his
colleague had spent three weeks a year at meetings
given once or twice a day in various places in the
state, providing practical feedback to grapegrowers
and winery proprietors interested in improving their
vineyard plantings, based on the university staffs
observations, laboratory readings, and organoleptic
assessments. As MA remembered it later:


In these we showed our results on grapes we had
collected in different regions, and what the analyses
were and what our recommendations were. All the
grower had to do, literally, was go to the nearest Farm
Bureau meeting place and there we would be, either in
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the afternoon or in the early evening, and occasionally
we would have a morning meeting. [From interview
with Ruth Teiser for Bancroft Library's Regional Or^l
History Office project, "The University of California
and the State's Wine Industry," 1969, plO] (Amerine
told Charles Sullivan that he couldn't recall Martin
Ray ever attending such a gathering. And why should
he? He could get all the guidance he might need from
Amerine himself.)
The most relevant data, along with specific grape


variety guidance, now had to be set down in shape
to go into final print. Meanwhile, Amerine waited
for the inevitable draft notice to arrive in the mail.
As he wrote in an extant note to MR:


Now I am working many hours per day on the new
variety bulletin. It runs now to 300 typewritten pages
and I am working with the scissors & blue pencil. Its
dreadfully boring as I have so many other things to do
before the Army gets me—which should be soon.
[6/8/42]
Another, less demanding writing task for


Amerine that year was to pen an article for the Wine
& Food Quarterly, "Some Comments on Wine in
America." In it he managed to cover a lot of ground.
Doubtless his friend Martin Ray read it with high
approval for both its reverential attitude toward
superior, unblended wines and its forthright
criticism of aspects of the wine industry.


The acreage of fine varieties is small. Though Vinus
vinifera, the majority are gros producteurs, capable of
producing none but ordinary wines. Not only are
grapes poor but the handling methods are too....
It is also necessary to consider the wine makers.
Although wine is certainly greater than the men who
make it, sell it and drink it, it is surely man-made.
This is equally true of music or literature. And it is the
fact that wine is nobler than any mere commodity that
we buy or sell, which establishes its place in history
and explains its permanence and stability....
No one is born with or suddenly acquires discrimina-
tion and judgment in taste. Those of limited experience
may easily be taken in by the sophisticated or
adulterated article. In literature a generation often
consumes the most obvious trash, indeed prefers it.
Only under critical appraisal of later generations does
the fake become obvious. But wines disappear, only
current goods remain to be evaluated. The influence of
the public on the quality of the wines is thus doubly
important.
The lack of standards subjects the American wine
industry to a deficiency of basic criticism or, what is
worse, to over-profuse praise. As the science and art of
the wine-maker and the palate of the consumer
become attuned to each other, typical table and' dessert
wines will eventually be evolved....
Industry unfortunately has seldom co-operated on


production problems. The experiences of each are still
so jealously guarded that progress is slow. This
secretive attitude is rather futile, since there is still so
much room for basic improvement in wines produced.
Co-operative efforts [as with California's Wine
Institute and the Wine Advisory Board] are mainly
directed towards economic problems of a legal,
legislative, or marketing nature. These problems of
course are important in a country where serious trade
barriers exist, where hostile legislators use alcoholic
industries for bargaining as well as an extra-curricular
source of income, and where distribution of wines is
not only faulty but handicapped by excessive price
markups by middlemen and retailers.
One promising development is the increasing con-
sumption of wine. Many who came to maturity during
the dry era were acquainted only with violent potions
commonly called "bathtub gin." It has taken time to
"expose" these people to wine so that they will
appreciate and consume it regularly. It will take much
longer to cultivate their taste to fine wines....
The tempo of living favors stronger alcoholic
consumption—or no consumption. In this country too
few have fostered the drinking of wines on a sound
basis. The advertising of wines by those who are in the
trade is not completely circumspect. The failure of
society to educate itself towards the rational use of
wines becomes more obvious each year. The critical
consumption of fine wines also decreases during
periods of crisis. It is no accident that the great classics
of wines occurred in the middle of the last century,
when the prosperity of aristocracy had enormously
increased the demand. A happy combination of leisure,
means, and taste were in full force, and great wines
were produced.
The crisis now was that wine was fast becoming


the handiest source of alcohol bought primarily for
intoxication purposes, not aesthetic enjoyment,
because of wartime restrictions on using corn and
other grains in the brewing of beer and the
fermentation and distillation of alcohol into such
high-proof beverages as whiskey and gin. Grain
alcohol was needed for medical usages and the
manufacture of explosives. Wine could also be
distilled into brandy, to make a worthy replacement
for other spirits.


Exchanging News from Afar
A fter turning in the final draft of the lengthy,
/\x article turned over for publication in


JL \*Hilgardia in mid-August of 1942, Maynard
Amerine, age 31, was now ready to be taken off to
war. Fortunately, he wasn't positioned so as to take
part in active combat. As he told interviewer Ruth
Teiser 27 years later:


I was drafted as a private. However, a friend of mine
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put in to the Chemical Corps to select me for Chemical
Corps basic training. I was sent from Monterey to
Camp Sibert, Alabama, for the Chemical Corps. And
then while there I applied for Officers' Candidate
School and went [to it] at Edgewood Arsenal,
Maryland. So I became a second lieutenant there in
the early part of '43 and went abroad that summer.
[From Bancroft interview, p56]
During leaves from training camps MA spent


time back East in urban areas visiting fellow
oenophiles in prominent positions. Thus on July 1,
1943, MR could report to Street: "Amerine is in
New York now. He writes of visiting with the Chief
Justice in Washington."


Several months earlier, in April, MR had sold the
Paul Masson premises to Seagram, and he and Elsie
had gone off to live on a 20-acre property, far
smaller and on flatland, that they'd bought within
the town of Saratoga, in a prune orchard area that
contained an old house along with a watertank
structure in which the Rays set up cramped
housekeeping while remodeling their new home.


MR would have written to his friend Maynard to
give him the news. As Amerine commented to
Charles Sullivan many years later, in 1984: "That
sale was a great surprise to me. I was then in the
Army.... [H]e had always said that he was going to
stay on that hill forever." Indeed, MR at first
expected to remain living there when making the
deal with Seagram executives, but then pulled out
when it became apparent that they didn't really
want him around to insist upon maintaining quality.
During the war period's enforced price controls they
intended to exploit Masson's established high prices.


MR, bitter from past experiences, told Street that
he had no intention of ever reentering the wine
business. However, a year after selling Masson he
would at least say: "I have decided to plant a vine-
yard in the Spring. I have to have a vineyard. And
I've waited long enough. From working around
some nursery stock today I felt very good, somehow.
Vines are the nicest things I know of, to grow.
[7/25/44]


He decided that Pinot Noir would be the chosen
winegrape, because of its versatility: from it he
could make both red and white table wines, as well
as champagne and a rose. It was Elsie's favorite vine
and wine, and he had begun referring to her as
"Madame Pinot"—which evolved into his title for
the Mistress of his wine domain, and he later hoped
it would become hereditary.


On December 1, 1943, Amerine spnt a
handwritten letter off to the Rays. Because after its
receipt they sent it on to Julian Street, it got
preserved and eventually archived:


Merry Christmas from North Africa. Much to my


delight we completed training in Alabama in
September & were alerted for overseas service. We
shipped from an east coast port in October and are
temporarily camped somewhere in North Africa en
route to our final destination. I am pleased to stop here
because in many respects the climate & scenery
resemble that of California. I feel doubly at home since
there is a large vineyard only 50 yards from my tent
and there are four wineries within walking distance.
Needless to say after the dry South and trip en route
(as well as natural inclination I am losing no time in
becoming acquainted with the wines & foods of North
Africa. In general the wines are entirely uninteresting,
but last evening I drank a palatable Cabernet (?) about
9 years old according to the label. I am on the track of
several other wines which promise some merit. No
French German Italian or even Spanish wines are
available here. The food is highly rationed, not cheap
and only fair. All the large hotels have been taken over
by the army (French, British or US) and there are only
a few respectable places open. But it is all proving very
interesting and since we are only here in a transitory
status we have very little to do and I have plenty of
time for sightseeing. I trust that all goes well there.
Did you make any wine this year? Hope the ranch is
going per schedule in spite of labor famine. My very
best wishes to you both for a pleasant holiday & a fine
1944.—Amerine
It's clear from several mentions in MR's letters to


Street during the war years that correspondence
continued between the Rays and Amerine—who in
1944 ended up on a long-term assignment in south
Asia. Like his friend Martin, MA needed to live
among grape-producing vegetation and other plants
yielding edibles.


Amerine writes from India that he has planted some
grape vines out there. And he has hired a native to
break the sod with a water buffalo and crude wooden
plow (before the monsoon) so he could try to grow
some other things even during this season. So I guess a
fellow likes to grow if he has been a grower. [7/25/44]


And three days later MR said more about his
enologist friend: "Amerine writes interestingly from
India. He has jaundice, he says."


Earlier that year, Amerine and Winkler's formid-
able report about grape varieties and the varietal
wines made from them, the basis for their recom-
mendations to California growers and wineries, had
finally been published by the University of Cali-
fornia, almost two years after the manuscript had
been submitted. A year earlier, though, a far briefer
report had condensed and summarized the material.
Amerine remembered those publications when he
was interviewed by Bob Travers in 1983:


The major variety paper was published in 1944. It was
almost 200 pages. That reviewed all the pre-War
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variety research and was summarized in the little 15
page bulletin that went along with the Hilgardia. The
thing was that we didn't expect the growers to read
200 pages of detailed tables about the sugar and acid
and our appraisals. The Hilgardia was in '44 but the
bulletin was actually published in '43. I read proofs of
that bulletin en route to India via North Africa in
1943. How they ever got to Camp Patrick Henry
(Virginia) in just the last 3 days, I don't know. [From
"History of Napa Valley: Interviews and Reminis-
cences of Long-Time Residents," Volume IV, 1985]


The Hilgardia Paper


The most influential report recommending
which winegrape varieties were most suitable
for planting in California's vineyards has


been, undeniably, the monumental paper written by
M.A. Amerine and A. J. Winkler of the University of
California's agricultural campus in Davis.1 It was
published in 1944 in the Volume 15, Number 6,
issue of Hilgardia, the agricultural-science journal
launched in the late 19th century by noted U.C.
Berkeley professor Eugene Hilgard. "The Composi-
tion and Quality of Musts and Wines of California
Grapes," running to 183 pages, is virtually a book
unto itself. In its acknowledgments is this: "The
authors wish to express their appreciation to the
following companies and growers for their
cooperation in securing the many lots of grapes:"
Among the names was that of Martin E. Ray.
(Perhaps pointedly, the Paul Masson Champagne
Co. wasn't mentioned, since it was now owned by
Seagram.)


This project was no small undertaking. The two
men—viticulturist and enologist—had been scouting
and then scouring through vineyards throughout
the state between 1935 and 1941: inspecting vines,
picking grapes and taking them back to their
campus to make wine, testing their juices for
various components at different stages of
fermentation and aging, and later conducting
periodic evaluative tastings. They had also been
gathering up intricate records of the daily
temperature ranges throughout the year in many
different localities where vineyards were located.
(The first segment of this MR-MA article in WTQ's
July 2004 issue presents their ambitious research
project at some length.)


The authors introduced the aims and methods of
their ambitious research undertaking in this way:


The utility of a given variety of grapes for wine making
depends upon several factors. These include produc-
tion factors such as scion-stock interrelationship,
susceptibility to disease, inherent vigor of the vine,
resistance to frost (which depends on the time of
leafing out, the vine's ability to produce crops after


frost injury, and the like), and the yield and
composition of the grapes under various soil and
climatic conditions. One must also carefully evaluate:
(1) the influence of environmental conditions (rainfall,
wind, fogs, humidity, exposure, mean daily tempera-
ture, and time of maturity); (2) the adaptability of the
must to various vinification and amelioration practices
(temperature, type of yeast, aeration, and other
variations); (3) the suitability of the wine for aging in
the wood and in the bottle (rate of clarification,
bouquet development, and resistance to disease); and
(4) the basic quality of the wine produced by the
variety. The production of wine may be considered as
the complex interrelation, interaction, and mutual
influence of all these factors with and upon each other.
In order to study wine-grape-variety adaptation in
California, one must consider each of these critically
and separately.
The primary problem in enology is to determine the
influences which affect the quality of a wine. Since
grapes are the raw material, a study of the various
varieties is the starting point. Because of the numerous
variations in environmental conditions in California,
the experiments must be repeated with each variety in
as many different localities as possible. [p493]
After briefly surveying previous research on


winegrape varieties done by University of California
scientists, particularly Hilgard and Bioletti, Amerine
and Winkler summarized their methods of wine-
making, conducting chemical analyses, and organo-
leptic testing. Then they considered the influence of
environmental conditions on wine quality:


The interrelation of environment and variety is
revealed in every recognized type of wine. The relative
importance of each as a factor in the production of
wines of high quality is debatable, with many salient
points on either side. Generally speaking, and because
each outstanding table wine type takes its character
primarily from a single variety, one is inclined to
attribute the principal difference between wine types
to the variety used rather than to the region of
production. Environment limits grape growing to
definite regions on the surface of the earth. It likewise,
just as definitely, limits the adaptation of individual
varieties to certain areas within these regions. It is
their environmental-variety interrelation that furn-
ishes the bases for distinct wine types in most
European counties. The significance of variety in
European types indicates the great importance of
choosing grapes adapted to the particular environ-
ment. The fact that the variety of varieties grown in
certain European regions are so perfectly adapted to
these regions has made it possible for the wines
produced there to establish a worldwide reputation for
quality.


And they judged climate to have paramount
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importance in determining the quality of wine
produced by particular grape varieties:


The experience and research of the European vintners
and enologists also afford a fairly definite indication of
what climate does to grapes. Climate influences the
rates of change in the constituents during development
and the composition of the grapes at maturity. Under
relatively cool conditions ripening proceeds slowly, and
this is favorable for producing dry table wines of
quality. These conditions foster the retention of a high
degree of acidity, a low pH, and good color.... With
most table-wine varieties they bring the aroma and
flavoring constituents of the grapes and the precursors
of the aroma and flavoring substances of the wines to
their highest degree of perfection in the mature fruit.
The combination of specific environments with the
quality of the White Riesling, the Pinot noir, the
Cabernet Sauvignon, or the like, has made possible the
great table wines of the world. If, on the contrary, the
varieties lack special character, the most favorable
climate conditions will not make possible the
production of quality wines. The table wines of these
varieties will be improved because of a better balance
of the sugar, acid, tannin, and flavor of the grapes at
maturity; but they will still lack the special qualities
such as aroma, bouquet, and freshness that are
characteristic of high-quality wines. [p503]
The authors then explained why temperature


became the main determinant in assessing the
optimal locations in California for growing
particular winegrape varieties:


Climate includes many factors such as wind, rain,
humidity, and temperature. Of these, apparently,
temperature is the most important single factor in
grape and wine production. It is measured fairly
readily, though in actual practice not too accurately.
Although climate in general and its influence on the
quality of wines are of interest, more complete records
are available for the differences in temperature
between the seasons of the various regions in
California than for the other factors; hence
temperature will be used not only to explain further
the data of table 3, but also to show the considerable
annual variation between the years, from 1935 to
1941, for a number of locations in the state. [p507]
The researchers' use of heat-summation statis-


tics, or "degree-days," in different grapegrowing
areas of the state led them to create, for the sake of
both clarity and convenience, five different cate-
gories—regions into which all vineyards, whether
already planted or planned, would be classified:


To evaluate the influence of environment many
varieties have been collected from all the principal
grape-growing regions of California. In order to reduce
the size of tables and to differentiate among the
recommendations, the grape districts of the state have


been grouped into five climatic regions. This grouping
was based upon temperature differences or more
specifically upon the summation of heat as degree-days
above 509 F for the period April to October inclusive....
The summations for the regions are: I, less than 2,500
degree-days; II, 2,501 to 3,000 degree-days; III, 3,001
to 3,500 degree-days; IV, 3,501 to 4,000 degree-days;
and V, 4,001 or more degree-days. [p504-05]
It's interesting to find out that the two scientist-


professors hadn't begun their research in 1935 with
the hypothesis that temperature ranges and
durations were the primary factor in determining
which winegrape varieties would do best in par-
ticular regions of California. As Amerine admitted
forty years after the publication of that signal
Hilgardia issue:


We had no idea of degree days at that time. Winkler
had done some work at Lodi and we did know, in a
way, that Bioletti had made recommendations so far as
the coast counties and the interior valleys were
concerned. But there was not any collection of degree
day data or anything like that yet. That concept came
about five years later when we actually analyzed the
data [From transcribed interview with Charles L.
Sullivan, 7/23/84].
In the long report there are altogether 25 tables


or charts that both quantify and qualify the various
grape varieties and the pure varietal wines made
from them. Table 4 displays the five main California
regions, with two "representative stations" in each,
in "The Summation of Temperature as Degree-Days
Above 50 for Several Typical Grape-Producing
Areas" during the years between 1935 and 1941.
With these seven-year figures then averaged, it's
clear why each has been assigned to a particular
heat-summation region between I and V.


Statistical comparisons are made between repre-
sentative grapes in the several different areas
(Fresno, Davis, and Bonny Doon—regions V, IV, and
I) in terms of the sugar (Balling degree), acid (as
tartaric) and pH (acid/alkaline balance) measure-
ments, as well as color intensity in red or black
grapes. Two interesting tables are 5 and 6, which
assign "Relative Values" as table and dessert wines
to 29 red and 27 white grape varieties, and relative
productivity and desirable type of pruning (cane-
and-spur or spur). Only two reds score above 90 for
table wines: Cabernet Sauvignon (an amazing 98)
and Pinot noir (92), even though both have low
productivity. There's only one red in the 80s:
Grenache (82). Zinfandel scores only 67 and its
productivity is high medium. As for white varieties,
only one grape scores above 90 as a table wine:
Chardonnay (92). (Curiously, it would take three
decades after the Amerine-Winkler report for this
high-rated winegrape to become widely planted—
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and then eventually overplanted.) Only five white
varieties made it into the 80s: Pinot blanc (83), Red
Trammer (81), Semillon (85), Sylvaner (85), and
White Riesling (88).


The ambitious Table 7 is "Recommendations for
Wine Types and Regional Adaptability of Varieties
Fully Tested." There are altogether 122 winegrape
varieties named on this main table; on a much
smaller second one, #8, covering 17 "Varieties Not
Fully Tested," only two have seemingly escaped the
censure of five numbers, if barely, because they
hadn't yet been fully judged in Regions I-III. (The
now highly popular Merlot, among these 17, was
said to yield a wine of "Average quality," and
therefore was given five No's, though there were
reference marks at regions II and III indicating that
it "should be planted in the region only under
special circumstances," to be explained elsewhere.
Other now-prevalent varieties, such as Syrah [or
Durif] weren't subjected to testing at all.)


Of the combined total of 139 varieties studied by
Amerine and Winkler, a fall 109 were assigned
numbers for all five regions—78% of the many types
of winegrape-producing varieties identified as
growing in the state's vineyards! Of the varieties
named on the main list, those not recommended
were summed up in the "Remarks" in these ways:
they produced grapes or wines of "Very poor,"
"Poor," or "Average" quality, or were judged to be
"Excelled by others," "Too neutral", "Very
common"; or they were said to have "Little
character" or be "Deficient in color," "Barely
average"; or they had defects such as "Lacks acid,"
"Unbalanced must," "Lacks character," or "Too
neutral; flat"; or else presented growing problems
such as "Poor production" and "Fruit rots." "Not
suitable for wine" was another reason for dismissal.


Some varieties could sneak by if they qualified
"For blending." Interestingly, the unloved Mission
winegrape, which dated back to the Spanish
settlement of Alta California and had been widely
propagated since then, was found acceptable as a
dry white dessert wine, "soft and mellow" if planted
in Regions IV and V. The list even vetoed the
planting of any more Zinfandel grape anywhere
because there was "too much planted now." (If
things could be done his way, MR would have
eliminated Zinfandel entirely, since he disdained the
wine made from it.)


Martin Ray of course would have heard quite a
lot about this ambitious research project from his
friend Maynard Amerine over the past years, and
known that the Masson property was decidedly
within region I, probably on the upper end of its
heat-summation scale—with other Santa Cruz
Mountains winegrowing areas, such as the hills


above the town of Santa Cruz and in Bonny Boon,
high up in the Coastal Range, on the low end. When
he read through the list of recommended varieties
for region I, he would have seen only 10 winegrape
varieties deemed best—given the desired "Yes"—for
planting for the purpose of making high-quality
wine., even though not all were enthusiastically
promoted. These were:


Cabernet Sauvignon* ("Very good quality")
Chardonnay* ("Excellent quality")
Gamay* ("Fruity wines")
Grenache ("Good basic; sensitive to heat")
Pinot blanc* ("Good quality")
Pinot noir* ("For coolest regions only")
Red Traminer ("Requires cool climate")
Refosco ("Average quality")
Sauvignon blanc ("Low producer; high quality")
White Riesling ("Good quality")


Perhaps significantly, five of these wine grapes
(marked * above) had been abundantly grown in the
Masson vineyards, or nearby. MR obtained Cabernet
Sauvignon and some of his white grapes from
Almaden's vineyards in what was region 2. The only
other varietal wine that he produced while proprie-
tor at Masson was Folle blanche, said to be "Good
quality" but only really suitable for Region II—and
he seems to have gotten most of these grapes from
Almaden. (In 1944, when MR began planting his
own vineyards on Mt. Eden—just across a small
canyon from Masson, he narrowed his selections
down to three varieties. He began by creating a
Pinot noir vineyard, using budwood taken from
Masson, which possibly was a clonal variant known
as Pinot noiren, which had smaller grapes. Mean-
while, before doing any large-scale planting he
tested different Cabernet Sauvignon clones for both
vineyard and wine performances, finally settling
upon using both Rixford and Jackling budwood.
Eventually he added Chardonnay, propagating vines
from cuttings of a clone he'd originally gotten from
Villa Armando's Frank Garatti, who was farming
Theodore Gier's old vineyard property in Pleas-
anton, in the Livermore Valley area—so apparently
not from whatever budwood Masson had directly
imported from Burgundy. His decision was based on
drinking the wine made by Amerine at U.C. Davis
from grapes he had picked there. Thus the much-
circulated Mt. Eden clone may actually be closely
related to the vaunted Wente clone. Years later,
after MR had launched Mount Eden Vineyards, he
was planning to add a fourth variety that Amerine
and Winkler had judged best suited for Region I:
White Riesling. But this never took place, although
he had managed to secure two special clones, actual
contraband, from Germany's Giesenheim Institute.)
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Though tremendously important, Amerine and
Winkler's report on their research was largely
ignored for two decades and more by grapegrowers
and vineyard-owning wineries. But it began to be
consulted, then pored over by them as the
consumption of table wines increased and wine-
buying consumers became ever more interested in
wine quality and varietal wines. Furthermore, the
pressure of industrial and residential developments
continuously drove up the value (and cost) of arable
land within or near urban areas given over to
producing winegrapes, thus encouraging vineyard
expansion or migration into new and possibly
untried areas in Regions I-V—for premium wineries
especially, of course, the two cooler ones, best for
varieties that made the finest wines.


Getting Back into Winegrowing


Only briefly did MR manage to back away from
playing his self-chosen contentious role in the
wine industry. While master of Masson, MR,


whose stroke some years earlier had damaged his
nervous system, had found that to avoid unpleasant
experiences he needed to be abstemious around any
form of alcoholic beverage, even wine. When he no
longer felt under pressure as the proprietor and
primary promoter of a sizable wine business, he
began allowing himself to actually drink wine, not
just sample a bit of it on his palate when tasting.
But he appeared to do so with moderation (and Elsie
would have made sure of this). As he told Street:


You know, I am drinking a little wine these days,
thank God. One or two or three or four glasses with
dinner. Two if large, three or four if small glasses. I
could enjoy a bottle of that Gamay. But then, I drank a
lot for some 20 years. And for that I am thankful. Just
being able to have a glass without any ill effects is
great, after waiting so long with only tastes and
memories. [7/28/44]
Perhaps this new acknowledgment of his innate


love for wine persuaded him to renege upon his
declaration of retirement from the winegrower's
life. Intent upon starting anew, toward the end of
1944, not much more than a year after selling
Masson to Seagram, he succeeded in purchasing two
quarter-sections (160 acres each) on the northern
side of Table Mountain, which was bisected on its
eastern side by a small, steep canyon that contained
an arroyo. The topmost part of the new property—
studded with oak, laurel, and chaparral—connected
with the highest but undeveloped section 'of the
Paul Masson premises. Ray would always tell people
that this was the exact location where his prescient
mentor Masson had urged him to create out his own
grapegrowing and winemaking enterprise.


It would take a great deal of labor as well as


expense to carve out his wine estate, but MR, now
40 years old and full of new energy and ambition,
eagerly took on the task. He used funds available
from the Seagram sale and also from selling his
fixed-up Saratoga home (he and Elsie then rented
from Masson's daughter the little country house her
father had built at the foot of his former mountain).
He hired men to help him push through a road to
the top, which years before had been modestly
farmed; and there they chopped down trees, hacked
away scrubby vegetation and removed roots, plowed
the raw earth, and finally planted grapevines (Pinot
noir, first)—and put up an encircling barbed-wire
fence to keep out deer. He built a warehouse-like
structure that could serve as garage, storeroom, and
makeshift winery. And on a slope below an oak tree
grove he constructed a cabin, with a concrete-slab
floor; made of redwood, it had one large all-purpose
room, with a tiny kitchen and a bathroom on either
end. (Eventually he'd put a wine cellar beneath it
all.)


Meanwhile, MR was tending the historic but
near-abandoned La Questa vineyards in Woodside
that now belonged to Emmett Rixford's two sons.
He made wine from its four different red Bordeaux
grape varieties, and he kept it at first at the nearby
Gemello Winery.


He was in the midst of such activities when his
old friend Maynard returned from his Army service
to join again the faculty at U.C. Davis. In a letter to
Street he recorded their get-together and how his
acting on a tip given by MA about an attractive
wine-buying opportunity, which didn't pan out.


Perhaps I told you of Dr. Amerine's return. I drove up
and had lunch with him recently. It was a most
pleasant day. Elsie is going up with me again to visit
with him soon. We talked of French wines and I came
home encouraged over his understanding that a
Romanee-Conti 1937 was being offered in New York at
$45 per case wholesale. I sat down and wrote three
letters and I enclose the answers thereto. Now, if you
think my old prices were high what in the world do you
think of such nonsense as this? I was ready and
anxious to buy two or three or perhaps five cases of
Romanee-Conti 1937 if it measured up to the 1934 and
sold at $45 wholesale. But not only can it not be had at
this figure, it cannot be had at all, apparently. [3/11/46]
But at least this incident led MR to realize that as


fine wines from France became available again,
among connoisseurs and status-seeking consumers
they would at once put to shame California's output
of wines. Eagerly coveted in the immediate postwar
years, their short supply enabled them to command
high prices. And they posed a new threat to
California vintners, who had grown accustomed to
selling their vintage-dated and varietal-claiming
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blends and other schlock unchallenged by the
quality zealot, Martin Ray—who was gearing up
now to put his trademark of pure varietals back intg
the marketplace.


At U.C. Davis Dr. Amerine again took up a
multitude of teaching, research, publication, wine
judging, sociable culinary interests, and educational
outreach activities, with the latter including giving
winetasting courses to interested lay consumers and
writing articles and books. Many ex-servicemen
matriculated at the Davis campus, having their
college careers supported by the G.I. Bill. A few of
them were enrolled in viticulture and viniculture
courses, but Prof. Amerine, then and later, was
scarcely sanguine about their futures in the wine
industry, which showed little need or desire to hire
trained wine scientists. As he would remark to MR
six years later:


Registration is on here—little interest in enology.
Perhaps we make it too difficult? But the industry is
certainly not prosperous enough to attract the new
students. The veterans who came in 1946-47 have
nearly all left the wine industry now. Perhaps our
teaching did not inspire them enough to continue? Or
maybe we should have a course in marketing. [2/12/53]


(What a difference there would be between 1946 and
several decades later, when the Wine Revolution
began creating a surplus of applicants to the Viticul-
ture and Enology Department's academic program!)
Although there seems to be no surviving evidence of
letter exchanges
between Amer-
ine and the Rays
during this peri-
iod—due to fire
(at MR's house)
and deliberate
destruction (on
Amerine's part—
its clear that fre-
quent social con-
tacts went on
during the latter
part of the '40s,
and doubtless
Maynard also
took an active,
even participa-
tory interest in
both the vine-
yard plantings
and winemaking
endeavors of his
friend Martin. In
1951 he inscrib-


THE T E C H N O L O G Y OF T H EIRM PRODUCTION IN CALIFORNIA


M. A. AMERINE AM. M. A. JOSLYN


U N I V E R S I T Y O P C A L I F


ed the gift copy of the book, just published, that he in so many ways, as he


had written with Maynard A. Joslyn, Table Wines:
The Technology of Their Production in California,
simply: "For Martin Ray who doesn't need it."


A Shift in Plans


In the late 1940s Martin Ray began selling his
pure varietal wines again, but this time under
his own name, and sometimes also using on the


label title La Montana. His small estate vineyard on
the northern topside of Saratoga's Table Mountain
(eventually becoming known as Mt. Eden) was
beginning to produce enough Pinot noir grapes for a
proper harvest, and he was also purchasing
winegrapes from other sources for vintaging.
Withholding it from Seagram when selling the
Masson property, he had cagily kept the winery's
19th-century incorporation date of 1852 claimed by
Paul Masson, to whom it had legitimately
descended, first from his wife's grandfather, Etienne
Thee, and thence to her father, Charles Lefranc,
whose business Masson had partly taken over after
his death. Displaying the longevity of a business
enterprise meant a great deal to MR, and he
believed it would impress potential customers as
well, especially when they considered the high prices
of his wines. (He was already planning for a
Centennial Vintage release.)


Martin Ray was poised to cut a significant swath
in California's benighted and torpid wine industry,
which was bedeviled by its overall reputation of poor


quality, by
comparisons
with the new
wines coming
from France
and Germany,
and by cheap
imports from
I ta ly and
Chile.


But a per-
sonal calamity
intruded. In
1949 Elsie
R a y w a s
found to have
breast cancer.
Surgery had
at first prom-
ised full re-
covery. As
Rusty faced
the possible
loss of his life
partner—who


himself would have


TABLE
WINES
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admitted, was his "better half—he began losing
much of his driving interest in reestablishing
himself as America's foremost vintner and wine
quality advocate. He decided to sell his new wine
ranch property to the Kew family of San Francisco,
whose son Kenneth had been a viticulture and
enology student at U.C. Davis. As part of the deal,


MADE AND BOTTLED BY


MARTIN RAY VINEYARDS
SARATOGA, CALIFORNIA


ALCOHOL 13% BY VOLUME - CONTENTS'750 ml (25.4 fl. oz,)


the Kew parents wanted Kenny to receive on-site
practical training from Martin Ray in both the
vineyard and the above-ground temporary winery
that held some of the wines that MR had been
making since 1946, mostly from purchased grapes.
To make their life easier now, MR and Elsie left the
redwood cabin on the mountain, to move into a
rented house in Saratoga—actually the very one
they had bought and fixed up six years earlier.


But the new arrangement with Kenneth Kew as
ranch caretaker had proven unsatisfactory, as Rusty
reported it to his soldier-nephew. Willis Ray,
stationed in Berlin, five years earlier had helped his
uncle put in the Pinot noir vineyard on Mt. Eden.
MR wrote to Will much as he might have written to
Julian Street, had the latter not died suddenly of a
heart attack four years before.


The young fellow didn't take care of the place, his
wines or the responsibility of it all. He is a nice lad but
it wasn't working out. So, first of the year we made a
new deal. You may be sure I took care of the wines
made for him in that new upper cellar where the barn
had been. But, as I told Elsie, having made the first
deal I actually was faced with the same responsibility
as before, unless I wanted to let everything sold go to
hell. All I had gained was the money received. And that
is why we made the new deal first of the year.


We formed a new Corporation. This letterhead [Martin
Ray, Inc.] bears the new name. Into this new
corporation the Kews deeded all they had purchased
from us, together with $10,000 with which we can
build a new cellar underground. And we deeded into
this new corporation the wines we had kept in our
original cellar plus those made last vintage. So, the
whole property and all the wines and equipment are
now owned by this new corporation. And Elsie and I
own l/2 of the corporation and the Kews own the other
l/2. I am President and Treasurer. The young fellow is
my assistant. In time he hopes to buy us out. Then it
can all go to hell, you see. That is the way of life. One
fellow builds, the other fellow tears down or permits it
to fall down. [5/11/50]
Rusty's tone conveyed an uncharacteristic


cynicism about the long-term value of what his
labors and expenditures had recently created on Mt.
Eden. Still, he could tell Will, "There are some
mighty fine wines in our cellars now."


A Friend in Need—and Friends in Deed


B y the end of 1950 it became apparent that
Elsie's health was faltering. The malignancy
now showed up in her lungs, and the doctors


declared it untreatable. When Rusty wrote to
nephew Will early in the next year he didn't
mention his worries about Elsie's condition, but did
inform him of certain changes that had come about:


In the cellar [of the house] are some of the same wines
that were there before, too. Not all have been drunk
up, you see. But now there are newer ones there, too,
aging. Some are from the vineyard you planted on the
Mountain. We call that Ken's place, now. That is the
name of the chap we wrote you about who bought into
it first about a year and a half ago. We told you then
that it was the ultimate intention that he would buy us
out entirely. I am sure I wrote that we had formed a
new Corporation in which each of us owned one half.
Well, Ken's family bought all our interest in that
property. But relations are good between us and I go
there quite often. Only yesterday I went up to help him
bottle a puncheon of wine....
Someday that ranch will be for sale cheap. Because
Ken will never take care of it and in time the father
will be gone or disgusted. Right now the problem is
that of Ken's possibility of being required to return to
the army. He is only 25 and single and while a vet
present regulations can change very quickly if things
thicken, as you know. And if Ken has to go, then what!
[1/14/51. Note: This was the time of the Korean War
and a new military draft.]
The next letter to Will, a very long one, contained


on its last page some additional information about
the Rays' latest deal with the Kews. The entire
involvement with the Kews demonstrates MR's
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notorious and abiding tendency to involve other
people in convoluted deals over financial invest-
ments in property or wine (made or prospective),
and which when they went sour, and often became
litigated, earned him the reputation of being a
confidence mairand wily manipulator. In past years
he had been, after all, a shrewd salesman of stocks
and bonds, and a real estate investor on the side.


You see, while we sold the ranch, we finally purchased
back the controlling interest in MARTIN RAY, INC.
which owns everything but the ranch and we have
additionally a ten year leasfej on the bonded premises,
the house and exclusive right to the grapes. So, in a
sense, it is better than owning the ranch. Because we
do not have to take care or pay for all that up there.
[8/5/51]
MR now needed to get used to using first-person


singular, an "I" instead of "we." For here he had
added, "But now I wonder. I frankly do not know
what I will do. I have thought of chucking the
vintage. I just don't give a damn."


But why? His lengthy letter at its very start had
already given, in detail, the dreadful news: Elsie had
died of cancer five days before.


Not once did she complain. She was like an angel. And
in the early days drawing me to her and telling me I
must allow the spirit to survive, the will to live, grow
in me. I have promised to try to make me a new life....
[But] I do not know if I can bring myself to even want
to....I just can't seem to want to live, without her. And
if I tell myself I can make a new life, that seems the
saddest thought of all—that it might be so....
For Martin Ray there was, at least, a worthy


solace:
The only one thing that remains good, is a bottle of
wine. It makes stout the heart, for a time. And I have
been having this treatment....The day little Elsa went
I had two bottles of champagne myself, to the horror of
[Elsie's] family members. And that night Dr. Amerine
drove down [from Davis] especially to cook me a dinner
and we drank together four more bottles. [!]
It's significant that after hearing from Martin of


Elsie's death early that morning, Maynard Amerine
did what only a close friend would and could do.
Like many other people, he had always been very
fond of Elsie Ray. (In fact, his first acquaintance
with her had come about when she was his uncle's
girlfriend, before she married Rusty.) He under-
stood how much, and in how many ways, Martin
depended upon Elsie's strength of character,
commonsense, and sociability—and her ability to
soothe his high-strung nervous system and curb his
demons.


Imbibing ample wine may have allowed MR to
verbalize his anguish later to his nephew:


In sober mind, I wonder just what new interest I can


develop, if any. And I know there can never be
anything filled with the holy fire I once dished out. If
anything, it must be something less vigorous. I'll soon
be 50. With my heart gone out of living, it could only
be some other and new life, if any. And so, I will go
along, and I will see just what time will turn.
MR would next send a short letter to Will that


seemed more composed, again crediting wine for
some surcease in perturbation:


I'm trying to concentrate on plans for the future, now-
days.... What they say about time is a damn lie. You
just got to build yourself another life, that's all. In the
mean time I am taking a little wine for my stomach's
sake. In the many years immediately past everything
has changed while I have lived in the present, all the
time. So it isn't going to be an easy thing to build a
new life. Only wine has not changed. It, alone, has re-
mained constant. It is a great thing to stand by.
[8/24/51]
Less than two months later, MR wrote to his


nephew again. This time he told of the extra-
ordinary recent happening that signaled a sudden
dramatic shift in his life circumstance, offering the
immediate resurrection of his energetic ambitions as
a winegrower.


Say whatever you will, life is never dull! Not for me,
anyway, as you very well know. I must tell you, Willis,
of a very wonderful thing. Eleanor Kamb and I were
married September 15th in Santa Barbara.
It was Elsie's wish that I marry. She asked me to, but I
was then horrified at the thought of it and refused to
discuss it. Elsie also wrote to Eleanor a letter I did not
see until we were agreed on marriage and in which
Elsie confided to Eleanor her fears and wishes for me.
So, it is all a very wonderful thing. [10/18/51]
The new Eleanor Ray (also the name of MR's


mother, still alive at the time of the marriage) had
first known Rusty Ray when they were students
together at the University of Washington. She had
then married his best friend, Walter Kamb, who for
years was MR's business partner. Both Rusty's and
Eleanor's connections with him terminated in 1936
—at the very time MR had arranged to buy Paul
Masson Champagne Co. Over the years, though,
Eleanor had kept her friendship with both the Rays
and visited them on trips she took northward from
the Los Angeles area, where she was raising her
three children. And MR in his desperate loneliness
after Elsie's death had summoned her to his side.


Eleanor was introduced to Amerine by Rusty
even before they got married. (In fact, while the
Rays were briefly honeymooning, Maynard, with
Eleanor's son Peter, picked the harvest-ripe Pinot
grapes in the vineyard, crushed them, and put juice
and skins in a fermenter—Peter's introduction to
winemaking.) From the very start of their associa-
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tion, Eleanor admired Amerine, and both under-
stood and appreciated the special bond between
these two men, so different in many ways but
sharing a deep passion for both vineyards and wine.
And because of Eleanor Ray's stewardship, from
then on, of all personal and business correspond-
ence, the written communications among the three
of them (for ER wrote often to Maynard herself)
have been preserved. Many of the letters Martin
Ray wrote to Amerine during the first half of the
'50s, as well as copies sent to him of communica-
tions that he was writing to other people, displayed
a fierce resurgence of that "holy fire" he had shown
earlier as the zealous promoter of the Paul Masson
pure varietal wines.


Variable in content and tone—gossipy, infor-
mation-conveying, playful, advice-giving, anecdote-
telling, admonitory, lecturing, then becoming scold-
ing and even waspish, and finally just cool and
businesslike—the letters, and Maynard's postcards,
as they proceed through time, first display the
attractions of a highly compatible trio, and gb on to
document the absolute and sad corrosion of a friend-
ship, coming from the clash of two very different
approaches to pushing America's wine industry into
achieving honesty and quality-ensuring standards in
winemaking and wine selling.


1. In the 2nd edition of his bibliography, Wine into Words,
James Gabler states in the introduction to the Maynard
Amerine entries that Professor Amerine, a member of the
faculty of U.C. Davis from 1935 to 1974, "authored more
books on the technical aspects of wine and wine making
than any other author in the English language." The
Bibliography of Publications by the Faculty, Staff, and
Students of the University of California, 1876-1980, on
Grapes, Wines, and Related Subjects, compiled by May-
nard Amerine and Herman Phaff (U.C. Press, 1986), lists,
chronologically, over 290 works by Amerine. His early
1940's monographs include: Amerine & Winkler, A..,
Grape Varieties for Wine Production, 1943 (Circ.356,
15p.); Amerine & Joslyn, M.A., Commercial Production of
Table Wines, 1940 (Bull.639, 143p.); Commercial Produc-
tion of Dessert Wines, 1941 (Bull.651, 186p.); Commercial
Production of Brandies, 1941 (Bull.652, 80p.).


[To be continued in the next issue. The author thanks
John Skarstad and Axel Borg of Special Collections at
Shields Library of U.C. Davis for supplying copies of MR's
letters and of the Hilgardia issue's pages; Charles L.
Sullivan for lending copies of interviews with Amerine
and providing his own. Also, she is grateful to the
Saratoga Library for frequent use of its microfilm reader
and printer; and to the Dept. of Rare Books and Special
Collections of Princeton University Library for continu-
ing permission to quote from MR's letters to Julian
Street, available on microfilm, and for locating the letters
from Amerine to the Rays.]
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE


AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA


CIRCULAR 356
August, 1943


GRAPE VARIETIES FOR WINE PRODUCTION1


M. A. AMEEINB2 AND A. J. WINKLEB3


ALTHOUGH CALIFORNIA WINERIES have utilized a considerable tonnage of
raisin and table grapes since repeal of Prohibition, their preferred material is
wine grapes. In this state there are now only 170,000 acres of such grapes, pro-
ducing about 600,000 tons per year. The average annual winery crush (1937 to
1941) has exceeded 900,000 tons, but the annual crush of wine grapes has not
exceeded 450,000; hence wine grapes have constituted approximately only 50
per cent of the total crush.4 Should normal winery demands continue, the
acreage of wine grapes could probably be expanded with profit. The grower is
interested in planting varieties that produce well, but the consumer is con-
cerned with securing a product of good quality.


Interest in wine-grape adaptation to the climatic regions of California has
extended from the time of Agoston Haraszthy in 1860 to the present. From
1880 until Prohibition, the California Agricultural Experiment Station con-
ducted detailed studies, first under Dean E. W. Hilgard, later under Professor
F. T. Bioletti. Since Prohibition repeal the studies have been continued, and
the present circular summarizes the best information available.


Table wines may be either sweet or dry. They contain less than 14.0 per
cent of alcohol, and the dry types should have over 0.6 per cent acid. The sweet
types contain 0.5 to 5.0 per cent sugar and appear balanced with only about
0.5 per cent acid. The best grapes for the standard dry types should not exceed
24° Balling nor have a must acidity of less than 0.65 per cent. The natural
sweet types of table wines will require musts with a Balling degree of 24 to
28, because it is necessary to maintain residual sugar in them; yet their
acidity should be about 0.60 per cent.


Dessert wines also may be either sweet or dry. They contain over 18.0
per cent alcohol. Since this concentration is not easily obtained by natural


1 This publication summarizes the recommendations of the Hilgardia article, Composition
and Quality of Wines and Musts of California Grapes, by M. A.-Amerine and A. J. Winkler
(in press). Those interested in more complete information on the merits and defects of
specific varieties should write to the Division of Viticulture at Davis stating the varieties, the
proposed region of planting, and the type and quality of wine desired.


2 Assistant Professor of Enology and Assistant Enologist in the Experiment Station.
3 Professor of Viticulture and Viticulturist in the Experiment Station.
* For more complete data see Bulletin 651, Commercial Production of Dessert Wines, by


M. A. Joslyn and M. A. Amerine. The percentage of wine grapes in the crush increased in
1942 because of the almost complete diversion of raisin grapes to drying.
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Vinaceous Correspondents:
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


The Third Article in a Series
by Barbara Marinacci


[Note: This is the sixth piece in an ongoing series of articles, and sections of articles, focusing on California
winegrower Martin Ray and his relationships with notable persons connected to him by a mutual love of fine wine
and shared opinions about the wine business. This correspondence reveals facets of unique friendships while
providing glimpses at the eras in which they were formed and thrived—and then sometimes collapsed. After the
Introduction (I), the first article (II), published in four installments, concerned MR's epistolary friendship with
East Coast connoisseur-writer Julian Street. The author of this series—a book writer, editor, and daughter of
Eleanor Ray, MR's second wife and widow—spent a year going through the abundant and fascinating Ray Papers,
now archived by UC Davis. However, some of the quoted material in the initial sections of this article (to be
published in several installments) derives from MR's letters to Julian Street and from Amerine's own correspond-
ence with Street—both archived at the Princeton Library Division of Rare Books and Special Collections, which
granted permission to quote from them. Additionally, valuable comments about Martin Ray's years at Paul Masson
(1936-43) were obtained from an unpublished transcription of Charles L. Sullivan's interview with Maynard
Amerine, conducted in 1984. Information about Amerine's early work was provided by Thomas Pinney. John
Skarstad, University Archivist at UC Davis Library, located a Paul Masson Winery file folder that contained early
correspondence between MR and members of the Division of Viticulture (now the Department of Viticulture &
Enology), and permission has been kindly granted to use excerpts from some of these letters (Department of Viti-
culture & Enology Archives, AR~0 59).]


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE (1937-1976)
-1-


Imost a half-century after the
event, Dr. Maynard Amerine
recollected that he first met
Martin Ray at the Paul Masson
vineyard and winery premises
in Saratoga in 1936. If his
memory of the year was
correct, he and Dr. Albert J.
Winkler would have come to


the Masson property soon after MR had bought it.
On their first trip to this winegrowing "ranch" (as
MR called it) in the eastward-facing foothills of the
Santa Cruz Mountains, the two educator-scientists
from the University of California at Davis probably
arrived on a day in late spring, when grapevine
leaves would be well developed and grape clusters
expanding, to reveal varieties* special character-
istics. The two men came there to determine which
winegrapes were grown in the 60-acre vineyard.


This visit was only one of many investigative field
trips undertaken by this duo, who sometimes were
joined by "junior viticulturist" Harold Olmo. They
were journeying to far-flung vineyards and wineries
on a mission: to rescue the state's wine industry
from its dismal reputation and foundering economy.
Their purpose was to identify, primarily from the
results of testing and tasting, the comparative
quality of wines they would make from distinctive
grape varieties they'd harvest from different
climatic regions. Thus their job entailed obtaining
grapes for the winemaking research begun on


campus in 1935, less than two years after
Prohibition ended.


After welcoming the visiting professors to his
lofty domain, Martin Ray would have given them a
tour of portions of the extensive hillside vineyards
that stretched in different directions around the old
winery. He expected to benefit from their ability to
discern or confirm the identities of various
grapevines planted in what were supposed to be
blocks of fine varietals; some still baffled him,
despite his questioning old-time vineyard workers
and a diligent use of several ampelographies.


Many years later, Amerine would tell Charles
Sullivan about the confusing condition of the
Masson vineyards that confronted him and Winkler
on their visit in the mid-1930s:


Martin Ray certainly didn't know what was up on the
hill then. I don't really think that Paul Masson gave
him very much information. But the blocks had been
sort of named, so that in a general way the
Chardonnays were in one area and the Pinot Noirs in
another. But it was very mixed up.... [W]e had to
spend a whole day just trying to figure out where we
were going to sample from before we even got
started....
These were all old vines. And the vineyard was in
much worse shape than the [flat] one at Almaden.
Being on a hillside, there was more erosion from the
heavy rains and washouts. People sometimes don't do
the terracing properly. So you begin to have missing
vines, and so there was more and more interplanting
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up there. You couldn't say that the next vine was going
to be Chardonnay.... Almost all the blocks had been
interplanted during Prohibition. They didn't try to
keep a pure block but were just trying to keep the
vineyard going.
First of all, we had to spend quite a bit of time to try
and identify where there was enough of a variety in an
area that we could pick. I remember going up there one
more time before we actually picked to do this. [From
Charles Sullivan's interview; transcribed text slightly
rearranged.]
Such a rampant mix-up of winegrapes wasn't just


a recently introduced problem, since for almost a
century vineyardists—unless they were extra-
ordinary purists—tended to plant grapevines in
haphazard and heterogeneous ways. Most chose
vinifera varieties (usually as budwood to be grafted
after the 1890s on phylloxera-resistant native-grape
rootstock) for convenience, fast and healthy growth,
and bountiful production, rather than for fine
vintaging quality or uniformity of type. The 14-year
Prohibition period starting in 1920 had worsened
the situation, as vineyard owners removed or
grafted over the delicate, shy-bearing varieties best
for making good wine. Even the finicky Paul
Masson, desperate to generate income, had
succumbed to the trend, so now many previously
pristine blocks of fine varieties had been replaced by
inferior grapes that MR, fixated on quality, didn't
intend to vintage. Nor would the UC Davis
researchers want them either. But MR at least could
sell them to less discriminating wineries.


As the visitors walked through various vineyard
blocks at Masson, they must have explained to MR
what they were doing, and why. Their findings, plus
knowledge of varietals' performances in the Euro-
pean wine regions, should eventually enable them to
recommend which varieties to plant where in
California. Following their guidelines, wineries
could begin to produce much better wines—even
high-quality wines that connoisseurs far beyond
California might approve and start buying,
ultimately to transform the market. Bulk wine
producers too could benefit from learning where to
grow or obtain the most intensely flavorful grapes
for blending with bland wine fermented from
abundant and much cheaper juice grapes, to make
superior if unpretentious vin ordinaire jug wines.


Background to a New Friendship


Both Amerine and Ray knew why California's
wine industry was in deep trouble, and each
man had committed himself to altering the


situation in his own way and over time. Repeal,
coming at the end of 1933, had brought a new set of
hurdles when legal winemaking was resumed.


During Prohibition total vineyard acreage had
greatly expanded on valley floors as growers put in
the coarse, heavy-bearing varieties yielding dark,
purplish-red juice favored by bootleggers, shippers,
and home winemakers. Many couldn't even
accurately identify their own vines, and most—
strapped now for cash in these Depression
years—wouldn't or couldn't consider replanting.
The scarcity of fine-varietal grapes, known to yield
the best vintages when grown under stressed
conditions, dismayed the rare vintner who truly
wished to make premium wines, as California had
produced in the distant past. Fortunately, though,
for Martin Ray, a number of fine varieties still grew
in the Masson vineyards.


After 1933, some previously established wineries
resumed their places in the commercial wine-
producing ranks, and scores of new wineries joined
them. But most wines made and marketed were
inferior in quality, even awful. Most of the
knowledge and skills of professional winemaking
hadn't been transmitted to the new generation now
enlisted in the business. Because the state's
resurrected wine industry had a desperate need for
expert help, UC's agriculture-focusing campus at
Davis had launched the practical work of serving it
through research, education, and outreach to be
provided by its Division of Viticulture. Besides
studying grapegrowing, the curriculum and research
also included enology, the science of winemaking
(now being pursued again at UC Berkeley as well).


When telling MR what their research project
entailed, Drs. Winkler and Amerine probably pre-
sented the methodology of this complex new
investigation, begun a year or two earlier. Intending
to find out which varietal winegrapes did best in
California's different climate zones, they set up a
study of cumulative daytime temperatures in the
various grapegrowing regions of California: foothills,
mountainsides, and valleys in coastal or interior
areas. Their heat-summation system would calculate
the number of "degree days" by adding up for each
area the highest temperatures, day after day, above
50° F, when vine growth takes place. Grapes coming
from an identical variety but grown in either hotter
or cooler regions would inevitably have distinctive
properties when fully ripe; thus, when fermented
under uniform conditions, the resultant wines
would not only be of variable quality but also have
measurable chemical differences. Some grape
varieties would produce healthier, unique, and
intensely flavorful grapes in cooler areas, whereas
quality in other types would be better if grown in
places with warmer overall temperatures.


An important facet of this research would come
after identifying which grape varieties were growing
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in the many vineyards in the five different
temperature zones in California, ranging from cool
to hot, The two scientists would request permission
from a number of growers to pick samples at vintage
time, for they planned, with help from their
students, to crush these grapes and proceed to make
white and red wine samples from the fermented
must. Certainly when they met with MR the UC
Davis visitors would have expressed the desire to
eventually harvest ripe grapes from the uncommon
fine-varietal vines they saw on the Masson premises
—although they realized it wouldn't be an easy
picking job because of those mixed-up blocks.


As for Martin Ray, surely he told the two profes-
sors about his own aims as Paul Masson's new
proprietor: he wanted to make the best still wines
and champagnes possible, to show the world what
California was capable of producing. To do this, he
would vintage, and therefore ultimately grow, only
pure fine-varietal grapes. MR would also have
asserted emphatically that he intended to make his
future Paul Masson dry table wines wholly from fine
varieties. There would be no blending at all for him,
as the other winery proprietors and vintners did it.
He wanted his wines to be "natural," alive—
individual living entities created from the beneficent
actions of microorganisms like yeast upon juice
extracted from handpicked, clean, high-quality
winegrapes. So he didn't wish to sterilize them
chemically by adding sulfur dioxide or to pasteurize
all the life out of them by subjecting them to heat
treatments. Such statements were bound to astound
Amerine. In those years he was unlikely to ever
encounter another zealous fine-wine purist like
Martin Ray, who sought to learn and then perfect
the mysterious alchemy of traditional winemaking.


[The handsome facade of Paul Masson Winery]


During this first visit by Amerine and Winkler,
MR surely introduced them to all four floors of
Masson's 30-year-old winery building, which he had
begun to renovate. (Years later, Amerine recalled
how impressed he had been with the impeccably
clean cellars—always an MR requirement.) Then
MR must have invited his visitors to partake of
vinous refreshments before their departure, leading
them to the nearby two-story stone house where he
and Elsie lived—formerly Paul Masson's requisite
but modest Burgundian vineyard chateau. That was
surely the occasion when Amerine met Paul Mas-
son, for he recalled that MR had persuaded the
elderly Frenchman to return to his former domain,
to meet and talk with the two scientists. "He wanted
us to quiz him about where it was he had gotten
some of the grape varieties there," Amerine said.
The occasion would have called for MR to
ceremoniously serve a champagne made in some
past year by Masson himself and perhaps some aged
still wines dating back to before Prohibition.


At this and other early encounters Maynard
Amerine not only took note of MR's ambitions and
already adamant opinions about winemaking, but
also experienced his vitality, robust humor, and
forceful character. He must also have seen traces of
sudden sensitivity and an impetuous temperament.
A curious coincidence had also emerged: Maynard
was already acquainted with Elsie. "I knew her
socially before I knew Martin at all," he told Charles
Sullivan. "She knew my family in the valley." Elsie,
though, was some years older than he; by then she
was in her late 30s while he was in his mid-20s.


MR would learn from Amerine that after
spending his early childhood in Santa Clara Valley,
he had later moved with his parents from San Jose
to a fruit ranch near Modesto, in the Central
Valley—where they failed to prosper. A farm boy
born in 1911, Maynard had been a high achiever in
school; attracted to science, he saw the value of
applying the scientific method to solving agri-
cultural problems. After earning a B.S. at the UC
campus in Davis, he had gone on to UC Berkeley—
and was near to completing his Ph.D. in plant physi-
ology when viticulturist Albert Winkler, appointed
chairman of the new Division of Viticulture (sepa-
rated now from Berkeley's control), brought him
back to Davis in 1935, to serve as an instructor and
his research assistant, specializing in the scientific
study of winemaking.


Amerine and Winkler's research project would
last seven years altogether—nine before its full
results were published. (Eventually, two decades
later, it began influencing vineyard plantings
virtually worldwide when the Wine Revolution
commenced.) During its long course Maynard
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Amerine would meet a great many vintners as well
as winery and vineyard owners. A number of them
became both research collaborators and friends. The
cooperative interactions between them and him, as
well as with others on the UC Davis faculty, were
bound to greatly affect how winegrapes were grown
and wines made. As multiple problems emerged in
vineyards and cellars, the university's scientists and
outreach educators worked to diagnose and solve
them, often in concert with viticulturists and
enologists elsewhere in the world.


For his part, Martin Ray over the years would
sometimes seek information about scientific findings
in biochemistry, microbiology, plant physiology, and
pathologies in grapevines and wines, as well as
about new technologies devised for winemaking and
vineyard care. At such times he was likely to contact
the staff at UC Davis, particularly Amerine. But his
orientation differed radically from that of most
commercial vintners in his era. He was more
interested in tending his vineyards and making
great wines in the classical tradition than in making
a lot of money—which he had done earlier as a
stockbroker. At the same time, though, MR strove to
earn a living from doing what he loved best. And he
needed it to be sufficient enough for him to enjoy
the gustatory pleasures of "the Good Life," as he
called it. From the start, Maynard Amerine surely
understood and admired him for those aspirations,
and he may have enjoyed a more emotionally and
spiritually intimate relationship with MR than with
any other vintner of their time ... while this close
relationship lasted.


Early Correspondence and Contacts


That first grape-identifying session at the Paul
Masson premises between MR and the two UC
Davis faculty members was followed by letter,


telephone, and in-person contacts. The earliest
letter in a folder devoted to the Paul Masson winery,
in the correspondence archives of the.Department of
Viticulture and Enology, is a carbon copy of a brief
letter from Dr. Albert Winkler to Martin Ray. It
indicates that MR and Amerine had connected since
their initial meeting.


Dr. Amerine informs me that you are planning to
employ a man to take care of the operations and
development of your vineyard. I have a man in mind
who graduated here last year and whom I think would
be just about the type of individual that you are
looking for....
Before getting in contact with him again, I wish you
would give me a little bit better idea of what you intend
to pay and just what you would expect of him. [9/15/37]
As in the letters MR would begin writing to


Julian Street two years later, here was an


opportunity for him to present aspects of his modus
operandi along with his high aims as a winegrower.
What MR wrote he'd probably already told MA.


I was glad to receive your letter of the 15th and to
learn that you have in mind a man graduated there
last year whom you think would be the type of
individual that I am looking for here.... [I] will
endeavor to give you a better idea of what I would
expect of such a man so employed.
As for salary, I have no amount in mind, except that it
is always my policy to pay in proportion to what I
receive. I have had men at veiy low salaries who did
not earn them, and others at high salaries who easily
earned all they were paid. You can readily understand
that I would be willing to pay any reasonable amount
for the right kind of a man, although I would expect
that the responsibility of the proof of worth rest in the
hands of the man. I would not be interested in starting
a man out at a high salary merely basing it upon his
apparent ability and recommendation of others, nor
would I be inclined to touch any immediate value on
any theories of how he might in the future prove his
services of outstanding value.
I came very close to hiring a foreman recently at a
salary far in excess of what I would normally have paid
merely because he had all but sold me by conversation
alone on his value. I had negotiated with him over a
period of some months which afforded me an
opportunity to try out several of his plans in the
vineyard, and his pruning methods, in which he was so
confident, were tried out in a certain section of the
vineyard with a resulting loss of at least five tons of
Champagne grapes. This and a few other incidents
fortunately indicate[d] to me that he really did not
know all that he claimed to, and because of this and
other situations which have arisen lately I have
definitely decided that what I want is a young man of
intelligence and willingness to learn, but preferably
with no experience at all other than whatever
theoretical training he may have received or actually
experience acquired at the University. If I can obtain
this type of a chap who is willing to do what we tell
him to do and otherwise intelligently go about his job,
he will fill the order better than the more experienced
man who has certain set ideas which probably would
not work in with our plans here.
Briefly, the job would be one of permanence, and its
value to the right party would certainly be greater
than that afforded by any other probable opportunity.
It is our desire to develop here the finest vineyard in
the country and, as you know, this will involve a great
deal of planning and hard work. I have found that
many foremen today are inclined to want to have men
to do all of the work. Everyone works here, and anyone
selected for this job would have to be a working
foreman who, during certain months of the year, would
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have no one to assist him. He would have to willingly
undertake all kinds of work and his reward would be
based not only upon his accomplishments, but also his
attitude and willingness to go ahead in the same way
that our head cellarman works with his men in the
cellars.
I will be very glad to meet anyone that you might think
qualified for this position. [9/21/37]
Later, Dr. Winkler responded that unfortunately


the young man he'd had in mind had decided to stay
in his current position and that he had no one else
at present to recommend. (No former UC Davis
students, it seems, ever worked for Martin Ray. He
probably felt that receiving an excellent technical
education but minimal practical skills would spoil
them for performing hard field or cellar labor under
his direction.)


Although after this MR would exchange occasion-
al letters with Winkler and Olmo about viticultural
matters, his primary connection with the Division of
Viticulture was with Maynard Amerine, whose first
letter to MR on file was sent in mid-October of
1937—over a year after the two men met, if indeed
Amerine was correct in saying that it was 1936
when he had first looked at those wildly mixed-up
Masson vineyards. (It may in fact have been 1937.)
Although the letter is properly addressed to Martin
E. Ray, Proprietor, the salutation says "Dear Mr.
Martin"—doubtless a department secretary's un-
noticed error. In the first paragraph the "Junior
Enologist," as MA gave his title below his signature,
expressed a pro-forma gratitude.


I want to thank you very much for your kindness in
permitting us to secure the grapes from you yesterday.
It is very helpful to us to be able to secure varieties
from your location and we trust they will be of future
service to the industry at large as well as ourselves.


(The "us" mentioned by Amerine may have included
one student or several, as well as Dr. Winkler. And
this grape-gleaning session during vintage time that
Amerine referred to had been his third visit; when
he told Sullivan about first meeting MR, he said
they'd had to return a second time to Masson to
examine the varietal blocks before the actual
picking.)


As for the grapes the UC Davis men took away,
Amerine remembered this:


We collected a large number [of varieties]. They are all
listed in the 1944 Hilgardia. Certainly we collected
Pinot Noir, Cabernet Sauvignon, and Folle Blanche.
And Pinot Blanc and Chardonnay. [They also probably
picked MR's Gamay Beaujolais—one of his favored
varietals.] The vineyard was very difficult to sample
from. The only block that I remember being reasonably
easy was the Chardonnay variety. The others that we
tried to pick, we'd try 25 vines in each direction and if


we found 10 of the proper vine we had enough to
collect. We wanted 10 pounds from 10 vines, which was
the minimum amount we had established previously
for collecting.
The Winkler-Amerine intention for the wine-


making experiments at Davis was to gather, if
possible, a minimal 100 Ibs. of a particular variety
from a vineyard—not enough to deplete a winery's
supply—in order to produce ultimately a good
sample of wine. So they must have taken away at
least 500 Ibs.—a quarter of a ton—of five or six fine-
varietal grapes from Masson. They always hoped
winegrapes would be donated to their good research
cause, but if necessary they'd pay for them. After
harvesting the selected grapes, the scientists would
return to Davis to make small batches of wine.
These were usually kept in separate 5-gallon glass
jugs, labeled as to vineyard of origin, variety, and
date; eventually they were bottled. The end result
over time: several thousand separate wines, kept in
a cellar on campus. Various researchers in the
Department would systematically both analyze
chemically and taste-test these varietal wines,
comparing them with others taken from different
climatic regions, I (the coolest) through V (the
hottest). Using a 100-point system for "organoleptic
evaluation" of these wines, Amerine and others
would taste 20 wines in the morning and another 20
in the afternoon.


Developing a highly sensitive palate and
acquiring good knowledge of the European wine
models were both clearly crucial tasks, and young
Maynard Amerine, who had known almost nothing
about wine at the start of this work, had applied
himself thoroughly to the job. Winkler brought to
the campus a former viticulture professor at
Berkeley, Edmund Henry Twight, specifically to
instruct both him and Amerine (but particularly the
latter) in the principles of winemaking and wine
judging. Maynard read widely through wine
literature, covering aesthetics, history, and technical
practices. He also joined men's upscale social clubs
in the San Francisco Bay area and spent time with
wine connoisseurs, to be introduced by them to
many of the world's great vintages. By 1937 he was
well on his way to becoming an acknowledged
expert. Early in that year he had taken a leave of
several months from his Davis position, and
traveling at his own expense went off to visit
winegrowing regions on the Continent—the first of
many such informative yet pleasurable expeditions.


At the same time, Martin Ray, intent upon
establishing himself as the grower and maker of
America's best wines, was also fast becoming adept
at wine tasting. In his former years at college, in
magazine publishing, and as a stock broker—all
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during the Dry Years—he had drunk various
intoxicating and banned beverages with gusto and
sometimes to excess. Now he centered his attention
upon wine. However, as MR later told Julian Street
in several letters (and surely Amerine had learned
this earlier), he had to be carefully abstemious. He
had found that for health reasons (he'd suffered a
probable stroke in the early '30s, when he was only
around 30) he could no longer "drink" alcohol of any
kind in appreciable amounts without suffering
anxiety and severe palpitations. So he only
permitted himself to taste wines, including his
own—sampling them with the utmost moderation.
(Quite probably Elsie Ray closely monitored his
consumption.) As a winery proprietor, he was
deliberately training himself to detect and discern
all manner of things about wines: their aroma, color
and clarity, flavor, acidity, tannin, reducing sugar,
body, balance, complexity, imperfections, and
downright defects. MR also looked for what he'd
later describe as the overall "come-on" that
encouraged a drinker to consume more—but which
he refrained from doing in that period of his life.


Since MR intended to make table wines and
champagnes comparable to or possibly even superior
to the best ones produced in Europe, and stoutly
maintained this was possible to do in California, his
personal goals as a vintner coincided with enologist
Amerine's aims as a wine scientist. And both men
truly loved fine wine.


Discussing Technical Wine Issues


The bottle of champagne that Amerine took
away with him on that grape-picking day in
1937 was Paul Masson's popular signature


rosy champagne, Oeil de Perdrix (eye of the
partridge). In making it, MR and his head vintner,
Oliver Goulet, apparently used as the main
constituent a wine that had been cellared some
years earlier. MA soon reported on the UC tasting
group's reaction to the sample:


There was some question as to whether the wine itself
was of sufficiently high quality to justify the expense of
champagning it. This is not to be taken as a criticism of
the champagne itself, although we did feel that it was
made from wine that was perhaps a little too old and
consequently had a somewhat woody flavor; and,
furthermore, it may have been a little too dark for the
type. Our impression of this type of wine is that it
must be very fresh and gay, and possibly because the
wine was a little old, it did not quite come up to what
one would have anticipated.
Amerine, though, then had wonderful things to


say about the bottle of Pinot Noir, vintaged around
1916, that MR had given him earlier, in the spring.


[W]e found this a very delicious wine with a beautifully


developed bouquet and possessing all the charm and
elegance which one associates with the wine of this age
made from these grapes. There were several
remarkable features of this wine aside from this
beautiful bouquet, one of which was the very good
retention of color after all these years in the bottle.
The wine was smooth and velvety and I may say that,
at least in my own opinion, it is one of the nicest red
wines that I have ever tasted in California. I am hoping
that somewhere hi the crevices of your winery you are
going to be able to find a few more bottles of this....
The Pinot is an exquisite example of a fine wine
properly aged and brought to maturity. The shame of
it is that it is improbable that we shall have more of
this kind of wine for many years, at least until you
begin to bottle your red Pinots. [10/13/37]
By now, of course, Maynard Amerine could make


the last statement with some confidence because he
had seen Masson's Pinot Noir vines (few other
winegrowers had any), and almost certainly had
tasted the 1936 vintage as it was developing in cask.
He had also listened to MR talk about his plans as a
vintner of pure varietal wines, and could contrast
this with what he was seeing, hearing, and tasting
at other California wineries.


Within several days MR responded to Amerine's
letter. He thanked him for his high opinion of the


. "old still wine so well preserved," and finally took
up the Oeil de Perdrix matter, letting Amerine know
that he welcomed his forthright judgments, even if
negative.


With reference to your comments on this wine, it is
entirely true. The wine was in wood too long, but it
was necessary to make the best of such a condition
after repeal, particularly since we were not permitted
to bottle this wine during the prohibition period. It
follows it was bottled after repeal. Wherever it has
been offered, it has met with the finest reception, and
we have long since sold our entire 1937 production of
this wine. It is from a purely technical standpoint that
you have criticized it, which I fully appreciate. In any
case, you will always be free to express your honest
opinion of any wine submitted to you by me, which is
the condition which should obtain. [10/19/37]
At some point in their early contacts MR must


also have asked Amerine to taste, test in the
laboratory, and then hopefully identify the cause of
problems he and Goulet were having with the
champagnes in their first two years there, when
they knew little yet about champagne making. They
were continuing Paul Masson's long tradition of
producing, by the labor-intensive methode champen-
oise, several types of this sparkling wine—which
Masson somehow had cleverly arranged to be able to
make legally during Prohibition and" be sold by
prescription for medicinal purposes. In 1984
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Amerine told Sullivan about MR's champagne crisis
at Masson:


Certainly by 1937 Martin realized that he had a major
problem in the champagne.... [H]e had been to Korbel
at least once and he had tasted all the currently
available French champagnes. It really didn't take very
long for him to realize that there was something wrong
with that champagne.... Well, he asked us and he
asked other people who were making champagne. He
would get on the phone and call a dozen people before
breakfast. [Transcribed text slightly rearranged.]
According to Amerine, MR had appealed to Paul


Masson himself for advice but couldn't get
satisfactory technical counseling from the old
Burgundian. Inevitably, he and Goulet pored over
champagne-making recipes and tried out formulas
and remedies found in Masson's old Cellar Book.
Amerine may have alerted MR to a classic French
book, Vins de Champagne et Vins Mousseux by Paul
Pacottet and L. Guittonneau, that detailed the
standard processes for making champagne and
sparkling wines. MR arranged to get the 1930
second edition translated for his own uses, and
Amerine and Twight (who was fluent in French)
agreed to read the manuscript text for accuracy
before MR had several copies duplicated and bound.
(Two are now at UC Davis; MR had agreed to donate
them in lieu of paying the professors for their work.
MR's own copy now resides in the Sonoma County
Wine Library, Healdsburg, CA.)
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[Title page 1930 2nd French edition]


MR and Goulet eventually solved the Masson
champagne problem. "I think it was a bacteria,"
Amerine recalled. "He got the new culture and the
difference was like night and day." But there may
have been other problem-causing factors that
Amerine, a half-century later, had forgotten about.
For instance, he had written this to MR as if
offering technical advice and guidance:


I have been looking over what Pacottet and others
have to say about pasteurization of the must. I find
that Pacottet has nothing to say against this process,
and that he recommends it for (a) grapes damaged by
rains and rot, (b) grapes picked from the vineyard
without sorting. He also has considerable to say about
using SO2.1 find no comparison of the two methods in
the text. From what he has to say, there is little danger
of pasteurizing must if the heating period is not too
long nor the temperature too high as far as leaving a
cooked taste in the wine. [MR definitely did not
subscribe to pasteurizing wines by "cooking" them in
hot rooms.]
I still feel that a test would be desirable for this reason:
the grapes that Pacottet and co-workers were using are
considerably more acid than the grapes to be used
here. Under conditions of lower acidity the grapes
might—I don't say would because I don't know—prove
more susceptible to oxidation during pasteurization.
The higher volatile with the X variety still seems to me
to be a combination of conditions: (a) coming to the
winery first and boxes not completely sterile; (b)
inoculation of yeast in crusher, etc., not great and
sluggish fermentation; (c) possible hotter weather
earlier in season for grapes as they reach winery and
for fermentation. There is no indication that this
variety naturally has a tendency to higher volatile than
any other. The only possible difference might be in
having a lower total acid (hence a higher pH) than FB
[Folle Blanche, which MR grew and often used in his
champagnes], etc., and thus being more nearly in the
optimum pH range for spoilage organisms. [5/31/38]
Whenever Amerine visited at Paul Masson, MR


might have shared with the enologist one or several
of the French or German wines he had been
acquiring, so they could compare their judgments.
And surely too he'd often take him to the winery
and use a wine thief to proffer sample tastes of
various table wines developing in cask that he and
Goulet had vintaged: the white fine varietals—Pinot
Blanc (Vrai), Pinot Chardonnay, Folle Blanche; and
the reds—Pinot Noir, Cabernet Sauvignon, Gamay
Beaujolais. He always expected to get a candid
evaluation.


In an October 1937 letter to Amerine, MR had
said in a P.S.: "Our vintage season is at an end, arid
we believe we have some very fine new wines,
concerning which we will know more, of course, a
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little bit later on." It turned out later, though, that
apparently the grape harvest in 1937 proved
disappointing in its vintaging outcome. (Probably it
wasn't good either for Amerine's getting decent
winegrapes from the Masson vineyards other than
Pinot Noir for his winemaking research.) As MR
would later tell Julian Street:


In 19371 lost (for our use) all our crop except the Pinot
Noir. It was a very bad year. The grapes came in in bad
shape and were covered with wild yeast and bacteria. I
didn't look at them under a glass as., it was not
necessary and would not have changed anything. I
knew from the first fermentation that it was a bad
year. I saved the Pinot Noir because it was the first
grape picked and I made the wine you have tasted ...
out of the free-run juice. The wild yeast and bacteria is
always on the skins and the free-run juice is more free
of it. So, this wine was a good wine, the only one I
made that year and kept. I sold all of half the grapes,
and the wine I made I also sold. None of the
fermentations were perfect. You have to take such
years but they don't often jump at you without
warning. [7/3/40]
It's more than likely that Amerine had strongly


advised MR to sell off the defective wines he had
made in 1937, since he was so adamantly deter-
mined to establish a reputation for making only
superior varietal wines. Other wineries could, and
did, ameliorate various faults in an unlikable wine
by sterilizing it with metabisulfite, adding other
chemicals, blending it with better-tasting wines, or
distilling it into brandy.


A Continuing Correspondence


During the latter part of 1937 and the first half
of 1938, notes and letters passed frequently
between Amerine and Ray, who after a while


changed the salutation from "Dear Mr.—" to using
each other's surnames only (e.g., "My Dear
Amerine"), eventually to evolve into first names, as
MR would do with Julian Street. Like Street,
Maynard called him Martin, avoiding the nickname
"Rusty," which many other people readily used,
including Elsie.


In the fall of 1937 Amerine had apparently gently
criticized a newly designed and printed label that
MR had affixed on some Masson wine bottle he'd
given to Amerine. (A copy of this letter, alas,
apparently wasn't preserved.) MR responded:


I must plead guilty to the accusation politely made in
your letter of October 21, 1937, although I call to your
attention a carbon copy of a letter just written to the
makers of the label, which I thought would be of
interest to you and which I ask that you please return.


* I was truly very disappointed in this label, but expect
to have finished shortly something more nearly what I


had originally in mind. [10/26/37]
Amerine wrote back, indicating that perhaps the


two men had talked over the phone.
A very interesting and intriguing discussion on the
subject of labels, I must say, and I trust that you will
be able to find a satisfactory label for your white and
red still wines in the near future. Unfortunately, I am
busy as a bee this morning getting ready to go to Los
Angeles and cannot make more extended comments.
Thanks for letting me see the letter and I shall be very
much interested in finding out how your final label
comes out. [10/28/37]
MR may have continued to use that unsatis-


factory label; or if he did contrive a replacement, it
was the notoriously pretentious one that mimicked
Germany's Schloss Johannisberger label, with its
vineyard panorama. MR would use it on the new
line of "signature" table wines (with the label
bearing Martin Ray's own signature)—pure varietal
wines that Masson began releasing in the late '30s,
with the white ones going first. (It's highly doubtful,
of course, that Amerine ever approved this label.)


Toward the end of 1937, Amerine wrote to ask
whether Masson might have a spare old champagne-
corking machine that MR would sell to the Viticul-
ture Division. When informed that indeed there was
one, Winkler and Amerine drove to Saratoga to see
it, knowing in advance that MR would set a modest
price on it. Amerine wrote to MR afterwards:


We enjoyed very much OUT visit with you yesterday
morning and the consequent discussion of the multiple
problems of the industry. I also want to thank you for
the case of champagne and I shall be looking for the
bill here at any time....
With respect to the white wine "M.R." [a signature
Chardonnay], Winkler and I tasted it rather carefully
and found it to be a pleasant wine, of nice basic
quality, and having good body. The color seems to have
darkened a little since I tasted it last and you have
added such a slight amount of SO2 that it is hardly
perceptible. While tasting the wine we discussed with
Mr. Goullet [sic] its probable future. Since other white
wines of your vineyard may behave in the same
fashion, we thought it might be of interest, if you had a
good barrel, to divide your present puncheon, placing
half in glass and half in the barrel. This would give you
a fine opportunity to discover if the volatile acid
continued to increase in glass (it probably won't
increase very much in glass), and to find out the
behavior of the wine in wood with further aging.
However, this was all more or less polite conversation
since the wine is very nice and probably will not spoil
under most treatments. [12/30/37]
Then it was MR's turn to write back, and he


defended the wine made from his Chardonnay
grapes. This fine varietal in future years would be
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one of the three sought-after Martin Ray table
wines, but even then (hard to believe today) was
little known, as it was rarely planted in California
until the 1970s—four decades after MR began
vintaging it at Masson and then marketing it as a
100% varietal wine.


I am very sorry that it was not possible for me to
properly entertain Doctor Winkler and you on the
occasion of your last visit, but I assure you that I did
enjoy the visit which we had, and I am going to look
forward to the next one being more leisurely conducted
and including many discussions which I hope to have
some day with you....
Concerning the Pinot Chardonnay wine which you
tasted, I was interested to note what you said about it,
although of course it would be necessary to discuss it
before I could have your full opinion. There is one
thing, however, that seems to have formed an
impression on your mind which I do not fully justify. It
is the matter of color. Any Pinot Chardonnay which is
picked for still wine will have some color, and if
allowed to ferment on the skins, it will have an
abundance of color. It will, in fact, become a deep gold.
For champagne, these grapes are picked earlier, are
quickly crushed, pressed, and the juice is rapidly drawn
off. Obviously, in champagne, you do not want this
color. It exists in all of our present wines, but will not
exist in any of those which we will ultimately finish
under our own manufacture. But for still wine, I do not
understand why the color should be objectionable to
you, if it is. Every white burgundy of merit which I
have ever inspected has been deep in color. In fact, I
have thought that the finest of them must have been
fermented on the skins without doubt. Please advise
me what you have learned with regards to this
condition in the burgundy district with their white
wines of the finest grade.
To me, a golden color in a fine glass of fully matured
white wine is definitely an advantage as compared with
a pale greenish hue which cannot be held permanently
in any white wine, however manufactured and
preserved, and which in itself does not possess the
game character, so far as appearance is concerned as I
react to it.
Everywhere I go, wine makers seem to demand the
absence of color. You will find that next year our still
wines will have more color than the one which you
tasted, as we have definitely determined that the best
qualities in the grapes can only be conveyed into the
wine if treated in such a way as will surely bring along
much color, too, in the case of the white Pinot grapes.
Being natural, and additionally pleasing to look at, we
have determined to accept it. What do you think about
this? [1/4/38]
The contents of the folder of letters written


between September of 1937 and June of 1938


indicate that traffic of various kinds frequently went
on between MR and MA during those 10 months—
as when MR asked Amerine to send several gallons
of Seitz filtered grape juice, which he intended to
pasteurize (by heating it) and then use as a base for
starting new yeast cultures for inducing a second
fermentation in the Masson champagnes when
bottled:


I do not know how it ever happened that we did not
pasteurize and retain sufficient grape juice last vintage
season to take care of the growing of our yeast for this
spring's bottling. I guess we were so fatigued that
when the last grapes came in we were so happy that we
forgot all else other than that the season was over.
[2/10/38]
But then MR, who loathed the odor and taste of


any sulfur used in wines, had to write MA again, to
complain about the second gallon of juice sent to
him:


I understood you to say that the juice had not been
sulphured, whereas I found it heavily sulphured....
Goulet and I wondered how the sulphur may have
gotten into your juice, since you did not know that it
was there—but there are, of course, many ways that it
might have happened. I thought that possibly you had
instructed some one to draw off the free-run juice
immediately after the grapes were crushed, and that it
was your assumption that in so doing there would be
no sulphur in the juice. I further assumed that possibly
sterilization of the must by the addition of meta-
bisulphite had already taken place, thereby putting the
sulphur into this juice. In any case if you will test any
that you have you will find that it is there present.
Despite the sulphur the last shipment received from
you was in a state of fermentation, showing that either
the sulphur was not in large quantities, or else the
yeast was very sturdy in sulphur resistance. I should
say that another day or so would have seen an
explosion of the glass container. Which brings me to
the further cause of writing you. I suggest that you
look into the matter of fermentation of any which you
have remaining if you desire to retain it. [3/16/38]
Amerine's letter written several days later shows


the quick attention, reflective reasoning, and precise
investigation that he customarily gave to all wine-
making problems that were brought to his
attention:


I was sorry to learn that there was something wrong
with the second bottle of grape juice. I am entirely
unable to account for the presence of the SO2, but I am
able to figure out the fermentation. When we sent the
first jar to you, we had noted that the corks were loose
on some of the other jars. At the time of sending the
second one, I picked the jar that had the tightest cork,
but none of them were very well sealed in so that it
quite easy to account for the presence of the free yeast
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and the slow fermentation which had taken place.
As far as the S02 is concerned, I am quite sure that
when the grape juice was filtered there was no sulfur
in it because I had the class do this filtration and I
watched them crush the grapes, dilute it with water,
and finally pass it through the Seitz germ-proof.
Occasionally the boys use a little meta-bisulphite in
washing the gallon jars, and it is possible that the jar
which you received had not been properly washed.
After receiving your letter I immediately went to the
cellar where there were two more jars and took
samples for determination of SO2. We were unable to
detect any S02 in one jar, but in the other there was
about 40 ppm. [3/19/38]
Each correspondent in his letters usually invited


a response from the other to some question asked or
opinion given—or a bunch of them. In letters and
talks the two men continued discussing wines,
whether MR's or European vintages, and technical
matters in winemaking. But gradually books and
other cultural subjects would be brought up, along
with noting the alarming condition of international
relations in Europe and Asia. It's certain too that
MR began asking Maynard to come to Masson on
various occasions when he would be entertaining
celebrities there, as the erudite and increasingly
sophisticated young professor would have fit well
into the social milieu.


What MR Said About Maynard Amerine


By late 1939, when MR began his extraordinary
correspondence with Julian Street, he men-
tioned Amerine in his first letter—and fre-


quently afterwards.
Dr. Maynard Amerine of the University of California
School of Viticulture at Davis, is ... doing a great deal
to further the interest in, and appreciation of the fine
wines of the world. We, who make wines, must rely for
recognition of them, to a very great extent, upon those
of you who have come to be respected as eminent
authorities. Our actual success, is then, to be obtained
in a major way at your hands, for, until the people can
judge for themselves, they have no alternative than to
follow your recommendations.
With this in mind, I have considered it my
responsibility to cooperate to the fullest with any
undertakings intended to educate the people further of
wines. [11/27/39]
MR's letters to Street often praised him as a


matchless arbiter and promoter of fine wine who
was providing crucially needed wine education to the
public. He soon began to show what pride he took in
his close association with Dr. Maynard Amerine.
Like Street, Amerine was engaged in wine
education—of UC Davis students, of wine profes-
sionals, and of wine drinkers. But he also worked


diligently as a researcher who delved continuously
into the science of winemakingj" about which Street
admittedly knew almost nothing at all. Amerine was
intent upon perfecting wines by understanding,
through numerous investigative projects, both their
most basic and most complex aspects.


As for MR himself, he knew he was performing a
vital corollary function by aspiring to make excellent
wines. It was the crucial way to change people's
attitudes about California's potential for producing
fine, and someday even great, wines. As he told JS:


I would give anything if there were more people here
on the coast who were genuinely interested in fine
wines, like you and the group with whom you are no
doubt intimately associated. Mr. [Harold] Price [of the
San Francisco Wine & Food Society] and Dr. Amerine
are doing a great deal to educate people and they
deserve great credit, but there are tremendous
prejudices to overcome and it will require time.
As I have already said, it is my desire that one of the
first accomplishments will be the recognition of the
fact that fine wines can be produced here. If just this
much can be accomplished, we will have come a long
way. Recognition of this fact can come only through
the few outstanding authorities, for it is to these few
people that those unable to judge for themselves look
for advice. You will understand then, I feel that our
future is to a very great extent in the hands of you and
a very few people. Wines must be both made and
recognized (or discovered). One without the other does
not benefit very many people. [1/15/40]
A half-year later, MR told Street much more


about his UC Davis friend, writing at surprising
length about Maynard's virtues and activities. Now
that MR had established his own satisfying corres-
pondence with Julian Street, he decided he should
broker a relationship between JS and his friend,
who during his occasional travels to the East Coast
might make time to meet his favorite wine
authority. MR's description of the young UC Davis
enologist provides a rare look at Ajnerine when he
was still in his twenties. At the same time, MR
reveals his own—and evidently Amerine's as well—
growing disillusionment and dismay over most of
California's publicly acknowledged wine connois-
seurs.


I want to say, I am in the process of introducing to you
Dr. Amerine, of whom I have heretofore written. And
with your permission, I am going to ask Jpim to write to
you.
He is, in my opinion, the only one active and
influencial [sic] member of that group of leaders in
California, who pretty well dominate things, who is
genuinely and profoundly interested in wines. The
others either are not active and influencial or they are
phonies, stuffed shirts or only selfishly interested as a
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means to some other end, I believe. Amerine's interests
outside wine are a means to the end that he learn to
know and enjoy more of his life which is actually
devoted to wines, the knowledge and appreciation of
them. There are lots of other honest people who like
wines but they are not in that group of leaders other
than as above classified. I sincerely believe there is Dr.
Winkler, who is certainly an honest man of much
experience. But his experience is limited to a certain
type of experience as is his ability and his life. Amerine
lives and works in a broad world. He knows every
vineyard in California, which I do not believe can be
said of any other man. He knows virtually every
producer. He knows the vineyards of France and
Germany as well as he could by one extended trip there
and many friendships that also take him into the
vineyards and cellars abroad. He spent his own savings
to go abroad to learn first hand. He is active hi the
Bohemian Club, where he is on the Wine Committee.
He helped organize the Society of Medical Friends of
Wine for the good of the Wine Industry and the
prestige and respect it needs here. He is active in the
Wine & Food Society of San Francisco....
Amerine works long and hard. He reads a lot and on
many subjects. He goes to a few operas and sees some
of the good shows. He is very interested in foods and
permits himself to eat well. He has a mind of his own
and is indeed very strong willed but he has permitted
some much older than himself to dominate at times in
the past when he knew more than they, I believe they
have sort of leaned on him while at the same time
taking the applause. He probably permitted this in the
knowledge it might be proper and even best but I
doubt if he will do so in the future and certain it is he
can and will do what he thinks is best.
His ability is outstanding and extensive, both native
and acquired. He also has personal charm. He will
grow away from them all. He is honest and genuine.
He thinks clearly and deeply. He is appreciative,
thoughtful of others, and I have found him always
anxious to give more than he receives. He will be the
leader someday, if he so desires.
This covers Amerine pretty well, as I see him. I have
gone a "long way" but it is necessary to go a good deal
further to find another like him, and I would not know
where to look.
He is interested in making wines as you and I know
they should be made. He is a professor at the School of
Viticulture, I think you know. He has drunk more fine
wines than all the other members of the S.F. Wine &
Food Society put together and continues to drink them,
so he knows something about fine wines other than
what others say of them.
He should know you and you will enjoy knowing him.
[5/4/40]


(When Amerine did write to Julian Street, however,


his first letter wasn't to MR's liking—as will be
revealed in the next issue.)


Insights Into a Close Connection


The Paul Masson Winery folder containing less
than a year of their early correspondence
indicates that the two still-youthful men—


Maynard was seven years younger than Martin—
were fast forming a firm friendship. They began to
meet occasionally, since Amerine often found both
job-connected and social reasons to visit the Masson
premises. Probably a few times in those early years
MR even drove up to Davis to see the vineyards and
winemaking facilities under development there and
to bring wine samples—and to visit with Amerine.
Their letters began mixing personal information and
social transactions with the mutual wine-connected
interests—as shown when Amerine lent MR his copy
of Aldous Huxley's Point Counter Point as a prelude
to discussing the provocative novel with him.


Correspondence and contacts would naturally
have continued apace. Considering their frequency
at the start, as the friendship progressed in the
months and years ahead, letters would have passed
often between the two men as the most satisfying
form of communication when in-person conversa-
tions couldn't take place; better than telephone
calls, they provided written records. However, to
locate any extant letters between them beyond May
of 1938 would require time-consuming delving into
the chronologically arranged general correspond-
ence files of the Viticulture & Enology Department,
since having a special folder of Paul Masson letters
wasn't continued. ,


It's apparent from his letters to JS that by 1940
MR regarded himself as a mentor and confidant to
the younger man, who had not yet wholly achieved
the superb self-confidence, urbane manner, and
mature professional demeanor remarkable in
subsequent years. MR declared that the young
enologist was the only truly knowledgeable and
genuinely talented person in California who was
involved with the wine industry and wine
connoisseurship; after their split in 1955 he
continued to proclaim the highest esteem for
Amerine's knowledge and abilities.


Probably Amerine served as a pipeline to MR for
a lot of information and gossip about the wine
industry and its personalities from the late 1930s
into the mid-1950s. Because of his various profes-
sional and avocational positions, he circulated much
more than MR out in the wine world. MR, for his
part, most of the time stayed on his mountaintop,
working in his vineyards and wine cellars, or
occasionally writing long, revelatory letters to a
succession of wine-loving recipients. Amerine at
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times disclosed negative information and trade
gossip that MR might not have known about
otherwise—though his letters to Street indicate that
he had some other informants as well. For instance,
he would often send Oliver Goulet out to visit
certain wineries and vineyards as both his emissary
and spy. Over time, Maynard began to realize that
he needed to become more circumspect about
sharing his experiences, impressions, and opinions,
because MR might well use them later as
ammunition when attacking other vintners and
wineries when furthering his own great cause: the
making of pure and fine varietal wines—so as to
raise far higher (he said) California's reputation for
quality winemaking.


Anyone writing about . the nature of the
relationship between these two very different wine
men will be further handicapped by the fact that in
later years, after self-protectively putting their
friendship "on ice," Amerine as a matter of policy
would seldom mention Martin Ray's name, let alone
say anything about him or his wines. But his
previous, longstanding social connection with MR
had run very deep. Furthermore, although MA
presented a gracious and cosmopolitan man, he was
also intensely private, and apparently wished to
remain so to posterity—an unfortunate circum-
stance for an aspiring biographer. He eventually
destroyed copies of personal correspondence in his
UC-Davis office files, and probably much of his
professional correspondence as well. (However, some
of his friends and associates surely cherished and
preserved letters from him.) During his retirement,
he also got rid of personal papers kept in his home.


Amerine was a prolific writer, publishing
hundreds of both technical and popular articles and
pamphlets, and a number of books. (He was already
busily writing when he took up with Martin Ray.
His first paper, published in 1937, "Wines at the
Paris International Exposition," was followed in the
next year by 12 more, all but two co-authored with
either Winkler or Twight, and these 10 appeared in
Wines & Vines.) He didn't compose a memoir,
though he did provide two oral histories (1972 and
1988) about his work. Occasionally Dr. Amerine
would agree to be interviewed, as he was by Charles
L. Sullivan in 1984. It's rather amusing that in his
note to Sullivan assenting to their meeting, he
declared, "I would not want to be interviewed on
anything about Martin Ray or his wines or winery."
Yet he ended up saying quite a lot when he got
talking. That's the kind of person Martin Ray was:
whether admired or despised, he fascinated people
who knew him, or even knew o/him—and still does,
more than a quarter-century after his death. They
couldn't, or can't, help giving memorable first-hand


or second-hand impressions of him or remembrances
Pf _®5.??imtOTs. TheyJ^sj3__speculate about MR's
undeniably charismatic powers, which induced
susceptible people to undergo sudden "conversions"
to pursuing the winegrowing life—though resultant
bad experiences in more than a few gave him the
reputation of being a con man. Amerine, like
numerous others, may have been mesmerized by
him for years.


There are, at least, additional sources of infor-
mation about the MR-MA bond ... and its eventual
breakage. As indicated above, MR wrote about the
young Amerine during the early 1940s in his long
letters to Julian Street, most of which have
fortuitously been archived. It's evident that MR got
to know Amerine well during his early years at
Davis, before he became internationally renowned
as an enologist, wine authority, and author. As for a
later time in their relationship, the Martin and
Eleanor Ray Papers, now at UC Davis, contain a
number of informal letters, notes, and postcards
that Amerine sent to them over several years in the
mid-1950s. (Previous letters from MA and carbon
copies of MR's letters to him were destroyed in the
Masson winery fire of 1941 and a house fire in
1952.) There's also a fat file of carbon copies of the
Rays' letters to Amerine (with MRs especially
revelatory), as well as various references to Amerine
in other correspondence of theirs.


What held this friendship tightly together for so
long? Both men had grown up on the land and
wanted to live and work close to it. They had a
number of interests in common, both earth-bound
and sophisticated, and they liked to read as well as
listen to and tell stories. MR acted out his outsized
emotions in ways that the far more reserved MA
could not—or did not. Surely the most intense and
abiding link, of course, was that both strove to
perfect winemaking in California, so they often
exchanged conjectures about and insights into ways
of doing it. Their connection, both professional and
social, grew steadily into an intimate friendship that
went on satisfactorily for a decade and a half.


[To be continued in the next issue.]


[EDITOR NOTE: See our Tendrils Newsletter, Vbl.8 No.2 and
No.3 (1998), for personal remembrances and tributes to Maynard
Amerine (1911-1998). See also Vol.3 No.2 (1993) for a review of
Vineyards in the Sky. The Life of Legendary Vintner Martin Ray
by Eleanor Ray, with Barbara Marinacci (1993; 2nd ed, 2002).
Copies of Vineyards are available from Barbara (bookmill(5)ix.
netcom.com). Also of interest, see "Eleanor Ray: A Profile in
Memoriam" by Barbara Marinacci (Vol.10 No.3, July 2000). ]
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Vinaceous Correspondents'
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


The Third Article in a Series / Tenth Section
by Barbara Marinacci


This is the tenth segment of an article about the longstanding friendship between wine quality control-
promoting vintner Martin Ray and renowned enologist Maynard Amerine. As with previous segments,
it is based primarily on correspondence between them, as well as letters that MR and his second wife,
Eleanor Ray, wrote to or received from other people. Once again the author—"Rusty" Ray's
stepdaughter—thanks John L. Skarstad andDarylMorrison of UCDavis Library's Special Collections
for permission to utilize documents now in the archives there, as well as for supplying copies of many
letters. This significant and intriguing 1955 battle of MR with the California (and, at the time,
American) wine industry has rarely been acknowledged, or perhaps even known about and therefore
addressed by subsequent wine scholars. Thus it will be presented in some detail over several issues, as
much as possible within the narrower context of the Ray-Amerine relationship.


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMES/A®1 (1937-1976)
-10-


ver the tele-
phone in April
1955, Martin
Ray had declin-
ed Louis Gom-
berg's invitation
to attend the
first meeting in
early May of the
Premium Wine
Producers of


California—the new association that Gomberg was
shepherding into existence. Still, he wanted
Gomberg to present, there and then, his proposals
for ways by which motivated wineries could raise
the quality, honesty, and ultimately the reputation
and marketability, of the state's better and costlier
wines, thereby diminishing the competitive
attraction of inexpensive imports. MR's expectation
was definitely out of bounds. The initial convocation
of potential members would set up organizational
matters and discuss the PWP's primary goal-
overcoming the serious economic threat to the
state's superior wines of those duplicitous foreign
"shippers" wines by conducting an effective
nationwide public relations campaign. The topic of
imposing the quality control measures that MR
insisted upon could have no place on the agenda.


Moreover, any suggestions, let alone pressures,
coming from Martin Ray were certain to meet with
strong resistance. Over the years he had made few
lasting friends in the wine industry. He wasn't a
joiner of clubs or associations. He rarely visited or
socialized with winemaking peers, nor had he made
himself beloved over the years by delivering verbal
and printed diatribes about others' winegrowing


practices. His closest friend by far was UC Davis
enology professor Maynard Amerine. For almost 20
years the two of them had been pushing in separate
ways for improving both the selection of grape
varieties grown for making wine and the methods
by which wines were made, along with insisting
upon honest labeling of the higher-priced varietals.
(If they actually were blends, the label should say
so.) The first man did it through research, teaching,
wine judging, and publishing both technical and
popular writings; the other, through producing dry
and pure fine-varietal table and sparkling wines ...
and periodically blasting at other winegrowers'
ignorance or greedy pigheadedness. Among Cali"
fornia's vintners, MR had made enemies instead of
allies, whereas Amerine was widely respected for
his knowledge, many accomplishments, and adroit
manners.


A Cascade of Correspondence Begins


Two days before the first formal meeting in San
Francisco, on May 5th, of representatives of
the state's better wine-producing firms, MR


sent off notes to four winery proprietors,
accompanying copies of his two letters to Louis
Gomberg written in April. (Their contents were
presented in the previous WTQ issue.) By the
meeting day, probably none as yet had received
MR's note; but if anyone had and then taken time to
read the enclosed letters, he might have mentioned
their combustible contents and tone to the other
named recipients.


During his visit to the Rays' mountaintop in
Saratoga in the previous week, Amerine had
counseled MR not to send out these Gomberg letters
to the owners of Wente, Beaulieu, Inglenook, and
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Krug, as he intended. Doing this would only stir up
trouble—infuriating instead of persuading them to
agree to imposing on their operations MR's various
long-advocated quality-ensuring measures. Nor did
Amerine at all approve of the Rays' intention to
distribute these same letters far and wide, among
the 200-some wine retailers, wine writers, and
customers on the Martin Ray winery's mailing list.


The first irate reaction came in a letter to MR
from John Daniel, Jr. of Inglenook, composed on the
day after the PWP meeting. Among its seven para-
graphs are these-


In your view of so much that is virtuous abroad and so
much that is sinister at home, it occurs that you may
inadvertently be grasping the telescope by the wrong
end.... Your inferences that the preponderance if not
all other California growers except you ignore all fine
wine practices, blend nine parts of neutral wines to
one of Cabernet Sauvignon, lowered such standards
as you left to them in your description, etc., etc., are
not only contradicted by the facts but are a great
disservice to the California wine industry, particularly
when stated to members of the trade who may not be
in possession of the facts.... We are as proud of our
reputation as any wine firm. We do not presume to set
ourselves up in judgment of others, but do not make
statements regarding our products lightly, nor do we
regard derogatory remarks about them in that vein.
There are additional statements regarding our pro-
ducts and practices which are unwarranted, un-
merited and untrue. [5/6/55]


The "cc" at the foot of Daniel's letter indicated that
he had forwarded copies to the proprietors of the
Wente, Beaulieu, and Krug wineries, and also to
Gomberg.


Although Maynard had told Martin to expect
incensed rebuttals like this one, if recipients
bothered to respond at all, he must not have asked
him to refrain from reporting any such repercus-
sions. MR, of course, couldn't resist doing so. He
either sent Amerine fresh copies (made by Eleanor)
of the irate letters from winery owners or else read
them to him over the phone, followed by the texts of
his own immediate, trenchant replies.


Here is a portion of MR's response to John
Daniel.


As I made very clear, your group cannot attack
imported wines without hurting most of all the fine
European growths that set all quality standards....
You perhaps forget that you personally admitted to
Julian Street in my presence at your table that your
Chardonnay was made from Chenin Blanc and your
Pinot Noir from Pinot St. George. And I am obliged to
call to your attention that Dr. Winkler did not certify
that the wine you sell as Chardonnay came unblended
from the authentic Chardonnay grape. Having


Chardonnay vines in your vineyard does not
guarantee the truth of your label. I am not going
further into any personal correspondence with you in
this spirit, for I am interested solely in safeguarding
standards of quality, and any personal references
were used merely to show our great need for a self-
imposed industry control such as they have in France.
Like conditions forced them to it there, and they have
proved that authentic labeling policed by their own
group is the first step in protecting fine wines in the
market. [5/10/55]


19 ^PHBKSP^ 62
Napa Valley


PINOT CHARDONNAY
(Classic White Burgundy)


ALCOHOL 1SX* BY VOLUME


[Vintage Label Courtesy of Angela Stewart]


As more letters arrived—from Herman Wente,
Robert Mondavi (at Krug), and finally even
Beaulieu's Marquise de Pins (the de Latour
founders' daughter)—MR liked this evidence that at
least he and the wines he made were important
enough not to be ignored. Even more pleasing were
the approving letters sent by influential wine
connoisseurs, respected wine merchants, and wine
writers. The best of them he shared with Maynard.
Among the first group was the eminent publisher
Alfred A. Knopf, who had visited Rusty Ray before
the war at the original Paul Masson premises in
Saratoga. ("The old place," as MR called it, lay just
to the southeast, across the small canyon that split
Table Mountain in two. The Rays were now calling
their own "hogback" side of it Mt. Eden.)


How right you are. Good luck to you. Book publishers
could learn something from you. As a matter of fact, I
find myself drinking less and less California wine. It
is not a matter of price, because I buy practically no
cheap French wines, i.e., the kind that can compete on
the basis of price with wines from California. It's
simply that the California wines aren't good enough.
I'd be very glad indeed to have your list. [5/16/55]
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Another connoisseur whose supportive message
the Rays proudly quoted was W.H. ("Hal") Smith, a
vice president of the Anglo California National
Bank in San Francisco.


I appreciated receiving copies of your letters to Mr.
Gomberg, as I am very interested in the problems of
the wine industry. Certainly there can be no serious
criticisms of your proposals, for what you advocate for
the premium producers has worked well for you.
[5/25/55]
Wine author Ernest Peninou contributed his own


pro-QC vote, having found the MR's letters to
Gomberg "very interesting and unfortunately so
true."


If the so-called "premium wine producers" would only
take a few of the constructive steps or measures you
advocate they would be proving a much brighter
future for the next generation of winemakers and
vineyardists of California than are their claims of
quality we hear about on radio and T.V. and read
about in magazines and billboards. [5/22/55]
Since the availability of photocopiers—those


now-ubiquitous, low-cost, xerographic devices—still
lay several decades away in the future, both Rays
routinely typed up carbon copies of all letters they
wrote. To make copies of other people's letters,
Eleanor now transcribed them, using thin carbon
papers layered between "onion-skin" sheets to
produce multiples. Such copies could then be sent
out to Amerine and other favored recipients. Any
communications that MR wanted to distribute in
large quantities could be turned over for mimeo-
graphing by a commercial service.


The most notable letters and other documents of
the time were also inserted in a few expandable,
clasp-bound binders that contained various written
materials. These would serve as informational
press kits or, eventually, as permanent archival
records. Special Collections in the UC Davis
Library has such a binder that holds the
fascinating, articulate, and often volatile letter
exchanges that took place during May 1955
between MR and the wine proprietors he had
targeted for special attention. There too are
additional Gomberg-Martin Ray letters, as well as
other documents written or received by the Rays
during their "Wine Quality Control Fight." Both
MR and ER later added some commentaries on the
entire affair.


The sheer bulk of these 1955 communications
defies easy extractions and summaries for use in
this article, which in any case focuses primarily on
MR's friendship with Maynard Amerine. None of
MR's letters to Amerine are in the Quality Control
binders, since the growing conflict between them
remained a private matter. Nor can they be found


among Amerine's papers, for he destroyed most
personal correspondence; doubtless the incendiary
MR letters were torched early. However, the Rays'
carbon copies and a few original notes to them from
Amerine are in the Martin & Eleanor Ray Papers,
as are numerous other Ray letters covering their
QC Fight period.


At this midpoint in Martin Ray's 40-year-long
winegrowing career, his battle of words with the
California wine industry reached its apogee. At
some future time MR's correspondence with
Gomberg, Prof. Albert Winkler, the four winery
proprietors, and others at the time may be more
fully presented in WTQ, for the convenience of
interested wine historians. For now, there's ample
material in MR's letters to Amerine, plus several to
John Melville and a few of ER's and others', to
select from, to provide detailed accounts of, along
with some colorful glimpses at, this brief but
remarkable period in 1955.


Unfortunately, Gomberg's correspondence with
other people, his notes, the PWP meeting minutes,
and other materials relevant to MR's dealings with
him and the Premium Wine Producers group—as
well as anything else he may have written possibly
tracing back to Martin Ray the upcoming surge of
certain wineries' and winemakers' determination to
improve the wines they produced (for it's apparent
that Gomberg secretly admired, even agreed with,
MR's perfectionist stance, even in the mid-1930s)—
cannot be accessed at this time at their Gomberg &
Fredrikson location. Hopefully they will be archived
and made available to scholars in the future.


Reacting to John Melville's Book


In mid-spring, while the Rays were busily
mounting their Wine Quality Fight, Amerine
received an advance copy of Guide to California


Wines, sent to him by Doubleday, doubtless at its
author's behest. He was not impressed.


Dear Rays—
Well Melville's book is here and it is surprisingly
like Mrs. Mabon's! [He's referring to The ABC of
America's Wines, 1943.] The Wine Institute boys
really got their licks in. Everybody gets praised.
To wit: "The policy of Benoist and Goulet [at
Almaden] is to produce only wines of the highest
quality" "Paul Masson produces ... wines of
superior quality." You get 2 pages hut so does
San Martin who produce "wines of fine quality."
The story of Silvear and how Goulet made his
champagne will slay you. Too bad it isn't true.
He has collected together a lot of history, some of
it new to me. But he hasn't done any particular
harm or good. Some of his praise may be tongue-
in-cheek comments. I can't say for sure.
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(This undated note had a final sentence, "Well—will
be looking for you the 29th around 3'30 in the after-
noon," indicating that MA had written it in May.)


The author was temporarily spared MA's unfav-
orable yet genteel review until the autumn, when it
would be published in Wine and Food, the Society's
quarterly publication. [See Review at end- ED.] The
Rays lacked a public platform for discharging their
own negative opinion of the author's opus. As she'd
done earlier, first after meeting Melville, then after
hearing of the book's acceptance by a major East
Coast publisher, Eleanor ripped into it in letters to
family members and friends. Even before she and
Rusty had secured a copy of Guide to California
Wines, she expressed vast annoyance to her East
Coast author friend Helen Augur, with whom she
sometimes exchanged book-trade gossip.


Say, Doubleday must be mad—they're actually pub-
lishing that character Melville's book on Calif,
wines.... Recall he's the one we called Baron von
Rieken (the stinkin Baron)? [The Rays were almost
floored by his B.O. when, on visiting them, he
removed his jacket.] He's one of the most ignorant but
brassy lugs in history,
knows less than nothing
because he thinks he
knows all, can't tell one
wine from another, just
ran around to all the
wineries and lapped up
whatever they said,
praised them all, passed
along all the lies,
frauds, usual stuff. Why
don't they look into
something before they
publish such? Joe Jack-
son [Joseph Jackson of
the San Francisco
Chronicle, who had sent
the manuscript to
Doubleday and then
wrote the book's Intro-
duction] of course is
such an enthusiastic
amateur wine man that
he was bent on associa-
ting his name with wine
in a book. Melville said
our wines were the fin-
est & most expensive in
the country — but he
wouldn't know — great
God, when I think of all
the idiots writing books on wine I can't sleep for
gnashing my teeth! [5/15/55] [See Melville bio note at


end. —Ed.]
Ironically, despite the Rays' objections to both


Melville and his book (though they hadn't read it
yet), they had earlier encouraged him to show up at
that first PWP meeting in early May. Halving
provided information about its time and place, they
expected him to report on its transactions. ER had
followed up MR's letter with an instructional one of
her own.


Gomberg may suspect you of being the [journalist]
chappie referred to in Rusty's letter to him, so you'll
have to let him know you're out to do an impartial
reporting job or maybe you won't get in.... Certainly
all these growers are in trouble over competition, and
you can give them sympathy—but you must bring out
how they themselves have gotten themselves into this
jam.... Is it possible for you to get different ones to
give you their increased production figures in the war
years??? They're too cagey, I suppose—but they
certainly were proud of shooting their volume up, and
would expose this whole picture, if not suspecting you
would use it against them.... You should get quotes
that really could be terrific, as to how these various


"A vineyard any Burgundian would be proud of."
DR. MAYNARD AMERINE


Author of "Table Wines"


"Wine which will make ihe vineyard known
throughout the world . . . with commendable in-
sistence Martin Ray has withdrawn his wines from
comparison with other California (wines) and set
his standards on par with any in the world. Fa-
vored by fortune and with wisdom lo establish
unique marketing practices (he) has stepped into
leadership of an industry which may one day be
able to emulate (his) puristic and classical meth-
od*'" ROBERT LAWRENCE BALZER


Author of "California's Best Wines"


"(His are) the great wines of California."
ALEXIS LICHINE Author of "The Wines of France"


"The highest priced, most expensively made, most
carefully bottle-aged native vintages in the country
. . . their quality is so high they cannot be neg-
lected." MABON: "ABC of America's Wines"


". . . the finest and costliest California wines . . .
comparable to the finest wines of France."


MELVILLE: "Guide to California Wines"


". . . wines comparable in character and quality to
the finest European growths in their greatest
Yea*s." DR. ANGELO PELLEGRINI


Author of "The Unprejudiced Palate"


"Mr. Ray . . . has done a lot to raise the standards
of winemaking in California."


JOHN STORM: "An Invitation to Wines"


"I'd love to try (his Pinol Noir) on a good Burgun-
dian. It would greatly astonish him to get that un-
mistakable, unforgettable flavor out of California.
I'm still excited when I think of (his wines) . . . they
prove what California can do if it ever gets around
to following the best practices of the finest Euro-
pean vineyards. . . . He has made the best wines
that have ever been made in the United States."


JULIAN STREET Author of "Wines"


ESTABLISHED 1852


A blanc de noir Champagne made
entirely from the free-run juice of
the Pinot Noir. Vintage 1953,


A coral-pink Champagne, from the
first light press of Pinot Noir. Made
only by Martin Ray. Vintage 1353.


Vintages 1950. 1952. 1954.


The Great Third Crush


Dry* fragrant, spicy.


Vintage of 1948.


$7%
1947 - a collector's item.


Mariage • a remarkable 1946-1949.


Retail Case Prices


fellows think they can cut off the cheaper foreign
wines without hurting the fines ones—that should be
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interesting, when skewered on a needle in direct
quotes. You know all the personalities, so you could do
a wonderful picture of it all, letting them expose
themselves.... Say, would you do something for me?
I'd love to have some comments about Rusty for my
humorous collection, [so] will you please tell me any
really hot comments against him at the meeting? Or
any stories they tell? There are sure to be some
comments with sparks flying. [4/29/55]
Apparently, though, Melville steered clear of


crashing the vintners' gathering as an undercover
agent sent in by the Rays.


Sometime in mid-May the Rays managed to
purchase a copy of Guide to California Wines prior
to its official publication date in June. The first
thing they must have done was turn to the index to
check on the pages containing what Melville had
written about "Martin Ray, Inc., Saratoga"—though
they had surely seen it all before, in manuscript.


High above the Saratoga foothills rises Mt. Eden to an
altitude of some two thousand feet, commanding a
grandiose view of the whole of the Santa Clara Valley.
It is here on the very summit of the mountain that
Martin Ray devotes his skill to the production of the
finest and costliest California wines, of which the
Pinot Noir champagnes and table wines especially
rank as supreme achievements, comparable to the
finest wines of France.
After several more paragraphs describing Martin


Ray and his small-scale, high-quality operation on
Mt. Eden, Melville neared the conclusion.


Martin Ray's wines are all 100 per cent varietal
vintage wines and of the best years only. Any wine not
measuring up to the highest standards is disposed of
and sold in bulk. The policy is to produce only the very
best and to improve wherever possible, regardless of
cost. Production is in a small scale, the wines being
destined for gourmets and connoisseurs and for the
best restaurants and clubs. It is not surprising that
their cost is high.
In an appendix Melville listed currently


available Outstanding California Wines in different
regions of the state—in categories for red, white,
and rose table wines; sparking wines; aperitif and
dessert wines. Wines were marked "V" if they were
vintage, and were awarded stars (asterisks, really).
Six of Martin Ray's vintage wines were starred. The
only one listed that didn't get a star was the non-
vintage La Montana Woodside Cabernet (a blend of
vintages) in the Claret group—and Rusty now
wished he'd spoken more favorably about it, since
he judged it superior to the three Cabernet
Sauvignons (besides his own V one) that Melville
had starred, among a total of 10. The Rays
naturally were pleased that Martin Ray wines were
given the topmost ratings for fine quality.


ct
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[The wine label (reduced) features a sketch by Peter Martin
Ray of the Mt. Eden Martin Ray home (left) and winery (right).]


In the author's foreword, the third paragraph
had said:


California wines have their own and diversified
charm. The best of them match in quality, flavor, and
savor all but the finest estate-bottled wines of Europe
and have the advantage of being very reasonable in
price. Even the great wines of California are
remarkably inexpensive.
In his copy MR underlined "all but the finest" in


pencil, and in the margin added an exclamation
mark.


After reading the whole of Melville's book,
Martin tried to rein himself in while writing to its
author. His damning critique was far more detailed
than Amerine's would be. His carefully composed
letter of three single-spaced pages (which Eleanor
typed up) began^ "Dear John / and dear Willy too!
because I know you worked hard on the book too as
did John—" (ER may have had a hand in this
extended salutation, since she well understood the
crucial functions of a wife in many creative men's
lifework. It's significant that Melville gracefully
acknowledged ER's role in the Martin Ray Winery's
success in the new, 1960 edition of his book.)


Eleanor and I want to congratulate you on this
triumph, the publication of "A Guide to California
Wines," on all the perseverance you displayed in
bringing it to successful issue, and on all the industry
that went into it. I do believe it may sell better than
any wine book yet.... You deserve credit for setting a
lot of things right in the book, John. I only wish you'd
shown me the complete copy so I could have stopped
the furthering of a few false claims and completely
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fabricated stories whose sources are obvious to
me—though these won't make or break the industry,
of course. I'll discuss these with you sometime so you
can correct them when further editions are issued.
Paragraph after paragraph followed, mostly


covering MR's corrections, objections, and dire
warnings.


Despite the fact that I like so many things about the
book I must point out something which perhaps you
have [not] realized in advance would be a cruel blow
to me in my perennial fight to elevate quality in the
industry—for unwittingly perhaps you have been used
by the growers who have been turning out false
varietals and who are responsible for the present lack
of confidence in California wines and increasing sales
of imports.
As far as I know your book is the first that has
authenticated the misuse of varietal names. I know
you are in the quality camp and your intentions are
sincere, John, but evidently you didn't realize that
these growers have made you an ally in print of their
malpractices. You cannot allow yourself to become
identified with their untenable position, or that of the
Wine Institute which is the organization fighting
quality standards and which in fact represents the
distillers and volume valley producers of cheap skid-
row alcohol. Let them help you with your book but
don't identify yourself with their practices.
A great mistake was in lending authenticity for the
first time to Chenin blanc as a pinot, to "Pinot St.
George" as a pinot, actually classifying them as
"White Pinot" and "Red Pinot" as they concocted those
terms in Napa Valley. You even bolster these false
classifications by calling the Pinot Meunier (a true
pinot) "Black Pinot," and by thus allying it with the
fraudulent white and red classifications create
acceptability for them through association....
By usage alone wrong is not made right. I am aghast
at all those Napa growers admitting their mal-
practices to you; they never would to me, knowing
what I thought of such!... These growers have had
many years to weed their poor grape varieties from
their vineyards, grow fine varieties only and label
them honestly. When I bought Paul Masson's I
inherited similar conditions to theirs, but within a
year's time pulled out all second-rate vines and
started right, dumped hundreds of bales of false
labels. But these fellows have never made any effort
to right their situation from the vines upJ their only
concern has been to cover up and make false claims
for their poor varieties and poor wines.
When I see all the Pinot Noir and Chardonnay people
claim to have throughout the book I am overcome! The
total tonnage of both together is but a tiny amount in
the entire state. I am deeply disturbed that you
presented these varietal problems in such a manner


as to pass on the deceit of these hypocritical growers
to the public. Other writers in turn will use your book
as reference, and the evil thus is perpetuated, you see.
[5/21/55]
In another letter written to Melville ten days


later MR lumped him in with a host of other wine
writers whose works were inevitably bound to
contain innumerable errors due to poor knowledge
of actual winegrowing, plus the limited or biased
perspective endemic to uncritical authors, who
repeated whatever winery publicists and vintners
had told them—perhaps having been charmed into
gullibility—and then passed it on to those writers
(and wine scholars too) coming after them, who
probably would never have even tasted the wines
cited for excellence.


One of the great faults found in virtually all wine
books is that they are written by people who have
never been winegrowers, and consequently their
information for the most part comes from former
authors of wine books or from winegrowers who may
know their own cellars and their own vineyards and
varieties but assume the same facts are true of other
varieties and other districts.... Amerine tells me there
has never been a book written on wines by a
Frenchman other than scientific or otherwise limited,
though they actually have more knowledge viti-
culturally speaking than others. [5/31/55]
Luckily for MR, the timing of the book's


publication, and its immediate popular reception,
merged with his push for wine quality control. It
added fuel to the firestorm that the Rays had begun
engendering in April. The best use MR made of the
book was to point out that this seemingly
authoritative guide exemplified how the wine
industry's practitioners constantly and often
deliberately misled the wine-consuming public.
Martin Ray, within the generation of post-
Prohibition winegrowers, had already proved that
great wines could someday come from California.
He regarded as reprehensible the damage being
done further to the state's reputed ability to
produce truly high-quality wines. The industry
deserved the public beating he intended to deliver
through the medium of journalism. Under his
threat of broadly exposing their lack of knowledge
or downright deceptions, its premium-wine leaders,
embarrassed or chagrined, might wisely choose to
mend their ways.


Thus when communicating with Maynard
Amerine and others at the time, MR claimed that
Melville's book demonstrated the dangerous
consequences of wine writers' believing everything
they had been told by winery spokesmen. He
emphasized the timeliness of his current war
against the industry's methods in growing wine-
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grapes and in the making and merchandising of
wines. The situation would only be made worse hy
the Premium Wine Producers' future publicity
efforts, as envisaged by Lou Gomberg. As he would
soon write angrily to Maynard'


Melville's book would have just about authenticated
their mal practices [sid had I not attacked them just
when I did. It was very fortunate. It had already just
about been accepted that a Pinot Noir grown in
California did not carry over the varietal char-
acteristics or quality of the old country. And it was
simply because all these wines labeled Pinot Noir are
fraud and people had no other alternative but think
what they did. The same with Chardonnay and
Gamay and Pinot Blanc. Why should these frauds be
treated differently than other frauds? When
Frenchmen have gone to prison for the same frauds
and even lost their heads, why should Wente and
Daniel and Mondavi be treated as gentlemen? The
same kind of people in the industry fought to retain
the right to duplicate French labels and sell their
California wines as "imports" not so long ago. Paul
Masson had Clicquot yellow labels and Clicquot corks
and sold just as much Clicquot as Paul Masson before
prohibition. He would give you Mumms if you
preferred, too. I have drunk recently [John Daniel's]
Inglenook Chardonnay that was identical to his white
Pinot which he says is Chenin Blanc. Why should he
be permitted to get by with it and maintain the
position he occupies? And who but me can stop him?
[5/19/55]


BEAULIEU V I N E Y A R D


Who, indeed? Only someone with an almost
megalomaniacal sense of his own special, intensely
purifying mission in the wine world. If such a
zealous and aggressively articulate quality control
advocate as Martin Ray had not been around at
that very time, when the public was starting to take
much greater interest in wine, it might have been
essential for true wine connoisseurs in the U.S. to


put forward some fearless hell-raiser very much
like him. Also, it's important to recognize that
another wine-loving group was lurking in the
shadows: vintners who wanted the high-end of the
industry to raise its standards and change for the
better, but whose positions didn't allow them to risk
sticking their own necks out, to be professionally
guillotined. They were pleased that Martin Ray
spoke out for them and then took all the abuse,
ridicule, ostracism, and—it often turned out—
virtual censorship when trying to gain access to the
press and publicity. (His notable paranoia in this
last regard was partly justified.)


In one of his long letters to Amerine, MR kept up
the harangue over mislabeling and other deceptions
that urgently required correcting through quality
control edicts. At the time he felt confident that his
and Eleanor's efforts to elicit print media interest
were about to pay off.


Now we have a magazine story coming on it and
maybe one more. I can spare enough time to keep
popping away at them [the PWP group] and
something good may yet come of it. I will give them
satisfaction if they will give me the chance but don't
ever let it be said that any of them wanted [quality
control]. I hope to make it ultimately their plan. You
can see I am working toward that. But they all hate it.
They want to continue to be respected crooks. The
more I think of this the more absurd it seems to me
that they should be able in this age to put on their
labels all sorts of untrue statements and get away
with it....
Just as you can see many of [Melville's] words are
lifted directly from [Robert] Balzer [California's Best
Wines, 1948; 1949] and other writers, so others to
come will lift words from his book. I am going to write
him at length and very critically and I am going also
to his publisher. At least they can not say "sour
grapes" and he has given me the platform from which
I will be heard. [5/21/55]
Because Martin Ray and his wines had been


elevated to near cult status in Guide to California
Wines, he could hold the high moral ground when
delivering attacks upon those other winegrowers
whose operations were vaster and far better known
and endowed than his own small domain. And
whatever the Rays really thought of Melville and
his book, they certainly didn't hesitate to quote
widely from his note written after receiving copies
of the two Gomberg letters.


I think your quality control idea a very good one....
Many a so called Pinot Noir is not a Pinot Noir as you
and I well know— I join you in trying to improve
wherever possible the quality of California wines....
Better would be to call these wines by their true
name(s) ... a typical job for "quality control." [5/24/55]
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Heading into the Fray


When Eleanor wrote to her son Peter, at
Harvard, about Guide to California Wines,
saying that she and Rusty would send


author-inscribed copies to both him and twin
brother Barclay, she sketched in the madly bustling
scene going on at the home front.


Melville's book is out, causing us to have a
stroke—first night we brought it home and read
excerpts as we drank icycool Chardonnay, wonderfully
tart, out on the front veranda as it was a hot summer
evening—and we laughed our heads off at the wild
fabrications being passed along from one phony
author (& grower occasionally) to posterity thru the
Stinking Baron. We had lots of fun. But we were wild
about his putting his stamp of approval on all those
fraudulent labeling practices like White Pinot for
Chenin Blanc, etc., and have been writing letters to
him, more to Gomberg, more to [John] Storm who's
writing an article probing into all this—we've stacks
of letters, copies, great god we sometimes forget whom
we've sent what, and it takes all our time!! [5/21/55]
ER also indicated in this letter that Rusty,


influenced by Gomberg's diplomatic good sense and
perhaps recognizing that his attacks upon the four
winery proprietors had been a bit impolitic, had
been making an effort to be more moderate in his
next responses to John Daniel and Herman Wente.
For instance, to the latter he had written'


Well, Gomberg just phoned me and we have had a
long talk. And we have agreed that when you fellows
get fully organized and elect your directors, I will be
asked to come before you and tell you more about this
problem as I view it. He holds out the hope that
ultimately some such approach may be made and he
has spoken especially of some of the younger members
of your families A board of quality control must
ultimately be established. If I can aid that and hurry
it along, I will feel I have done something. I would like
to think some of you fellows would support my effort.
And toward this end I am going to ask a few of you
here for a dinner, perhaps around vintage time....
Perhaps Gomberg is right. Perhaps it must be a
movement that matures slowly. Anyway, you know
where I stand and I will ask you up after you get
organized and I will look forward to talking to your
group when it is ready. [5/12/55]
From the start, MR had been operating under


the misimpression that prospective PWP members
had actually wanted him to join their group. Thus
he had written this to Gomberg:


As you know, Lou, I have been fighting for some
means of self imposed quality control for well on to 20
years now. It was because of their unwillingness to
even consider such that I refused to join the Wine
Institute when they were organized. They wanted me


for the same reason your group does—simply because
I am known as uncompromising when it comes to
quality. I could work with your group and bring to it
something no one else can. If they are smart they will
see it. I think it is time you call off all the letter
writing. They are getting in deeper and deeper and
that is not what I want. So why don't you talk to
them, calm them and make them see how they stand.
[5/16/55]
In his quick response, Gomberg tried to set MR


straight on two of his misconceptions.
There are two points in your letter I would like to
clarify. One concerns the invitation extended to you to
join the group. That was my own idea. They left it up
to me to decide to whom the invitations should be
directed. The other concerns the possible adoption of a
control program along the lines you propose. I did not
intend to give the impression that the present
generation of growers would "never" accept it. What I
thought I said, and so intended, was that under the
circumstances, adoption of such a plan would take a
long time no matter how desirable it might be and
that the way to sell the idea is to win people over to it
through friendly persuasion. [5/18/55]
Although MR continued to express a willingness


to talk to the PWP group or, preferably, to select
members thereof, and even to join the organization
if it agreed to accept self-imposed quality control as
a goal, he remained as adamant as ever—
maneuvering so that, no matter what, he'd be in a
winning position. As Eleanor told Peter—


But let me tell you the worm is turning under all this
pressure—Gomberg tells Rusty he is doing better in
his last letters at soothing feelings among the injured
and even holds out hope of getting the leaders
together to hear Rusty's plan for quality control.
Rusty laughs, since he has not given an inch—it's
merely that he's scared them, when they see he is
going to put each of them on record as approving or
being opposed to quality control. You know [Robert]
Mondavi [at Krug] wrote him asking if he understood
libel laws. Rusty wrote back saying something like
this- "Let me repeat what you have made no attempt
to deny-' your Pinot Noir is not an authentic unblended
Pinot Noir"! He told him, however, he wasn't
interested in" particular wines, and not to get off on
personal tangents—it would be more to his credit to
help organize some plan of quality control rather than
go on record against it. [5/21/55]
Then ER also remarked about how Melville's


abundant praises of most California wines and
wineries greatly spurred their determination to
carry on with the battle.


You'd think we would be purring like cats—he really
gave us the works as producing the finest and costliest
of Calif, wines—yet Rusty has been so concerned over
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Melville being used as an ally in print of those rascals
that the personal gain is overlooked. [5/21/55]


Eleanor's opinion of the book soon began
mellowing when it became apparent that Melville's
Guide—or misguide, as the Rays judged it—had
undeniably whetted the public's appetite for
exploring both California's wines and its "wine
country." The latter increasingly meant the
attractive Napa Valley, easily accessible and wel-
coming to motoring tourists. Melville's guidebook
was inspiring enthusiastic readers to undertake
tours to wineries near and far in hopes of sampling
wines, buying them at the premises, and even
conversing with the winemaker himself. (Back in
those days of yore, female winemakers of course
were unthinkable.) Sometimes wine aficionados
even attempted to visit the Martin Ray winery, for
the book had stirred up an extraordinary new
interest in its wines and their maker. As ER wrote
to their young physician friend Robert T.A. ("Bob")
Knudsen several weeks after the book's publication-


Everyone seems to have read Melville's book, and it's
a good thing we keep our chain across the road or we'd
be swamped with the many [people] wanting to come
up here and look around. Also letters ordering cases of
wine, quite astounding. He certainly did well by us in
that book, giving us top billing—and even if we were
disappointed in his handling of "White Pinot" etc. in
that chapter about wine classifications, he says he's
going to change that in future editions when he has a
chance to rectify the thing, so seems to us we
shouldn't be too hard on the guy. After all, he
certainly worked hard, and nobody's work is perfect,
what? One thing I like about him very much, he's
most willing to learn—when I say this, Rusty groans
and says that's the trouble, John wears him out
asking questions, never ceasing! But one thing is
certain, with his determination he's going to get
ahead. The book is selling like mad, simply
astounding for a wine book. [6/21/55]
As more and more people became knowledgeable


and discriminating, having moved into buying
French and German vintages and comparing them
with the disappointing California wines, many
would start insisting upon adherence to quality
standards and honest varietal labeling. Ultimately,
then, how could Martin Ray's cause not triumph in
the long run? Still, he has seldom received credit for
having lobbed off all those early attacks—
particularly in 1955—upon other wineries' integrity
from his aerie in the Santa Cruz Mountains, to
which visitors were rarely invited. (And when a
privileged few were, they felt as if they'd been
summoned for an audience with royalty, or
America's veritable pope of fine wine.)


Both MR and ER would maintain a cordial but


exceedingly two-faced social, and sometimes even
business, relationship with John Melville, despite
their disapproval of his book as well as his
personality and hygienic drawbacks. As with MR's
correspondence with the four winery owners, and
additional letters to and from Gomberg, his
abundant communications with and about John
Melville during 1955 can only be touched upon here.
(And like the Amerine-MR letters, they weren't
included in the Rays' Quality Control binders.)


Meanwhile, ER Prepares a Treatise


The Rays were extraordinarily energized and
busy during the entire month of May and well
into June, consumed by their furious battle (as


they saw it) with the wine industry at large,
spending hours almost every day, and sometimes
far into the night, on the telephone or at the
typewriter. Somehow they also managed to take
part in social activities, especially with actor
Burgess Meredith (as described in July 2006 WTQ).
Meanwhile, the several thousand vines in their
acreage atop Mt. Eden—mostly Pinot Noir and
Chardonnay, but also expanding blocks of Cabernet
Sauvignon derived from budwood originally taken
from Rixford's La Questa vineyard in Woodside—
were bursting forth in lush green splendor. Each
vine, standing 10 feet away from its neighbors,
during late fall or winter had been "baskef'-pruned,
with several stout young canes (if available)
fastened tightly with metal straps to a tall redwood
stake and four or five spurs selected for next year's
cane candidates, all to be ready for the rapid
springtime growth that now went on. Rusty
sulfured his vineyards every two weeks—or oftener
if it rained soon afterwards—to prevent the mildew
that could ruin the future crop. He also frequently
walked down the rows, securing any lengthy canes
that risked being broken off by the strong winds
that assaulted his mountaintop from all directions.


A few magazine publishers' editors, whom the
Rays—primarily Eleanor, the winery's in-house
publicist—had contacted toward the end of April by
telephone or letter, had been willing to consider
running a lead article about the urgent need to
introduce quality standards in America's wine
industry, centered in California. Not surprisingly,
the Rays especially hoped to place it with the most
popular, wide "circulation weekly, Life, and kept up
communications with an editor there. But pub-
lishers' people asked for written information to
convince them to go to all the trouble and expense
of mounting a major story.


The several wine writers whom the Rays had
approached—Melville, Robert Balzer, John Storm
[An Invitation to Wines—An Informal Guide to the
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Selection, Care, and Enjoyment of Domestic and
European Wines, 1955]—felt overwhelmed by the
need to quickly research the subject and then
compose an article, with no assurance of ever being
paid for the efforts involved. The Rays began to
realize that in order to grab the print media's
interest in the potential of a timely article focusing
on the fierce argument that they claimed was now
going on within the industry over honest labeling
and improving wine quality, they themselves would
have to write up the background for this fight, over
which Martin Ray had long been spoiling. If the
idea landed a contractual assignment, another
author—maybe even one they favored—might then
take over, as well as a photographer or two.


So Eleanor, who earlier had failed to sell her
novel to book publishers, took on writing a synopsis.
Actually all the wine'history reading she had done
in the past three years to spin the inspirational life
story of a hell-fire, quality-fixated hero much
resembling her vintner husband, plus of course all
the rich and dastardly tales she had listened to
when Rusty was carrying on as he customarily did,
had prepared her well to do what needed doing. It
took her several weeks to finish the job. Her essay
and chronological notes could now be sent off as a
portfolio to magazine editors.


Secured within the Rays' Quality Control binder,
with its collection of relevant letters and other
documents, are these two pieces' the single-spaced,
nine-page "Letter written to a national publication
by Eleanor Ray, May, 22nd, 1955, background of
material on story" and her accompanying six-page
"Boom and Bust Cycles in California Winegrowing
Related to Quality of Wine." Both provide ample
evidence of the extensive historical research ER
was doing to bolster MR's arguments pertaining to
imposing wine quality control measures in the near
future.


The background piece also gave ER the chance to
supply an engaging profile of her husband. As she
put it, "There never has been a real fighter for
quality within the industry until now." She
portrayed him as the true successor to Professor
Eugene Hilgard of the University of California, who
in the late 19th century had alienated winemakers
with his insistence upon vintners' adhering to
quality standards. "They would listen to no
criticism, quite as today," ER wrote. "And Dr.
Hilgard had no economic lever to force better
quality." A half-century later, though, the deplor-
able situation was hopefully heading for correction.


But now we have for the first time in all California
viticultural history a battle for quality standards
brought on by one of the winegrowers himself—


Martin Ray—in a lone stand against everyone else in the
prestige sector of the wine industry (table wines).
Acknowledged as the grower of the finest and most
expensive wines in the country since 1936, eminently
sound and successful financially as well, he has a natural
lever for prying quality out of the growers who merely
claim to produce quality wines but make little effort to do
so—his retailers. And much to the fury of the industry he
is applying this lever through them. The battle started
when table-wine growers of California recently
organized in still another fight to curb importation of
European wines. Their promotional organizer, Louis
Gomberg, wrote an article in the current issue of "Wines
and Vines" attacking imports and blaming the sale of
cheap imports for the present economic crisis in sales of
California wines. When Martin Ray was asked to join in
this effort against foreign wines the fireworks started. He
not only refused to join but immediately went into action
condemning their stand. He wrote a series of letters to
Gomberg (copies of first two enclosed), had them
mimeographed and sent them to all his retailers, to
connoisseur friends throughout the country, and to some
of the growers themselves whose practices he attacked.
In these letters he scorches the other growers for blaming
imports for their loss of sales, says the truth is their
wines aren't good enough, that people are willing to pay
more to get wines of character and quality*' the thing for
them to do is to face this fact and start making better
wines—and the first step toward that is a self-imposed
quality control such as they have in France. His open
attack suddenly changed the entire aspect of the
situation, made the issue now one of whether or not they
would accept quality control. Many of the growers now
wished they'd never started their attack on foreign wines,
for they've been maneuvered into an untenable position
where they either have to approve some plan for quality
control or be placed on record as opposing it. They're
afraid to oppose, as Martin Ray will use it against them
with retailers.


With the material sent off in the third week of
May, the Rays felt confident that, whichever direc-
tion the Premium Wine Producers group decided to
go—toward quality control or against it—they
themselves would come out as the big winners. MR
was pressuring Gomberg to get their definite yea or
nay. Some outlets of the national press, then, would
soon announce either the intended future move in
California toward making truly fine wines ... or else
expose the shoddy and deceptive practices among
the so-called premium wineries that they had just
refused, "on record," to alter.


MR's Efforts to Re-engage Amerine


During the super-busy month of May 1955, the
Rays were thrilled about the responses,
overall and individually, to their having sent
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out MR's letters to Gomberg the several hundred
people on their mailing list. Toward the end of the
second week, MR had heard from Gomberg that he
intended to present MR's "plan" to the Premium
Wine Producers group when they next met later in
the month. It looked as if MR's campaign to get the
winery owners to self-impose quality control
measures now might actually succeed.


But as the days went by, MR—so wrapped up
with Eleanor in conducting their cottage-industry
attacks upon premium winery proprietors and the
Wine Institute over quality control—grew alarmed
by the increasingly negative signals emanating
from his good friend at UC Davis Department of
Viticulture. Amerine the enologist displayed an
obvious lack of enthusiasm in his voice whenever
MR telephoned him to report on his continuing
talks and correspondence with Gomberg and the
latest progress in his mounting epistolary war with
certain members of the new Premium Wine
Producers group. Worse than that was when the
downright disapproving Maynard delivered critical
comments or caustic remarks.


Eleanor Ray reported to her son Peter that only
one significant person, once an avid quality ally,
was disappointing and even deserting Martin Ray
in his furious battle for wine quality control.


All kinds of people are writing, phoning, etc—all
hearing about these letters, wherever they go—and
all seem tremendously in favor, with one exception—
can you guess? Maynard Amerine! Rusty's been
bombarding him with copies of all, and [MAl says he
can't fight fire with fire, whereupon Rusty sends him
a wonderful cartoon about fighting fire with fire
which says this is the only way. This is sort of like
the Russians, they put on such an offensive that
everyone else scrambles around on the defensive—
most people are too afraid to take a stand. [Note that
the Rays' fight took place during the first, and
heated, decade of the Cold War.] Maynard seems to
be going soft. These birds never were friendly to
Rusty's efforts to quality, so why not force them to it,
for you certainly wouldn't get anywhere with them
being a Milquetoast, they'd never like Rusty a bit
better, merely dismiss him sneeringly. Now he has
them on the run. [5/21/55]
Whenever MR got really worked up about


something or somebody, he and ER tended to move
to their typewriter as if to a battle station, and
there start verbalizing whatever positive or neg-
ative things currently occupied much of their
thoughts, talk, and activities. MR's often extra-
ordinarily lengthy letters to Julian Street had set
the pattern during the early 1940s. Nowadays he
periodically wooed, counseled, or harangued Elea-
nor's twin sons with long letters. In that peak year


of MR's activism, both John Melville and Burgess
Meredith (among others) also received lots of mail
from MR. But during May, Amerine was the chief
letter recipient.


MR, in his most fulsome letter-writing barrage
yet, frequently now sat down to furiously compose a
missive aimed at Amerine. (Carbon copies of his
letters show well the difference between those he
himself typed and ones he'd dictated to his wife.)
One after another he sped them off. In the UC
Davis archive there are carbon copies of six letters
he wrote to Maynard in May of 1955 yielding a total
of 16 single-spaced pages. (Four more long ones
would go off in June.) MA responded, if at all, with
brief postal notes, but mostly by just silence—
though of course there were also phone talks, when
almost inevitably arguments went on, as both MR's
letters and MA's sparse, mostly undated notes
indicate.


Never before had their strong wine-centered
bond of almost 20 years seemed imperiled like this,
after MR criticized something the younger Maynard
had said or done, done imperfectly, or failed to do.
But now it seemed precarious. And MR hoped that
his intensive letter campaign would ultimately
repair the unraveling connection, even though
justifying his own actions might sometimes involve
censuring Maynard's inaction. This wouldn't be the
only time he (and sometimes ER too) would use
typewriter or pen to get someone—a son or other
relative, a friend or business associate—back into
line, to rejoin their righteous wine mission. (MR's
minister father may have passed on to him some
gene for fundamentalist-style preaching.)


In a postcard dated 5/20 Maynard advised MR,
"Sell your wines & forget the others," signing it
with his characteristic "m" with a slash through it.
This succinct advice must have served as a
comment on the excessively long (5-page) letter,
containing few paragraph indentations, that he'd
just received from MR. Only a few portions will be
replicated here.


MR started out by telling what he'd learned, or
re-learned, from his recent wine-selling trips in
face-to-face encounters.


There is a world you know nothing about. And none
of the growers with which I am presently involved
know anything about it either. It is the world of the
retailer. Whatever else I know, I know this world.
And it is the retailer that sells your wines. Did you
know, for example, that there is at this time a
statewide practice—and likely it is nationwide—on
the part of these retailers to buy a case of any wine
or spirits that is pressed upon them and just put it
under the shelf and never offer it to any customer.
When the salesman comes around they tell him,
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"Well, you can see for yourself, your product never
sells. People don't know about it or they don't like it.
I'd be glad to buy it but it doesn't move." These
retailers, I understand. They tell me what they think
of others. They tell others, often enough, what they
think of me, too, no doubt. But the idea is, they do
sell our wines in most places and they do respect
them even where they do not move rapidly. If they
do not move at all, I take them out. This has
happened so far in but one place. But they speak
ever so openly about all the other California wines.
They will tell me, "I know this Inglenook Pinot is no
good" or "Hell, their labels at Wente don't mean a
damned thing" or "What the hell do I care about the
fact it is or isn't made of what it says—labels don't
mean a damned thing to any of them." You simply
don't realize how low in respect they have all fallen.
Now, if Wente, John Daniel, the Marquis[e] at
Beaulieu, Louis Benoist [at Almaden], the Mondavis
[at Krug] and other growers would do something by
way of honest wines and maintaining contacts with
their customers, they would not need to worry about
the shippers wines. They have simply adopted the
methods of the distillers and of Petri and Roma and
all the others. They sell through big organizations
and they not only don't know the salesmen who sell
their wines, they don't even know the bosses. I know,
I ask the salesmen. Why do you think Paul Masson
is able to outsell all of this group? It is because
Fromm and Sichel, their brothers and various
families, are out maintaining contact.
Martin Ray, the former ace at selling stocks and


bonds, concluded: "It is basic in selling to establish
and maintain contact with your market." One of the
main things he could do was to promote his wines
in retail outlets (albeit because his operation was so
small it couldn't afford to hire sales reps). Because
his competitors had failed to make direct, personal
connections with the retail market itself, where
most of their wines were to be sold to the public,
they could not know what store managers and
customers actually said about them. Hence MR felt
confident in summoning a whole legion of retailers
to back his attacks upon the integrity of those so-
called Premium Wine Producers.


MR wrote four and a half more pages, mostly
consisting of ranting, specific attacks upon res-
pected vintners and their wines (e.g., "After all,
their old man was a criminal and they grew up as a
criminal family. You cannot overlook these things").
Then he suddenly remembered the man he was
writing to, and strove to make his friend under-
stand that, despite his resistance, he too was known
to favor the imposition of wine quality standards
and controls.


No, Maynard, these people like you no more than
they like me. Wherever I go I hear it, and increasing-
ly so. I hope you continue to strike out for what you
think is right and not soften as you get older. You
once encouraged me. Now you tell me I am hurting
myself. It is unrelated to our friendship but you must
not grow accustomed to what every day you see.
Usage alone does not make custom right. [5/18/55]
Not everything that MR wrote to Amerine in


May and afterwards would pertain to his Wine
Quality Fight, for there was the usual trade gossip,
the long description of the grotesque party cruise of
San Francisco Bay taken at night with two dozen
drunken guests of actors Burgess Meredith and
Scott McKay (told in #8, July 2006)—as well as
limning the social whirl in star-lit Hollywood that
the Rays were setting up, with Burgess Meredith's
help, to entertain the niece of the esteemed Bur-
gundian winemaster Louis Latour, Christiane, who
would be visiting there from France. (She would
also stay for a while in the Ray household on Mt.
Eden and be taken on visits to a few California
winegrowers—including ones that MR was current-
ly deriding.)


Martin wouldn't easily abandon his strenuous
efforts to rouse Maynard's interest and approval, if
not actual participation, in his big battle with the
wine industry. Certainly he didn't intend to
terminate their long friendship. Still, some of his
harsh statements began crossing the line. It was as
if MR reverted back to that period in the late 1930s
and early }40s when he considered himself the
younger man's mentor and could scold him at will.


[To be continued in the April 2007 issue]


" The book is selling like mad, simply astounding
for a wine book." [Eleanor Ray, 6/21/1955]


MELVILLE'S GUIDE TO CALIFORNIA WINES
A Review by MAYNARD A. AMERINE


(Wine & Food, No.87, Autumn 1955)


When the non-technical writer strays into
technical subjects the results are not
always happy, as the following too amply


demonstrates. Melville's book represents the broad-
est survey since Mrs. Mabon's ABC of America's
Wines of 1942. It is filled with interesting facts
concerning many California wineries and wine
makers—their history, owners' idiosyncrasies,
grapes, and wines. These are mainly based on the
premise that the way to write history is to
interview the participants or their descendants. In
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some cases, at least, the discussion reads as if it
had been written by the winery. Surely the opinion
and memory of the participants is a factor, but
these do not always conform to the considered
judgement of historians. The general tone of the
book is thus to praise almost every winery.
Wineries are credited with producing "superior
quality" (this seems to cover almost anything),
"remarkably successful, first-class, excellent, finest,
select, top-quality, one of the best of its kind, very
fine indeed, a character all their own, higher
quality, standard quality, fine quality, fine table",
&c wines.


Even more serious is the use of history to
glorify or at least support the present reputation of
various firms. A winery which got a prize in 1890
and which has since undergone two changes in
ownership and a 100% increase in size of vineyard
is not certain to produce wines reflecting the
quality they had in 1890. Wineries which continue
to put prize-winning medals on their labels,
whether California or French, are among the worst
offenders in this respect. The author should have
warned his readers that changes in ownership and
policy occur rapidly in the California wine industry.


One is intrigued to learn more about the
Philery wine which is produced in the same manner
as retsina but without the resin flavor. When we
learn further that it is "somewhat similar to a
Rhine wine" our confusion is confounded. There is
again a confusion about the influence of irrigation
on the quality grapes. And should California brandy
be served in a balloon-shaped glass of the snifter
type? There is much useful information in this book
and one hopes that in future editions the edges will
be polished a bit more carefully. The most valuable
feature is perhaps the recommended wines. One
doesn't have to agree with all of his selections to
appreciate their general validity. It is too bad,
however, that more notation of specific, vintages
was not made.


A BRIEF NOTE ON THE AUTHOR & HIS BOOK


Baron John Robert Melville Van-Carnbee
(1903-1962) was born in The Hague, Nether-
lands, the son of a Dutch diplomat who had a


keen interest in wine, and a fine cellar; Melville
came to learn and appreciate the pleasures of wine
at an early age. His education was directed toward
law, and he graduated a Doctor of International
Law. During World War II, he fought in the Free
Netherlands Army, rising to lieutenant colonel, and
was posted to Washington, DC, between 1945 and
1950. He later settled in Carmel-bythe-Sea, Cali-
fornia, at his Casa Carnbee, where he began to


write his Guide to California Wines, published in
1955. The Introduction to his book was written by
Joseph Henry Jackson (1894-1955), a noted Cali-
fornia literary critic and author of numerous books
about California. As a book reviewer for the San
Francisco Chronicle for some 25 years, Jackson was
recognized for his longstanding encouragement of
young local writers. Melville revised and updated
his Guide to California Wines in 1960, and
dedicated it "To the memory of Joseph Henry
Jackson who first made this book possible."
Subsequent editions published in 1968, 1972, and
1976 were revised by Jefferson Morgan.


Martin Ray, Inc., Saratoga


The Martin Ray wines include the following champagnes and
table wines, which are available in the vintages indicated, to be suc-
ceeded by later vintages:


Champagnes (bottle-fermented): Madame Pinot Champagne
(Blanc de noir), made entirely from the free-run juice of the
Pinot noir grape, vintage 1950; Sang-de-Pinot Champagne (Rose
dc noir), a coral-pink champagne, made from the first light press-
ing of the Pinot. noir grape, vintage 1949.


Table wines (all marketed in champagne bottle* with champagne
corks for better aging, a Martin Ray trademark since 1936):


RED: Pinot Noir, vintage 1941, one of California's greatest wines,
produced from Martin Ray's old vineyards, available only in
limited quantities and easily the costliest California table wine;
Pinot Noir, vintage 1951, the first great Pinot Noir vintage from
his present domain; Cabernet Sauvignon, vintage 1947, his
finest Cabernet Sauvignon to date; Cabernet Sauvignon, vintage
1946, a great full-bodied wine, is available in very limited quan-
tities for laying-down purposes; Cabernet Sauvignon, vintage
1948 and similar in character to the 1947, is developing well.


Note: A small amount of La Montana Woodsidc Cabernet is still avail-
able, This is a non-vintage Cabernet Sauvignon (marketed in the tradi-
tional claret-type bottle), produced from Woodside vineyards in San
Mateo County, which Martin Ray used to farm.


WHITE: Chardonnay, vintage 1952, a true Mountain Chardonnay
produced from Pinot Chardonnay grapes only.


ROS£: Pinot Noir Rose", vintage 1952, coral pink, and the only rose"
produced in California from the Pinot noir grape.
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Vinaceous Correspondents:
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


The Third Article in a Series / Sixth Section
by Barbara Marinacci


This is the sixth section of a long article about the wine-focused yet social relationship between California's zealous, quality-promoting
vintner Martin Ray and noted UC Davis enologist Maynard A. Amerine. Documentation comes primarily from their written
communications in 1954, when the latter was on sabbatical leave in Europe, and includes notes from MR's second wife, Eleanor Ray
(author of Vineyards in the Sky: The Life of Legendary Vintner Martin Ray). The article itself is part of a continuing series about
Martin Ray—the first American winemaker to produce and market pure varietal wines in the period following Repeal, begun during
his ownership of the Paul Masson Champagne Co. (1936-1943), and continuing at his own much smaller, eponymous
establishment—early precursor to the coming plethora of "boutique" wineries. The quoted material comes from the Martin & Eleanor
Ray Papers, housed in Special Collections at UC Davis's Shields Library. Author Barbara Marinacci is Martin Ray's stepdaughter,


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE (1937-1976)
-6-


early February of 1954 Martin
Ray sat down at the typewriter
to compose a letter to his close
friend Maynard Amerine, who
had been abroad now for over a
month, ensconced in Spain,
where he was doing enological
research along with exploring
the countryside. It would be
sent along with the one Eleanor
had just written, apologizing for


the communication delay and then reporting at
length, mostly amusingly, on a dinner party the Rays
had recently attended at a San Francisco wine
merchant's home, in the company of several cranks.
(This story was recounted in the previous issue of
WTQ—October 2005.) Not having had the chance
recently to converse with Amerine, MR created a
marathon five-page letter, in single-space typing. In
an early paragraph he said, hinting at ominous news
to come later:


We were at John Esquin's, with Dr. Knudsen and his
mother and father and your Dr. Luccia [sic] the other
night, where you were discussed at some length, about
which more a little further on. But Luccia did say he had
heard from you and that you were now in good shape and
that you have in you sufficient of what it takes to put
down any attack, either physical or insidious of human
origin, this last already referred to [by ER] and shortly
to be explained.
But before MR launched his lengthy discourse


unveiling an apparent badmouthing conspiracy in the
California wine industry against Amerine and his
university colleagues, he responded to a comment that
MA had made in a postcard (1/31/54) about the
availability in Europe of decent vin ordinaire and also
to his passing remark about Harold Olmo, UC Davis's
grapevine breeder: "He and many people do not
distinguish between fine wine and wine which is
sound and drinkable."


It is interesting what you say of the table wines. It is not
easy to get a good table wine to drink in California, you
must always remember. In fact, we dined with Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Benoist the other night and had a poor
Champagne, a Riesling that had no Riesling flavor in it
and a Cabernet that had in it no trace of Cabernet!
[2/6/54]
Just seeing Benoist socially would have been a


challenging experience in itself. In MR's last three
years as proprietor of Paul Masson (1941-43) he'd
dealt at times with Benoist as the new, primary owner
of the nearby Almaden Winery—mostly in annoyed
frustration but also highly suspicious of his and Frank
Schoonmaker's motives and actions in attempting to
acquire ownership of Masson from him. (This con-
niving activity was described in WTQ's April 2004
issue: MR and Julian Street #4.)


Having introduced the scene, MR segued into his
coverage of an extraordinary occasion that would
interest, and possibly infuriate and agitate, Amerine.


An Industry Plot Against the Absent Enologist?


When the Rays first entered Benoist's home, MR
was shocked to find Oliver Goulet there.
Goulet had been Almaden's official winemaker


for over a dozen years, and Benoist doubtless hoped
that Goulet's presence might unnerve Martin, as
much of the evening's talk, as reported to MA, would
indicate. After MR bought Masson in 1936, he had
made Goulet his head cellar man, but jettisoned him
right after the old winery burned in July of 1941.
Although MR believed he had solid evidence that
Goulet had committed arson, he refused to press
charges, fearing eventual retribution.


Benoist offered his guests martinis as aperitifs, but
of course the Rays, eschewing hard liquor, declined.
Instead they accepted the proffered Almaden
champagne—awful though they found it. MR told MA
the conversation that followed.


He then remarked that we were evidently still on the
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Mountain and followed that with a declaration that good
wines simply could not be made from Mountain grapes.
I let it pass, not understanding how he could make such
a statement, although I might have asked him why, then,
his labels say, "Mountain Cabernet" etc. Now he told me
in Goulet's presence that he had asked Goulet to stay for
dinner thinking we would enjoy going over old times
together. This, despite the fact he knows I discharged
Goulet and never have any contact with him. He even
got Eleanor's ear on the side during the early evening
and asked her if she knew the story of why I fired
Goulet. She said, of course she did. He asked her to tell
him what she knew and she told him she would not tell
him anything.
Well, that is how we started our evening. He was
insulting at every turn but I took it at first and waited.
Finally, though, MR's forbearance ended and his


fighting spirit got roused. "We did enjoy some
fireworks, however! And that is where you come in!"
he exclaimed. Then he disclosed to Maynard the out-
lines of a nefarious plot afoot.


He said something would have to be done to get rid of
you and the Davis crowd who were getting too much
influence and especially in judging wines and expressing
opinions. He said that you had a dislike of wines from
this district [i.e., Santa Clara Valley and its enclosing
foothills] and had never at any time said a good word
about any wine except one originating in Napa or
Sonoma. I told him he was mistaken and mentioned our
wines and he said that that story was well known and
that it was because we were friends and that Amerine
helped only his friends. I told him the story of the
[Masson] Cabernet 1936 you liked so much and how you
had written to inquire what part of it came from Louis'
own vineyard and how I had told you most of the
Cabernet was from Almaden. And told him of how you
had told this to others and declared that it is the wine
you support, regardless of origin and not the grower. I
told him I had disagreed with you on many subjects but
that I would support you fully as an impartial and the
most capable judge of California wines.
To this Louis said you knew nothing of French wines or
German wines. He said you never drank anything else
but Napa and Sonoma wines and I had a long wrangle
with him over this unrelated subject which I mention
here because that is a part of something else, as you will
see.... As ridiculous as it seems, you must understand
that a thing oft enough repeated may become for many
[a] fact.
At about this point Goulet spoke up with great feeling
and said that you were not competent to judge and none
of the other Davis people were. I told him that it was a
ridiculous statement to make and he said that at a recent
meeting of some committee on which he sits he had made
this statement to the group and that he was going to
work toward getting all Davis men put out of judging. I


then told Louis that it had been your idea from the
beginning to merely get the thing started and then
educate the industry to take over. I pointed out the steps
already taken but then the both of them challenged even
the appointments you had made.... He was furious.
I am not going to try to go into all else that took place,
although I will tell you about it when you return...
He laughed at my vintaging wines, said there is not a
difference between years. He is obviously blending his
varieties to the point they are not varietal. And he is
trying to destroy the respect that exists for those who
would keep some standards.
Ever since selling Paul Masson to Seagram in 1943,


MR had mostly kept quiet—avoiding making strong
statements in the public arena while he mostly
concentrated on developing his own vineyard property
on a mountain just northwest of the "old place," as he
called his former home. But that evening at Benoist's,
full of venomous debate, along with several other
instances of Amerine-bashing, were causing MR to
intensify his commitment to advocating the imposition
of quality standards in winemaking and wine
marketing—even volunteering, surprisingly, to be-
come a proactive, vocal spokesperson who would
defend the UC Davis department's honor. As he told
MA in that long letter:


I'm tiring of what is going on in the industry. And I refer
to that particular part of the industry in which I have
been interested. But I see now that someone must meet
the threats represented by Paul Masson, Almaden and
their like and I intend not to remain silent. In fact,
although I have never favored going outside our vineyard
to express myself, I am going to have a talk with [Albert]
Winkler [longtime chairman of UC Davis's Viticulture
and Enology Department] and tell him that if he can
place me in any position at any time where I can counter
these fellows publicly I will gladly accept the
responsibility.
MR also wanted to alert Amerine to other recent


verbal assaults against his high reputation as a judge
of wines so that he'd realize that malevolent forces
were busily at work, determined to undermine his
credibility as an impartial judge of wines. So he
provided two more stories:


I met [Karl] Opper ["wine master" at Paul Masson] in
the post office. He said, "I see your friend Amerine is in
Europe." We talked a few minutes, then he said, "You
know, So-and-so tells me that Amerine can not even tell
the difference between a Moselle and a Rhinegau." He
used the name of their new chemist, son-in-law of some
Gheisenheim [sic] professor—the chap you asked me to
meet and about whom I have heard from Esquin. I said,
"This chap said this of Amerine?" And Opper said, "Well,
I was surprised, but you know Amerine knows nothing of
French and German wines, he never drinks them and his
knowledge is mostly of the Napa and Sonoma wines." I
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told him he was mistaken and we argued. But I came to
realize it was not his chemist [who] said that. Opper, in
my judgement, made up the story.
And at the dinner at Esquin's, Luccia [sic; Dr. Salvatore
Lucia] said, "Maynard Amerine has done wonderful
things for the California wine industry but he seldom
drinks French or German wines except as they are
served by others. It is a queer thing, but I have never
drunk anything but a California wine with Maynard,
except at a dinner given by others." At that young Bob
[Knudsen] said, "Amerine doesn't know anything about
foreign wines. He never drinks them. He drinks only
Napa and Sonoma wines and I have found his knowledge
of German and French wines to be lacking." Even old Dr.
Knudsen spoke up and said he had met you perhaps four
times at Davis and each time you spoke only of California
wines. Well, there you see what can happen. Your own
Friends can join your enemies in cutting you down, if the
thing is organized right and if someone doesn't speak up.
By God, I spoke up and I made all of them at Esquin's
swallow their words. Before the evening was over old Dr.
Knudsen had understood why you naturally spoke of
California wines at any meeting of Davis or California
people. He asked me to have a talk with Bob and put him
straight and told me how Bob had gotten off on the
wrong foot and how fanatical he is on subjects in which
he takes interest. Finally, I told them that you had drunk
more French and German wines than all of them put
together, I told them the Opper story and the Benoist
story and told them it was time they junked the "line"
being put out and understood both your ability and
background and came to your support. It all ended
pleasantly and successfully, as it will elsewhere.
Throughout his career as a winegrower, Martin


Ray was not averse to conveying, in talk or letters,
similar tales of criticisms and backbiting to those
persons who had been maligned or ridiculed in his
presence—whether in actuality or in his own skewed
view—and then portraying, himself as their loyal
friend and eloquent defender, as he did here. Tending
toward paranoia himself, he was pleased to pass on
fearful fixations to others. It is likely, though, that
much of what MR reported here to MA was true. If so,
it illustrates the extent to which both human
relationships, along with the industries that engage
people's strong commitments, energy, and expendi-
tures, are apt to be fraught with and affected by
skullduggery of many kinds, as well as small-minded
personal attacks. It also shows that Martin Ray was
hoping to engage Maynard Amerine as his ally in a
coming major war against his own adversaries in the
California wine industry—who were now emerging as
his friend's nasty-behaving foes too. As he said:


Hope this does not upset you[,] Maynard, it need not. [!]
I want you, however, to understand what is afoot. I want
you to realize that certain parts of the industry are bitter


against things you and I stand for. We can manage, if we
understand from where comes the attack, how it is being
organized and what is intended. I will be active, from
now on. But just a little word let drop here and there can
be like a pebble thrown into a quiet lake you know. It
would be much worse, of course, if no one even spoke of
us! At least we are worthy of some effort.
If Amerine commented, at length or briefly—which


is likely—to MR on this lengthy coverage of the
malignant attacks on him in absentia, that letter is
not in the file. Probably MR forwarded it to another
person who'd be interested in his reply, but then it
wasn't returned. (Other response letters appear to be
missing as well.)


As for MR's view of the competence of his and
Amerine's most apparent opposition at the time—the
men most closely involved with operating Almaden—
he was to write this to MA in the following year:


I understand Benoist and Goulet and Schoonmaker are
in France traveling through the wine country. One of
their friends, Chuck Dilling, told me that they had gone
over to try to pick up some dope on wine making! I know
of no better way of admitting that they don't even believe
themselves that they know what they are doing! Most
likely they have come to believe that there is some magic
secret to it all, as done abroad.
Mention of this notion that one could do something


special to a wine to make it superb then put MR in
mind of the ignorant gullibility of that young man, a
UC Davis graduate, whose parents had purchased the
Ray vineyard property on Mt. Eden a half-dozen years
ago so that he could become a winemaker. MR had
delighted then in playing an alchemist's role.


Remember Ken Kew and how I told him my secret was
the "Magic Elixir" I put in into all my wine? He believed
it and finally came to me complaining that he and his dad
had bought the place and that he was entitled to know
about the "Magic Elixir" and just what it was! I never
told him and so far as I know he never knew the joke of
it. A newspaper writer friend of Ken's who used to visit
here phoned me this week and asked for an interview. He
said what he particularly wanted to know is just what it
is I put in our wines that makes them different from all
others. He said he had never been able to learn this and
no one seemed to understand it. I have promised to tell
him. Dear me! The middle ages! [5/27/55]
No wonder Martin Ray often grew impatient with


people in the wine business—and also the people who
talked and wrote about wine. All too frequently
whatever they did or said seemed to merit his derision,
disdain, or disgust. But as for Maynard Amerine, in
his university position he necessarily had to be
discreet about what he said and did, for much of his
work increasingly involved cordially interacting with
a wide number of winemakers and winery proprietors.
Let Martin Ray defend him valorously in private
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arguments, such as the ones recounted in that long
letter.


Soon—in the middle of the following year—MR
would leap into militant actions against the California
wine industry, hopeful that the ardent quality-
promoting Amerine would join him as a comrade-in-
arms.


On Wine Experts, Wine Writers, and Their Ilk


Three months after Amerine had left for Europe,
a verbose letter from MR told of a recent visitor
already known to his enologist friend.


There was a chap here—[John] Melville—some sort of an
ex-Baron and who is writing a book on wines. He is the
most persistent fellow I ever had to assist. We asked him
to lunch, since he has been after an interview for many
months and we have stood him off. During the lunch we
could not keep him from a constant reading of his text
and taking down notes—thought he would never eat. But
I found out he could gulp more food than anyone I ever
had at our table. He was a good drinking man but he
doesnt know anything about his subject. He was calling
Folle Blanche a "soft white wine that comes early to
maturity." I gave him a drink of one that has been in the
bottle for 12 or 13 years and it sent him scurrying to his
copy. He had the idea that Sourvin [sic] has the best
Pinot possible to make. So I had to tell him he is selling
straight Zinfandel as Pinot Noir and I had the
unfortunate experience of buying two cases of the same
which I gave away in disgust.
Here MR obviously meant Souverain, the Napa


winery that Lee Stewart had founded in the 1940s.
Aware of its growing reputation for varietal wine
quality among connoisseurs, MR would naturally have
investigated at least one of its wines. (In a letter to a
friend [4/26/60] ER later recounted how MR had sent
a bottle to Amerine after removing the label, asking
him what he thought it was. "He telephoned that
evening saying ... that it was obviously straight
Zinfandel and not an especially good one and why did
we want to know about it! We told him it was a
(Souverain) Tinot Noir/ and his reply was simply 'Oh
my God!'")


Well, anyway, perhaps he will publish his book and if he
does he believes it is because you read over his copy! I
saw some of your pencil notes in the margins and I agree
with you. Why the hell is it people want to write books
on wines when they know almost nothing about which
they write [?] This fellow has gotten every grower to help
him, it seems. And he is quite good at squeezing out
information. But he hasn't the ability to edit what he
gets. I edited enough of it, if he listens. But there was so
much I did not even see and I gather he has written
much since you saw the copy.... Maybe he will become
another Frank Schoonmaker—he has enough push if he
has enough ambition and if he can sell! [3/20/54]


Toward the end of the year, MR would have
amazing news to report to Maynard in Germany about
what had happened with Melville's project,


Gu
CALIFORN


WINES
A PRACTICAL REFE^ENJCE BOOK


FOR ALL WINE LOVERS


By JOHN MELVILLE
INTRODUCTION BY JOSEPH HEtfRY JACKSON


Melville has sold his book. Joe Jackson sent it in to
Doubleday and they bought it. I personally saw the letter
from Doubleday to Melville and in which they said they
were indebted to Joseph Henry Jackson for putting the
MS before them. They enclosed a check for $500.00 as an
advance on 10% royalties. Melville was saying that the
book could not help but be a success since Dr. Amerine
had approved of everything in it. From the way Melville
speaks of your aid I dare say it influenced Joe Jackson to
lend aid in selling it. And Jackson is to write the
introduction. Well, it seems to me that the book should
not be published. Melville says in it that our wines are
the finest and most expensive wines produced in
California and I can not therefore be said to be grieving
over his treatment of us. But Melville just doesn't know
his wines. But, for all of this, Melville is going to become
our agent in Monterey for that peninsula territory....
Wherever I went when down there they spoke of him as
a very great authority—Gallatin [a Monterey restaurant
owner who had hosted a dinner for the Rays and the
Melvilles] said that Melville is a great international
authority! It's the damndest thing! Well, if he is such an
authority he can perhaps sell some wines. He already
represents Beaulieu and various other(s).... But Eleanor
almost had a stroke, I think, when she read some of the
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Melville MS and then found Doubleday had gobbled it up
on Jacksons recommendation. Melville told us, without
the slightest qualification that he is the greatest
American authority on wines. He said, "Schoonmaker
knows nothing. Julian Street knew nothing. Lichine
knows nothing. I have made a long study of wines and I
am now ready to invade the national publications and
take over the position now held by Schoonmaker in the
writing for the slick publications." When we met


' Melville a few months back he had not acquired this self
esteem to such a degree. But he has it now. It will be
interesting to see how far he succeeds. I believe he
possibly has the greatest brass and uncontrolled [sic] ego
I have ever known, but such ignorance! He is now at
work on writing a vintage list for California wines, of all
things. Frank S [Schoonmaker] is very wrong when he
says there are not vintage years in California but he
would be very correct to say that there are not vintages
wines outside a very few exceptional cases. Growers
blend for uniformity and make such a thing as a vintage
chart ridiculous. I can show you as wide a range in wines
in our cellars as you might expect in any French cellar.
And I have sold grapes to Martini when I would not even
think to crush them myself (1940) because it commensed
[sic] raining and never stopped. But most growers will
continue to blend out the vintage differences. [11/27/54]
In response, Amerine sent off from Germany a


quick reply on an airmailed postcard.
I am appalled at your letter re Melville... [W]e are
obligated by UC policy to answer all reasonable requests
for information. But as for approving his book—never.
But have just talked to [Prof. James F.] Guymon and he
and I agree that UC attorney and us (we?) will have to
find a formula to protect us. He too gave advice to
Melville! [12/4/54]
There would be more about John Melville and his


Guide to California Wines in the correspondence
between MR and Amerine in the months to come, and
also in letters from both of the Rays to other people—
including Melville himself.


MR also expressed to MA his annoyance that his
good friend Angelo ("Pelly") Pellegrini, an English
professor at University of Washington, seemed intent,
too, upon writing a book about wine.


I am going to try with utmost effort to get Pelly to see
that he can't write about wines until he has a knowledge
other than limited to his own domestic efforts. God damn
it! Why is it that people seem to want to write a book or
give speeches on wines almost as soon as they have
recovered from their first introduction to wines [?] Just
recently a young fellow named Dan Wheeler—oh, yes,
you know him—came to us. He really doesn't know
anything about wines. This week he phoned us saying
that he is giving an address before a philosophical society
in Palo Alto on Wines and he wanted to know if we
wouldn't like to come! For Christ! [6/27/54]


Writing now from Florence, Amerine told MR that
talking to Pellegrini about wine quality was a point-
less and hopeless waste of time. (At the time, most
Italian wines were shoddily made, and those being
made commercially by Italians in the U.S. were mostly
bulk wines or extensions of bootleggers' lucrative
activities during Prohibition.)


The Pelly story will get worse before it gets better but I
admire your courage and fortitude in trying to convert an
Italian to the idea that quality exists in wines. Italy is a
great storehouse of beautiful art (Florence is full of it)
but the Italian thinks of wines as a sort of lubricant for
food and Pelly showed that in his first book [The
Unprejudiced Palate, 1948].... My own idea would be to
duck and run if Pelly comes around. Or talk of art,
music, nature, heaven or hell, anything but wine or the
wine business—and tell him why. He can hardly quote or
use you then. [7/12/54]
Then MR complained that Pelly appeared to be


drawing alarmingly close to several other California
vintners but wouldn't disclose their identities. He
suspected, of course, that they were Italian, And when
Pellegrini's new book, Americans by Choice [Macmil-
lan, 1956] emerged two years later, these winegrowers
turned out to be Louis M. Martini and the Mondavi
family (centered on its matriarch, Rose) at the Charles
Krug winery, and he had devoted whole chapters to
them. After MR picked up a copy of the recently
published book (by then he was almost alienated from
Pelly), he investigated what had been said about
Martini, as "The Dean of Winegrowers." He had al-
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ways regarded Louis pere as a poorly educated, coarse-
mannered, crude-talking ex-bootlegger. Now he read
a Pellegrini-"recorded" Martini monologue that went
like this:


"[To] produce great wines we need men, both in the
vineyard and in the cellar. The quality of a superior
wine—let us say a Barbera ten years old—derives first of
all from the cultivation of the vine. The hoeing and the
pruning and the spraying must be properly done. Then
comes the harvest. Then the vimfication in the cellar. All
of these operations are of critical importance. If any one
of them is imperfectly done, the quality of the wine is
diminished proportionately. Do you see what I mean
when I say that to produce a great wine we need men?...
"Every winegrower has a few such men working for
him.... They are the core in every cellar and in every
vineyard. They are the ideal workers. They know what
to do and when to do it. They need no one to give them
orders. Frequently they give valuable advice to their
employer. No one of them carries a watch. They go home
when a job is done and not when a whistle blows. In
other words, Signor Pellegrini, labor for these men—as
indeed for artists—is a way of life. They enjoy what they
are doing. When we have a great vintage, they rejoice
more than we do."
Irritably, MR began penciling expressions of


outrage in the margins. "These are all my words put
in Martini's mouth and given an Italian twist!" he
said, adding, "—only Barbera is never a great wine."
(p.48). Another one was, "Martini blends all his
Cabernet with Zinfandel. He admitted to me he can
not even recognize Cabernet Sauvignon from either
the fruit or vine!" (p.74) And toward the end of that
chapter, after reading this sentence on page 75, "You
don't mind, Signor Pellegrini, if I try to make you into
a wine master?," MR, with his tolerance totally
exhausted, exclaimed, "Wine Master, indeed! No
Italian has yet made a great wine—they do not know
what great wines are."


When Eleanor took her turn in reading the Martini
profile, she zeroed in on the story about his father's
sending him, at age 19, from San Francisco to Italy in
1906 to learn about winemaking. Although his
education had been minimal, Louis was admitted as a
"special student" at Alba, "one of the finest
oenological and viticultural schools in the world." ER
scribbled this in: "By now they've worked this up until
he's a graduate cum laude of the University of
Milan!!" And for sardonic emphasis she added a smiley
face.


In that same chapter section MR had encountered
Felly's recounting of a scene in which the youthful
Louis at the end of the Alba enology course had to
pass two tests given by the Master: the first in the
laboratory (where he got a perfect score) and the
second an organoleptic one. In the latter, he detected


"a slight metallic taste" in the wine but missed, he
learned, a "faint smell of twine"—both coming from a
house key on a string that the Master had earlier
dropped into the barrel and now fished out to show
him. Still, he congratulated Louis on his "brilliant
performance." MR declared in disgust, "This is a
rehash of an old story. What balderdash to tell it as a
true incident! Anyway, Martini's wines are proof of his
tasting ability!" (p.51)


Would there be no end now to the persons who
intended to write books about wine and therefore
insisted upon bothering him? An exasperated MR
complained to Amerine:


I hear Ernie Peninou has published his book [Wine Mak-
ing in California, 2 vols., 1954] and that fellow Melville
at Carmel had no trouble selling his book. There are two
others that have been after us for material the last few
months—understand they, too, [are] bringing out books.
Knowing nothing about what they write in some cases
and knowing nothing about how to write what they do
know, in other cases, makes one wonder. [11/7/54]
Usually MR eventually let wine writers—for


periodicals or of books—come up and talk with him,
since he wanted, and needed, favorable publicity. By
1954, he was beginning to launch his new line of wines
for sales outside the Bay Area. Also, ER would have
urged him to make himself agreeably accessible to an
interview, in hopes that it would then be published.
On such occasions MR might begin by opening a bottle
of Champagne and then, when that was consumed,
have the visitor sample some of his varietal still wines,
whether down in the cellar or even during a meal in
the house or out on the veranda on a sunny afternoon.
And thereby he usually managed to be a charming,
loquacious, even mesmerizing host.


A Patriarchal Vintner


While engaging in his many physical labors in
vineyard and cellar, MR often pondered how
best to deal with the future of his fledgling


wine enterprise. He had long admired the European
tradition of perpetually holding a winery and
vineyards as a solid heritage within a family. As he
had done before at Masson, he pictured himself as
having joined a California-based ancestral succession
of vintners, albeit not through marriage but by
default—assuming the place a son of Paul Masson
surely would have taken had there been one. In a
statement MR drafted by hand two decades later he
proudly stated his qualifications for belonging to a
California wine aristocracy.


This "family of wine growers" was established in 1852
and has continued to [be a] dominant factor in the
making and marketing of California's finest varietal
wines and champagnes through the now more than 120
years during which succeeding generations of the family
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have directed and adheared [sic] to the same objectives,
standards and procedures.
First, in the family was Etienne Thee. Then came
Charles Lefranc who joined the family through marriage
to Thee's daughter, Adele. The third generation came
into the family in the same manner—Paul Masson, who
was Lefranc's right hand man, had joined the family firm
in 1878 and married Lefranc's daughter Louis[e]. After
Lefranc's death in 1887, Paul Masson headed up the
family firm which then became known as
Lefranc-Masson until 1892 when Masson changed that
name to Paul Masson Champagne Company, as
Resident-Owner-Director....
As age overtook Paul Masson, he introduced the fourth
generation of this famous family, Martin Ray, his long
time protege. Martin Ray, like each of his family
predecessors, brought the quality of their wines and the
fame of the family to new peaks of perfection and far
flung recognition. Under Martin Ray the wines and the
name achieved worldwide recognition and he has
continued to maintain the close personal relations with
the foremost wine growing families of Burgundy,
Bordeaux and Champagne, he and his family visiting
back and forth in an international social and wine
growing relationship.
(MR always made much of Thee's founding date. In


1941, when he rebuilt the entire interior of fire-ruined
Masson winery, he attached a plaque to its stone
fagade giving the date 1852, thus causing visitors ever
since to believe that this was when the old "Mountain
Winery" had been constructed—though the actual
year was 1906. And when selling Masson to Seagram
in 1943, MR retained possession of the original
corporate charter, derived from Thee. Therefore MR
felt entitled to claim a 100th anniversary for his own
1952 "Centennial" vintages when he released them!
Such pretensions always tended to amuse his critics.)


Having recently adopted Eleanor's twin sons, Peter
and Barclay, in 1953, when they legally became adults
at age 21, MR now was keen on soon starting the
production of a new, replacement generation. His
grandsons would be the sixth one in line, he figured,
coming after Thee. And they would now bear his
surname. Judging them self-absorbed and often
inconsiderate, he had already begun his campaign to
transform them in needed social ways, attributing
their faults to their growing up without strong
paternal guidance, as well as a tainted heredity from
their father, his former friend and estranged business
partner. (By 1954 ER's daughter, Barbara, or "Bobo,"
who had resisted MR's insistent interference in her
life, had removed herself totally from the family.)


Like a number of childless people, MR considered
himself an expert on childrearing. He drew upon his
own childhood experiences, declaring that his widowed
mother had utterly spoiled, and thereby ruined, his


two older brothers by indulging their every wish.
Fortunately for young Rusty, though, his maternal
grandparents—with whom the Ray boys had lived
after their father's death in 1910—had been very
strict though loving with him. He attributed his later
success in life to the work ethic, self-discipline, and
appreciation for fine quality that they had instilled in
him. He advocated training all children from the very
start of their lives—like dogs or, for that matter,
grapevines. "You can spoil a puppy or a young human
just by letting them get away with things," he
remarked to MA. [11/7/54]


MR's letters to Barclay and Peter Ray, and his
mentions of them in letters to other people (including
Amerine), demonstrate how proud he was not only of
their academic accomplishments but also how much
he appreciated their helpful labors in wine cellar and
vineyard. They also show how he worked hard to
influence many facets of their lives with advice,
warnings, scoldings, teasing, and motivational mes-
sages—the last particularly pushing them toward
marriage, though they were only in their early 20s and
still in graduate school: Peter at Harvard and Barclay
at Caltech.


MR's intense desire to create and perpetuate a
family winegrowing dynasty had become an abiding
obsession. It was as if he'd deliberately set up a
competition between the boys as to which one would
marry first—though when either of them courted
some girl he judged unsuitable for his purposes, he
took swift action calculated to terminate the
relationship. He contrived other covert contests as
well, such as who deserved the greatest praise either
for recent labors in assisting him or for academic
accomplishments.


By the summer of 1954 MR felt he had succeeded in
remodeling his adopted sons, as shown when he
bragged to Maynard about his proven disciplinarian
prowess with Stefan von Schorlemer, the young scion
of a notable German winegrowing family, whose
insouciant, even loutish behavior had greatly annoyed
Maynard after he'd enabled him to enroll at Davis.
But "Stef' had never even attended class, and instead
took his stay in California mostly as a partying, not a
learning, opportunity. As MR told MA:


Three and one third years ago our boys would not have
made a better impression. They had never had a father
or any discipline [sic]. And they were headed toward a
pretty sad end. In this short time of influence that
Eleanor and I have been fortun[ate] to have with them as
a unit of Mother and Dad and a big stick to back up
correct dicipline they have been made into completely
different social beings. It is not by boasting that I say
that neither of them would be today either married or
engaged as they are but for our influence.
In past years MR had hoped that his nephew Willis
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Ray, when out of the Army at the war's end and
helping him put in his new vineyards during the mid-
19408, had some potential for future management,
though he clearly lacked his uncle's fierce drive, savvy,
and sharp intelligence. But then Will had reenlisted.
When his tour of duty was over in 1953, he returned
to the mountain and MR again had put him to work.
Will showed unmistakably now that he was unsuitable
not just as MR's successor in his future wine kingdom,
but even as a dependable worker. MR described the
situation to Amerine.


Will just hasn't it in him to carry on without constant
direction. I don't know why it is but he just hasn't his
mind on what he is doing, ever. We have been in the
south [Los Angeles] twice of late and each time we left
him three things to do. We even emphasized the
importance. He did none of the things. He was to have
watered Eleanor's flowers, hoe and hill up around the St
George and adjust the clutch of the Caterpillar [tractor]
which was slipping. He let the plants die, he did not hill
up around the St. George and he did not adjust the
cutch. He said upon our return that he had decided the
plants needed watering only once a week and it was not
necessary to adjust the clutch. The vines he had
forgotten to hill up. You can imagine what it would be
like to leave him in charge of the cellar or give him access
to it. He doesn't take any better care of his own affairs.
[6/27/54]
Eleanor's sons were obviously far more suitable


candidates for carrying on Martin Ray's winegrowing
legacy. By mid-1954 MR's campaign of intense urging
(visible in his letters to them) had propelled both
young men, who were then just 22, into engagements
to marry. With Peter already scheduled to wed first,
Rusty had then persuaded Barclay to fly off to
Germany to woo a young German law student he had
known only briefly while she was in California—and
MR told Maynard how he had given him a quick
course in courtship techniques, along with Elsie Ray's
diamond engagement ring. Since Barclay would be
coming to Germany, Amerine had graciously offered
to drive around and introduce him to the winegrowing
countryside, still recovering from neglect and damages
during WWII. After spending two days with Maynard
in mid-September, Barclay wrote home to report in
detail on his attentively avuncular attentions, which
had possibly enabled him to visit some wine-producing
areas he hadn't seen yet. As if teasing them, Barclay
saved the news of his successful betrothal for later. En
route to California, he stopped off in the Boston area
to serve—just in time—as Peter's best man.


In a letter to Peter written soon after his marriage
to Margery (Terry) Marsden, an English biologist he'd
met at Harvard while getting his Ph.D.—Eleanor
explained why MR had been urging both him and
Barclay to get engaged and married soon, after


searching for and finding a suitable bride: they should
then start making babies. MR sorely regretted now
not having had children with Elsie: "His own mistake
in the past added up to bitterness, and that is why he
wants to leave no word unsaid to you both on the
subject." And then—


You can understand, with Rusty crumpled with tiredness
as he is, how very much it means to him to have you and
Barky now at the point of starting families—as he works
it gives him the drive to carry on until such time as
grandchildren can take over, just dreaming on it, with
fresh hope for the future, making it seem worth while to
make the extra effort to finish the job today.... Rusty
himself dreams of grandchildren like other men might
dream of inheriting a fortune from an uncle, or finding
gold in the Yukon! As he works, even when most tired,
the thought of future grandchildren urges him on.... And
on a night when we're drinking wine out on the veranda,
with the day's work finally behind us—when he lifts his
glass it's more often than not to those grandchildren who
will carry on this place in years to come! [9/27/54]


Pursuing Both Tradition and Innovation


Martin Ray felt ebullient when contemplating
his grand design for founding a winemaking
family dynasty. However, it was already


evident to him that both Eleanor's sons were quite
determined to become research scientists and
academicians, so that winemaking could only be an
avocation for them. Thus he placed his greatest hopes
on their future offspring, whom he intended to
introduce early to the winegrower's noble art and
craft.


And in the meantime, as he had done before, MR
proselytized among likely adherents, looking for
acolytes to celebrate in his company the Good Life:
that inestimable lifestyle made possible through living
on the land where fine wine grapes were grown and
harvested— concurrently, of course, with imbibing
their juices that had been vintaged in the time-
honored "classic" manner. MR told how his spiritual
forebears in Santa Clara Valley had lived this same
way, and his descriptions of the romantic continuity of
venerable winemaking to visitors resembled the way
he would later portray it in the drafted pronounce-
ment written in the early 1970s, quoted earlier.
Having told of his winery's interwoven family origins
originating in France, he went on to differentiate his
own painstaking, artisan techniques from the other
wineries' vast acreages and assembly lines.


Thus, and uniquely, the same pattern has continued to
reproduce itself, without any deviation from the methods
and policies of the most famous French
winegrowers—the same old time-proved methods, for
which there is no substitute. The basket press—the
identical one brought around the Horn in 1852 by
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Etienne Thee—unchanged but for new oak staves
(several times over the 120 years) and the addition of
stainless steel in replacement of the black iron tube,
bands and screw jacket, selective hand picking of the
grapes, hand pressing of the must, the use of only small
oak casks. Nothing is added, nothing is removed from the
100% varietal fermenting new wines or maturing and
aging old wines. There is a ten year backlog of Pinot
Noirs and Cabernet Sauvignons aging in bottle and
making up the most valuable inventory of such wines in
California—each bottle of which is hand decanted into a
fresh bottle before leaving the cellars to move into trade.
This entire classic method is elsewhere today unknown.
With the ever increasing demand for more wines, "new
methods" have been introduced of necessity by the big
producers—mechanical harvesting, bulk transportation
of grapes, chemical treatment and preservative additives
and vast fermentations and storage. The chemist has
come into his own! The wines produced in such manner
and in such scale have never the less produced sound and
better wines and at lower consumer costs than the
secondary imports now flooding our markets—as
evidenced by the great increase in sales of "huge wines,"
the gallons and half gallons. But no great wine has yet
been made by perennial innovators, experimenters or
chemists who would by-pass or "improve " on the original
age proven classic methods by which all truly great wines
must be made. And such wine grower families as remain
in Europe, like the Martin Ray family, look upon their
efforts as the greatest possible way of life, not a money
making adventure.
MR composed the above statement while still


holding onto a fast-fading dream of perpetuating his
wine kingdom on Mt. Eden. He continued to declare,
even believe, that he was the only winemaker in the
U.S. with lofty standards. But its aptness really
harked back much earlier, to the 1950s, when his
claim to a unique position in fine and "classic"
winemaking, on a small scale and requiring hands-on,
daily involvement, had been valid. Two decades later,
though, Martin Ray's egotistical tunnel vision blocked
much recognition that the many-sided realities of
California's burgeoning wine industry now included
small wineries that practiced quality standards for
which he had so long agitated, and produced fine
wines that were rivaling and even outshining his own
vintages, which were increasingly erratic in quality
and reception. Most of the new and younger
winemakers, however, were using technologically
advanced equipment not available to him and applying
current research-based knowledge of viticulture and
enology that he wasn't tracking—and hadn't really
done for a long time.


But in 1954 Martin Ray had still been open to
learning about the latest speculations and research-
based declarations of viticulturists and enologists. He


was also hearing or reading about superior new
paraphernalia useful in grapegrowing and wine-
making. As a traditionalist, MR couldn't be sure that
new techniques and materials would necessarily
improve his grapes and wines, so tended to approach
them warily. And as for new field or winery
equipment, even if something was suitable for small-
scale winegrowing enterprises like his and could make
his work easier, he might be unable to afford it. His
main assets were his land, his new family ... and that
perennial drive to prove to the world that great wines
could be made in California.


MR wasn't resistant to making certain changes
that might make his wines even more superlative, if
they were things he himself could do. Though
maintaining that he always followed the classic
methods his predecessors had brought from France, he
was always improvising and experimenting mostly
within their confines, and sometimes discovered
improvements serendipitously. He'd compare one lot
of a particular varietal with another he'd made and
then matured at the same time but with particular
variations. He would speculate, on the basis of his
careful notes and recollections, why one was definitely
better than the other. And he'd plan to repeat in the
next vintage season whatever he had done, but maybe
with another lot introduce something different. He
often shared his observations and conclusions with
Amerine, and from time to time called upon
Maynard's tasting skills in evaluating both his latest
and his maturing wines, during cellar visits or when
MR brought wines to MA's home in Davis.


Maynard Amerine had naturally served as MR's
best conduit for frequent news and important infor-
mation ever since his return to UC Davis from WWII
in 1946. He thus supplied a vital connection for
Martin Ray with the much larger sphere of wine-
making that was slowly being transformed in the
postwar period, well beyond his own mountain in the
Saratoga foothills of the Santa Cruz Mountains. Since
MR also considered Maynard his closest friend, with
him he could gossip and tell tales, dissect mutual
acquaintances, spout enthusiasms, vent anger, reveal
fears and fixations, discuss plans and strategies for the
future. Their yearlong correspondence reveals the
remarkable depth, breadth, and candor of their
association, especially on MR's part, and indicates the
kind of talks they always had in person, of which MR
was currently deprived.


[To be continued next issue.]
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Vinaceous Correspondents:
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles


The Third Article in a Series (continued)
by Barbara Marinacci


[This is the second segment of an article within the continuing series based primarily on the writings of California's "legendary"
vintner Martin Ray (1904-1976). For 40 years he zealously promoted the cause of wine quality, particularly in the forms of planting
more fine winegrape varieties, producing unblended varietal wines, and assuring their honest labeling. Part I was the Introduction;
Part II told of the remarkable epistolary relationship between Ray and East Coast wine authority and author, Julian Street. The first
segment in this third article appeared in the WTQ July 2004 issue; several more sections about Ray and UC Davis enologist Amerine
will follow this one. Author Barbara Marinacci, the stepdaughter of Martin Ray, prepared the Martin and Eleanor Ray Papers for
permanent storage in Special Collections, UC Davis Shields Library. Comments about Amerine in Martin Ray's letters to Julian Street
quoted herein, as well as excerpts from Amerine's own letters to Street, are reprinted with the kind permission of the Manuscript
Division, Department of Rare Books and Special Collections, Princeton University Library.]


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE: 1937-1976
-2-


oubtless Martin Ray had
quickly alerted Maynard
Amerine to Street's en-
thusiasm for his new
Paul Masson wines, ex-
pressed in a telegram and
letters beginning in mid-
January of 1940. This
good news was then
passed on to Harold
Price, the head of San


Francisco's Wine and Food Society—who had
refrained from proclaiming to his oenophilic peers his
admiration for the pure varietal wines MR was
making. Confident now, Price soon arranged to put on
a Society dinner at the end of March that would
feature some of these Ray-made Masson wines ... and
there he read a letter from Street praising them. This
acclaim from a greatly respected East Coast wine
authority instantly got the California wine industry's
attention, since Wine Institute officers and various
prominent winery proprietors were present.


A month and a half later, Elsie Ray told Julian
Street—dictating her message through Martin's
letter—how attention to these startling pure varietal
wines from California had been stunted until he had
awarded his encomium, thus encouraging both
Amerine and Price to become more vocal about their
admiration.


We must give due credit to Dr. Amerine, who has visited
about every winery in the state and even when our 1936
wines were but a year old he told us they were the finest
in the state. Through Amerine, Price became interested.
However, they were afraid to talk out loud. [5/16/40,
quoted in an MR letter to JS.]
It's evident from the start of his letters to Street


that Martin Ray felt privileged to have Maynard
Amerine as a friend, technical adviser, and informant.
In the latter capacity MA told MR about what was


going on in other wineries and vineyards of the state,
as well as the industry at large; described his
experiences when traveling in 1937 through Europe's
principal wine districts; and acquainted him with
salient and relevant research projects at Davis and
elsewhere. MR's early letters to Street made sure he'd
know about the important role the young UC
professor played in promoting an appreciation for and
knowledge of fine wines. At the same time MR
expressed his own determination toward joining the
campaign to raise the level of quality in winemaking
by educating consumers and encouraging them to
expect—indeed, demand—that California wineries
produce ever better wines by vintaging fine variety
grapes.


Over the years, MR would never halt in his
pedagogical efforts concerning wine. In his years at
Masson, he welcomed members of the local and
national press. He also wrote several informative
articles for publication. These also served to publicize
the unusual efforts he was making to improve the
reputation of California wine.


Martin Ray's First Publications


In October of 1937, a year and a half after he
bought Paul Masson's property in Saratoga and
not long after he first met Maynard Amerine,


Martin E. Ray, identified as manager of the Paul
Masson Champagne Company, published "California
Wines Versus French Wines" in the Pacific Coast
Review. No doubt he had already discussed with
Amerine some, even many, of the statements he made
in this essay, and gleaned useful information. His
chauvinism over his home state and its potential for
future winemaking glories was obvious from the start:


California soil and climatic conditions are for grape
growing and wine making, unequalled elsewhere in the
world. It is well established that conditions in California
are adaptable to the production of some of the finest
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agricultural products from the standpoint of quality,
quantity and variety. This is made possible by the many
types of rich soil and its varied climates.
However, it is not as yet so generally known that in this
country, especially in California, the finest varieties of
grapes can be and have been naturally made into wines
both still and sparkling of a soundness, quality, character
and delightfulness impossible to duplicate in the older
and perhaps better known wine producing countries.
MR regarded his state's benevolent climate as a


major asset to its reviving wine industry:
In the fermentation of the grapes a certain sugar content
is required to produce a definite amount of alcohol. This
is of primary importance.... In California, the
vineyardists and wine makers have the first major
advantage over their competitors elsewhere, nature
having provided the long spring and summer months,
the late fall and a warm and continuous sunshine
without which the grapes can never ripen into sufficient
sugar content to produce in fermentation enough alcohol
to make a normal wine, and it is the lack of this
condition which has given, where it does not occur, the
first and major handicap to the wine makers elsewhere
the world over. Little realized and but barely known, this
fact is of great importance and goes a long way toward
providing California with a lead in wine making which,
when time and the efforts now being employed by its
wineries are giving effect, will serve to put California
again not only in the foreground as a producer of quality
wines, but may see it recognized as the producer of the
finest wines in the world.
Despite his own admiration and fondness for


particular European wines, MR recommended to his
readers: "It is a good policy to drink the wine of the
country in which you reside." In other words, Drink
American—or better yet, Drink California Wine.


In the next few years MR, as Masson's proprietor,
produced two other articles, for the monthly trade
publication Wines and Vines: "New Masson System
Clicks Instantly" (December 1940) and "The Classic
Method of Winemaking" (March 1941). Probably he
asked Amerine to read them before he sent them off to
the publisher, for by then the two men corresponded,
and they saw each other often.


In the first article, he introduced the procedure of
wine "futures" by barrel-tasting well in advance of
bottling, thus enabling both individual consumers and
tradesmen—wholesalers, distributors, and
retailers—to place advance orders on particular wines,
paying for them in three installments. (It's possible
that Amerine had suggested this innovation, based on
his firsthand knowledge of European wine marketing.)
But before he set down the particulars, MR felt
impelled to provide a mini-lecture to readers:


There is very little new about winemaking. That is
because it is primarily a work of Nature, although Man


must control it. There are different kinds of wines
resulting from different kinds of winemaking and by far
the most important is the making of ordinary wines
because they are made for the average person. They must
be pure, wholesome, inexpensive. The making of these
ordinary wines is, then, entirely different and a subject
completely removed from the making of fine wines under
the classic method.
Fine wines are a luxury. They are the result of a
particular climate, soil, vine variety and cellar method,
all in complete harmony. In a great year sometimes great
wines are achieved. But whether fine or great, and the
distinction between them varies, such wines can be made
only under the classic method and only in certain spots
in the world where soil, climate, and vine variety in
complete harmony with nature, has willed that such
wines maybe made. The number of such wines made and
the extent of this volume is of necessity limited and yet
the demand for them is great. There is actually no
competition in this field of endeavor, for those who
succeed in making wines under the classic method, but
one producer complements another. Each wine has a
definite personality and there is a ready market for more
than can be made.
Then MR introduced the main subject of the article


and staked his claim on being the first American
vintner to follow a customary European practice in the
early marketing of wines.


In California the Paul Masson Company has pioneered in
producing wines under the classic method responsible for
its 1936 and subsequent vintages. Yet in its best years its
production of varietal still wines does not total more than
four hundred cases of each of four varieties, a total of two
thousand cases, and its champagnes are limited to four
thousand cases of a given vintage. With this small volume
and the great demand the Paul Masson Company has
had to set up its own method of merchandising which has
become known as "The Paul Masson System."
Just as there is little new in winemaking so there is little
new in merchandising. For, it is all a matter of supply
and demand. The terms of the Paul Masson endeavor to
bring these two factors into line with each in such a
manner as to have, under certain conditions, the wines
so merchandised, available to all.
The Paul Masson System involves conditions of sale
which are used largely in the older winemaking
countries. On Thanksgiving Day an announcement is
sent to the trade of the size and quality of the vintage
and the minimum prices which will be acceptable for the
wines some four years hence. The period between


• Thanksgiving and Christmas is known as the Tasting
Period and at this time prospective purchasers may taste
and judge the new wines, subscribe to the number of
cases which they wish. Against the total of subscriptions
so received, allotments are made on Christmas Day. At
the option of the firm, the allotments may constitute all
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or any portion of the subscription. Payments fall due
twenty-five per cent upon receipt of allotment, twenty-
five per cent upon notification of bottling (some three or
four Christmases hence, this also the option of the firm),
fifty per cent upon shipment. The date of shipment may
vary with the wine and the vintage, but the purchaser is
notified substantially in advance of the shipment.
A percentage of these wines must be reserved by the firm
for its private inventories and releases, and at the time
the announcement is made that percentage is also stated.
With the 1940 vintage it was announced that allotments
would be made constituting not more than seventy-five
per cent of the wines.
Martin Ray, after claiming his right to two


activities that distinguished him from other winery
proprietors, was pleased to report the already positive
results:


While neither the making nor merchandising of these
wines involves anything new to this, one of Man's oldest
creative efforts, both are new to California. It was
therefore with great interest that members of the firm
waited and anticipated the results of its first
announcement under the terms of the Paul Masson
System of the four varietal still wines which were priced
at twenty-five dollars per case to the Trade. These prices
anticipated that when these still wines ultimately
reached the Consumer Market it would be at price
around forty-eight or fifty dollars per case, proper for a
great wine in a great year, but something new for
California wines.
It is true that several firms of national distributing
facilities had, prior to this announcement, agreed to take
all or any portion of the 1940 Vintages, which insured
the success of the system. But it was with much
gratification that the first results of the announcement
disclosed subscriptions from others, which assured the
complete success of the system and provided a new
manner of merchandising California wines which, it is
hoped, will become general in usage since by its terms
the wine-maker is paid and financed in proportion to his
ability and success in winemaking under the classic
method.
Finally, MR strove to summarize in his last


paragraph why his barrel-tasting, wine-futures system
made good sense:


Just as the character of a great, or lesser but
distinguished variety, is always to be found in its natural
and unblended wine, so the type of wine-making,
whether classic or not, can only be judged by visiting the
cellar and tasting the wines there made. Great wines are
being made in California and are being merchandised
under a system fitting their respect. It is a part of
winegrowing in which there can be no competition and
for which there is a great reward.
In his article for Wines and Vines that followed


four months later, Martin Ray went into some detail


about his use of traditional winemaking methods, on
which he prided himself, calling them "classic." Here
MR described his current pursuit, which endured until
his demise, of what he called "the Good Life." It
combined living close to the land, drinking wonderful
wines, and eating well-prepared foods—a lifestyle that
Amerine too would always follow in his own way. For
MR, it would come from being a hands-on vintner who
dwelled among his beloved vines and above a
capacious cellar containing "natural" wines—wines, as
he'd often say in the coming years, to which nothing
had been added and nothing taken away.


The Classic Method ofWinemaking describes more a way
of living than a method of work. For, those who make
wines under the classic method must truly live with their
wines. For them there is no more rule for making wines
than for living each day....
It is soil, climate, vine varieties, methods of winemaking,
that permit fine and sometimes great wines to be made.
The romantic and historical background of the producing
property, its reputation or labels, have nothing to do with
it.
MR declared that the wines he produced were


making high-quality prototypes for an industry that
currently strove primarily for quantity. He then voiced
his expectation of worthy competitors who would try
to match or surpass his unique varietal wines and
champagnes:


In California, the Paul Masson cellars have pioneered in
producing wines under the classic method responsible for
the 1936 and subsequent vintages, and as its achieve-
ments have become known, interest in this sort of thing
has grown until now there is evidence that others may
undertake to make, successfully, fine natural wines by
these methods.


Amerine's Wine Judging
A s a fledgling wine connoisseur on the fast track,
/\y learning everything he could about


JL JLwines, Amerine had been taken under the
instructional wing of some San Francisco-based wine
aficionados, inevitably to be influenced by them. It's
evident in his letters to Street that MR didn't respect
most of these men, such as the San Francisco Wine &
Food Society's Harold Price (who at one point asked
for a job at Masson). He considered them pretentious
fellows with limited and biased knowledge of
wines—though he'd use their names and connections
when doing so would be advantageous.


When MR first met him, Amerine was undertaking
to author or coauthor articles about different wines,
and also about wine judging, which he maintained
could be done methodically and analytically, not
subjectively. According to MR, Amerine's first major
disillusionments with other oenophiles who regarded
themselves as expert wine tasters occurred in 1939, on
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the occasion of the Golden Gate International Exposi-
tion, the world's fair held on Treasure Island in San
Francisco Bay. Amerine served as organizer of the
event that would judge the California entries in 20
different wine categories. It was the most important
and prestigious showing of wines in the half-dozen
years since Repeal. At first MR had not been asked to
submit Paul Masson wines. Probably hearing of this
oversight from Amerine, he wrote an irritable letter to
the Wine Institute. After being issued an invitation
belatedly, he entered some of his best wines in the
competition—all no doubt ones that Maynard had
suggested. The consequence for Amerine, however,
was a heated dispute over the superiority of the
Masson wines. The whole adverse experience both
enlightened and disillusioned Amerine.


Sometime in early 1940 MR must have written a
letter to Street giving the details, revealed to him by
Amerine, about the miscarried wine-judging event in
the previous year. However, that letter isn't in the
Princeton collection. But MR later mentioned it
several times when describing Amerine to Street:


He is on all the important wine judging committees, was
Chairman of the Committee at the Golden Gate Inter-
national Exposition, which I have told you did not, in my
estimation, do a very noble job but which was not his
fault. He did all he could, I believe, to make the awards
what they should be. The trouble was, I think, the
members of his Committee were not entirely competent
to judge and one or more of them dominated where it
should not have been possible. But Amerine at least
limited the awards and tried to do all a man could do.
Amerine and I don't discuss that incident any more
because we covered all the ground and understood each
other pretty well. He said the event caused him grey
hairs and sleepless nights, which I can well understand.
I doubt if he would judge again unless he could have a
committee of genuine authorities to sit with him. [5/4/40]
Several weeks earlier, MR had said:
You may keep Amerine's letter. I want in time to
introduce him to you, if he goes east this year. He has
been influenced by Price, who has turned him into a
more sophisticated chap than he was, in exchange for
what Price didn't know. Amerine is a comer. He hasn't
broken away from those who influence him but that will
come. They are leaning on him now although he is but
27. Unfortunately, their "opinions" are often [not] his
decisions and that accounts I believe for the mess they
made of the judging at Treasure Island. Amerine was
chairman of the (5 man) Judges. Price, de Mattel
[Mathe] and two lesser members. Amerine aged several
years with that experience. I fear it may have been the
worst judging ever done. I would not want to have been
on that Committee. But Amerine is the one of ability. He
also has personal charm. He will grow away from them
all. [4/20/40]


At the Golden Gate Exposition Amerine had found
himself outnumbered by the four other wine judges
whose palates proved on that occasion to be either
lamentably undiscerning or anxious not to offend the
better-known premium wineries, which produced far
more commercial wine than Paul Masson, most of
which were Wine Institute members (and Paul Masson
decidedly was not, thanks to MR's adamant refusal to
join). In the blind tasting these judges had preferred
the blended and more genial table wines. Therefore
the majority voted for white and red still wines far less
distinctive than several unblended fine-varietal ones
that MR had vintaged at Masson—which only
Amerine had chosen as the best of their class. A white
still wine and a sparkling burgundy made by Martin
Ray at least earned Honorable Mentions. However,
these honors didn't mean much, as many such awards
were given out, to avoid offending any winery.


But the deed most offensive to Amerine, and in
turn to MR when he heard of it from him, came with
the champagnes. All the judges initially chose as top
winners two Masson sparkling wines in the Dry (Brut)
and Sweet (Semi-Doux) categories. But everyone on
the panel—except Amerine, again—then decided it
would be politic to withhold the gold and give all
submitted champagnes co-equal silver medals. Amer-
ine, already upset about often being outvoted on other
wines, fought insistently to give the two gold medals
to Martin Ray at Paul Masson—and eventually won.


In after years MR said he'd been so disgusted after
Amerine told him about the entire experience that he
refused ever to enter his wines again in any official
wine-judging competitions, such as state and county
fairs, since he never expected to get the high approval
they merited. (He had no control, of course, over
events in which other people submitted his wines.) He
believed that many judges played favorites as part of
the "wine politics" directed by the Wine Institute;
others, unacquainted with qualities necessary in fine
table wines, simply preferred bland, slightly sweet,
invariably blended commercial wines lacking varietal
identities. The wines of his own making were apt to be
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tartly dry, heavy-bodied, intensely flavored (with
youthful reds astringent with as yet unsoftened
tannins)—not readily accessible to judges whose
palates weren't properly attuned. (Of course MR
would always rejoice whenever told that some wine of
his, tasted blind along with anonymous others in
gatherings of oenophiles, had taken first place,
particularly if besting distinguished French vintages.
He then might publicize this triumph, and the Ray
Papers contain abundant evidence that this flattering
outcome happened often.)


Sometimes ditching his careful professional
neutrality when he was with MR, as he had done
when talking about the Golden Gate judging, Amerine
would surely have criticized that special breed of men
who herald themselves as wine experts—including the
growing number of snobbish wine writers, most of
them located in the East, who automatically disdained
all wines made in California. His opinions, though,
may not have been expressed as virulently as this one,
given to MR by a wine journalist named Eddy, who
had accompanied the Wine Institute's publicity man
on a visit to Masson. MR paraphrased his discourse in
a letter to Julian Street:


You will be interested to know that he said that he had
formed the opinion that the greatest enemy and the most
detrimental influence that the California Wine industry
has, is in that group of men who have either set them-
selves up as authorities on wine, or come to be so
regarded, but who in fact, know nothing whatsoever
about wines, only know that it is smart to go about
speaking of them in the lingo which they have learned
from the trade, and endorsing anything which is
imported, tearing down anything which is made in
California. I gave him a long talk on this and told him
that there was some truth in his assumption, but that he
had better distinguish between the genuine authorities
and the phonies. I told him that most of them are
phonies, but that Julian Street is an outstanding
example of the exception and that he is in a position to
do more individually for the Wine Industry in California
that anyone else, especially since he is in the East, and
has a vast following everywhere. [4/19/40]


Insights into a Sensitive and Somewhat
Taciturn Young Man


In his letters to Julian Street and doubtless in his
conversations with other people in the industry,
Martin Ray praised Dr. Amerine's growing knowl-


edge of wine, his tasting ability, and his intense
dedication to discovering, as a scientist, the hidden
secrets of winemaking—and then revealing them to all
who were interested in improving the caliber of the
state's wines. Yet at the same time, because of the
seven years' difference in their ages, MR tended to
regard Maynard Amerine, despite his growing


academic and enological eminence, as a brilliant
protege with some perplexing quirks and social
naivete that he could help him overcome.


Knowing that effecting an epistolary connection
between his two wine-oriented friends might be
interesting and even beneficial to both of them, and
even to himself as well, MR encouraged Maynard to
write directly to Julian Street. Several times MR had
praised Amerine in his letters to JS, and in mid-May
of 1940 he said, "Dr. Amerine will write you very soon,
and I hope that you may find in each other a
friendship." MR's intention to bring Amerine into
Street's orbit must have been partly intended to pull
him a bit away from the influence of the San Francisco
"wine phonies" he often hung out with.


Of Dr. Amerine, I have said that he has been influenced
by others who know less than he, and I have attributed
this to his youth. It has been over a period of four years,
I have learned to know him—a gradual process, quite
unlike the way we have gone to it.
Since being privileged to know you and as our friendship
has developed, I have often thought Amerine should
know you. He is devoted to wines. Your life is filled with
treasures he may serch [sic] for elsewhere in vain. I
hoped he might contribute interesting things he is
thinking and doing in wines. I knew he could profit much
and I hoped you might enjoy him. So I asked him once to
write to you, telling him I had arranged the introduction
this way. I tell you, he was flattered and clearly showed
he was impressed with this invitation I extended.
[5/25/40]
By then, though, Amerine had already sent off, on


May 23, a three-page handwritten letter that con-
tained a single huge paragraph. It started off conven-
tionally with "Dear Mr. Street."


For sometime now Friend Ray has been at me to write a
line to you—hoping I think that the combination of many
invitations to visit California will induce you to pay me a
visit. He is right—you would find a good welcome here
and some good wines. California still drinks more than
five times as much wine as the average American state
and as the Bohemian Club list which I am sending to you
under separate cover shows, some of us drink some
rather good wines. Incidentally, I should like your
comments on that list with particular reference to the
loose leaf idea. We believe that wine lists should, more or
less, stay up to date. When there is more than a change
or two per page we intend to reprint that page.... Of
course, if a Club really had the foresight it would stock
enough for a 5 yr. period. But, as you know, it is very
difficult to predict the demand for any particular wine
and hence to know just how much to stock. In addition
few Clubs care to stock up too much on wine when they
sell so much more spirits. But with time I have every
confidence that there will be enough demand for the best
that it will be stocked and kept. I do not hope that
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progress shall be in a straight and easy path—but MAN
today does have more than he has had in past centuries
and even if he fails to use it at the moment, trying to find
progress in wars etc., I think that with time he will again
choose the best. After all, Europe was not much a
pleasant place during the Thirty Years War nor even as
late as 1800 when Napoleon ran back and forth across
Europe setting his relatives up on spare thrones (and
what horrid people his relatives were). People will, if
given time, take the best wine, the best books and the
best music. The trouble is that they use such circuitous
routes in arriving at the place where they all want to go.
And sometimes when the routes are bad they get
shipwrecked on the way. The price of a bad means is
frequently a bad end. England therefore now pays for
her folly in trying to tie Germany to a lie. The Versailles
treaty was not bad because of the end which it attempted
to achieve—peace—but it was rotten because England
thought to gain peace and profit at the same time and all
at Germany's expense. Now she pays—thus ever does
tune catch up with us—unfortunately the innocent suffer
too— Write if you care to.


Cordially, Maynard Amerine


Granted, enologist Amerine had composed a most
peculiar introductory letter to send to Julian Street,
the illustrious wine man. Certainly it lacked the
adulation that MR had showered upon JS at first, and
still continued intermittently. Maynard wrote it at a
time when Americans were becoming deeply con-
cerned about the probability of being hauled into
another world war—this one, as MA saw it, brought
on by a harsh treaty that had sabotaged Germany's
economic recovery after its defeat in WWI. Also,
Maynard must have dutifully written it after imbibing
several glasses of wine. (It is interesting to note here
MA's comment about bad means often resulting in
bad ends—a prophetic theme that would recur in his
final appraisal of Martin Ray.)


MR sent a commentary to Street soon after he saw
a copy of Amerine's letter. First he expressed his
disapproval of the tone and contents of that letter.
Then he launched into an analysis of his young friend
Maynard, who was remarkable later for his absolute
discretion in self-disclosure. MR, though, was a
diligent observer of other people's behavior. He would
also intently probe other people's psyches—often, it
emerged later, to gather up material perhaps useful
for his own controlling or even nefarious purposes.
Just as he frequently set down for Street the virtues,
faults, and failings of friends, acquaintances, and foes,
he now disclosed information and insights to him that
decidedly would have alarmed and displeased Amerine
had he known of this communication.


Today I received from [Amerine] two expensive bottles of
wine, which he cannot afford t.o buy for me, and a copy


of his letter to you. I am shocked at his lack of tact,
especially as indicated in the introductory and closing
statements. The letter in its entirety I thought in very
poor taste. The letter is nothing like him or what I hoped
he would write. It is the way these "arranged" things
turn out sometimes.
Now, I realize he has a very great inferiority complex,
which explains to me a lot of things about him—how he
could write such a tactless letter, for one thing. That
letter is not Amerine as he is to me, yet I see Amerine as
he is to some who do not know him as well.
At this point I must drop out. If you want to ignore his
lack of tact and give him another chance, it is my
suggestion that you switch him into his own and familiar
ground, tell him you are interested in his work and ask
him to tell you all about it. Maybe that will work. Maybe
you prefer to skip it. I shall tell him what I think of his
letter but I can hardly expect him to write a better one if
I ask it. Damn it all, it is hard to get along with people in
some cases! If I get after him, no good can come of that.
So I'll merely tell him my opinion of his letter. I know he
tries desperately to do the right thing.
Once he confided to me, no woman has ever cared for
him and he asked me if I thought love would come to him
in time. There is something human but pathetic about
that. He fears it may not come to him. He tries to do the
right thing and actually he is very proper, thoughtful,
considerate in all his relations I have observed. He sends
cards, presents, goes out of his way to help, insists on
doing more than his share. But all this fits in, yes? He
has had some affairs I think and he will marry in time no
doubt. If the right kind of marriage, it will do a great deal
for him. It would teach him a lot he doesn't know about
human relations. Does this permit you to know him a
little better?
MR had apparently been touched when Maynard


confessed to feeling so insecure that he doubted his
ability to conduct a conventional heterosexual
courtship. In MR's rulebook one's life trajectory was
already set: Man and Woman should marry, preferably
in mature young adulthood and be steadfast, lifelong
companions, taking complementary roles within the
household (with the male necessarily dominant) and
hopefully producing progeny. MR knew that in the
traditional winemaking families in Europe, genera-
tional succession was crucial. (He and Elsie, however,
never had children. Eleanor Ray said that Elsie had
told her that Rusty's high-strung nervous system
could never have tolerated kids' kinetic behavior,
noise-making, and demands for attention.)


In this Amerine-revealing letter to JS, MR at last
began softening his criticism.


He has worked hard, put himself through school after
seeing his people fail and lose all their large land
holdings when he was a kid. All this may not interest
you, but I am in it and this far I will continue because he
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is my friend and I like him and I don't want you to think
he is like his letter! He is not. Feeling inferior he simply
had to write as if it was a great favor to you and me and
of no importance to him. Then he struck out at the
power of Britain because that made him (he uncon-
sciously hoped) appear very brave, which he is not.
[5/25/40]


Amerine's Correspondence with Julian Street


When introducing people he liked or admired to
each other, MR aimed to be the center around
which they would gravitate after he had


orchestrated the initial contact. Hoping Amerine
might provide technical information to Street and
even meet him someday when he was back East, he
had in mind a very different kind of letter that his
friend should write. However, though MR thought
that Maynard's tone had been flippant or even
arrogant, the letter didn't seem to bother, let alone
offend, Street himself. He responded with a two-page
typed letter, written on June 9,1940. (Fortunately, he
made a carbon copy, which ultimately found its way to
the Princeton Library. On it the addressee had been
incorrectly called "Dr. Raymond Amerine.")


It was good to have your letter after having heard such
interesting things of you and your work from our
common, yet uncommon, friend, Martin E. Ray of the
Paul Masson Co. I greatly admire Ray for the things he
has done and the things I believe he will do. It is good to
see a man with inflexible idealism setting out to make, in
this country, the best wines that can possibly be made
here. Do you know of anybody else who is going at it as
wholeheartedly and intelligently as Ray? He is the only
California wine man I have encountered (I've en-
countered him only by mail, at that) who knows the best
foreign wines and consequently has the standards that
such wines alone can set.
Then JS made a few favorable comments about the


Bohemian Club wine list that Amerine had sent him,
along with some suggestions for improvement. The
list then brought on this comment:


It is pleasant to see so many of the Californian growers
making use of grape-names [varieties] now, or California
place-names. I hope that when they use grape-names the
wine is what it is declared to be—that is, that the grape
named is used, and no other grape. I have tasted wines
from out there that were called Pinot Noir which did not
have a shadow of the Pinot Noir flavor and which I am
convinced were not made from the Pinot Noir grape. The
Pinot Noir made by Ray is, in fact, the only U.S. wine I
have tasted that was unmistakably made from the Pinot
Noir grape. I've tasted several Cabernets from California
which seemed genuine as to the grape, but the best—at
least the most promising—I have had, is Ray's 1938,
though it is too young to drink as yet. But I think it is
going to be the best claret type wine that has so far come


out of this country. It is absolutely clean and balanced
and I shall be much interested in tasting it from time to
time as it matures, and seeing what it develops into. I
resent the use in this country of such terms as
"Burgundy" for domestic wines which don't resemble
Burgundy; "Sauterne" (especially when spelled without
the final "s"...) which isn't like the real Sauternes; and
still more so, "Chablis," when there is no wine made in
this country that even remotely resembles a true, good
Chablis (nor abroad either, for that matter); and when it
comes to calling an American wine by such a name as
"Johannisberg Riesling" (albeit not "Johannisberger"),
I think it is shameful, just as it was when they had a
wine out there they called "Yquem."
I used to buy some California wines long ago.... I found
[the Masson Champagne] superior to Golden State. I
don't think, at that, that the old Paul Masson, in its day,
as good as the present product.
Not wishing to let Amerine's inappropriate anti-


British (and pro-German) remark pass without a
challenge, Street expressed his own view of the
mounting war in Europe, which was certain to engage
the U.S. soon. (It should be kept in mind that by this
time Germany had conquered and occupied Poland,
Denmark, Norway, Belgium, and Holland, and had
already invaded France. Five days before JS wrote this
letter, over 300,000 French and British troops were
evacuated from the French port of Dunkirk,
transported across the Channel by a brave armada of
British seagoing vessels, including fishing boats. And
by the 13th of June, four days later, the Nazis would
occupy Paris.)


I don't quite understand what you mean when you say
that England now pays for her folly in trying to tie
Germany to a lie. Do you mean the matter of war guilt
for the last war? If so, I do not agree with you at all. I
saw Germany in 1900 when she was coming along by
peaceful means, catching up and passing other nations in
commerce &c., or getting ready to pass them. There was
every reason for her to remain peaceful and to win out by
the arts of peace, but she chose the other road. Now she
has chosen it again. Britain and France, if they erred at
all, seem to me to have erred in getting soft; in forgetting
that the Barbarians of the North are there today just as
they were in the First Century or thereabouts....
Anybody who thinks the Versailles Treaty was a terrible
treaty had better read it over....
Britain and France have made their mistakes; so have we
made ours; so have all nations made mistakes; but
Britain, France and the United States, among the great
powers, have on the whole been the most liberal and
enlightened in modern times....
I state these views simply because you wrote of these
matters in your letter. I had much rather talk with you
of wines, for Ray tells me you really know a lot about
them. So let's lay off European politics....
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Before signing off, Julian indicated that he'd
welcome getting some technical information from
Amerine in the future:


Thanks for your letter. I shall be greatly interested in
getting information from you as California wines
improve.
This reminds me of the fact that so many of them seem,
to my taste, to have been pasteurized or similarly
treated. Do you know which are and which aren't? It
would be very interesting to me to know about that. The
way a lot of them are bottled suggests that the producers
aren't worrying about their keeping. I've never seen a
good straight corking job out of California yet—except
Ray's champagne corks, which I don't like for still wines,
but the reason for which I fully understand.
Amerine showed MR the letter he'd recently


received from Street, and MR, in his next letter to JS,
said:


Glad Amerine's letter didn't bother you. My mistake (or
my fear) [was] I wanted you to like him. Anyway, you
will know him the better, now. A fine letter you wrote
him. I also appreciate the kind remarks about my wines
and the old boy himself. [6/7/40]
Julian Street's Amerine file at Princeton contains


six more letters from Amerine, indicating that
occasional correspondence continued between them
over the next years. Unfortunately, there's only one
copy of a JS letters to MA: the first. But clearly he
wrote Amerine from time to time and requested
information and opinions, and the UC Davis enologist
would respond, at times frankly and in implicit or
explicit confidence, as in this letter he penned in a
hotel in Seattle:


Prof. Winkler and I have been preaching about the
nomenclature of California Wines for nigh onto five
years. No one in the industry that I know of apparently
has the money and idealism to maintain completely non-
objectionable names (either varietal, regional or
fanciful). Even Ray doesn't dare stop calling his
sparkling wine "Champagne" and there is little
difference in the names Champagne, Port, Burgundy,
Sherry (Jerez) and Sauternes as far as objectionable-ness
is concerned.
I think there are two reasons why some of the wines you
have tasted did not closely resemble the variety. Many
growers have their varieties incorrectly named. In most
cases they are entirely honest, but ignorant. Even when
they do have a patch of a good variety they frequently do
not know enough about their vineyard to keep it
separate from different varieties of contiguous plots.
Then there are the dishonest vintners, always trying to
turn an extra penny at the. expense of their own
reputation and eventually to that of the industry.
Finally, and perhaps most important, not every variety
reacts the same under different climatic conditions. In
general, I think the red and the more distinctly flavored


white varieties resemble wines of the same varieties from
abroad. But subtle differences in pruning, soil, rainfall,
sprayingpractices, length of day, fog, hail, wind, crushing
practices, method of removing from the vine, method of
transportation, size of fermenter, size of aging cask,
temperature during fermentation, temperature after
fermentation, pressing practices, method of punching the
cap down, frequently of filling up, amount of aerating
during racking, type of metal in the crusher, must lines
and faucets, and even how far from the winery the
pomace is dumped (flies) all influence the character of
the wine of a given variety. For these and other reasons,
I continually tell everyone that the better California
winemakers make the best California wine in the world,
but they do not make Sauternes, etc. as you and I very
well know. Comparing wines is always a difficult task,
because the smallest defect may be magnified by the
prejudice of one person against that defect. If everyone
had a stronger prejudice against sulphur dioxide, we
would have a better industry, and so would France. But
to return to nomenclature, I see very little chance of
straightening it out in the near future....
In general, I think that some of the bad California
practices have come about through ignorance, through
an industry in which not more than a very few wineries
drink, test, age and try their own wines (let alone other
people's wine for comparison) and because of insufficient
capital to carry out the dictates of their conscience. Lack
of a clientele for the good wines has been a final
handicap. [6/19/40]
Two months later, Amerine wrote Street again.
Your letter has been here these past weeks recalling its
pleasurable comments to my mind every now and then
when I was here at my desk. But in these past few weeks
I have not been here much and now the Vintage is well
along. Prof. Winkler and I have just completed a tour of
10 districts over 600 miles apart at the extremes
speaking to all 10 in 5 days. The talks were on grape
varieties and climatic factors which influence quality. I
don't know whether or not the growers understood what
we told them or not. It is all so clear to me that they
should plant better varieties and should give their wines
acceptable names. But when it is a matter where their
pocketbooks are to be affected they do not wish to
change. In a few weeks you will receive a copy of a new
wine circular which we have put out. In it we have said
more about nomenclature than the University has ever
attempted before. Even so it is pretty mild. After all,
usage doesn't justify a practice but if the usage is
sufficiently prevalent the dictionary eventually accepts it.
I take the attitude that the time is not yet ripe for the
desired changes. At the moment the consumers are not
ready for the change; the producers likewise are not
ready—they lack the varieties which could be identified
by their wines and they lack the vision and enthusiasm
to carry this into practice. Even some of the varieties
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which they have are not correctly labeled and they show
little interest in seeing that they are properly identified.
The time will be ripe when a number of companies get
together voluntarily and agree to jump in all at the same
time....
You ask specifically about Pinot noir vineyards in
California. I know how much controversy there is over
this now and while waiting the word of our
ampelographer, Dr. Olmo, I can't say. He spent 5 months
in France checking varieties in 1928 and a number of
vineyards which used to say they had Pinot noir now
admit they don't. Others are not admitting it and finally
others have types of Pinot whose exact identity is
difficult. The Pinot is a family of varieties you know....
The vintage season here started out to be early, but we
have had a very cool August. This should help to protect
the acidity of the grapes and if it doesn't turn too hot or
if the growers don't let the grapes hang too long it should
be a good year. Unfortunately many growers don't pick
on time but start 4 weeks late which in our hot climate
is fatal—no matter what variety is being used.
Now I must get started on some experiments and to
planning more lectures. The Univ of Calif, starts early—I
had my first lecture of this term this morning... .There is
a period of 8 weeks now when time is not mine but the
grapes'. The best of the year will be Thanksgiving when
I will be free again. [8/26/40]
Two letters to Street from Amerine (6/19/49;


10/20/40) have two forms: the original handwritten
letter and a JS-made, somewhat edited typewritten
copy, showing that he circulated it among associates
in the wine business. The typed versions don't give
Maynard Amerine's name. Instead, one has the
heading "From a California Wine Authority"; the
other says, "The foregoing is from an expert. As it is
a personal letter I do not give his name but he is one
of a few men who have gone deeply into the study of
winemaking in California. Please regard this as
confidential material.—J.S."


Amerine continued to furnish Street with
observations and opinions that demonstrate the
kinship of his wine philosophy and Martin Ray's—and
indicate the gist of the conversations about honest or
accurate labeling and wine quality that engaged both
vintner and enologist:


The hectic Vintage season is now over, leaving me
somewhat worn out but quite satisfied with the season's
results. We started in early August and we have a few
grapes for making dessert wines here on the Farm still
to be picked. On the other hand, in the industry there is
still, with one or two exceptions, an appalling lack of
recognition of the critical importance of picking at the
proper stage. Not only does the sugar rise too high but
the acid decreases too low when the grapes are picked
late in the season. The resulting wines are heavy, lacking
the essential fruite quality and frequently have an


overripe grape or raisin taste. (This is for the Table or
"dry" wines; the grapes for the dessert, fortified, wines
such as Port, do not suffer from high sugar and moderate
acidity; although there is plenty of evidence from
Portugal that they do not want their grapes to get dried
up else they contribute a raisin flavor to the wine.) But
even more important is the influence of late picking on
the fermentation. As the grapes pass their time of
optimum maturity the number of rotten & diseased
berries increases and the chemical composition becomes
unfavorable to yeast growth and more favorable to the
growth of harmful organisms, particularly spoilage
bacteria. Aside from Ray you would be amazed at how
few of our growers or vintners have the least conception
of these facts. This is one of the recurring reasons for the
lack of quality (or even drinkability) of California wines.
The basic difficulty is of course the lack of fine varieties
of grapes. Not only is there a lack of varieties but many
vineyards have their varieties incorrectly labeled; this
results in consumer confusion as well as self deception on
the part of the producers. In most cases I think this is
entirely unintentional. As long as Calif, wines were
labeled with type names the exact varietal identification
was not of critical importance. However there is every
chance that this will be cleared up in the next few years.
I am more worried about the harvesting and fermenta-
tion practices. There are many practices which the
winery can use and which it is difficult to discern. But we
can see the vines. There are some fine new vineyards
now being planted and the prices paid for the better
varieties of grapes was in some cases twice that of the
ordinary grapes.
The harvesting and fermentation practices however
require constant care, knowledge and work. This latter
is the main difficulty.
Amerine then asserted an ethnic prejudice that


usually, and obviously, he had to express sub rosa in
his professional capacity. It was one that MR in his
own talk and writings would often amplify both
publicly and privately. Unlike his professor friend, he
was uninhibited by the need to be politic about certain
members of a nationality who had excelled in
bootlegging wine during the Prohibition years and
therefore were well positioned to convert to bonded
wineries at Repeal.


I may not have told you that the California industry is
about 80% in control of Italians. Their interest in careful,
precise, laborious winemaking has been nearly nil in
Italy and it is no exception here. They are mainly
interested in "big" wineries or in quick profits. The
above is of course strictly confidential as I have to work
with these self-satisfied little Mussolinis who "know it
all." They mainly have the Italian peasants' belief in the
efficacy of the supernatural. In this case the divine
agency is construed to be science. Now science can
explain a great many things and can, in many cases, lead
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to more rational procedures, but it is not yet ready to
prepare wines from sugar, water and acid, and as long as
our winemakers insist on leaning on "helps" rather than
on grapes they will not get far in making fine wine.
Though he acknowledged the desirability of


abundant and affordable vin ordinaire, Amerine
recognized the need for both marketers and
consumers to distinguish between it and wines of
superior origins and intentions.


The companies which are producing ordinary wines must
not attempt to pass them onto the public for fine wines.
There is a great deal to be said for the bulk producer
producing large quantities of standard red and white
wine. If he can standardize his practice sufficiently and
reduce costs wine can be delivered to the American
people at prices which will encourage them to drink it at
regular intervals rather than as a luxury drink.... But
fine wines are in a different class. They require more
expensive material and methods and their ultimate
quality depends on their own precious "individuality."
This is the real reason why blending, increasing the
acidity &c. are not to be considered for the quality wines.
Now and again, Amerine would add winsome


personal touches in his letters to Street:
The weather has turned beautiful for the fall. I like this
time of year—a sort of recovery from hard physical labor
and getting ready for the winter's work. I trust that you
enjoy good health and regret my delay in answering your
delightful letter. [10/20/40]
Not long after the start of the new year, 1941,


Amerine wrote Street again, but more briefly than
before. Knowing that Julian, a connoisseur, was
almost as interested in attractive foods as he was in
fine wines, he could mention a recent culinary use of
nature's provender and awaiting a future feast—from
there moving, rather surprisingly, into somber reflec-
tions: first on the dark uncertainty of life in a world
being torn apart by war, then on a sense of his inabil-
ity to measure up to his expectations for accomplish-
ment, and finally on the current wine business.


... The rains have given us an early spring and also have
brought wonderful green grass in the fields. Some of the
more tender grasses are very good for cream soup while
others are very fine in simple salads. I had both last
Sunday and it was a fine combination.
The early lambs (those of last September and October)
are just getting to the proper size and I am anticipating
some good meat in a week or two. As a matter of fact
good food is plentiful now—and the best philosophy it
seems is to live every minute to its fullest, taking
advantage of all that one's means and opportunities
offer. Because there is no way of predicting just what the
future will bring. This has always been true but it seems
more so now.
The winter has been a good one here. Sales of wines were
high—though not so high as anticipated—and there is a


general mood of satisfaction in the industry. I do not
believe in self-satisfaction and find myself constantly
disatisfied [sic] with my own work. But perhaps a certain
amount of self-satisfaction is all right if it leads to a
really intelligent examination of the position of the
industry. The whole set-up of the industry just now
trends to larger and larger units and this does not mean
better and better wines but the contrary. [1/30/41]
A month later, Amerine—with literary leanings


that Street might appreciate—started a note to him by
quoting some lines from "Time, You Old Gypsy Man"
by British poet Ralph Hodgson; its images moved from
a restless itinerary ("Last week in Babylon, / Last
night in Rome ...") to finality in the tomb. Amerine's
mood was brooding and bleak (probably he was
already anticipating being drafted if the U.S. entered
the war); still, he managed to see hope of redemption
in wine. Yet how he wanted wine consumers to push
the California vintners into reform!


Today is so fascinating—but it is only because tomorrow
is so damnably dark. Whatever ray of light one can find
today must be in the individual. There are no hopes for
nations. The sins of the past, of some, and of the present
of others, will eventually bring them low. Strangely
enough it is in France that perchance the love of life and
light will again spring.
And it is because the only optimism today is in the
individual that I find so much pleasure in working with
and for wines. In wine there is joy and life and light. How
much pleasure and relaxation it could bring to Americans
if they could only drink it with understanding and
without excess. But how few do, or can!!
Two changes however need to transpire. One in the basic
attitude of Americans towards alcoholic beverages and
the other in the type of wines made and in their proper
distribution. How difficult it is to find really "light"
wines—wines which one can drink without becoming
sleepy!!...
The other problem of quality wines is, with the exception
of Ray, still pretty much unsolved. There does not seem,
even with the New York demand, to be a profound
spiritual interest in quality which is, of course, very
important. You would be surprised at how little interest
many winemakers have in their vineyards. The vineyard
is paramount. If good varieties are not planted and
properly cared for there can be no fine wines. Prof. Wink-
ler and I have both been practically jeered for suggesting
that more care in harvesting would pay dividends in
cleaner fermentations and better keeping quality. [3/1/41]


Establishing and ensuring wine quality in California
was ever the holy grail for both Martin Ray and
Maynard Amerine. And although they agreed on the
measures that needed to be taken to achieve it, each
already took a distinctive approach to bringing the
needed changes into fruition. •







[Excerpt from Maynard Amerine's handwritten letter to Julian Street, 1 March 1941.
See "Vinaceous Correspondents," beginning p. 14]
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